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Installing
Standard SMP/E installation and maintenance best practices are used to install and maintain Broadcom mainframe z/OS
products. The installation process includes all the tasks that are typically performed by a systems programmer to acquire
the products and make them ready for use in a production environment.

You can install Broadcom mainframe product software using IBM z/OSMF, CSM, or native SMP/E batch processing.

NOTE
z/OSMF installation is not available for every product.

z/OSMF and CSM are intuitive web-based tools that automate and simplify many installation activities on z/OS systems.
These applications also make obtaining and applying corrective, preventive, and recommended maintenance easier.

The following graphic provides a high-level overview of the installation process for Broadcom mainframe products:
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These steps are described in the following procedure:

1. Prepare for the installation by reviewing best practices and verifying that the software, hardware, security, and other
installation requirements have been met.

2. Acquire the product software using one of the following methods:
– From Broadcom Support, download a z/OSMF (filename.zOSMF.pax.Z) or classic SMP/E JCL (filename.pax.Z)

package. Only one can be selected.
NOTE
If a z/OSMF package is not available, select the SMP/E JCL package. A z/OSMF package is not available
for all products.

– From CSM, select a classic SMP/E JCL package from the product list. You cannot acquire a z/OSMF portable
software instance from CSM.

3. Perform an SMP/E installation to install the product software using one of the following methods:
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– If you downloaded a z/OSMF package from Broadcom Support, install using z/OSMF Deployments.
– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from Broadcom Support, use either of the following options:

• Install using native SMP/E JCL
• Install using CSM

– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from CSM, start the installation process from the SMP/E
Environments tab in CSM.

4. Install maintenance using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
NOTE
Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance. This service lets you acquire
maintenance on demand and to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed. The SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more
productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. Migrate existing CSIs to z/OSMF and use z/
OSMF Software Update to manage software updates.

5. Finalize the installation:
– Configure your product.
– Deploy your product.
For these tasks, use the methods that your product supports and in the preferred sequence per your site.

Prepare for Installation
Review this topic to prepare to install, configure, and deploy your Broadcom product software.

To prepare for an installation or upgrade, we recommend that your team use our Installation Checklist or Upgrade
Checklist. Upon completion of the installation, use the Day 1 Task Checklist under Getting Started. Doing so can help you
start using the product and can help you get acclimated to the customer documentation as well.

To install your product, we recommend that you understand:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Security Administrator for access
• Storage Administrator for DASD allocations
• Systems Programmer for z/OS and VTAM definitions

TIP
If you plan to use z/OSMF to install or configure your product, review the installation best practices, which
include comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

You can install this release of your product and can continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, the new installation deletes previous releases in that
environment. We recommend that you install into a new CSI.

• If you acquired your product using SMP/E JCL, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.
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NOTE
CSM installs a product into a new SMP/E environment by default. You can select an existing SMP/E
environment from your working set.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

Review Installation Best Practices
Before you begin the installation process, review these installation best practices.

Manage Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. With
each Security or Integrity Fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include more details and
context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector String, the affected
components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service information and an email
subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

Business Value:

This maintenance lets you quickly identify and apply security or integrity maintenance. The proactive notifications let you
address security issues immediately.

More information:

Maintain Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom Security Advisories Portal

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval for Product Maintenance

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to eliminate the need to download maintenance manually. This service uses
the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom mainframe product maintenance. This service enables
you to acquire maintenance on demand or to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this service to download maintenance and dramatically reduce the
time that is required to download PTFs.

Business Value:

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system
programmers more productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually from the Broadcom Support
portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Recommended and Preventive service

More information:

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
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Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy

Use CARS to implement a proactive preventive maintenance strategy. CARS is patterned after the IBM preventive
maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CARS, you can install preventive maintenance for
most Broadcom z/OS based products consistently on a schedule that you select (monthly, quarterly, annually). You
can follow the same schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you can implement a schedule for Broadcom
products only.

Business Value:

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimizes errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes. Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid
unscheduled downtime and assists you in proactively maintaining your software.

More information:

Recommended Service for z/OS

Sign up for Hiper Notifications

Sign up for HIPER notifications for all Broadcom products on the Broadcom Support website so that you receive
notification of potential problems for your products as soon as possible. Subscribe to HIPER and other product
notifications like security advisories within the Broadcom Support portal. Sign in and select Subscriptions under MY
ACCOUNT. Select the alerts that you want and Submit.

Business Value:

Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid unscheduled downtime and assists you in
proactively maintaining your software.

Apply IBM Maintenance

Apply IBM maintenance for z/OSMF, SMP/E, and other components and products that are used during the software
installation process using the following FIXCAT:
IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService

Obtain the latest IBM HOLDDATA and run the SMP/E REPORT MISSINGFIX command to determine whether any
required PTFs are missing:
SET BDY(GLOBAL),

REPORT MISSINGFIX ZONES(ZOS24)

  FIXCATA(IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService).

Business Value:

Missing APARs can affect the operation or performance of your product.

Review IBM z/OSMF Training Videos

IBM offers the following training to help you and your team learn z/OSMF basics. We recommend that all members of your
installation team review these videos before they use z/OSMF:

• Review IBM's z/OSMF Tutorials
• ServerPac Installation with z/OSMF: Tutorial 1 - Gain Access
• z/OSMF Management Facility

Business Value:

You and your team receive training so you can work efficiently in the IBM z/OSMF interface.
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Check for Platform Requirements
Check for any IDMS prerequisites for the operating system release or CICS Transaction Server (CICS TS) release that
you are using or planning to upgrade to.

IDMS is certified for use with new releases of IBM operating systems and CICS TS when they become generally
available. If there have been any changes in the operating system or in the CICS TS release that affect IDMS, the
requirements for using IDMS on the platform are described in a Product Information Bulletin (PIB). The Product
Information Bulletins are located at ca.com/support.

When upgrading to a new IBM processor such as the zNext or z196, check with IBM in advance for recommendations on
how to preserve performance levels of existing software across the upgrade.

Business Value:

Ensuring that pre-requisites are addressed will provide for continued operation of IDMS at the current or optimal level of
performance after upgrading to the new IBM software release or hardware.

Additional Considerations:

The Broadcom Support Online website (ca.com/support) maintains a Compatibilities link that describes the product
specific requirements for z/OS, z/VSE, z/VM, and CICS TS releases. After selecting the specific platform link, the IDMS
requirements are located under the Databases link. For example, Product Support notice QI82743 provides information
for configuring IDMS for use with z/OS 1.9 and above.

Keep Current on Common Components and Services
Install the current release of Common Components and Services.

Business Value:

The latest release of Common Components and Services contains the most recent infrastructure updates, allowing you to
use the latest software for SVC installation, license checking, service desk integration, and communication.

For more information on Common Components and Services, see Common Components and Services Requirements.

Use the Appropriate Type of Configuration
Determine the type of configuration you want to do and reference relevant information about that type of configuration.

The available types of configuration are:

Full base
- Allocates and formats new database files and new system definitions.

Upgrade
- Preserves previous database and system definitions.

Add-on
- Configures additional IDMS products into an existing IDMS environment.

Use the following table to help determine which type of configuration to perform.

Full Base Upgrade Add-on
Allocates and formats database
areas

Yes No Depends on product

Updates existing database
areas

No Yes Depends on product
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Business Value:

Each type of configuration has its own special considerations that may affect which type of configuration you decide to
perform to achieve your objective. Choosing the correct type of configuration avoids execution of unnecessary jobs saving
time and CPU costs.

More Information:

• For the types of configuration available for IDMS, see Configuration Types.
• For upgrade installation, see Installing and Upgrading in Release Notes.

Use Naming Conventions
Use of appropriate and meaningful naming conventions when defining your SMP/E and IDMS data sets will simplify the
identification and maintenance of your IDMS environments.

When performing an IDMS SMP/E installation we recommended you take the following step:

• Put a release indicator (like R190) in the high-level qualifiers when creating the SMP/E environment.

When performing an IDMS configuration we recommended you take the following steps:

• Put a release indicator (like R190) in the CFGPFX variable in VARBLIST.
• Do not include a release indicator in the DBPFX variable in VARBLIST.

Business Value:

This practice clearly segregates your SMP/E environments by release and makes it easy to identify the release for which
an environment was created. Not including a release indicator in database file names eliminates the need for manually
creating new files each time you upgrade to a new release. The same set of database files will be used for all releases of
IDMS.

Additional Considerations:

Any type of installation creates new SMP/E data sets. An upgrade does not create new database files.

Upgrade All Dictionaries and Systems
On an upgrade, be sure to update all application dictionaries and DC/UCF system definitions. If you maintain multiple
SYSDIRL dictionaries or multiple IDMS message areas, be sure to upgrade each of those as well.

Business Value:

By ensuring that all application dictionaries, SYSDIRL dictionaries, message areas, and DC/UCF systems are updated
with the changes for the release being installed, you avoid problems that are caused when the definition of objects does
not match what the software expects.

Additional Considerations:

If you do a manual (not using CSM) upgrade, configuration Job 10 updates only the application dictionary identified in
the VARBLIST with parameter APPLDICT. To update more application dictionaries, rerun steps XCMD10 and XDDDL10
in JOB10 for each additional dictionary. You must alter the job stream on each execution to name the DMCL and target
dictionary to be updated.

Also, you must update the definition of every DC/UCF system in use with new and revised task and program definitions.
This two-step process is described next.

1. Update SYSTEM 99 in each of your SYSTEM dictionaries. The JCL generated for Job09 contains a section that adds
sysgen source to the system dictionary. This section uses IDMSDDDL to load the DLODxxxx or DNODxxxx members,
depending on the option you chose for the STORPROT variable. Subsequent steps update SYSTEM 99 for various
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products. Extract the sysgen steps and run them against each of your system dictionaries, altering the job stream on
each execution to identify the appropriate DMCL.

2. Update each of your system definitions.
The simplest way to update your system definitions is to copy the task and program definitions from SYSTEM 99 to
your DC/UCF system. Copying can be done by rerunning the SGN90GJU step from JOB16 and changing the number
of the target system from 90 to that of your DC/UCF system. The input to JOB16 is shown next:
 //SYSIPT DD *

   SIGNON DICTIONARY SYSTEM

   USA UPDATE FOR DDLDML

   USA UPDATE FOR DDLDCLOD

   USA RET FOR DDLDCMSG

   SET OPT FOR SESSION DEF ON NO LIST INP 1 THRU 72.

   MODIFY SYSTEM nnn.

   COPY TASK FROM SYSTEM 99.

   COPY PROGRAM FROM SYSTEM 99.

   GENERATE.

 

Configuration Best Practices
This section is not intended to describe all configuration considerations for IDMS. Its purpose is to complement and not
replace the IDMS product documentation set.

Deploy Products Using CSM
Deployments create an automated process for deploying multiple products to one or more systems in the same manner
and the same time. In a one-to-one manual scenario, you complete same tasks for every product and every system one
by one. One or more products to one or more systems immediately increase the scalability of this effort. This best practice
reduces errors that typically result from manual efforts despite best intentions.

CSM ensures that you are adhering to your company system and naming standards every time you deploy a product.

You can use your company system and naming standards when performing the following tasks:

• Creating systems
• Adding products
• Creating methodologies

Create an inventory matrix of all your systems and Broadcom products that are on each system. This best practice details
the systems that must have products deployed to them.

Business Value:

CSM lets you easily deploy Broadcom products. This best practice gives your company dynamic abilities for designing,
creating, and maintaining systems.

This best practice also provides the manager responsible for systems the flexibility to design, create, deploy, and maintain
systems.

More Information:

For deployment steps, see the online help.
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Configure Your Product Using CSM
Chorus Software Manager (CSM) can help automate acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring
mainframe software. As a system programmer, your responsibilities include configuring products using CSM. A
configuration is a CSM object that you create to tailor your installed software or CSM deployed software. Configuration
makes your software usable in your environment. A configuration contains the profiles, variables, and resources specific
to your environment.

This diagram explains the configuration process.
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Figure 1: Configuring_products

1. Determine the source of your configuration based on your site environment:
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– If you configure a product from an SMP/E environment, you can only configure it on a staging system.
– If you configure a product from a configurable CSM deployment, you can configure it on a staging system or a

nonstaging system.
2. Create a configuration.
3. Build the configuration.
4. (Optional) Validate the configuration.

NOTE
Although validation is optional, we recommend that you validate the configuration before implementation.

• If validation fails, edit the configuration and repeat the process from step 3.
• If validation succeeded, implement the configuration.

5. (Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.

The product configuration process completes.

NOTE
Perform any manual configuration steps outside of CSM now if needed.

For more information about configuring products, see the CSM online help.

Create a Configuration

You can create a configuration for a product that is installed in an SMP/E environment, or a product from an existing
configurable CSM deployment.

The configuration wizard consists of several steps that let you set up your configuration as you prepare to implement
it. When you go through the wizard, you define a set of properties for your configuration. For example, you define the
product that you want to configure and the system you are targeting for the configuration. Optionally, you can select to
import product configuration settings and variable values from a previous configuration for the selected product.

Each product configuration includes various settings, such as:

• The functions and options for the product
• Settings and preferences that are associated with the specified target system
• Resources for the product

NOTE
To avoid a conflict of resources between two or more configurations of a product, SCS manages the
resources that are associated with previously defined configurations. To resolve conflicting (not unique)
resources in your configuration, perform one of the following actions:

• Change the appropriate target setting to create a unique resource name.
• Delete the older configuration containing the existing resource name and release the conflicting resource.

If you import values from another configuration, you can optionally delete the configuration that you are importing the
values from to avoid conflicts.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Configurations tab, select Create Configuration from the Actions section.
The configuration wizard opens to step 1.

NOTE
You can also start the configuration wizard from the following locations:

• The SMP/E Environments tab - for a product in an SMP/E environment.
• The Deployments tab - for a product from an existing configurable CSM deployment. Starting the

configuration wizard from the Deployments tab opens it to step 2.
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2. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
3. From the Review and Build step, review the configuration summary.

You are ready to build the configuration.

NOTE
If you do not want to build configuration now, save the configuration and close the wizard. You can build it
later.

Configuring to a Staging System

Configuring a product that targets a staging system implies the DASD resources that are created as part of a product
implementation will be local to the CSM driving system. The CSM driving system is the system where the CSM is running.

Configurations that you create for a staging system are implemented in the following phases:

1. CSM creates and customizes the product run-time data sets on the CSM driving system.
When a configuration targets a staging system, the configuration wizard provides a set of catalog preference variables
as part of the target settings. You can determine whether the customized run-time data sets that are created in the first
phase should be cataloged in the catalog that is associated with the CSM driving system. This setting is default.
If you decide not to catalog the data sets to the CSM driving system catalog, you can optionally specify the name of
a user catalog where the customized run-time data sets are to be cataloged. If you do not provide the user catalog
name, the data sets are uncataloged.

NOTE
The support for creating uncataloged run-time data sets assumes that the following statements are true:

• The volume that is specified for the run-time data sets is not SMS-managed.
• The rules that are established at your site allow the run-time data sets to be created as uncataloged data

sets.

When an optional user catalog name is specified, you can specify optional alternate, or indirect, system residence
volumes (SYSRES). By default, no SYSRES preference is specified.
– If no SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with the actual volume serial numbers of

the run-time data sets.
– If a SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with an indirect reference to a system

residence volume (or its logical extensions). Specifying a SYSRES preference lets you change the volume serial
numbers of the system residence volume (or its logical extensions) later without having to recatalog the run-time
data sets on those volumes.

NOTE
For more information about non-VSAM user catalog entries and indirect volume serial references, see the
description of the DEFINE NONVSAM command in IBM DFSMS  Access Method Services for Catalogs
(SC26-7394).

2. You make the data sets accessible and activate the configuration.
Systems that do not share DASD with the CSM driving system do not have access to the run-time data sets. For
those systems, move the run-time data sets to DASD that is accessible to the remote system. For moving the data
sets, use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. CSM does not endorse a specific technique
or support transmitting the customized run-time data sets that are created when configuring a product to a staging
system.
After making the data sets accessible, activate the configuration.

Build the Configuration

You can build a previously saved configuration, or you can rebuild your configuration (for example, if there is a problem
with the build).

You can only build configurations with a status of Under Construction (8) (resume the configuration first), or Build failed.
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Follow these steps:

Perform one of the following actions:

• If you are on the Review and Build step of the wizard, select Build.
• If your configuration is saved in a step before the Review and Build step, resume the configuration from the

Configurations tab. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps. From the Review and
Build step, select Build.

• If your configuration is in Build failed status, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and
select Build.
Optionally, you can edit the configuration before you build it again. Navigate to the Review and Build step of the
wizard, and select Build.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The configuration is built.

Built configurations are ready to be optionally validated or implemented. Before you start implementing a configuration,
you can still edit the configuration.

You can build your configuration again later (for example, if there is a problem with the build).

Validate the Configuration

Before you implement a configuration, you can validate it. Validation verifies access to resources that are going to be
utilized when you implement the configuration.

NOTE
Although validation is optional, we recommend that you validate the configuration before implementation.

You can only validate configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation stopped,
or Implementation error.

While validation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CSM. Doing so
helps avoid data set contention between the validate processing and data sets being accessed outside of CSM.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to validate.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Validate.

The validation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information and a table of numbered configuration steps.
The validation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed or fails. The steps in this dialog
automatically update as operation data changes.

3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:
– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step

is manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually. Select Show Details to open a detailed
summary for all steps in the configuration.

– For the steps with prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to review prerequisites details.
When the validation is completed, a message appears confirming that the validation succeeded or failed.
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NOTE
While a validation is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog without stopping
the validation process. Select the configuration status link to bring back the validation dialog while the
validation is still in progress, or view the status of the validation task later from the Tasks tab.

After the validation finishes and before you start implementing, you can still edit the configuration.

After a validation has finished successfully for a configuration on a staging system, review the activation instructions,
if any. Select Activation Instructions from the validation dialog. Doing so opens the required steps that you will have to
complete after you implement the configuration to activate this configuration.

Edit the Configuration

You can edit configurations that you have previously created and built. You can edit a configuration if the build fails, or
when validation fails because of an errant value. You can only edit:

• Configurations in a status of Build complete, Build failed, Validated, or Validation error.
• A configuration that has not started implementing yet. After a configuration has started implementing, you cannot edit

it.
• One configuration at a time.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to edit.

NOTE
Select the Status column to sort by status and identify all configurations that you can edit.

2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Edit.
3. Change data on this step as needed, and navigate and make edits to the remaining steps in the wizard.

Implement the Configuration

When you start the implementation, CSM evaluates the defined steps and determines what steps to execute. The
selected steps are presented as a list. Release them so that they can be eligible to execute after their prerequisite steps
have successfully completed.

NOTE
Validation and implementation of a configuration may require exclusive access to data sets that the configuration
specifies. Using data sets outside of CSM, such as ISPF edit and browse data sets, can introduce data set
contention. Data set contention can result in validation and implementation errors. Therefore, while validation or
implementation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CSM.

Implementation completes the configuration process for configurations on a nonstaging system. For configurations on
staging systems, you may be required to perform extra steps to activate your configuration.

Implementation executes on the target system, applying the variables, resources, and operations that are defined in the
configuration.

You can only implement configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation
stopped, or Implementation error.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to implement.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Implement.

The Implementation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information, and a table of numbered operation steps.
3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:
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– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step is

manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually.
– For the steps that have prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to see details about the

prerequisites.
4. (Optional) Select one or more steps and perform the following actions using the action links:

– Set Automatic
Changes the mode of the selected manual steps so that CSM automatically performs them when they are released
and all prerequisites are satisfied.
You cannot change the mode of external steps. CSM cannot perform them automatically.

– Set Manual
Changes the mode of the selected automatic steps so that they become manual steps that you must perform
outside of CSM.

– Release
Releases the selected steps. The steps become eligible for execution when all prerequisite steps are complete.

– Bypass
Skips the selected steps. These steps are not released when you select Release All. If the bypassed steps are
prerequisites for other steps, the prerequisites are considered satisfied. The dependent steps are executed when
they are released.

5. For manual or external steps, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of a step, and select Confirm.
The step is confirmed as completed successfully. Any prerequisites that other steps within the implementation define
are satisfied.

6. Perform one of the following actions:
– Select Release All to release all steps at once and execute them. However, steps do not execute if they have

prerequisite steps that have not completed. Perform and confirm manual and external steps.
– Select Release Next to release and execute the next step in sequence. However, the step does not execute if

it has prerequisite steps that have not completed. Select Release Next for each subsequent step, and confirm
manual and external steps.

The implementation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed, is stopped manually, or fails.
The steps in this dialog automatically update as operation data changes.

NOTE
While an implementation is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog without
stopping the implementation process. Select the configuration status link to bring back the implementation
dialog while the implementation is still in progress, or view the status of the implementation task later from
the Tasks tab.

You can select Stop to stop the implementation process. Non-executing steps are not started. You can start another
run of the implementation from the Configurations tab by selecting the configuration and selecting Implement.
When the implementation is completed, a message appears confirming that the implementation succeeded or failed.

7. (For successful configurations on staging systems) Select Activation Instructions to open the required steps that you
must complete next to activate this configuration.

NOTE
If the configuration fails, address implementation failures.

View Step and Action Details

The validation and implementation dialogs contain links that let you drill down for more information about steps and
actions that are associated with each step.
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Follow these steps:

1. On the Validate Configuration or Implement Configuration dialog, select the link for the step you want to view
details.
An Actions dialog opens. The dialog contains the actions that are associated with this step as links if more information
is available. This dialog contains the following columns:
– Name

Identifies the name of an action.
– Type

Identifies one of the following types for this action:
• Action

This type is an actual action.
• Backup

This action performs a backup operation if the action is recoverable.
• Commit

This action makes the changes from previous actions permanent.
• Rollback

This action reverts the changes from previous actions.
– Group

Identifies one of the following groups that are associated with this action:
• Operation action

Describes the set of actions that perform the function of the operation.
• Preop recovery

Describes the set of actions to be performed before all other actions in the operation.
• Postop recovery success

Describes the set of actions to be performed if all actions complete successfully.
• Postop recovery failure

Describes the set of actions to be performed if any action completes unsuccessfully.
• Cleanup

Describes the set of actions to be performed after all other actions in the operation.
– SRVC-CC

Identifies the CSM services completion code for this action.

NOTE
This code is an internal CSM completion code that is returned from the executed service in the SCS
address space.

– SRVC-RC
Identifies the CSM services return code for this action.

NOTE
This code is similar to the z/OS completion code.

– Status
Identifies the status for this action.

2. Select the link for the action you want to view details for.
Another dialog that contains details about this action opens.

Activate the Configuration

Activation of a configuration may be required when you configure a product on a staging system.

Configuring a product on a staging system can help:
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• Create a customized set of run-time data sets that youthen move to a target system for the final activation
• Create a fully implemented version of the product and test it locally

Activating the configuration makes your configuration fully functional on the target system.

You perform the following high-level process to activate the configuration:

1. (In CSM) Configure a product on a staging system.
2. (In CSM) Obtain the activation instructions that are available after the configuration is successfully built, validated,

or implemented on a staging system. The activation instructions include extra steps that you have to perform on the
configuration outside of CSM. For example, update data set members, or APF-authorize data sets.

3. (Outside of CSM) Perform one of the following actions:
– If you activate a configuration on a staging system, follow the activation instructions on the staging system. Doing

so activates the configuration and completes the configuration process.
– If you activate a configuration on a remote system, deploy the configuration to the remote location. To do so, select

and use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. Follow the activation instructions on the remote
system to activate the configuration and complete the configuration process.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to activate.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Activation Instructions.

A dialog that shows activation instructions opens. This dialog contains information about steps that you have to
perform to activate the configuration.

3. Review the steps.
4. (Optional) Select Export to print the activation instructions, or export them to a TXT file or a ZIP file.
5. Close the dialog.
6. Perform the steps that are described in the activation instructions.

Your configuration is activated and fully functional.

Address Implementation Failures

Follow these steps:

1. Determine the cause of the failure. Drill down into the step and action details, and analyze the details.
2. If the error is related to a problem in your environment, make the necessary changes to your environment to correct

the issue. Implement this configuration again.
3. If the error is related to the configuration settings in CSM, create a new configuration and import values from the failed

configuration:
a. When in step 3 (Import Values), select Import from Previous and Delete. Doing so imports the values from the

failed configuration, and deletes the failed configuration. This action prevents duplicate resource problems.
b. Modify the values in the new configuration as you need.
c. Complete the remaining wizard steps.

4. Build the configuration.
5. Validate the configuration to discover and clean up any data sets that may have been created as part of the failed

implementation attempt.
6. Implement the configuration.
7. (Optional: Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.

Dictionary Setup and Maintenance
 

The following sections contain best practices for dictionary setup and maintenance:
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Segregate System Dictionaries

Use a separate system dictionary for each IDMS central version and reserve it only for system information.

Business Value:

Using separate system dictionaries ensures that if recovery of a system dictionary is necessary only a single IDMS central
version is impacted. This practice also ensures that changes made to such a dictionary are infrequent and controlled,
minimizing the likelihood of damage.

Additional Considerations:

Each IDMS central version must have one, and only one, system dictionary. A dictionary is designated as a system
dictionary by assigning it a name of SYSTEM in the database name table used by the central version. A central version
accesses its system dictionary to retrieve configuration information, such as the DC/UCF system definitions, database
definitions, and security information that control the execution of the central version.

While it is possible to use a system dictionary as a repository for application definitions, we recommend that this not be
done. Define one or more application dictionaries for this purpose instead. Clearly separating the use of the two ensures
that the central version is not affected if application information must be recovered. It also makes it easier to control
changes to configuration settings.

The following diagram illustrates the separation of system and application dictionaries on central version IDMS21.

 

We also recommend that each central version have its own system dictionary. Doing this eliminates the interdependence
between central versions and makes it possible to restore one central version's configuration without affecting that of
another. In most cases this is the best way to set up your environment; however, sometimes it is useful for multiple central
versions to share a single system dictionary. This is the case when central versions are intended to always have the same
runtime attributes. In this situation maintaining the configurations is easier if they all reside in one system dictionary.

The following diagram illustrates both segregating and sharing system dictionaries and configuration information. Central
versions IDMS21 and IDMS46 each have their own system dictionary and configuration information because their runtime
attributes are not similar. Central versions IDMS50 and IDMS51 share a system dictionary and configuration information
because their runtime attributes are meant to be identical.
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More Information:

For more information on system dictionaries, see the IDMS Database Administering section - Volume 2.

Use a Single SYSDIRL Dictionary

Define one, and only one, SYSDIRL dictionary for each release of IDMS.

Business Value:

Defining only one SYSDIRL dictionary saves disk space because only one copy of the dictionary schema definition exists.
A single copy also eliminates the need for updating multiple dictionaries each time the definition changes.

Additional Considerations:

A SYSDIRL dictionary contains the schema and subschema definitions that describe the dictionary itself. These definitions
are used when running dictionary reports and using query tools to report on dictionary contents. The SYSDIRL dictionary
also contains all of the Broadcom-provided Culprit report source modules. Each copy of the SYSDIRL data is about 20
megabytes in size, so you can save considerable disk space by storing it only once. The dictionary in which you place it is
referred to as a SYSDIRL dictionary and it can be shared by all central versions and local mode jobs.

The following diagram illustrates the use of a single SYSDIRL dictionary shared by central versions IDMS21 and IDMS46
and batch jobs HROLQRPT and DBADDDR.
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If you decide to maintain multiple SYSDIRL dictionaries, you must update the definitions in each dictionary when
upgrading to a new release of IDMS. If you are doing manual configuration, the steps to update the definitions in one
dictionary instance are executed as part of Job 9.

To update additional dictionaries, you must rerun steps DIRLDEFS, DIRLPROT, DIRLARSQ, and DIRLDICT for each
additional dictionary and change the job stream on each execution to name the target dictionary and the DMCL that
describes it.

More Information:

For more information on the types of dictionaries and their uses, see Administrating IDMS Database.

Practices for Improved Productivity and System Availability

Use the following practices to improve productivity and system availability:

Use a Single Startup Module

Use a single startup module for all IDMS central versions and specify the runtime parameters for an individual central
version as keyword/value pairs in the PARM field on the EXEC statement in the startup JCL.

Business Value:

This practice simplifies maintenance and eliminates the effort involved in creating and applying maintenance to multiple
startup modules. Use of keyword/value pairs makes it easy to specify options and see those in effect for a central version
simply by looking at the JCL.

Additional Considerations:

You must use startup parameters to identify the IDMS central version to be started and the DMCL to be used. You can
specify values for these parameters in one of two ways:

• Assembling a #DCPARM macro and linking the resulting module with the Broadcom-supplied startup module
(RHDCOMVS)

• Specifying the parameter values in the central version's startup JCL

We strongly recommend using the second approach because it eliminates the need for creating and maintaining a
separate startup module for each central version.
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To provide startup parameters through JCL, specify them in the PARM field of the central version's EXEC statement.
You can specify parameter values either as keyword/value pairs or as positional parameters in specific locations within
the PARM field. Not only are keyword/value pairs easier to specify and understand than positional parameters, but only
keyword/value pairs support all startup parameters. As an example, the name of the DMCL to use can be specified only
as a keyword/value pair and not as a positional parameter.

The following EXEC statement starts IDMS system 73 with zIIP enabled, a DMCL of CUSTCV, and a WTO exit of
CUSTWTO.

 //CVSTART  EXEC PGM=RHDCOMVS,

 //      PARM='S=73,ZIIP=Y,WTO=DEVWTOX,DMCL=CVDMCL'

 

A further means for eliminating tailored startup modules is to avoid linking Write-to-Operator (WTO) and Write-to-
Operator-Reply (WTOR) exit routines with the Broadcom-supplied startup module. This can be done either by linking them
as stand-alone modules under the names of WTOEXIT and WTOREXIT respectively, or by specifying their load module
names as startup parameters as shown in the previous example.

For more information on the alternatives for specifying runtime parameters at startup, see System Startup in the
Administrating section.

Establish Defaults Using SYSIDMS

Create a customized SYSIDMS load module to establish default options for your environment.

Business Value:

Creating a customized SYSIDMS load module eliminates the repetitive specification of parameter values in each job
stream. It also helps to establish standards for your site.

Additional Considerations:

A SYSIDMS load module can establish defaults for several options that affect IDMS execution such as scratch space
attributes, the dictionary to be accessed, and whether uppercase and lowercase messages are generated.

To define a SYSIDMS load module, simply define an assembler program that consists of 80-byte character constants,
each of which contains one or more SYSIDMS parameters. You code the parameters just as you would when specifying
them at runtime through the card-image SYSIDMS parameter file. The resultant module must then be linked with a name
of SYSIDMS.

The following is an example of a program for creating a SYSIDMS load module. It establishes defaults for the DMCL and
the use of in-memory scratch. It also turns on echoing so that all specified SYSIDMS parameters are displayed on the
job's log.

 SYSIDMS  CSECT 

          DC CL80'ECHO=ON DMCL=GLBLDMCL'

          DC CL80'SCRATCH_IN_MEMORY=ON'

          DC CL80'END SYSIDMS DEFAULTS'

          END

 

To create a customized SYSIDMS load module, follow the steps described in the Using section.

Use Change Tracking

Use change tracking in each IDMS central version by referencing a SYSTRK file in the execution JCL of the central
version.
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A SYSTRK file contains a description of the database environment most recently in use by the central version. During
startup, an image of the current DMCL is written to SYSTRK along with information on database and journal files defined
in the JCL.

Business Value:

The use of change tracking improves DBA productivity and provides for enhanced system availability by eliminating the
need for manual intervention if a failure occurs during certain maintenance activities.

Change tracking lets you change the database environment of a central version in a fault-tolerant manner. Specifically, it
permits the DBA to perform the following dynamic actions:

• Vary the data set name of a journal or database file within a central version without introducing the need for manual
intervention in case of a central version failure.

• Vary a new version of a DMCL without introducing the potential for a warmstart failure.
• Vary the status of an area or segment permanently on a central version regardless of subsequent page range

changes.
• Change the journal files in use by a central version and coordinate those changes with the associated archive journal

jobs.

If the central version fails, the runtime database definition is restored from SYSTRK files during the restart, ensuring
that the files being updated at the time of failure are the ones recovered by the warmstart unless explicitly overridden by
changes in the JCL used to restart the central version.

Additional Consideration:

Change tracking requires the use of SYSTRK files for recording the current state of a central version’s database definition.

To implement change tracking for a central version, take the following steps:

1. Create a model SYSTRK file whose dataset name establishes the pattern for the individual SYSTRK files.
2. Create and format two to four SYSTRK files whose data set names are the same as that of the model SYSTRK file

suffixed with a unique digit from 1 to 9. A minimum of two SYSTRK files are required due to internal mirroring, which is
used to provide fault tolerance and recoverability in case of file damage.

3. Alter the central version execution JCL to reference the model SYSTRK file. Use a ddname established by the
SYSIDMS parameter SYSTRK_DDNAME_PREFIX. The default value for this parameter is SYSTRK. SYSIDMS is a
parameter file added to the JCL stream of batch jobs running in local mode or under the central version.

4. Change the JCL for the associated archive journal job to also reference the model SYSTRK file and to remove
references to the disk journal files.

5. Optionally, change the JCL of other local mode jobs to reference the model SYSTRK file and remove explicit
references to database files.

For more information on the use of change tracking and how to allocate and format SYSTRK files, see the Administrating
section.

Automate Journal Offload

Use the Write-to-Operator exit (WTOEXIT) to automate the offloading of a full disk journal file.

Business Value:

This practice avoids processing delays caused when an IDMS central version must halt database activity due to a lack of
journal space.

Additional Considerations:

An IDMS central version uses its disk journal files to record update activity against its database files. Journal information is
needed for recovery in case of failures such as system outages or damaged files.
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A central version uses at least two and sometimes several disk journal files. When one journal file fills, IDMS automatically
switches to another journal file. However if all journal files fill, IDMS must halt update activity until the ARCHIVE
JOURNAL utility is executed to archive the journal data and reclaim space on the journal file. To avoid processing delays,
it is critical to run this utility as soon as a central version switches to a new journal file.

IDMS switches to another disk journal file when:

• The active disk journal becomes full.
• A DCMT VARY JOURNAL command is issued under the central version.
• An I/O error is detected on the active disk journal file.

When IDMS switches to another disk journal file, it writes a DC205003 message to the operator. This message indicates
that a swap has occurred and that the previously active journal file needs offloading. Usually an operator must respond to
this message by submitting a job to archive the full file. You can eliminate the need for operator intervention and ensure
immediate job submission by using a Write-to-Operator exit routine. The WTO exit intercepts and reviews the message to
the operator and responds by automatically submitting a job through the internal reader.

During configuration, the source for a sample WTO exit module called WTOEXIT is assembled and linked. The exit
looks for DC205003 messages. Each time one is encountered, the exit submits the contents of the file identified by the
AJNLJOB DD statement that must be included in your startup JCL. The startup JCL created in Job 2 shows how to use
the sample WTOEXIT module.

The module does not have to be named WTOEXIT. To use a different name, assemble and link the sample source from
Job 2 using the name of your choice and specify the name as a startup parameter to your central version.

For more information on journals, see the IDMS Database Administering section. For information on the WTOEXIT user
exit and sample routines, see the Administrating section.

Automate Log Offload

Use the Write-to-Operator exit (WTOEXIT) to automate the offloading of log information.

Business Value:

This practice avoids processing delays caused when an IDMS system must wait for space in the log area.

Additional Considerations:

An IDMS central version uses its log area to record runtime events such as task failures, configuration changes and
resource shortages. The log may also be used to record statistics for performance monitoring and chargeback purposes.
If its log area becomes full, a central version must wait until the ARCHIVE LOG utility is executed to archive the
information and reclaim space in the area. To avoid processing delays, it is critical to run this utility in a timely fashion.

A central version has a single log area. As the log fills IDMS issues DC050001 messages indicating the percentage of
the area that has been used. Usually an operator must respond to this message by submitting a job to offload the log
information. You can eliminate the need for operator intervention and ensure immediate archive job submission by using
a Write-to-Operator exit routine. The WTO exit intercepts and reviews the message to the operator and responds by
automatically submitting a job to offload the log.

A sample WTO exit module called WTOEXIT is assembled and linked during IDMS configuration. It looks for DC050001
messages. Each time one is encountered the exit submits the contents of the file identified by a PLOGJOB DD statement
that must be included in your startup JCL. To use the sample WTOEXIT, specify the load module name as a startup
parameter to your central version.

For information on the WTOEXIT user exit and sample routines, see the Administrating section.

Practices for Monitoring and Managing Your Operation
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The following practices help to ensure a smoothly running operation:

Plan Backup and Recovery

Be sure to establish a backup and recovery plan. The procedures that you establish for backing up your data should
enable recovery within a time period that meets the needs of your organization. This will vary depending on the volume
and frequency of updates and how critical the data is to your organization. You should establish a plan that meets your
business needs, and you should regularly test the plan to ensure that it continues to meet those needs.

Business Value:

Having a backup and recovery strategy helps to ensure that you can successfully recover data in the event of a failure
such as a hardware or software malfunction.

Monitor Key System Resources

Establish regular monitoring of key system resources, such as space, CPU, I/O, response time, and so on.

Business Value:

By monitoring critical resources, you can anticipate increased demands and avoid unanticipated interruptions in service by
preemptively taking corrective action.

Additional Considerations:

You should monitor resources such as database space, index efficiency, response times, CPU, I/O, and buffer utilization.
To monitor these resources, periodically capture relevant statistics and review them looking for trends and sudden
changes.

• Detecting trends enables you to plan for upgrades or schedule maintenance at a time when it is least disruptive to your
operations. For example, a database area that is approaching 70% full should be expanded before it causes degraded
performance or becomes completely full and results in an interruption in service.

• Detecting sudden changes in resource utilization assists in problem diagnoses so that corrective action can be taken in
a timely manner. For example, a sudden increase in response time might be due to hardware or software changes, the
relocation of files or the implementation of a new application.

IDMS provides several monitoring facilities. The following table identifies facilities that can be used to monitor critical
resources.

Resource Monitoring Facilities

Space in a database area PRINT SPACE utility

Index efficiency PRINT INDEX utility

CPU Time DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM command
System Statistics report (Statistics report 3)
Summary Recap report (IDMS Performance Monitor PMARPT03)

Response Time Summary Recap report (IDMS Performance Monitor PMARPT03)

I/O DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS SYSTEM command
DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA|BUFFER|FILE commands
Program Summary (Journal report 4)
Database Summary report (IDMS Performance Monitor
PMARPT18)

Buffer Utilization DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS AREA|BUFFER|FILE commands
Program Summary (Journal report 4)
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Use IDMS Visual DBA

Use IDMS Visual DBA for defining, maintaining, and monitoring IDMS systems.

Business Value:

IDMS Visual DBA is an easy-to-use graphical user interface (GUI) tool for performing database administration tasks. It
does not require use of JCL or knowledge of syntax to perform tasks. It has an extensive online help system with detailed
context-sensitive information for all of its capabilities.

Use of this tool reduces the learning curve for a new DBA and increases the productivity of an experienced DBA. IDMS
Visual DBA provides a single point-and-click interface for simultaneously managing and monitoring multiple IDMS systems
and databases.

IDMS Visual DBA is available to all IDMS/DB clients at no charge.

Additional Considerations:

IDMS Visual DBA runs on the Windows operating system and can access multiple IDMS central versions from a single
PC.

The IDMS Visual DBA user interface includes an object tree and detailed information pane components. Objects in the
tree can be expanded into lower level objects. By right-clicking an object, you can create, change, or drop instances of
that object type. Standard IDMS security is used to control capabilities available to the user.

At the root level of the object tree, there are dictionary objects and central version (CV) runtime objects.
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Dictionary objects include databases, systems, and users. The database objects expand into objects for logical and
physical database definitions for both non-SQL and SQL-defined databases. You can define new database, system, and
user object instances as well as modify and delete existing definitions. You can also use point and click to display rows in
the database.

Central version runtime objects enable active monitoring and dynamic tuning of central versions. By connecting to multiple
IDMS nodes and using tear-out windows, you can actively monitor multiple IDMS central versions simultaneously.

IDMS Visual DBA also includes a Command Console that enables you to edit, execute, and view the results of commands
and scripts for the DCMT, DCUF, IDD, OCF, Schema, SQL SSC, and Sysgen command processors.
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Here are some examples of the capabilities available in IDMS Visual DBA.

• Connect to an IDMS system using the Node window. You can connect to multiple IDMS systems simultaneously. After
you are connected, you can hide the display of the Node window.
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• Modify a subschema record. Using the drill-down capabilities of the object tree, you can navigate to a specific
subschema record. Right-clicking on the subschema record name opens a dialog with the current definitions. You can
use the controls in the dialog to change the current definition and save the modified record definition.
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• Grant and revoke privileges to users. In addition to maintaining individual users, the drag-and-drop capabilities of
dictionary objects can be used to simplify maintenance of users across multiple dictionaries.
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• Dynamically monitor space utilization of database areas using color-coded pie charts. To display this pie chart for an
area, expand the CV DMCL object, and then navigate to the CV area that you want. This example also illustrates the
tear-out capabilities of IDMS Visual DBA that allows multiple panes to be displayed simultaneously.
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• Dynamically change a task definition on the system to which you are connected. You can use the point-and-click
functionality of IDMS Visual DBA to perform the equivalent of a DCMT VARY TASK command.
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Tuning for Improved Performance and Lower TCO
The best practices for making optimal use of your computer resources while maximizing IDMS performance include:

Use the IBM z Integrated Information Processor

The zIIP (IBM System z Integrated Information Processor) is a specialty mainframe processor that is designed to help free
general computing capacity from the Central Processor (CP). IDMS exploits the zIIP to provide improved Total Cost of
Ownership (TCO) for your mainframe environment.

You can easily evaluate the benefit of the IDMS zIIP exploitation feature for your environment.

• If you have one or more zIIPs available to the LPAR on which your IDMS central version is executing, specify ZIIP=Y
as an IDMS startup parameter.

You can then use IDMS system statistics to calculate the actual CP utilization reduction for your environment.

Business Value:
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Use of the zIIP feature can help you lower your TCO (total cost of ownership) on the mainframe. By exploiting zIIP, IDMS
can help you deliver more computing capacity and throughput without additional system hardware resources.

IDMS makes wide use of the zIIP engine. Portions of all typical IDMS production workloads -- including those generated
by online transaction systems, batch processing jobs, and distributed platform requests -- can exploit zIIP capacity to
offload processing that would otherwise occur on the Central Processor (CP). Because significant portions of all these
workloads can run on zIIP, you can use zIIP capacity to scale your database environments without incurring expensive
hardware upgrades.

The best results -- as measured by percentage of CP processing offloaded to the zIIP and the amount of white space that
is created on the CP -- were found with batch/CV processing, CICS/DML requests, JDBC and ODBC distributed requests,
IDMS/DDS requests, and any kind of external request processing to the database engine. A system that is architected
with IDMS application-owning regions (AOR) making requests to IDMS database-owning regions (DOR) may also see
significant benefits. IDMS/DC online applications that execute in the same IDMS region as the database see less benefit
because user mode code is not eligible for zIIP execution and cannot be offloaded. Overall results range from a benefit of
10 percent to 50 percent. Your actual benefit may vary depending on your mix of IDMS work -- online, batch, CICS, ADS,
COBOL, Web, JDBC, ODBC, IDMS/DDS, and so on.

Additional Considerations:

Most IDMS system code is eligible to run on a zIIP processor, including ADS dialogs. IDMS runtime processing ensures
that a non-zIIP processor is selected to run non-eligible routines, such as user exits, database procedures, SQL-invoked
routines, and application programs.

To implement zIIP support for your system, take the following steps:

1. Ensure z/OS software feature HBB7709 is available on your system.
2. Provide the ZIIP=Y startup parameter in the central version startup JCL.
3. Ensure the specific rules for load module residence for zIIP processing are met:

– The central version startup routine, typically RHDCOMVS, should reside in an authorized library in the STEPLIB
concatenation. We recommend that the startup routine does not reside in a linklist library.

– IDMS nucleus modules, including all line drivers and service drivers, must be loaded from an authorized load library
in the CDMSLIB concatenation or from the Link Pack Area (LPA). The IBM Language Environment library (usually
CEE.SCEERUN) must be authorized if it is included in the CDMSLIB concatenation. Alternatively, the following
modules must reside in the LPA: CEEPIPI, CEEPLPKA, and CEEEV003.

– z/OS Callable Services library (SYS1.CSSLIB) must be in the linklist or it must be authorized and included in the
STEPLIB concatenation.

– Modules that consist of non-executable code or code that is never eligible to run on a zIIP processor do not have to
come from a secured location. Most modules that are supplied by a client or that are modifiable at a client site are
in this category.

For additional information about utilizing zIIPs and using statistics to evaluate the CP utilization reduction, see the ZIIP
Exploitation section in the Administrating section.

Use the High-Performance Storage Protect Option

Use the High-Performance Storage Protect option (HPSPO) in production IDMS systems.

Business Value:

HPSPO protects the integrity of your systems by preventing user programs from overwriting IDMS and operating system
storage, from overwriting IDMS and operating system code, and from executing privileged instructions.

With HPSPO, you do not have to make the difficult choice between system integrity and CPU. You can implement storage
protection with minimal CPU cost. The use of full storage protection incurs significant CPU time.

Additional Considerations:
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While protecting the integrity of IDMS and the operating system, HPSPO does not protect non-reentrant user programs
and user storage. Use full storage protection in test systems to identify and correct any renegade program before moving
it into production.

HPSPO allows you to protect the system and control blocks from being overlaid by a user mode programs that are written
in ADS, COBOL, Assembler, or PL/I.

To use HPSPO, you must specify the following system generation parameters:

• STORAGE KEY IS 9 and PROTECT on the SYSTEM statement
• PROTECT at the program definition level

HPSPO also requires special setup for your storage pools. You must segregate all user-oriented storage from IDMS
system storage. Storage types, user, user-kept, shared, and shared-kept, can be together, but they must be defined to
secondary storage pools and must be isolated from any secondary pools that contain database or terminal type storage.

Any user programs that attempt to perform I/O directly through operating system facilities may need to be modified
because they must run with storage protection enabled. This ensures that the storage key and the execution key match,
which is an operating system requirement for I/O.

To use full storage protection, set the STORAGE KEY IS parameter on the SYSTEM statement to a value from 10 through
15; also specify PROTECT on the SYSTEM statement and at the program definition level.

Use full storage protection for all development, test, non-performance related QA, and pre-production systems. Using full
storage protection helps identify any application errors before the application is moved to production. When full storage
protect is enabled, any program attempting to overlay storage that it does not own abends with a D003 abend code.

For production, you should use HPSPO. HPSPO provides system integrity with negligible CPU overhead when a change
is made to an application that has not been tested on a non-production system.

For more information about storage protection and the use of HPSPO, see Storage Protection.

Maintain Scratch Information in Memory

Use the scratch in memory and extensible scratch options in both central version and local mode environments.

Business Value:

Enabling the use of scratch in memory significantly improves IDMS runtime performance by eliminating file I/O to a
scratch area. Defining scratch in memory also improves DBA productivity by eliminating the need to define and maintain a
scratch area for every IDMS system.

Enabling extensible scratch reduces the possibility of task failures due to insufficient scratch space at runtime.

Additional Considerations:

IDMS utilizes a temporary working storage area which is referred to as the scratch area. This temporary storage can
either be allocated in memory or allocated on DASD and accessed through standard file I/O.

The SCRATCH IN STORAGE YES system generation parameter and the SCRATCH_IN_STORAGE SYSIDMS parameter
specify that the scratch area is memory-resident for central version and local mode processing, respectively. To enable the
use of extensible scratch, specify both primary and secondary extent sizes.

If scratch information is not maintained in memory, then a scratch area must be allocated on DASD and physical I/O will
be done to the associated file at runtime.

Customers with the following types of workloads benefit from use of this best practice:

• IDMS SQL, JDBC, or ODBC applications. IDMS SQL internal processing utilizes scratch storage extensively.
• IDMS DC/UCF COBOL, PL/I, Assembler, or ADS applications that issue Scratch commands.
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For more information about scratch information in memory and extensible scratch, see the IDMS Administrating section
and the IDMS Database Administering section.

Tailor System Generation Parameters

Set IDMS system generation parameters to the recommended value in the tables shown in Additional Considerations.
Monitor your system performance to fine-tune the parameter setting. It is best to over-allocate resources such as storage
pools, program and reentrant pools, RCEs, and so on. As a general rule, it is better to be slightly over-allocated at the
beginning and allow the system to run through a peak load period. You can then use the peak load statistics to reconfigure
the system to optimum levels.

Business Value:

Adjusting the IDMS system generation parameters appropriately for your site provides optimal runtime performance of an
IDMS system. This helps to meet Service Level Agreements for response time and effectively use available computing
resources.

Additional Considerations:

The following tables contain recommended values for IDMS system generation parameters. The tables contain
recommendations for the following system generation statements:

• SYSTEM
• ADSO
• PROGRAM
• TASK
• STORAGE POOL and XA STORAGE POOL

The parameter values fall into these three categories and are listed under the column Recommendation in the tables that
follow.

Best Setting
-If there is a value in the Recommendation column, then this value has been found to be the best setting for that
parameter.

Set then Tune
-If there is a value in the Recommendation column, followed by <site-specific>, then the value that is listed is a
reasonable starting point bur must be monitored and tuned using available IDMS Performance Monitor functions
and commands, and various DCMT and OPER commands.

Site-specific
-If <site-specific> is listed in the Recommendation column, then you must determine the appropriate values for
your site. Guidelines for determining the appropriate value are provided in the notes following the table. When
upgrading to a new release of IDMS, the site-specific parameters related to Storage and Program Pools should be
set at a minimum to the values specified in the previous release; however, we recommend that you set the values
10 through 20 percent higher, and then tune down after running through your busiest processing period.

The following table represents recommended values for parameters set using the SYSTEM statement.

Parameter Recommended Setting Effect Benefit

ABEND STORAGE is 600 Program recovery System stability

CUSHION is 10% of Pool 0 Reserved storage for executing
tasks

System stability

DEADLOCK DETECTION
INTERVAL is

1 Time to wait before detecting a
deadlock

Impacts CPU, affects response
time and throughput
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JOURNAL NOJOURNAL retrieval Reduces I/O to journals Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput

JOURNAL FRAGMENT
INTERVAL

0 Writes status information to
journals

Reduced I/O to journal, saves
CPU, reduces response time,
increases throughput

JOURNAL TRANSACTION
LEVEL

5 The fullness of a journal page Reduced I/O to journal

LIMITS for online and LIMITS
for external

OFF Task resource usage Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput

LOADLIST is SYSLOAD Specifies load sequence for
programs and dialogs

Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput; see
LOADLIST note

MAXIMUM ERUS is <site-specific> Limits external concurrent
access

Impacts CPU, affects response
time and throughput; see MAX
ERUS/MAX TASK note

MAXIMUM TASK is <site-specific> Limits online concurrent access Impacts CPU, affects response
time and throughput; see MAX
ERUS/MAX TASK note

PROGRAM POOL is <site-specific> Size of below the line program
pool

Impacts CPU, affects response
time and throughput; see
PROGRAM POOLs note

PROTECT PROTECT Allows the system to protect
itself from storage overlays

System stability; see Use the
High-Performance Storage
Protect Option section

QUEUE JOURNAL BEFORE Specifies which queue images
are written to the journals

Reduced I/O to journal, saves
CPU, reduces response time,
increases throughput

REENTRANT POOLS is <site-specific> Size of below the line reentrant
program pool

Impacts CPU, affects response
time and throughput; see
PROGRAM POOLs note

RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD NO Writes certain types of storage
to the scratch area

Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput

RETRIEVAL NOLOCK Maintenance of locks for records
in areas accessed in shared
retrieval

Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput

RUNAWAY INTERVAL is 5 CPU seconds before abending
a task as a runaway

Stability, impacts CPU, affects
response time and throughput

RUNUNITS FOR 5 <site-specific> Preallocates run units for
LOADER, MSGDICT, QUEUE,
SECURITY, SIGNON, SYSTEM/
DEST

Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput

SCRATCH IN STORAGE YES Eliminates the need for a
physical scratch file

Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput

STACKSIZE is 3000 Size of system internal work
area

Stability
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STORAGE POOL is 1200 <site-specific> Size of below the line storage
pool

Impacts CPU, affects response
time and throughput; see
STORAGE POOL note

SYSLOCKS is 400,000 <site-specific> Number of locks the system
should pre-allocate

Impacts CPU, affects response
time and throughput

SYSTRACE OFF Internal tracing Saves CPU; see SYSTRACE
note

TICKER INTERVAL 1 Time to wake up system to
check for work

Impacts CPU, affects response
time and throughput, affects all
timer functions within IDMS

UPDATE NOLOCK Maintenance of locks for areas
in protected update usage mode

Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput

XA PROGRAM POOL is <site-specific> Size of above the line 31-bit
non- reentrant pool

Impacts CPU, affects response
time and throughput; see
PROGRAM POOLs note

XA REENTRANT POOL is <site-specific> Size of above the line 31-bit
reentrant pool

Impacts CPU, affects response
time and throughput; see
PROGRAM POOLs note

XA STORAGE POOL is <site-specific> Size of above the line 31-bit
SYSTEM storage pool

Impacts CPU, affects response
time and throughput; see
PROGRAM POOLs note

LOADLIST

LOADLIST tailoring can provide significant CPU savings and response time reduction but incorrect specification can
and will result in exactly the opposite. Initially try using the default SYSLOAD loadlist with the NODYNAMIC option of the
Program Definition statement.

MAX ERUS/MAX TASK

There are no magic numbers for these two parameters. They are determined by each site. We recommend that you
specify high values for both on the system statement, and then use the following command to vary max tasks up or down
until the optimum number is found.

 DCMT VARY ACIVE TASK MAX TASK nnn

 

You could initially set both parameters to 100. If you are using IDMS/DC, then you set the MAX ERUS parameter to
accommodate any batch to CV jobs you may need to run. Sites that only run CICS COBOL or PL/I DML transactions can
set the MAX TASK value to a low number; 5 is recommended. A low value allows for any online work that may need to be
processed (for example, signing on through the system console).

CICS TS sites should also note if the value of the IDMSMAX ERUS parameter is set below the CICS MAXTASK
parameter, they could experience 1473 abends. If MAX ERUS is reached, meaning all the allocated ERE control blocks
that maintain the link between the external session and the central version are in use, the next CICS task that needs to
interact with the central version will not be able to and abends with a 1473 error code. You can prevent this by specifying
a value for MAX ERUS that is higher than the CICS MAXTASK parameter value. In this way, CICS tasks will be able to
acquire an ERE. You can then control the number of CICS tasks that are allowed to run within the central version using
the DCMT VARY ACTIVE TASK MAX TASK command.

PROGRAM POOLs
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Select values for your PROGRAM POOL parameters and then tune them. You can determine the appropriateness of your
current settings by using various statistics such as the output of the DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE PROGRAMS and DCMT
DISPLAY ACTIVE REENTRANT PROGRAM commands.

When upgrading to a new release of IDMS, the size of all below the line PROGRAM and REENTRANT pools should be
allocated at the size they were in the prior release.

STORAGE POOL

The STORAGE POOL parameter specifies the size of storage pool 0 that is used for system type storage. This pool
could and would be used for other types of storage, user and shared, if there were no other pools defined in the system;
however, you will always define other pools. The 1200 K allocation is probably on the high side, and can be reduced after
determining how much storage is used during your peak processing period. Use statistics displays from DCMT, OPER,
and IDMS Performance Monitor to help determine the appropriateness of your current setting. For example, the OPER
WATCH STORAGE command displays the number of times a short-on-storage (SOS) condition occurred and the number
of waits for storage.

SYSTRACE

Internal system trace data is sometimes needed for debugging. When a problem exists, Broadcom Support may ask you
to set the SYSTRACE parameter to ON and set the number of entries to 9999 using SYSGEN or higher using DCMT vary
commands.

XA STORAGE POOL

This parameter controls storage pool 255 that is the XA equivalent of storage pool 0. This pool must be defined. All
system type storage is allocated out of this pool. If this pool fills, the storage pool 0 will be used; however, using the
storage pool 0 should be avoided. An allocation of 12000 is likely higher than what you will actually need, but it is better to
over-allocate than under-allocate, as mentioned earlier.

ADSO Statement

The following table represents recommended values for parameters set using the ADSO statement.

Parameter Recommended Setting Effect Benefit

DIALOG STATISTICS off <site-specific> Collects dialog statistics Saves CPU

FAST MODE THRESHOLD is OFF Writes RBBs and other
information to SCRATCH

Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput

RESOURCES are FIXED Writes ADS-related storage to
SCRATCH

Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput

Program Definition Statement

The following table represents recommended parameter values for each PROGRAM statement.

Parameter Recommended Setting Effect Benefit

NODYNAMIC NODYNAMIC Dynamically look for newer
versions in LOADLIST

Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput

PROTECT PROTECT Program runs with storage
protection

System stability; see Use the
High-Performance Storage
Protect Option section

Task Definition Statement
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The following table represents a recommended parameter value for each system generation TASK statement.

Parameter Recommended Setting Effect Benefit

PROTOCOL is EXPRESP IDMS waits for a response from
VTAM

Reduces response time and
increases throughput

STORAGE POOL and XA STORAGE POOL Statements

The following table represents recommended parameter values for the STORAGE POOL and XA STORAGE POOL
statements. These statements are used to create user-defined secondary storage pools.

Parameter Recommended Setting Effect Benefit

SIZE <site-specific> Size of above the line and below
the line storage allocated

Impacts CPU utilization,
response time, and throughput;
see STORAGE POOLs note

CONTAINS TYPES See STORAGE POOLs note Ability to use High-Performance
Storage Protect Option

Impacts system integrity and
performance

CUSHION 5% of pool size System stability System stability

NOPGFIX Suppresses page fixing Impacts performance

RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD NO Writing relocatable storage to
scratch

Saves CPU, reduces response
time, increases throughput

STORAGE POOLS

The size of USER storage pools, those numbered 1 thru 127 for below the line pools and numbered 128 thru 254 for
above the line storage pools, should initially be allocated to at least the size of the USER storage pools used in the prior
release. As mentioned previously, it is best to allocate these pools larger than they were in the prior release. You may
want to increase the size by 25 percent initially, and then cut them back after finding the true HWM after processing
through your peak period.

The below the line and above the line storage pools should be defined as shown in the following lists.

Below the line storage pools:

• One storage pool that contains types (User, User Kept)
• One storage pool that contains types (Shared, Shared Kept)
• One storage pool that contains types (Terminal, Database)

The sizes of these below the line storage pools can be very small as the amount of below the line storage allocated is
minimal.

Above the line (XA) storage pools:

• One storage pool that contains types (User, User Kept)
• One storage pool that contains types (Shared, Shared Kept)
• One storage pool that contains types (Terminal, Database)

As a size recommendation, we suggest that you overallocate. If you had one XA storage pool that contained all types
in the prior release and its size was 10 M, allocate each pool at 10 M. You will not need all of this storage. After running
through your peak processing time, you can determine the HWMs and adjust as needed.

The High-Performance Storage Protect Option requires the storage pools be defined in this manner. These definitions are
also valid for non-protect and full storage protect usage.
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Use CICS Threadsafe Applications

Define eligible CICS threadsafe application programs that use the IDMS interface as CONCURRENCY (THREADSAFE),
API (OPENAPI), or both in the CICS TS System Definition (CSD) file.

Business Value:

Using CICS threadsafe applications can significantly increase throughput of tasks in the CICS region, improve response
time and decrease costs. The CICS TS Open Transaction Environment (OTE) enables multiple tasks to execute the same
THREADSAFE program simultaneously operating on different TCBs.

Additional Considerations:

CICS programs that are truly threadsafe should be declared with the CONCURRENCY attribute of THREADSAFE.

NOTE
A program may be threadsafe even though it contains a non-threadsafe EXEC CICS command.

A program that meets the following criteria should also be declared with the API attribute of OPENAPI:

• The program is threadsafe.
• The program contains no non-threadsafe commands or minimal non-threadsafe EXEC CICS commands (for example,

a single EXEC CICS SEND command that is executed as the last command before the program terminates).

Programs defined with the OPENAPI attribute will be dispatched on an OPEN TCB and returned to an OPEN TCB after
temporary assignment to the Quasi-reentrant (QR) TCB during the execution of a non-threadsafe command.

Carefully evaluate each program before declaring it with program attributes of THREADSAFE or OPENAPI. If a non-
threadsafe program is defined as THREADSAFE, unpredictable results may occur, including task or system abends
and data corruption. If a program containing many non-threadsafe EXEC CICS commands is declared as OPENAPI,
performance may suffer due to excessive swaps between the OPEN TCB and the QR TCB.

Use the Type 4 JDBC Driver

Use the IDMS Server type 4 JDBC driver when executing Java programs that use JDBC to access IDMS databases.

Business Value:

The IDMS Server JDBC driver is tightly integrated with IDMS SQL processing for optimized SQL access to both non-SQL
and SQL-defined IDMS databases.

The type 4 JDBC driver provides for optimal performance and response time for web and client/server Java applications
accessing IDMS. With the type 4 JDBC driver, the Java client program is able to communicate directly with the IDMS
region through native TCP/IP. This eliminates the need for any middleware address space, such as CCI, and frees
mainframe processing for other workloads.

Additional Considerations:

IDMS Server supports the four types of JDBC drivers as defined by Sun.

The four types of JDBC drivers differ in the way they communicate with the database and whether they use native code
on the client platform:

• Type 1 JDBC driver
Uses an ODBC driver to communicate with the database. ODBC drivers are always implemented in native code. The
JDBC-ODBC Bridge is a basic Type 1 driver that is rarely used now that database-specific drivers are available.

• Type 2 JDBC driver
Invokes the native client interface to communicate with the database.

• Type 3 JDBC driver
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Uses a generic network protocol to communicate with a middleware server that invokes the native client interface to
communicate with the database. It uses no native code on the client platform.

• Type 4 JDBC driver
Communicates directly with the database using its proprietary protocol. It uses no native code on the client platform. ,
which provides the most flexible and efficient way of communicating with the back-end database.
To enable the type 4 JDBC driver, define a TCP/IP line and a listener PTERM on the mainframe and specify the host
name and port on the client. A Java application can establish a connection through the type 4 JDBC driver using either
an IdmsDataSource object or the static DriverManager class.
The type 4 JDBC driver supports a large number of concurrent connections and is essentially limited only by the
resources allocated to your IDMS system. In particular, you may need to increase the size of storage pools to support
high volume applications that create many concurrent connections.
IDMS uses a minimum of 250 KB of storage for each dynamic SQL session, whether started by the type 4 driver, the
type 2 or ODBC drivers, OCF, or IDMSBCF.

The following illustration shows the layers of processing involved for each type of JDBC driver in the client/server
architecture.

Configure Your CICS Environment

The IBM CICS Transaction Server (CICS TS) product can be used as a front-end TP Monitor with back-end IDMS central
versions in multiple ways. The two most common ways are listed here:

• Use CICS TS as the online application program execution environment and access IDMS only for database services.
This type of usage requires assembling the CICSOPT macro to create an IDMSINTC module. The IDMS CICS
interface program IDMSINTC is created by assembling the CICSOPT macro and linking it as described in the
Administrating section.

• Use the IDMS/UCF product with CICS TS to enable CICS terminals to access online application programs that
execute in the IDMS/DC environment. In addition to creating an IDMSINTC module, this type of usage also requires
assembling the #UCFCICS macro. The IDMS/UCF front-end module UCFCICS is created by assembling the
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#UCFCICS macro with other macros and linking the resulting object modules as described in the Administrating
section.

When new features are introduced for a new IDMS release, the default values for the CICSOPT and #UCFCICS macros
are set so that the new features are not enabled. This ensures that customers using the default values will not encounter
unexpected results when they upgrade to a new release. As a result, however, there are cases where the recommended
best practice differs from the default setting.

The following best practices apply when configuring CICS TS for use with IDMS:

• Set the TPNAME parameter of the CICSOPT macro to null or blanks and modify the CICS TS System Initialization
Table (SIT) for each CICS region accessing the same IDMS system to have a unique SYSIDENT value.

Business Value:
Multiple CICS regions can use the same IDMSINTC load module to access the same IDMS back-end system.
This best practice facilitates the setup and maintenance for customers that have multiple CICS regions that
access the same IDMS central version. This improves DBA productivity and provides for consistent CICS TS
usage with IDMS. It enables additional CICS regions to be easily added if there is increased workload for IDMS
processing.

Additional Considerations:
In addition to coding the CICSOPT TPNAME parameter value as null or blanks, you must also modify the CICS
TS System Initialization Table (SIT) for each CICS region to ensure that each region has a unique SYSIDENT
value. When the CICSOPT TPNAME parameter is null or blanks, then the IDMSINTC interface will use the
SYSIDENT of the CICS region as a unique identifier.
The alternative is to have multiple CICS regions that use the same SYSIDENT value accessing the same IDMS
region. In this case, each CICS region must have its own IDMSINTC interface created by coding a CICSOPT
macro with a unique TPNAME value. This creates more setup work for the DBA and requires more work to
consistently maintain each IDMSINTC module.

• Use the SYSCTL DDNAME parameter of the CICSOPT macro instead of the SVC and CVNUM parameters to specify
the IDMS system to access.

Business Value:
If the same CICS region is used to access multiple IDMS backend systems, then a separate IDMSINTC interface
module must be created for each unique IDMS central version. By using this best practice, the name of the IDMS
system to be accessed can be controlled at runtime, which provides for flexibility and enables a customer to
respond quickly to changes in system workloads by bringing up additional IDMS back-end systems.

Additional Information:
The CICS TS startup JCL must include a ddname that matches the CICSOPT SYSCTL DDNAME parameter. It
must point to the same dataset as the one specified in the SYSCTL DD statement in the IDMS system startup
JCL.

• Use the USERCHK parameter on the #UCFCICS macro and require each user to sign on to CICS TS.
Business Value:

Using this best practice provides enhanced security. If a UCF session terminates abnormally, a subsequent user
will not inadvertently gain access to the information from the previous user session.

Additional Information:
Use CICS TS installation security to require each user to sign on to CICS TS.

Hardware Requirements
The following sections describe the hardware requirements for installing IDMS:
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Mainframes Supported

Any processor that supports 64-bit z/Architecture.

CPU Requirements

The default configuration requires a 6 MB region for execution. Region requirements depend on your specific system
configuration.

Disk Drives Supported

The following DASDs are supported:

• 3380
• 3390

Disk Space Requirements

Disk space requirements are estimated in tracks in the following table:

Disk installation files (ESD) 5,400

SMP/E Environment 15,500

Configuration files (only non-CSM installations) 650

Configuration files (only CSM installations) 13,800

Database files 5,800

Deployment files (only CSM installations) 12,500

You can delete the PAX-enhanced ESD disk installation files after the SMP/E environment is created.

Software and Interface Requirements

This section provides the software and interface requirements for installing IDMS.

Operating Systems Supported

This release requires z/OS.

CSM Versions Supported

IDMS requires Version 5.1 of CSM.

SVC Supported

IDMS uses a Type 1 SVC to communicate between address spaces. Within CAIRIM, one of the Common Components
and Services, SVC numbers 172 through 176 are reserved for IDMS. Other valid user SVC numbers are 200 through 255.

The SVC number you plan to use must be selected during configuration. The SVC load module, IGCxxx (where xxx is the
SVC number), is assembled and linked during the configuration process.The SVC is downward compatible.

Common Components and Services Requirements
Common Components and Services is a group of system services that protect your investment in software and help you
manage your data center more efficiently. Each of the components offers individual benefits. Broadcom products require
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various Common Components and Services. The components you need for IDMS may already be installed at your site.
Check with your systems group.

Required Common Components and Services Components

The following Common Components and Services components are required for installing IDMS:

CAIRIM (Resource Initialization Manager)
Eliminates the need for permanent installation of user SVCs and other installation requirements commonly
encountered when installing systems software by providing a common driver for a collection of dynamic
initialization routines. CAIRIM dynamically installs the IDMS SVC when requested, typically at IPL time.

CAISSF (Standard Security Facility)
Allows Broadcom solutions to offer standardized security interfaces regardless of the particular needs of the
underlying access control software. CAISSF invokes IDMS system security features. CAISSF is a subcomponent
of CAIRIM and is installed with CAIRIM.

LMP (License Management Program)
Automated software tracking and validation service. LMP is a subcomponent of CAIRIM and is installed with
CAIRIM.

Other Common Components and Services Components

The following Common Components and Services components are also used with and benefit IDMS:

CAICCI (Common Communication Interface)
Allows your software solutions to work together across platforms, making your software more powerful. CAICCI
optional. How you define your IDMS system defines how you use CAICCI.

CAIENF (Event Notification Facility)
Insulates software solutions from changes in the operating system and environment. CAIENF is optional. How you
define your IDMS system defines how you use CAIENF.

LMP Seat License Registration Service
The LMP Seat License Registration common service enables tracking and reporting on concurrent users of a
Broadcom product. This common service is a complimentary service used with the LMP license management
service.
The Common Services releases that contain the Seat License Registration Service are:

• – CCS r12 with PTF RO40748
– CCS r14.0 with PTF RO33298
– CCS r14.1 (or greater)

Other Requirements
The following sections explain additional installation requirements:

VTAM Requirements

You can use a VTAM application ID (APPLID) to access your DC/UCF system. The following sample statement assigns an
APPLID for IDMSDC:

IDMSDC APPL AUTH=(ACQ,NOPASS,NVPACE,NOTSO,NOPO)
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TCP/IP Requirements

You can use TCP/IP to access your IDMS system. To do so, you must provide a port number to the IDMS listener during
configuration.

CICS Support

The IDMS installation does not require CICS. However, if your site wants to access IDMS from CICS, you must use
CICS at a release level that is supported by IBM. To implement the CICS interface, IDMS requires the exclusive use of a
fullword in the CICS CWA. Typically, only the CICS systems programming staff assigns fullwords in the CWA.

NOTE
For more information on CICS implementation, see Standard CICS Interface.

Library Requirements

The installation and operation of some products in the IDMS product line require the following libraries:

• The z/OS system macro library (SYS1.MACLIB) is required by IDMS/DB.
• The z/OS Callable Services Library (SYS1.CSSLIB) is required by IDMS/DB.
• A COBOL subroutine library is required to install the Commonweather demonstration database.
• Access to the IBM Language Environment (LE) runtime support is required in all CV and local mode batch IDMS

environments. If the LE runtime library (usually CEE.SCEERUN) must be in the CDMSLIB concatenation or in the MVS
LPA when executing an IDMS Central Version. It must be in the STEPLIB concatenation or in the link list for batch
jobs.

• CICS libraries are required by CICS Support.

SMP/E Requirements

IDMS cannot be installed without SMP/E. SMP/E Release V3R4 or higher is required if you are using Electronic Software
Delivery to acquire the software.

You can make configuration choices without modification to the delivered software. Virtually all sites create the same
SMP/E environment containing the same non-customized software.

LMP Keys

Some IDMS products, options, and interfaces require an LMP key. If your site uses any of these products, options, or
interfaces, the LMP keys associated with them must be installed.

LMP keys are valid across product releases but not across CPUs. If you are running a previous release of a product and
performing configuration on the same CPU, you can skip this section. If you are adding new product or you are performing
configuration on a different CPU, you must install LMP keys.

Key Certificate Contents

The LMP key certificates contain the following information:

Product Name
Specifies the trademarked or registered name of the Broadcom product licensed for the designated site and
CPUs.

Supplement
Specifies the reference number of your license for the particular product, in the format nnnnnn - nnn. This format
differs slightly inside and outside North America, and in some cases may not be provided at all.
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Expiration Date
Specifies the date your license expires for this product, in the format MONTH dd, yyyy, for example JANUARY 15,
2016.

Technical Contact
Specifies the name of the technical contact at your site. This person is responsible for the installation and
maintenance of the designated product. Broadcom addresses all LMP correspondence to this contact person.

MIS Director
Specifies the name of the director of MIS or the person who performs that function at your site. If the title, but not
the name, of the individual is indicated on the certificate, supply the actual name when correcting and verifying the
certificate.

CPU Location
Specifies the address of the building where the CPU is installed.

Execution Key
Specifies an encrypted code required by LMP for product initialization. During installation, it is referred to as the
LMP code.

Product Code
Specifies a two-character code that corresponds to this particular product.

CPU ID
Specifies the code that identifies the specific CPU for which installation of your product is valid.

If your site is already running software from Broadcom, your systems group probably is already running a CAS9 proc
(cataloged procedure). If so, add the LMP keys for the products you are installing to the LMP keys already being used.

The CAS9 proc runs the CAIRIM program, which uses a KEYS DD statement. The KEYS DD statement points to your
LMP keys. The KEYS DD statement usually points to a member named KEYS in a PARMLIB or OPTLIB. Each line
contains the information from one key certificate. If the information does not fit on one line, code a hyphen in column 72
for a continuation character.

Member Keys Parameter

The parameter structure for member KEYS is as follows:

PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(tttt-mmmm/ssssss) LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

NOTE
The parentheses in the parameter list are required.

The member key parameter contains the following information:

pp
Specifies the two-character product code. For any LMP software solution, this code agrees with the product code
already in use by the CAIRIM initialization parameters for earlier gen levels of the product.

ddmmmyyy
Specifies the LMP licensing agreement expiration date.

tttt-mmmm
Specifies the CPU type and model (for example: 3090-600) on which the LMP software solution is to run. If the
CPU type and the model require less than four characters, insert blank spaces for the unused characters.

ssssss
Specifies the serial number of the CPU on which the LMP software solution is to run.

kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
Specifies the execution key required to run the LMP software solution. This LMP execution key is provided on the
Key Certificate shipped with each LMP software solution.
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Example: Control Card for the LMP Execution Software Parameter

The following example shows a control card for the LMP execution software parameter:

PROD(FE) DATE(15JAN07) CPU(3090-600 /370623) LMPCODE(52H2K06130Z7RZ06)

NOTE
This execution key is only an example; the LMP execution key is invalid.

Installation Considerations

If you are upgrading from a previous release, always review the Release Notes for each of the releases higher than your
current release. If you are upgrading from a release prior to Release 18.0, be aware that there are substantial differences
in the installation process. These changes are described in detail in the Release Notes for IDMS Version 18.0.0, located
on the Support Documentation site.

Additional Instructions, which may be added in the release announcement letter or PMLs, supersede the instructions in
this documentation.

Secured IDMS System on z/OS

If you comply with the following requirements when configuring IDMS and its related products, there are no known system
integrity exposures introduced within the z/OS operating systems.

• Specify the following parameters to generate a secured SVC when configuring using CSM or customizing the
VARBLIST member:
GJCVKEY=primary-protect-key

AUTHREQ=YES

NOTE
For more information on these parameters, see CVKEY, AUTHREQ, and Setting Up Interpartition
Communication and the SVC.

• Update the Program Properties table (PPT) in SYS1.PARMLIB(SCHEDnn) to include the protect key chosen for IDMS.
• Specify STORPROT=YES during configuration.
• Protect the library containing the IDMS system code against unauthorized updates. This includes user written exits,

database procedures, and system mode SQL procedures.
• Verify that all user application programs are specified in the IDMS sysgen with the PROTECT option. This option helps

ensure that IDMS system code runs in this primary key while user mode application code runs in a separate key.
There are two forms of storage protection: standard storage protection and high performance storage protection.
Standard storage protection protects IDMS system code from update by an application program. It also protects an
application program from update from other application programs.
High performance storage protection protects IDMS system code from update by an application program.

NOTE
Running an IDMS system with standard storage protection requires more storage and more CPU use
than running an unsecured IDMS system. High performance storage protection requires the same storage
as standard storage protection, but it does not incur any significant CPU overhead. For this reason, high
performance storage protection may be more suitable for a production system. Standard storage protection is
often used on development or test systems to prevent inadvertent updates by untested user code. For more
information on standard and high performance storage protection, see the Administrating section.

• Control access to the IDMS Debugger, because this facility permits changing both programs and storage in the IDMS
address space.

• Use the discrete security functions of DCMT to prevent unauthorized users from performing the following activities:
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– Dynamic program registration
– Dynamic task code creation
– Dynamic alteration of memory (core zaps) in the IDMS address space

• Control user access to online applications using IDMS internal security or an external security manager such as ACF2
or Top Secret.

• Secure all online user application tasks. The only tasks that could run unsecured are the SIGNON task and the BYE
task.

Although not an operating system integrity issue, you also want to prevent unauthorized disclosure of corporate
information by taking the following actions:

• Carefully tailor all subschemas to permit access to only those data items to which the user is entitled.
• Carefully control the use of both batch Printlog and Online Printlog (OLP) facilities. Any personnel with appropriate

security clearance must obtain and review any necessary information before releasing it to the user or to software
vendors.

CVKEY Parameter Specification

The SVC source created during configuration contains CVKEY=n. You can specify the CVKEY parameter in one of the
following ways:

• As the value of the GJCVKEY variable within the IDMS_DB/CV variable group in CSM configuration.
• As the value of the GJCVKEY variable in VARBLIST during manual configuration.

Valid values for CVKEY are 1 through 15 and asterisk (*). Use of 8 or 9 is not recommended. A value of asterisk (*)
permits the intentional creation of the unsecured version of the SVC.

Certain functions of the IDMS SVC must be invoked only from within an IDMS Central Version. Privileged instructions are
used during the execution of these functions. If a numeric CVKEY value is specified and one of these functions is invoked,
then the SVC verifies that the invoking routine job or address space has the primary protect key. If the routine does not
have the primary protect key, the SVC does not allow the routine to use the SVC function. This prevents unsecured
programs, such as batch application programs, from invalidly invoking these functions.

These checks help ensure that these functions are issued only by code running in the specified protect key. They also
cause the z/OS ECSA used by IDMS to be both fetch- and store-protected from ordinary batch jobs. An abend with a
system completion code of SExx is issued when these functions are misused, where xx is the hexadecimal representation
of the SVC number. This function includes all attempts to access the IDMS SVC from V=R jobs.

Programs that execute with a key of less than 8 are privileged in z/OS. IDMS does not require these privileges; a key in
the range of 10 to 15 is recommended. However, the z/OS parameter AllowUserKeyCSA(NO) requires that the IDMS
primary key be less than 8.

IDMS operates successfully in any key other than 9, which is due to a z/OS limitation in IOS. Specifying a system key
(1 through 7) can be useful for preventing batch or V=R jobs from directly viewing or altering the ECSA storage used by
IDMS.

NOTE
V=R jobs refer to the type of region that the job is running in. There are two types of user regions: Virtual (V=V)
and Real (V=R).Programs that require a one-to-one mapping from virtual to central storage, such as channel
programs, are candidates for real regions. A user can assign jobs to virtual or real regions by coding a value of
VIRT or REAL on the ADDRSPC parameter on the job's JOB or EXEC statement.

NOTE
For more information about region types, see the IBM documentation about z/OS MVS initialization and tuning.
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AUTHREQ Parameter Specification

The SVC source created during configuration contains AUTHREQ=YES/NO. You can specify the AUTHREQ parameter in
one of the following ways:

• As the value of the AUTHREQ variable within the IDMS_DB/CV variable group in CSM Configuration.
• As the value of the AUTHREQ variable in VARBLIST during manual configuration.

If AUTHREQ=YES is specified, all Central Version Startup modules must reside in an authorized library and must be
linked as authorized, that is, with SETCODE AC(1). This setting allows the startup module to set up PC routines to
perform certain necessary system functions. After these PC routines are established, the startup module unauthorizes
itself. As a result, application programs and nucleus modules, such as system exits, are prevented from using privileged
operating system instructions. Specifying AUTHREQ=YES completely disables certain SVC functions. Setting AUTHREQ
to YES requires no additional storage or CPU use.

Accidental Deletion of Previous Release

SMP/E deletes previously installed FMIDs and load modules if you install into an existing CSI using the same zones. If
you want to use your previous release while installing a new release, install to a new CSI to avoid deleting the previous
release.

PDSE Considerations

If you want to make your loadlib a PDSE, then you must have an SVC= parameter in the parameter list of the startup JCL.

Maintenance Considerations

Installing maintenance on a system created by CSM is different from installing maintenance on a system created
manually. After installing the maintenance on the SMP/E libraries, you must redeploy and reconfigure. During
reconfiguration, you are required to select a new prefix for each data set allocated during configuration, including the
runtime and custom libraries. As a result, you must change any JCL containing the name of any of these loadlibs.

Develop a maintenance strategy for your site that handles changes at a high level. This helps you avoid changing user
JCL and CV startup JCL whenever maintenance is installed.

Consider the following options to minimize disruption due to library name changes:

• Create aliases in the operating system catalog for IDMS loadlibs and macro libraries.
• Create JCL procedures (PROCs) for end-user JCL and CV startup JCL.
• Modify user JCL to include a JCLLIB statement after the JOB card and an INCLUDE statement for the bulk of the JCL.
• After you run configuration, make a copy of the runtime and custom libraries and point your JCL to these copies.

These copies are now your runtime libraries. Each time you run configuration again to apply maintenance, copy those
libraries again, replacing the original copies. This way, you keep your runtime library names the same and do not need
to modify your JCL every time you apply maintenance.

Upgrading

Before you upgrade from an earlier release, review the Release Notes or Release Summary information for each of
the releases between your current release and the release that you are installing. You can find release information for
releases earlier than 19.0 on the Support Documentation site.

NOTE
Release Notes are not cumulative.
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Install and Maintain z/OS
This section describes how to acquire, install, deploy and configure IDMS to make it available to the staff who implement
and use the product.

Audience

There are multiple steps in the IDMS installation process, and some steps can be performed in multiple ways. Different
steps may be performed by different people, depending on access authority, skill set, site policies, etc. This section is for
people taking part in the installation of IDMS. The following installation breakdown is intended to aid you in identifying the
people required and coordinating their efforts.

Configuration (creating customized loadlibs and creating or updating database files) should be done by the IDMS DBA.
The DBA may need to work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmer, for VTAM definitions, SVC selection, CV key, LMP keys, library names.
• Storage administrator, for DASD allocations.
• CICS administrator, for CWA displacement, CICS library names.

Methodologies

There are several methods you can use to acquire your software, set up your SMP/E environment, apply maintenance,
and configure your software after installation is complete.

Acquisition Methods

Use one of the following methods to acquire (download) IDMS:

• CSM
CSM (CSM) standardizes the installation process for Broadcom mainframe products. To acquire your product using
CSM, you must have CSM installed. A Broadcom Support account is required.

• SMP/E JCL
With this option, you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then
install, maintain, deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E
environment. A basic understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

• Tape
This acquisition method is not encouraged, but is still available for sites where security rules disallow acquiring files
from the internet.

SMP/E Environment Create Methods

Use one of the following methods to create your SMP/E environment:

• CSM
Using CSM to create your SMP/E environment requires no SMP/E knowledge, and there is no JCL to customize or
submit. However, the authority to execute the SMP/E program, GIMSMP, is required. You can set up your SMP/E
environment using CSM after acquiring your software using CSM or by Pax-Enhanced ESD. You cannot use CSM if
you acquired your software from tape. If acquisition is by PAX, execute the CSM dialog, Insert New Product, before
using CSM to create the SMP/E environment.

• Manual
The SMP/E environment can be created manually (JCL in SAMPJCL) following ESD or tape acquisition. It requires
customizing an edit macro and making the edit macro available to a TSO session.

As a result of either method, the same SMP/E environment containing the same uncustomized software is set up at every
site.
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Maintenance Application Methods

Use one of the following methods to apply any available maintenance to IDMS:

Note: Applying maintenance should be done before performing deployment.

• CSM
Using CSM standardizes the application of maintenance for Broadcom mainframe products. Minimal SMP/E
vocabulary is required. To acquire your product using CSM, you must have CSM installed. If you created the SMP/E
environment manually, run the CSM Import CSI dialog before installing maintenance.

• Manual
There is JCL to install maintenance in the same SAMPJCL library containing the jobs to create the SMP/E
environment. You must be able to download PTFS and HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support.

Deployment Methods

Deploying IDMS can be done with CSM and requires that CSM be installed at your site. Deployment copies the SMP/E
target libraries (or a subset of them) to a different system or location. Performing deployment using CSM is a prerequisite
to performing configuration using CSM. Otherwise deployment is optional.

Note: SMP/E does not update the deployed libraries. If you have performed deployment, perform the deployment again
after you install maintenance to update your deployed libraries.

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. z/OSMF lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom mainframe products and mainframe
products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others, z/OSMF can simplify some areas of
system management and also reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced
users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system performance, and manage z/OS
software.

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily provision
new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment.

Use the following topics to guide you through the installation process using z/OSMF:

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Provides information about z/OSMF general configuration and security requirements.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Provides the steps to acquire the product software from Broadcom Support and register the portable software
instance in z/OSMF.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Provides the steps to install (deploy) the portable software instance to an LPAR using z/OSMF Deployments. This
step creates the SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps to prepare the software
instance for SMP/E operations. This step also:

• Customizes the data set names that are defined to SMP/E.
• Mounts required USS files if necessary.
• Performs workflow execution to customize the deployed runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS

system.
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Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Provides the steps to import the Broadcom product information file so that z/OSMF has access to the latest
product release information. For a list of products using z/OSMF, see Mainframe Products using z/OSMF in the
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

TIP
See our installation best practices article for a list of comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

When these tasks are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance. You can also configure software
instances using z/OSMF workflows.

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Prepare for installation using z/OSMF by addressing the requirements in this topic.

Before you install your Broadcom mainframe products using IBM z/OSMF, address the installation and security
requirements in the following table:

NOTE
Your systems programmers and security administrators can complete these tasks in parallel.

Task Role

Apply required maintenance for Common Components and Services (CCS) Version
15.0 (SO12499)
The CCS PTF installs load module stubs for select IBM products into your installed CCS
library hlq.CAW0CALL. If you are prompted during installation for the data set name of a
load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your installed hlq.CAW0CALL
data set name.

Systems programmer

Configure z/OSMF
The IBM z/OS Management Facility Configuration Guide is your primary source of
information about how to configure z/OSMF. You can open the IBM documentation in a
separate browser tab for reference during installation of your products using z/OSMF
Deployments. To prevent configuration errors and to enable z/OSMF Software Update
for maintenance, apply all z/OSMF related maintenance before you begin the installation
process.

Systems programmer, security
administrator, domain administrator

Configure z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable to
authorize users and resources. To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing
product information into z/OSMF, make sure that you have added the Digicert
Intermediate CA certificate to the z/OSMF keyring. For information, see Import Product
Information into z/OSMF.

Security administrator

Confirm that the installer has read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS.
Write access is also required to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are
used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV
class, access to the BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or
UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN,
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

Security administrator
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Task Role

Address the following USS requirements:
• Create a USS directory to receive the z/OSMF pax file and to perform the unpack

steps.
• Confirm that you have write authority to the USS directories that are used for the z/

OSMF pax installation process.
• Confirm that you have available USS file space.
To download and unpack the pax file, you need free space that is approximately 3.5
times the pax file size in the file system that contains the pax directories. For example, to
download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in
the file system hosting your pax directory. If you do not have sufficient free space, error
messages like EZA1490I Error writing to data set or EZA2606W File I/O error 133 can
occur.

Systems programmer, security
administrator

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to receive and download maintenance on
a regular cadence or build custom maintenance packages (order PTFs, APARs, critical,
recommended, all, or just HOLDDATA). This step is our recommended best practice when
installing maintenance and is required to use z/OSMF Software Update. For configuration
details, see the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

Systems programmer, security
administrator

After these requirements have been addressed, you are ready to acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance or
Configure a Software Instance using z/OSMF Workflows.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Learn how to acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance (PSWI) for your product from Broadcom
Support and then add the portable software instance to z/OSMF. The product SMP/E environments are pre-built at
Broadcom, backed up, and made available for download as a PSWI.

The PSWI includes the SMP/E CSI data sets, all associated SMP/E-managed target and distribution libraries, non-SMP/E-
managed data sets, and metadata that is required to describe the PSWI.

The following diagram illustrates the acquisition process:

1. Review the installation best practices and address all requirements.
2. Complete one of the following tasks to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance:

– Download the PSWI to the z/OSMF host from the Broadcom download server.
Before you use this option, complete the one-time security configuration tasks to use the RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK (RFN) process through GIMGTPKG and SMP/E. See Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery.

– Download the PSWI to your laptop and FTP it to a USS directory on the mainframe or download it to z/OS.
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3. Register the portable software instance in z/OSMF.

Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery

Perform the following one-time security configuration steps to instruct the SMP/E RECEIVE command and the
GIMGTPKG service routine to download the PSWI using HTTPS. GIMGTPKG performs the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK TRANSFERONLY command functions. SMP/E supports secure and encrypted download operations
using HTTPS (HTTP over SSL, Secure Sockets Layer). The default z/OS Java truststore manages the certificates.

NOTE
If your site has already configured the server certificate to acquire solutions and process maintenance requests
through https://downloads.broadcom.com, skip this task. Go to order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the External Security Manager (ESM) database:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH yourcertname DSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) -

  LABEL(yourlabelname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) TRUST

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname)-

DCDSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) TRUST

– For IBM RACF, specify:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) + 

WITHLABEL(‘yourlabelname’) TRUST

The ESM database now includes the certificate.
4. Grant UPDATE access to the IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) to the user ID submitting the FTP JCL:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGICERT.LISTRING UID(userid) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS PER(userid) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(UPDATE)

– For IBM RACF, specify:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The user that submits the FTP JCL can use a virtual CERTAUTH keyring to authenticate the FTP server. The
certificate does not need to be added to the keyring of the FTP user.

The one-time security configuration is complete. You are now ready to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance

You can order the z/OSMF portable software instance from the Broadcom Support and download the PSWI using GIMZIP
to z/OSMF or download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host as a single pax file. You can download directly to the mainframe
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or you can download to your workstation and then transfer the pax file to the mainframe. A file transfer utility, such as FTP,
is required to transfer data to the mainframe.

Use the following procedure to create a service order from the Broadcom Support site for a product-specific PSWI:

1. Go to Broadcom Support and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My Downloads.
2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.

The My Downloads page appears.
3. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.

The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
4. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
5. Use the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the product-specific software packages that you can select
to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows more software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

6. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. View the file information for the product that you want by selecting the right arrow key (>) or by selecting Expand

All.
b. Select the checkbox under Download for the PSWI (productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z) and other files that you

want to include in the product download.
c. Select one of the following download methods:

• If your product is RFN-enabled, a GIMZIP download option is available. Select GIMZIP to acquire the product
package from the Broadcom download server directly to your z/OSMF host system using z/OSMF Software
Management. Go to Step 7.

• Select HTTPS Download or Secure FTP Download to download the files from the Broadcom download server.
Secure FTP Download is the preferred method. Go to Step 8.
To select a download method from the Download Manager, select Download Selected. This option lets you
download multiple files at one time.

For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see Download Methods
and Locations.

7. If you selected GIMZIP, the GIMZIP text changes to Order is Placed. An email is sent to the order creator.
Complete the following steps to generate the required SERVER XML to download the PSWI from the FTP download
server to your mainframe using the GIMGTPKG service routine. GIMGTPKG transports the GIMZIP packages from a
remote FTP server to a local host.
a. Use the link in the email to access the order details (site ID, order number, and product release) on the Download

History page in the Download Manager on Broadcom Support.
b. Select GIMZIP to access the service order details (SERVER XML) in a text file. For example:

<SERVER 

   host=”ftpserver.broadcom.com”

   user=”joesmith”

   pw=”password”

 > 

 <PACKAGE

    file=”/order/product/GIMPAF.XML”

    hash=”01234567890123456078901234567890”

    id=”BROADCOM”

 > 

 </PACKAGE> 

</SERVER>
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The SERVER XML contains the required information for the download server to receive the network package.
c. Copy the SERVER XML to your clipboard and change the id tag to name the subdirectory in the SMPNTS

directory. Use this copy to register the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From Download Server option.
Go to Register the Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

8. If you selected Secure FTP in Step 6, the Secure FTP Download Instructions pop-up appears.
a. Copy the host URL (downloads.broadcom.com) and paste it into a browser.
b. Log in using one of the following options:

• Broadcom Support Portal username and password
• Secure Access Token

To use this option, select Generate Access Credentials, specify your email address and password, and select
Generate. Before you close the window, copy and save the generated FTP credential details (username and
password) into a text file.

c. Copy the path for the zip file located in Order Location. This file identifies the order to be downloaded. For
example, /12345678.zip.

d. Use the following sample JCL with an added JOB card to download the z/OSMF pax file using FTP:
 //GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0K

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //INPUT    DD *

 downloads.broadcom.com

 supportportalemail or generatedUsername 

 supportportalpassword or generatedPassword

 Binary

 get orderlocation + ‘yourUSSpaxDirectory’ (rep

 quit

 /*

 //*

e. Execute JCL to unpack the installation file and restore the individual pax files. Sample JCL follows:
//USSBATCH EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDPARM  DD *

//* Be sure that there are no line numbers on the input lines.

//STDPARM  DD *

sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/;

pax –rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

/*

//*

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

• Add a JOB statement.
• Update the USS directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) with the path name where you want to copy the pax file.
• Update productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z with the name of the pax file that you want to copy to the mainframe.
• Submit the customized JCL.

USSBATCH can take several minutes to execute. A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code
indicates a problem.
You can also use OMVS to unpax the z/OSMF pax file. For example:
$ cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory

$ pax -rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

After successful execution, the individual pax files are restored and ready for use. You are now ready to register
the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From z/OSMF System option.
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Go to Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF

After you acquire and download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host system, log in to z/OSMF to register the product
software and define the PSWI to z/OSMF as shown in the following procedure. When you complete these steps, the PSWI
is registered in z/OSMF and ready for installation (deployment).

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select your user ID in the top or bottom right-hand corner to switch between
the Desktop Interface and Classic Interface.

2. Complete one of the following steps to display the Software Management page:
a. In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
b. In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.

3. Select Portable Software Instances to define your PSWI to z/OSMF.
4. Select Add from the Actions menu and select From Download Server (GIMZIP download) or From z/OSMF System

(HTTPS or Secure FTP download) as applicable.
For detailed steps, see Tutorial 2 - Add a PSWI from IBM.
Use the default CLIENT XML or if needed, specify the CLIENT XML attributes that you use in other SMP/E jobs to
download software products or PTFs from the Broadcom download servers. For example:
<CLIENT  downloadmethod="https"

         downloadkeyring="javatruststore"

         javahome="/usr/lpp/java/J8.0"

         >

</CLIENT>

NOTE
For more information about specifying the CLIENT XML tag, see Content of CLIENT data set in the IBM
documentation.

downloadmethod
Specifies the network protocol for downloading the files from a remote server. HTTPS is the only supported
option. When you specify https, certificates are required to perform the SSL handshake with the HTTPS server to
encrypt the network activity. The location of the certificates is defined using the downloadkeyring attribute.

downloadkeyring
Identifies the location of the certificates that are required to perform SSL operations with the HTTPS server
where the files to be downloaded reside. Specify the name for an external security manager (ESM) keyring or the
keyword javatruststore.
The name of the keyring can specify a real or a virtual keyring.
To indicate that all CA certificates that are defined in the ESM can be used to perform SSL operations, specify
“*AUTH*/*” for the CERTAUTH virtual keyring userid/keyring value.

javahome
Specifies the location of the Java runtime to be used by SMP/E.

The PSWI exists on your z/OS system and is defined to z/OSMF. The product software is ready for installation. Go to
Install Product Software using z/OSMF Deployments.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing product software in your z/OS environment. After
the portable software instance or software instance is registered in z/OSMF, you can use z/OSMF Deployments to
install the product software and create the product data sets (global, CSI, target libraries, and distribution libraries) for
the new software instance. The deployment jobs create a copy of the source product data sets to create the product
target runtime environment. Creating a copy of the SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and it
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also isolates the product runtime environment for maintenance activities. You can also perform z/OSMF workflows to
customize the SMP/E data sets, mount UNIX System Services (USS) files if required, and configure the new software
instance on the target system.

To install Broadcom mainframe products using z/OSMF and make the product software available for use on a system
by users and other programs, define a new deployment. This step defines the SMP/E environment name and the prefix
of the CSI data set in z/OSMF. You also specify data set allocation parameters for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries,
and distribution libraries. To define a new deployment, complete the deployment checklist (specify the USS path, DSN,
VOLSERs), and submit the deployment jobs through the z/OSMF user interface. When the deployment is complete, you
have a source and target copy of the software.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see Deploying software in the IBM Knowledge Center.

Subsequent maintenance activities for the product updates the SMP/E environment without affecting your active product
runtime environments. You decide when to redeploy the maintenance-updated SMP/E target data sets to each of the
product runtime environments.

Before you begin this process, we recommend that you review the installation best practices and verify that the installation
requirements in Prepare for Installation.

NOTE
The installer requires read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write access is also required to the
USS directories that are used for the installation process.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the Deployments table in z/OSMF (Software Management, Deployments).
2. Define a new deployment by selecting New from the Actions menu.

The deployment checklist displays. You can also modify, view, copy, cancel, or remove existing deployments.
3. Complete the deployment checklist items as described in Defining new deployments in the IBM Knowledge Center.

As you complete the deployment checklist, be sure to make the following selections:
a. Specify the properties for this deployment (name, description, and optional category).
b. Select the software to deploy.

For this step, select the Portable Software Instance button and select your package.
c. Select the objective for this deployment to indicate where and how you want to install the selected portable

software instance.
For this step, indicate that you want to create a new software instance and specify the global zone CSI and the
system where the target software instance will reside.

d. Check for missing SYSMODs and view missing SYSMOD reports.
For this step, deselect the following report options:
• Requisite SYSMODs and Fix Categories reports
• Regressed SYSMODs and HOLDDATA Delta reports

e. Configure this deployment to define the target software instance.
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• For DLIBs, specify Yes to copy the distribution zones and libraries that are associated with the source software.
You can customize the names and the storage class or volumes of the new data sets.

• For Model, indicate The source software to use as a model. z/OSMF uses the data sets, volumes, mount
points, catalogs, and SMP/E zones that are associated with the model to specify default values for the target
software instance.

• For SMP/E Zones, the DLIB and TLIB names do not typically need to be changed.
• For Data sets, change the target data set name prefix to the one that you want to use for your deployment.

Specify a volume or storage class to identify where to create the target data sets.
• For Catalogs, no action is required assuming that your target data set prefix is defined in a user catalog.
• For Volumes and Storage Classes, no action is required. A summary is presented of the target data sets to be

created and how much space is required.
f. Define the job settings to generate JCL to install the software and view the deployment summary.

For this step, update the JOB statement as needed.
g. Submit the deployment jobs in sequential order, wait for each job to complete, and then select Refresh to register

job completion in z/OSMF.
A return code of zero is expected.
When all deployment jobs have executed successfully, you have unzipped and renamed the product data sets, and
updated the CSI data sets. The product data sets have also been successfully copied and the properties for the
target software instance have been specified.

h. Execute workflows if any exist for the software being deployed. Most products have at least one of the following
workflows:

Post SMP/E Workflow
Updates the CSI with site-specific external data sets, relinks load modules, and optionally mounts USS
directories. IDMS requires that you execute the Post SMP/E Workflow first to complete the deployment. IDMS
does not install a USS directory.

NOTE
If prompted for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that you do not have installed,
specify your installed Common Components and Services CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

NOTE
The Post SMP/E Workflow is where you specify the load libraries to obtain interface modules to other
products. IDMS supports interfaces to FCS (Financial Control System), RDMS Auditor, TOTAL, and IBM
products. In the second step of the Post SMP/E Workflow, you can specify the names of the libraries
where the interface modules can be obtained.

• FCSLIB DSNAME
Specify your FCS load library to link the Culprit interface to FCS.

• RDMSLIB DSNAME
Specify your RDMS Auditor load library to link the Culprit interface to RDMS Auditor.

• TOTALLIB DSNAME
Specify your TOTAL load library to link to Culprit interface to the TOTAL database.

If you do not have any of these products, specify the Common Components and Services
CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set for your environment.

In addition, standard interface modules for IMS and CICS are obtained from the
CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set. Your CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set should be specified for the RESLIB
DSNAME and SDFHLOAD DSNAME fields in this step of the workflow.

Base Installation Workflow
Configures a new software instance for your product software.
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Upgrade Workflow
Updates an existing software instance for your product to a new product release.

Add-On Product Installation Workflow
Adds new IDMS product components to an existing configuration.

NOTE
For a list of products with workflows to complete post-install configuration, see Mainframe Products using
z/OSMF in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

i. Specify a name and description for the new target software instance.

The deployment process is complete. The new software instance is defined to z/OSMF. You are now ready to Import
Product Information into z/OSMF before you install product maintenance.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Learn how to import a product information file into z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining a current repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. z/OSMF lets you view a consolidated list of the products and
maintenance packages that are included in each software instance or portable software instance. You can import product
information for the Broadcom mainframe products that you have installed on z/OS into z/OSMF. After retrieving the
information, you can use the Products page in the z/OSMF Software Management task to obtain a list of products that are
contained in your software instances. This information helps you to determine which products are nearing or have reached
end of service (EOS) or end of life (EOL) support. This information is useful when planning for future installations and
upgrades. You can also use this information to identify software instances that will be affected by changes to a product.

The product information file for Broadcom mainframe products is stored on the following FTP directory:

https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

Enable Secure Downloads

To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, use the following procedure to
enable secure downloads:

1. Download the certificate from the following URL: https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/
digicert_intermediate_2031.crt Note the location on your workstation where the certificate was downloaded.

2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use
the following FTP commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.mvs.dataset.name'

quit

3. Add the certificate to the existing z/OSMF IZUSVR keyring.
For ACF2, specify SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.yourcertname DSN('your.zos.dataset.name') -

  LABEL(yourlabeldescription)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.yourDigicertCAcertname) KEYRING(IZUSVR.keyr01)

 RINGNAME(IZUKeyring.IZUDFLT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For Top Secret, specify TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourDigicertCAcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname) - 

DCDSN('your.zos.dataset.name') TRUST

            

TSS ADD(IZUSVR) KEYRING(zosmfringname) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,yourDigicertCAcertname) -
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USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For IBM RACF, specify RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('your.zos.dataset.name') WITHLABEL('yourlabelname') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(IZUSVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('your_digicertCA_label') +

RING(keyringname) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

To load the contents of this file into z/OSMF, you can:

• Load the file from the Broadcom URL
• Load the file from your local workstation
• Load the file from a z/OS data set or UNIX file

After the file is loaded, you can then retrieve the product information in z/OSMF from the Products view in the Software
Management task (see Displaying a list of your products in the IBM documentation).

NOTE
If you create software instances or portable software instances in z/OSMF, import the product information file
again so that you have current information that is displayed about your installed products. We recommend that
you repeat the following procedures on a regular schedule or at least monthly to ensure that you have current
Broadcom product information available in z/OSMF. This process ensures that you have access to all product
packages as they become available. For more information, see Retrieving product information from product
information files in the IBM documentation.

Load the File from the Broadcom URL

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF directly from the
Broadcom FTP directory.

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface.
2. Complete either of the following steps:

– In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
– In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.
The Software Management dashboard displays.

3. Select Products. The Products table list is displayed.
4. Select Retrieve End of Service Information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service Information

button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
5. Complete the following steps:

a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from the
Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files. The Add Product Information File page is displayed.

b. Select URL and then specify the following URL in the URL field.
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

c. Specify a description in the Description field.
d. Select OK. The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

6. Select the new URL and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

You can now view the Broadcom product information that has been retrieved from the Software Management dashboard.

Load the File from Your Local Workstation

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from your local
workstation.

1. Download the product information file from the following Broadcom FTP directory to your local workstation using your
Web Browser or an FTP client:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt
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2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface.
3. Complete either of the following steps:

– In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
– In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.
The Software Management dashboard displays.

4. Select Products. The Products table list displays.
5. Select Retrieve End of Service Information from the Actions menu. The Select Product Information File page

displays.
6. Select the option to Select a file that resides on your local workstation, enter your file name and description, and

select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

You can now view the Broadcom product information that has been retrieved from the Software Management dashboard.

Load the File from a z/OS Data Set or UNIX File

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from a z/OS data
set or UNIX file that the primary z/OSMF host can access.

1. Use FTP to download the product information file directly to the mainframe.
NOTE
Upload the file with binary in the FTP JCL so that the file is not converted to the EBCDIC character set.

Sample JCL follows that you can customize and execute:
//FTPSTEP  EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM='(EXIT=08' 

//SYSTCPD  DD DSN=your_TCP/IP_data_set_name,DISP=SHR 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=* 

//INPUT    DD * 

ftp.broadcom.com 21 

anonymous email_address 

cd /pub/MSPSaccount/JSON/ 

dir 

asc 

locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0 

locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY 

get BroadcomProdInfo.txt 'z/OS_data_set' (REPLACE

your_TCP/IP_data_set_name
Specify the TCP/IP stack for an external network.

email_address
Specify your valid email address.

z/OS_data_set
Specify the z/OS data set name where you want to save the product information file. If the specified data set does
not exist, it is created during the download process.

2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface.
3. Complete either of the following steps:

– In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
– In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.
The Software Management dashboard displays.

4. Select Products. The Products table list displays.
5. Select Retrieve End of Service Information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service Information

button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
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6. Complete the following fields:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from the

Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files. The Add Product Information File page displays.
b. Select Primary z/OSMF system and specify the z/OS_data_set_name in the Data set or UNIX file field. The

primary z/OSMF host system must be able to access the specified data set or UNIX file.
c. Specify a description in the Description field and select OK. The product information file table is updated with

the new URL.
7. Select the new URL and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

You can now view the Broadcom product information that has been retrieved from the Software Management dashboard.

Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:
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• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into z/OS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a dedicated file system for this process. The amount of space that you need
for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation requires write authority to the USS directories that are used
for the native SMP/E JCL installation process. In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also
need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file
system hosting your pax directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. This directory
(yourUSSpaxdirectory) is used later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

1. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements:
//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*
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– Add a JOB card.
– Issue the NUM ON command followed by UNNUM to edit the JCL with number off (no sequence numbers in columns

73 through 80).
– Issue the CAPS OFF command. However, where needed, use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,

YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME must be uppercase and aggregate and compat must be lowercase.
– Ensure the zFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems.

If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings now allowing for the
allocation.

– Ensure that the SYSIN DD is indented at least one space.
When these edits are complete, the zFS is allocated.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named
yourdirectory/PAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/

mkdir yourdirectory

cd yourdirectory

mkdir PAX

Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory for all
product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing the following sample:

//MOUNT    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=0M          

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSIN  DD *

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) +

PARM('AGGRGROW')

/*

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can permit write access to anyone in the same group as the

person who created the directory. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, enter the following command from the TSO OMVS shell or the Telnet or SSH client of choice at your site:

NOTE
USS commands are case-sensitive.

chmod -R 770 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted. Other users can access the USS pax directory and its files.
5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, enter the following commands from the Telnet or SSH client:

cd {yourUSSpaxdirectory}

df - k .

The file system is mounted. The output shows the mount point and the mount data set. Resolve errors before
continuing.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.
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NOTE
To optimize downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the downloads.broadcom.com URL for HTTPS
and Secure FTP in your network security software, firewalls, or both. Sites that regulate access through an IP
address are required to allow network access to 141.202.253.110.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support online to the mainframe.

1. Confirm that you have addressed the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– Write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– Available USS file space.

NOTE
In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14-
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.
A list by release, service pack, and language appears.

6. Click the hypertext link to select a release.
The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the available product-specific software packages that you
can select to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows additional software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

7. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. Select the SMP/E JCL Package (classic pax) and other files that you want to include in the product download.

If more than one package is available, you can only select one.
b. Select Download Selected, HTTPS Download, or Secure FTP Download. Secure FTP Download is the

preferred method. For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see
Download Methods and Locations.

The product package is downloaded.

You are now ready to extract the contents of the product package into a product directory that you create.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File

After you acquire and download the product package (pax file), you are ready to create a product directory in which to
extract the contents of the package. You can do so using the pax command or the ESDUNPAX sample JCL.

Use the pax Command

To use the pax command to create a product directory, enter:
cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

pax -rvf pax-filename
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These commands set the current working directory in your USS directory to the directory containing the pax file and
then performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Use the ESDUNPAX Sample JCL

To use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL to create a product directory, review the following JCL sample and edit it as shown in
the procedure that follows:
//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Edit the sample JCL as described in the following steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, comment out the first UNPAXDIR. Then uncomment and
use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead. This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM=
parameters to a second line.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.
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Copy Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set
Learn how to copy sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

After you create a product directory for the extracted contents of the pax file, use the UNZIPJCL job as described in the
following procedure to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

1. Locate and read the product readme (or installation notes) file in the product-specific directory that the pax command
or ESDUNPAX sample JCL created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Edit the UNZIPJCL sample job in the product-specific directory using ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL:
– Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.

Your view is of the product-specific directory.
– If the z/OS Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) is not active, perform the following steps:

a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:

• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/
classes/.

• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.
One of the following outcomes occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.

– Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for the z/OS SAMPJCL data set.  We suggest that you use a
unique HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify the package uniquely.

The UNZIPJCL job is edited.
3. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.

The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the
UNZIP job. Use the members in this data set to perform the product installation.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to prepare the product data sets, initialize the SMP/E zones, and create
the DDDEFs for your product. These steps include:

• Allocating product and SMP/E data sets, and product USS data sets and directories
• Creating and customizing the SMP/E CSI
• (Optional) Customizing the SMP/E CSI for USS

For information about the members, see the JCL comments.

1. Customize the macro AGJSEDIT as follows with your site-specific information:
a. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command.
b. Set the PRODHLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.
c. (Optional) Set the NULLFILE HLQ if applicable and use it for the IMS, HSSR, and CICS DDDEF specifications

when valid system libraries do not exist in your environment. This setting does not apply to every product.
d. Save your changes and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC location.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.
When you edit an installation member, type AGJSEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults
with your specifications.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the AGJSEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
AGJAREAD member, and submit the AGJEDALL member.
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2. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ0ALL in an edit session and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command line.
AGJ0ALL is customized.

3. Submit AGJ0ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– Creates the target and distribution data sets for your product.
– Creates unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone.

4. Complete the following steps if your product requires a zFS file system or if you want to install a feature of the product
that requires a zFS file system:

WARNING
If the following members do not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your product.
Go to Step 5.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ3ALU in an edit session and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command
line.
AGJ3ALU is customized.

b. Submit AGJ3ALU.
This job allocates your zFS data sets.

c. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ6MKD in an edit session and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command
line.
AGJ6MKD is customized.

d. Submit AGJ6MKD.
This job creates all directories and mounts the file system.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ10CSI in an edit session and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command line.
AGJ10CSI is customized.

6. Submit AGJ10CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– Defines the CSI data set.
– Allocates the SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets.
– Initializes the global, target, and distribution zones.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

7. Complete the following steps to add the DDDEFs that are required for the zFS file system to your SMP/E environment:
WARNING
If the following member does not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your
product. Go to Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ15CSU in an edit session and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command
line.
AGJ15CSU is customized.

b. Submit AGJ15CSU.
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.

You are now ready run the installation jobs that are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Go to Run
the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Submit and run
these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed successfully.
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NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the AGJSEDIT macro each time that you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
AGJAREAD member, and submit the AGJEDALL member.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ20RCB in an edit session, and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command
line.
AGJ20RCB is customized.

NOTE
To include optional components, uncomment the applicable FMID in the customized job.

2. Submit AGJ20RCB to receive SMP/E base functions.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ30APB in an edit session, and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command
line.
AGJ30APB is customized.

4. Submit AGJ30APB to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option.
a. Note any unresolved errors.
b. Verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in production.
c. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ40ACB in an edit session, and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command
line.
AGJ40ACB is customized.

6. Submit AGJ40ACB to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun
ACCEPT with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

You can now clean up the USS directory (optional) or apply preventive maintenance as described in Maintain Products
using SMP/E JCL.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, remove files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary z/OS data sets. You can
delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

paxfile Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
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3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:
rm -r product-specific-directory

product-specific-
directory

Specifies the product-specific directory that you created previously using the pax command or sample
JCL.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to install maintenance.

Install Products Using CSM
Review the following high-level process for installing product software using CSM.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS systems using
CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use
CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and
apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products
faster and with less chance of error.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer be enhanced and maintenance and technical support, including self-service support, will
be discontinued effective June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

If you do not have CSM installed, download it from Broadcom Support.

WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Acquire Products Using CSM
As a system programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list
of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update the
product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation using
CSM.
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The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:

Figure 2: Acquiring_Products_CIG

1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:

– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

NOTE
For more information about acquiring products, see the CSM online help.
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Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

Follow these steps:

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings.

NOTE
These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
Skip this step if you updated the product list only for a selected filter.
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5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.

The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.
4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:

– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update
Product.

– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right
and select the Update Product Releases link.

5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:
– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
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7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.
– UNIX File

Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
– FTP File

Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:

– Data Set
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

– UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

– FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading a
PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name and
password to access the FTP location.

– Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Install Products Using CSM
Review the following high-level process for installing product software using CSM.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS systems using
CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use
CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and
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apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products
faster and with less chance of error.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer be enhanced and maintenance and technical support, including self-service support, will
be discontinued effective June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

If you do not have CSM installed, download it from Broadcom Support.

WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Starting Your Product
Before you begin the configuration process, familiarize yourself with the following resources:

• IDMS release announcement letter
• Any available PMLs
• Release Notes information
• Preparing for Installation information
• Security information in Creating a Secured IDMS System on z/OS

WARNING
The instructions in the announcement letter or PMLs supersede the instructions in this documentation.

Configuration Process Overview
You can perform the configuration process using either CSM or CAISAG. The configuration process creates customized
load modules in a non-SMP/E loadlib. The configuration process also creates or updates your database files, depending
on whether you are doing a full base configuration, an add-on configuration, or an upgrade configuration.

Before you begin the configuration process, use one of the methods that are described in this section to perform the
following steps:

1. Create the SMP/E environment containing the IDMS software.
2. Install all the available and recommended maintenance.
3. Complete deployment, which creates a copy of some or all of your SMP/E target libraries. For CSM, deployment is a

prerequisite for configuration. For CAISAG, deployment is optional.
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Unlicensed Products
Modules belonging to products for which you are not licensed are in your loadlib. If you try to use these unlicensed
products that require a LMP (license product management) key, messages and auditing problems occur.

You specify which products you intend to use during the configuration process, which creates a product intent module
named RHDCPINT.  For more information, see Product Intent Module.

 

Installation Libraries
The low-level qualifiers of your deployed libraries are the same as the low-level qualifiers of your SME/E target libraries.
Configuration uses your deployed libraries if you did deployment. It uses your target libraries if you configure your product
manually and did not do deployment. The following list describes libraries identified by the low-level qualifiers.

CAGJSRC
Source library

CAGJMAC
Macro library

CAGJMSG
Messages for Endevor/DB

CAGJSAMP
Various sample members

CAGJLOAD
Load library that contains generic executable IDMS modules which may need to be updated by maintenance. This
library should not contain any modules which are customized for your site.

CAGJLMDU
Load library for special uppercase support. Most sites do not need uppercase modules. This library is for sites that
have terminals that cannot display mixed-case characters and for sites that use double-byte character support
(DBCS).

CAGJCICS
Library for IDMS/DC Sort use within CICS

CAGJSASO
SPG text for SASO

CAGJCULP
Culprit test file

CAGJSKEL
CAISAG skeleton

CAGJDATV
IDMSDIRL input data and VDBA code

CAGJXML
Deployment metadata

WARNING
Do not customize the modules in these libraries because they are replaced when you apply maintenance.
Libraries that contain maintenance replace the existing deployed libraries.
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Configuration Libraries
The configuration process creates the configuration libraries described in the following list. These libraries rarely require
maintenance.

CUSTOM.SRCLIB
Customized source library

CUSTOM.LNKLIB
Customized link library

CUSTOM.LOADLIB
Customized load library

CUSTOM.JCLLIB
Customized JCL library

DBA.LOADLIB
DBA load library

APFLIB
Load library containing the SVC and related load modules.

ENFORCER.LOADLIB
Enforcer load library

INTBLOAD
Load library for the 10.2 batch interface

These libraries contain members that are customized for your site or some operational environment within your site. The
custom libraries contain the customized source, binder input, and load modules for the option modules and interface
routines that are specific to your environment. These libraries do not need to change, except in response to changing
business requirements.

Configuration Types
There are three types of mutually exclusive configurations:

• Complete base configuration for sites installing IDMS for the first time.
• Upgrade configuration for sites upgrading a current installation.
• Add-on configuration for sites that want to configure additional IDMS products.

The following table provides more information on the three different configurations:

Jobs Complete Base Configuration Upgrade Configuration Add-on Configuration
Creates or updates custom
libraries

Creates Creates Updates

Allocates and formats database
areas

Yes No Depends on product being
installed

Updates existing database
areas

No Yes No

Requires previous base
configuration

No No Yes

Complete Base Configuration

A complete base configuration performs the following functions:
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• Creates a set of runtime libraries from the deployed libraries
• Creates a set of custom libraries
• Allocates, formats, and initializes new dictionaries
• Creates new DMCL and DB name table load modules
• Creates a new DC system

Upgrade Configuration

If you are already running an earlier release of IDMS, select an upgrade configuration. An upgrade configuration performs
the following functions

• Preserves and operates with your existing dictionaries and database files.
• Does not allocate, format, or initialize dictionaries or database files.
• Ignores allocation and page range parameters for database files.
• Allocates new runtime and custom libraries for IDMS.
• Populates runtime libraries by copying the deployed libraries.
• Populates custom libraries with customized members tailored to your operational environment.

You can envision an upgrade configuration as containing a software side and a database side. Everything on the
database side is preserved, although some files can be updated. Everything on the software side is replaced. As part
of the software side, the SVC load module and all of your CICS interface load modules must be created as part of the
configuration process using the newly created libraries.

NOTE
If modules from multiple releases are used at runtime, the results are unpredictable.

Although an upgrade configuration does not replace dictionaries, it does update dictionaries with entities that have
changed since an earlier release, such as:

• Messages and codes
• Systems records
• IDMS protocols
• System classes and attributes
• Built-in functions
• IDMS reports
• IDMS load modules

NOTE
Load modules created by punching and linking source from dictionaries need not be recreated. These load
modules include the DMCL and the DB name table.

When upgrading your release, review the Release Notes and Release Summary information to find all the new
functionality introduced between the release from which you are upgrading and the current release.

Add-On Configuration

An add-on configuration allows you to configure additional IDMS products.

Perform an add-on configuration if you have already completed a base or upgrade configuration and want to configure
additional IDMS products, such as ADS, Culprit, or IDMS Enforcer. An add-on configuration allows you to purchase
licenses for and configure additional IDMS products.

For manual configurations, the VARBLIST product settings for an add-on configuration are different from the settings for
a base or upgrade configuration. Change the settings in the product section at the top of the VARBLIST member to YES
for each product you have previously configured and the new products you are configuring. In the add-on section at the
bottom of the VARBLIST, specify YES for each of the new products you are adding.
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NOTE
For more information on the modifying the VARBLIST member for add-on configurations, see Add-On Variables.

Configuring Your Product Using CSM
You can use the SCS component of CSM to configure a Broadcom product that you have already acquired, installed, and
deployed.

NOTE
For more information on using SCS to configure IDMS, see How to Configure a Product.

Configure Your Product Manually
The manual configuration process is based on the Specify and Generate (CAISAG) program. This program reads
the specified configuration and a prototype JCL skeleton containing default values, and generates the customized
configuration jobs.

The database administrator can perform the IDMS configuration that consists of the following steps:

1. Create the CAISAG library.
2. Customize the CAISAG library members.
3. Execute the CAISAG program.
4. Review the configuration jobs generated by CAISAG. Repeat steps two to four until the configuration jobs are

generated correctly for your site.
5. Submit the generated configuration jobs.

Create the CAISAG Library

To allocate and populate a CAISAG library, customize and submit the CFIG#JCL member in your CAGJSRC library, which
contains an IEBCOPY job. To customize this job, use the AGJSEDIT macro that you use to customize the SMP/E jobs. If
you performed the SMP/E installation using CSM, the AGJSEDIT edit macro does not exist. You need to customize the
job manually, and supply a prefix for the configuration data sets to be allocated on the SET statement. This job allocates a
PDS with the low-level qualifiers CAISAG.CONFIG and populates it by copying four members from CAGJSRC.

Customizing the CAISAG Library Members

The CAISAG library contains the following members, which you must customize for your site:

• CAISAG -- JCL to run the Broadcom Specify and Generate (CAISAG) program.
• JOBCARD -- JOB statement used as CAISAG input
• SETUP -- Member for /*SETUP cards if you need them.
• VARBLIST -- Member containing CAISAG variables

Customizing the JOBCARD Member

Customize the JOBCARD member for your site for long-running jobs without tape mounts. This member is copied into the
top of each generated job.

You can customize this member by executing the AGJSEDIT edit macro and then deleting the two comment lines.

Customize the SETUP Member

The SETUP member is copied into the beginning of each job requiring a tape mount. If your site uses /*SETUP cards,
customize the SETUP member with /*SETUP cards appropriate for tape use.
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The following example shows the default SETUP member:

//*

WARNING
Do not delete the SETUP member.

Customize the VARBLIST Member

The VARBLIST contains a list of variables that are used by the Specify and Generate program (CAISAG) to generate
customized JCL. For each variable, supply the appropriate value for your site.

The following syntax is used for each variable:

variable-name = value       <optional comment>

The following rules apply when coding the VARBLIST member:

• An asterisk in column 1 denotes a comment.
• Blank lines can be used for readability.
• Values containing blanks must be enclosed in single quotes.
• Two single quotes indicate a null value.
• All values are translated to uppercase unless they are enclosed in single quotes.

Many values in VARBLIST begin and end with an at "@" symbol. If the values inside the symbol are previously defined,
CAISAG replaces the "@" string with the previously defined values. In the following example, the second LOADLIB
statement shows the replacement of the LOADLIB "@" string:

PREFIX  = IDMS.V<release number>

LOADLIB = @PREFIX@.LOADLIB

PREFIX  = IDMS.V<release number>

LOADLIB = IDMS.V<release number>.LOADLIB

If a variable is specified more than once, CAISAG uses the last value.

Execute CAISAG

The CAISAG job generates customized configuration jobs as new members in the CAISAG library. For more information,
see Generated Configuration Tasks.

To execute the CAISAG program to generate the installation jobs, follow these steps:

1. Customize the variables PREFIX, CONFIG, WORK, and SYSOUT in the CAISAG member as shown next.
//*           SET PREFIX='CAI.IDMSV<release number>'                               *

//*                                   PREFIX USED IN SMP/E JOB

//*           SET CONFIG='CAI.IDMSV<release number>.CAISAG.CONFIG

//*                                   NAME OF THIS LIBRARY

//*           SET WORK=SYSDA

//*                                   DISK UNIT FOR TEMPORARY DATASETS

//*           SET SYSOUT='*'

//*                                   SYSOUT CLASS                    *

2. Run CAISAG. New members in the configuration library are created.
3. Browse the generated jobs. If they are not correct, correct the variables in VARBLIST and regenerate the JCL.

New members in the configuration library are created.

NOTE
VARBLISTs from previous installations are an invaluable tool for documenting your system.
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WARNING
Do not submit any of the generated configuration jobs until you have verified the JCL in all the configuration
jobs.

The following JCL shows a sample CAISAG member:

//CAISAG   EXEC PGM=CAISAG

//*    EXPECTED RETURN CODE:  00

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&PREFIX..CAGJLOAD

//GENJCL   DD DISP=(NEW,PASS),DSN=&&GENJCL.,UNIT=&WORK,

//            SPACE=(TRK,(15,10)),DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=8880)

//RECORD   DD DCB=BLKSIZE=80,SYSOUT=&SYSOUT

//MESSAGE  DD DCB=BLKSIZE=80,SYSOUT=&SYSOUT

//SKELETON DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&PREFIX..CAGJSKEL(CSAGSKEL)

//SAMPJCL  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&SAMPJCL

/*

//IEBUPDTE EXEC PGM=IEBUPDTE,PARM=NEW,COND=(4,LT)

//*    EXPECTED RETURN CODE:  00

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&SYSOUT

//SYSIN    DD DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=&&GENJCL

//SYSUT2   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&SAMPJCL

/*

//COMPRESS EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY,COND=EVEN

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&SYSOUT

//SYSUT3   DD UNIT=&WORK,SPACE=(TRK,(1))

//SYSUT4   DD UNIT=&WORK,SPACE=(TRK,(1))

//INOUT    DD DISP=OLD,DSN=&SAMPJCL

//SYSIN    DD *

 COPY INDD=INOUT,OUTDD=INOUT

/*

//

Generated Configuration Tasks

Generated Configuration Jobs

The following sections describe the configuration jobs that are generated by CAISAG (the Specify and Generate
program), if you configure your product without CSM:

 Job 1: Configuration Files Allocation 

 Job 2: Source and Link Members Customization 

 Job 3: Customized Load Modules 

 Job 4: Load SVC Using CAIRIM 

 Job 5: Database Files Allocation 

 Job 6: DD Statement Members 

 Job 7: DMCL and DB Table in Bootstrap Catalog 

 Job 8: Selected Product Updates 

 Job 9: SYSTEM and SYSDIRL Dictionaries 
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 Job 10: APPLDICT Dictionary 

 Job 11: ASFDICT Dictionary 

 Job 12: Formats Tools Files 

 Job 13: Tools Dictionaries and Database Files 

 Job 14: Non-SQL Commonweather Database 

 Job 15: SQL Demo Database and Web Services Consumer Demo 

 Job 16: Change Control Database 

 Job 17: Generate SYSTEM 90 

 Job 18: Database Files Backup 

Configuration Files Allocation

Job 1 allocates the configuration files.

 Restart Information: This job can be rerun if it abends.

Customized Source

Job 2 creates customized source and link members that are then assembled into load modules in Job 3. The source
members document your configuration choices. If your configuration requirements change, you can modify and use these
members at any time.

 Restart Information: This job can be rerun.

The following table describes the modules that are created and customized in Jobs 2 and 3. Some modules are created
only if certain products or features are being installed.

 Modules  Description 
Source: #PMOPT
Link: #PMOPT
Load: #PMOPT

IDMS Performance Monitor option module

Source: #SVCOPT
Link: IGCnnn
Load: IGCnnn
nnn is the specified SVC number.

SVC option module

Source: ADSOVCON
Link: ADSOVCON

ADS user-defined BIF module skeleton

Source: CICSOPTS
Link: IDMSINTC
Load: IDMSINTC

IDMS CICS interface option module

Source: CULPPROF
Link: CULPPROF
Load: CULPPROF

Culprit option module

Source: DADTPARM
Link: DADTPARM
Load: DADTPARM

IDMS DQF option module
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Source: ESSTPARM
Link: ESSTPARM
Load: ESSTPARM

IDMS SASO option module

Source: ESXTPARM
Link: ESXTPARM
Load: ESXTPARM

IDMS Enforcer option module

Source: GSISVCX IDMS Log Analyzer and IDMS Task Analyzer SVC exit module
Source: IDMSCINT
Link: IDMSCINT
Load: IDMSCINT

IDMS CICS application interface option module

Source: IDMSDL1C
Link: IDMSDL1C
Load: IDMSDL1C

IDMS DLI Transparency CICS application interface option module

Source: IDMSOPTI
Link: IDMSOPTI
Load: IDMSOPTI

IDMS batch application interface option module

Source: IDMSPPRM
Link: IDMSPPRM
Load: IDMSPPRM

IDMS COBOL and PL/I precompiler interface option module

Source: RHDCCODE
Link: RHDCCODE
Load: RHDCCODE

International character set code page definition

Source: RHDCOPTF
Link: RHDCOPTF
Load: RHDCOPTF

Numbered option selection module

Source: RHDCSRTT
Link: RHDCSRTT
Load: RHDCSRTT

IDMS security option module

Source: SSKTPARM
Link: SSKTPARM
Load: SSKTPARM

IDMS Masterkey option module

Source: TPSPARM
Link: TPSPARM
Load: TPSPARM

IDMS/DC Sort option module

Source: UCFCICS
Link: UCFCICS
Load: UCFCICS

IDMS UCF CICS interface option module

Source: UCFTSO TSO CLIST to invoke IDMS from TSO through UCF
Source: USDTPARM
Link: USDTPARM
Load: USDTPARM

IDMS Online option module

Source: USETPARM
Link: USETPARM
Load: USETPARM

IDMS DME option module
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Source: USGTPARM
Link: USGTPARM
Load: USGTPARM

ADS Alive option module

Source: USKTPARM
Link: USKTPARM
Load: USKTPARM

IDMS Online Log Display option module

Source: USMTPARM
Link: USMTPARM
Load: USMTPARM

IDMS Dictionary Migrator option module

Source: USVTPARM
Link: USVTPARM
Load: USVTPARM

IDMS Extractor option module

Source: WTOEXIT
Link: WTOEXIT
Load: WTOEXIT

Sample WTO exit program
  

Source: XDMTPARM
Link: XDMTPARM
Load: XDMTPARM

IDMS Dictionary Migrator Assistant option module

Source: RHDCPINT
Link: RHDCPINT
Load: RHDCPINT

Product Intent Module
  

Customized Load Modules

Job 3 performs assemblies and links, populating the CUSTOM loadlib.

Job 3 creates an SVC load module—IGCxxx (where xxx is your SVC number) in the APFLIB loadlib. An SVC is
a Supervisor Call load module that must be loaded into the operating system before it is executable.

Restart Information: This job can be rerun.

Load SVC Using CAIRIM

Job 4 uses CAIRIM to load the SVC. Failure to use CAIRIM causes an error when IDMS is started.

NOTE
At your site, the use of CAIRIM might be restricted to the systems group. If so, they must execute Job 4.

More information: 

• See the "SVC" section in Post-Configuration Tasks for information about how to share the SVC across releases of
IDMS.

• See "Refreshing Required Modules" in Post-Configuration Tasks for more modules that must be loaded using CAIRIM.

CAIRIM Execution

The CAIRIM program reads its input parameters from the sequential file that is pointed to by a PARMLIB DD statement.
The installation generates the following CAIRIM product parameter line:

PRODUCT(CA IDMS) VERSION(GJJ0) INIT(GJJ0INIT) PARM(SVC=your-SVC-number)
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Required Modules

The nine modules that are shown in the following table must be available when CAIRIM is run. The Common Components
and Services installation creates the CAW0LOAD and CAW0LINK load libraries, and APFLIB is a load library created
during configuration of IDMS.

To achieve required authorization, the APFLIB modules must be copied to an authorized load library, or the APFLIB
loadlib must be authorized before running Job 4.

The following modules must be available when CAIRIM is run:

 Module Name  Module Type  Location 
CAIRIM Common Components and Services

modules
Common Components and Services
Loadlib (CAW0LOAD)*

CAS9SEC Common Components and Services
modules

(already loaded from CAILIB; see
QI75813).

CAILPAM Common Components and Services
modules

Common Components and Services
Loadlib (CAW0LINK)

GJJ0INIT IDMS IDMS Loadlib (APFLIB)
IGCxxx IDMS IDMS Loadlib (APFLIB)
RHDCSSFM IDMS IDMS Loadlib (APFLIB)
CAIXDOA$ IDMS IDMS Loadlib (APFLIB)
IDMSMSVA IDMS IDMS Loadlib (APFLIB)
PMRTDATA IDMS IDMS Loadlib (APFLIB)*

NOTE
* Library must be APF authorized.

CAIRIM Authorization

The CAIRIM module must run authorized. The CAW0LOAD loadlib or the loadlib that contains CAIRIM must be APF
authorized.

If CAW0LOAD and CAW0LINK are in the operating system LNKLSTxx concatenation, you can use APFLIB as the sole
STEPLIB library in Job 4. If APFLIB is the only library that STEPLIB points to, it does not have to be authorized.

If CAW0LOAD and CAW0LINK are not in the operating system LNKLST concatenation, the STEPLIB DD statement in
Job 4 must point to them to make CAIRIM available. If CAILIB is in the STEPLIB concatenation of Job 4, the six IDMS
modules must come from an authorized library. Select one of the following options for the APFLIB modules:

• If your site established an authorized library for holding SVC and INIT modules, copy the six APFLIB modules there. If
that library is not in the operating system LNKLST concatenation, concatenate it to the STEPLIB DD statement in Job
4.

• APF authorizes the APFLIB loadlib (or a copy) and concatenates that library to the STEPLIB DD statement in Job 4.

WARNING
 If unauthorized libraries are included in a STEPLIB concatenation with authorized libraries, all modules from
STEPLIB are treated as unauthorized.

The CAS9SEC module must be loaded at IPL time or by running a CAIRIM job using the appropriate parameter input. The
following example shows the parameter input:

PRODUCT(CA SECURITY/INIT) VERSION(S910) INIT(S910INIT)
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Return Codes

The possible return codes are as follows:

0
-- Specifies processing was successful.

S806
-- Indicates that the LOADLIB parameter is specified on the CAIRIM input line and a STEPLIB is specified.

 Restart Information: This job can be rerun but requires modification before it is rerun. If the installed SVC must be
replaced, change the PARM value as follows.  The following example shows the change of the PARM value:

PARM(SVC=xxx)

PARM (REFRESH(SVC=xxx))

NOTE

All IDMS central versions using the SVC must go through a normal shut down, before replacing the SVC. Before
you shutdown cleanly and refresh the SVC, we recommend that you use the DCPROFIL CV table list to verify
that no other CV’s are using the same SVC.

Database Files Allocation

Depending on the type of configuration, Job 5 does the following:

Complete base installation
-- Allocates database files.

Upgrade installation
-- Copies the old DMCL and database name table load modules to the new DBA loadlib.

Restart Information: This job cannot be rerun. Restart the Job at the failing step.

DD Statement Members

Job 6 creates groups of DD statements in members in the CAISAG library. Subsequent jobs require these members.

Restart Information: This job can be rerun.

DMCL and DB Table in Bootstrap Catalog

The SVC must successfully load using CAIRIM, before submitting Job 7. This job executes IDMS SVC and abends
SFnn unless it is loaded into the z/OS CSA.

Depending on the type of configuration, Job 7 does the following:

Complete base configuration
-- Creates a global DMCL and a database name table using the bootstrap catalog, and punches and links them
into the DBA loadlib. This configuration also formats the dictionary files and adds definitions, protocols, and
messages to the dictionaries and catalogs.

Upgrade configuration
-- Definitions, protocols, and messages are loaded.

NOTE

When installing from 18.5 to a later release, IDMS loads only dictionary entities that are changed. The
changed entities are in the CAGJSRC dataset, member IDDXI5J0. To get the changed entities, you
must load the PTFs listed in "Upgrade from Release 18.5 to Version 19.0."
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If Job 7 fails with an SFnn completion code, the system cannot find SVC ddd, where nn is a hexadecimal SVC number.
Convert the number in SFnn to a three-digit decimal number, ddd. If it is the right number, verify the following:

• The IDMS APFLIB loadlib contains an IGCddd load module.
• The RHDCSRTT source in CUSTOM.SRCLIB is assembled with the right SVC=ddd parameter. The SVC number in

RHDCSRTT must be valid even if external security is not being used.
• The IGCddd load module is loaded into the operating system since the last IPL.

Example: SVC Usage

A job abends with a SFAD, indicating the system is trying to use SVC 173 (173 = 10x16 + 13x1).

Restart Information: This job can be rerun.

Selected Product Updates

Depending on the type of configuration, Job 8 does the following:

Complete base configuration
-- Updates the global DMCL and DBTABLE with segments for selected products.

Upgrade configuration
-- No JCL is generated.

Add-on Configuration –
Updates the sysgen, DMCL, and DB name table with the added selected products. 

SYSTEM and SYSDIRL Dictionaries

Depending on the type of configuration, Job 9 does the following:

Complete base configuration
-- Builds the IDMS dictionary, including the catalog component, and the SYSDIRL dictionary. This configuration
also creates the global DMCL, the DB name table, and generates System 99, which is later used to generate
System 90. The actual steps that are generated for this Job depend on the product mix selected for configuration.

Upgrade configuration
-- No dictionaries or catalogs are built. Existing dictionaries and catalogs are updated. Your existing global DMCL
and DB name table are used.

NOTE

When installing from 18.5 to a later release, IDMS loads only dictionary entities that are changed. The
changed entities are in the CAGJSRC dataset, member IDDXI5J0. To get the changed entities, you
must load the PTFs listed in "Upgrade from Release 18.5 to Version 19.0."

 Return Codes 

The possible return codes are as follows:

0
-- Specifies processing was successful for most steps.

4
-- Specifies processing was successful for DLODPROT and DIRLPROT steps in a complete base configuration.
Specifies processing was successful for many steps in an upgrade configuration.

Restart Information: This job can be rerun.

APPLDICT Dictionary

Job 10 creates or updates the APPLDICT dictionary.
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Depending on the type of configuration, Job 10 does the following:

Complete base configuration --
Formats the APPLDICT dictionary and loads miscellaneous items like protocols, definitions, and ADS records.

Upgrade configuration --
Updates the APPLDICT with protocols and definitions.

NOTE

When installing from 18.5 to a later release, IDMS loads only dictionary entities that are changed. The
changed entities are in the CAGJSRC dataset, member IDDXI5J0. To get the changed entities, you
must load the PTFs listed in "Upgrade from Release 18.5 to Version 19.0."

Restart Information: This job cannot be rerun. Restart the job at the failing step, provided it does not require a temporary
data set created earlier.

NOTE
Run the steps that update the APPLDICT dictionary against every application dictionary in your environment.

ASFDICT Dictionary

Job 11 creates or updates the ASFDICT dictionary.

Depending on the type of configuration, Job 11 does the following:

Complete base configuration
-- Formats the ASFDICT dictionary and loads miscellaneous items.

Upgrade configuration
-- Updates the ASFDICT dictionary with protocols and definitions.

Restart Information: This job cannot be rerun. Restart the job at the failing step, provided it does not require a temporary
data set created earlier.

Format Tools Files

Depending on the type of configuration, Job 12 does the following:

Complete base configuration
-- Formats the Tools files.

Upgrade configuration
-- No JCL is generated.

Restart Information: This job can be rerun.

Tools Dictionaries and Database Files

Job 13 creates or updates dictionaries and database files for Tools products.

Depending on the type of configuration, Job 13 does the following:

Complete base configuration
-- Creates the Tools dictionary and the database files for selected Tools products.

Upgrade and add-on configurations
-- Updates the SYSTEM and TOOLDICT dictionaries.

Restart Information: This job cannot be rerun. Use the RESTART= parameter on the JOB statement to restart the job at
the failing step.
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Non-SQL Commonweather Database

Job 14 builds the Commonweather demonstration database and is optional. Specify EMPDEMO=YES in your VARBLIST
if you want to generate this Job. Specify EMPDEMO=NO if you do not want to generate this job.

Depending on the type of configuration, Job 14 does the following:

Complete base configuration
-- Creates a second DMCL (EMPDMCL) and builds the Commonweather demonstration database, a non-SQL
version of the Employee Skills Demonstration database.

Upgrade and add-on configurations
-- Load items which have changed since your earlier base install.

Restart Information: This job cannot be rerun. Restart the job at the failing step provided it does not require a temporary
data set created earlier.

SQL Demo Database and Web Services Consumer Demo

Job 15 builds the SQL demonstration database and provides the Web Services Consumer Demo. Specify
SQLDEMO=YES in your VARBLIST if you want the SQL Demo Database to be provided. If you are installing Web
Services, and ADS is installed, the Web Services Consumer Demo is provided. An IEFBR14 is generated if you are not
installing IDMS SQL and IDMS Web Services.

Depending on the type of configuration, Job 15 does the following:

Complete base configuration
-- Builds the SQL demonstration database and the Web Services Consumer Demo.

Upgrade configuration
-- No JCL is generated.

Add-on configuration
-- A JCL is not generated unless you are installing IDMS SQL, or IDMS Web Services and ADS is installed.

Restart Information: This job can be restarted at any step that failed, provided it does not require a previously created,
temporary data set.

Change Control Database

Job 16 performs database configuration tasks for Endevor/DB.

Modify and rerun to install a change control database, for each IDD you want to monitor.

Important! Backup your SYSTEM and SYSDIRL segments, before running this Job,

Restart Information: 

To restart this job: 

1. Restore the SYSTEM and SYSDIRL files from backup.
2. Rerun the job.

Generate SYSTEM 90

Job 17 builds the sample DC/UCF system, System 90. System 90 is intended as a test system only. You can bring up
System 90 to verify the configuration. It will be modified by future IDMS changes.

Depending on the type of configuration, Job 17 does the following:

Complete base configuration
-- Formats the journal files in addition to building System 90.
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Upgrade configuration
-- Copies all programs and tasks from System 99, adding entities that are new for this release and regenerates
System 90 to include these updates.

NOTE
The release literal placed into records in the DDLDCLOG is changed to the current release number. If you do not
want to mix the records from multiple releases in your log file, offload the log file using the ARCHIVE LOG utility.
You then use the batch command facility, IDMSBCF, to FORMAT your DDLDCLOG area before starting your
system for the first-time.

Restart Information: This job can be restarted at any step that failed, provided it does not require a temporary data set
created earlier.

Database Files Backup

Job 18 performs a backup of all the installed database files depending on configuration options.

Restart Information: This job can be rerun.

Configure IDMS Using z/OSMF Workflows
After you install IDMS on a mainframe system, you can use z/OSMF workflows to configure the product software instance.
z/OSMF workflows help automate the deployment and configuration of a product instance. z/OSMF helps system
programmers with minimum mainframe experience perform these tasks. Using z/OSMF workflows significantly reduces
the time that is required to perform these tasks.

The workflow configuration of an IDMS environment follows the same post installation process. z/OSMF provides the
flexibility of a menu-driven GUI to input the required variables. The variables are populated into the job stream. Job
streams can be modified before submission and can be executed again if the job fails.

IDMS provides three configuration workflows that perform the following tasks:

• Perform a full base configuration (AGJ190BX)
• Upgrade an existing configuration to a new release (AGJ190UX)
• Add-on new product components to an existing configuration (AGJ190AX)

To configure your product using z/OSMF workflows, complete the following tasks:

Address z/OSMF Prerequisites

Ensure that your site has configured z/OSMF as described in the IBM Knowledge Center and addressed the z/OSMF
security requirements for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable. Apply all z/OSMF related product maintenance
to ensure that the workflows are available for use.

Register the Workflow

To make the product workflows available for execution, you must first register them in z/OSMF as described in the
following procedure. This task is typically performed by an experienced systems programmer.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select Use Desktop Interface.
2. Select the Workflows tile.
3. Select Create Workflow from the Actions menu.

The Create Workflow panel appears.
4. Enter the data set name and member of the workflow that you want to register in the Workflow Definition File field.
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This information is the IDMS SMPE target data set for XML elements (identified by a last node of “.CAGJXML”) and
the member of your chosen configuration method. For example, if the SMPE prefix you chose for IDMS data sets is
CAI.IDMS190 and you want to do an upgrade configuration workflow, enter CAI.IDMS190.CAGJXML(AGJ190UX). Do
not enclose the data set name in quotes.

5. Select the System where the workflow runs.
6. Select Next.
7. Specify a unique Workflow name.
8. Select or enter an Owner user ID, and select Assign all steps to owner user ID.
9. Select Finish.

The workflow is registered in z/OSMF. The workflow is available for execution to deploy and configure your product.

Execute the Workflow
The following procedure describes how to execute the steps in the workflow to create a configured instance for your
product.

WARNING
Before you execute the workflow steps, you must provide a valid JOB statement that includes your
ACCOUNTINFO and MSGCLASS information. Do not use the default MSGCLASS value. For more information
about customizing the JOB statement for z/OSMF workflows, see the IBM documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select Use Desktop Interface.
2. Select the Workflows tile.
3. Select your product workflow that you registered from the workflow list.

The required steps for execution are listed.
4. Execute the steps in order.

TIP

For general information about how to execute z/OSMF workflow steps, refer to the IBM documentation.
5. Perform the following steps to execute each step individually:

a. Double-click the title of the step.
b. Select the Perform tab.
c. Review the step contents and update the input values as required.
d. Select Next.
e. Repeat step c and step d to complete all items until the option Finish is available.
f. Select Finish.

After you execute each step, the step is marked as Complete.

The workflow is executed and your product is configured.

Next Step

After you complete configuration of your product with z/OSMF workflows, start and verify the instance. For more
information, see Post-Configuration Tasks.

Post-Configuration Tasks
After configuring your system, learn how to prepare TP access environment, access VTAM, TCP/IP, TSO, CICS, create an
Endevor/DB configuration table, modify start-up JCL, perform online and batch verification, refresh required modules, and
use numbered options.
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Perform these tasks whether you configure your system manually or using CSM.

The Environment After Configuration is Complete

The entire installation process (SMP/E installation, deployment and configuration) creates various source and executable
load libraries.

A complete base configuration process creates the following environment:

• Dictionary environment -- Configures a system and application dictionary environment.
• DBA loadlib -- Contains the following two customized load modules whose names were specified as configuration

variables:
– The DMCL load module -- A load module describing the configured Release 19.0 runtime environment.
– The database name table load module -- A load module defining the databases and data dictionaries accessible by

the DMCL load module.
• Configures the following systems:

– System 90 -- A sample IDMS Release 19 DC/UCF system that can be copied to your DC system number.
– System 99 -- A non-executable system containing IDMS programs and tasks that can be copied to the new systems

you define and generate.

z/OS Environment

There should be no modules from prior releases of IDMS or Dispatch in the z/OS LPA. The SYS1.LPALIB should contain
no modules beginning with ADS, IDMS, or RHDC.

NOTE

If you specified the z/OS option "AllowUserKeyCSA(NO)", update the PPT to indicate the system key that
RHDCOMVS (the startup module) should run in. You can specify any system key in the range of 1 to 7. If you
specified the z/OS option "AllowUserKeyCSA(YES)", then you can use any key in the range of 8 to 15.

Preparing TP Access Environment

This task involves preparing the TP access method for your IDMS system. The access methods covered are VTAM, TCP/
IP, TSO, and CICS.

VTAM Access

To use VTAM to access IDMS/DC, the following two definitions must be in place:

• A VTAM line (VTAMLIN) must be defined in the IDMS/DC system. The definition is already in place because the
configuration process defined the VTAM line using the value of the CSM variable DcSystemVtamApplid or the CAISAG
variable GJVTAMID. One VTAM line supports multiple concurrent users.

• An application ID (APPLID) must be defined in VTAM to identify the IDMS/DC system.

NOTE

The APPLID defined to VTAM must match the APPLICATION ID parameter of the VTAMLIN statement
specified during configuration.

TCP/IP Access

If you plan to use TCP/IP communication protocol for your DDS communications, or if you are configuring IDMS for use
with Broadcom Server, then you must define a TCP/IP environment, socket line and listener PTERM to the IDMS system.
For DNS functions to operate correctly, add a SYSTCPD DD statement to the startup JCL deck of your central version,
pointing to the TCPIP.DATA file of your site.
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TSO Access

The modules that you use to access the TSO are in the CAGJLOAD library. Module RHDCUCFT is used for traditional
UCFTSO, and RHDCUCFL is used through a command line interface, for example the Zowe CLI.

To access a DC/UCF system from TSO, use the CLIST in CUSTOM.SRCLIB member UCFTSO to invoke RHDCUCFT.
For reference purposes, the UCFTSO member follows. Modify it to reflect your data set naming conventions.

PROC 0

 CONTROL NOMSG LIST

 FREE F(SYSPRINT,SYSOUT,SYSOUD,SYSLST,SYSUDUMP,SYSCTL,DCMSG)

 FREE F(SYSJRNL,J1JRNL,J2JRNL,J3JRNL,J4JRNL,CDMSLIB)

 CONTROL MSGALLOC F(SYSPRINT) DA(*)

 ALLOC F(SYSOUT)   DA(*)

 ALLOC F(SYSOUD)   DA(*)

 ALLOC F(SYSUDUMP) DA(*)

 ALLOC F(SYSCTL)   DA('CAI.IDMSTEST.SYSCTL') SHR

 ALLOC F(DCMSG)    DA('CAI.IDMSTEST.SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG') SHR

 ALLOC F(SYSJRNL)  DUMMY

 ALLOC F(J1JRNL) DUMMY

 ALLOC F(J2JRNL) DUMMY

 ALLOC F(J3JRNL) DUMMY

 ALLOC F(J4JRNL) DUMMY

 ALLOC F(CDMSLIB)  DA('CAI.IDMSTEST.DBA.LOADLIB', -                     

         'CAI.IDMSTEST.CUSTOM.LOADLIB', -                     

         'idms.CAGJLOAD') SHR

 CALL 'idms.CAGJLOAD(RHDCUCFT)'

To access IDMS DML Online from TSO, do the following:

1. Create a CLIST to execute IDMS DML Online, using the USDTSO member in the CAGJSAMP library as a sample.
2. Modify the CLIST for your site requirements.
3. Add the IDMS loadlibs to the TSO signon STEPLIB.
4. Execute the CLIST.

To access a DC/UCF system from the Zowe CLI using TSO, do the following:

1. Create a CLIST to execute RHDCUCFL using the UCFTSOCL member in the CAGJSAMP library as a sample.
Choose the call statement to RHDCUCFL.

2. Modify the CLIST for your site requirements.
3. Execute Zowe CLI statements to start a TSO address space, for example:

zowe tso start as

4. Use the returned key to issue a Zowe command to execute the CLIST, for example:
zowe tso send as key --data "exec 'customized clist"

NOTE

Using the TSO CLIST is optional. To accomplish the same functionality, you can use the zowe tso send as
commands. For example:

zowe tso send as key --data "ALLOC F(SYSCTL) DA('DBDC.SYS99.SYSCTL') SHR"

For more information, see Integration with Zowe CLI.

CICS Access

To access a DC/UCF system from CICS, you must have configured IDMS CICS Support by selecting IDMS CICS Support
during the CSM configuration or in the CAISAG VARBLIST.
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Once the configuration steps have execute successfully, add the IDMS CSD entries to your CICS system to define the
resources required by IDMS to CICS. This is usually done by a CICS systems programmer using the CICS resource
definition online (RDO) or the DFHCSDUP utility to update the CSD file.

Sample CSD resources required by IDMS are shown in CAGJSRC member CICSCSD. Additional optional CSD
resources are shown in CAGJSAMP members TPSCICS (IDMS/DC Sort) and USDCICS (IDMS DML Online). Consult
the appropriate IBM documentation to help ensure that these definitions take precedence over any previously configured
definitions for the corresponding entities.

More information:

• For a complete description of IDMS CICS support, see the Administrating section.
• For complete instructions on updating the CICS CSD file, see the IBM documentation.

IDMS Task Analyzer Storage Requirements

Before you start IDMS/DC, consider the following storage requirements of IDMS Task Analyzer that can affect the sysgen:

• Storage pool
• Program pool
• Stacksize

IDMS Log Analyzer and IDMS Task Analyzer Statistics Gathering

IDMS Log Analyzer and IDMS Task Analyzer gather statistical data for all activities except dialogs from the by-task
statistics records. Statistical information for dialogs is gathered from the transaction statistics records. For IDMS to capture
this data, the statistics must be requested at the system level.

You can gather statistical data for IDMS Log Analyzer and IDMS Task Analyzer, do the following:

1. By-task Statistics are controlled through the STATISTICS subparameter of the SYSTEM statement. The minimum
specification required is as follows:
STATISTICS TASK ►─┬── WRITE ──┬─►

                  └─ COLLECT ─┘

NOTE
For IDMS Log Analyzer, you must specify WRITE, otherwise COLLECT is sufficient.

Usually, CV writes the by-task statistic records to the log. With IDMS Task Analyzer, this action is controlled by the DC
STATISTICS option field of the IDMS Task Analyzer Statistics Plan screen. For more information, see Task Analyzer.

2. Dialog Statistics are specified in the ADSO statement of the sysgen. The DIALOG STATISTICS subparameter of the
ADSO statement generates the transaction statistics. The specification required is as follows:
DIALOG STATISTICS ON ►─┬─SELECTED─┬──►

                       └─── ALL ──┘

NOTE

Note: If you specify SELECTED,IDMS Log Analyzer and IDMS Task Analyzer can report only on dialogs
defined with a PROGRAM statement specifying ADSO DIALOG STATISTICS ON.

IDMS Performance Monitor

Customize the execution of IDMS Performance Monitor by tailoring the PMAMINIT, PMIMINIT, and PMRTINIT modules.

Configuring Default JCL for IDMS Extractor and IDMS Dictionary Migrator Assistant

At the initial configuration, configure the default JCL used by IDMS Extractor and IDMS Dictionary Migrator Assistant
(DMA).
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IDMS Extractor JCL is used to execute the batch components of IDMS Extractor. The default IDMS Extractor JCL is
contained in the following CAGJSRC library members:

• USVEXEC -- Extracts and loads a database
• USVPSPC -- Prints extract specifications
• USVPJCL -- Prints extract and load JCL

The DMA JCL and IDMS Extractor JCL allow you to submit Jobs to the internal reader from an IDMS system. The DMA
JCL is used for the online job submission of IDMS Dictionary Migrator Jobs by DMA. The DMA JCL is any JCL for IDMS
Dictionary Migrator that you are already using or the CAGJSRC library member USMXTRCT. Edit USMXTRCT to tailor
the JCL and parameter statements appropriately for your IDMS environment and required migration.

The JCL to upload IDMS Extractor and DMA JCL is included in CAGJSRC library members USVUJCL and XDMBJCL
respectively.

ADS Trace Dictionary Updates

All application dictionaries using ADS Trace must be updated with the attributes, records, and elements for ADS Trace.

To update each dictionary, do the following:

1. Create an IDMSDDDL job with ATDDDL as input. ATDDDL is located in the CAGJSRC library.
2. Execute the job.
3. Review the output and verify that the entities were added to the dictionary.

IDMS/DC Sort Dictionary Updates

All application dictionaries using IDMS/DC Sort must be updated with the records and modules for IDMS/DC Sort.

To update each dictionary, do the following:

1. Create an IDMSDDDL job with TPSDDDL as input. TPSDDDL is located in the CAGJSRC library. The TPSDDDL set
in Job 13 can be used as a template.

2. Submit the job.
3. Review the output and verify that the entities were added to the dictionary.

IDMS DQF Dictionary Updates

IDMS DQF is an ADS application. The configuration process adds the IDMS DQF application to the IDMS Task
Application Table (TAT) in the TOOLDICT dictionary. Each application dictionary using IDMS DQF must be updated with
the IDMS DQF ADS application.

Follow these steps to update the dictionary:

1. In the CAGJSRC library, modify the member DADS12OP.
2. Submit DADS12OP for execution.
3. Review the output and verify that the application was added to the dictionary.

Security Classification Modules

If you are doing an upgrade and your site maintains customized versions of IDMSCTAB, IDMSGTAB or IDMSUTAB, you
should reassemble and link your customized source. If you are performing a complete base install, you can optionally
create customized versions of these modules. See the Security Administrating section for more information on the security
services these modules provide and information on their modification.

NOTE

Versions of these modules with no security set are installed into your base installation libraries.
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Linking a Dictionary to the Endevor/DB Change Monitor

If you selected Endevor/DB for IDMS for configuration, the configuration process created a CCDB (Change Control Data
Base) segment but did not associate the CCDB to a dictionary dbname. A dictionary you want to monitor is linked, or
hooked by subschema mapping of IDMSNWKA to NDVRNWKA. Run the Batch Command Facility (IDMSBCF) using the
following sample as input to establish change monitoring for a dictionary. Specify the dbtable you want to update and the
dictionary segment you want to monitor.

ALTER DBNAME dbtablename.dbname            

      SEGMENT ccdname                  

      SUBSCHEMA IDMSNWKA MAPS TO NDVRNWKA;  

GENERATE DBTABLE dbtablename;                 

PUNCH DBTABLE LOAD MODULE dbtablename;

NOTE

For more information on seeding the CCDB and assigning a security administrator, see Monitoring Change
Activity.

Optionally Create an Endevor/DB Configuration Table

As part of the initial installation procedure, a configuration table (NDVRCNFG) was not created. A configuration table can
optionally be created. For more information on configuration tables, see Configuration Table.

Creating an Executable System

For either an upgrade or a complete base configuration, manual steps are required to complete the definition of your DC
System.

For a complete base configuration, take the following steps:

SYSTEM statement
-- Specify the values for the SYSTEM statement parameters, for example:

• REENTRANT POOL
• STORAGE POOL
• PROGRAM POOL
• STACKSIZE
• SVC
• SYSCTL
• MAX ERUS

Some products have additional requirements.

• IDMS Task Analyzer storage requirements
• IDMS Log Analyzer and IDMS Task Analyzer statistics-gathering

WARNING
These requirements may be critical to the proper functioning of your environment.

Task and program definitions
-- The configuration process copied System 90 to your specified DC system.

Line definitions
-- Add the line definitions for your site. Add the LTERMs and PTERMs for each line.

Generate the new system
-- Submit an RHDCSGEN job to execute the sysgen compiler.
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For an upgrade configuration, take the following steps:

Task and program definitions
-- Copy the tasks and programs from System 99 to your specified DC system. Do not alter the task or program
definitions copied from System 99.

Generate the new system
-- Submit an RHDCSGEN job to execute the sysgen compiler.

Modify the Startup JCL

The STARTUP member in the CUSTOM.JCLLIB library contains a partially customized startup job. Depending on
hardware (zIIPs) and software in use at your site, you may need to modify one or more of the following:

• The EXEC parameters
• The STEPLIB concatenation
• The CDMSLIB concatenation

DC/UCF systems use the services of the IDMS SVC to enable themselves automatically to run non-swappable in z/OS
regardless of the value specified in the z/OS PPT or SYS1.PARMLIB.

To prevent IDMS from automatically forcing itself to run non-swappable, do one of the following actions:

• Code SWAP=Y on the EXEC statement in your CV startup JCL if you are using keyword parameters.
• Code an S in column 24 of the EXEC parm of the proc that starts IDMS if you are using positional parameters.

IDMS now runs exactly as defined in the z/OS definitions.

Many parameters can be specified in the PARM on the EXEC statement in the startup job. For more information, see the
Administrating section.

You may need to increase the region size to accommodate increased storage requirements for the Release 19.0

You may need to include DD statements in your CDMSLIB concatenation for libraries of other vendors and products (for
example, LE runtime) to load properly when used with your IDMS central version.

You may need to add the following libraries to the CDMSLIB concatenation:

• IDMS Enforcer load library
• IDMS/DC Sort CICS load library

You can add DD statements for database files to the startup JCL, if desired. This action is optional because IDMS
supports dynamic allocation. If the file names are specified in the DMCL, they are not required in the JCL. The following
products use their own database files:

• IDMS SQL
• ASF Option
• IDMS Tools Dictionary
• IDMS Extractor
• IDMS Dictionary Migrator
• IDMS IDMS DML ONLINE
• IDMS Enforcer
• IDMS Masterkey
• IDMS SASO

Under certain circumstances, there are minimum requirements for successfully starting any IDMS CV.
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If you are implementing IDMS support for zIIP, then certain modules must be loaded from authorized libraries. If the z/OS
operating system runs with AllowUserKeyCSA(NO), which is the default for z/OS v1r9 and above, then the STEPLIB must
be authorized and certain other procedures must be followed.

Note: For more information on configuring your system to run with AllowUserKeyCSA(NO), see "Storage Key
Considerations for z/OS CSA Subpools" in the IDMS System Operation topics.If AUTHREQ=YES is specified for the
IDMS SVC, then the STEPLIB must be authorized.

Note: For more information on configuring your system to run with AUTHREQ=YES, see Other Requirements.

IDMS Enforcer

Identify the IDMS systems where you want IDMS Enforcer to run. Add the IDMS Enforcer load library to the CDMSLIB
concatenation.

IDMS/DC Sort under CICS

Add the IDMS/DC Sort CICS load library to the startup JCL for CICS.

Verifying the System Configuration

Before you begin the verification process, the configuration must be completed successfully. The verification process
consists of the following phases:

• System startup
• Online verification
• Batch verification

Each phase is discussed next.

System Startup

To start your DC/UCF system, submit the STARTUP member in the CUSTOM.JCLLIB library. The system is active when
the Enter Next Task Code message appears in the JES log.

Online Verification

The online verification process consists of the following steps:

1. DCMT verification -- A CLIST that executes a large percentage of the DCMT DISPLAY xxxx functions has been
placed in your SYSTEM dictionary. To use this CLIST, enter the following commands at the DC/UCF ENTER NEXT
TASK CODE prompt:
DCUF SET DICTNAME SYSTEMCLIST DCMT-DEMO-CLIST

 

This step invokes the CLIST and allows you to view the new DCMT DISPLAY output.
2. DCUF verification -- A CLIST that executes a large percentage of the DCUF DISPLAY xxxx functions has been

placed in your SYSTEM dictionary. To use this CLIST, enter the following commands at the DC/UCF ENTER NEXT
TASK CODE prompt:
DCUF SET DICTNAME SYSTEM

CLIST DCUF-DEMO-CLIST

This step invokes the CLIST and allows you to view the new DCUF DISPLAY output.
3. IDMSLOOK verification -- A CLIST that executes a large percentage of the online LOOK xxxx functions has been

placed in your SYSTEM dictionary. To use this CLIST, enter the following commands at the DC/UCF ENTER NEXT
TASK CODE prompt:
DCUF SET DICTNAME SYSTEM
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CLIST LOOK-DEMO-CLIST

 

This step invokes the CLIST and allows you to view the IDMSLOOK output.
4. IDD verification -- To validate IDD, sign on to the APPLDICT dictionary and try various IDD commands, such as

DISPLAY ALL MODULES, DISPLAY ALL USERS, and DISPLAY ALL SCHEMAS.
5. Online Command Facility (OCF) verification -- To verify OCF, enter the following commands:

– DCUF SET DICTNAME SYSTEM
– OCF
– DISPLAY SEGMENT SYSTEM -- Displays the definitions of the segment, files and areas that comprise the

SYSTEM segment.
– DISPLAY DMCL R185DMCL -- Displays the DMCL created during the configuration process.
– DISPLAY DBTABLE R185DBTB -- Displays the database name table created during the configuration process.

Most other online products are optional. Exercise additional products, such as ADS, OLQ, and IDMS Performance Monitor
to verify their installation.

Batch Verification

Many IDMS tools and utilities can be tested. Most of these tools have already been verified by completing configuration,
including the following:

• ADSOBTAT -- The batch ADS application table load utility (ADSOBTAT) is run to define the $TOOLTCF (Transfer
Control Facility) as a valid ADS runtime application.

• IDMSBCF -- The IDMS Batch Command Facility (IDMSBCF) controls the execution of most of the IDMS utility
programs, DBTABLE processing, and SQL processing. IDMSBCF invokes the following utilities during configuration:
– BACKUP
– FORMAT
– PRINT PAGE
– PRINT SPACE
– RESTORE

• IDMSCHEM -- The non-SQL, Commonweather Demonstration Database schema, EMPSCHM version 100, is added to
the APPLDICT DDLDML area using the schema compiler.

• IDMSDDDL -- Several data dictionary utilities are run to load various entity types (messages, elements, records, and
modules) into the DDLDML and DDLDCLOD areas.

• IDMSDMLC -- Various programs, including EMPLOAD, are processed using the IDMS COBOL precompiler
(IDMSDMLC) during the creation of the non-SQL demonstration database.

• IDMSRPTS -- The IDMS Schema Reporter program is executed to list various reports for EMPSCHM Version 100
during the configuration of the non-SQL demonstration database.

• IDMSUBSC -- The subschema used to define the non-SQL demonstration database, EMPSS01, is loaded and
generated using the subschema compiler.

• RHDCMAP1 -- The batch mapping compiler is used to load the map, EMPMAP, into the APPLDICT DDLDML area.
• RHDCMPUT -- The batch mapping utility module is run to do a PROCESS=ALL for map EMPMAP in the APPLDICT

dictionary.
• RHDCSGEN -- The batch system generation compiler is executed to create SYSTEM 90 and SYSTEM 99.

If you chose local mode for the configuration process, consider testing some of these tasks running against your central
version once it is established. You can test any other programs not executed during configuration at your convenience.
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CAIRIM

The configuration process loaded a customized IDMS SVC that is resident only until the next IPL. Your systems group can
enable the SVC to install automatically at each IPL by running the CAIRIM proc (usually the CAS9 procedure) at each IPL.
This proc is described in the Common Components and Services documentation,

The CAS9 proc requires the CAIRIM parameter line for IDMS and the location of the six APFLIB modules.

The CAS9 proc reads CAIRIM product parameter lines from the CARIMPRM member in SYS1.PARMLIB. The format for
this line can vary as follows:

• If the location of the six APFLIB modules is specified by adding a DD statement to the CAS9 proc (concatenated to
STEPLIB), the CAIRIM parameter line format is as follows:
PRODUCT(CA IDMS) VERSION(GJJ0) INIT(GJJ0INIT) PARM(SVC=xxx)

• If no DD statement is added to the CAS9 proc, the format is as follows:
PRODUCT(CA IDMS) VERSION(GJJ0) LOADLIB(dsname) INIT(GJJ0INIT)

PARM(SVC=xxx)

where dsname is the name of the authorized loadlib containing the six APFLIB modules.

If you are running multiple releases of IDMS using one SVC, supply a CAIRIM parameter line for each release. All but the
first line must have the REFRESH parameter. See SVC.

NOTE
Maintenance may update the SVC load module. If the IDMS APFLIB loadlib is authorized and CAIRIM loads the
SVC directly from the APFLIB at each IPL, you are loading an updated (and possibly untested) SVC with the
first IPL after installing maintenance affecting the SVC. For this reason, do not load the SVC for your production
system directly from APFLIB.

SVC

When an SVC is refreshed, all CVs using it must be brought down before the REFRESH. After the SVC has been
refreshed, the CV can be restarted. Unpredictable results can occur for any ERUS task that is accessing a CV while its
SVC is being refreshed. Batch jobs and CICS regions that access IDMS are affected.

This IDMS release SVC load module is downward compatible. If you are using multiple supported versions of IDMS, you
can run all your releases on the new SVC. For multiple releases to share the same SVC, the CAIRIM input statements
must be modified to avoid IDMS CAIRIM errors. Failure to modify the CAIRIM statement results in the following message:

CA IDMS SVC MUST BE INSTALLED BY CAIRIM BEFORE STARTING THE DATABASE

Example

The site is running releases 18.0 and 19.0 and uses SVC 173. The following are the CAIRIM PARMLIB input statements:

PRODUCT(CA IDMS) VERSION(GJIO) INIT(GJJ0INIT) PARM(SVC=173)

PRODUCT(CA IDMS) VERSION(GJJ0) INIT(GJJ0INIT) PARM(REFRESH(SVC=173))

Explanation

The first statement installs SVC 173 with version code GJI0 (Release 18.0). The second statement inserts version code
GJJ0 (Release 19.0.02) into the CPU where CAIRIM is running while refreshing the same SVC load module. This allows
releases 18.0 and Release 19.0.2 IDMS CVs to use the same SVC.

NOTE

Note: The INIT parameter on both lines should name the GJJOINT load module.
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Refreshing Required Modules

The required modules for this IDMS release—IDMSMSVA, RHDCSSFM, CAIXDOA$ and PMRTDATA—are downward
compatible. If you are using an earlier release of IDMS, the versions of these modules in the ECSA may not have been
refreshed when the new SVC was installed. Refresh these modules using the following syntax:

PRODUCT(CA IDMS) VERSION(GJJ0) INIT(GJJ0INIT) PARM(REFRESH(RHDCSSFM))

PRODUCT(CA IDMS) VERSION(GJJ0) INIT(GJJ0INIT) PARM(REFRESH(IDMSMSVA))

PRODUCT(CA IDMS) VERSION(GJJ0) INIT(GJJ0INIT) PARM(REFRESH(CAIXDOA$))

PRODUCT(CA IDMS) VERSION(GJJ0) INIT(GJJ0INIT) PARM(REFRESH(PMRTDATA))

When a module-name is refreshed, all CVs and batch Jobs that are using the module being refreshed must be ended
before the REFRESH. When the module has been refreshed, CVs and batch jobs can be restarted.

Numbered Options

Numbered options provide a means for you to tailor IDMS behavior to meet your processing needs. You enable numbered
options by turning on a bit in the options table, RHDCOPTF.

The following shows the default RHDCOPTF with no bits turned on. It can be found in your CUSTOM.SRCLIB
(RHDCOPTF)

#DEFOPTF TYPE=GENERATE

END

To turn on bits 5 and 81, code the following:

#DEFOPTF OPT00005

#DEFOPTF OPT00081

#DEFOPTF TYPE=GENERATE

END

Assemble and link RHDCOPTF by running the RHDCOPTF jobs in the CUSTOM.SRCLIB and CUSTOM.LNKLIB libraries.

Security

A list of Broadcom supplied user mode programs that issue bind run units can be found in the CAGJSRC library in
members whose names begin with SEC. This list may be useful for sites that choose to secure RESTYPE=SPGM or
RESTYPE=DB.

Note: For more information about security, see the Security Administrating section.

Adding IDMS SQL
To add IDMS SQL, you configure IDMS SQL for your environment. You can use one of the following methods:

• CAISAG and CSM method
• Manual method

IDMS SQL is available through Portfolio Simplification. For more information about Portfolio Simplification, see Portfolio
Simplification for IDMS.

NOTE

If you apply PTF RO96807, you do not need an LMP key to add IDMS SQL
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Add-on Installation for IDMS SQL (Using CAISAG and CSM)
This article describes using the CAISAG and CSM methods to install IDMS SQL and includes the following information:

Prerequisite

Before you install IDMS SQL, an SQL Catalog must exist in the system.

NOTE

If you created an SQL catalog to use with IDMS Visual DBA, you do not need to create another SQL Catalog.

Create the Employee Skills Demo Database

You may want to create and populate the SQL version of the Employee Skills Demo Database on one or more of your
CVs. You can create the demo database using CAISAG or CSM.

CAISAG Implementation

Several new VARBLIST configuration variables are available to assist you in creating an SQL Catalog and Demo
Database on your system.

Use the following variables for a Base IDMS configuration:

• SYSSQL = YES -- Governs the creation of System SQL catalog.
• SQLDEMO = YES -- Governs the creation of the SQL Demo Database.

Use the following variables for an Upgrade IDMS configuration:

• UPGSYSQL = YES -- Governs the creation of System SQL catalog.
• UPGQDEMO =YES -- Governs the creation of the SQL Demo Database.

Clients who already upgraded their IDMS system, but would like to create an SQL catalog, SQL Demo Database, or both
can perform an Add-On installation to accomplish this task.

Use the following variables for an Add-On IDMS configuration:

• BEGINMEM = SQL -- Sets the prefix for generated members to ‘SQL’.
• ADDSYSQL = YES -- Governs the creation of System SQL catalog.
• ADDQDEMO = YES -- Governs the creation of the SQL Demo Database.

When the CAISAG job is run, several new SQL-prefixed members are added into your CAISAG configuration library. The
following jobs contain the steps necessary to add the SQL catalog and Demo Database to your system for an Add-On
installation:

• SQL05 -- This job allocates the SQL catalog and Demo Database files.
• SQL08 -- This job builds the new SQL catalog.
• SQL10 -- This job formats and populates the new SQL catalog.
• SQL15 -- This job builds, formats, and populates the new SQL Demo Database.

CSM Implementation

Customers using CSM have the same options for adding the SQL catalog and SQL Demo Database as described in
the preceding section for customers using CAISAG. The process for adding the SQL catalog and Demo Database is
described within the CSM interface itself. CSM refers to an ‘Add-On installation’ as an ‘Update installation’ (or ‘Update
configuration’).

The same variables that are noted in the preceding section, "CAISAG Implementation," are also present in the CSM
interface.
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WARNING
The addition of the SQL Catalog, SQL Demo Database, or both requires updates to both the global DMLC and
Database name Table (DBTB) of your CV. These updates are performed automatically in the job steps that are
generated by both CAISAG and CSM. Backups of both the global DMCL and DBTB are also performed during
these job steps.

Add-on Installation for IDMS SQL (Manual Method)
This article describes using the manual method for the IDMS SQL add-on installation, and includes the following
information:

Basic Conversion Tasks

Perform five basic tasks to convert a non-SQL catalog to an SQL catalog, to create an extra SQL catalog, to set up
Server, and optionally CCI as discussed in the following procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Convert the system catalog, CATSYS, from a NONSQL to a SQL-type catalog, using OCF.
2. Create a SQL catalog named SYSSQL.
3. Create an updated DMCL module and update the DBTABLE to include the new SYSSQL catalog in each nonsystem

dictionary that is accessible by IDMS Visual DBA. Format the new SQL catalog SYSSQL.
4. Load the catalogs with SQL system definitions
5. Set up the mainframe component of IDMS Server and optionally CCI.

NOTE
The catalog entities created for IDMS Visual DBA require that each catalog has free space available. For the
DDLCAT area, 4 MB of available space is required; for the DDLCATX area 0.5 MB is required. IDMS Visual DBA
does not use space in the DDLCATLOD area. In most cases, you must expand the system catalog, CATSYS. If
expansion is needed for the new SQL catalog, SYSSQL, you must allocate enough space to accommodate for
future versions of IDMS Visual DBA and IDMS.

Perform the following steps to set up the mainframe environment for IDMS Visual DBA.

Convert CATSYS

NOTE
This step is only needed if the target catalog for IDMS Visual DBA is a non-SQL catalog. This is typically the
case for customers without licenses for IDMS SQL and Server who are installing IDMS Visual DBA for the first-
time and have never installed Visual DB or SQL Web Connect.

Before actually converting the CATSYS system catalog it is advised to take a backup of the CATSYS areas, so that a
restore can be done quickly if needed.

To convert the system catalog, CATSYS, from a NON-SQL to a SQL-type catalog, using OCF:

1. CONNECT TO SYSTEM
2. DISPLAY SEGMENT CATSYS AS SYNTAX
3. Edit the OCF workspace as follows:

a. Modify DISPLAY SEGMENT CATSYS AS SYNTAX; to DROP SEGMENT CATSYS
b. Modify attribute of segment CATSYS from FOR NONSQL to FOR SQL.
c. Add STAMP BY AREA for areas DDLCAT and DDLCATLOD.
d. Add STAMP BY TABLE for area DDLCATX.
e. Apply the syntax.
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f. Clear the OCF workspace.
g. Include the updated segment, CATSYS, in all the DMCLs that use it. That is, for the DMCL named cvdmcl and

used by the Central Version:

ALTER DMCL cvdmcl INCLUDE SEGMENT CATSYS;

NOTE
This step is necessary because the DROP done in step 3a removed this segment from your DMCL
definition.

h. Generate your DMCL by entering GENERATE DMCL cvdmcl

Create SYSSQL Catalog

The source for SYSSQL can be cloned from the system catalog, CATSYS. You can use the following steps to create a
SYSSQL segment using OCF.

To create the SYSSQL segment, using OCF

1. CONNECT to SYSTEM
2. DISPLAY SEGMENT CATSYS AS SYNTAX
3. Edit the OCF workspace as follows:

a. Change all occurrences of CATSYS to SYSSQL.
b. Change the file names to the new names you have selected in the file and physical area sections.
c. Modify the physical area definitions by changing the space, starting page information, and page size to the values

you have selected for the new segment.

NOTE
Do not change the area names from DDLCAT, DDLCATX, and DDLCATLOD.

d. Verify that segment definition SYSSQL has attribute FOR SQL.
e. Verify that areas DDLCAT and DDLCATLOD have attribute STAMP BY AREA.
f. Verify that area DDLCATX has attribute STAMP BY TABLE.
g. Apply the syntax.
h. Clear the OCF workspace.
i. Include the new SYSSQL segment in your DMCL by entering ALTER DMCL cvdmcl INCLUDE SEGMENT

SYSSQL;.
j. Generate your DMCL by entering GENERATE DMCL cvdmcl;

Create an Updated DMCL Module, Update the DBTABLE, and Format SYSSQL

1. Run a batch job to punch and link the DMCL cvdmcl.
2. Use OCF or IDMSBCF to update the DBTABLE used by your IDMS system to include the new SQL catalog, SYSSQL,

for each application dictionary by entering the following:

ALTER DMCL cvdmcl;

ALTER DBNAME dbname INCLUDE SEGMENT SYSSQL;

3. Run a batch job to punch and link the above DBTABLE.
4. Run a batch job to format the new SYSSQL segment.

Load the Catalogs with SQL System Definitions

1. Run an IDMSBCF batch job, using member TABLEDDL in the IDMS source library, to load the system tables into the
CATSYS and SYSSQL catalogs.
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NOTE
If the IDMSBCF job does not end successfully, rerunning the step can terminate with message DB002028
DDL not allowed in the SYSTEM schema. An attempt has been made to create or modify the definition
of a table in the SYSTEM schema. If this message occurs while executing against the CATSYS catalog,
the CATSYS catalog must be restored; in case of the new SYSQL catalog, the SYSSQL segment must be
reformatted. After the cause of the problems have been identified and resolved, the TABLEDDL must then be
reexecuted.

2. Run an IDMSBCF batch job, using member VIEWDDL in the IDMS source library, to load the sysca views into the
CATSYS and SYSSQL catalogs.

VARBLIST Variables
The VARBLIST variables topics assist you with configuration decisions and provides detailed information for variables that
must be specified in the VARBLIST file before running CAISAG.

If this is a complete base configuration of IDMS, the default dictionary and database file sizes are sufficient for generating
a small system to test the installation. File sizes used in an earlier configuration are a better indication of the sizes needed
for your environment.

Member Name

BEGINMEM=member-name

This variable establishes the member names for all the generated configuration jobs. The configuration jobs are created in
the SAMPJCL library. The member-name is one to six alphanumeric characters. Two numbers are appended by CAISAG
to create unique member names.

This feature allows you to create multiple versions of the configuration jobs while maintaining a record of the original
configuration.

Example

After installing IDMS, you decide to configure an additional IDMS product. By changing the BEGINMEM value, a history is
maintained of the original complete base configuration as well as the new add-on configuration.

Products

product-code=YES

             NO ◄─

This variable specifies the product name of a product to configure. For a listing of the available products, see IDMS
Product List.

To configure a particular product, change its value in VARBLIST from NO to YES.

NOTE
To access a DC/UCF system from CICS, install and configure IDMS CICS Support and IDMS UCF.

Global DMCL

GJGLDMCL=dmcl-name
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This variable specifies the name of the global DMCL. If you are performing an IDMS complete base configuration, this
specifies the new global DMCL; otherwise, specify the name of the current global DMCL.

Upgrade Configuration
 GJUPGRAD=YES

         NO ◄─

 

An upgrade is for sites that are currently running IDMS at an earlier release. An upgrade is available for IDMS Release
12.0 and later, and may update database areas, but does not allocate or format database areas.

The default is NO, indicating that it is not an upgrade.

If you select an upgrade, (YES), you must specify the name of the existing global DMCL in the GJGLDMCL variable (see
Global DMCL.) Upgrades adhere to the following actions:

• CAISAG ignores all parameters for database file allocation.
• More products cannot be configured.

WARNING
If you are running IDMS Release 10.2 (or earlier), you cannot utilize the upgrade.

Tape Class

TAPCLASS=T ◄─

         x

This variable specifies the job class to be used for jobs requiring a tape mount. For jobs requiring a tape mount, CAISAG
automatically substitutes the tape class in the CLASS= parameter on the jobcard.

Disk VOLSER and Disk Contention

GJxxxSER=volume

This variable allows you to specify the pack on which to allocate the data set. For every data set created by the
configuration process, there is a corresponding variable designating the disk VOLSER. If you want the operating system
to choose the pack, specify a null value (two single quotes) for the GJxxxSER variable. Or you can specify the following:

PACK     = ''

GJxxxSER = @PACK@

The GJxxxSER variable is useful for reducing or eliminating disk contention issues. Areas such as the DDLDCLOD,
DDLDCLOG, and DDLDCMSG areas are used heavily at runtime and should be assigned to separate DASD to reduce
disk contention.

Journal file placement is important; for optimum performance allocate four journal files on separate DASD. The optimum
allocation when you have two disk drives is as follows:

File Name Disk 1 Disk 2
Journal 1 X
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Journal 2 X
Journal 3 X
Journal 4 X

The optimum allocation when you have three disks is as follows:

File Name Disk 1 Disk 2 Disk 3
Journal 1 X
Journal 2 X
Journal 3 X
Journal 4 X

CV Number

GJCVNUM=nnn

The CV number identifies the DC/UCF system to the SVC. Each SVC contains 256 slots used for communication between
address spaces. The CV number specifies the slot used by a particular CV. Valid values for the CV number are 0 through
255. If two central versions are assigned the same CV number, they cannot execute concurrently.

DC System Number

GJDCSYS=nnnn

The DC system number uniquely identifies a DC/UCF system. It identifies the system being generated, modified, copied,
or deleted. Valid values are 1 through 9999, and the DC system numbers must be unique. Many sites use the same
number for the DC system and the CV number (see CV Number) assigning a value from 1 to 255.

The DC system number can be specified in the S= parameter on the EXEC card in the startup deck (JCL to bring the
system up).

WARNING
Do not assign DC system numbers 90 and 99. These system numbers are reserved for use by IDMS during the
configuration process.

Free Storage

GJFRESTG=nnnn (default=1700)

The amount of storage, in kilobytes returned (freed) to the operating system at DC/UCF startup time. The storage is freed
for operating system use during DC/UCF startup operations. GJFRESTG must specify a positive integer storage amount.

The free storage amount can be specified by using the FSTG= parameter on the EXEC statement in your CV startup
JCL. If you have included an RHDCPARM module with your CV startup module, the free storage value specified using the
FSTG= parameter will override the value in the RHDCPARM module. For more information on #DCPARM or FREESTG,
see the Administrating section.

Operating system abends due to insufficient memory during startup are likely the result of an inadequate amount of
storage specified in the GJFRESTG variable.
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The GJFRESTG variable also affects the amount of storage available to the operating system for extending the LSQA at
runtime.

Uppercase Terminal Support

GJCASE=MIXED ◄─

       UPPER

IDMS products support both uppercase and mixed case installations. Some site requirements prohibit displaying mixed-
case characters, due to language issues, not hardware limitations. If your site prohibits displaying mixed-case characters,
specify UPPER for CJCASE.

If you specify GJCASE=UPPER, after configuration has completed, place the SMP/e CAGJLMDU library ahead of the
SMP/e CAGJLOAD library in any execution JCL (for example, CDMSLIB in CV and STEPLIB in batch jobs).

Authorized Userid

GJAUTH=userid

The GJAUTH and GJAUTHPW variables should be left with null values unless you are doing an upgrade configuration or
add-on configuration and your dictionaries are secured.

VTAM ID

GJVTAMID='' ◄─

         applid

This variable is used only for those sites configuring IDMS/DC. If left null, the default, no VTAM line is configured.
Otherwise, specify the name of the APPLID.

CWA Displacement

GJCWA=nn

This variable is for sites configuring IDMS CICS support. IDMS CV requires exclusive use of a fullword in the CICS CWA.
Specify the decimal displacement of this fullword relative to zero from the start of the CWA.

Add-On Variables

GJNUMJRN=''

DMCLSAVE=''

DBTBSAVE=''

When you configure IDMS for the first time, IDMS/DB is a required product. Subsequent configurations for additional
products are known as add-on configurations.

The following variables pertain to manual add-on configurations only:
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• GJNUMJRN specifies the number of disk journals defined to the system.
• DMCLSAVE specifies a backup load module name. If you are configuring the SQL option or the ASF option, your

current DMCL load module will be renamed to this name, and a new DMCL load module containing the new segments
will be created using your current DMCL load module name, taken from the GJGLDMCL= variable. If you are not
configuring the SQL option or the ASF option with an add-on configuration, this variable is ignored.

• DBTBSAVE specifies a backup load module name. If you are configuring the SQL option or the ASF option, your
current DB name table load module will be renamed to this name and a new DB name table load module will be
created using the GJGLDBTB= name.

For a manual add-on configuration, we recommend changing the value of the BEGINMEM variable to avoid overwriting
your original configuration jobs.

Page Size

GJxxxPSZ=nnnn

GJXARENT=nnnn

The default page sizes are based on 3390 disk drives. Specify a page size appropriate for your DASD.

If the XA program reentrant pool is large enough, programs are loaded once per CV cycle. If contention occurs in the XA
program pools, you can reduce runtime I/O by increasing the default page size for the dictionary load (DDLDCLOD) area
from the default of 5064.

You may also want to consider startup resources. Buffer space is defined in the DMCL; the larger the database page
sizes, the larger the buffer size. It is possible to create a DMCL that has millions of bytes in the buffer pool depending on
the:

• Number of buffers
• Size of the database pages
• Number of pages allocated in each buffer pool

The larger the buffer pool, the more startup resources CV requires.

Common Components and Services

GJSTEPL1=dsname

When the GJSTEPL1 variable is coded, a user-defined library is added to the appropriate steps in the generated
configuration JCL.

Ensure one of the following conditions is met prior to starting the IDMS configuration process:

• The Common Components and Services load library is in your z/OS system LNKLST concatenation.
• The Common Components and Services load library is in the STEPLIB concatenation in all database jobs of the IDMS

configuration process. The Common Components and Services load library must be placed last in the concatenation.

CVKEY

GJCVKEY=nn
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A primary protect key can be specified to restrict use of the SVC. For more information, see Creating a Secured IDMS
System on z/OS.

Log and Task Analyzer Billing Information

WIGSISVC = YES ◄─

           NO

WIGSISVC should be set to YES if you are configuring IDMS Log Analyzer or IDMS Task Analyzer. It modifies the IDMS
SVC to access job accounting data and copy it into the ERE. If GSISVCX is not invoked by the IDMS SVC, the IDMS Log
Analyzer and IDMS Task Analyzer Billing Reports and the IDMS Log Analyzer Billing Record File will not contain valid
billing data for external run units. The IDMS Log Analyzer and IDMS Task Analyzer Billing Reports and the IDMS Log
Analyzer Billing Record File are dependent upon this ERE data.

Endevor/DB Message Library

ABMSGDSN = msg.

   = '' ◄─

If Endevor is installed at your site, specify the name of the message library here, otherwise leave the null value. If you
specify a library name, messages will be copied from the CAGJMSG library into the library you specify.

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:

• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order. To create a service order request online from
Broadcom Support, Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.
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Maintain Products Using z/OSMF Software Update
As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use IBM z/OSMF Software Update. Software Update provides an easy to follow wizard
that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a
modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following features:

Corrective Service Installs a software update to fix an issue.
Preventive Service Installs vendor-recommended software updates.

FIXCAT Installs software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system.

NOTE
We are not adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply
maintenance to z/OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:

• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and address the z/OSMF security requirements for ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update-related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
TIP
A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

• Download and receive maintenance, HOLDDATA, and CARS maintenance for your products. As a best practice, we
recommend that you do so on a daily or weekly basis and that you automate this process using SMP/E Receive Order
(see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval). You can also perform these tasks manually from Broadcom Support
or Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

NOTE
You can only apply maintenance for SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements for CARS maintenance are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS maintenance,
download all YEARLY ASSIGN files, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom-left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information about
how to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance manually. After you complete the
maintenance process, the product is ready to deploy.
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Download and Receive Maintenance

PTF Maintenance and HOLDDATA are available at Broadcom Support. To download and receive maintenance, use SMP/
E Receive Order, create a service order request online, or the following procedure during product installation and for
ongoing preventive maintenance in non-installation use cases according to your maintenance strategy.

We recommend that you use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to submit requests securely for PTFs and HOLDDATA
to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates the manual steps that are required to download the PTFs and
HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on
your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your system.

You can use the Create Service Order request from Broadcom Support to submit requests to download and receive
maintenance from the secure Broadcom download servers.

You can also download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support. With this option, you manually select PTFs and
build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive
the files. This utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS without the need for an intermediate platform, such as a
Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP). To use this download option,
you must be running Common Components and Services Version 15.0. Review the CAUNZIP requirements.

1. Select one of the following options to create a PTF maintenance package:
– Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance (see Configure SMP/E Internet

Service Retrieval).
After your PTFs are downloaded and received, you are ready to apply and accept maintenance. To do so, go to
Apply and Accept Maintenance.

– Use the Create Service Order online interface (see Use the Create Service Order Online Interface). To apply and
accept maintenance, go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

– Select the PTFs manually, and then use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive the files. To do so, go to
step 2 and complete the remaining steps in this procedure.

2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads - Mainframe Software page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or search by product name and then select a product from the list.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Select the Solutions tab and select the product that you want.
A list of releases appears.

6. Use the hypertext link to select the release that you want.
A list of published solutions appears with the most recently published solutions shown first.

7. Select the checkbox next to the solutions that you want to download.
NOTE
To filter the list, search by solution number, CARS level, or description. You can also select an operating
system or component. For download solution search tips, see Solution Download Help.

8. Select a download method:
– Select Download Selected to go to the Download Manager. Use this option to create a complete solution

package that includes all requisite solutions back to an optional date. From the Download Manager, you can select
your download method (HTTPS or Secure FTP).

– Select HTTPS Download to start downloading immediately. Check your browser for the download progress.
– Select Secure FTP Download to download securely from downloads.broadcom.com. This option is the fastest and

most efficient download method.
For assistance, see Solution Download Help. For HTTPS and Secure FTP information, and sample JCL, see
Download Methods and Locations.
The solution package is downloaded.
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9. Run the CAUNZIP utility by completing the following steps.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

10. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file and then complete the following steps:
a. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
b. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
c. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.

11. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the AGJSEDIT macro, which you customized in the
installation steps.

12. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ60RCH in an edit session and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command
line.

NOTE
Update AGJ60RCH SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

AGJ60RCH is customized.
13. Submit AGJ60RCH.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone. After maintenance has been
downloaded for a product, you can apply and optionally accept the maintenance for products that are installed in the SMP/
E environment. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

After downloading and receiving your maintenance package, use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective
maintenance.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that any required file systems are mounted and that you have specified
the correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the
zFS file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /cai/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /cai/abc/CA.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ80APM in an edit session and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command
line.
AGJ80APM is customized.

2. Submit AGJ80APM.
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ90ACM in an edit session and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the
command line.
AGJ90ACM is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit AGJ90ACM.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Corrective maintenance is complete. You can now optionally apply CARS maintenance.
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Apply CARS Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
For information about CARS maintenance, see CARS in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
documentation.

1. Download the ASSIGN statements.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN files are not cumulative. To install the latest RS level, download all YEARLY ASSIGN
statements, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

a. Determine whether to download the yearly or monthly ASSIGN statements in the following files:
ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/YEARLY/YEARyyyy.TXT

ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/CARyymm.TXT

b. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ50CAR in an edit session, update AGJ50CAR SAMPJCL to download your
ASSIGN statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command line.
AGJ50CAR is customized.

2. Submit AGJ50CAR.
The job downloads the ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ70RCM in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN
statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command line.
AGJ70RCM is customized.

4. Submit AGJ70RCM.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ80APM in an edit session and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the command
line.
AGJ80APM is customized.

6. Submit AGJ80APM.
The CARS PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member AGJ90ACM in an edit session and execute the AGJSEDIT macro from the
command line.
AGJ90ACM is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit AGJ90ACM.
The CARS PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Maintain Products Using CSM
Use the procedures in this topic to receive, apply, and accept maintenance for your products using CSM.

CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
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that CSM will no longer be enhanced and maintenance and technical support, including self-service support, will
be discontinued effective June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:

Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
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b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.

After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.
Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.
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• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.

This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
a. Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
b. Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
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The maintenance packages are downloaded.

Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.

FTP Host Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.

FTP Port Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
FTP Path Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash

(/). Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

Maintenance Name Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
Password Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.
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NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.
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Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
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message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.
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CARS is a set of maintenance packages that are installed and tested regularly on the Broadcom Mainframe Software
Division development, test, and production systems. Install CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom
releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.

To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

ftp://ftp.broadcom.com

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address
 

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment
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You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:
System.z/OS.*

Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.
System.z/OS.%%

Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.
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As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
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A pop-up window opens.
2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.

The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:
Accept Check

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept

Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept Check and Accept

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.
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– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.

3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
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b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:
NOAPARS

Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.
NOUSERMODS

Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.
c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter

several packages, separate them by a comma.
The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.

8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.
You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.

9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

HOLDDATA

When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product.

ACTION Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.
AO Affects automated operations. It changes the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the

message.
DB2BIND Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.
DDDEF Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.
DELETE Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE

command.
DEP Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.
DOC Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

DOWNLD Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.
DYNACT Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.

EC Indicates that this SYSMOD requires a hardware engineering change. An EC hold SYSMOD usually does
not affect the product unless the EC is present on the hardware device.

ENH Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the
enhancement. If no action is required to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.
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EXRF Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility
Systems.

IPL Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This option is used only when there is no
alternative for dynamic activation.

MSGSKEL Indicates that the SYSMOD contains internationalized message versions that must be run through the
message compiler for each language.

MULTSYS Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.
RESTART Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine

restart.
SQLBIND Indicates that a bind is required for a database system other than Db2.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open xxx60RCH or xxx1HOLD in
an edit session and execute the xxxSEDIT macro on the command line (xxx is the high-level identifier for your product).
Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

Install and Maintain z/VM
This section takes you step-by-step through the IDMS install procedure. Each screen that you use during the install is
presented. The section is designed to allow you to follow along as you install IDMS.

Before you begin
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Before you begin the install procedure, ensure that you have:

• Reviewed cover letters and PMLs (Product Maintenance Letters)
• Reviewed the Installation and Maintenance sections
• Reviewed and verified system requirements
• Installed required CIS components

New Installation Features
Several new features are available in this release of IDMS, which are designed to simplify the installation process and
assist you in maintaining the IDMS software.

The installation section contains the installation and maintenance procedures for the entire IDMS product family. Find
detailed information in "Combined Installation Manual."

Also, there is a detailed discussion of the three types of installs available. See "IDMS Installation Types" for more
information.

Combined Installation Manual
In the IDMS. product family, the installation procedures for IDMS., IDTOOL. and IDMS. Option for CMS are merged into a
single installation manual. These product lines and their respective products are listed below:

• IDMS
– IDBFE
– IDBFEASF
– IDBFF
– IDBFM
– IDBFK
– IDBGJ
– IDBEJ
– IDBGQ
– IDBGS
– IDBA4
– IDBFL
– IDBFH
– IDBFG
– IDBGY
– IDBGX
– IDBGT
– IDBXS
– IDBGP

• IDTOOL
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– IDTO5
– IDTO7
– IDTDI
– IDTH4
– IDTH7
– IDTIR
– IDTO2
– IDTDI
– IDTDIA
– IDTM3
– IDTDQF
– IDTDMLO
– IDTO3
– IDTFP
– IDTF7
– IDTF8
– IDTF9
– IDTO4
– IDTGI
– IDTO6

• IDMS. Option for CMS

Separate Installs
While the installation manual is consolidated, the installation procedures are separate. The IDMS. core products
installation must be completed before installing the IDTOOL. products.

Example

Suppose you are installing IDBGJ., IDBGQ., IDBGY. and IDTDMLO..

1. Install the core products (IDBGJ., IDBGQ., IDBGY.), using:
a. System Requirements
b. Installing IDMS.

2. Install the Tools products (IDTDMLO.), using:
a. System Requirements
b. Installing IDTOOL.

IDMS Installation Types
From a base-level install tape, you can perform one of the following mutually exclusive installations:

• Complete Base Installation
• Upgrade Installation
• Add-On Installation

Complete Base Installation Upgrade Installation Add-On Installation
Creates New Install Libraries Yes Yes Depends on product
Allocates/Formats Database
Areas

Yes No Depends on product
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Updates Existing Database
Areas

No Yes Depends on product

Requires Previous Base Install No No Yes
Prior Install Must Be Same
Genlevel

N/A No Yes

Base Tape Required Yes Yes Yes
Available on Maintenance Tape No No No

Base tapes are not mass mailed; they are available only on individual order. Since prior-genlevel base tapes are expired,
only the latest genlevel base tape can be ordered.

Complete Base Installation
Any site may execute a Complete Base Installation, although it is best suited for sites that have never installed IDMS.
Release 12.0 or later. A Complete Base Installation:

• Creates new IDMS. software libraries
• Allocates, formats, and initializes new dictionaries
• Creates new DMCL and DB name table load modules
• Creates a new DC system

A complete installation can be performed for IDMS. or IDTOOL.

Upgrade Installation
If you have already installed IDMS. Release 12.0 or later, you may choose to perform an Upgrade Installation. An
Upgrade installation updates the environment with the latest software and operates with your existing dictionaries and
database files. It upgrades the products currently installed.

An Upgrade installation does not allocate, format, or initialize database or dictionary files. It does update dictionaries with
new entities, such as:

• Messages and Codes
• System Records
• IDMS Protocols
• System Classes and Attributes
• Built-in Functions
• IDMS Reports
• IDMS Load Modules

A new set of libraries is allocated and populated with the new software. New software is created in the loadlibs.

Load modules, such as the DB name table and the DMCL, that are created by punching and linking source from your
dictionaries do not need to be recreated.

An Upgrade install ignores allocation and page range parameters for database files. When you specify the customized
values in the Select Miscellaneous Parameters screen you do not have to modify the defaults for these items.

NOTE
Upgrade installations are valid for Release 12.0 and latersystems.
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Add-On Installation
An Add-On installation allows you to install additional IDMS. or IDTOOL. products into an existing IDMS. environment.
Add-On installations must be performed on same-genlevel systems; bring your system up to the current service pack level
by installing all necessary maintenance before adding the new product.

In the Product Selection screen, specify S for the product(s) you are adding. Depending on the product, new minidisks
may be required. For example, if you are installing IDBGT. a minidisk is required for the SQL database files.

Installing IDMS
During the installation, you perform these steps:

1. Allocate minidisks
2. Offload installation material from tape
3. Run IDMS170 EXEC to initiate installation
4. Set installation parameters
5. Execute install job steps
6. Create new startup module
7. Create startup EXEC

Obtaining help

To obtain field-level help on any of the installation screens, press PF1.

Function keys

The updates are controlled through the use of PF keys on all screens. The use of the ENTER key does not cause updates
to occur, but can invoke read-only type functions on some screens.

Review Cover Letters or PMLs
Review any cover letters or Product Maintenance Letters (PMLs) in your installation package. Review this information for
any additional steps or site-relevant information that is required to complete your IDMS installation.

Also, review the topics in this section before installing IDMS. These topics may have an impact on the parameters you
select when installing IDMS.

Dynamic or Static PDE Support

IDMS and IDTOOL can be installed to allocate program definition elements (PDEs) at runtime or at system startup (static)
dynamically. The PROGRAM statements for an IDMS product using maps, dialogs, or tables are now included in two
separate dictionary modules: one module containing the required PROGRAM statements and the other module containing
the PROGRAM statements for the maps, dialogs, and tables.

For example, the PROGRAM statements for the IDMS programs defining OLQ menu mode are stored in the dictionary
module ONLINE-QUERY. The PROGRAM statements for the dialogs, maps, and tables defining OLQ menu mode are
stored in the dictionary module ONLINE-QUERY-DYN.

During the installation process, PROGRAM statements defining the maps, dialogs, and tables for IDMS and the IDTOOL
are not included in the system 99 definition. As a result, PDEs are allocated at startup for those programs requiring them
and dynamically for those programs eligible for dynamic PDE allocation.

Dynamic allocation of PDEs makes it possible to load PDEs for maps, dialogs, and tables in AE storage. This option is
controlled by the DYNAMIC PDE field on the Selection Miscellaneous Parameters screen for both IDMS and IDTOOL
installation. A field value of Y (Yes) directs IDMS. to allocate PDEs for Broadcom-supplied maps, dialogs, and tables
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dynamically at runtime (that is, their PROGRAM statements are not included in the system definition). Y (Yes) is the
default.

NOTE
If you want to add these PROGRAM definitions to your systemdefinition, add the appropriate INCLUDE
statements for the dictionary modules containing the PROGRAM statements for the product-specific maps,
dialogs, and tables and then regenerate the system definition. These module names are suffixed with '-DYN'.

A field value of N (No) directs the system to build static PDEs for Broadcom-supplied maps, dialogs, and tables during the
system startup.

Allocate Minidisks
Perform the following steps to allocate minidisks:

1. Allocate and format the IDMS. installation disk in CMS format for a Base or Upgrade installation
2. Allocate database minidisks

NOTE
Perform this step only for a Base installation or an Add-Oninstallation for a product that requires its own
database files (for example, IDBGT.).

3. For an Upgrade install, you may need to copy some members from the prior release's installation minidisk. This is
documented in the cover letter for each install type.

Offload Installation Material from Tape
Contents of the installation file

The installation file has the following contents:

• Installation EXECs, XEDIT profiles, and message file
• Installation HELP files
• Sample EXECs to run IDMS. programs
• Sample system startup EXEC - STARTUP
• Sample archive journal EXEC - RUNAJNL
• Sample archive log EXEC - RUNPLOG
• Sample UCFCMS EXEC
• Optional APARS
• Required APARs (if provided)

Load file

Take these steps to load the installation file:

1. Mount the installation tape
2. Type:

TAPE FSF n

where n is the number of files that are specified on the cover letter
3. Type:

TAPE LOAD * * A (NOPRINT
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Complete Installation of CIS Software
As discussed in CIS Requirements for IDMS, you must issue a request informing Activator which CIS products are
required to install IDMS.

Use the CAE5ACT EXEC which simulates the normal Activator product request. To run this EXEC, at the READY prompt
type:

CAE5ACT

NOTE
If you are doing an Upgrade installation or you are installingONLY the IDMS CMS Option, this step is NOT
required.

Now, return to the CIS installation process. You should see several products available for installation. Complete the
installation as outlined in the CIS documentation. Afterwards, complete the IDMS installation process.

Execute IDMS170 to Initiate Installation
The IDMS170 EXEC invokes all the installation and maintenance tasks that must be performed. Take the following steps
to run IDMS170:

1. Type IDMS170.
2. The installation process determines if this is an Upgrade install by checking the LASTING GLOBALV to see if a prior

release of IDMS is installed. The install type (Base or Upgrade), determines what is displayed on the screen.
– If this is the first time invoking the installation, this screen is displayed.

 CAE5LODV                          CA, INC.                   USER: userid

  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS z/VM INSTALLATION

  TIME: 08:49:39            LOAD DEFAULT PARAMETERS

  **********************************************************

  * THE DEFAULT INSTALLATION PARAMETERS FOR A FULL BASE    *

  * INSTALL WILL NOW BE LOADED INTO YOUR LASTING GLOBALV   *

  * USING THE CAE5LODF EXEC.                               *

  **********************************************************

      PLEASE PRESS  ENTER  TO CONTINUE

If a prior release of IDMS is installed, the following screen displays.

 CAE5LODV                          CA, INC.                   USER: userid

  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS z/VM INSTALLATION

  TIME: 08:49:39            LOAD DEFAULT PARAMETERS

  **********************************************************

  * NEW INSTALL PARAMETERS FOR THIS RELEASE WILL BE LOADED *

  * INTO YOUR LASTING GLOBALV FOR THIS UPGRADE INSTALL     *

  * USING THE CAE5LODU EXEC.                               *

  **********************************************************
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      PLEASE PRESS  ENTER  TO CONTINUE

For both installations, your only choice is to press ENTER.

The Main menu displays on your terminal.

  CAE5H0                      CA, INC.                          TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy              CA IDMS                           USER: userid

  TIME: hh: mm: ss       VM/CMS INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE

                             M A I N  M E N U

                          SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS

                          INSTALL PRODUCT(S) FROM BASE TAPE

                          INSTALL PRODUCT MAINTENANCE TAPE

                          APPLY APAR CORRECTION(S) TO SYSTEM

                          DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER

                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Main menu options

The following table describes the Main menu installation options.

NOTE
Not all the options are used.

Option Description
Set installation parameters This option accesses a menu that allows you to set the

parameters that are used during the installation procedure. These
parameters apply to Base, Add-on, and maintenance installs.

Install product(s) from Base tape This option displays a menu presenting you with all the job steps
that are required to complete either a Base, Upgrade, or Add-on
installation. A Base installation must be completed an Add-on or
Maintenance installation can be attempted. Add-on installations
may be done after a Base installation is successfully completed.

Install product maintenance tape This option displays a menu presenting you with all the job steps
that are required to install a Maintenance tape. You must have
completed a prior Base install or Add-on installation before a
Maintenance installation can be started.
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Apply APAR corrections to system This option displays a menu which allows you to apply or remove
APARs to your system. You are able to specify control parameters,
select required or optional APARs to apply or show those already
applied, or review the APAR control files.

Display GLOBALV variables This option displays a menu that allows you to display installation
values in the LASTING GLOBALV that are not displayed on other
panels. These screens may be useful in debugging installation
problems. For more information regarding the LASTING
GLOBALV screens, see The IDMS. GLOBALV Menu.

Set Installation Parameters
You set installation parameters from the Set Install Parameters menu. Take the following steps to display the Set Install
Parameters menu:

1. Tab to the SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS on the Main menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Set Installation Variables menu shown displays on your terminal:

  CAE5SPRM                    CA, INC.                       TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid

  TIME: hh: mm: ss          SET INSTALL PARAMETERS MENU

                          SET INSTALLATION TYPE

                          CHOOSE PRODUCTS TO INSTALL

                          SET MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS

                          SET PRODUCT PASSWORDS

                          SET TAPE SELECTION PARAMETERS

                          SET MINIDISK PARAMETERS - ALL MINIDISKS

                          SET MINIDISK PARAMETERS - BY SEGMENT

                          VALIDATE PAGE RANGES FOR UNIQUENESS

                          SET MINIDISK PARAMETERS - JOURNALS

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER

                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

The following pages present the steps necessary to complete setting the installation parameters.

Set Installation Type

Take the following steps to select a different installation type:

1. Place the cursor next to SET INSTALLATION TYPE on the Set Install Parameters menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Set Installation Type screen is displayed on your terminal.
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  CAE5STYP                    CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  Date: mm/dd/yy     CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION          USER: userid

  TIME: hh: mm: ss     SELECT INSTALLATION TYPE

 FIELD          VALUE

  INSTALL TYPE: BASE

  CVMACH ID:    IDMSQA01

  USER TYPE:    PRIMARY

    (PRIMARY OR SECONDARY)

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | PF1= FIELD HELP   PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGE)   PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS   |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

  CAE5STYP                   CA, INC.                   TAPE: volser

  Date: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION      USER: userid

  Time: hh: mm: ss      SELECT INSTALLATION TYPE

  FIELD         VALUE

   INSTALL TYPE: BASE

   CVMACH ID:    IDMSQA01

   USER TYPE:    PRIMARY

     (PRIMARY OR SECONDARY)

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

| PF1= FIELD HELP  PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGE)  PF=9 UPDATED PARAMETERS    |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Type new information in any field on the screen.
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering information to update the parameters.

Choose Products to Install

Take the following steps to select products to install:

1. Tab to the CHOOSE PRODUCTS TO INSTALL option on the Set Install Parameters menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Product Selection screen displays on your terminal:

  CAE5SPRD                   CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy     CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION         USER: userid

  TIME: hh: mm: ss         PRODUCT SELECTION

 STAT PRODUCT NAME                   STAT PRODUCT NAME

  S   CA ADS                          N   CA IDMS DBCS OPTION

  S   CA ADS APPC                     S   CA IDMS/DC

  S   CA ADS ASF OPTION               S   CA IDMS DDS

  S   CA ADS BATCH                    S   CA IDMS DICTIONARY LOADER

  S   CA EDP AUDITOR                  S   CA IDMS PERFORMANCE MONITOR

  S   CA ICMS                         S   CA IDMS PRESSPACK
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  S   CA CULPRIT FOR CA IDMS          S   CA IDMS SERVER

  S   CA IDMS/DB                      S   CA IDMS UCF

  S   CA IDMS SQL                     S   CA OLQ ONLINE QUERY FOR CA IDMS

TO INSTALL A PRODUCT, ENTER AN  S  NEXT TO THE PRODUCT NAME

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------+

| STATUS  I= INSTALLED N= NOT INSTALLED S= TO BE INSTALLED              |

| PF1 =  FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO SELECT)     PF9= SELECT PRODUCTS |

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Type S next to each product you want to install.
4. Press PF9 when you have completed selecting products to save your selections.

Select Miscellaneous Parameters

Perform the following steps to set miscellaneous parameters:

1. Place the cursor next to SET MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS on the Set Install Parameters menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The following Select Miscellaneous Parameters screen displays on your terminal:

  CAE5SMSC                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION           USER: userid

  TIME: 10:46:16        SELECT MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS

 FIELD          VALUE     FIELD           VALUE     FIELD           VALUE

  INSTALL TYPE: BASE      CVMACH ID:      userid    EXIT21 FIELDS

  USER TYPE:    PRIMARY   ASSEMBLER NAME: ASMAHL     BATCH CLASS:   09

   (PRIMARY OR SECONDARY) DBA LOAD NAME:  DBALIB     BATCH MACHINE: IDMSBTCH

  DMCL NAME:    R150DMCL  SAVE DMCL NAME:           CA90S USERID:

  DBTABLE NAME: R150DBTB  SAVE DBTB NAME:           CA90S ADDRESS:

  DYNAMIC PDE:  Y         COBOL INST:     Y         LE INST:        N

  CASE MODE:    UPLOW     COBOL NAME:     COBOL2    DISK DEVICE:    3390

   (UPLOW OR UPPER)       COBOL TXTLIB:   VSC2LTXT   MODIFY PAGES:  N

  NETWORK DEMO: Y         COBOL LOADLIB:  VSC2LOAD  ALLOC NEW ASF:  Y

  SECURITY ON:  N          (COBOL/II OR LATER)

   (CA-CULPRIT ONLY)      STOR. PROTECT:  Y

  COMPANY NAME: company_name

   (CA IDMS/PM ONLY)

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)     PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS    |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Type new information in any field on the screen.
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering information to update the miscellaneous parameters.

NOTE
The default disk device is 3390, and the default page ranges are set to use all the space on each cylinder. If
the device is changed to 3380, the default number of pages is changed to use all the space on a 3380 cylinder
without creating any page overlaps.
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Provide IDMS Passwords

Take the following steps to set product passwords:

1. Tab to SET PRODUCT PASSWORDS on the Set Install Parameters menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Provide Product Passwords screen displays on your terminal.

  CAE5SPWD                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS z/VM INSTALLATION           USER: userid

  TIME: 09:25:56           PROVIDE PRODUCT PASSWORDS

         PASSWORD           PASSWORD           PASSWORD

  PW1               PW2                PW3

  PW4               PW5                PW6

  PW7               PW8                PW9

  PW10              PW11               PW12

  PW13              PW14               PW15

  PW16              PW17               PW18

  PW19              PW20               PW21

  PW22              PW23               PW24

  PW25              PW26               PW27

  PW28              PW29               PW30

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)    PF9= UPDATE PASSWORDS    |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Enter passwords for those products requiring passwords.
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering passwords to update passwords.

Set Tape Processing Parameters

Take the following steps to set tape selection parameters:

1. Place the cursor next to SET TAPE SELECTION PARAMETERS on the Set Install Parameters menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Select Tape Processing Parameters screen displays on your terminal.

  CAE5STAP                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION           USER: userid

  TIME: 13:15:51       SELECT TAPE PROCESSING PARAMETERS

 FIELD          VALUE       FIELD          VALUE   FIELD          VALUE

 INSTALLATION               BACKUPS                DBDEMO SYSJRNL

  TAPE ADDRESS: 181          TAPE ADDRESS: 182      TAPE ADDRESS: 183

  VOLSER:       volser       AFTER JOB5:   Y        RUN TO TAPE:  N

  GENLEVEL:     genlevel      VOLSER:      BKUP01   VOLSER:       DBDEMO
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                              FILE NUMBER: 01

                             FINAL BACKUP: Y

                              VOLSER:      BKUP01

                              FILE NUMBER: 02

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)     PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS    |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Type new information in any field on the screen.
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering information to update the tape selection parameters.

Set Minidisk Parameters

You can set minidisk parameters for all minidisks or set minidisk parameters by segment. When you initially set the
values you should set minidisk parameters for all minidisks. Later, when you want to change parameters on one or more
minidisks you should set minidisk parameters by segment.

Set Minidisk Parameters for All Minidisks

Perform the following steps to set minidisk parameters for all minidisks:

1. Place the cursor next to SET MINIDISK PARAMETERS - ALL MINIDISKS on the Set Install Parameters menu.
2. Press ENTER.

A Segment Parameters screen similar to one of the following examples shown here displays on your terminal. Some
segment definitions allow you to specify user-defined segment and dbname values. This allows for greater flexibility,
especially when processing and UPGRADE installation.

  CAE5SSYS                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION           USER: userid

  TIME: 13:16:59        SELECT SYSTEM SEGMENT PARAMETERS

 FILE NAME:      DCDML        DCLOD        DCLOG        DCRUN        DCSCR

  FORMAT:        Y            Y            Y            Y            Y

   (Y OR N)

  FILE NAME:     DCDML        DCLOD        DCLOG        DCRUN        DCSCR

  DISK ADDRESS:  0503         0504         0505         0506         0507

  DEVICE TYPE:   3390         3390         3390         3390         3390

   (DISK TYPE OR FBA)

  STARTING PAGE: 2001         3501         30001        40001        50001

   (1 - 1073741821)

  NUM. OF PAGES: 1250         172          4847         1249         2505

  PAGE SIZE:     4096         4096         4096         2048         2048

   (512 (FBA ONLY)

    1024, 2048, 4096)
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 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)    PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS   |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

  CAE5SAPL                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: G0Q41B

  DATE: 08/19/04          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION           USER: IDMSRI01

  TIME: 16:39:29       SELECT APPLDICT SEGMENT PARAMETERS

 SEGMENT NAME:   APPLDICT

 DBNAME:         APPLDICT

 FILE NAME:      DICTDB       DLODDB

  FORMAT:        C            C

   (Y OR N)

  FILE NAME:     DICTDB       DLODDB

  DISK ADDRESS:  050B         050C

  DEVICE TYPE:   3390         3390

   (DISK TYPE OR FBA)

  STARTING PAGE: 60001        70001

   (1 - 1073741821)

  NUM. OF PAGES: 2509         712

  PAGE SIZE:     4096         4096

   (512 (FBA ONLY)

    1024, 2048, 4096)

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)    PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS   |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+_

3. You can now change the parameters for any file where you do not want to use the default values.
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering segment parameters to update the segment parameters. Then press PF3 and

you are taken to another segment screen. When all segments have been reviewed, you are returned to the Set Install
Parameters menu.

Set Minidisk Parameters by Segment

The set minidisk parameters by segment option provide the following results:

• Allows modification at the segment level
• Only shows segments for products being installed

Follow these steps to set minidisk parameters by segment:

1. Place the cursor next to SET MINIDISK PARAMETERS - BY SEGMENT on the Set Install Parameters menu
2. Press ENTER

The Select Minidisks by Segment screen displays on your terminal.

  CAE5PDSK                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS z/VM INSTALLATION           USER: userid

  TIME: 10:37:18          SELECT MINIDISKS BY SEGMENT

              STAT   SEGMENT     FILES IN SEGMENT
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               D     APPLDICT    DICTDB, DLODDB

               D     ASFDICT     ASFDML, ASFLOD, ADEFN, ADATA

               D     CATSYS      DCAT, DCCATX, DCCATL

               D     EMPDEMO     EMPDEMO, INSDEMO, ORGDEMO

               D     PROJSEG     PROJDEMO

               D     SQLDEMO     EMPLDEMO, INFODEMO, INDXDEMO

               D     SYSDIRL     DIRLDB, DIRLOD

               D     SYSLOC      DCLSCR

               D     SYSMSG      DCMSG

               D     SYSSQL      SQLDD, SQLXDD, SQLLOD

               D     SYSTEM      DCDML, DCLOD, DCLOG, DCRUN, DCSCR

               D     SYSUSER     SECDD

                     EXIT

     STATUS VALUES: D= DEFAULTS  E= EDITED

     PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED SEGMENT AND PRESS ENTER  ( PF3=EXIT )

3. Place the cursor next to the desired segment.
4. Press ENTER.

NOTE
If you modify any values for a database file in a segment, the STAT column for that segment displays an
"E" (edited) in place of the "D" (default).

Validate Page Ranges

The installation validates your database page ranges to ensure that there are no page range overlaps before DMCL
generation. Optionally, you can provide a file containing all of the user database file page ranges that can be used during
this validation. This prevents page range overlaps with user database files. The file must be named PAGE USERLIST and
must be stored on the A disk. The format of the file is:

Column Field Description
1 - 8 Database file name

(for example, DICTDB)
9 Blank
10 - 19 Starting page, zero filled

(for example, 0000001001)
20 Blank
21 - 30 Number of pages, zero filled

(for example, 0000001001)
31 Blank
32 - 41 Ending page, zero filled

(for example, 00000020000)
42 - 80 Blank

Perform the following steps to validate page ranges:

1. Place the cursor next to VALIDATE PAGE RANGES FOR UNIQUENESS on the Set Install Parameters menu
2. Press ENTER

Validate page ranges with no errors found
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The Database Page Range Verification screen displays when no errors are found.

  CAE5VPAG                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS z/VM INSTALLATION           USER: userid

  TIME: 12:35:17       DATABASE PAGE RANGE VERIFICATION

DBAVPG070I 14:57:26 ALL MINIDISK PAGE RANGES HAVE BEEN EXAMINED AND NO PAGE

DBAVPG070I 14:57:26 RANGE OVERLAPS HAVE BEEN FOUND IN THE DATABASE AREAS WHICH

DBAVPG070I 14:57:26 ARE PART OF THE BASE INSTALLATION PROCESS.

DBAVPG070I 14:57:26

 +-------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  ====>   HIT ANY PFKEY OR PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE   <====   |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------+

Validate page ranges with errors found

The following Database Page Range Verification screen displays when errors are found.

  CAE5VPG1                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS z/VM INSTALLATION           USER: userid

  TIME: 12:36:44      DATABASE PAGE VERIFICATION - ERRORS

 FILE        STARTING      NUMBER       ENDING     PAGE

 NAME          PAGE       OF PAGES       PAGE     OVERLAP

 DCCAT               1          292          292     *

 DICTDB              1         2089         2089     *

 DCCATL            601          142          742     *

 DCCATX            801          142          942     *

 DCDML            1001         1040         2040     *

 DCLOD            3001          142         3142

 DIRLLOD          4001          142         4142

 DIRLDB           5001         2089         7089

 DCMSG           10001         4038        14038

 SQLDD           20001         2089        22089

 SQLLOD          27001          592        27592

 SQLXDD          28001          592        28592

 DCLOG           30001         4038        34038

 DCRUN           40001         1069        41069

 +-------------------------------------------------------------+
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 |     PF3= RETURN    PF7= SCROLL UP    PF8= SCROLL DOWN       |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------+

Set Minidisk Parameters for Journals

Perform the following steps to set minidisk parameters for journals:

1. Place the cursor next to SET MINIDISK PARAMETERS - JOURNALS on the Set Install Parameters menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Select Journal Parameters screen displays on your terminal.

  CAE5SJNL                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION           USER: userid

  TIME: 13:18:49           SELECT JOURNAL PARAMETERS

 FILE NAME:      J1JRNL       J2JRNL       J3JRNL       J4JRNL

  ALLOCATE:                                N            N

   (Y OR N)

  FORMAT:        Y            Y            Y            Y

   (Y OR N)

  FILE NAME:     J1JRNL       J2JRNL       J3JRNL       J4JRNL

  DISK ADDRESS:  051C         051D         051E         051F

  DEVICE TYPE:   3390         3390         3390         3390

   (DISK TYPE OR FBA)

  NUM. OF PAGES: 5964         5964         5964         5964

   (1 - 1073741821)

  PAGE SIZE:     2048

   (512 (FBA ONLY)

    1024, 2048, 4096)

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)    PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS   |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Type journal parameters.
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering journal parameters to update the journal parameters.

Execute Install Job Steps
The install job steps are run in sequence to finalize the installation.

Review that these guidelines before running a job step:

• A check is made to ensure that in-progress installations are not jeopardized
• An Add-On or Upgrade installation tailors the screen so that only the required job steps are displayed
• Each job step verifies that the required prior job steps have been run
• Most jobs are restartable
• If you try to rerun a job step and it is completed, the system asks you to verify your action
• Rerun of a job step resets subsequent jobs that must be rerun as a result of this rerun
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Perform the following steps to run a job step:

1. Place the cursor next to INSTALL PRODUCT(S) FROM BASE TAPE on the Main menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Select Product Install Jobs screen displays on your terminal.

  CAE5INST                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS z/VM INSTALLATION           USER: userid

  TIME: 11:45:55          SELECT PRODUCT INSTALL JOBS

             DONE  STEP       DESCRIPTION OF STEP PROCESSING

              N    JOB1       FORMAT AND RESERVE DATABASE MINIDISKS

              N    JOB2       OFFLOAD CONTENTS OF INSTALL TAPE

              N    JOB3       SITE SPECIFIC ASSEMBLIES

              N    JOB4       LINKEDITS

              N    JOB5       BUILD THE CA IDMS RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT

              N    JOB6       BUILD THE APPLICATION DICTIONARIES

              N    JOB7       RUN THE CA IDMS/DB DEMONSTRATION

              N    JOB8       RUN THE CA IDMS/SQL DEMONSTRATION

              N    JOB9       RUN THE CA IDMS/DC DEMONSTRATION

              N    JOB10      FULL DATABASE BACKUP

              N    JOB11      FINAL INSTALLATION PROCESSING

                   READER     REVIEW OUTPUT IN READER QUEUE

                   EXIT

 PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED JOB STEP AND PRESS ENTER

                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

3. Place the cursor next to the desired job.
4. Press ENTER.

Description of job steps

The following table describes each job step available on the Select Product Install Jobs screen.

Job ID Description
Job1&co1. Format database minidisks:

Format (CMS) and reserve database disks
Validate disk large enough for database pages specified
Error screen that is returned if minidisk is too small

Job2 Offload contents of install tape:
TEXT modules
Link edit SYSLIN members
Source entities
Rename non-MACLIB entities (for example, DICTDATA)
Create or update IDMSLIB MACLIB
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Job3 Site specific assemblies:
Common modules for IDBGJ. install
IDMSOPTI
RHDCPARM - update DMCL name
#SVCOPT
USVCOPT
VMCFOPT
Print exit - RHDCUX21 and RDHCUXIT
Tailor RUNAJNL and RUNPLOG for DMCL name
WTOEXIT
RHDCCODE
Note: If you want to use a different code page and have it
assembled during the installation process, you must take the
following steps before executing Job3.
Rename the installed RHDCCODE ASSEMBLE member to
CP1140R ASSEMBLE.
Rename the source for the code page you want to use to
RHDCCODE ASSEMBLE. This new module is then assembled
and linked as RHDCCODE during the installation.
Source for more code pages is installed into your IDMS. macro
library, IDMSLIB MACLIB. These modules are installed as
CPxxxxF or CPxxxxR.
For more information about defining entries in your code table, see
IDOPS..
To update the RHDCCODE module after the initial installation, do
the following steps:
Rename your existing RHDCCODE ASSEMBLE source.
Replace RHDCCODE ASSEMBLE with the source for your new
code table.
Use the CAE5ASMB EXEC to assemble your new RHDCCODE
and use the CAE5LNKB EXEC to link your new load module.
IDBFK. - CULXPROF
IDBGY. - #PMOPT
IDBGP. - RHDCUCMS (assemble #UCFCMS)

Job4 Link edits:
Create or update IDMSLIB LOADLIB
Link only products currently being installed
Link output is broken out by product

Job5 Build the runtime environment:
Validate Page Range step must have been previously run
Create user DMCL and DBTABLE modules
Create dba_loadlib for non-product modules using the value
specified on the SET MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS screen
Format system database minidisks using IDMSBCF
Populate system catalog with DMCL and DBTABLE
Populate system dictionary with all sysgen entities
Load all reports into SYSDIRL dictionary
Load DC messages
Create or update system 99 and 90 for products being installed
Run IDMSDIRL against SYSDIRL dictionary
Backup system databases (optional)
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Job6 Build user dictionaries:
Create application dictionary if IDBGJ. is being installed
Create ASF dictionary if ASF-Option is being installed and ALLOC
NEW ASF flag was specified as Y on the Select Miscellaneous
Parameters screen

Job7&co1. Run the network demo (optional - COBOL required):
Only run if INSTALL DEMO flag was Y on the Select
Miscellaneous Parameters screen
Load application dictionary
Populate Commonweather demo database

Job8&co1. Build the SQL databases (only if SQL is installed):
Format SQL database files
Populate SQL demo tables

Job9&co1. Run IDBGQ. demos
Job10 Back up all database files (optional):

Specified on Set Tape Parameters screen
Validates that tape VOLSER is not the install tape
Uses IDMSBCF BACKUP function

Job11 Final installation review and update:
Validates that all jobs were run
Sets all flags indicating the installation is complete
:tnote.&co1.These jobs are not run if an Upgrade installation is
performed. :etnote.

Create New STARTUP Module
Perform the following steps to create a startup module:

1. Use STARTUP SYSLIN member:
– System 90 was generated during installation Job5
– RHDCPARM module was assembled during Job3

2. Change the name of the startup module.
3. Link WTOEXIT with startup.
4. Type the following command to link edit into DBA LOADLIB using the CAE5LNKB EXEC:

CAE5LNKB STARTUP SYSLIN dba_loadlib NORENT

Create STARTUP EXEC
STARTUP EXEC

• Specify SYSCTL FILEDEF information
• System database files are dynamically allocated - z/VM USERID and z/VM VIRTUAL ADDRESS in DMCL specify
• FILEDEFS not required
• If included, overrides DMCL defaults

Sample STARTUP EXEC

/*--------------------------------------------------

               CENTRAL VERSION STARTUP

          USING DYNAMIC MINIDISK ALLOCATION
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--------------------------------------------------*/

 

FILEDEF '*' CLEAR;

 

/*--------------------------------------------------

  DISK JOURNAL FILE FILEDEFS - REQUIRED

--------------------------------------------------*/

 

FILEDEF J1JRNL   DISK 51C;

FILEDEF J2JRNL   DISK 51D;

FILEDEF J3JRNL   DISK 51E;

FILEDEF J4JRNL   DISK 51F;

FILEDEF SYSPCH   DUMMY;

FILEDEF SYSLST   PRINTER;

FILEDEF SYSPRINT PRINTER;

FILEDEF SYSUDUMP PRINTER;

FILEDEF SYSJRNL  DUMMY;

 

/*--------------------------------------------------

  SYSCTL FILEDEF - REQUIRED FOR BATCH TO CV JOBS

--------------------------------------------------*/

 

FILEDEF SYSCTL   DISK cv-userid SYSCTL A;

/*--------------------------------------------------

  LOCAL BTAM (DIAL) LINE DEFINITION

--------------------------------------------------*/

 

FILEDEF L32701 GRAF 580;

CP DEF GRAF 580;

CP DEF GRAF 581;

CP DEF GRAF 582;

CP DEF GRAF 583;

CP DEF GRAF 584;

CP DEF GRAF 585;

CP DEF GRAF 586;

CP DEF GRAF 587;

GLOBAL LOADLIB;

 

/*--------------------------------------------------

  FILEDEFS FOR CDMSLIB AND GLOBAL LOADLIB

--------------------------------------------------*/

 

FILEDEF CDMSLIB DISK dba_loadlib LOADLIB A '('RECFM U;

FILEDEF CDMSLIB DISK IDMSLIB LOADLIB A '('RECFM U CONCAT;

GLOBAL LOADLIB dba_loadlib IDMSLIB;

 

/*--------------------------------------------------

  ISSUE A MESSAGE THAT CV IS STARTING AND EXECUTE.

--------------------------------------------------*/

 

SAY '---------------------------------------------------'

SAY '-       CENTRAL VERSION IS NOW STARTING.          -'

SAY '-            CA IDMS RELEASE nn.n                 -'
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SAY '-           MAINTENANCE LEVEL 0109                -'

SAY '- USING DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF THE DATABASE FILES  -'

SAY '---------------------------------------------------'

 

EXECOS OSRUN startup_name

Installing IDMS Tools
This section describes the steps that are required to install IDTOOL in a z/VM system and takes you step-by-step through
the IDMS installation procedure. Each screen that you use during the installation is presented. The section is designed to
allow you to follow along as you install IDTOOL.

Before you begin

Before you begin the install procedure, verify that you have:

• Reviewed cover letters and PMLs (Product Maintenance Letters)
• Reviewed the Installation and Maintenance sections
• Reviewed and verified the IDMS and the IDTOOL system requirements
• Installed required CIS components

Installation steps

During the installation, these steps are performed:

1. Allocate and format minidisks.
2. Offload installation material from tape.
3. Run TOOL170 EXEC to initiate installation.
4. Set installation parameters.
5. Execute installation job steps.
6. Install user exits.
7. Convert your IDMS/TEST DATABASE BUILDER database.
8. Update the dictionary.
9. Modify the sysgen SYSTEM statement for IDTF7 and IDTO6.
10. Modify start up JCL.
11. Cycle IDMS system.
12. Install default JCL for IDTDI and IDTDIA.

Obtaining help

To obtain field-level help on any of the installation screens, press PF1.

Function keys

All updates are controlled by using PF keys on all screens. The use of the ENTER key does not cause updates to occur,
but can invoke read-only type functions on some screens.

The remainder of this section describes each installation step in detail.

Review Cover Letters or PMLs and IDMS Considerations
Review any cover letters or Product Maintenance Letters (PMLs) in your installation package. Review this information for
any additional steps or site-relevant information that is required to complete your IDTOOL installation.

Also, review the following topics before installing IDTOOL These topics may have an impact on the parameters you select
when installing IDTOOL.
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IDMS Considerations

The installation process for the IDTOOL is in the same format as the IDMS Installation.

Review System Requirements
Review System Requirements. Be sure that all system requirements are met before beginning the installation process.

Allocate and Format (CMS) Product Install Minidisk
You must allocate and format a minidisk for the IDTOOL product installation. You only need to allocate minidisks for
database files because they are formatted during the installation process.

You can install the IDTOOL into the same product disk as IDMS, but are not required to do so. Either way, you need
100-120 cylinders of space to install all of the IDTOOL.

The following chart contains the minidisk space requirements for the IDTOOL database files, together with the default
page size and number of pages for each file. You can change any of these variables during the installation to suit the
requirements at your site.

Product File Name Disk Addr Page Size Start Page. Number of
Pages (3380)

Number of
Pages (3390)

Number of
Cylinders

All Users TOOLDML 60F 4096 390001 2089 2509 14
All Users TOOLLOD 610 4096 395001 592 712 4
IDTO4 ESSFIL1 601 4096 8100001 2239 2689 15
IDTO4 ESSFIL2 602 4096 8200001 1190 1430 8
IDTO4 ESSFIL3 603 4096 8300001 142 172 1
IDTO3 ESXFIL1 604 4096 310001 1190 1430 8
IDTO3 ESXFIL2 605 4096 315001 442 532 3
IDTO3 ESXFIL3 606 4096 320001 292 352 2
IDTDI XDMFIL1 607 4096 300001 742 892 5
IDTDI USVFIL1 608 4096 370001 3730 4488 25
IDTDMLO USDFIL1 609 4096 360001 742 892 5
IDTF8 SSKFIL1 60A 4096 330001 742 892 5
Total:       95

Offload Installation Material from Tape (for Tools)
To begin the IDTOOL installation process, offload the installation material from the installation tape.

The installation file contains:

• Installation EXECs
• Installation help files
• Sample EXECs to run IDTOOL

Load file

Take these steps to load the installation file:

1. Mount the installation tape.
2. Type the following code:
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 TAPE FSF n

where n is the number of files that are specified on the cover letter.
3. Type the following code:

 TAPE LOAD * * A (NOPRINT

 

Execute TOOL170 to Initiate Installation
The TOOL170 EXEC invokes the installation and maintenance tasks that you must perform. To run TOOL170, follow
these steps:

1. Type TOOL170.
2. Press ENTER.

The Main menu displays on your terminal.

• If it is your first time invoking the installation, the following screen displays:

  CAR9LODV                          CA, INC.                    TAPE:

  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: IDMSQA02

  TIME: 15:47:41            LOAD DEFAULT PARAMETERS

  **********************************************************

  * THE DEFAULT INSTALLATION PARAMETERS FOR A FULL BASE    *

  * INSTALL WILL NOW BE LOADED INTO YOUR LASTING GLOBALV   *

  * USING THE CAR9LODF EXEC.                               *

  **********************************************************

     PLEASE PRESS  ENTER  TO CONTINUE

• If a prior release of IDMS Tools is installed, the following screen displays:

  CAR9LODV                          CA, INC.                    TAPE:

  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: IDMSQA02

  TIME: 15:47:41            LOAD DEFAULT PARAMETERS

  **********************************************************

  * NEW INSTALL PARAMETERS FOR THIS RELEASE WILL BE LOADED *

  * INTO YOUR LASTING GLOBALV FOR THIS UPGRADE INSTALL     *

  * USING THE CAR9LODU EXEC.                               *

  **********************************************************
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     PLEASE PRESS  ENTER  TO CONTINUE

For both installations, your only choice is to press ENTER.

  CAR9H0                            CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy  CA IDMS TOOLS VM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE   USER: userid

  TIME: 15:21:46               M A I N  M E N U

                          SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS

                          INSTALL PRODUCT(S) FROM BASE TAPE

                          INSTALL PRODUCT MAINTENANCE TAPE

                          APPLY APAR CORRECTION(S) TO SYSTEM

                          DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER

                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Main menu options

The following table describes the Main menu installation options.

NOTE
Not all options are used.

Option Description
Set installation parameters This option accesses a menu that allows you to set the

parameters that are used during the installation procedure. These
parameters apply to Base, Add-on, and Maintenance installs.

Install products from Base tape This option displays a menu presenting you with all the job steps
that are required to complete either a Base, Upgrade, or Add-on
installation. A Base installation must be completed an Add-on Mr
maintenance installation can be attempted. Add-on installs may be
done after a Base installation is successfully completed.

Install product maintenance tape This option displays a menu presenting you with all the job steps
that are required to install a Maintenance tape. You must have
completed a prior Base installation or Add-on installation before a
Maintenance instalationl can be started.

Apply APAR corrections to system This option displays a menu which allows you to apply or remove
APARs required or optional APARs to apply or show those already
applied, or review the APAR control files.
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Display GLOBALV variables This option displays a menu that allows you to display installation
values in the LASTING GLOBALV that are not displayed on other
panels. These screens may be useful in debugging installation
problems. For more information regarding the LASTING
GLOBALV screens, see The IDTOOL. GLOBALV Menu.

For online help while using the z/VM online installation and maintenance utility, press PF1.

Installation Parameters
You set installation parameters from the Set Install Parameters menu. Perform the following steps to display the Set Install
Parameters menu:

1. Tab to the SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS on the Main menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The following Set Installation Variables menu displays on your terminal.

  CAR9SPRM                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: 09/30/01       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid

  TIME: 09:10:00          SET INSTALL PARAMETERS MENU

                          CHOOSE PRODUCTS TO INSTALL

                          SET PRODUCT PASSWORDS

                          SET PRODUCT RUNTIME PARAMETERS

                          SET MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS

                          SET TAPE SELECTION PARAMETERS

                          SET MINIDISK PARAMETERS - ALL MINIDISKS

                          SET MINIDISK PARAMETERS - BY SEGMENT

                          VALIDATE PAGE RANGES FOR UNIQUENESS

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER

                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

The following topics in this section present the steps necessary to complete setting the installation parameters.

Select Products to Install

Take the following steps to choose products to install:

1. Tab to the CHOOSE PRODUCTS TO INSTALL option on the Set Install Parameters menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Product Selection screen displays on your terminal:

  CAR9SPRD                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: G0Q41B

  DATE: 08/24/04       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: IDMSRI01

  TIME: 08:57:54               PRODUCT SELECTION
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 STAT PRODUCT NAME                     STAT PRODUCT NAME

  N   CA ADS ALIVE OPTION               N   CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER OPTION

  N   CA ADS TRACE OPTION               N   CA IDMS LOG ANALYZER OPTION

  N   CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER OPTION        N   CA IDMS MASTERKEY OPTION

  N   CA IDMS/DB AUDIT OPTION           N   CA IDMS ONLINE LOG DISPLAY OPTION

  N   CA IDMS/DB REORG OPTION           N   CA IDMS SASO OPTION

  N   CA IDMS EXTRACTOR OPTION          N   CA IDMS SCHEMA MAPPER OPTION

  N   CA IDMS DC SORT OPTION            N   CA IDMS TASK ANALYZER OPTION

  N   CA IDMS DICTIONARY MIGRATOR OPTION

  N   CA IDMS DICTIONARY MODULE EDITOR OPTION

  N   CA IDMS DICTIONARY QUERY FACILITY OPTION

  N   CA IDMS DML ONLINE OPTION

  N   CA IDMS ENFORCER OPTION

 TO INSTALL A PRODUCT, ENTER AN  S  NEXT TO THE PRODUCT NAME

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | STATUS  I= INSTALLED N= NOT INSTALLED S= TO BE INSTALLED                 |

 | PF1 =  FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO SELECT)     PF9= SELECT PRODUCTS    |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+_

3. Type S next to each product you want to install.
4. Press PF9 when you have completed selecting products to save your selections.

NOTE
If this is an Upgrade from an earlier release, the flag is set to Sfor the products you currently have installed, and
you cannot change the settings. If you need to install additional products, complete the Upgrade install followed
by an Add-on install to specify the new products.

Provide IDMS Tools Passwords

Take the following steps to set product passwords:

1. Tab to SET PRODUCT PASSWORDS on the Set Install Parameters menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Provide Product Passwords screen displays on your terminal.

  CAR9SPWD                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid

  TIME: 09:10:00           PROVIDE PRODUCT PASSWORDS

         PASSWORD           PASSWORD           PASSWORD

  PW1    nnnnnnnn   PW2     nnnnnnnn   PW3     nnnnnnnn

  PW4    nnnnnnnn   PW5     nnnnnnnn   PW6     nnnnnnnn

  PW7    nnnnnnnn   PW8     nnnnnnnn   PW9     nnnnnnnn

  PW10   nnnnnnnn   PW11    nnnnnnnn   PW12    nnnnnnnn

  PW13   nnnnnnnn   PW14    nnnnnnnn   PW15    nnnnnnnn

  PW16   nnnnnnnn   PW17    nnnnnnnn   PW18    nnnnnnnn

  PW19              PW20               PW21

  PW22              PW23               PW24

  PW25              PW26               PW27

  PW28              PW29               PW30
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 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)    PF9= UPDATE PASSWORDS    |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Enter passwords for those products requiring passwords.
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering passwords to update passwords.

Set Product Runtime Parameters

Certain IDTOOL. incorporate customization modules distributed with default options. These products may be customized
during installation or at a later date for your installation.

• IDTO5
• IDTDI
• IDTDI
• IDTDIA
• IDTDMLO
• IDTO3
• IDTF8
• IDTF9
• IDTO4

To change the runtime options for the IDTOOL. you are installing:

1. Position the cursor next to SET PRODUCT RUNTIME PARAMETERS on the Set Install Parameters screen
2. Press the Enter key

The SET PRODUCT RUNTIME PARAMETERS MENU is displayed.

  CAR9SRUN                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: G0Q41B

  DATE: 08/24/04       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: IDMSRI01

  TIME: 08:59:28      SET PRODUCT RUNTIME PARAMETERS MENU

           CA ADS ALIVE OPTION

           CA IDMS/DC TRANSACTION SERVER SORT OPTION

           CA IDMS DATABASE DICTIONARY MIGRATOR OPTION

           CA IDMS DATABASE DICTIONARY MODULE EDITOR OPTION

           CA IDMS DATABASE DICTIONARY QUERY FACLILTY OPTION

           CA IDMS DATABASE DML ONLINE OPTION

           CA IDMS DATABASE ENFORCER OPTION

           CA IDMS DATABASE EXTRACTOR OPTION

           CA IDMS DATABASE MASTERKEY OPTION

           CA IDMS DATABASE ONLINE LOG DISPLAY OPTION

           CA IDMS DATABASE SASO OPTION

           EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER

                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

3. Position the cursor next to the product whose parameters you want to view or update.
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4. Press the Enter key.
A tailored Runtime Parameters screen is displayed. This example shows the IDTO5. Runtime Parameters screen.

  CAR9SADS                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: G0Q41B

  DATE: 08/24/04       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: IDMSRI01

  TIME: 09:04:13      ADS ALIVE OPTION RUNTIME PARAMETERS

 FIELD           VALUE

  TASKID:        ADSALIVE

  HELP DICTNAME: TOOLDICT

  HELP DICTNODE:

  HELP VERSION:  1

  IMPL. OFFSET:  3800

  AREA SWEEP:    Y

  NON-INTERRUPT: Y

  QUEUE KEEP:    3

  PROFILE KEEP:  10

  ABORT BROWSE : Y

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)    PF9= UPDATE VALUES       |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+_

5. Press PF9 to save the changes you have made. The runtime parameter screen for the next product is displayed.

NOTE
To exit the Runtime Parameters screen without saving yourmodifications, press PF3.

For a complete description of the IDTOOL runtime options and for instructions on changing IDTOOL. runtime options after
initial installation, see the IDTOOL. Runtime Options.

Additional Customization for IDMS DMLO

In addition to the IDTDMLO, runtime options that can be changed during the online installation process, there are six
customization modules that allows you to further tailor IDTDMLO for your site.

These IDTOOL TPARM ASSEMBLE modules and the session characteristics that they control:

USD@DSPC
&mdash. Indicates which characters are considered displayable on your terminal devices; that is, any characters
that are not specified here result in 'INVALID DATA' condition.

USD@SSEX
&mdash. Specifies which subschemas are excluded from access by IDTDMLO. This exclusion is unconditional,
and independent of any other security constraints.

USD@KYWD
&mdash. Defines standard abbreviations that are recognized by IDTDMLO.

USD@MOPS
&mdash. Redefines the DML command codes that are recognized by the Menu/Assist mode of IDTDMLO.
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USD@MSTL
&mdash. Reformats the static area of the Menu/Assist Mode screen.

USD@MTXT
&mdash. Specifies the instructional text appearing in the data area of the Menu/Assist Mode screen when this
mode is first specified for the session.

These modules are assembled as part of the IDTDMLO TPARM module. To change these values:

1. Change the appropriate module in the IDMSTOOL MACLIB.
2. Reassemble and link edit the IDTDMLO TPARM module.

NOTE
See the IDTDMLO Security and Access for detailed instructions on how to reassemble and link edit TPARM
ASSEMBLE modules after initial installation.

Additional Considerations for IDMS/DC Sort

At installation time, the MAIN STORAGE and AUXILIARY STORAGE fields are each assigned a value of 10000 bytes,
unless you changed the default values during the installation process.

During each sort session in an application, IDTO2. acquires the main and auxiliary storage as necessary, up to the value
assigned. (A session is defined by the session number in a SETSORT statement.) For the most efficient sorts possible,
consider the following points:

The most efficient sort is one in which:

• There are many small records in a buffer
• All of the buffers reside in main storage

To increase efficiency in a given sort session, use a work record containing only the fields needed for sorting. This
ensures the work record is as small as possible to meet the requirements

In an ideal situation:

• Main storage is slightly larger than the space needed for an average sort.
• Auxiliary storage adds the extra space needed for large sorts.

Increasing the proportion of auxiliary storage to main storage may affect response time.

Examples of IDMS/DC Sort Customization

At execution time, IDTO2. allocates sort buffers in multiples of 2000 bytes. To determine the size of a sort buffer:

1. Multiply the MINRBUF * Record Length
2. Round the result up to the next multiple of 2000 bytes
3. Add 12 bytes for IDTO2. overhead

Maximum: Sort buffer size can be no greater that 32K.

NOTE
IDTO2. will not split a buffer between main and auxiliarystorage. Therefore, it is necessary to make efficient use
of main and auxiliary storage.

The product of the MINRBUF value and the Record Length cannot exceed the MAIN value or the AUX value, whichever is
larger, because there would not be enough space to store one sort buffer.

In the following four examples, the MAIN and AUX parameters are not changed. The default for each is 10000 bytes.

Example 1
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MINRBUF=20

Record Length=100

The sort buffer used by IDTO2. is 2012 bytes:

20 * 100 = 2000

2000 is a multiple of 2000

2000 + 12 = 2012

IDTO2 can store four sort buffers (80 records) in main storage and four sort buffers (80 records) in auxiliary storage.

Example 2

MINRBUF=20

Record Length=150

The sort buffer used by IDTO2. is 4012 bytes:

20 * 150 = 3000

The next multiple of 2000 is 4000

4000 + 12 = 4012

IDTO2 can store two sort buffers (40 records) in main storage and two sort buffers (40 records) in auxiliary storage.

Example 3

MINRBUF=100         (default)

Record Length=31

The sort buffer used by IDTO2. is 4012 bytes:

31 * 100 = 3100

The next multiple of 2000 is 4000

4000 + 12 = 4012

IDTO2 can store two sort buffers (200 records) in main storage and two sort buffers (200 records) in auxiliary storage.

Example 4

MINRBUF=100            (default)

Record Length=51

The sort buffer used by IDTO2. is 6012 bytes:

51 * 100 = 5100

The next multiple of 2000 is 6000

6000 + 12 = 6012

IDTO2 can store one sort buffer (100 records) in main storage and one sort buffer (100 records) in auxiliary storage.
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Setting Miscellaneous Parameters

Take the following steps to set miscellaneous parameters:

1. Place the cursor next to SET MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS on the Set Install Parameters menu
2. Press ENTER

The Select Miscellaneous Parameters screen displays on your terminal.

  CAR9SMSC                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid

  TIME: 15:36:44        SELECT MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS

 FIELD          VALUE     FIELD           VALUE

  INSTALL TYPE: BASE      CVMACH ID:      userid

  USER TYPE     PRIMARY   ASSEMBLER NAME: ASMAHL

   (PRIMARY OR SECONDARY) SYSTEM NUMBER:  90

  DMCL NAME:    R150DMCL  SAVE DMCL NAME:

  DBTABLE NAME: R150DBTB  SAVE DBTB NAME:

  DYNAMIC PDE:  Y         DISK DEVICE:    3390

  STOR. PROT:   Y          MODIFY PAGES:  N

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)     PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS    |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Type new information in any field on the screen
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering information to update the miscellaneous parameters

NOTE

• INSTALL TYPE -- Specifies the type of install - Base, Upgrade,or maintenance. The installation procedure examines
the LASTING GLOBALV file to determine if IDTOOL. are installed. If a prior release is installed, the INSTALL TYPE is
automatically set to UPGRADE.

• USER TYPE -- Specifies whether a copy of the IDTOOL. libraries installed on a single machine can be shared with
CVs on other machines. If you specified a value of SECONDARY when IDMS. was installed, the USER TYPE for
IDTOOL. is automatically set to SECONDARY. The USER TYPE for IDMS. and IDTOOL. must be the same.

For sites with multiple CVs, this option minimizes the disk space used and ensures all systems have the same
maintenance applied.

Set Tape Processing Parameters (for Tools)

Take the following steps to set tape selection parameters:

1. Place the cursor next to SET TAPE SELECTION PARAMETERS on the Set Install Parameters menu
2. Press ENTER

The Select Tape Processing Parameters screen displays on your terminal.
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   CAR9STAP                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid

  TIME: 15:37:48       SELECT TAPE PROCESSING PARAMETERS

 

 FIELD          VALUE       FIELD          VALUE

 INSTALLATION               BACKUPS

  TAPE ADDRESS: 181          TAPE ADDRESS: 182

  VOLSER:       volser       FINAL BACKUP: Y

  GENLEVEL:     F00109DBA00   VOLSER:      BKUP01

                              FILE NUMBER: 03

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)     PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS    |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

3. Type new information in any field on the screen
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering information to update the tape selection parameters

Set Minidisks Parameters

You can set minidisk parameters for all minidisks or set minidisk parameters by segment. When you initially set the
values you should set minidisk parameters for all minidisks. Later, when you want to change parameters on one or more
minidisks you should set minidisk parameters by segment.

Set Minidisk Parameters - All Minidisks

Take the following steps to set minidisk parameters for all minidisks:

1. Place the cursor next to SET MINIDISK PARAMETERS - ALL MINIDISKS on the Set Install Parameters menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Segment Parameter screen for the first product you are installing displays on your terminal. The Select DBX
(IDTDI.) Segment Parameters screen below is shown as an example.

  CAR9DDBX                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid

  TIME: 09:10:00         SELECT DBX SEGMENT PARAMETERS

 FILE NAME:      USVFIL1

  FORMAT:        C

   (Y OR N)

  FILE NAME:     USVFIL1

  DISK ADDRESS:  0608
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  DEVICE TYPE:   3380

   (DISK TYPE OR FBA)

  STARTING PAGE: 370001

   (1 - 1073741821)

  NUM. OF PAGES: 592

  PAGE SIZE:     4096

   (512 (FBA ONLY)

    1024, 2048, 4096)

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)    PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS   |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. You can now change the parameters for any file where you do not want to use the default values.
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering segment parameters to update the segment parameters. Then press PF3 and

you are taken to another segment screen. When all segments have been reviewed, you are returned to the Set Install
Parameters menu.

How to Set Minidisk Parameters by Segment

This option:

• Allows modification at the segment level
• Only shows segments for products being installed

Take these steps to set minidisk parameters by segment:

1. Place the cursor next to SET MINIDISK PARAMETERS - BY SEGMENT on the Set Install Parameters menu
2. Press ENTER

The Select Minidisks by Segment screen displays on your terminal.

  CAR9PDSK                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid

  TIME: 09:10:00          SELECT MINIDISKS BY SEGMENT

              STAT   SEGMENT     FILES IN SEGMENT

               E     DBX         USVFIL1

               E     DMA         XDM-FILE1

               E     DMLO        PROFILE

               E     ENFORCER    CTRL, LOAD, INDEX

               E     MASTRKEY    DATASEG

               D     SASODOC     DOCUMENT

               E     SASOSTR     PRIMARY, RELEASE

               E     TOOLDICT    TOOLDML, TOOLLOD

                     EXIT

     STATUS VALUES: D= DEFAULTS  E= EDITED

     PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED SEGMENT AND PRESS ENTER  ( PF3=EXIT )

3. Place the cursor next to the desired segment
4. Press ENTER

The Select DBX (IDTDI.) Segment Parameters screen below is shown as an example.

NOTE
If you modify any values for a database file in a segment, the STAT column for that segment displays an
"E" (edited) in place of the "D" (default).
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  CAR9DDBX                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid

  TIME: 09:10:00         SELECT DBX SEGMENT PARAMETERS

 FILE NAME:      USVFIL1

  FORMAT:        C

   (Y OR N)

  FILE NAME:     USVFIL1

  DISK ADDRESS:  0608

  DEVICE TYPE:   3380

   (DISK TYPE OR FBA)

  STARTING PAGE: 370001

   (1 - 1073741821)

  NUM. OF PAGES: 592

  PAGE SIZE:     4096

   (512 (FBA ONLY)

    1024, 2048, 4096)

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)    PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS   |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Validate Page Range

The installation validates your database page ranges to ensure that there are no page range overlaps before DMCL
generation. Optionally, you can provide a file containing all of the user database file page ranges that can be used during
this validation. This prevents page range overlaps with user database files. The file must be named PAGE USERLIST and
must be stored on the A disk. The format of the file is:

Column Field Description
1 - 8 Database file name

(for example, DICTDB)
9 Blank
10 - 19 Starting page, zero filled

(for example, 0000001001)
20 Blank
21 - 30 Number of pages, zero filled

(for example, 0000001001)
31 Blank
32 - 41 Ending page, zero filled

(for example, 00000020000)
42 - 80 Blank

Take the following steps to validate page ranges:

1. Place the cursor next to VALIDATE PAGE RANGES FOR UNIQUENESS on the Set Install Parameters menu
2. Press ENTER

Validate page ranges with no errors found
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The Database Page Range Verification screen displays when no errors are found.

  CAE5VPAG                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION           USER: userid

  TIME: 09:10:00       DATABASE PAGE RANGE VERIFICATION

DBAVPG070I 14:10:46 ALL MINIDISK PAGE RANGES HAVE BEEN EXAMINED AND NO PAGE

DBAVPG070I 14:10:46 RANGE OVERLAPS HAVE BEEN FOUND IN THE DATABASE AREAS WHICH

DBAVPG070I 14:10:46 ARE PART OF THE BASE INSTALLATION PROCESS.

DBAVPG070I 14:10:46

 +-------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  ====>   HIT ANY PFKEY OR PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE   <====   |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------+

Validate page ranges with errors found

The following Database Page Range Verification screen displays when errors are found.

  CAE5VPG1                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS z/VM INSTALLATION           USER: userid

  TIME: 11:25:22      DATABASE PAGE VERIFICATION - ERRORS

 FILE        STARTING      NUMBER       ENDING     PAGE

 NAME          PAGE       OF PAGES       PAGE     OVERLAP

 DCCAT               1          292          292     *

 DICTDB              1         2089         2089     *

 DCCATL            601          142          742     *

 DCCATX            801          142          942     *

 DCDML            1001         1040         2040     *

 DCLOD            3001          142         3142

 DIRLLOD          4001          142         4142

 DIRLDB           5001         2089         7089

 DCMSG           10001         4038        14038

 SQLDD           20001         2089        22089

 SQLLOD          27001          592        27592

 SQLXDD          28001          592        28592

 DCLOG           30001         4038        34038

 DCRUN           40001         1069        41069

 +-------------------------------------------------------------+

 |     PF3= RETURN    PF7= SCROLL UP    PF8= SCROLL DOWN       |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------+

If there are overlap errors, return to Set Minidisks Parameters and correct the error.

Execute Install Job Steps (for IMDS Tools)
The install job steps are run in sequence to finalize the installation. Please note these guidelines before running a job
step:
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• A check is made to ensure that in-progress installs are not jeopardized
• An Add-On or Upgrade installation tailors the screen so that only the required job steps are displayed
• Each job step verifies the required prior job steps have been run
• Most jobs are restartable
• If you try to rerun a job step and it is completed, the system asks you to verify your action
• Rerun of a job step resets subsequent jobs that need to be rerun as a result of this rerun

Take the following steps to run a job step:

1. Place the cursor next to INSTALL PRODUCT(S) FROM BASE TAPE on the Main menu
2. Press ENTER

The Select Product Install Jobs screen displays on your terminal.
   CAR9INST                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid

  TIME: 09:10:00          SELECT PRODUCT INSTALL JOBS

             DONE  STEP       DESCRIPTION OF STEP PROCESSING

 

              N    JOB1       FORMAT AND RESERVE DATABASE MINIDISKS

              N    JOB2       OFFLOAD CONTENTS OF INSTALL TAPE

              N    JOB3       SITE SPECIFIC ASSEMBLIES

              N    JOB4       LINKEDITS

              N    JOB5       UPDATE THE CA IDMS RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT

              N    JOB6       BASE TOOLDICT DICTIONARY LOAD

              N    JOB7       BUILD PRODUCT DATABASE FILES

              N    JOB8       FULL DATABASE BACKUP

              N    JOB9       FINAL INSTALLATION PROCESSING

                   READER     REVIEW OUTPUT IN READER QUEUE

                   EXIT

 

 PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED JOB STEP AND PRESS ENTER

                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

 

3. Place the cursor next to the desired job
4. Press ENTER

NOTE
The jobs must be run in order.

Description of job steps This table describes each job step available on the Select Product Install Jobs screen.

Job ID Description
Job1&co1. Format database minidisks:

Format (CMS) and reserve database disks
Validate disk large enough for database pages specified
Error screen returned if minidisk is too small

Job2 Offload contents of install tape:
TEXT modules
Link edit SYSLIN members
Source entities
Rename non-MACLIB entities (for example, DICTDATA)
Create or update IDMSTOOL MACLIB
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Job3 Site specific assemblies:
Common modules for IDBGJ. install
IDMSOPTI
RHDCPARM - update DMCL name
#SVCOPT
USVCOPT
VMCFOPT
Print exit - RHDCUX21 and RDHCUXIT
Tailor RUNAJNL and RUNPLOG for DMCL name
WTOEXIT
RHDCCODE
Note: If you want to use a different code page and have it
assembledduring the installation process, you must take the
following steps before executing Job3.
Rename the installed RHDCCODE ASSEMBLE member to
CP1140R ASSEMBLE.
Rename the source for the code page you want to use to
RHDCCODE ASSEMBLE. This new module is then assembled
and linked as RHDCCODE during the installation.
Source for additional code pages is installed into your IDMS.
macro library, IDMSLIB MACLIB. These modules are installed as
CPxxxxF or CPxxxxR.
For more information about defining entries in your code table, see
IDOPS..
To update the RHDCCODE module after the initial installation, do
the following:
Rename your existing RHDCCODE ASSEMBLE source.
Replace RHDCCODE ASSEMBLE with the source for your new
code table.
Use the CAE5ASMB EXEC to assemble your new RHDCCODE
and use the CAE5LNKB EXEC to link your new load module.
IDBFK. - CULXPROF
IDBGY. - #PMOPT
IDBGP. - RHDCUCMS (assemble #UCFCMS)

Job4 Link edits:
Create or update IDMSTOOL LOADLIB
Link only products currently being installed
Link output is broken out by product

Job5&co1. Update the runtime environment:
Validate Page Range step must have been previously run
Update DMCL, DBTABLE, and SYSGEN modules
Create DBALIB LOADLIB for non-product modules
Format system database minidisks using IDMSBCF
Populate system catalog with DMCL and DBTABLE
Update system dictionary with all sysgen entities
Update system 99 and 90 for products being installed

Job6 Populate TOOLDICT dictionary
Updates dictionary with records, maps, etc.
Provides a PRINT SPACE report on the TOOLDICT dictionary

Job7&co1. Populate the IDTOOL. database files
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Job8 Backup all database files (optional):
Specified on Set Tape Parameters screen
Validates that tape VOLSER is not the install tape
Uses IDMSBCF BACKUP function

Job9 Final installation review and update:
Validates that all jobs were run
Sets all flags indicating the install is complete
:tnote.&co1.These jobs are not run if an Upgrade installation is
performed. :etnote.

The job steps are described in more detail below.

Format and Reserve Database

This job executes the CMS FORMAT and RESERVE commands for all minidisks which are used as database files for the
tool(s) you are installing. If this is a Base (initial) installation, the TOOLDICT dictionary and load area are allocated.

The installation EXECs validates the minidisk for each file contains enough CMS blocks to contain the number of IDMS.
pages for the database files which reside on that disk.

If the minidisk is too small, an error screen is displayed informing you of the:

• Minidisk address
• Number of blocks on the disk
• Number of blocks required for the disk in error

Determine if the minidisk is incorrectly allocated or if the page information provided is in error.

If the minidisk is incorrectly allocated:

• Redefine the minidisk

If the page information provided is in error:

• Select the SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS function
• Select SET MINIDISK PARAMETERS-BY SEGMENT screen
• Correct the minidisk definition
• Return to the INSTALL PRODUCTS FROM BASE TAPE screen and select JOB 1.

The job begins with the erroneous disk, skipping disks that are successfully formatted.

Offload Contents of Install Tape

Job 2 executes the CAIIPDS program which:

• Creates or updates IDMSTOOL MACLIB. The IDMSTOOL MACLIB is created when a Base or Upgrade install is
performed. The IDMSTOOL MACLIB is updated for an Add-on installation.

• Offloads source modules. These are renamed and placed on the A disk or may be added to the IDMSTOOL MACLIB.
• Offloads text modules. The text members are placed individually on the installer's A disk.
• Offloads all general service products. These services are only offloaded during a Base or Upgrade install.
• Downloads sample EXECs. The sample EXECs are downloaded as filetype SAMPEXEC to the installer's A disk.

The individual modules are password protected on the installation tape, as well as being encrypted. If you receive a USER
0012 abend when running this step, This always indicates a password error. Review the product passwords supplied by
Broadcom for the products that you are installing. Any of the following may be the cause:
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• a wrong password
• a missing password
• typing the letter O instead of the number 0
• typing the letter I or L instead of the number 1
• accidentally over-typing a product code

Site Specific Assemblies

This job assembles the runtime parameter modules for each product being installed. The parameters used are the ones
set during the SET PRODUCT RUNTIME Parameters screens under the SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS menu. If
any assembly errors occur, a screen indicating which module has a problem is returned.

See the IDTOOL. Runtime Options for detailed information on re-assembling and link editing the TPARM ASSEMBLE
modules after initial installation.

IDTOOL Product TPARM ASSEMBLE Member
IDTO5 USGTPARM
IDTDI USVTPARM
IDTDI USMTPARM
IDTDIA XDMTPARM
IDTM3 USETPARM
IDTDQF DADTPARM
IDTDMLO USDTPARM

USDMLXIT
IDTO3 ESXTPARM
IDTF8 SSKTPARM
IDTF9 USKTPARM
IDTO4 ESSTPARM
GENERAL SORT TPSPARM

Link edits

This job link edits each of the products being installed.

For Base or Upgrade installs:

• The IDMSTOOL LOADLIB is created on the installer's A disk for a Base or Upgrade install.
• All general service products for the IDTOOL. are link edited.

NOTE
The IDMSTOOL LOADLIB is only updated during an Add-on installation.

Update the IDMS Runtime Environment

This job modifies (if required) and provides:
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• DMCL - Updated with database definitions for IDTOOL. that have database files. &co1.
• DBTABLE - Updated with database definitions for IDTOOL. that have database files. &co1.
• SYSGEN - SYSTEM 90 and SYSTEM 99 are updated with program and task definitions for the products selected in

this run. For Base installs, all of the general service modules' SYSGEN definitions are added to the systems.
• PRINT SPACE report - Allows you to monitor the space usage in the dictionary.

&co1. - A copy of the DMCL and DBTABLE modules is saved for recovery purposes.

Base TOOLDICT Dictionary Load

This job populates the TOOLDICT dictionary with data for the IDTOOL selected for installation, including tutorials, records,
and maps.

This job runs a PRINT SPACE report of the TOOLDICT dictionary segment so you can monitor the space usage in the
dictionary.

Build Product Database Files

This job populates the individual IDTOOL database files that are based on the IDTOOL selected for this installation. This
includes such things as elements, records, schemas, and subschemas for individual IDTOOL.

Full Database Backup (Optional)

Full database backup is an optional job. Whether this job is run is determined on the Select Tape Processing Parameters
screen under the Set Installation Parameters menu. If the FINAL BACKUP parameter is set to Y (Yes), this job is
executed.

Whether this is a Base or Add-on installation, the TOOLDICT SEGMENT is backed up. The other database files are only
backed up based on the IDTOOL selection for this installation.

Final Installation Processing

This job goes through the various installation utility flags and fields and updates them to show that the installation is now
complete for the IDTOOL which you are installing.

NOTE
Once this job is run, the installation may not be restarted except at the beginning job step. Wait to run this step if
you want to rerun some jobs.

Install User Exits
You must install user exits for the following IDTOOL:

• IDTF8
• IDTO5
• IDTO6

The following information describes how to create a customized RHDCUXIT module for the IDTOOL mix that you
are installing. However, the MACLIB library that is downloaded during the installation process contains members that
incorporate all the types of changes that are described in the the following steps. You must select the correct module
names and insert them into JCL supplied in the sample EXECs to generate an appropriate RHDCUXIT. See Format and
Reserve Database for how to select the correct members from the MACLIB library.
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Although the specific modifications described below depend on the combination of products being installed, the following
is the basic sequence of steps required for user exit definition:

1. Copy RHDCUXIT source from the source library of the installed IDMS system into a working version.
If you have already added numbered exits to RHDCUXIT for other software products, you must update that version of
RHDCUXIT with the required exits for the IDTOOL.

NOTE
The version of RHDCUXIT used by those other software products mustbe fully compatible with the version of
RHDCUXIT distributed with IDMS..

2. Update the copy of RHDCUXIT with appropriate #DEFXIT commands that are based on the combination of products
that are installed.

NOTE
The #DEFXIT entries are positional; that is, #DEFXIT for exit 04 must be the fifth sequential #DEFXIT within
RHDCUXIT.

See the discussion of "Numbered Exits" in the IDOPS for a more detailed explanation of RHDCUXIT coding
conventions.
If you added #DEFXIT entries for other products, and if any of those exits conflict with the exits that are required for
the IDTOOL you are installing, consult the installation sections for the other products to determine the method for
resolving the problem of multiple users for a given numbered exit.
If you are installing IDTO5., the following macro statements for the user-invoked exits are required:

 #DEFXIT ,                                            256

 #DEFXIT ,                                            257

 #DEFXIT ,                                            258

........................................................

     ......... repeated for 259 through 330 .........

........................................................

 #DEFXIT ,                                            331

 #DEFXIT ,                                            332

 #DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USGX333E,AMODE=ANY    333

If you are installing IDTF8. without IDTO6., two system-invoked exits are required:

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=SSKXT04E,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 04

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=SSKXT06E,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 06

These macro statements define the following exits:

Exit 4  -- New Task Exit

Exit 6  -- Task Termination Exit II

If you are installing IDTO6 without IDTF8, six system-invoked exits are required:

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXT0E,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 00

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXT4E,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 04

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXT5E,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 05

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXTDE,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 13

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXTFE,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 15

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXT3E,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 33

These macro statements define the following exits:

Exit 0  -- System Initialization Exit

Exit 4  -- New Task Exit
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Exit 5  -- Task Termination Exit I

Exit 13 -- Shutdown Exit

Exit 15 -- VIB Statistics Exit

Exit 33 -- Task Analyzer Exit

If both IDTO6 and IDTF8 are to be installed, seven system-invoked exits are required:

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXT0E,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 00

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXT4E,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 04

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXT5E,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 05

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=SSKXT06E,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 06

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXTDE,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 13

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXTFE,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 15

#DEFXIT MODE=SYSTEM,CALL=DC,EP=USFEXT3E,AMODE=ANY   EXIT 33

These macro statements define the following exits:

Exit 0  -- System Initialization Exit

Exit 4  -- New Task Exit

Exit 5  -- Task Termination Exit I

Exit 6  -- Task Termination Exit II

Exit 13 -- Shutdown Exit

Exit 15 -- VIB Statistics Exit

Exit 33 -- Task Analyzer Exit

3. If both IDTO6 and IDTF8 are being installed, copy MACLIB member USFUEXTX into a working version and update
it accordingly: :cragphic. USFUEXTM TYPE=CSECT, X USREXT0=(NO,,), X USREXT4=(YES,SSKXT04E,D), X
USREXT5=(NO,,), X USREXTD=(NO,,), X USREXTF=(NO,,)

4. Assemble the updated RHDCUXIT and USFUEXTX. See the table under Format and Reserve Database for a key to
finding the correct sample JCL.

5. Link edit RHDCUXIT as assembled in step 8d with user exit routines appropriate for the IDTOOL being installed. See
SAMPEXEC's TOOLASM for model JCL to accomplish the assembly and link edit.

IDTOOL Exit Routine

IDTF8 SSK2IT04
SSK2IT06

IDTO5 USG2333

IDTO6 USFEXT0
USFEXT4
USFEXT5
USFEXTD
USFEXTF
USFEXT3
USFEXTW
USFUEXT

Exit Routines Required for IDTOOL.

Additional Considerations

To determine the appropriate sample EXEC needed to generate an RHDCUXIT module, use the table below to determine
a value for n based on your IDTOOL. mix and substitute that number for n in the following procedure:
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                         TOOLASMA     TOOLASMB   TOOLASMC

               n  <===>  1   2   3     4   6      5   7

 CA IDMS/MASTERKEY       Y       Y                Y   Y

 CA IDMS/ADS ALIVE           Y   Y         Y          Y

 CA IDMS/TASK ANALYZER                 Y   Y      Y   Y

1. Select the correct sample EXEC member to assemble and link RHDCUXIT.
– If n is 1, 2, or 3, select TOOLASMA SAMPEXEC.
– If n is 4 or 6, select TOOLASMB SAMPEXEC.
– If n is 5 or 7, select TOOLASMC SAMPEXEC.

2. Edit the selected SAMPEXEC by replacing the n in TOOLXITn and TOOLLNKn with the value of n as shown in the
table above and renaming the member from filetype SAMPEXEC to filetype EXEC.

3. Update the library names and other variables as indicated in the TOOLJCL member you selected from the table
above.

4. Execute the EXEC.

Convert the IDMS/Database Extractor Database
If you are using IDMS./Test Database Builder and want to preserve the Selection Criteria Specifications for use by IDMS/
Database Extractor, you must convert to the current release.

Detailed instructions for converting the database are contained in the Converting to IDMS/Database Extractor section of
IDMS./Database Extractor Using section.

Update the Dictionary
The IDTOOL. products are tightly integrated with the data dictionary; this means updating all dictionaries in which you
wish to:

• Execute IDTO7.
• Execute IDTDMLO. (IDTDMLO.) with extended security and/or access restrictions
• Execute IDTDQF. (IDTDQF.)

The default dictionary for each system under which you intend to run IDTO2. must also be updated.

ADS Trace Dictionary Updates

All application dictionaries using ADS Trace must be updated with the attributes, records and elements for ADS Trace. To
update each dictionary:

1. Create an IDMSDDDL job with ATDDDL DICTDATA as input.
2. Execute the job.
3. Review the output and verify the entities were successfully added to the dictionary.

IDMS/DC Sort Dictionary Updates

All application dictionaries using IDTO2. must be updated with the records and modules for IDTO2.. To update each
dictionary:

1. Create an IDMSDDDL job with TPSDDL DICTDATA as input.
2. Submit the job.
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3. Review the output and verify the entities were successfully added to the dictionary.

IDMS DMLO Dictionary Updates

For a full discussion of updating the dictionary(ies) for IDTDMLO., see IDTDMLO. Security and Access.

IDMS DQF Dictionary Updates

IDTDQF. is an ADS. application; the installation process adds the IDTDQF. application to the IDMS. Task Application
Table (TAT) in the TOOLDICT dictionary. Each application dictionary using IDTDQF. must be updated with the IDTDQF.
ADS application.

To update the dictionary:

1. In the IDTOOL. MACRO library, find the member DADBTAT.
2. Use the ADSOBTAT EXEC with DADBTAT as input.
3. Review the output and verify the application was successfully added to the dictionary.

Modifying the Sysgen
If you installed IDTF7. and IDTO6., the sysgen SYSTEM statement must be modified to accommodate:

• Storage requirements for IDTO6..
• IDTF7. and IDTO6. statistics gathering.
• Storage Requirements

a. Before starting IDBGQ., consider the storage requirements of IDTO6 that can affect the sysgen. These
requirements include:
(*** Error: list level 3, num/num/bul***)Storage pool
(*** Error: list level 3, num/num/bul***)Program pool
(*** Error: list level 3, num/num/bul***)Stacksize
See the "Operations" section of the IDTTA.

NOTE
These requirements may be critical to the proper functioning of your environment.

b. Modify the SYSTEM statement to incorporate the required changes.
• Statistics Gathering

IDTF7. and IDTO6. get their data for all activities except dialogs from the by-task statistics records. Statistical
information for dialogs is gathered from the transaction statistics records. For IDMS. to capture this data, the statistics
must be requested at the system level.
a. By-task Statistics are controlled through the STATISTIC subparameter of the SYSTEM statement. The minimum

specification required is:

                        WRITE

      STATISTICS TASK { COLLECT }

NOTE
If you are installing IDTF7., you must specify WRITE; otherwiseCOLLECT is sufficient.

Normally, CV writes the by-task statistic records to the log. With IDTO6., this action is controlled by the DC
STATISTICS option field of the IDTO6. Statistics Plan screen. See the "Operations" section of the IDTTA.

b. Dialog Statistics are specified in the ADSO statement of the sysgen. The DIALOG STATISTICS subparameter of
the ADSO statement generates the transaction statistics. The specification required is:
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                       ALL

DIALOG STATISTICS ON { SELECTED }

NOTE
If you specify SELECTED, IDTF7., and IDTO6. can only reportdialogs defined with a PROGRAM
statement specifying ADSO DIALOG STATISTICS ON.

See the appropriate IDMS. sections for complete information on gathering statistics.

Modify Your Start-up JCL
To modify the start-up JCL for your systems:

For all IDTOOL
, identify the IDMS. systems in which the online IDTOOL. are installed. Add the installation libraries to CDMSLIB
for the identified IDMS. systems.

If you are installing the following IDTOOL
, add the JCL for the databases used by:

• IDMS. Tools Dictionary
• IDTDI
• IDTDI
• IDTDMLO
• IDTO3
• IDTF8
• IDTO4

NOTE
IDMS. supports dynamic file allocation.

If you are installing IDTO3
, identify the IDMS.systems in which you want IDTO3. to run. Add the IDTO3. load library to the CDMSLIB(s)
before the library(ies) that contains the following IDMS. utilities:

• IDMSDDDL
• IDMSCHDC
• IDMSCHEM
• RHDCSGDC
• RHDCSGEN
• IDMSUBSC
• IDMSDDDC
• IDMSUBDC

The IDTO3 load library is the ENFRLOAD LOADLIB where IDTO3. was installed.

Cycle Your IDMS System
Cycle your IDMS system.

Install Default JCL
At the initial installation, you must install the default EXECs used by IDTDI. and IDTDIA. (DMA). These EXECs allow you
to submit jobs to the internal reader from an IDMS. system.
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The IDTDI. EXECs are used to execute the batch components of IDTDI. The default IDTDI. EXECs are contained in
members:

• CMSBEXEC EXEC - Extracts and loads a database
• CMSBPSC EXEC - Prints extract specifications
• CMSBPJCL EXEC - Prints extract and load JCL

The DMA EXEC is used for the online job submission of IDTDI. jobs by DMA. The DMA EXEC is any EXEC for IDTDI.
that you are already using or the member USMXTRCT EXEC. Edit USMXTRCT EXEC to remove all parameter
statements.

NOTE
The EXEC to upload IDTDI. and DMA is included as membersUSVUJCL EXEC and XDMBJCL EXEC
respectively.

Installing the IDMS Option for CMS
This section takes you step-by-step through the IDMS. Option for CMS installation procedure. Each screen that you use is
presented.

Before you begin

Before you begin the installion procedure, make sure that you have:

• Reviewed cover letters and PMLs (Product Maintenance Letters)
• Reviewed the Installation and Maintenance sections
• Reviewed and verified system requirements
• Installed required CIS components

Installation steps

During the installation, you will perform these steps:

Step Description
1 Allocate minidisks
2 Offload installation material from tape
3 Run CMSO170 EXEC to initiate installation
4 Set installation parameters
5 Execute install job steps
6 Create new startup module
7 Create startup EXEC

Obtaining help

To obtain field-level help on any of the installation screens, press PF1.

Function keys

The updates are controlled through the use of PF keys on all screens. The use of the ENTER key does not cause updates
to occur, but can invoke read-only type functions on some screens.
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Review Cover Letters or PMLs

Allocate Minidisks (for CMS)
Perform the following step to allocate minidisks:

1. Allocate and format the IDMS. Option for CMS installation disk in CMS format. The recommended size for the
installation minidisk is 40 cylinders. This allows sufficient room for the base installation and growth for subsequent
maintenance.

Offload Installation Material from the Tape
Contents of the installation file

The installation file has the following contents:

• Installation EXECs, XEDIT profiles, and message file
• Installation HELP files
• Sample EXECs to run IDMS. programs
• Sample UCFCMS EXEC
• Optional APARS
• Required APARs (if provided)

Load file

Take these steps to load the installation file:

1. Mount the installation tape
2. Type:

TAPE FSF n

where n is the number of files specified on the cover letter
3. Type:

TAPE LOAD * * A (NOPRINT

Execute CMSO170 to Initiate Installation
The CMSO170 EXEC invokes all of the installation and maintenance tasks that must be performed. Take the following
steps to run CMSO170:

1. Type CMSO170.
– If this is the first time you are invoking the install, this screen appears.

  CAE5LODV                          CA, INC.                    USER: IDMSQA02

  DATE: mm/dd/yy    CA IDMS/CMS OPTION  VM/CMS INSTALLATION

  TIME: 14:55:23            LOAD DEFAULT PARAMETERS

  **********************************************************

  * THE DEFAULT INSTALLATION PARAMETERS FOR A CMS OPTION   *

  * INSTALL WILL NOW BE LOADED INTO YOUR LASTING GLOBALV   *

  * USING THE CAQ6LODF EXEC.                               *

  **********************************************************
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      PLEASE PRESS  ENTER  TO CONTINUE

2. Press ENTER.

NOTE
The Main menu appears.

  CAQ6H0                            CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy        CA IDMS/CMS OPTION INSTALLATION         USER: userid

  TIME: 13:23:11               M A I N  M E N U

                          SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS

                          INSTALL BASE TAPE

                          INSTALL MAINTENANCE TAPE

                          APPLY APAR CORRECTION(S) TO SYSTEM

                          DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER

                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Main menu options

The following table describes the Main menu installation options. Please note that you don't use all the options.

Option Description
Set installation parameters This option accesses a menu that allows you to set the

parameters used during the installation procedure. These
parameters apply to Base and maintenance installs.
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Install product(s) from Base tape This option displays a menu presenting you with all the job
steps required to complete a Base install. A Base install must be
completed before a Maintenance installation can be attempted.

Install product maintenance tape This option displays a menu presenting you with all the job steps
required to install a Maintenance tape. You must have completed
a prior Base install before a Maintenance install can be started.

Apply APAR corrections to system This option displays a menu which allows you to apply or remove
APARs to your system. You are able to specify control parameters,
select required or optional APARs to apply or show those already
applied, or review the APAR control files.

Display GLOBALV variables This option displays a menu that allows you to display installation
values in the LASTING GLOBALV that are not displayed on other
panels. These screens may be useful in debugging installation
problems. For more information regarding the LASTING
GLOBALV screens, please see The IDMS. GLOBALV Menu.

Installation Parameters Menu
You set installation parameters from the Set Install Parameters menu. Take the following steps to display the Set Install
Parameters menu:

1. Tab to the SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS on the Main menu
2. Press ENTER

The Set Installation Variables menu appears.

  CAE5SPRM                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy    CA IDMS/CMS OPTION  VM/CMS INSTALLATION     USER: userid

  TIME: 09:21:41          SET INSTALL PARAMETERS MENU

                          SET PRODUCT PASSWORDS

                          SET MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS

                          SET TAPE SELECTION PARAMETERS

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER

                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )
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Provide IDMS Option for CMS Passwords

Take the following steps to set product passwords:

1. Tab to SET PRODUCT PASSWORDS on the Set Install Parameters menu
2. Press ENTER

The Provide Product Passwords screen appears.

  CAE5SPWD                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: F0Q61B

  DATE: 11/20/01    CA IDMS/CMS OPTION  VM/CMS INSTALLATION     USER: IDMSQA02

  TIME: 09:26:22           PROVIDE PRODUCT PASSWORDS

         PASSWORD           PASSWORD           PASSWORD

  PW1    00000000   PW2     00000000   PW3     00000000

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)    PF9= UPDATE PASSWORDS    |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Enter passwords for those products requiring passwords.
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering passwords to update passwords.

Set Miscellaneous Parameters

Take the following steps to set miscellaneous parameters:

1. Place the cursor next to SET MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS on the Set Install Parameters menu
2. Press ENTER

The Select Miscellaneous Parameters screen appears.

  CAE5SMCO                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: 11/20/01    CA IDMS/CMS OPTION  VM/CMS INSTALLATION     USER: userid

  TIME: 09:28:50        SELECT MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS

 FIELD            VALUE

  INSTALL TYPE:   BASE

  CVMACH ID:      IDMSQA02

  ASSEMBLER NAME: ASMAHL

  CA90S USERID:
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  CA90S ADDRESS:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)     PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS    |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Type new information in any field on the screen
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering information to update the miscellaneous parameters

Set Tape Processing Parameters (for CMS)

Take the following steps to set tape selection parameters:

1. Place the cursor next to SET TAPE SELECTION PARAMETERS on the Set Install Parameters menu
2. Press ENTER

The Select Tape Processing Parameters screen appears.
   CAE5STCO                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: 11/20/01    CA IDMS/CMS OPTION  VM/CMS INSTALLATION     USER: userid

  TIME: 09:29:14       SELECT TAPE PROCESSING PARAMETERS

 

 FIELD          VALUE

 INSTALLATION

  TAPE ADDRESS: 181

  VOLSER:       volser

  GENLEVEL:     genlevel

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)     PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS    |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

3. Type new information in any field on the screen
4. Press PF9 when you are done entering information to update the tape selection parameters
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Execute Install Job
The install job steps are run in sequence to finalize the installation. Please note these guidelines before running a job
step:

• A check is made to ensure that in-progress installs are not jeopardized
• Each job step verifies the required prior job steps have been run
• Most jobs are restartable
• If you try to rerun a job step and it is completed, the system asks you to verify your action
• Rerun of a job step resets subsequent jobs that need to be rerun as a result of this rerun

Take the following steps to run a job step:

1. Place the cursor next to INSTALL PRODUCT(S) FROM BASE TAPE on the Main menu
2. Press ENTER

The Select Product Install Jobs screen displays appears.

  CAE5INST                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: 11/20/01    CA IDMS/CMS OPTION  VM/CMS INSTALLATION     USER: userid

  TIME: 09:29:40          SELECT PRODUCT INSTALL JOBS

             DONE  STEP       DESCRIPTION OF STEP PROCESSING

              N    JOB2       OFFLOAD CONTENTS OF INSTALL TAPE

              N    JOB3       SITE SPECIFIC ASSEMBLIES

              N    JOB4       LINKEDITS

              N    JOB11      FINAL INSTALLATION PROCESSING

                   READER     REVIEW OUTPUT IN READER QUEUE

                   EXIT

 PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED JOB STEP AND PRESS ENTER

                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

3. Place the cursor next to the desired job
4. Press ENTER

Description of job steps
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The following table describes each job step available on the Select Product Install Jobs screen.

Job ID Description
Job2 Offload contents of install tape:

TEXT modules
Link edit SYSLIN members
Source entities
Rename non-MACLIB entities
Create or update IDMSLIB MACLIB

Job3 Site specific assemblies:
Common modules for IDBGJ. install
#SVCOPT
SVCOPT
VMCFOPT
IDBGP. - RHDCUCMS (assemble #UCFCMS)

Job4 Link edits:
Create or update IDMSLIB LOADLIB
Link only products currently being installed
Link output is broken out by product

Job11 Final installation review and update:
Validates that all jobs were run
Sets all flags indicating the install is complete

Maintenance Tape Installation Procedures
The Maintenance Tape facility allows the z/VM user to apply maintenance tapes to their IDMS., IDMS. Tools or IDMS.
Option for CMS environment in an easy-to-understand, controlled, and documented manner. The procedures for all of
these products are the same and are presented only once. The screens displayed for each product are similar, but the
product name is different.

The maintenance tapes deliver updated TEXT modules that have all of the published APARs already applied. The process
relinks affected load modules using the updated TEXT modules. This process ensures that all APARs for each module are
applied and makes it easier to keep your startup modules up to date. It also allows you to relink your startup module(s)
for site-specific changes (for example, an updated RHDCPARM module) without having to reapply APARs to each startup
module after it has been relinked.

Before you begin

Prior to starting the install procedure, make sure that you have:

• Reviewed the Product Maintenance Letter (PML is the cover letter), any Product Error Alerts (PEAs) and Product
Documentation Change (PDCs).

• Reviewed the Maintenance Installation section.

Installation Steps

During the installation, perform these steps:

Step Description
1 Review installation materials
2 Offload installation materials from tape
3 Execute appropriate EXEC (IDMS170, TOOL170, CMSO170) to

initiate installation
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4 Set installation parameters
5 Execute install job steps
6 Create new startup module
7 Update startup EXEC

Obtaining help

To obtain menu or field help on any of the installation screens, press PF1.

Function keys

The updates are controlled through the use of PF keys on all screens. The use of the ENTER key does not cause updates
to occur, but can invoke read-only type functions on some screens.

Review Installation Materials
Review the cover letter (PML), any Product Error Alerts (PEAs) and Product Documentation Changes (PDCs) in your
installation package. PEAs and PDCs may be added to the installation package during the life of a Service Pack. Review
this information carefully for any additional steps, corrective actions or site-relevant information required to complete your
maintenance install.

Offload Installation Material from Tape (for maintenance tape installation)

Contents of the installation file

The installation file may contain the following:

• Updated installation EXECs, XEDIT profiles, and message file
• Updated HELP files
• Updated or new optional APARs
• Documentation members describing the contents of the tape
• Descriptions of Required APARs applied on this tape
• Cross-reference showing published and test APAR numbers
• Cross-reference showing what APARs are applied to each module
• Descriptions of Optional APARs

Load file

Take these steps to load the installation materials:

1. Mount the maintenance tape
2. Type:

 TAPE FSF n 

 

where n is the number of files specified on the cover letter
3. Type:

 TAPE LOAD * * A (NOPRINT

 

4. Once you have offloaded this file, review the cross-reference documents to see if any APARs you applied to your
environment are included in the updated TEXT modules on this tape. If they are not and the module(s) they affect
have been updated on this tape, you will need to reapply some or all of them after the maintenance install has been
completed.
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Execute Installation EXEC
To begin the maintenance tape installation, you need to execute the appropriate EXEC for the product being processed.

1. Type the name of the EXEC and press ENTER:
– IDMS170 - IDMS.
– TOOL170 - IDMS. Tools
– CMSO170 - IDMS. Option for CMS
The Main Menu for the appropriate product appears.

  CAE5F0                            CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS z/VM INSTALLATION           USER: userid

  TIME: 05:13:02               M A I N  M E N U

                          SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS

                          INSTALL BASE TAPE

                          INSTALL MAINTENANCE TAPE

                          APPLY APAR CORRECTION(S) TO SYSTEM

                          DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER

                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

2. To select the INSTALL PRODUCT MAINTENANCE TAPE option, perform the following steps:
a. Tab to the INSTALL PRODUCT MAINTENANCE TAPE on the Main Menu
b. Press ENTER

If this is the first time invoking the maintenance install process, a screen similar to this appears:

  CAE5LODV                          CA, INC.                   USER: userid

  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION

  TIME: 07:45:11            LOAD DEFAULT PARAMETERS

  **********************************************************

  * ANY NEW INSTALL PARAMETERS FOR THIS MAINTENANCE TAPE   *

  * WILL NOW BE LOADED INTO YOUR LASTING GLOBALV USING     *

  * THE CAE5LODM EXEC.                                     *

  **********************************************************
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      PLEASE PRESS  ENTER  TO CONTINUE

Press ENTER.

The Main Menu for the Maintenance Tape Install appears.

  CAE5MNT                           CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy      CA IDMS VM MAINTENANCE TAPE INSTALL       USER: userid

  TIME: 07:52:12               M A I N  M E N U

                          SET MAINTENANCE INSTALLATION PARAMETERS

                          SET MAINTENANCE PRODUCT PASSWORDS

                          RUN MAINTENANCE INSTALLATION JOBS

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER

                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Main menu options

The following table describes the Main Menu installation options. Please note that you may not need to use all the options
for every maintenance tape (for example, some tapes may not require passwords).

Option Description
Set maintenance installation parameters This option accesses a menu that allows you to specify if you

want to allocate a new load and/or maclib for this maintenance
tape. This is not required. The option allows you to segregate the
maintenance until you want it combined with your main libraries
after it has been tested and accepted at your site.

Set maintenance product passwords This option displays a screen that allows you to enter any
passwords that may be required to install the maintenance tape.
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Run maintenance installation jobs This option accesses a menu that displays the jobs needed to run
the install on the maintenance tape.

Set Maintenance Installation Parameters
You set maintenance parameters from the Set Maintenance Installation Parameters menu. To access this screen:

1. Tab to the SET MAINTENANCE INSTALLATION PARAMETERS on the Main Menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Set Installation Parameters screen appears.

  CAE5MPRM                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy      CA IDMS VM MAINTENANCE TAPE INSTALL       USER: userid

  TIME: 12:11:54         SELECT INSTALLATION PARAMETERS

 FIELD          VALUE

  LOADLIB PARAMETERS:

   ALLOCATE NEW:        N

   LOADLIB NAME:        IDMSLIB

  MACLIB PARAMETERS:

   ALLOCATE NEW:        N

   MACLIB NAME:         IDMSLIB

  TAPE CUU:             181

  LAST GENLEVEL:        F00109DBA00

  LAST TAPE VOLSER:

  CURRENT GENLEVEL:     F00109DBA00

  CURRENT TAPE VOLSER:  F0Q41B

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)     PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS    |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Update the LOADLIB and/or MACLIB parameters you need to change.
4. Press PF9 when you are done to update the parameters in the LASTING GLOBAV.

Set Maintenance Product Passwords
You may be required to provide product passwords on some maintenance tapes. To set the product passwords:

1. Tab to the SET MAINTENANCE PRODUCT PASSWORDS on the Main Menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Provide Product Passwords screen appears.

  CAE5MPWD                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy      CA IDMS VM MAINTENANCE TAPE INSTALL       USER: userid

  TIME: 06:13:22           PROVIDE PRODUCT PASSWORDS

         PASSWORD
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  PW1    00000000

  PW2    00000000

  PW3    00000000

  PW4    00000000

  PW5    00000000

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)    PF9= UPDATE PASSWORDS    |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Enter the passwords provided on the Product Authorization sheet(s) for the products installed at your site. You
received the Product Authorization sheet(s) with your tape.

4. Press PF9 when you are done entering passwords to update them in the LASTING GLOBALV.

Run Maintenance Installation Jobs
The maintenance jobs steps are run in sequence to install the updated software. Please note these guidelines before
running a job step:

• A check is made to ensure that any in-process installs are not jeopardized. Any BASE, ADDON or prior
MAINTENANCE installations MUST be completed before a maintenance install can begin.

• Only those jobs that are required for the current tape display. If a job is not required for a particular tape, then the line
where that step normally appears is left blank.

• Each job step verifies that prior job steps are complete before it proceeds.
• You can restart most jobs.
• If you try to rerun a job step after its completion, the system asks you to verify your action.
• Rerunning a job step resets any subsequent jobs that need to be rerun.

To run the job steps:

1. Place the cursor next to RUN MAINTENANCE INSTALLATION JOBS on the Main Menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The SELECT MAINTENANCE INSTALL JOBS screen appears.

  CAE5MINS                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy      CA IDMS VM MAINTENANCE TAPE INSTALL       USER: userid

  TIME: 07:42:11        SELECT MAINTENANCE INSTALL JOBS

             DONE  STEP       DESCRIPTION OF STEP PROCESSING

              N    JOB1       OFFLOAD CONTENTS OF MAINTENANCE TAPE

              N    JOB2       ASSEMBLIES

              N    JOB3       LINKEDITS

              N    JOB4       UPDATE THE CA IDMS RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT
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              N    JOB5       FINAL INSTALLATION PROCESSING

                   READER     REVIEW OUTPUT IN READER QUEUE

                   EXIT

 PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED JOB STEP AND PRESS ENTER

                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

3. Place the cursor next to the desired job and press ENTER.

Description of job steps

Job ID Description
JOB1 Offload contents of maintenance tape:

TEXT modules
Updated link edit SYSLIN members
Source entities
Update existing MACLIB or optionally create a new MACLIB

JOB2 Site specific assemblies:
Assemble modules if source/macros have changed

JOB3 Link edits:
Updates existing load library or optionally creates a new load
library
Only links products installed at each site

JOB4 Update database files:
Update existing databases
May not be run for every tape

JOB5 Final installation review and update:
Validates that all jobs were run
Sets all flags indicating that the install is complete

Create New Startup module (for maintenence tape installation)
Depending on what modules have been delivered on a maintenance tape, IDMS. sites may be required to relink their
startup module(s). The cover letter should indicate if this is required, but you should also check.

To create a new startup module:

1. Use the SYSLIN member for your current system.
2. Optionally change the name of the startup module.
3. Type the following command to link edit into the appropriate load library using the CAE5LNKB EXEC:

 CAE5LNKB startup SYSLIN loadlib NORENT
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Update Your Startup EXEC
If you define a new load library for the modules from the maintenance tape, you should update your startup EXEC and
add the new load library to the CDMSLIB concatenation.

This section contains the following topics:

Applying APARs
The Online APAR Maintenance Facility is designed to allow the z/VM user to apply corrective maintenance to their IDMS.,
IDTOOL. or IDMS. Option for CMS runtime environment in an easy-to-understand, controlled, and documented manner.

The APAR procedures for IDMS., IDTOOL. and the IDMS. Option for CMS are identical, but are presented once. In this
section, substitute prod with the appropriate value. The product name in the screen headings are different for each
product:

1. IDMS - IDMS.
2. TOOL - IDTOOL.
3. CMSO - IDMS. Option for CMS

As in the software install procedures, the APAR maintenance is driven by a series of online menus and EXECs. Online
menu and field help is available for each screen.

Separate log files are maintained for IDMS. and IDTOOL. to provide an audit trail of all activity processed against your
system, both successful and unsuccessful. These log files can be viewed online at any time.

Applying APARs

To apply APARs, you must:

• Obtain the APAR source
• Display the APAR menu
• Set your site parameters
• List and apply required and optional APARs
• Reverse an APAR if necessary
• List required and optional APARs that have been applied
• Review APAR history
• Review output in reader queue

This section discusses each of the topics listed.

Obtaining the APAR Source
APAR source can be obtained from these sources:

• Via the SupportConnect online system
• From APARs delivered on an APAR tape
• Over the telephone from a Broadcom Support representative

To ensure correct processing by the online system, you must follow these naming conventions:

• The FILE NAME should be either the temporary APAR number (for example, TC01001) received from a TSR if the
APAR is unpublished or the actual published APAR number (for example, LO12345)

• The FILE TYPE should be
prod

APAR - required APARs
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prod
OPT - optional APARs

NOTE
For clients who have installed the IDMS. Option for CMS, the value for prod should be IDMS.

Regardless of the source, the format of the APAR is consistent and is provided in a form specific to the z/VM environment,
not in some standard format that requires editing.

Displaying the APAR Menu
Take the following steps to display the APAR menu:

1. Execute prod170
The Main menu appears.

  CAE5F0                            CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy     CA IDMS VM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE      USER: userid

  TIME: 07:52:11               M A I N  M E N U

                          SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS

                          INSTALL PRODUCT(S) FROM BASE TAPE

                          INSTALL PRODUCT MAINTENANCE TAPE

                          APPLY APAR CORRECTION(S) TO SYSTEM

                          DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER

                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

2. Place the cursor next to APPLY APAR CORRECTION(S) TO SYSTEM
3. Press ENTER

The APAR menu shown below appears.

  CAE5APAR                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy     CA IDMS VM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE      USER: userid

  TIME: 07:54:12               A P A R  M E N U

                          SET APAR MAINTENANCE PARAMETERS

                          LIST REQUIRED APARS AVAILABLE FOR APPLICATION
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                          LIST OPTIONAL APARS AVAILABLE FOR APPLICATION

                          LIST REQUIRED APARS WHICH HAVE BEEN APPLIED

                          LIST OPTIONAL APARS WHICH HAVE BEEN APPLIED

                          REVIEW APAR HISTORY LOG FILE

                          REVIEW APAR ERROR LOG FILE

                          REVIEW OUTPUT IN READER QUEUE

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER

                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

Setting Your Site Parameters
After displaying the APAR menu, you must set your site specific parameters. Take these steps to set your site specific
parameters:

1. Place the cursor next to SET APAR MAINTENANCE PARAMETERS on the APAR menu.
2. Press ENTER.

The Set APAR Maintenance Parameters screen appears.

  CAE5SALD                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy     CA IDMS VM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE      USER: userid

  TIME: 07:56:44        SET APAR MAINTENANCE PARAMETERS

  LOADLIB FILE NAME: IDMSLIB

  LOADLIB FILE MODE: A

   NEW CREATION ONLY

  APAR SOURCE FM:    A

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  PF1= FIELD HELP    PF3= RETURN (NO CHANGES)     PF9= UPDATE PARAMETERS    |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Update the fields described in the table below to determine where APARs are applied and where the APAR source
members are located. Type the new information in each field and press PF9 to update the parameters.
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Pressing ENTER has no affect on the saved values. Press PF3 to exit and return to the APAR menu.

Field Description
LOADLIB FILE NAME This field specifies the CMS LOADLIB where the selected APARs

are applied. This field can be changed at any time. The installation
default is prodLIB, the base install library. See the description
below of the processing flow based on what you choose here.

LOADLIB FILE MODE This field specifies the minidisk where the load library exists, or is
created if it does not exist. The installation default is 'A'.

APAR SOURCE FM This field specifies the minidisk containing the APAR source
members. The installation default is 'A'.

LOADLIB Processing

Many users do not want to apply maintenance to their base load library, prodLIB. They want to remain 'clean' with the
contents unchanged. You can specify a library name that does not exist.

When an APAR is applied, the software checks to see if the library exists. If the library does not exist, it is created and
modules are copied from prodLIB LOADLIB into the new library. In an existing library, the software checks to see if the
affected module is in the library. This indicates prior maintenance has been applied to the module. If the module is not
present, it is automatically copied from prodLIB LOADLIB automatically.

NOTE
Modules are only copied from prodLIB. If you have updated modules in a library not currently specified, the
EXECs cannot find them and your maintenance is out of sync.

Listing and Applying Required APARs
To see a list of the required APARs (all files with FILE TYPE prodAPAR) available for applications, take the following
steps to display the List Required APARs Available To Be Applied screen:

1. Place the cursor next to LIST REQUIRED APARS AVAILABLE FOR APPLICATION on the APAR menu
2. Press ENTER

The List Required APARs Available To Be Applied screen appears.

  CAE5LAPR                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy     CA IDMS VM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE      USER: userid

  TIME: 13:34:11  LIST REQUIRED APARS AVAILABLE TO BE APPLIED   LIB:  IDMSLIB

  PAGE: 1 OF 1

 ACTION  APAR NUMBER

   _     LO36265

   TO BROWSE AN APAR, ENTER A B NEXT TO THE APAR(S) AND HIT ENTER
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   TO APPLY ANY APARS, ENTER AN X NEXT TO THE APAR(S) AND HIT PF9

   TO LOCATE AN APAR, ENTER THE APAR NUMBER AND HIT PF1:

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | PF1= LOCATE   PF3= RETURN     PF5= TOP          PF6=  BOTTOM      |

 | PF7= PAGE UP  PF8= PAGE DOWN  PF9= APPLY APARS  PF10= VERIFY ONLY |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------+

A listing of all the required APARs that were found on the minidisk specified in the SOURCE FM parameter of the Set
APAR Maintenance Parameters screen appears. The system displays a message if no APARs are available.

NOTE
If you believe some APARs should be listed and none are displayed, check to verify whether the APAR
SOURCE FM on the Set APAR Maintenance Parameters screen is correct. Next, check the disk to ensure the
files have a FILE TYPE of prodAPAR.

Browsing an APAR

You can browse an APAR by placing a 'B' in the ACTION column next to one or more APARs and pressing ENTER. This
allows you to browse each APAR selected. To exit each APAR, press PF3. If more than one APAR is selected, each one is
processed in order.

For multiple screens, indicated by the PAGE 1 of x on line 4 in the left corner of the screen, use the PF keys to move
through the list. PF key assignments are listed at the bottom of the screen. To search for a specific APAR, enter the
number in the field provided and press PF1. If the specified APAR is not found, an error message is displayed on line 5 of
the screen; otherwise, you are positioned on the appropriate screen.

Selecting an APAR(s)

To select one or more APARs, enter an 'X' in the ACTION column next to the appropriate APAR(s).

Verifying APAR(s)

To verify that the APAR(s) actually applies on your system, press PF10. In this case, no updates occur and only the VER
statements in the APAR(s) are processed. Also, no entries are made in the log file, prod17 APARLOG. For each APAR
that verifies, the system displays a 'V' in the ACTION column. If the verify was unsuccessful, the system displays an 'F' in
the ACTION column.

Applying APAR(s)

To apply the APAR(s) to your system, press PF9. Updates are applied to the appropriate load library using the ZAP utility.
For each APAR that is successfully applied, the system displays an 'A' in the ACTION column and makes an entry in the
APAR log file, prod17 APARLOG. If the apply was unsuccessful, the system displays an 'F' in the ACTION column and
makes an entry in the APAR error log file, prod17 ERRLOG.

NOTE
For more information regarding the log file contents, see Reviewing APAR History.

Results of APAR Processing

For each APAR processed, either verify only or actually applying, a member is created in your reader list with a
FILENAME of the APAR number and a FILETYPE of ZAPLOG. Review these by returning to the APAR menu and
selecting REVIEW OUTPUT IN READER QUEUE.

Once an APAR is successfully applied, the source member is renamed. The FILE NAME remains the same but the FILE
TYPE is changed to prodAPLY. This APAR can now be displayed using the LIST REQUIRED APARS WHICH HAVE
BEEN APPLIED option on the APAR menu.
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Listing and Applying Optional APARs
To see a list of optional APARs (all files with FILE TYPE prodOPT) available for applications, take the following steps to
display the List Optional APARs Available To Be Applied screen:

1. Place the cursor next to LIST OPTIONAL APARS AVAILABLE FOR APPLICATION on the APAR menu
2. Press ENTER

The List Optional APARs Available To Be Applied screen appears.

  CAE5LAPR                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy     CA IDMS VM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE      USER: userid

  TIME: 15:33:12  LIST OPTIONAL APARS AVAILABLE TO BE APPLIED   LIB:  DBALIB

  PAGE: 1 OF 8

 ACTION  APAR NUMBER

   _     CS74316

   _     CS76640

   _     CS76649

   _     CS81862

   _     CS81905

   _     CS81906

   _     CS81907

   _     CS82065

   _     CS82230

   _     CS82257

   TO BROWSE AN APAR, ENTER A B NEXT TO THE APAR(S) AND HIT ENTER

   TO APPLY ANY APARS, ENTER AN X NEXT TO THE APAR(S) AND HIT PF9

   TO LOCATE AN APAR, ENTER THE APAR NUMBER AND HIT PF1:

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | PF1= LOCATE   PF3= RETURN     PF5= TOP          PF6=  BOTTOM      |

 | PF7= PAGE UP  PF8= PAGE DOWN  PF9= APPLY APARS  PF10= VERIFY ONLY |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------+

A listing of all optional APARS found on the minidisk specified in the SOURCE FM parameter of the Set APAR
Maintenance Parameters screen appears. The system displays a message if no APARs are available.

NOTE
If you believe some APARs should be listed and none are displayed, verify whether the APAR SOURCE FM on
the Set APAR Maintenance Parameters screen is correct. Next, check the disk to ensure the files have a FILE
TYPE of prodOPT.

Browsing an APAR

You can browse an APAR by placing a 'B' in the ACTION column next to one or more APARs and pressing ENTER. You
can then browse each APAR selected. To exit each APAR, press PF3. If more than one APAR was selected, each one is
processed in order.

For multiple screens, indicated by the PAGE 1 of x on line 4 in the left corner of the screen, use the PF keys to move
through the list. PF key assignments are listed at the bottom of the screen. To search for a specific APAR, enter the
number in the field provided and press PF1. If no APAR with the requested number is found, an error message is
displayed on line 5 of the screen; otherwise, you are positioned on the appropriate screen.

Selecting an APAR(s)

To select one or more APARs, enter an 'X' in the ACTION column next to the appropriate APAR(s).
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Verifying APAR(s)

To verify the APAR(s) applies to your system, press PF10. In this case, no updates occur and only the VER statements
in the APAR(s) are processed. Also, no entries are made in the log file, prod17 APARLOG. For each APAR that verifies,
the system displays a 'V' in the ACTION column. If the verify was unsuccessful, the system displays an 'F' in the ACTION
column.

Applying APAR(s)

To apply the APAR(s) to your system, press PF9. Updates are applied to the appropriate load library using the ZAP utility.
For each APAR that is successfully applied, the system displays an 'A' in the ACTION column and makes an entry in the
APAR log file, prod17 APARLOG. If the apply was unsuccessful, the system displays an 'F' in the ACTION column and
makes an entry in the APAR error log file, prod17 ERRLOG.

NOTE
For more information regarding the log file contents, see Reviewing APAR History.

Results of APAR Processing

For each APAR processed, either verify only or actually applying, a member is created in your reader list with a
FILENAME of the APAR number and a FILETYPE of ZAPLOG. These can be reviewed by returning to the APAR menu
and selecting REVIEW OUTPUT IN READER QUEUE.

Once an APAR is successfully applied, the source member is renamed. The FILE NAME remains the same but the FILE
TYPE is changed to prodAOPT. This APAR can now be displayed using the LIST OPTIONAL APARS WHICH HAVE
BEEN APPLIED option on the APAR menu.

Reversing APARs Already Applied
It may be necessary to remove or 'back off' an APAR that has been applied to your system. Functions are provided to
allow you to execute this function in the same manner as applying the APAR.

The process used to remove APARs is to take the VERs and REPs and reverse them (for example, make the VERs into
REPs and vice versa). This is done internally and does not require modification by the user. The actual APAR source is
never modified by the online system so that an APAR may be applied, tested, reversed, modified by the user, and then re-
applied with a minimum of intervention.

Listing Required APARs Already Applied
To see which required APARs (all files with FILE TYPE prodAPLY) have been applied, follow these steps to display the
List Required APARs That Have Been Applied screen:

1. Place the cursor next to LIST REQUIRED APARS WHICH HAVE BEEN APPLIED on the APAR menu
2. Press ENTER

The List Required APARs That Have Been Applied screen appears.

  CAE5RAPR                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy     CA IDMS VM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE      USER: userid

  TIME: 07:18:42  LIST REQUIRED APARS THAT HAVE BEEN APPLIED    LIB:  IDMSLIB

  PAGE: 1 OF 3

 ACTION  APAR NUMBER

   _     LO36295

   _     LO36311

   _     LO36315

   _     LO36327
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   _     LO36334

   _     LO36350

   _     LO36351

   _     LO36361

   _     LO36397

   _     LO36399

   TO BROWSE AN APAR, ENTER A B NEXT TO THE APAR(S) AND HIT ENTER

   TO REVERSE ANY APAR(S), ENTER AN X NEXT TO THE APAR(S) AND HIT PF9

   TO LOCATE AN APAR, ENTER THE APAR NUMBER AND HIT PF1:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | PF1= LOCATE   PF3= RETURN     PF5= TOP           PF6=  BOTTOM        |

 | PF7= PAGE UP  PF8= PAGE DOWN  PF9= REVERSE APARS PF10= VERIFY ONLY   |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

A listing of all required APARs on the minidisk specified as the SOURCE FM in the Set APAR Maintenance Parameters
screen appears. The system displays a message if no APARs are available.

NOTE
If you believe some APARs should be listed and none are displayed, verify the APAR SOURCE FM on the Set
APAR Maintenance Parameters screen is correct. Next, check the minidisk to ensure the files have a FILE
TYPE of prodAPLY.

Browsing an APAR

You can browse an APAR by placing a 'B' in the ACTION column next to one or more APARs and pressing ENTER. You
can then browse each APAR selected. To exit each APAR, press PF3. If more than one APAR was selected, each one is
processed in order.

For multiple screens, indicated by the PAGE 1 of x on line 4 in the left corner of the screen, use the PF keys to move
through the list. PF key assignments are listed at the bottom of the screen. To search for a specific APAR, enter the
number in the field provided and press PF1. If no APAR with the requested number is found, an error message is
displayed on line 5 of the screen; otherwise, you are positioned on the appropriate screen.

Selecting an APAR(s)

To select one or more APARs, enter an 'X' in the ACTION column next to the appropriate APAR(s).

Verifying reversal of an APAR

If you want to verify the APAR(s) will reverse correctly on your system, press PF10.

In this case no updates occur, only the REP statements in the APAR(s) are processed and made into VERs. Also, no
entries are made in the log file, prod17 APARLOG. For each APAR that is verified, the system displays a 'V' in the
ACTION column. If the verify is unsuccessful, the system displays an 'F' in the ACTION column.

Removing APARs

To remove the APAR(s) from your system, press PF9. Updates are applied to the appropriate load library using the ZAP
utility. For each APAR that is successfully removed, the system displays an 'R' in the ACTION column and makes an entry
in the APAR log file, prod17 APARLOG. If the removal is unsuccessful, the system displays an 'F' in the ACTION column
and makes an entry in the APAR error log file, prod17 ERRLOG.

NOTE
For more information about what is contained in the log file, see Reviewing Output in the Reader Queue.

Results of APAR Processing
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For each APAR processed (either verifying or removing), a member is created in your reader list with a FILENAME of the
APAR number and a FILETYPE of ZAPLOG. These can be reviewed by returning to the APAR menu and selecting the
REVIEW OUTPUT IN READER QUEUE option.

Once an APAR has been successfully removed, the source member is renamed. The FILE NAME remains the same but
the FILE TYPE is changed to prodAPAR, the same as it looked before it was applied. This APAR now appears on the List
Required APARs Available for Application screen.

Listing Optional APARs Already Applied
To see which optional APARs (all files with FILE TYPE prodAOPT) are applied, follow these steps to display the List
Optional APARs That Have Been Applied screen:

1. Place the cursor next to LIST OPTIONAL APARS WHICH HAVE BEEN APPLIED on the APAR menu
2. Press ENTER

The List Optional APARs That Have Been Applied screen appears.

  CAE5RAPR                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy     CA IDMS VM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE      USER: userid

  TIME: 07:18:33  LIST OPTIONAL APARS THAT HAVE BEEN APPLIED    LIB:  IDMSLIB

  PAGE: 1 OF 1

     THERE ARE NO OPTIONAL APARS THAT HAVE BEEN APPLIED!

 ACTION  APAR NUMBER

   TO BROWSE AN APAR, ENTER A B NEXT TO THE APAR(S) AND HIT ENTER

   TO REVERSE ANY APAR(S), ENTER AN X NEXT TO THE APAR(S) AND HIT PF9

   TO LOCATE AN APAR, ENTER THE APAR NUMBER AND HIT PF1:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | PF1= LOCATE   PF3= RETURN     PF5= TOP           PF6=  BOTTOM        |

 | PF7= PAGE UP  PF8= PAGE DOWN  PF9= REVERSE APARS PF10= VERIFY ONLY   |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

A listing of all optional APARs found on the minidisk specified as the SOURCE FM in the Set APAR Maintenance
Parameters screen appears. The system displays a message if no APARs are available.

NOTE
If you believe that some APARs should be listed and none are displayed, check to make sure that the APAR
SOURCE FM on the Set APAR Maintenance Parameters screen is correct. Next, check the disk to make sure
the files you expect have a FILE TYPE of prodAOPT.

Browsing an APAR

You can browse an APAR by placing a 'B' in the ACTION column next to one or more APARs and pressing ENTER. You
can then browse each APAR selected. To exit each APAR, press PF3. If more than one APAR was selected, each one is
processed in order.
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For multiple screens, indicated by the PAGE 1 of x on line 4 in the left corner of the screen, you can use PF keys to
move through the list. PF key assignments are listed at the bottom of the screen. To search for a specific APAR, enter
the number in the field provided and press PF1. If an APAR with the requested number is not found, an error message is
displayed on line 5 of the screen; otherwise, you are positioned on the appropriate screen.

Selecting an APAR(s)

To select one or more APARs, enter an 'X' in the ACTION column next to the appropriate APAR(s).

Verifying Reversal of an APAR

If you want to verify the APAR(s) will reverse correctly on your system, press PF10.

In this case no updates occur and only the REP statements in the APAR(s) are processed and made into VERs. Also, no
entries are made in the log file, prod17 APARLOG. For each APAR that verifies, the system displays a 'V' in the ACTION
column. If the verify is unsuccessful, the system displays an 'F' in the ACTION column.

Removing APARs

To remove the APAR(s) from your system, press PF9. Updates are applied to the appropriate load library using the ZAP
utility. For each APAR that is successfully removed, the system displays an 'R' in the ACTION column and makes an
entry in in the APAR log file, prod17 APARLOG. If the removal is unsuccessful, the system displays an 'F' in the ACTION
column and makes an entry in the APAR error log file, prod17 ERRLOG.

NOTE
For more information about what is contained in the log file, see Reviewing Output in the Reader Queue.

Results of APAR Processing

For each APAR processed, either verify only or actually removing, a member is created in your reader list with a
FILENAME of the APAR number and a FILETYPE of ZAPLOG. These can be reviewed by returning to the APAR menu
and selecting the REVIEW OUTPUT IN READER QUEUE option.

Once an APAR has been successfully removed, the source member is renamed. The FILE NAME remains the same but
the FILE TYPE is changed to prodOPT, the same as it looked before it was applied. This APAR now appears on the List
Optional APARs Available for Application screen.

Reviewing APAR History
You can review either of the history files online. You are placed in BROWSE and can execute any function supported by
BROWSE. You cannot modify the files.

To review the log file of successfully applied APARs, prod17 APARLOG, place the cursor next to the REVIEW APAR
HISTORY LOG FILE on the APAR menu and press ENTER. To review the log file of unsuccessfully applied APARs,
prod17 ERRLOG, place the cursor next to the REVIEW APAR ERROR LOG FILE option on the APAR menu and press
ENTER.

The log files contain an entry for each separate correction that was contained in the APAR. Each entry contains the
following information:
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• APAR number
• Activity - is blank for application of an APAR, REV for reversal
• Load module name
• CSECT name within the load module
• User who applied the APAR
• Date the APAR was applied
• Loadlib name
• Current tape VOLSER (from prod17 BASEVOL)
• Current installed genlevel (from prod17 BASEGEN)

Reviewing Output in the Reader Queue
This option is provided to give the user the ability to review the output of the application process without having to exit the
EXEC. To select this option, place the cursor next to the REVIEW OUTPUT IN READER QUEUE option on the APAR
menu and press ENTER. You are placed into RDRLIST and can execute any function normally available. Press PF3 to
return to the APAR system.

Requirements for the DC/UCF Virtual Machine
Central version operations in the z/VM environment require that a DC/UCF system run in a CMS virtual machine.
Throughout this documentation, references to the DC/UCF system apply equally to IDBGQ systems and to systems that
include the Universal Communications Facility (UCF) but not IDBGQ.

Both batch and online programs access IDMS files through the DC/UCF system.

NOTE
IDBGJ can be used in local mode in a CMS virtual machine.

To install IDMS for central version operations in a CMS virtual machine, you must be running z/VM.

z/VM Communications Facilities

The following z/VM facilities are used for central version operations when IDMS is installed in a CMS virtual machine:

• The Virtual Machine Communication Facility (VMCF) is used for communication between virtual machines when
batch processing or UCF is used to request central version operations.

• The Inter-User Communications Vehicle (IUCV) is used by the DASD Block I/O System Service to perform
asynchronous I/O operations on IDMS database, dictionary, and journal files.

CMS Option
About the CMS Option

The CMS Option is a product that allows IDBGQ. to run under the operating system CMS. In all circumstances the user
must install the CMS Option. The only time the CMS Option is not required is when IDBGQ. is running in either a guest
operating system (for example MVS or z/VSE) or as a CMS/CV and where all access to the database is directly via dial-up
(that is through the CP DIAL command).

The CMS Option makes communication possible from one virtual machine to another in a z/VM environment by taking
advantage of the VMCF communication facility.

CMS Option Components

Systems
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Technically, the CMS Option consists of the following components:

• CMS - Conversational Monitor System
• UCF - Universal Communication Facility
• CV - Central Version
• SVC - Supervisor Call

CMS Component Modules

The CMS component consists of these modules:

• IDMSVMCF
• IDMSUSVC
• #SVCOPT
• RHDCOCMS
• #UCFCMS
• #UCFUFT
• Several other IDMS. modules found in the CMS Option LOADLIB are also required during initial batch execution

IDMSVMCF is IDBGJ.'s interface to z/VM's communication facility, VMCF which allows communication from one virtual
machine to another. IDMSVMCF is located on the front-end CMS user machine. IDMSUSVC is also needed to run under
CMS Central Version and provides the same function as IDMSMSVC under MVS and IDMSDSVC under VSE. The
#SVCOPT macro defines the operating environment for the IDMSUSVC module. IDMSUSVC and #SVCOPT are located
on the back-end CMS Central Version machine. RHDCOCMS is the operating system dependent module for CMS Central
Version which supports the CMS access method and SVC simulation. RHDCOCMS is located both on the front-end CMS
user machine and the back-end CMS Central Version machine. The two UCF macros form the front-end to UCF on the
CMS side.

When the CMS Option is needed

The CMS Option is needed to be able to run IDMS. under CMS with or without batch or online communication to other
CMS machines. It is also required to run batch or online tasks submitted from a CMS machine to communicate with IDMS.
running on a guest machine.

The CMS Option must be installed for the following scenarios to be possible under z/VM.

Batch External Communication

The CMS Option allows you to run the central version under CMS allowing batch external communication to other CMS
machines:

                   z/VM

┌------------┐                ┌------------┐

│    CMS     │                │    CMS     │

│  Virtual   │                │  Virtual   │

│ Machine A  ◄----- VMCF -----► Machine B  │

├------------┤                ├------------┤

│            │                │    COBOL   │

│  DC/UCF    │                │   Program  │

│            │                │            │

└------------┘                └------------┘

UCF Communication
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The CMS Option allows you to run the central version under CMS allowing communication from another CMS machine via
UCF:

                   z/VM

┌------------┐                ┌------------┐

│    CMS     │                │    CMS     │

│  Virtual   │                │  Virtual   │

│ Machine A  ◄----- VMCF -----► Machine B  │

├------------┤                ├------------┤

│            │                │    UCF     │

│   DC/UCF   │                │  Front-End │

│            │                │            │

└------------┘                └------------┘

Batch to Guest System from a CMS Virtual Machine

The CMS Option allows you to run the central version under a guest operating system and allow batch jobs submitted
from a CMS machine to communicate:

                   z/VM

┌------------┐                ┌------------┐

│ MVS or VSE │                │    CMS     │

│  Virtual   │                │  Virtual   │

│ Machine A  ◄----- VMCF -----► Machine B  │

├------------┤                ├------------┤

│            │                │    COBOL   │

│  DC/UCF    │                │   Program  │

│            │                │            │

└------------┘                └------------┘

NOTE
This is a common development/testing environment.

UCF Communication to a Guest System

The CMS Option allows you to run the central version under a guest operating system and allow communication from
another CMS machine via UCF:

                   z/VM

┌------------┐                ┌------------┐

│ MVS or VSE │                │    CMS     │

│  Virtual   │                │  Virtual   │

│ Machine A  ◄----- VMCF -----► Machine B  │

├------------┤                ├------------┤

│            │                │    UCF     │

│   DC/UCF   │                │  Front-End │

│            │                │            │

└------------┘                └------------┘
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When the CMS Option is not needed

CP DIAL Communication

The only time the CMS Option need not be installed is when the user intends to run IDMS. under a guest operating
system (which in turn is running under z/VM) and allow online communication using the CP DIAL command to access the
TP monitor (including IDBGQ.)

Online Processing Only

The restriction is that only online communication is possible. It would not be possible to compile a program on a CMS
machine against the central version running on the guest operating system without the CMS Option present.

                          z/VM

┌------------┐

│ MVS or VSE │         ┌----------┐        ┌--------┐

│  Virtual   │   CP    │    VM    │   CP   │ CMS/CV │

│ Machine A  │  DIAL   │ Terminal │  DIAL  │ DC     │

│            ◄---------┤   User   ├--------►        │

├------------┤         │          │        │        │

│ CA IDMS    │     ┌---┤          ├---┐    │        │

│ CV/DC      │     │   └----------┘   │    └--------┘

└------------┘     └------------------┘

Directory Entry for the DC/UCF Virtual Machine
Each virtual machine in the z/VM environment is defined by a directory entry. Considerations for coding the z/VM directory
entry that defines the DC/UCF virtual machine are listed in the table below:

Control statement Coding consideration
USER Includes the specifications for the following:

The user ID assigned to the virtual machine is the name through
which users access the DC/UCF system.
The storage size of the DC/UCF virtual machine must be at least
64 megabytes (64M). A storage size of 128 megabytes (128M) is
recommended.
The privilege classes assigned to the DC/UCF virtual machine
must include class G.

IPL Should specify CMSL rather than CMS as the system to be
loaded if the z/VM environment includes a CMSL saved segment.
When CMSL is used, the DC/UCF system can grow, if necessary,
without overlapping the saved segment containing the CMS
nucleus.
If the DC/UCF virtual machine uses other program products that
are stored in saved segments, you must ensure that the segments
are located high enough in virtual storage to prevent overlapping
by the DC/UCF system.

OPTION The MAXCONN parameter must specify a maximum number of
IUCV connections that is equal to or greater than the number of
MDISK control statements for IDMS. files

CONSOLE The virtual console identified becomes the DC/UCF operator's
console when you log on to the DC/UCF virtual machine while the
DC/UCF system is executing.
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SPOOL The z/VM directory entry for the DC/UCF virtual machine can
include one or more SPOOL control statements for printers
receiving spooled output.

DEDICATE The z/VM directory entry for the DC/UCF virtual machine should
include DEDICATE control statements for:
Terminals dedicated to the DC/UCF system
Printers dedicated to the DC/UCF system

SPECIAL The z/VM directory entry for the DC/UCF virtual machine should
include SPECIAL control statements for terminals that can be
used for DIAL access to the DC/UCF system.

MDISK The z/VM directory entry for the DC/UCF virtual machine must
include one MDISK control statement for each IDMS. database,
dictionary, and journal file to be known to the DC/UCF system.
The access mode in the statements for the journal files and for
the file containing the DDLDCLOG area of the dictionary should
be specified as multiple write (MW). The access mode in the
statements for the other dictionary files and for the database files
should be specified as multiple read (MR). The minidisk identified
by each statement is allocated to the appropriate IDMS. file by
means of the CMS RESERVE command during the installation
procedure.

Dataspace Support Options (requires ES9000 model computer or
compatible)
XCONFIG ADDRSPACE (Required) The XCONFIG ADDRSPACE entry controls the

number and size of dataspaces.
The MAXNUMBER parameter defines the maximum number of
non-primary address spaces that a virtual machine can create and
have exist concurrently.
The TOTSIZE parameter which can be defined in megabytes or
gigabytes is the total virtual storage of all non-primary address
spaces.
The SHARE/NOSHARE parameter specifies whether the IDMS.
virtual machine can authorize other virtual machines to access its
primary address space or its dataspaces.

XCONFIG ACCESSLIST (Optional) The XCONFIG ACCESSLIST entry identifies the
maximum number of dataspaces that can be simultaneously
accessed.
The ALSIZE parameter specifies the maximum number of
dataspaces that can be accessed.

MACHINE XC (Optional) Prior to creating a dataspace, the IDMS. virtual machine
must be running in XC mode. This can also be done by issuing the
CP command SET MACHINE XC.

Sample directory

A sample directory entry for the CMS virtual machine in which DC/UCF is to execute follows:

CMS Virtual Machine Directory Entry

USER CVDC CVDCPASS 64M 128M G

ACCOUNT CORP0004 BLDG2

IPL CMSL PARM AUTOCR

XCONFIG ADDRSPACE MAXNUMBER 62 TOTSIZE 124G SHARE      ES9000 processor only

XCONFIG ACCESSLIST ALSIZE 62                           ES9000 processor only
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OPTION MAXCONN 50

CONSOLE 009 3215 A

SPOOL 00C 2540 READER *

SPOOL 00D 2540 PUNCH A

SPOOL 00E 1403 A

DEDICATE 460 300                                       Dedicated printer

DEDICATE NETWORK 490 0102                              Remote dedicated printer

DEDICATE 470 39A                                       Dedicated terminal

DEDICATE 471 39B                                       Dedicated terminal

DEDICATE 472 39C                                       Dedicated terminal

DEDICATE 473 39D                                       Dedicated terminal

DEDICATE 474 39E                                       Dedicated terminal

SPECIAL 420 3270                                       Terminal for DIAL access

SPECIAL 421 3270                                       Terminal for DIAL access

SPECIAL 422 3270                                       Terminal for DIAL access

SPECIAL 423 3270                                       Terminal for DIAL access

SPECIAL 424 3270                                       Terminal for DIAL access

LINK MAINT 190 190 RR                                  S disk

LINK MAINT 19E 19E RR                                  Y disk

MDISK 191 3380 480 200 VOL106 MR ALL WA MA             A disk

MDISK 503 3380 220 007 VOL403 MR RDML  WDML  MDML      For file DCDML

MDISK 50A 3380 252 027 VOL403 MR RDMSG WDMSG MDMSG     For file DCMSG

MDISK 504 3380 269 001 VOL403 MR RDLOD WDLOD MDLOD     For file DCLOD

MDISK 506 3380 274 004 VOL403 MR RDRUN WDRUN MDRUN     For file DCRUN

MDISK 507 3380 279 008 VOL403 MR RDSCR WDSCR MDSCR     For file DCSCR

MDISK 505 3380 284 027 VOL403 MW RDLOG WDLOG MDLOG     For file DCLOG

MDISK 500 3380 289 002 VOL403 MR RCAT  WCAT  MCAT      For file DCCAT

MDISK 502 3380 290 001 VOL403 MR RCATL WCATL MCATL     For file DCCATL

MDISK 501 3380 291 001 VOL403 MR RCATX WCATX MCATX     For file DCCATX

MDISK 50D 3380 299 004 VOL403 MR RDSEC WDSEC MDSEC     For file SECDD

MDISK 508 3380 044 014 VOL401 MR RDIRL WDIRL MDIRL     For file DIRLDB

MDISK 509 3380 046 001 VOL401 MR RDDLO WDDLO MDDLO     For file DIRLOD

MDISK 51C 3380 046 019 VOL401 MW RJNL1 WJNL1 MJNL1     For file J1JRNL

MDISK 51D 3380 050 019 VOL401 MW RJNL2 WJNL2 MJNL2     For file J2JRNL

MDISK 511 3380 600 001 VOL417 MR REMP WEMP MEMP        For file EMPDEMO

MDISK 512 3380 602 001 VOL417 MR RINS WINS MINS        For file INSDEMO

MDISK 513 3380 604 001 VOL417 MR RORG WORG MORG        For file ORGDEMO

MDISK 50E 3380 168 014 VOL404 MR RSQL  WSQL  MSQL      For file SQLDD

MDISK 50F 3380 169 004 VOL404 MR RSQLL WSQLL MSQLL     For file SQLLOD

MDISK 510 3380 171 004 VOL404 MR RSQLX WSQLX MSQLX     For file SQLXDD

MDISK 514 3380 174 001 VOL404 MR REMPL WEMPL MEMPL     For file EMPLDEMO

MDISK 515 3380 183 001 VOL404 MR RINFO WINFO MINFO     For file INFODEMO

MDISK 516 3380 195 001 VOL404 MR RINDX WINDX MINDX     For file INDXDEMO

MDISK 517 3380     001                                 For file PROJDEMO

MDISK 50B 3380     014                                 For file DICTDB

MDISK 50C 3380     004                                 For file DLODDB

MDISK 518 3380     014                                 For file ASFDML

MDISK 519 3380     017                                 For file ASFLOD

MDISK 51A 3380     007                                 For file ADEFN

MDISK 51B 3380     007                                 For file ADATA

MDISK 51E 3380     019                                 For file J3JRNL

MDISK 51F 3380     019                                 For file J4JRNL
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More information:

For a description of the IDMS. files created during the installation procedure, refer to Minidisk Space Requirements.

Standard CMS Environment
Real Rime Requirement

For z/VM users executing in 370 mode, the CMS virtual machine in which the DC/UCF system is to execute must operate
in the standard CMS environment and in real time.

The virtual machine executing in 370 mode must be operating in real time to ensure that DC/UCF handles time-related
events accurately. Real time is established either by the REALTIMER parameter of the OPTION control statement in the z/
VM directory entry for the virtual machine or by the CP SET TIMER REAL command. The RHDCOCMS module, which is
part of the DC/UCF system startup routine, issues the SET TIMER REAL command during the startup process.

OS Simulation

The virtual machine must be operating in the standard CMS environment because IDMS. uses the OS simulation
capabilities of CMS. As a result of this condition, the following restrictions apply:

IDMS. does not support the CMS/DOS environment.
If the DC/UCF virtual machine is used for other purposes that establish the CMS/DOS environment, you must
issue the CMS SET DOS OFF command before starting up the DC/UCF system.

IDMS. does not support VSAM files
. VSAM files are available only under DOS simulation.

IDMS. accepts only OS object code in the z/VM environment.
To compile a program for execution under IDMS., you should use the CMS version of the appropriate language
compiler; the CMS versions of the compilers create OS object code. You can use the OS versions of the
compilers if OS is running as a guest operating system under z/VM. You must then make the object modules
created by the compilers available to the DC/UCF virtual machine.

NOTE
When using the CMS version of the COBOL or PL/I compiler to compilea program that is loaded into
a DC/UCF program pool, you must include the OSDECK parameter in the command to execute the
compiler. Additionally, if the language level default for the COBOL compiler is other than 1, you must
also include the LANGLVL(1) parameter.

The user-supplied sort program required to run certain reports and utilities must be OS-compatible.
An example is Culprit reports.
If an IDMS. report or utility requires a sort program, it is indicated in the sample JCL provided in IDUTI. and
IDREF..

Creating and Accessing IDMS Files
IDMS. File Creation under z/VM

In the z/VM environment, IDMS. database, dictionary, and journal files reside in standard CMS format on CMS virtual
disks (minidisks); VSAM files are not supported. As you expand your IDMS. processing environment, you must create new
IDMS. files.

The procedure used to create IDMS. files in the z/VM environment is the same regardless of operating mode.

Central Version/Local Mode File Access
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How IDMS. files are accessed depends on the operating mode:

Operating mode File access

Under the central version An application program uses the services of a DC/UCF system
to access IDMS. files. The files are owned by the CMS virtual
machine in which the system executes.

In local mode An application program accesses IDMS. files through database
management modules that are loaded at program runtime. The
files can be owned by the CMS virtual machine in which a DC/
UCF system executes or by a CMS virtual machine in which only
local mode programs execute.

Creating IDMS Database Files
Separate Minidisk for Each File

Each IDMS. file must reside on a separate minidisk. The minidisks are defined in the z/VM directory entry for the DC/UCF
virtual machine.

Since all IDMS. databases are accessed through DASD Block IO, any EXEC may access any number of IDMS. files up to
the limit of virtual addresses that can be attached to a single user ID.

Overview of File Definition

To create an IDMS. file in a z/VM environment, you define the file and its characteristics to z/VM, and you define the file
and its associated database areas to IDMS.. To use the file, you define and generate a DMCL that includes the file.

The individual steps in this process are described below.

Steps to Define a Database File in z/VM

MDISK Control Statement

Add an MDISK control statement for the file to the z/VM directory entry for the DC/UCF virtual machine. In the MDISK
statement, specify the access mode as multiple read (MR), as in this example:

MDISK 312 3380 466 015 VOL212 MR RDBFILE WDBFILE MDBFILE

CMS FORMAT Command

Issue the CMS FORMAT command for the minidisk on which the file resides. In the FORMAT command, you specify a
block size for the file.

The sample FORMAT command shown below formats the minidisk identified by the above MDISK statement for an IDMS.
file:

FORMAT 312 D 15 (BLKSIZE 4K

CMS RESERVE Command

Issue the CMS RESERVE command to allocate all available blocks on the minidisk to the file. The actual number of
blocks available for data is equal to the number of blocks on the minidisk minus the number of blocks used for CMS
overhead.

Files created with the RESERVE command can be accessed through the DASD Block I/O System Service. With this
method of file access, the virtual machine can continue executing while awaiting completion of an asynchronous I/O
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operation. The DC/UCF system uses DASD Block I/O to access IDMS. files so that the system can continue to dispatch
tasks that are ready while other tasks wait for database services.

By default, files allocated by means of the RESERVE command have a filemode number of 6. IDMS. files to be accessed
using central version operations must be defined with a filemode number of 6 because files with filemode 6 can be
updated in place; this allows the automatic and manual database recovery procedures provided with DC/UCF to function
reliably.

The sample RESERVE command shown below allocates the minidisk formatted by the above FORMAT command to an
IDMS. file with filename CUSTDB, filetype DBFILE, and filemode D:

RESERVE CUSTDB DBFILE D

CMS FILEDEF Command

You can optionally add a CMS FILEDEF command for the file to the commands used to execute the DC/UCF startup
routine. In the FILEDEF command, identify the file by the virtual address of the minidisk.

NOTE
You can omit the FILEDEF step in z/VM by supplying the informationin the IDMS. file definition. For details, see
Steps to Define a Database File in IDMS. below. This is the recommended method.

More information:

For more information about the startup routine for DC/UCF in the z/VM environment, see System startup.

This sample FILEDEF command defines the IDMS. file on the formatted and reserved minidisk identified by the MDISK
statement above; the file is assigned a ddname of CUSTFILE:

FILEDEF CUSTFILE DISK 312

Steps to Define a Database File in IDMS

IDMS. Segment Definition

A segment represents a physical database. It is usually defined by a single schema and describes the physical
implementation of the database. Associated with a segment are the files and areas that contain the data in the database.
Here is an example:

ADD SEGMENT SYSTEM FOR

  NONSQL

 PAGE GROUP 0

MAXIMUM RECORDS PER PAGE 255;

More information:

For more information about IDMS. segment definition, refer to IDDBA..

IDMS. File Definitions

You define the file specified in the z/VM RESERVE command to IDMS. with a CREATE FILE statement. Here is a sample
CREATE FILE statement:

CREATE FILE SYSTEM.DCDML

  ASSIGN TO DCDML;

Dynamic File Allocation
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If you specify the z/VM VIRTUAL ADDRESS and z/VM USER ID parameters in the file definition and associated the file
with the DMCL, the file is dynamically allocated when the DMCL module is loaded. Dynamic file allocation eliminates the
need to define the files manually in z/VM, as described in "CMS FILEDEF commands" above. Here is an example:

CREATE FILE SYSTEM.DCDML

  ASSIGN TO DCDML

  VM USERID CAIDMS

  VM VIRTUAL ADDRESS '0500';

More information:

For more information about IDMS. file definition statements, refer to IDDBA..

IDMS Dataspaces

Important.This feature is available only on IBM's ES/9000 or compatible line of computers executing z/VM 1.1 or higher.

You can cache database files in a dataspace by using a file override on an ALTER DMCL statement. At runtime, IDMS.
reads database pages from the dataspace into the database buffer. If it modifies the database page, IDMS. writes the
modified page back to disk and to the dataspace cache. By using dataspaces, you can reduce the number of pages in the
buffer associated with the file because the dataspace provides the caching necessary to minimize the number of I/Os.

Depending on its VM directory options, IDMS. running in an XC virtual machine can create multiple address spaces in
addition to its primary address space of up to two gigabytes (2GB) each for storing data. These address spaces are called
dataspaces because they can be used only for storing and manipulating data. Dataspaces created by IDMS. are identified
by the eight (8) byte dataspace name: IDMSnnnn where nnnn is a decimal value from 0001 through 8192.

To cache a database file into a dataspace, use the file override on the ALTER DMCL statement. Here is an example:

ALTER DMCL R150DMCL

ADD FILE SYSTEM.DCRUN

ASSIGN TO DCRUN

DATASPACE YES;

IDMS. Area Definitions

Each IDMS. database or dictionary file is associated with one or more areas that you define with a CREATE AREA
statement. The page size of each area associated with an IDMS. database or dictionary file must be 4K. Here is an
example:

ADD AREA SYSTEM.DDLDML

  PRIMARY SPACE 2000 PAGES FROM 1001

  PAGE SIZE 4096

   WITHIN FILE DCDML FROM 1 FOR ALL BLOCKS;

More information:

For more information about IDMS. area definition statements, refer to IDDBA..

IDMS. Journal File

The block size specified in the z/VM FORMAT command for an IDMS. journal file should be equal to the block size
specified for the file in the DMCL. Here is an example:

FORMAT 500 D (BLKSIZE 4096

IDMS. DMCL
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Create the DMCL and modify it to include the segment with which you associated the database file when you defined it.
Here is an example:

ADD SEGMENT SYSTEM FOR

  NONSQL

  PAGE GROUP 0

MAXIMUM RECORDS PER PAGE 255;

Creating the DMCL and including the segment

MODIFY DMCL R150DMCL

  INCLUDE SEGMENT SYSTEM

  FILE SYSTEM.DCSCR

    BUFFER DEFAULT_BUFFER

  FILE SYSTEM.DCLOG

    BUFFER LOG_BUFFER

  AREA SYSTEM DCLOG

    ON STARTUP SET STATUS TO UPDATE

     .

     .

     .

     add other segments as appropriate

GENERATE DMCL R150DMCL;

More information:

For more information about DMCL statements, refer to IDDBA.

IDMS. FORMAT Utility

Run the IDMS. FORMAT utility to format the z/VM file into database pages. Here is a sample FORMAT statement:

FORMAT FILE SYSTEM.DDLDML;

More information:

For more information on the FORMAT utility, refer to IDUTI..

Database Files under the Central Version

This figure shows a DC/UCF system with two IDMS. files. To use central version operations, you access the DC/UCF
system either by executing a batch application program or by establishing online communication with the system.

More information:

For more information about ways to access the DC/UCF system, see System Access.
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Executing Local Mode Programs
Requirements

To execute a local mode program, you meet the following requirements:

• Link edit the application program to the IDMS module
• Specify environment information
• Issue appropriate CMS commands

Link with IDMS Module

User application programs that run in local mode must be link edited with the IDMS. interface module, IDMS, which is
stored in the IDMS. LOADLIB library during installation. It is also delivered as IDMS TEXT on the installation minidisk.

Specifying Environment Information

You identify the processing environment for the local mode application using the IDMS. SYSIDMS parameter file. You
specify the DMCL name on the DMCL= parameter and set the LOCAL parameter to ON in the SYSIDMS parameter file.

You can also use the CVMACH parameter to specify the z/VM virtual machine in which the DC/UCF system is executing
and the CVNUM parameter to specify the number of the central version that is accessible by CMS and routes database
requests through the IDMSVMCF facility.

See the IDCOF. section for a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file.

Program Execution

After completing the above steps, you execute the program as follows:

1. Issue the necessary FILEDEF commands.
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NOTE
File definitions for most IDMS. files are set up to use thedynamic file allocation facility. You need to issue
FILEDEF commands for those files which can't be allocated dynamically such as, journals, SYSIPT, and
SYSIDMS. You can also issue FILEDEFS for using minidisks other than the CV-owned disk. The FILEDEF
overrides the default disk definition in the DMCL. When executing local mode or batch-to-CV mode execs
in CMS, filedefs for CDMSLIB loadlibs are optional. However, if omitted, and multiple EXECOS OSRUN
statements are coded in the same EXEC, you must code the following CMS statement prior to the first
EXECOS OSRUN statement in the EXEC:

SET STORECLR ENDCMD

You must also code the following CMS statement following the last EXECOS OSRUN statement:

SET STORECLR ENDSVC

2. Issue the CMS GLOBAL LOADLIB command to identify the LOADLIB libraries to be searched for the program load
module.

3. Issue the CMS OSRUN command with the name of the LOADLIB library member.

NOTE
You can also issue the above commands using an EXEC. See theIDMSBCF EXEC delivered as part of the
IDMS. installation for a sample.

z/VM Configuration for Local Mode Access

This figure shows local mode access to IDMS. files in the z/VM environment. Application Program A accesses IDMS. files
that reside on a minidisk owned by the CMS virtual machine in which the application executes.
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Generating and Operating a DC/UCF System

System Generation Parameters

This article lists SYSTEM statement parameters that are required or unsupported in the z/VM environment, and supported
line types for the LINE statement.

Defining the System

To define a DC/UCF system, you submit source system generation statements to the system generation compiler.
Considerations that apply to coding system generation statements for a DC/UCF system that runs in a CMS virtual
machine follow.

For complete syntax of system generation statements, refer to IDSGE.

Required SYSTEM Statement Parameters

The system generation SYSTEM statement for the z/VM environment must include these parameters:

• CHKUSER TASKS IS 0
• CVNUMBER IS 0
• OPERATING SYSTEM IS CMS
• SVC IS NO

Unsupported SYSTEM Statement Parameters

The following system generation SYSTEM statement parameters are not supported for the z/VM environment:

• DESCRIPTION CODES
• ROUTE CODES

LINE Statement

The LINE statement supports the following line types:

CCI
defines the Common Communications Interface (CCI) line driver. 1
PTERM statements associated with CCI lines must specify TYPE as BULK.

CONSOLE
defines the line for the operator's console.

INOUTL
defines lines for reading input from and writing output to non-3270-type devices. 2

L3270B
defines lines for access to the system through the CP DIAL command and through dedicated terminals. 2

NOTE
If the DIAL command is implemented through a program product thatuses the Logical Device Support
Facility (for example, the z/VM/Pass-Through Facility), the PTERM statements associated with the
L3270B line must specify TYPE as L3277.

L3280B
defines lines for dedicated printers. 2
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SYSOUTL
defines lines for printers that receive spooled output. The system generation statements must include at least one
SYSOUTL LINE statement if user exit 21 is implemented. 2

NOTE
For more information about user exit 21, see Printer Support.

S3270Q
defines input and output files for the batch simulator. 2
For instructions to use the batch simulator, refer to IDOPS.

UCFLINE
defines the UCF line.
For more information on the LINE statements that you should code for a DC/UCF system in the z/VM
environment, see System Access.

1 DDS users only

2 IDBGQ. users only

 

 

System Startup (DC/UCF)
To run a DC/UCF system, you create and execute the DC/UCF startup routine.

This article describes the following information:

NOTE

For more information about DC/UCF system startup, refer to IDOPS.

Creating the DC/UCF Startup Routine

Required Modules

To create the DC/UCF startup routine, you link edit the following text modules from the IDMS installation minidisk:

Module Description
CA$IOS Handles all BTAM terminal communications with the DC/UCF

system using the Broadcom z/VM I/O Subsystem.
IDMSUSVC
 

Is used for communication between virtual machines when batch
processing or UCF is used to access the DC/UCF system.
Note: For more information about the IDMSUSVC module, see
Batch Processing.

USVCOPT
 

Contains options that are used by IDMSUSVC (such as the
operating system environment and PSWMODE of the DC/UCF
system) in VMCF communications with other virtual machines.
A #SVCOPT module was assembled in JOB3 of the installation
process. The source is SVCOPT ASSEMBLE.
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RHDCPARM
 

Contains information that is used during DC/UCF startup
processing (such as the version number of the system to be
started up and the name of the global DMCL module to be used
by the system). RHDCPARM is assembled from the #DCPARM
macro.
An RHDCPARM module is assembled during JOB3 of the
installation process that was tailored to include your default DMCL
module name. The source is RHDCPARM ASSEMBLE.
For #DCPARM macro syntax, refer to IDOPS.

RHDCOCMS Is the operating system-dependent module for the z/VM
environment.

WTOEXIT User Exit

If appropriate, you can also include a WTOEXIT user exit in the link edit of the startup routine. If included, WTOEXIT must
be the first module that is named in the INCLUDE statements.

NOTE
For more information about the WTOEXIT user exit, see Archiving the Journal and Log Files.

A sample WTOEXIT module is assembled during JOB3 of the installation process and was specified in the STARTUP
SYSLIN member that was delivered on the install tape. The source is WTOEXIT ASSEMBLE.

CAE5LNKB EXEC

To link edit the startup routine, you should use the CAE5LNKB EXEC provided during IDMS installation. When you invoke
CAE5LNKB, you must supply the filename of the file that contains the linkage editor control statements. For the EXEC
To make the appropriate ddname substitutions in the INCLUDE statements, you must also supply a filetype. The filetype
must be other than TEXT. After resolving the DDnames, CAE5LNKB changes the filetype of the modified file to TEXT.

You must supply the filename of the load library containing the module and indicate whether it is a re-entrant (RENT) or
non re-entrant (NORENT) module.

Sample Linkage Editor Control Statements

These are sample linkage editor control statements for creating the DC/UCF startup routine:

INCLUDE WTOEXIT

INCLUDE RHDCOCMS

INCLUDE CA$IOS

INCLUDE USVCOPT

INCLUDE IDMSCMSO

INCLUDE IDMSUSVM

INCLUDE RHDCACHE

INCLUDE RHDCOCOC

INCLUDE RHDCOCWP

INCLUDE RHDCPARM

ENTRY STARTUP

NAME idmscvdc (R)1

1 idmscvdc is the user-supplied name for the startup module.

Assuming that these statements are stored in a file with filename LINKCVDC and filetype LINKCTL, you can issue the
following commands to link edit the startup routine:
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CAE5LNKB LINKCVDC LINKCTL dba_loadlib NORENT

NOTE

For more information about CAE5LNKB, see Create New STARTUP Module.

Executing the DC/UCF Startup Routine

Commands

To start up the DC/UCF system, you issue the following commands that are described in this section:

• CMS FILEDEF commands
• CP DEFINE commands
• CP ATTACH commands
• CP LINK commands
• Additional CMS commands

CMS FILEDEF Commands

Define CMS FILEDEF commands for:

The IDMS database, dictionary, and journal files that are defined to the DC/UCF system
. Specify the device type as DISK and identify each file by the virtual address of the minidisk on which the file
resides.
Dynamic allocation should be used whenever possible by specifying file information in the DMCL. Dynamic
allocation cannot be used for journal files. FILEDEFS are required for these disks.

NOTE
FILEDEF commands for most IDMS files are set up to use dynamicfile allocation. You need to issue
FILEDEF commands for those files which can't be dynamically allocated such as, journals, SYSIPT, and
SYSIDMS.

The SYSCTL file
. The SYSCTL file defines the system control file that batch programs and UCF users requesting database
services from the DC/UCF system use.

Lines for terminals for CP DIAL access to the DC/UCF system, for dedicated terminals, and for dedicated
printers

. Specify the device type as GRAF.
Printers for spooled output

. Specify the device type as PRINTER and include the RECFM, LRECL, and BLKSIZE parameters.
Input and output files for sequential I/O devices

. Specify the device type as PRINTER, PUNCH, READER, or DISK.
Input and output files for the batch simulator

. Specify the device type as PRINTER, PUNCH, READER, or DISK.
The SYSUDUMP file

. Specify the device type as PRINTER. A FILEDEF command for SYSUDUMP is required only when DUMP is
specified in the system generation SYSTEM statement.

CP DEFINE Commands

Define CP DEFINE commands for:
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Terminals for CP DIAL access
that are not defined by SPECIAL control statements in the z/VM directory entry for the DC/UCF virtual machine.

Printers for spooled output
that are not defined by SPOOL control statements in the z/VM directory entry for the DC/UCF virtual machine.
Each DEFINE command can be accompanied by a CP SPOOL command to establish spooling options (for
example, the spool class) for the printer.

CP ATTACH Commands

Define CP ATTACH commands (class B) for:

Dedicated terminals
that are not defined by DEDICATE control statements in the z/VM directory entry for the DC/UCF virtual machine.

Dedicated printers
that are not defined by DEDICATE control statements in the z/VM directory entry for the DC/UCF virtual machine.

CP LINK commands
defined to link to the appropriate USERID which can own minidisks that are required for central version execution,
but are not defined in the z/VM directory for the DC/UCF virtual machine.

Additional CMS Commands

Also define these commands:

• A CMS GLOBAL LOADLIB command to identify the LOADLIB libraries to be searched for the DC/UCF startup
routine.

• A CMS OSRUN command to execute the DC/UCF startup routine. If appropriate, you can use the PARM option in the
OSRUN command to pass system generation overrides (up to 100 characters) to the startup routine. The PARM option
is not allowed if the OSRUN command is issued from a CMS EXEC program; however, it is allowed if the OSRUN
command is issued from a System Product interpreter (REXX) or EXEC 2 program.

NOTE

• Overrides specified in response to prompts issued during the startup process take precedence over
overrides passed using the PARM option.

• For more information about startup overrides, refer to IDOPS.
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Sample Startup Commands

This table shows sample commands for starting up a DC/UCF system and in the left-hand column the function of each
command:

Entity defined Definition statement
IDMS database, dictionary, and journal files
(These statements are optional when they are defined in the
DMCL File statement.)
JOURNAL file statements are required.

FILEDEF DICTDB DISK 50B
FILEDEF DLODDB DISK 50C
FILEDEF DCCAT DISK 500
FILEDEF DCCATL DISK 502
FILEDEF DCCATX DISK 501
FILEDEF SECDD DISK 50D
FILEDEF DIRLDB DISK 508
FILEDEF DIRLOD DISK 509
FILEDEF EMPDEMO DISK 511
FILEDEF INSDEMO DISK 512
FILEDEF ORGDEMO DISK 513
FILEDEF SQLDD DISK 50E
FILEDEF SQLLOD DISK 50F
FILEDEF SQLXDD DISK 510
FILEDEF EMPLDEMO DISK 514
FILEDEF INFODEMO DISK 515
FILEDEF INDXDEMO DISK 516
FILEDEF ASFDML DISK 518
FILEDEF ASFLOD DISK 519
FILEDEF ADEFN DISK 51A
FILEDEF ADATA DISK 51B
FILEDEF DCDML DISK 503
FILEDEF DCLOD DISK 504
FILEDEF DCLOC DISK 505
FILEDEF DCRUN DISK 506
FILEDEF DCSCR DISK 507
FILEDEF DCMSG DISK 50A
FILEDEF PROJDEMO DISK 517
FILEDEF J1JRNL DISK 51C
FILEDEF J2JRNL DISK 51D
FILEDEF J3JRNL DISK 51E
FILEDEF J4JRNL DISK 51F

SYSCTL File for batch and UCF access to DC/UCF FILEDEF SYSCTL DISK IDMSCVDC SYSCTL A1
Line for DIAL access (directory entry contains SPECIAL
statements for the terminals on the line)

FILEDEF DIALINE1 GRAF 420

Line for DIAL access (directory entry does not contain SPECIAL
statements for the terminals on the line)

CP DEFINE GRAF 430 3270
CP DEFINE GRAF 431 3270
CP DEFINE GRAF 432 3270
FILEDEF DIALINE2 GRAF 430

Line for dedicated terminals (directory entry contains DEDICATE
statements for the terminals on the line)

FILEDEF DEDLINE1 GRAF 470

Line for a dedicated printer (directory entry contains a DEDICATE
statement for the printer)

FILEDEF DEDLINE2 GRAF 460

Line for a remote dedicated printer (directory entry contains a
DEDICATE statement for the printer)

FILEDEF DEDLINE3 GRAF 490
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Printers for spooled output (directory entry does not contain
SPOOL statements for the printers)

CP DEFINE PRINTER 030
CP SPOOL 030 CLASS B
FILEDEF SYSOUT1 PRINTER (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE
133
CP DEFINE PRINTER 031
CP SPOOL 031 CLASS K
FILEDEF SYSOUT2 PRINTER (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE
133

Input and output files for an INOUTL line FILEDEF INPUT1 DISK INPUT INOUTL A
FILEDEF OUTPUT1 PRINTER (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE
133

SYSUDUMP file FILEDEF SYSUDUMP PRINTER
Global LOADLIB library GLOBAL LOADLIB IDMSLIB
Execution command (with overrides for the journaling of retrieval
run units and the size of the storage pool)

OSRUN IDMSCVDC PARM='JOURRET,STGPOOL=2400'

Storing Startup Commands as an EXEC

Typically, the commands for starting up the DC/UCF system are stored as an EXEC. The EXEC can be invoked either
automatically from the PROFILE EXEC for the DC/UCF virtual machine or manually from the virtual console at any time
after the DC/UCF virtual machine is logged on. After the DC/UCF system is started up, the virtual machine in which the
system is executing can be considered a service virtual machine.

Issuing CP Commands from the Console

While the DC/UCF system is executing in a logged-on virtual machine, the virtual console functions as the DC/UCF
operator's console. You can issue CP commands from the DC/UCF operator's console by prefacing each command with
the CP terminal line end character in effect when the central version was started under CMS.

Disconnecting the DC/UCF Virtual Machine

To disconnect the DC/UCF virtual machine without shutting down the DC/UCF system, you issue the CP DISC command.
While the virtual machine is disconnected, the terminal that was functioning as the DC/UCF operator's console can be
used for other purposes. When the disconnected DC/UCF virtual machine is logged on again, the terminal from which the
CP LOGON command is issued becomes the DC/UCF operator's console.

Initiating the DC/UCF Virtual Machine in Disconnected Mode

The DC/UCF virtual machine can be initiated in disconnected mode by means of the CP AUTOLOG command. If
the EXEC for starting up the DC/UCF system is invoked from the PROFILE EXEC for the DC/UCF virtual machine,
the system is started up automatically in the disconnected virtual machine when the virtual machine is logged on.
Additionally, if the CP AUTOLOG command to initiate the DC/UCF virtual machine is included in the PROFILE EXEC for
the AUTOLOG1 virtual machine, the DC/UCF system is started up automatically at z/VM system startup.

System Access
Ways to Access the DC/UCF System Under the Central Version 

To use IDMS. central version operations in the z/VM environment, you access the DC/UCF system through one of the
following methods:
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• Batch processing
• The Universal Communications Facility
• The CP DIAL command (IDBGQ. users only)
• A dedicated terminal (IDBGQ. users only)

Other Methods 

In addition to the above methods, communication with the DC/UCF system can occur through the DC/UCF operator's
console, through sequential I/O devices, and through batch simulation of 3270-type terminals. Communication from the
system can also be directed to dedicated printers and to printers for spooled output.

Requirements for each Access Method 

The following table outlines the DC/UCF system generation statements, the z/VM directory entry statements, the startup
routine execution commands, and the modules and facilities required for each method of communicating with a DC/UCF
system.

NOTE

For more information about DC/UCF system generation statements, see "System Generation Parameters"
in Generating and Operating a DC/UCF System.

For more information about z/VM directory entry statements, see Directory Entry for the DC/UCF Virtual
Machine.

For more information about startup routine execution commands, see "Executing the DC/UCF Startup Routine"
in System Startup (DC/UCF).

Communication
method 

System generation
statements 

z/VM directory entry
statements 

Startup routine
execution commands 

Other 

DC/UCF operator's
console

LINE statement - TYPE
IS CONSOLE
Associated PTERM and
LTERM statements

CONSOLE - -

Batch processing SYSTEM Statement
SYSCTL is SYSCTL

- CMS FILEDEF SYSCTL
DISK CV SYSCTL A1

IDMSVMCF module
IDMSUSVC module
SYSIDMS, SYSCTL file
or IDMSOPTI module
VMCF

UCF LINE statement - TYPE
IS UCFLINE
Associated PTERM and
LTERM statements

- - IDMSUSVC module
SYSCTL file or
IDMSOPTI module
UCF front-end system
(includes IDMSVMCF)
VMCF

CP DIAL command LINE statements - TYPE
IS L3270B
Associated PTERM and
LTERM statements

SPECIAL1 (one for each
PTERM/LTERM pair)

CMS FILEDEF GRAF
(one for each LINE
statement)

-

Dedicated terminals LINE statements - TYPE
IS L3270B
Associated PTERM and
LTERM statements

DEDICATE2. (one for
each PTERM/LTERM
pair)

CMS FILEDEF GRAF
(one for each LINE
statement)

-
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Dedicated printers LINE statements - TYPE
IS L3280B
Associated PTERM and
LTERM statements

DEDICATE2 (one for
each PTERM/LTERM
pair)

CMS FILEDEF GRAF
(one for each LINE
statement)

-

Printers for spooled
output

LINE statements - TYPE
IS SYSOUTL
Associated PTERM and
LTERM statements

SPOOL3 (one for each
PTERM/LTERM pair)

CMS FILEDEF PRINTER
(one for each LINE
statement)

-

Sequential input/output
devices

LINE statements - TYPE
IS INOUTL
Associated PTERM and
LTERM statements

- CMS FILEDEF (two for
each LINE statement)

-

DDS real
communications lines

LINE statements - TYPE
IS CCI
Associated NODE
statements - TYPE IS
CCI
Associated RESOURCE
TABLE statement
Associated PTERM
and LTERM statements
(PTERM TYPE IS BULK)

  -

Batch simulator input/
output files

LINE statements - TYPE
IS S3270Q
Associated PTERM and
LTERM statements

- CMS FILEDEF (two for
each LINE statement)

 

 

1 Alternatively, you can issue the CP DEFINE command before executing the DC/UCF startup routine.

2 Optionally, you can issue the CP ATTACH command (class B) before executing the DC/UCF startup routine.

3 Alternatively, you can issue the CP DEFINE and SPOOL commands before executing the DC/UCF startup routine.

Batch Processing

IDMS Module

A batch application program that is to access a DC/UCF system must be link edited with IDMS module, which is stored in
the IDMS. LOADLIB library during installation.

SYSCTL File

You can define a SYSCTL file to provide information for a program that requires IDBGJ. database services while
executing in another virtual machine. Before the batch program executes, you must issue the appropriate CP LINK and
CMS ACCESS commands to access the minidisk on which the SYSCTL file resides. SYSCTL specifications override
those given by batch or teleprocessing monitor interface modules and IDMSOPTI modules.

SYSIDMS Parameters

In the EXEC for the batch application program, specify these SYSIDMS parameters:

• CVMACH specifies the VM virtual machine in which the DC/UCF system is executing
• CVNUM specifies the number of the central version that is accessible by CMS and is used to route database requests

through the IDMSVMCF facility
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NOTE
IDMS. This release supports programs link edited with theIDMSOPTI module in an IDMS. Release 10.2
environment. However, use of the SYSCTL file and SYSIDMS parameters is recommended for controlling batch
jobs that are processed under the central version.

How to Execute the Program

After completing the above steps, you execute the program as follows:

1. Issue the necessary FILEDEF commands.

NOTE
FILEDEF commands for most IDMS. files are set up to use dynamicfile allocation. You need to issue
FILEDEF commands for those files which can't be dynamically allocated such as, journals, SYSIPT, and
SYSIDMS.

2. Issue the CMS GLOBAL LOADLIB command to identify the LOADLIB libraries to be searched for the program load
module.

3. Issue the CMS OSRUN command with the name of the LOADLIB library member.

NOTE
You can use an EXEC to issue the above commands. See the IDMSBCFEXEC provided during the IDMS.
installation for a sample.

Components for Virtual Machine Communications

A batch application program using IDBGJ. central version operations runs in a separate CMS virtual machine from the
DC/UCF virtual machine. The application program virtual machine and the DC/UCF virtual machine communicate through
the following components:

• The Virtual Machine Communication Facility (VMCF), which is part of the z/VM Control Program (CP). VMCF
passes control and data between the IDMSVMCF and IDMSUSVC modules.

• The IDBGJ. module IDMSVMCF, serves as the interface between the application and VMCF. IDMSVMCF intercepts
calls for database services from the application program and routes the calls to VMCF.

• The IDBGJ. module IDMSUSVC, which is link edited as part of the DC/UCF system startup routine. IDMSUSVC
provides VMCF with an entry point into the DC/UCF system. IDMSUSVC also routes to VMCF the calls that are issued
by DC/UCF to batch application programs.

• The USVCOPT text file, which is created by the assemble of the #SVCOPT macro.
For documentation on the #SVCOPT macro, refer to IDOPS..
Next, link edit the assembled object deck as part of the DC/UCF system startup routine. The USVCOPT file contains
the SVC options required by the IDBGJ. module IDMSUSVC to communicate with an application program via VMCF.

Using the CMS Batch Facility Virtual Machine

If appropriate, batch application programs can be routed to a CMS batch facility virtual machine (or to another virtual
machine that has been set up to execute batch programs). This frees the terminal from which the program is submitted for
other activities. Because programs submitted in this way do not necessarily execute immediately, you must ensure that
the IDMS. files to be accessed by the program are available at the time the program does execute. For information on the
CMS batch facility, refer to the appropriate IBM documentation.

Batch Access to the DC/UCF System

This figure shows batch access to the DC/UCF system. Application A may be IDMSBCF (the Batch Command Facility) or
a user-written application program.
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IDMS/UCF

Create a UCF Front-End System

To access the DC/UCF system through UCF (the Universal Communications Facility), you create and execute a UCF
front-end system. The UCF front-end system runs as a batch application program in a separate virtual machine from
the DC/UCF virtual machine. The UCF front-end virtual machine and the DC/UCF virtual machine communicate through
VMCF, IDMSVMCF, IDMSUSVC, and #SVCOPT.

For descriptions of these components, see Batch Processing.

Required Modules

To create a UCF front-end system, you link edit the following modules:

• A UCF front-end module, which is assembled from the #UCFCMS macro. If UCF is installed, a RHDCUCMS module
is assembled during the installation process.

• The IDMSVMCF module, which is stored as a text module during installation.
• The IDMS module, which is stored as a text module during installation.
• The UCF front-end common module (RHDCUCFC), which is stored as a text module during installation.

Other Requirements

Specify a SYSCTL file and SYSIDMS parameters as documented in Batch Processing.

To link edit the UCF front-end system with CAE5LNKB, perform the following steps:

1. Prepare a file of linkage editor control statements. Sample linkage editor control statements for creating a UCF front-
end system are shown below:

INCLUDE RHDCUCMS

INCLUDE IDMS

INCLUDE RHDCUCFC

ENTRY IDMSENTR

NAME cvdcucf (R) &co1.

&co1.cvdcucf is the name of the UCF load module used on the OSRUN command to execute UCF communications.
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2. If the IDMS. text files are not available to your virtual machine, issue the necessary CP LINK and ACCESS commands
to make them available.

3. Issue the following command to generate the UCF front-end system as a LOADLIB library member (assuming that the
linkage editor control statements are stored in the file with filename LINKUCF and filetype LINKCTL):

CAE5LNKB LINKUCF LINKCTL loadlib NORENT

Generating the System using CMS GENMOD

To generate the system using the CMS GENMOD command, perform the following step:

Issue the following commands to generate the UCF front-end system as a MODULE file (assuming that the #UCFCMS
macro has been assembled into TEXT files with filename CVDCUCF):

LOAD CVDCUCF IDMS RHDCUCFC

   (CLEAR NOAUTO RESET IDMSENTX

GENMOD CVDCUCF (STR

Executing the UCF Front-End System

After link editing the UCF front-end system, you execute the system as follows:

• If the front-end system load module exists as a CMS file with filetype MODULE, enter the filename of the module
• If the front-end system load module exists as a member of a LOADLIB library:

a. Issue the CMS GLOBAL LOADLIB command to identify the LOADLIB libraries to be searched for the system load
module

b. Link to and access the minidisk with the SYSCTL file
c. Issue the following CMS FILEDEF commands:

either FILEDEF SYSCTL DISK fn ft fm or FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK

fn ft fm

where the SYSCTL fn ft fm names the SYSCTL file or
the SYSIDMS fn ft fm names the SYSIDMS file containing the CVMACH parameter

d. Issue the CMS OSRUN command with the name of the LOADLIB library member
You can use the PARM option to override the function of PA1 as specified in the #UCFCMS macro:

• To indicate that PA1 is to function as defined to CMS, prefix the user ID of the DC/UCF virtual machine with an asterisk
(*), as in the following example:

OSRUN CVDCUCF PARM='*TESTSYS'

• To indicate that PA1 is to be forwarded to the DC/UCF system as terminal operator input, prefix the user ID of the DC/
UCF virtual machine with a plus sign (+), as in the following example:

OSRUN CVDCUCF PARM='+TESTSYS'

Need a UCFLINE Line Definition

A DC/UCF system that is accessed through UCF must include a UCFLINE line definition in the system generation.

For syntax to define a UCFLINE line, refer to IDSGE..

CP DIAL Command

Does Not Need Separate Virtual Machine 
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The CP DIAL command (available to IDBGQ. users only) establishes online access to the IDBGQ. system without
requiring the use of a separate virtual machine. You issue the DIAL command in place of the CP LOGON command as the
first command in a terminal session. The commands that you must enter before issuing the DIAL command depend on the
release of z/VM and on the program products in use at your site.

Define an L3270B Line 

To the IDBGQ. system, the terminal from which the DIAL command is issued appears to be a locally attached 3270;
therefore, you must define an L3270B line for an IDBGQ. system that is accessed through the DIAL command.

For syntax to define a L3270B line, refer to IDSGE.

Other Required Definitions 

The following additional definitions are required to enable the use of the DIAL command:

• For each PTERM/LTERM pair associated with the L3270B line definition during system generation, you must either:
– Include a SPECIAL control statement in the z/VM directory entry for the IDBGQ. virtual machine, or
– Issue a CP DEFINE command before executing the IDBGQ. startup routine

• For each L3270B line defined for DIAL access during system generation, you must include one CMS FILEDEF
command in the commands used to execute the IDBGQ. startup routine

More information:

For more information about the z/VM directory entry for the IDBGQ. virtual machine, see Directory Entry for the DC/UCF
Virtual Machine.

Access to IDBGQ. Through CP DIAL 

This figure shows access to an IDBGQ. system through the CP DIAL command:
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Dedicated Terminals

 Additional Virtual Machines Not Required 

Dedicated terminals (available to IDBGQ. users only) establish online access to the IDBGQ. system without requiring the
use of additional virtual machines. A terminal that is dedicated to the IDBGQ. virtual machine cannot be used unless the
IDBGQ. virtual machine is logged on.

 Need L3270B Line Definition 

To the IDBGQ. system, a dedicated terminal appears to be a locally attached 3270; therefore, you must define an L3270B
line for an IDBGQ. system that is accessed through a dedicated terminal.

For syntax to define an L3270B line, refer to IDSGE.

 Other Required Definitions 

The following additional definitions are required to enable the use of dedicated terminals:

• For each PTERM/LTERM pair associated with the L3270B line definition during system generation, you must either:
– Include a DEDICATE control statement in the z/VM directory entry for the IDBGQ. virtual machine

or
– Issue a CP ATTACH command (class B) before executing the IDBGQ. startup routine

• For each L3270B line defined for dedicated terminals during system generation, you must include one CMS FILEDEF
command in the commands used to execute the IDBGQ. startup routine

More information:

For more information about the z/VM directory entry for the IDBGQ. virtual machine, see Directory Entry for the DC/UCF
Virtual Machine.

For more information about the commands used to execute the IDBGQ. startup routine, see Executing the DC/UCF
Startup Routine.

IDMS/DDS

Communication Between Physically Separate DC/UCF Systems

The Distributed Database System allows DC/UCF systems that are executing in separate virtual machines to
communicate with each other, enabling one DC/UCF system to be accessed through another.

The communicating DC/UCF systems can run under the same operating system or under different operating systems. For
example, a DC/UCF system executing in a CMS virtual machine can be accessed through a system executing in another
CMS virtual machine or through a system executing in an MVS virtual machine.

Communication Methods

The communication between two DC/UCF systems occurs either through VMCF or CAICCI the CIS Common
Communication Interface.

If the DC/UCF systems exist on separate mainframe machines, IDMS/DDS is required. If the systems exist on the same
mainframe, CAICCI the CIS Common Communication Interface is required.

More information:

For more information about DDS, refer to IDDDS.

DDS Definition Requirements

For a DC/UCF system to be accessed through DDS, you must define:

• The appropriate DDS lines in system generation
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For syntax to define a DDS line, refer to documentation of the LINE statement in IDSGE..
• Definitions required by the CIS Common Communications Interface (CCI)

More information:
For more information, refer to CIS documentation.

• A CCI server

IDMS/DDS Configuration under z/VM

This figure shows access to a DC/UCF system through DDS. The two DC/UCF virtual machines are executing in the
same z/VM environment:

Archiving the Journal and Log Files

Archive Journal File 

The DC/UCF system records database activity in a journal file. Typically, the journal file is written to alternate disk files.
When one file becomes full, the system automatically begins writing to the other. The system also sends a message to the
operator's console indicating that the full journal file needs to be offloaded. The ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement is
used to offload a full disk journal file to an archive tape.

Archive Log 

The DC/UCF system records system activity in a log file. Typically, the log file is written to the DDLDCLOG area. When
the amount of unused space in the DDLDCLOG area is halved, the system sends a message to the operator's console
indicating the percentage of used space in the area. The message is issued, for example, when the log is 50% full, 75%
full, 88% full, and so forth. When the log is 100% full, the system halts execution and waits for the log file to be offloaded;
therefore, to prevent the system from waiting, the log file should be offloaded well before it becomes full. The ARCHIVE
LOG utility statement is used to offload the log file from the DDLDCLOG area to an archive tape.

Route Archive Jobs to Another Virtual Machine 
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ARCHIVE JOURNAL and ARCHIVE LOG jobs must be routed to a separate virtual machine from the one in which the
DC/UCF system is executing. Typically, a CMS batch facility virtual machine (or another virtual machine that has been set
up to execute batch programs) is used for this purpose.

Considerations 

The following considerations apply to the virtual machine in which the ARCHIVE JOURNAL and ARCHIVE LOG jobs
execute:

• The virtual machine must have access to the minidisks that contain:
– The IDMS. LOADLIB library
– The IDMS. journal files (for ARCHIVE JOURNAL)
– The IDMS. dictionary message and log files (for ARCHIVE LOG)

• The virtual machine must have a tape drive attached as virtual address 181
• The limit established for printed lines of output for a CMS batch facility virtual machine must be greater than or equal to

the maximum number of lines that can be generated by either ARCHIVE JOURNAL or ARCHIVE LOG

For documentation of the ARCHIVE JOURNAL and ARCHIVE LOG utility statements, refer to IDUTI.

Automating Off-Loading 

To automate the off-loading of the journal and log files, you can use the WTOEXIT user exit. The WTOEXIT is called to
intercept messages that DC/UCF sends to the operator's console. A sample exit routine is provided on the integrated
installation tape used to install IDMS.. The routine is stored on the A disk both as source code (file WTOEXIT ASSEMBLE
A) and as an object module (file WTOEXIT TEXT A) during IDMS. installation.

The sample WTOEXIT exit routine invokes two EXECS:

• The routine invokes the RUNAJNL EXEC in response to a system message indicating that the journal file is full.
RUNAJNL then submits an ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility statement to a CMS batch facility virtual machine.

• The routine invokes the RUNPLOG EXEC in response to a system message indicating that the log file is more than
25% full. RUNPLOG then submits an ARCHIVE LOG utility statement to a CMS batch facility virtual machine.

Sample Source Code for WTOEXIT 

         TITLE 'WTOEXIT PROGRAM'                                        WTO00010

WTOEXIT  CSECT WRITE TO OPERATOR EXIT                                   WTO00020

         USING WTOEXIT,R15                                              WTO00030

         STM   R14,R12,12(R13)    SAVE REGISTERS                        WTO00040

         ST    R13,SAVEAREA+4          AND SET BACKWARD                 WTO00050

         LA    R12,SAVEAREA            AND FORWARD CHAINS               WTO00060

         ST    R12,8(R13)                                               WTO00070

         LR    R13,R12                                                  WTO00080

         LR    R3,R15             R3 IS PROGRAM BASE                    WTO00090

         DROP  R15                                                      WTO00100

         USING WTOEXIT,R3                                               WTO00110

         LR    R4,R1              R4 IS MESSAGE CONTROL BLOCK           WTO00120

         USING WTOMCB,R4               BASE                             WTO00130

         CLC   WTOMTEXT(13),=C'IDMS DC205003' IF JOURNAL MESSAGE        WTO00140

         BE    RUNAJNL            RUN RUNAJNL                           WTO00150

         CLC   WTOMTEXT(13),=C'IDMS DC050001' IF LOG MESSAGE            WTO00160

         BE    TSTFULL            DETERMINE HOW FULL                    WTO00170

         B     RETURN             RETURN - NO ACTION REQUIRED           WTO00180

RUNAJNL  LA    R1,RUNJ            LOAD ADDRESS OF RUNAJNL EXEC          WTO00190

         SVC   202                                                      WTO00200

         DC    AL4(1)             IGNORE ANY ERRORS                     WTO00210

         B     RETURN             IF NO ERRORS                          WTO00220
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TSTFULL  LA    R6,WTOMTEXT        MESSAGE TEXT                          WTO00230

         LH    R5,WTOMLEN         MESSAGE LENGTH                        WTO00240

         AR    R6,R5              CALCULATE END OF MESSAGE ADDRESS      WTO00250

         LA    R5,WTOMTEXT+10     BYPASS MESSAGE CONSTANT               WTO00260

NEXCHAR  LA    R5,1(R5)           SET SCAN ADDRESS                      WTO00270

         CR    R5,R6              DETERMINE IF WHOLE MESSAGE SCANNED    WTO00280

         BH    RETURN             IF SO GET OUT                         WTO00290

         CLI   0(R5),C'%'         DETERMINE IF AT PERCENT SIGN          WTO00300

         BNE   NEXCHAR            IF NOT CONTINUE SCAN                  WTO00310

         S     R5,=F'2'           DECREMENT TO PERCENTAGE VALUE         WTO00320

         PACK  PNUM,0(2,R5)       PACK THE TEST MASK VALUE FOUND        WTO00330

         CP    PNUM,=P'25'        IS IT GREATER THAN 25%                WTO00340

         BNL   RUNPLOG            YES. THAN RUN RUNPLOG                 WTO00350

         B     RETURN             NO.. DO NOTHING                       WTO00360

RUNPLOG  LA    R1,RUNP            LOAD ADDRESS OF RUNPLOG EXEC          WTO00370

         SVC   202                                                      WTO00380

         DC    AL4(1)             IGNORE ANY ERRORS                     WTO00390

RETURN   L     R13,SAVEAREA+4     RESTORE OLD SAVE AREA                 WTO00400

         LM    R14,R12,12(R13)         ANS REGISTERS                    WTO00410

         XR    R15,R15            CLEAR OUT R15                         WTO00420

         BR    R14                RETURN TO IDMS/CV                     WTO00430

SAVEAREA DC    18F'0'             SAVE AREA                             WTO00440

PNUM     DC    PL2'0'             PACKED WORK AREA                      WTO00450

RUNJ     DC    CL8'EXEC    '      PARM LIST FOR AJNL                    WTO00460

         DC    CL8'RUNAJNL '                                            WTO00470

         DC    8XL1'FF'           END OF PARM LIST                      WTO00480

RUNP     DC    CL8'EXEC    '      PARM LIST FOR PLOG                    WTO00490

         DC    CL8'RUNPLOG '                                            WTO00500

         DC    8XL1'FF'           END OF PARM LIST                      WTO00510

         LTORG                                                          WTO00520

         REGEQU                                                         WTO00530

WTOMCB   DSECT                    WTO MESSAGE CONTROL BLOCK             WTO00540

WTOMLEN  DS    H                  MESSAGE LENGTH                        WTO00550

WTOMFLGS DS    H                  MESSAGE CONTROL SYSTEM FLAGS          WTO00560

WTOMTEXT DS    CL132              MESSAGE TEXT                          WTO00570

WTOMDESC DS    H                  MESSAGE DESCRIPTOR CODE               WTO00580

WTOMROUT DS    H                  MESSAGE ROUTE CODE                    WTO00590

         END   WTOEXIT                                                  WTO00600

RUNAJNL EXEC 

&TRACE. OFF

IDENTIFY (STACK

&READ. VARS &WHO.

CP SPOOL D TO CMSBATCH CONT

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST /*

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST /JOB &WHO. X RUNAJNL

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP SPOOL PRINT TO &WHO.

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP SPOOL CONS START TO &WHO.

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST XEDIT TEMP SYSIDMS A3 (NOPROF

*************************************************************

* THE FOLLOWING PARAMETER MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR ALL USERS *

*************************************************************

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST INPUT DMCL=R120DMCL;
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EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILE

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK TEMP SYSIDMS

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST XEDIT TEMP SYSIPT A3 (NOPROF

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST INPUT CONNECT TO SYSTEM;

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST INPUT ARCHIVE JOURNAL;

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILE

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK TEMP SYSIPT

********************************************

* A TAPE DRIVE AT 181 MUST BE ATTACHED TO  *

* CMSBATCH AND THE FOLLOWING FILEDEFS MUST *

* BE CHANGED TO MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS     *

********************************************

EXECIP 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSJRNL TAP1 SL (DEN 6250 RECFM F LRECL 4096 BLKSIZE 4906

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSJRNL DUMMY

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST LABELDEF SYSJRNL FID RUNAJNL

*****************************************

* THE FOLLOWING MUST BE CHANGED BY THE  *

* USER TO AGREE WITH WHAT WAS SPECIFIED *

* DURING THE INSTALL                    *

*****************************************

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP LINK &WHO. 50C 50C MW ALL

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST ACC 50C K

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF J1JRNL DISK 50C

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP LINK &WHO. 50D 50D MW ALL

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST ACC 50D L

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF J2JRNL DISK 50D

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP LINK &WHO. 191 400 RR ALL

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST ACC 400 B

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF CDMSLIB DISK IDMSLIB LOADLIB B

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSPRT  PRINTER (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSLST  PRINTER

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSOUT  PRINTER

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST GLOBAL LOADLIB IDMSLIB

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST OSRUN IDMSBCF

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP SPOOL PRINT CLOSE

***************************************************************

* IF YOU WANT TO SPOOL THE CONSOLE, CHANGE THE NEXT STATEMENT *

* FROM 'STOP PUR' TO 'CLOSE STOP'                             *

***************************************************************

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP SPOOL CONS STOP PUR

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST /*

CP SPOOL D CLOSE

CP SPOOL D FOR * NOCONT

&EXIT.

RUNPLOG EXEC 

&TRACE. OFF

IDENTIFY (STACK

&READ. VARS &WHO.

CP SPOOL D TO CMSBATCH CONT

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST /*

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST /JOB &WHO. X RUNPLOG

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP SPOOL PRINT TO &WHO.
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EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP SPOOL CONS START TO &WHO.

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST XEDIT TEMP SYSIDMS A3 (NOPROF

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST INPUT DMCL=R120DMCL;

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILE

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSIDMS DISK TEMP SYSIPT A3

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST XEDIT TEMP SYSIPT A3 (NOPROF

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST INPUT CONNECT TO SYSTEM;

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST INPUT ARCHIVE LOG;

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILE

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK TEMP SYSIPT A3

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF  SYS001 DUMMY

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF  SYS002 DUMMY

*********************************************

* THE FOLLOWING MUST BE CHANGED BY THE USER *

* TO AGREE WITH WHAT WAS SPECIFIED DURING   *

* THE INSTALL                               *

*********************************************

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP LINK &WHO. 500 500 RR ALL

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST ACC 500 D

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF DICTDB DISK 500

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP LINK &WHO. 505 505 MW ALL

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST ACC 505 J

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF DLOGDB DISK 500

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP LINK &WHO. 191 400 RR ALL

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST ACC 400 B

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF CDMSLIB DISK IDMSLIB LOADLIB B2

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSJRNL DUMMY

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF J1JRNL  DUMMY

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF J2JRNL  DUMMY

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSPRT  PRINTER (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSLST  PRINTER

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST FILEDEF SYSOUT  PRINTER

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST GLOBAL  LOADLIB IDMSLIB

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST OSRUN   IDMSBCF

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP CLOSE PRT

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST CP SPOOL CONS CLOSE STOP

EXECIO 1 PUNCH (ST /*

CP SPOOL D CLOSE

CP SPOOL D FOR * NOCONT

&EXIT.

Modifying the EXECS 

If you plan to use the sample WTOEXIT exit routine, you must modify the RUNAJNL and RUNPLOG EXECS as follows:

• If the virtual machine to which you are sending the RUNAJNL or RUNPLOG job has a user ID other than CMSBATCH,
specify the appropriate user ID in the first CP SPOOL command

• Modify the CP LINK, CP ACCESS, and CMS FILEDEF commands for the IDMS. LOADLIB library, journal files, and
dictionary message and log files to reflect the files defined at your site

Modifying the Sample WTOEXIT 

You can modify the sample WTOEXIT exit routine as follows:

1. Make the appropriate changes to the source code and save the file under a new file identifier (for example, USERWTO
ASSEMBLE A).
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2. Use the CAE5ASMB EXEC delivered with the install tape. You enter the following command:
CAE5ASM fn IDMSLIB

where fn is the CMS file name of your input source (file type must be ASSEMBLE).

Implementing the WTOEXIT 

To implement the WTOEXIT user exit include it as the first module in the link edit of the DC/UCF startup routine.

More information:

For more information about link editing the startup routine, see Creating the DC/UCF Startup Routine.

For more information on the WTOEXIT user exit, refer to IDOPS.

Printer Support
Spool File must be Closed to Print

An IDBGQ. system can include one or more lines for spooled output; such lines are defined in the system generation with
a type of SYSOUTL. Reports sent to the spool file for a SYSOUTL line are not printed until the file is closed. The spool file
is closed when the SYSOUTL line driver is disabled (for example, at IDBGQ. system shutdown) or when a CP command
to close the file is issued from the IDBGQ. operator's console.

Exit 21 for Printing

To print spooled output upon completion of each report, you can use user exit 21. Exit 21 is called by the SYSOUTL line
driver after the last line of a report is written to the spool file. A CP SPOOL PRINT CLOSE command issued by the exit
routine causes the report to be printed. If appropriate, the exit routine can reroute the spool file (for example, through
RSCS) before closing the file.

Parameter Obtains Routing Information

The SYSOUTL line driver passes one parameter to the exit routine. This parameter, which is the address of the physical
terminal element (PTE) associated with the line, can be used to obtain additional information about the report for routing
purposes. The PTE points to the logical terminal element (LTE), which points to the report element (RPE). The RPE
contains such information as the report identifier and the number of copies to be printed.

For the layouts of the PTE, LTE, and RPE, refer to the IDDSE.

Sample Exit 21 Routine

The sample exit routine for user exit 21 is provided on the integrated installation tape used to install IDBGJ.. During
installation, the routine is offloaded onto the A disk as file EXIT21 ASSEMBLE A. Also provided on the tape is an EXEC
that can be used to change the sample exit routine. The EXEC is offloaded onto the A disk as file CAE5UX21 EXEC A.

Steps to Change User Exit 21

To change user exit 21 follow these steps:

1. Modify the #DEFXIT macro for exit 21 in the RHDCUX21 source module stored in the IDBGJ. MACLIB library
2. Run the CAE5UX21 EXEC

Evaluating and Enhancing DC/UCF System Performance
You can evaluate and enhance DC/UCF system performance by analyzing and making adjustments in the DC/UCF
and z/VM environments. This process is iterative. The topics in this section present information about how to tune your
environment to improve performance.
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DC/UCF Considerations
Evaluating and enhancing DC/UCF system performance is an iterative process that involves analysis and adjustment in
both environments.

Evaluating System Performance

DC/UCF system performance is evaluated by means of statistics collected by the system during DC/UCF execution.

More information:

For more information about these statistics and the available methods for examining them, refer to IDOPS.

For information about characteristics of the DC/UCF environment that can be manipulated to enhance system
performance, refer also to IDOPS.

Special Considerations

The following special considerations apply to enhancing DC/UCF performance when the system runs in a CMS virtual
machine:

• DC/UCF uses the CMS file system rather than the DASD Block I/O System Service to access LOADLIB libraries. As
a result, after requesting a program from a LOADLIB library, the DC/UCF system remains in a wait state until the load
operation is completed. To reduce the amount of time that the system is inactive due to LOADLIB library I/O:
– Leave subschemas, maps, ADS/OnLine dialogs, and edit and code tables in the dictionary load area rather than

moving them to a LOADLIB library.
– Make both the standard and re-entrant program pools large enough so that frequently used programs, once loaded,

are likely to remain in the pools. Program pool size is specified in the SYSTEM statement of the DC/UCF system
generation.

– If appropriate, make frequently used programs resident. A program is designated as resident in the applicable
PROGRAM statement of the DC/UCF system generation.

For system generation SYSTEM and PROGRAM statement syntax, refer to IDSGE..
• z/VM paging operations are more efficient than DASD Block I/O operations. In a z/VM environment with a relatively

low overall paging rate, make the IDMS. buffer pools large enough so that frequently used database pages are likely to
remain in the pools, reducing the amount of database I/O required by DC/UCF. Buffer pool size for the DC/UCF system
is specified in the global DMCL module.
For statement syntax to define DMCL modules, refer to IDDBA.

Tuning the z/VM Environment

After you have made adjustments within the DC/UCF environment, you may need to tune the z/VM environment to further
optimize DC/UCF system performance. For example, adjustments to the z/VM environment may improve long waits for I/
O, low CPU time relative to wall-clock time, and long wall-clock time for tasks.

z/VM Considerations
Tools to Evaluate Performance

DC/UCF system performance is affected by the performance of the CMS virtual machine in which the system is executing.
Virtual machine performance is evaluated within the z/VM environment by means of the following tools:

z/VM Monitor
collects statistics that can be analyzed to determine whether the DC/UCF virtual machine is performing optimally.

CP INDICATE LOAD, INDICATE USER, and INDICATE SPACES commands
display information about the overall load on the z/VM system and about the z/VM system resources used by the
DC/UCF virtual machine.
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CP QUERY SRM command
(class A or E) displays the current status of z/VM system internal parameters. You can use the displayed values to
make adjustments to the z/VM environment by means of the CP SET SRM command (class E).

CP QUERY PAGING command
(class A or E) displays information on current z/VM paging activity.

Tuning the Environment

The information provided by the above tools may indicate the need to tune the z/VM environment. Tuning can enhance
the performance of the DC/UCF virtual machine in the areas of I/O, CPU time, storage, and paging.

Increase I/O Efficiency

To increase the efficiency of I/O for the DC/UCF virtual machine, you must analyze and adjust the configuration of files
on real DASD. Various means of increasing CPU time and improving storage and paging for the DC/UCF virtual machine
are discussed below. Note that actions taken to enhance the performance of the DC/UCF virtual machine can affect the
performance of other virtual machines.

Increasing CPU Time

The following z/VM performance options can be implemented to enhance the performance of the DC/UCF virtual machine
with respect to CPU time:

• The Virtual Machine Assist Feature, if present, should be enabled for the DC/UCF virtual machine. When the Virtual
Machine Assist Feature is disabled, virtual machine performance is degraded.

• Extended Control-Program Support, if present, should be enabled for the DC/UCF virtual machine. When Extended
Control-Program Support is disabled, virtual machine performance is degraded.

• The user priority of the DC/UCF virtual machine can be raised so that the virtual machine is allocated a larger share
of CPU time relative to other virtual machines. User priority is controlled by the CP SET PRIORITY command (class
A).

• Favored execution status can be assigned to the DC/UCF virtual machine to force more CPU time to be given to the
virtual machine. Favored execution is controlled by the CP SET FAVORED command (class A).

• In an attached processor or multiprocessor system, the DC/UCF virtual machine can be assigned an affinity for the
less used processor so that more CPU time is available to the virtual machine. Affinity is controlled by the AFFINITY
parameter of the OPTION control statement in the z/VM directory entry and by the CP SET AFFINITY command.

For additional information on z/VM performance options that affect CPU utilization, refer to the appropriate IBM
documentation.

Improving Storage and Paging

The following z/VM performance options can be implemented to enhance the performance of the DC/UCF virtual machine
with respect to storage and paging:

Queue drop elimination
can be established for the DC/UCF virtual machine so that the virtual machine remains active in the queue at all
times. While a virtual machine remains active in the queue, its pages are not scanned or flushed. Queue drop
elimination is implemented by means of the CP SET QDROP OFF command (class A).
If the DC/UCF system is heavily accessed through batch processing or UCF, you can extend the queue drop
elimination option to the virtual machines in which the batch application programs and UCF front-end systems are
executing. Queue drop elimination is extended by means of the CP SET QDROP OFF USERS command (class
A).
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Reserved page frames
can be established for the DC/UCF virtual machine to create a private page pool and, thereby, reduce paging
requirements for the virtual machine. Reserved page frames are implemented by means of the CP SET
RESERVE command (class A).

Locked pages
can be established for the DC/UCF virtual machine to lock into real storage heavily used pages of virtual storage
(for example, portions of the DC/UCF nucleus). Locked pages are implemented by means of the CP LOCK
command (class A).

IUCV service modules
can be made resident to exempt them from paging operations. IUCV service modules are made resident by
modifying the CPLOAD loadlist EXEC.

For additional information on z/VM performance options that affect storage and paging, refer to the appropriate IBM
documentation.

Migrating IDMS to z/VM from a Different Operating System
You can migrate an IDMS. production or test system to the z/VM environment either from a guest operating system
running under VM or from a different host operating system environment. To facilitate the migration process, you install
IDMS. in a CMS virtual machine. The installed IDMS. software can then be used as a base on which to rebuild the IDMS.
production or test system being migrated.

For instructions to install IDMS. in the z/VM environment, refer to System Requirements.

Migration Process
The migration process includes the following procedures:

1. Migrate the IDMS. database files:
– Run the IDMSDBAN utility to verify the integrity of each database file to be migrated.
– If necessary, reconfigure the database files so that they can be accessed through the DASD Block I/O System

Service under z/VM. The block size of each file (equal to the page size of the areas that map to the file) should not
exceed 4K. You can use the UNLOAD and RELOAD utility statements to reduce the block size of a database file.

NOTE
IDMS. cannot access native VSAM files in the z/VM environment.If data currently in native VSAM files is
to be accessed under CMS, the files must be converted to IDMS. database files before being migrated.

– Run the BACKUP and RESTORE utility statements to transfer the database files to formatted and reserved CMS
minidisks.

For documentation of utility statements, refer to IDUTI.
More information: For information about IDMS. database files in the z/VM environment, see Creating and Accessing
IDMS. Files.

2. Duplicate the DC/UCF system generation, making the necessary modifications for the z/VM environment.
More information:
For more information about system generation considerations for the z/VM environment, see System Generation
Parameters.

3. Link edit the DC/UCF startup routine in the CMS virtual machine, using the operating system dependent module
for the z/VM environment.
For instructions to link edit the startup routine, see System Startup.

4. Return to the data dictionary load area any subschemas, maps, ADS/OnLine dialogs, and edit and code tables
that have been moved to a load library. You may need to expand the load area to accommodate these components.

5. Recompile all programs that run under DC/UCF, using a compiler that generates OS object code (that is, either a
CMS or OS compiler).
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6. Convert the JCL for executing batch jobs to CMS EXECS.
If DDS is installed at your site, you can maintain a minimal DC/UCF system under the original operating system. Jobs
submitted through this minimal system can use DDS to access database files owned by the DC/UCF system in the
CMS virtual machine. Using DDS removes the immediate need to recompile all programs that run under DC/UCF and
to convert the existing JCL to CMS EXECS. Information on DDS in the z/VM environment is presented under System
Access.

NOTE
A minimal DC/UCF system includes the operator's console, linedrivers, a data dictionary, and the DCMT
task.

IDMS DMLO Access Restrictions
IDTDMLO. has six possible usage modes:

• SR -- Shared Retrieval
• SU -- Shared Update
• PR -- Protected Retrieval
• PU -- Protected Update
• ER -- Exclusive Retrieval
• EU -- Exclusive Update

You can restrict the READY modes available both globally (all users in a given dictionary) and by user. Any such
restrictions are applied each time a user request is made to ready an area.

Restricting Usage Mode Access Globally

To restrict access to specific usage modes for all users for all subschemas in a given dictionary, use the PROGRAM
DESCRIPTION clause of the ADD PROGRAM statement. For example:

ADD/MOD PROGRAM DBMSDMLO VERSION IS 1

        PROGRAM DESCRIPTION IS 'SR,PR,ER'.

With this example, Level 1 security is established, but only retrieval modes are allowed for any subschema within the
dictionary with this registration.

NOTE
When you specify more than one usage mode, the abbreviations must beseparated by commas, cannot contain
any imbedded blanks, and the string must be enclosed in single quotation marks.

Restricting Usage Mode Access by User

To restrict usage mode access by user within a given dictionary, you must have specified Level 2 or Level 3 security for
that dictionary.

For each user with particular restrictions, you must specify the allowable usage modes with the USER DESCRIPTION
clause. For example:
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ADD/MOD USER userid PASSWORD pswd USER DESCRIPTION IS 'SR,SU' .

In this example, the specified user cannot access any subschemas in the given dictionary with other than "shared" access
modes.

Central IDMS Security

Remember that the centralized IDMS. security facility at all times is superior to any validation by IDTDMLO.. That is, if
access to a dictionary or database is prohibited by the central security facility, you cannot use IDTDMLO. to bypass or
override that level of security.

Display Global V Variables Screens
The DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES option provides you with the ability to display the values for internal variables
used during the installation process. These variables are not set by the installer during the course of the install. This
functionality is available for IDMS, IDTOOL, and IDMS Option for CMS clients.

These screens are most useful when a problem occurs during the installation process. They provide an online display of
all the variable values and can assist a Support representative in resolving the problem.

The IDMS GLOBALV Menu
Take these steps to display the DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES main menu:

1. Execute IDMS170
The main menu appears on your screen.

  CAE5F0                            CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy     CA IDMS VM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE      USER: userid

  TIME: 10:37:57               M A I N  M E N U

                          SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS

                          INSTALL PRODUCT(S) FROM BASE TAPE

                          INSTALL PRODUCT MAINTENANCE TAPE

                          APPLY APAR CORRECTION(S) TO SYSTEM

                          DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER

                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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2. Place the cursor next to DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES
3. Press ENTER

The screen shown below is displayed on your terminal.

  CAE5LGLB                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION           USER: userid

  TIME: 14:51:39           DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES

                          INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS

                          LINKAGE EDITOR STATUS FLAGS

                          JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER

                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Displaying the INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS variables

Take these steps to display the INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS:

1. Place the cursor next to INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS
2. Press ENTER

The INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS screen displays on your terminal.

  CAE5LGLI                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: G0Q41B

  DATE: 08/24/04          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION           USER: IDMSRI01

  TIME: 11:59:39         DISPLAY TAPE AND STATUS FIELDS

 TAPE AND GENLEVEL INFORMATION              INSTALL STATUS INFORMATION

  CONTROL FILE PREFIX:       CAIDMS16        BASE INSTALL STATUS:    C

  BASE GENLEVEL:             G00408DBA00     ADDON INSTALL STATUS:   N

  BASE SERVICE PACK:         1               MAINT. INSTALL STATUS:  I

  BASE VOLSER:               G0Q41B          MAINT. INSTALL TYPE:

  CURR. MAINT. GENLEVEL:     G00408DBA00

  CURR. MAINT. SERV. PACK:   1

  CURR. MAINT. VOLSER:       G0Q41B

  PREV. MAINT. GENLEVEL:     G00408DBA00

  PREV. MAINT. SERV. PACK:   1

  PREV. MAINT. VOLSER:       G0Q41B
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  PRIOR RELEASE NBR:         NA

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  PF1= SCREEN HELP    PF3= RETURN                                           |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+_

This screen displays information about the tape(s) that have been installed at your site and flags indicating the status
of the latest BASE, ADDON and MAINTENANCE install.
Depending on the number of tapes installed, some or all the TAPE AND GENLEVEL INFORMATION fields may
contain values.
– BASE GENLEVEL - Genlevel of the initial base tape that was installed for this release. This value will not change. It

is kept for historical purposes.
– BASE SERVICE PACK - Service pack number of the initial base tape that was installed for this release. This value

will not change. It is kept for historical purposes.
– BASE VOLSER- Tape volume serial number of the initial base tape that was installed. This value will not change. It

is kept for historical purposes.
– CURR. MAINT. GENLEVEL - Genlevel of the latest base/maintenance tape to be installed. After a base install, this

value is the same as the BASE GENLEVEL.
– CURR MAINT SERV PACK - Service pack number of the latest base/ maintenance tape to be installed. After a

base install, this value is same as the BASE Service pack.
– CURR. MAINT. VOLSER - Tape volume serial number of the latest base/maintenance tape to be installed. After a

base install this value is the same as the BASE VOL SER.
– PREV. MAINT. GENLEVEL - Genlevel of the prior base/maintenance tape. When a maintenance tape is installed,

the CURR. MAINT. GENLEVEL is rolled into this field.
– PREV MAINT SERV PACK - Service pack of the prior base/maintenance tape. When a maintenance tape is

installed, the CURR MAINT SERV PACK is rolled into this field.
– PREV. MAINT. VOLSER - Tape volume serial number of the prior base/maintenance tape. When a maintenance

tape is installed, the CURR. MAINT. VOLSER is rolled into this field.
The INSTALL STATUS INFORMATION section displays the status of each type of install that is processed. Valid
values displayed are:
– N - This type of install has never been attempted. Note that for this display an UPGRADE install would be

represented by the BASE install flag.
– I - This type of install is currently IN PROGRESS but is not completed.
– C - This type of install is COMPLETED.
The MAINT INSTALL TYPE specifies the type of maintenance install that was done for the current maintenance tape.
Valid values displayed are:
– Spaces - No maintenance tapes have been installed.
– CUR - The current maintenance tape installed the updates for a single Service pack.
– CUM - The current maintenance tape installed the updates for multiple Service packs.

Displaying the LINKAGE EDITOR STATUS FLAGS

Take these steps to display the LINKAGE EDITOR STATUS FLAGS

1. Place the cursor next to LINKAGE EDITOR STATUS FLAGS
2. Press ENTER

The DISPLAY LINKEDIT FLAGS screen displays on your terminal.
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  CAE5LGLL                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION           USER: userid

  TIME: hh: mm: ss            DISPLAY LINKEDIT FLAGS

 STAT PRODUCT NAME        STAT PRODUCT NAME        STAT PRODUCT NAME

  C   CA ADS                            N   CA IDMS DBCS OPTION

  C   CA ADS APPC                       C   CA IDMS/DC

  C   CA ADS ASF                        C   CA IDMS DDS

  C   CA ADS BATCH                      C   CA IDMS DICTIONARY LOADER

  C   CA EDP AUDITOR                    C   CA IDMS PERFORMANCE MONITOR

  C   CA ICMS                           C   CA IDMS PRESSPACK

  C   CA CULPRIT FOR CA IDMS            C   CA IDMS SERVER

  C   CA IDMS/DB                        C   CA IDMS UCF

  C   CA IDMS SQL                       C   CA OLQ ONLINE QUERY FOR CA IDMS

  C   10.2 DML BATCH                    C   RHDCDOLV

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | STATUS: N= NOT RUN C= COMPLETED                                          |

 | PF1 =  SCREEN HELP    PF3= RETURN                                        |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+_

These flags indicate if the link edit for the listed products has been run.
– N - Links for this product/module have not been run.
– C - Links for this product/module have completed.

Displaying the JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

Take these steps to display the JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

1. Place the cursor next to JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS
2. Press ENTER

The DISPLAY JOB STATUS FLAGS screen displays on your terminal.

  CAE5LGLJ                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy          CA IDMS VM/CMS INSTALLATION           USER: userid

  TIME: 14:52:41           DISPLAY JOB STATUS FLAGS

 STAT BASE/ADDON INSTALL  STAT BASE/ADDON INSTALL  STAT MAINTENANCE INSTALL

  Y   1 -FORMAT MINIDISKS  Y   7 -DEMO DATABASE     Y   1 -OFFLOAD REQUIRED?

  Y   2 -OFFLOAD TAPE      Y      LOAD DICTIONARY   N      OFFLOAD RUN

  Y      TEXT MODULES      Y      FORMAT DATABASE   Y      TEXT REQUIRED?

  Y      SOURCE MODULES    Y      LOAD DATA         N      TEXT OFFLOADED

  Y   3 -ASSEMBLIES        Y      REPORT ON LOAD    Y      SOURCE REQUIRED?

  Y   4 -LINKEDITS         Y   8 -SQL DATABASE      N      SOURCE OFFLOADED

  Y   5 -BUILD RUNTIME     Y   9 -DC DEMO           Y   2 -ASSEMBLIES REQUIRED?

  Y      LOAD DATABASES    Y   10-FULL BACKUP       N      ASSEMBLIES RUN

  Y      RUN IDMSDIRL      N   11-FINAL PROCESSING  Y   3 -LINKEDITS REQUIRED?

  N      INTERIM BACKUP                             N      LINKEDITS RUN

  Y   6 -DICTIONARIES                               Y   4 -DB UPDATES REQUIRED?
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  Y      APPLDICT                                   N      DB UPDATES RUN

  Y      ASFDICT                                    N   5 -FINAL PROCESSING

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | STATUS: N= NOT RUN C= COMPLETED                                          |

 | PF1 =  SCREEN HELP    PF3= RETURN                                        |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

These flags indicate the status of the various jobs which have been run. There are columns displaying the flags
for a BASE or ADDON installation and columns displaying the flags for a MAINTENANCE install. The main job
steps display the job number as it appears on the SELECT PRODUCT INSTALL JOBS screen. Steps without
numbers contain sub-jobs within that step and they have separate flags. This prevents sub-jobs from being rerun if a
subsequent step within a major job step fails.
– N - This job has not been run or has not been selected. Some steps are optional (e.g. FINAL BACKUP). Even

though the install is completed, the flag remains N.
– Y - The job step is successfully completed.

The IDMS Tools GLOBALV Menu
Take the following steps to display the DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES main menu:

1. Execute TOOL170
The main menu displays on your screen.

  CAR9F0                            CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy  CA IDMS TOOLS VM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE   USER: userid

  TIME: 15:21:46               M A I N  M E N U

                          SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS

                          INSTALL PRODUCT(S) FROM BASE TAPE

                          INSTALL PRODUCT MAINTENANCE TAPE

                          APPLY APAR CORRECTION(S) TO SYSTEM

                          DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER

                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

     COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

2. Place the cursor next to DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES
3. Press ENTER

The screen shown below is displayed on your terminal.
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  CAR9LGLB                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy  CA IDMS TOOLS VM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE   USER: userid

  TIME: 15:22:05           DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES

                          INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS

                          LINKAGE EDIT STATUS FLAGS

                          BASE TAPE JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

                          MAINTENANCE TAPE JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

                          EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER

                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Display the INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS variables

Take these steps to display the INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS:

1. Place the cursor next to INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS
2. Press ENTER

The INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS screen displays on your terminal

  CAR9LGLI                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: G0Q41B

  DATE: 08/24/04       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: IDMSRI01

  TIME: 12:03:38         DISPLAY TAPE AND STATUS FIELDS

 TAPE AND GENLEVEL INFORMATION              INSTALL STATUS INFORMATION

  CONTROL FILE PREFIX:       CATOOL16        BASE INSTALL STATUS:    I

  BASE GENLEVEL:             G00408DBA00     ADDON INSTALL STATUS:   N

  BASE SERVICE PACK:         1               MAINT. INSTALL STATUS:  N

  BASE VOLSER:               G0Q41B          MAINT. INSTALL TYPE:

  CURR. MAINT. GENLEVEL:     G00408DBA00

  CURR. MAINT. SERV. PACK:   1

  CURR. MAINT. VOLSER:       G0Q41B

  PREV. MAINT. GENLEVEL:

  PREV. MAINT. SERV. PACK:

  PREV. MAINT. VOLSER:

  PRIOR RELEASE NBR:         NA

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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 |  PF1= SCREEN HELP    PF3= RETURN                                           |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+_

This screen displays information about the tape(s) that are installed at your site and flags indicating the status of the
latest BASE, ADDON and MAINTENANCE install.
Depending on the number of tapes installed, some or all the TAPE AND GENLEVEL INFORMATION fields may
contain values.
– BASE GENLEVEL - Genlevel of the initial base tape that was installed for this release. This value will not change. It

is kept for historical purposes.
– BASE SERVICE PACK - Service pack number of the initial base tape that was installed for this release. This value

will not change. It is kept for historical purposes.
– BASE VOLSER- Tape volume serial number of the initial base tape that was installed. This value will not change. It

is kept for historical purposes.
– CURR. MAINT. GENLEVEL - Genlevel of the latest base/maintenance tape to be installed. After a base install, this

value is the same as the BASE GENLEVEL.
– CURR MAINT SERV PACK - Service pack number of the latest base/ maintenance tape to be installed. After a

base install, this value is same as the BASE Service pack.
– CURR. MAINT. VOLSER - Tape volume serial number of the latest base/maintenance tape to be installed. After a

base install this value is the same as the BASE VOL SER.
– PREV. MAINT. GENLEVEL - Genlevel of the prior base/maintenance tape. When a maintenance tape is installed,

the CURR. MAINT. GENLEVEL is rolled into this field.
– PREV MAINT SERV PACK - Service pack of the prior base/maintenance tape. When a maintenance tape is

installed, the CURR MAINT SERV PACK is rolled into this field.
– PREV. MAINT. VOLSER - Tape volume serial number of the prior base/maintenance tape. When a maintenance

tape is installed, the CURR. MAINT. VOLSER is rolled into this field.
The INSTALL STATUS INFORMATION section displays the status of each type of install that is processed. Valid
values displayed are:
– N - This type of install has never been attempted. Note that for this display an UPGRADE install would be

represented by the BASE install flag.
– I - This type of install is currently IN PROGRESS but is not completed.
– C - This type of install is COMPLETED.
The MAINT INSTALL TYPE specifies the type of maintenance install that was done for the current maintenance tape.
Valid values displayed are:
– Spaces - No maintenance tapes have been installed.
– CUR - The current maintenance tape installed the updates for a single Service pack.
– CUM - The current maintenance tape installed the updates for multiple Service packs.

Displaying the LINKAGE EDITOR STATUS FLAGS 1

Take the following steps to display the LINKAGE EDITOR STATUS FLAGS

1. Place the cursor next to LINKAGE EDITOR STATUS FLAGS
2. Press ENTER

The DISPLAY LINKEDIT FLAGS screen displays on your terminal.

  CAR9LGLL                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid

  TIME: hh: mm: ss            DISPLAY LINKEDIT FLAGS

 STAT PRODUCT NAME                     STAT PRODUCT NAME

  C   CA ADS ALIVE                      C   CA IDMS LOG ANALYZER
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  C   CA ADS TRACE                      C   CA IDMS MASTERKEY

  C   CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER               C   CA IDMS ONLINE LOG DISPLAY

  C   CA IDMS/DB AUDIT                  C   CA IDMS SASO

  C   CA IDMS/DB REORG                  C   CA IDMS SCHEMA MAPPER

  C   CA IDMS EXTRACTOR                 C   CA IDMS TASK ANALYZER

  C   CA IDMS DC SORT                   C   GENERAL COMPARE MODULES

  C   CA IDMS DICTIONARY MIGRATOR       C   GENERAL DBIO MODULES

  C   CA IDMS DICTIONARY MIGRATOR ASST  C   GENERAL EDITOR MODULES

  C   CA IDMS DICTIONARY MODULE EDITOR  C   GENERAL IDMS MODULES

  C   CA IDMS DICTIONARY QUERY FACILITY C   GENERAL MAPPING MODULES

  C   CA IDMS DML ONLINE                C   GENERAL SORT MODULES

  C   CA IDMS ENFORCER                  C   GENERAL SUBROUTINE MODULES

  C   CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | STATUS: N= NOT RUN C= COMPLETED                                          |

 | PF1 =  SCREEN HELP    PF3= RETURN                                        |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

These flags indicate if the link edits for the listed products have been run.
– N - Links for this product/module have not been run.
– C - Links for this product/module have completed.

Displaying the BASE TAPE JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

Take the following steps to display the BASE TAPE JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

1. Place the cursor next to BASE TAPE JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS
2. Press ENTER

The DISPLAY BASE TAPE JOB STATUS FLAGS screen displays on your terminal.

  CAR9LGBJ                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid

  TIME: 15:22:50         DISPLAY BASE JOB STATUS FLAGS

 STAT JOBSTEP             STAT JOBSTEP             STAT JOBSTEP

  N   1 -FORMAT MINIDISKS  N   6 -BUILD TOOLDICT    N   7 -LOAD PROD. DATABASES

  N   2 -OFFLOAD TAPE      N      ADS ALIVE         N      DBX

  N      TEXT MODULES      N      ADS TRACE         N      MIGRATOR

  N      SOURCE MODULES    N      DBX               N      DML ONLINE

  N   3 -ASSEMBLIES        N      DC SORT           N      ENFORCER

  N   4 -LINKEDITS         N      MODULE EDITOR     N      MASTERKEY

  N   5 -BUILD RUNTIME     N      MIGRATOR          N      SASO

  N      UPDATE DMCL/DBTB  N      QUERY FACILITY    N      SASO - LOAD DOCUMENT

                           N      DML ONLINE        N   8 -BACKUP

                           N      ENFORCER          N   9 -FINAL PROCESSING

                           N      MASTERKEY

                           N      LOG DISPLAY

                           N      SASO

                           N      TASK ANALYZER

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | STATUS: N= NOT RUN C= COMPLETED                                          |
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 | PF1 =  SCREEN HELP    PF3= RETURN                                        |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

These flags indicate the status of the various jobs which may be run during a BASE or ADDON install. The main
job steps display the job number as it appears on the SELECT PRODUCT INSTALL JOBS screen. Steps without
numbers contain sub-jobs within that step and they have separate flags. This prevents sub-jobs from being rerun if a
subsequent step within a major job step fails.
– N - This job has not been run or has not been selected. Some steps are optional (e.g. FINAL BACKUP). Although

the install is completed, the flag remains N.
– Y - The job step has been successfully completed.

Displaying the MAINTENANCE TAPE JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

Take the following steps to display the MAINTENANCE TAPE JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

1. Place the cursor next to MAINTENANCE TAPE JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS
2. Press ENTER

The DISPLAY MAINTENANCE TAPE JOB STATUS FLAGS screen displays on your terminal.

  CAR9LGMJ                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: volser

  DATE: mm/dd/yy       CA IDMS TOOLS VM/CMS INSTALLATION        USER: userid

  TIME: 15:23:06     DISPLAY MAINTENANCE JOB STATUS FLAGS

 STAT MAINTENANCE INSTALL

  Y   1 -OFFLOAD REQUIRED?

  N      OFFLOAD RUN

  Y      TEXT REQUIRED?

  N      TEXT OFFLOADED

  Y      SOURCE REQUIRED?

  N      SOURCE OFFLOADED

  Y   2 -ASSEMBLIES REQUIRED?

  N      ASSEMBLIES RUN

  Y   3 -LINKEDITS REQUIRED?

  N      LINKEDITS RUN

  Y   4 -DB UPDATES REQUIRED?

  N      DB UPDATES RUN

  N   5 -FINAL PROCESSING

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | STATUS: N= NOT RUN C= COMPLETED                                          |

 | PF1 =  SCREEN HELP    PF3= RETURN                                        |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

These flags indicate the status of the various jobs which may be run during a maintenance install. The main job
steps display the job number as it would appear on the SELECT PRODUCT INSTALL JOBS screen. Steps without
numbers contain sub-jobs within that step and they have separate flags. This prevents sub-jobs from being rerun if a
subsequent step within a major job step fails.
– N - This job has not been run or has not been selected. Some steps are optional (e.g. FINAL BACKUP). Although

the install is completed, the flag remains N.
– Y - The job step has been successfully completed.
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The IDMS Option for CMS GLOBALV Menu
Take these steps to display the DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES main menu:

1. Execute CMSO170
The main menu appears on your screen.

  CAQ6F0                            CA, INC.                    TAPE: F0Q61B

  DATE: mm/dd/yy    CA IDMS/CMS OPTION INSTALLATION             USER: IDMSQA02

  TIME: 14:59:02           M A I N M E N U

                      SET INSTALLATION PARAMETERS

                      INSTALL BASE TAPE

                      INSTALL MAINTENANCE TAPE

                      APPLY APAR CORRECTION(S) TO SYSTEM

                      DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES

                      EXIT

      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER

               ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

2. Place the cursor next to DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES
3. Press ENTER

The screen shown below is displayed on your terminal.

  CAE5LGLB                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: F0Q61B

  DATE: mm/dd/yy    CA IDMS/CMS OPTION  VM/CMS INSTALLATION     USER: IDMSQA02

  TIME: 14:59:19           DISPLAY GLOBALV VARIABLES

                          INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS

                          LINKAGE EDITOR STATUS FLAGS

                          JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

                          EXIT
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      PLACE THE CURSOR NEXT TO THE DESIRED OPTION AND PRESS ENTER

                  ( PF1 = MENU HELP     PF3 = EXIT )

      COPYRIGHT (C) 2007 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Displaying the INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS Variables (for CMS)

Take these steps to display the INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS:

1. Place the cursor next to INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS.
2. Press ENTER.

The INSTALLATION AND TAPE FIELDS screen displays on your terminal.
   CAE5LGLI                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: F0Q66B

  DATE: 08/24/04    CA IDMS/CMS OPTION  VM/CMS INSTALLATION     USER: IDMSQA02

  TIME: 12:06:57         DISPLAY TAPE AND STATUS FIELDS

 

 TAPE AND GENLEVEL INFORMATION              INSTALL STATUS INFORMATION

  CONTROL FILE PREFIX:       CACMSO15        BASE INSTALL STATUS:    I

  BASE GENLEVEL:             F00405CBN00     ADDON INSTALL STATUS:   N

  BASE SERVICE PACK:         6               MAINT. INSTALL STATUS:  N

  BASE VOLSER:               F0Q66B          MAINT. INSTALL TYPE:

  CURR. MAINT. GENLEVEL:     F00405CBN00

  CURR. MAINT. SERV. PACK:   6

  CURR. MAINT. VOLSER:       F0Q66B

  PREV. MAINT. GENLEVEL:

  PREV. MAINT. SERV. PACK:

  PREV. MAINT. VOLSER:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  PF1= SCREEN HELP    PF3= RETURN                                           |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+_

 

This screen displays information about the tape(s) that have been installed at your site and flags indicating the status
of the latest BASE, ADDON and MAINTENANCE install.
Depending on the number of tapes installed, some or all the TAPE AND GENLEVEL INFORMATION fields may
contain values.
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– BASE GENLEVEL - Genlevel of the initial base tape that was installed for this release. This value will not change. It
is kept for historical purposes.

– BASE SERVICE PACK - Service pack number of the initial base tape that was installed for this release. This value
will not change. It is kept for historical purposes.

– BASE VOLSER- Tape volume serial number of the initial base tape that was installed. This value will not change. It
is kept for historical purposes.

– CURR. MAINT. GENLEVEL - Genlevel of the latest base/maintenance tape to be installed. After a base install, this
value is the same as the BASE GENLEVEL.

– CURR MAINT SERV PACK - Service pack number of the latest base/ maintenance tape to be installed. After a
base install, this value is same as the BASE Service pack.

– CURR. MAINT. VOLSER - Tape volume serial number of the latest base/maintenance tape to be installed. After a
base install this value is the same as the BASE VOL SER.

– PREV. MAINT. GENLEVEL - Genlevel of the prior base/maintenance tape. When a maintenance tape is installed,
the CURR. MAINT. GENLEVEL is rolled into this field.

– PREV MAINT SERV PACK - Service pack of the prior base/maintenance tape. When a maintenance tape is
installed, the CURR MAINT SERV PACK is rolled into this field.

– PREV. MAINT. VOLSER - Tape volume serial number of the prior base/maintenance tape. When a maintenance
tape is installed, the CURR. MAINT. VOLSER is rolled into this field.

The INSTALL STATUS INFORMATION section displays the status of each type of install that is processed. Valid
values displayed are:
– N - This type of install has never been attempted. Note that for this display an UPGRADE install would be

represented by the BASE install flag.
– I - This type of install is currently IN PROGRESS but is not completed.
– C - This type of install is COMPLETED.
The MAINT INSTALL TYPE specifies the type of maintenance install that was done for the current maintenance tape.
Valid values displayed are:
– Spaces - No maintenance tapes have been installed.
– CUR - The current maintenance tape installed the updates for a single Service pack.
– CUM - The current maintenance tape installed the updates for multiple Service packs.

Displaying the LINKAGE EDITOR STATUS FLAGS 2

Take these steps to display the LINKAGE EDITOR STATUS FLAGS

1. Place the cursor next to LINKAGE EDITOR STATUS FLAGS
2. Press ENTER

The DISPLAY LINKEDIT FLAGS screen displays on your terminal.

  CAE5LGLL                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: F0Q61B

  DATE: mm/dd/yy    CA IDMS/CMS OPTION  VM/CMS INSTALLATION     USER: IDMSQA02

  TIME: 02:33:57            DISPLAY LINKEDIT FLAGS

 STAT PRODUCT NAME        STAT PRODUCT NAME        STAT PRODUCT NAME

  C   CA IDMS/CMS OPTION
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 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | STATUS: N= NOT RUN C= COMPLETED                                          |

 | PF1 =  SCREEN HELP    PF3= RETURN                                        |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+_

These flags indicate if the link edit for the listed products has been run.
– N - Links for this product/module have not been run.
– C - Links for this product/module have completed.

Displaying JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

Take these steps to display the JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS

1. Place the cursor next to JOB STEP STATUS FLAGS
2. Press ENTER

The DISPLAY JOB STATUS FLAGS screen displays on your terminal.

  CAE5LGLJ                          CA, INC.                    TAPE: F0Q61B

  DATE: mm/dd/yy    CA IDMS/CMS OPTION  VM/CMS INSTALLATION     USER: IDMSQA02

  TIME: 15:22:13           DISPLAY JOB STATUS FLAGS

 STAT BASE/ADDON INSTALL  STAT BASE/ADDON INSTALL  STAT MAINTENANCE INSTALL

  N   1 -FORMAT MINIDISKS  N   7 -DEMO DATABASE     Y   1 -OFFLOAD REQUIRED?

  Y   2 -OFFLOAD TAPE      N      LOAD DICTIONARY   N      OFFLOAD RUN

  Y      TEXT MODULES      N      FORMAT DATABASE   Y      TEXT REQUIRED?

  Y      SOURCE MODULES    N      LOAD DATA         N      TEXT OFFLOADED

  Y   3 -ASSEMBLIES        N      REPORT ON LOAD    Y      SOURCE REQUIRED?

  Y   4 -LINKEDITS         N   8 -SQL DATABASE      N      SOURCE OFFLOADED

  N   5 -BUILD RUNTIME     N   9 -DC DEMO           Y   2 -ASSEMBLIES REQUIRED?

  N      LOAD DATABASES    N   10-FULL BACKUP       N      ASSEMBLIES RUN

  N      RUN IDMSDIRL      Y   11-FINAL PROCESSING  Y   3 -LINKEDITS REQUIRED?

  N      INTERIM BACKUP                             N      LINKEDITS RUN

  N   6 -DICTIONARIES                               Y   4 -DB UPDATES REQUIRED?

  N      APPLDICT                                   N      DB UPDATES RUN

  N      ASFDICT                                    N   5 -FINAL PROCESSING

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | STATUS: N= NOT RUN C= COMPLETED                                          |

 | PF1 =  SCREEN HELP    PF3= RETURN                                        |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+_

These flags indicate the status of the various jobs which have been run. There are columns displaying the flags
for a BASE or ADDON installation and columns displaying the flags for a MAINTENANCE install. The main job
steps display the job number as it appears on the SELECT PRODUCT INSTALL JOBS screen. Steps without
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numbers contain sub-jobs within that step and they have separate flags. This prevents sub-jobs from being rerun if a
subsequent step within a major job step fails.
– N - This job has not been run or has not been selected. Some steps are optional (e.g. FINAL BACKUP). Even

though the install is completed, the flag remains N.
– Y - The job step is successfully completed.

IDMS Tools Runtime Options
This section describes the IDMS Tools runtime parameters. These parameters are supplied with default values and can be
modified at installation time by changing the VARBLIST member.

These runtime parameters can also be modified after initial installation by changing selected macro parameters in a
particular customization module (xxxTPARM), and re-assembling and re-linking that module.

NOTE
The installation procedure defines, initializes, and loads adictionary with various product modules. This is the
dictionary that is referred to by the HLPDICT and HLPNODE parameters that appear in most of the xxxTPARM
modules.

See TOOLJCL member UMOD1 for a USERMOD example of how to change xxxTPARM values.

IDMS Dictionary Migrator Runtime Parameter

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*CA IDMS/DATABASE EXTRACTOR RUNTIME PARAMETERS

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*            MODIFY PRODUCT TUNING PARAMETERS

*            ────────────────────────────────

*USVTPARM ── THIS MEMBER IS USED TO SPECIFY THE RUNTIME VALUES TO

*            BE USED AS INPUT TO THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MACRO,

*            USVCPARM.

*

*            RUNTIME VARIABLES

*            ──────────────────

*            TASK='1-8 CHAR'      TASK USED TO INVOKE DBX.

*

*            HLPDICT='1-8 CHAR'   DICTNAME OF DICTIONARY INTO WHICH

*                                 USVTUTOR MODULES WERE ADDED.  NULL FOR

*                                 DEFAULT DICTIONARY.

*

*            HLPNODE='1-8 CHAR'   DICTNODE FOR "HLPDICT" - NULL IF NO DDS.

*

*            HLPVERS=INTEGER      VERSION NUMBER AT WHICH USVTUTOR MODULES

*                                 WERE ADDED: MUST BE   1 - 9999

*

*            STKENTS=INTEGER      # OF 8 BYTE ENTRIES TO ALLOCATE FOR DBX

*                                 SET STACK: MUST BE 30 - 1000

*                                 THE NUMBER OF SETS THAT WILL BE TRAVERSED

*                                 IN YOUR EXTRACT PATH BEGINNING AT THE

*                                 DATABASE ENTRY POINT. A SAFE NUMBER WOULD

*                                 BE ONE FOR EACH SET IN YOUR SUBSCHEMA. FOR

*                                 EXAMPLE, 200 IS A SUITABLE VALUE FOR IDMSNWKA.
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*

*            COPY='1-8 CHAR'      WHO A USER CAN COPY OTHER JCL MEMBERS

*                                 AND SPECIFICATIONS FROM:

*                                   'USER' ───── FROM ONLY HIM/HERSELF;

*                                   'DBXADMIN' - FROM HIM/HERSELF PLUS ANY

*                                                GLOBAL MEMBERS UNDER THE

*                                                'DBXADMIN' USER-ID;

*                                   'ANYONE' ─── FROM ANYONE ON THE DBX

*                                                DATABASE.

*

*            RETSEQ=Y│YES│N│NO    DEFAULT 'RETAIN PHYSICAL SEQUENCE OF

*                                 MEMBER RECORDS IN THE SET?' VALUE ON

*                                 THE RECORD LEVEL SELECTION CRITERIA SCREEN.

*

*            XRECURO=Y│YES│N│NO   DEFAULT 'EXTRACT ALL OWNERS FOR

*                                 EXTRACTED RECURSIVE RECORDS?' VALUE ON

*                                 THE RECORD LEVEL SELECTION CRITERIA SCREEN.

*

*            BGINMID=Y│YES│N│NO   DEFAULT 'BEGIN VIEWING/EDITING IN THE

*                                 MIDDLE OF A PATH DEFINITION' VALUE ON THE

*                                 SPECIFY DATABASE EXTRACT SPECIFICATION SCREEN.

*

*            NLYZ008=W│WARNING│   HAVE MESSAGE NLYZ008 AS A WARNING OR

*                    E│ERROR      ERROR MESSAGE.  NLYZ008 IS DISPLAYED

*                                 AT EXTRACT TIME WHEN A MANDATORY MEMBER

*                                 IS BEING EXTRACTED WITHOUT ITS OWNER.

*                                 AN ERROR MESSAGE PREVENTS THE

*                                 SPECIFICATION FROM BEING USED.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*  DEFAULT VALUES AS SUPPLIED WITH INSTALLATION:

*       USVCPARM TASK=DBX,

*                HLPDICT=,         NULL

*                HLPNODE=,         NULL

*                HLPVERS=1,

*                STKENTS=50,

*                COPY=ANYONE,

*                RETSEQ=YES,

*                XRECURO=YES,

*                BGINMID=YES,

*                NLYZ008=WARNING

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

IDMS Dictionary Migrator Assistant Runtime Parameter

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

* DICTIONARY MIGRATOR ASSISTANT RUNTIME PARAMETERS

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*

*XDMCPARM THIS IS THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MACRO USED BY THE DMA

*SYSTEM TO PROVIDE RUNTIME VALUES.

*OPERANDS:
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*                 DMATSK='1-8 CHAR'    TASK USED TO INVOKE DMA.

*                 HLPDICT='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE DICTIONARY USED FOR

*                                      GSIHELP.

*                 HLPNODE='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE NODE USED FOR GSIHELP.

*

*                 HLPVERS=INTEGER      VERSION NUMBER OF HELP MODULES.

*

*ASSEMBLED VALUES AT INSTALLATION:

*       XDMCPARM DMATSK='DMA    ',

*                HLPDICT='        ',

*                HLPNODE='        ',

*                HLPVERS=0

*

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

IDMS/DML Online Runtime Parameters

*********************************************************************** 00000100

* CA IDMS/DML ONLINE RUNTIME PARAMETERS                                  0000100

*********************************************************************** 00001300

*                                                                    *

*       YOUR RESPONSIBILITY AS INSTALLER IS TO :                     *

*                                                                    *

*   1.  SELECT APPROPRIATE VALUES FOR THE MACRO PARAMETERS AT THE END*

*                                                                    *

*   2.  UPDATE THE FOLLOWING SOURCE MODULES AS APPROPRIATE :         *

*                                                                    *

*       .. USD@MOPS            MENU-MODE DML OP CODES                *

*       .. USD@MTXT            MENU-MODE DESCRIPTIVE TEXT            *

*       .. USD@MSTL            MENU-MODE STATIC AREA DESCRIPTION     *

*       .. USD@SSEX            SUBSCHEMA EXCLUSION LIST              *

*       .. USD@DSPC            DISPLAYABLE CHARACTERS                *

*       .. USD@KYWD            STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS                *

*                                                                    *

*   3.  ASSEMBLE AND LINKEDIT PROGRAM USDTPARM                       *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* FOLLOWING IS AN EXPLANATION FOR EACH PARAMETER OF MACRO USDCPARM   *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (1)  :  ==>  HLPDICT    ALTERNATE DICTIONARY USED FOR HELP MODULES *

*                                                                    *

*         DICTIONARY NAME (DICTNAME) OF DICTIONARY INTO WHICH THE    *

*         ONLINE DOCUMENTATION / HELP MODULES HAVE BEEN PLACED       *

*         PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS '        '.        *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (2)  :  ==>  HLPNODE    ALTERNATE DICTNODE   USED FOR HELP MODULES *

*                                                                    *
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*         DICTIONARY NODE (DICTNODE) OF DICTIONARY INTO WHICH THE    *

*         ONLINE DOCUMENTATION / HELP MODULES HAVE BEEN PLACED       *

*         PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS '        '.        *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (3)  :  ==>  HLPVERS    VERSION NUMBER OF THE HELP MODULES         *

*                                                                    *

*         VERSION OF DICTIONARY ONLINE DOCUMENTATION MODULES.        *

*         PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS 1.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (4)  :  ==>  LOWCASE    LOWER CASE OPTION  (Y/N)                   *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE "LOWER CASE DATA ACCEPTED" OPTION ON THE    *

*          DMLO SIGNON SCREEN.                                       *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET LOWCASE  (ON/OFF) COMMAND.                   *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'Y' OR 'N'                          *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'N'.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (5)  :  ==>  DPRTCL     DC PRINT CLASS                             *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF "PRINT CLASS" OPTION ON DMLO SIGNON    *

*          SCREEN.                                                   *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION FROM OPTIONS SCREEN.   *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE '1'.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (6)  :  ==>  TPRTCL     TSO PRINT CLASS                            *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF "PRINT CLASS" OPTION ON DMLO SIGNON    *

*          SCREEN.                                                   *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION FROM OPTIONS SCREEN.   *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'A'.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (7)  :  ==>  CPRTCL     CICS PRINT CLASS                           *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF "PRINT CLASS" OPTION ON DMLO SIGNON    *

*          SCREEN.                                                   *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION FROM OPTIONS SCREEN.   *

*          *** PRINTING IS NOT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FROM CICS ***     *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'A'.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (8)  :  ==>  DISPLAY    DISPLAY FMT  (COBOL/VERTICAL)              *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF DISPLAY OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.       *

*                                                                    *
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*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET COBOL (ON/OFF) COMMAND.                      *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'COBOL' OR 'VERTICAL'               *

*            WHERE COBOL    = LEVELED, INDENTED, COBOL-LIKE FORMAT   *

*                  VERTICAL = R4.6 AND EARLIER NON-LEVELED FORMAT    *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'COBOL'.             *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (9)  :  ==>  AUTOHEX    AUTOHEX   OPTION (ON/OFF)                  *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF AUTOHEX OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.       *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET AUTOHEX (ON/OFF) COMMAND.                    *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'ON' OR 'OFF'                       *

*            WHERE  ON   ==> FIELDS CONTAINING INVALID DATA WILL BE  *

*                            AUTOMATICALLY DISPLAYED IN HEX FORMAT.  *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'ON'.                *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (10) :  ==>  AUTOBND    AUTO-BIND OPTION (ON/OFF)                  *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF AUTOBIND OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.      *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET AUTOBIND (ON/OFF) COMMAND.                   *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'ON' OR 'OFF'                       *

*            WHERE  ON   ==> RECORDS WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY BOUND     *

*                            AT THE FIRST REFERENCE IN DML COMMANDS  *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'ON'.                *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (11) :  ==>  MAPIN      DATA/COMMAND INP (FAST/STEP)               *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF  MAPIN   OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.      *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET MAPIN  (FAST/STEP) COMMAND                   *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'FAST' OR 'STEP'                    *

*            WHERE FAST  ==> DATA UPDATES AND COMMAND/PFKEY INPUT    *

*                            WILL BE ACCEPTED IN THE SAME            *

*                            PSUEDO-CONVERSE.                        *

*                                                                    *

*          NOTE THAT RELEASES PRIOR TO R5.5 DMLO ONLY                *

*               FUNCTIONED IN 'STEP' MODE.                           *

*                                                                    *
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*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'FAST'               *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (12) :  ==>  CLIST      CLIST EXECUTION  (FAST/STEP)               *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF CLIST EXECUTION OPTION FOR SESSION.    *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET CLIST  (FAST/STEP) COMMAND                   *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'FAST' OR 'STEP'                    *

*            WHERE FAST  ==> CLIST EXECUTION WILL BE IN FAST MODE.   *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'FAST'               *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (13) :  ==>  DSPCMND    COMMAND DISPLAY  (INPUT/USED)              *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF COMMAND DISPLAY OPTION FOR SESSION.    *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET CMND (INPUT/USED)  COMMAND                   *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'USED' OR 'INPUT'                   *

*            WHERE USED  ==> COMMAND LINE ECHO WILL BE IN THE        *

*                            EXPANDED FORMAT AS USED BY THE          *

*                            COMMAND PROCESSOR                       *

*                  INPUT ==> COMMAND LINE ECHO WILL BE AS ENTERED    *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'INPUT'              *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (14) :  ==>  LRFSCRN    LRF SCREEN FMT   (NORM/MAX)                *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF LRF SCREEN FORMAT OPTION.              *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH      SHOW OPTIONS      COMMAND                    *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'NORM' OR 'MAX'                     *

*            WHERE NORM  ==> SCREEN FORMAT FOR LRF SUBSCHEMAS        *

*                            INITIALLY WILL BE STANDARD              *

*                            'EXPERT' FORMAT                         *

*                  MAX   ==> SCREEN FORMAT FOR LRF SUBSCHEMAS        *

*                            INITIALLY WILL ALLOW FOR MAXIMUM        *

*                            COMMAND LENGTH                          *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'NORM'               *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (15) :  ==>  MODE       SESSION MODE    (EXPERT/MENU)              *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL DEFAULT SETTING FOR MENU-MODE OPERATION.          *
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*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET MENU (ON/OFF)      COMMAND                   *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'NEMU' OR 'EXPERT'                  *

*            WHERE MENU   ==> DMLO WILL STARTUP IN MENU-MODE FORMAT  *

*                  EXPERT ==> DMLO WILL STARTUP IN EXPERT    FORMAT  *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'EXPERT'             *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (16) :  ==>  USERXIT    USER EXIT OPTION                           *

*                                                                    *

*          USER EXIT OPTION.                                         *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'NO'                 *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE :                                   *

*                                                                    *

*            YES           = USER EXIT MODULE IS AVAILABLE, WILL BE  *

*                            INVOKED FOR EACH DML VERB EXECUTED, AND *

*                            OPTION IS NOT CHANGEABLE BY THE USER    *

*                            DURING THE DMLO SESSION                 *

*                                                                    *

*            NO            = USER EXIT WILL NOT BE INVOKED, AND      *

*                            OPTION IS NOT CHANGEABLE BY THE USER    *

*                            DURING THE DMLO SESSION                 *

*                                                                    *

*            (DYNAMIC,OFF) = USER EXIT MODULE IS AVAILABLE, BUT IS   *

*            (DYNAM,OFF)     NOT ACTIVE FOR THE SESSION UNTIL THE    *

*                            SET EXIT ON COMMAND IS ISSUED. ALL      *

*                            DML VERBS ARE ELIGIBLE FOR THE EXIT     *

*                            UNLESS SPECIFICALLY TURNED OFF DURING   *

*                            THE SESSION.                            *

*                                                                    *

*            (DYNAMIC,ON)  = USER EXIT MODULE IS AVAILABLE, AND WILL *

*            (DYNAM,ON)      BE ACTIVE FOR THE SESSION UNTIL THE     *

*                            SET EXIT OFF COMMAND IS ISSUED. ALL     *

*                            UNLESS SPECIFICALLY TURNED OFF DURING   *

*                            THE SESSION.                            *

*                                                                    *

*            DYNAMIC       = EQUIVALENT TO (DYNAMIC,OFF)             *

*            DYNAM                                                   *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (17) :  ==>  GLOBID     GLOBAL (SYS OWNED) PROFILE/CLIST OWNER     *

*                                                                    *

*          INTERNAL OWNER ID FOR GLOBAL (SYSTEM-OWNED)               *

*          PROFILES AND CLISTS                                       *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE ONLY BY REASSEMBLY OF USDTPARM        *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'DMLOSYS'               *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*
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*                                                                    *

* (18) :  ==>  ADMIN      DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON (1)              *

* (19) :  ==>  ADMIN2     DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON (2)              *

*                                                                    *

*          SIGNON USERIDS FOR WHICH DMLO WILL ALLOW RESTRICTED       *

*          PROFILE AND CLIST MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS                   *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE ONLY BY REASSEMBLY OF USDTPARM        *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUES 'USERID01' 'USERID02'  *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (20) :  ==>  USERID     CHG USERID ?  (INPUT/PROT)                 *

*                                                                    *

*          INDICATES WHETHER USERID FROM IDMS/DC SIGNON MAY BE       *

*          BE CHANGED AT DMLO SESSION SIGNON.                        *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUES ARE :  INPUT  ==>  USERID/PASSWORD MAY BE ENTERED  *

*                                    ON THE DMLO SIGNON SCREEN       *

*                        PROT   ==>  USERID/PASSWORD PROTECTED       *

*                                    ON THE DMLO SIGNON SCREEN       *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE  INPUT               *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (21) :  ==>  NONDSPL    NONDISPLAY TRANSLATION                     *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE FOR TRANSLATION OF CHARACTERS WHICH         *

*          ARE CONSIDERED TO BE NON-DISPLAYABLE BASED ON             *

*          CONTENTS OF TABLE DESCRIBED BY MEMBER USD@DSPC            *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET NONDISPLAY X  COMMAND                        *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE C'_'                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (22) :  ==>  DEFDICT    DEFAULT SIGNON DICTIONARY                  *

* (23) :  ==>  DEFNODE    DEFAULT SIGNON DICT. NODE                  *

*                                                                    *

*         DEFAULT SIGNON SCREEN DICTIONARY NAME.                     *

*         DEFAULT SIGNON SCREEN DICTIONARY NODE.                     *

*                                                                    *

*         ANY VALUES SPECIFIED HERE WILL APPEAR EACH TIME THE        *

*         DMLO SIGNON SCREEN IS PRESENTED                            *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (24) :  ==>  PRFDBNM    PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NAME                  *

* (25) :  ==>  PRFDBND    PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NODE                  *

*                                                                    *

*         SEGMENT NAME AND NODE (DBNAME/DBNODE)                      *

*         FOR PROFILE/CLIST SUBSCHEMA                                *
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*                                                                    *

*         PARAMETERS SET BY INSTALLATION PROCESS TO MATCH DMCL       *

*         CHANGES.                                                   *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (26) :  ==>  SBUFNM     DEFAULT SCRATCH REC NAME PREFIX            *

*                                                                    *

*         PREFIX FOR DEFAULT SCRATCH RECORD NAMES                    *

*                                                                    *

*         IF NO OTHER RECORD NAME SPECIFIED FOR SCRATCH I/O          *

*         REQUESTS, DMLO WILL CREATE A RECORD/ELEMENT STRUCTURE      *

*         WHOSE NAME IS SSSSN WHERE SSSS IS SPECIFIED BY SBUFNM      *

*         AND N IS 0-9.                                              *

*                                                                    *

* (27) :  ==>  QBUFNM     DEFAULT QUEUE   REC NAME PREFIX            *

*                                                                    *

*         PREFIX FOR DEFAULT  QUEUE  RECORD NAMES                    *

*                                                                    *

*         IF NO OTHER RECORD NAME SPECIFIED FOR  QUEUE  I/O          *

*         REQUESTS, DMLO WILL CREATE A RECORD/ELEMENT STRUCTURE      *

*         WHOSE NAME IS QQQQN WHERE QQQQ IS SPECIFIED BY QBUFNM      *

*         AND N IS 0-9.                                              *

*                                                                    *

* (28) :  ==>  SQBUFL     DEFAULT SCR/QUE REC MAX LEN                *

*                                                                    *

*         DEFAULT SCRATCH/QUEUE BUFFER LENGTH                        *

*                                                                    *

*         THIS VALUE IS THE BUFFER LENGTH FOR ALL RECORDS            *

*         WHICH DMLO ALLOCATES USING THE DEFAULT SCRATCH AND         *

*         QUEUE RECORD NAME PREFIXES.                                *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (29) :  ==>  ATTNKEY    ATTENTION/INTERRUPT                        *

*                                                                    *

*         INITIAL VALUE OF "INTERRUPT" KEY WHICH APPEARS ON THE      *

*         DMLO SIGNON SCREEN. NOTE IT IS CHANGEABLE AT THAT TIME.    *

*         ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PA1-PA3, OR PF1-PF24.                *

*                                                                    *

*         PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS 'PA1'.             *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (30-37)   THESE REPRESENT INITIAL VALUES OF PF KEY SETTINGS.       *

*           ALLOWED FORMATS ARE :                                    *

*                  ....KEY=(PFX,PFY)                                 *

*                  ....KEY=(PFX)                                     *

*                  ....KEY=PFX                                       *

*                                                                    *

*           ALL KEYS ARE CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION EXCEPT        *

*                  SNONKEY == SIGNON SCREEN HELP                     *

*                  PROFKEY == SIGNON PROFILE LIST                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *
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* (30) :  ==>  SNONKEY    HELP (SIGNON)                              *

*                                                                    *

*         INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO     *

*         INVOKE ONLINE DOCUMENTATION FOR SIGNON SCREEN              *

*                                                                    *

*         KEYS CHANGEABLE ONLY AT INSTALLATION                       *

*                                                                    *

*         ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                            *

*                                                                    *

*         DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF2'   AND  'PF14'                      *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (31) :  ==>  PROFKEY    SIGNON PROFILE LIST                        *

*                                                                    *

*         INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO     *

*         REQUEST A PROFILE LIST FROM SIGNON SCREEN                  *

*                                                                    *

*         KEYS CHANGEABLE ONLY AT INSTALLATION                       *

*                                                                    *

*         ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                            *

*                                                                    *

*         DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF4'   AND  'PF16'                      *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (32) :  ==>  HELPKEY    HELP (DMLO)                                *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          INVOKE DMLO ONLINE DOCUMENTATION (HELP) DISPLAYS.         *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF1'   AND  'PF13'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (33) :  ==>  SHOWKEY    SHOW PFKEYS                                *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          REQUEST DISPLAY/UPDATE OF ALL PF KEYS.                    *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF2'   AND  'PF14'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (34) :  ==>  PENDKEY    END / GOBACK FUNCTION                      *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          REQUEST END/GOBACK FROM SECONDARY DMLO DISPLAYS           *

*                                                                    *
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*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF3'   AND  'PF15'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (35) :  ==>  DISPKEY    DISPLAY &D.                                 *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          REQUEST REDISPLAY FUNCTION.                               *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF4'   AND  'PF16'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (36) :  ==>  PGUPKEY    SCROLL UP                                  *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          PAGE/SCROLL DISPLAY UP (TOWARD THE FIRST LINE)            *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF7'   AND  'PF19'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (37) :  ==>  PGDNKEY    SCROLL DOWN                                *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          PAGE/SCROLL DISPLAY DOWN  (TOWARD THE LAST LINE)          *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF8'   AND  'PF20'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (38) :  ==>  DEFENTK    DEFAULT ENTER KEY USAGE (Y/N)              *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT PROCESSING MODE WHEN ENTER KEY ALONE IS HIT,      *

*          WITH NO OTHER DATA TYPED/OVERTYPED ON COMMAND LINE.       *

*          DEFAULT VALUE IS 'Y'. DEFAULT ACTION CLEAR COMMAND LINE.  *

*                                                                    *

*          ALTERNATE SETTING IS 'N'. THIS WILL CAUSE THE LAST        *

*          COMMAND ON THE COMMAND LINE (IF ANY) TO BE RE-EXECUTED.   *

*          THIS CAN BE USED TO REPEAT OBTAIN NEXT/PREVIOUS           *
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*          DML COMMAND WITHOUT HAVING TO OVERTYPE ANY CHARACTERS.    *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS ALSO DYNAMICALLY CHANGEABLE FOR SESSION          *

*          DURATION USING THE : SET DEFENTK (ON/OFF) COMMAND.        *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUE:    DEFENTK = 'Y' DO NOT RE-EXECUTE COMMAND *

*          ALTERNATE VALUE:  DEFENTK = 'N' DO RE-EXECUTE COMMAND     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (39) :  ==>  DEFDBNM    DEFAULT SIGNON DBNAME                      *

*                                                                    *

*         DEFAULT SIGNON SCREEN DBNAME.                              *

*                                                                    *

*         ANY VALUES SPECIFIED HERE WILL APPEAR EACH TIME THE        *

*         DMLO SIGNON SCREEN IS PRESENTED                            *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (40) :  ==>  STKSIZE    DEFAULT PUSH STACK SIZE                    *

*                                                                    *

*         DEFAULT PUSH STACK SIZE IN BYTES - 4K - (4096)             *

*                                                                    *

*         ALTER THIS VALUE IF REQUIRED TO A MAXIMUM OF 16K (16384)   *

*         A 4K VALUE MAY OCCASIONALLY CAUSE D002 ABENDS DURING       *

*         LARGE SUBSCHEMA ANALYSIS.                                  *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-********************-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

*         ENTER VALUES FOR YOUR INSTALLATION BELOW                   *

*                                                                    *

*  THE EXPLANATION OF EACH PARAMETER IS ABOVE.                       *

*  NOTE:   UNLESS MARKED WITH A (P) THE PARAMETERS REPRESENT THE     *

*  DEFAULT OR INITIAL VALUES, AND CAN BE CHANGED DURING THE DMLO     *

*  SESSION.                                                          *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

      USDCPARM HLPDICT=TOOLDICT,      1 DICTNAME FOR ONLINE DCMNTN (P) X

               HLPNODE=,              2 DICTNODE FOR ONLINE DCMNTN (P) X

               HLPVERS=1,             3 VERSION  FOR ONLINE DCMNTN (P) X

               LOWCASE=N,             4 LOWER CASE OPTION  (Y/N)       X

               DPRTCL=1,              5 DC PRINT CLASS                 X

               TPRTCL=A,              6 TSO PRINT CLASS                X

               CPRTCL=A,              7 CICS PRINT CLASS               X

               DISPLAY=COBOL,         8 DISPLAY FMT  (COBOL/VERTICAL)  X

               AUTOHEX=ON,            9 AUTOHEX   OPTION (ON/OFF)      X

               AUTOBND=ON,           10 AUTO-BIND OPTION (ON/OFF)      X

               MAPIN=FAST,           11 DATA/COMMAND INP (FAST/STEP)   X

               CLIST=FAST,           12 CLIST EXECUTION  (FAST/STEP)   X

               DSPCMND=INPUT,        13 COMMAND DISPLAY  (INPUT/USED)  X

               LRFSCRN=NORM,         14 LRF SCREEN FMT   (NORM/MAX)    X

               MODE=EXPERT,          15 SESSION MODE    (EXPERT/MENU)  X

               USERXIT=(DYNAM,OFF),  16 USER EXIT OPTION               X

               GLOBID=DMLOSYS,       17 SYS. PROF/CLIST OWER ID        X
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               ADMIN=USERID01,       18 DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON      X

               ADMIN2=USERID02,      19 DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON      X

               USERID=INPUT,         20 CHG USERID ?  (INPUT/PROT)     X

               NONDSPL=C'_',         21 NONDISPLAY TRANSLATION         X

               DEFDICT=,             22 DEFAULT SIGNON DICTIONARY      X

               DEFNODE=,             23 DEFAULT SIGNON DICT. NODE      X

               PRFDBNM=DMLO,         24 PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NAME      X

               PRFDBND=,             25 PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NODE      X

               SBUFNM=SBUF,          26 DEFAULT SCR REC NAME PFX       X

               QBUFNM=QBUF,          27 DEFAULT QUE REC NAME PFX       X

               SQBUFL=4096,          28 DEFAULT S/Q REC MAX LEN        X

               ATTNKEY=PA1,          29 ATTENTION/INTERRUPT            X

               SNONKEY=(PF2,PF14),   30 SIGNON HELP           (P)      X

               PROFKEY=(PF4,PF16),   31 PROFILE LIST          (P)      X

               HELPKEY=(PF1,PF13),   32 SESSION HELP                   X

               SHOWKEY=(PF2,PF14),   33 SHOW PFKEYS                    X

               PENDKEY=(PF3,PF15),   34 END                            X

               DISPKEY=(PF4,PF16),   35 REDISPLAY                      X

               PGUPKEY=(PF7,PF19),   36 SCROLL UP                      X

               PGDNKEY=(PF8,PF20),   37 SCROLL DOWN                    X

               DEFENTK=Y,            38 DEFAULT USE OF ENTER KEY       X

               DEFDBNM=,             39 DEFAULT SIGNON DBNAME          X

               STKSIZE=              40 DEFAULT PUSH STACK SIZE

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

*     1) ALTER ANY/ALL OF THE PRECEEDING USDCPARM PARAMETERS, AS     *

*        NEEDED.  (A DETAILED EXPLANATION IS PRESENTED ABOVE.)       *

*                                                                    *

*     2) ALTER ANY/ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SOURCE MODULES (AS NEEDED)   *

*        FOR YOUR INSTALLATION BEFORE ASSEMBLY OF USDPARM1.  (A      *

*        DETAILED EXPLANATION IS PRESENTED WITHIN EACH MODULE        *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

         COPY  USD@MOPS            MENU-MODE DML OP CODES             

         COPY  USD@MTXT            MENU-MODE DESCRIPTIVE TEXT         

         COPY  USD@MSTL            MENU-MODE STATIC AREA DESCRIPTION  

         COPY  USD@SSEX            SUBSCHEMA EXCLUSION LIST           

         COPY  USD@DSPC            DISPLAYABLE CHARACTERS             

         COPY  USD@KYWD            STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS             

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

*     1) OPTIONALLY ALTER ANY/ALL OF THE FOLLOWING 32 BYTE MESSAGES. *

*        AS REQUIRED. WHEN A USERCODE VALUE OF 1-9 IS RETURNED       *

*        FROM THE USDMLXIT USEREXIT PROGRAM DMLO WILL DISPLAY AN     *

*        F880X MESSAGE ( WHERE X IS 1-9 ) FOLLOWED BY THE TEXT       *

*        BELOW. EACH MESSAGE CAN BE UP TO 32 BYTES IN LENGTH WITH    *

*        THE DEFAULT VALUES PROVIDED BELOW.                          *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

#MSG8801 DC    CL32'F8801 USDMLXIT(01)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8802 USDMLXIT(02)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8803 USDMLXIT(03)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8804 USDMLXIT(04)              '                 
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         DC    CL32'F8805 USDMLXIT(05)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8806 USDMLXIT(06)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8807 USDMLXIT(07)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8808 USDMLXIT(08)              '               

         DC    CL32'F8809 USDMLXIT(09)              '               

         EJECT                                                      

#MOPT ENV=USER,PROD=TOOL,REGS=NO,AMODE=NO,RMODE=NO,CSECT=USDTPARM

IDMS DMLO Runtime Parameters

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 * CA IDMS/DML-ONLINE RUNTIME PARAMETERS                               *

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 *                                                                     *

         PRINT OFF                                                    *

         COPY  USDCPARM                                               *

         PRINT ON                                                     *

USDTPARM CSECT                        CONTROL TABLE FOR DMLO          *

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 * USDTPARM  --  IS THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MODULE USED BY DML/O TO *

 *               PROVIDE CUSTOM RUNTIME AND DEFAULT VALUES             *

 *                                                                     *

 * USDTPARM IS AN INDEPENDENT LOAD MODULE WHICH INCORPORATES VALUES    *

 * GENERATED BY USDCPARM, AS WELL AS VARIOUS TABLES.                   *

 *                                                                     *

 * IT IS LOADED AT RUN TIME BY PROGRAM USDTPIFN.                       *

 *                                                                     *

 * 14.0.1  01/08/99  DEVDE01  ADD SUPPORT FOR DEFENTK PARAMETER (38)   *

 *                                                                     *

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 *                                                                     *

 *       YOUR RESPONSIBILITY AS INSTALLER IS TO :                      *

 *                                                                     *

 *   1.  SELECT APPROPRIATE VALUES FOR THE MACRO PARAMETERS AT THE END *

 *                                                                     *

 *   2.  UPDATE THE FOLLOWING SOURCE MODULES AS APPROPRIATE :          *

 *                                                                     *

 *       .. USD@MOPS            MENU-MODE DML OP CODES                 *

 *       .. USD@MTXT            MENU-MODE DESCRIPTIVE TEXT             *

 *       .. USD@MSTL            MENU-MODE STATIC AREA DESCRIPTION      *

 *       .. USD@SSEX            SUBSCHEMA EXCLUSION LIST               *

 *       .. USD@DSPC            DISPLAYABLE CHARACTERS                 *

 *       .. USD@KYWD            STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS                 *

 *   3.  ASSEMBLE AND LINKEDIT PROGRAM USDTPARM                        *

 *--------------------------------------------------------------------**

 * FOLLOWING IS AN EXPLANATION FOR EACH PARAMETER OF MACRO USDCPARM    *

 *                                                                     *

 *--------------------------------------------------------------------**

 *                                                                     *

 * (1)  : ==>   HLPDICT    ALTERNATE DICTIONARY USED FOR HELP MODULES  *

 *                                                                     *
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 *         DICTIONARY NAME (DICTNAME) OF DICTIONARY INTO WHICH THE ONLINE

 *         DOCUMENTATION / HELP MODULES HAVE BEEN PLACED PARAMETER IS  *

 *         OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS '        '.                      *

 *--------------------------------------------------------------------**

 *                                                                     *

 * (2)  : ==>   HLPNODE    ALTERNATE DICTNODE   USED FOR HELP MODULES  *

 *                                                                     *

 *         DICTIONARY NODE (DICTNODE) OF DICTIONARY INTO WHICH THE ONLINE

 *         DOCUMENTATION / HELP MODULES HAVE BEEN PLACED PARAMETER IS  *

 *         OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS '        '.                      *

 *--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (3)  : ==>   HLPVERS    VERSION NUMBER OF THE HELP MODULES          *

*                                                                     *

*         VERSION OF DICTIONARY ONLINE DOCUMENTATION MODULES. PARAMETER

*         IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS 1.                            *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (4)  : ==>   LOWCASE    LOWER CASE OPTION  (Y/N)                    *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL VALUE "LOWER CASE DATA ACCEPTED" OPTION ON THE DMLO*

*          SIGNON SCREEN.  VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION WITH    *

*          SET LOWCASE  (ON/OFF) COMMAND.                             *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'Y' OR 'N' PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL,    *

*          DEFAULT VALUE 'N'.                                         *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (5)  : ==>   DPRTCL     DC PRINT CLASS                              *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF "PRINT CLASS" OPTION ON DMLO SIGNON     *

*          SCREEN.  VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION FROM OPTIONS   *

*          SCREEN.  PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE '1'.         *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (6)  : ==>   TPRTCL     TSO PRINT CLASS                             *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF "PRINT CLASS" OPTION ON DMLO SIGNON     *

*          SCREEN.  VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION FROM OPTIONS   *

*          SCREEN.  PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'A'.         *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (7)  : ==>   CPRTCL     CICS PRINT CLASS                            *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF "PRINT CLASS" OPTION ON DMLO SIGNON     *

*          SCREEN.  VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION FROM OPTIONS   *

*          SCREEN.  PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'A'.         *

*                                                                     *

*          *** PRINTING IS NOT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FROM CICS ***      *

*                                                                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (8)  : ==>   DISPLAY    DISPLAY FMT  (COBOL/VERTICAL)               *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF DISPLAY OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.        *
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*                                                                     *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION WITH  SET COBOL (ON/OFF)*

*          COMMAND.                                                   *

*                                                                     *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'COBOL' OR 'VERTICAL'                *

*            WHERE COBOL    = LEVELED, INDENTED, COBOL-LIKE FORMAT    *

*                  VERTICAL = R4.6 AND EARLIER NON-LEVELED FORMAT     *

*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'COBOL'.              *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (9)  : ==>   AUTOHEX    AUTOHEX   OPTION (ON/OFF)                   *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF AUTOHEX OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.        *

*                                                                     *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION WITH                    *

*          SET AUTOHEX (ON/OFF) COMMAND.                              *

*                                                                     *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'ON' OR 'OFF'                        *

*            WHERE  ON   ==> FIELDS CONTAINING INVALID DATA WILL BE   *

*                            AUTOMATICALLY DISPLAYED IN HEX FORMAT.   *

*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'ON'.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (10) : ==>   AUTOBND    AUTO-BIND OPTION (ON/OFF)                   *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF AUTOBIND OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.       *

*                                                                     *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION WITH                    *

*          SET AUTOBIND (ON/OFF) COMMAND.                             *

*                                                                     *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'ON' OR 'OFF'                        *

*            WHERE  ON   ==> RECORDS WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY BOUND      *

*                            AT THE FIRST REFERENCE IN DML COMMANDS   *

*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'ON'.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (11) : ==>   MAPIN      DATA/COMMAND INP (FAST/STEP)                *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF  MAPIN   OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.       *

*                                                                     *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                         *

*             WITH  SET MAPIN  (FAST/STEP) COMMAND                    *

*                                                                     *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'FAST' OR 'STEP'                     *

*            WHERE FAST  ==> DATA UPDATES AND COMMAND/PFKEY INPUT     *

*                            WILL BE ACCEPTED IN THE SAME             *

*                            PSEUDO-CONVERSE.                         *

*                                                                     *

*          NOTE THAT RELEASES PRIOR TO R5.5 DMLO ONLY                 *

*               FUNCTIONED IN 'STEP' MODE.                            *
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*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'FAST'                *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (12) : ==>   CLIST      CLIST EXECUTION  (FAST/STEP)                *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF CLIST EXECUTION OPTION FOR SESSION.     *

*                                                                     *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                         *

*             WITH  SET CLIST  (FAST/STEP) COMMAND                    *

*                                                                     *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'FAST' OR 'STEP'                     *

*            WHERE FAST  ==> CLIST EXECUTION WILL BE IN FAST MODE.    *

*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'FAST'                *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (13) : ==>   DSPCMND    COMMAND DISPLAY  (INPUT/USED)               *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF COMMAND DISPLAY OPTION FOR SESSION.     *

*                                                                     *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                         *

*             WITH  SET CMND (INPUT/USED)  COMMAND                    *

*                                                                     *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'USED' OR 'INPUT'                    *

*            WHERE USED  ==> COMMAND LINE ECHO WILL BE IN THE EXPANDED*

*                            FORMAT AS USED BY THE COMMAND PROCESSOR  *

*                  INPUT ==> COMMAND LINE ECHO WILL BE AS ENTERED     *

*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'INPUT'               *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (14) : ==>   LRFSCRN    LRF SCREEN FMT   (NORM/MAX)                 *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF LRF SCREEN FORMAT OPTION.               *

*                                                                     *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                         *

*             WITH      SHOW OPTIONS      COMMAND                     *

*                                                                     *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'NORM' OR 'MAX'                      *

*            WHERE NORM  ==> SCREEN FORMAT FOR LRF SUBSCHEMAS INITIALLY

*                            WILL BE STANDARD 'EXPERT' FORMAT         *

*                                                                     *

*                  MAX   ==> SCREEN FORMAT FOR LRF SUBSCHEMAS INITIALLY

*                            WILL ALLOW FOR MAXIMUM COMMAND LENGTH    *

*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'NORM'                *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (15) : ==>   MODE       SESSION MODE    (EXPERT/MENU)               *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL DEFAULT SETTING FOR MENU-MODE OPERATION.           *

*                                                                     *
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*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                         *

*             WITH  SET MENU (ON/OFF)      COMMAND                    *

*                                                                     *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'NEMU' OR 'EXPERT'                   *

*            WHERE MENU   ==> DMLO WILL STARTUP IN MENU-MODE FORMAT   *

*                  EXPERT ==> DMLO WILL STARTUP IN EXPERT    FORMAT   *

*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'EXPERT'              *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (16) : ==>   USERXIT    USER EXIT OPTION                            *

*                                                                     *

*          USER EXIT OPTION.                                          *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'NO'                  *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE :                                    *

*                                                                     *

*            YES           = USER EXIT MODULE IS AVAILABLE, WILL BE   *

*                            INVOKED FOR EACH DML VERB EXECUTED, AND  *

*                            OPTION IS NOT CHANGEABLE BY THE USER DURING

*                            THE DMLO SESSION                         *

*                                                                     *

*            NO            = USER EXIT WILL NOT BE INVOKED, AND OPTION*

*                            IS NOT CHANGEABLE BY THE USER DURING THE *

*                            DMLO SESSION                             *

*                                                                     *

*            (DYNAMIC,OFF) = USER EXIT MODULE IS AVAILABLE, BUT IS    *

*            (DYNAM,OFF)     NOT ACTIVE FOR THE SESSION UNTIL THE SET *

*                            EXIT ON COMMAND IS ISSUED. ALL DML VERBS *

*                            ARE ELIGIBLE FOR THE EXIT UNLESS         *

*                            SPECIFICALLY TURNED OFF DURING THE SESSION.

*                                                                     *

*                                                                     *

*            (DYNAMIC,ON)  = USER EXIT MODULE IS AVAILABLE, AND WILL  *

*            (DYNAM,ON)      BE ACTIVE FOR THE SESSION UNTIL THE SET  *

*                            EXIT OFF COMMAND IS ISSUED. ALL UNLESS   *

*                            SPECIFICALLY TURNED OFF DURING THE SESSION.

*                                                                     *

*            DYNAMIC       = EQUIVALENT TO (DYNAMIC,OFF)              *

*            DYNAM                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (17) : ==>   GLOBID     GLOBAL (SYS OWNED) PROFILE/CLIST OWNER      *

*                                                                     *

*          INTERNAL OWNER ID FOR GLOBAL (SYSTEM-OWNED)                *

*          PROFILES AND CLISTS                                        *

*                                                                     *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE ONLY BY REASSEMBLY OF USDTPARM         *

*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'DMLOSYS'                *

*                                                                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (18) : ==>   ADMIN      DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON (1)               *
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* (19) : ==>   ADMIN2     DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON (2)               *

*                                                                     *

*          SIGNON USERIDS FOR WHICH DMLO WILL ALLOW RESTRICTED PROFILE*

*          AND CLIST MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS                            *

*                                                                     *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE ONLY BY REASSEMBLY OF USDTPARM         *

*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUES 'USERID01' 'USERID02'   *

*                                                                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (20) : ==>   USERID     CHG USERID ?  (INPUT/PROT)                  *

*                                                                     *

*          INDICATES WHETHER USERID FROM IDMS/DC SIGNON MAY BE BE     *

*          CHANGED AT DMLO SESSION SIGNON.                            *

*                                                                     *

*          VALUES ARE : INPUT   ==>  USERID/PASSWORD MAY BE ENTERED ON*

*                                    THE DMLO SIGNON SCREEN           *

*                        PROT   ==>  USERID/PASSWORD PROTECTED ON THE *

*                                    DMLO SIGNON SCREEN               *

*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE  INPUT                *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (21) : ==>   NONDSPL    NONDISPLAY TRANSLATION                      *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL VALUE FOR TRANSLATION OF CHARACTERS WHICH ARE      *

*          CONSIDERED TO BE NON-DISPLAYABLE BASED ON CONTENTS OF TABLE*

*          DESCRIBED BY MEMBER USD@DSPC                               *

*                                                                     *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                         *

*             WITH  SET NONDISPLAY X  COMMAND                         *

*                                                                     *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE C'_'                  *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (22) : ==>   DEFDICT    DEFAULT SIGNON DICTIONARY                   *

* (23) : ==>   DEFNODE    DEFAULT SIGNON DICT. NODE                   *

*                                                                     *

*         DEFAULT SIGNON SCREEN DICTIONARY NAME.                      *

*         DEFAULT SIGNON SCREEN DICTIONARY NODE.                      *

*                                                                     *

*         ANY VALUES SPECIFIED HERE WILL APPEAR EACH TIME THE DMLO    *

*         SIGNON SCREEN IS PRESENTED                                  *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (24) : ==>   PRFDBNM    PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NAME                   *

* (25) : ==>   PRFDBND    PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NODE                   *

*                                                                     *

*         SEGMENT NAME AND NODE (DBNAME/DBNODE) FOR PROFILE/CLIST     *

*         SUBSCHEMA                                                   *

*                                                                     *

*         PARAMETERS SET BY INSTALLATION PROCESS TO MATCH DMCL CHANGES.
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*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (26) : ==>   SBUFNM     DEFAULT SCRATCH REC NAME PREFIX             *

*                                                                     *

*         PREFIX FOR DEFAULT SCRATCH RECORD NAMES                     *

*                                                                     *

*         IF NO OTHER RECORD NAME SPECIFIED FOR SCRATCH I/O REQUESTS, *

*         DMLO WILL CREATE A RECORD/ELEMENT STRUCTURE WHOSE NAME IS   *

*         SSSSN WHERE SSSS IS SPECIFIED BY SBUFNM AND N IS 0-9.       *

*                                                                     *

* (27) : ==>   QBUFNM     DEFAULT QUEUE   REC NAME PREFIX             *

*                                                                     *

*         PREFIX FOR DEFAULT  QUEUE  RECORD NAMES                     *

*                                                                     *

*         IF NO OTHER RECORD NAME SPECIFIED FOR  QUEUE  I/O REQUESTS, *

*         DMLO WILL CREATE A RECORD/ELEMENT STRUCTURE WHOSE NAME IS   *

*         QQQQN WHERE QQQQ IS SPECIFIED BY QBUFNM AND N IS 0-9.       *

*                                                                     *

* (28) : ==>   SQBUFL     DEFAULT SCR/QUE REC MAX LEN                 *

*                                                                     *

*         DEFAULT SCRATCH/QUEUE BUFFER LENGTH                         *

*                                                                     *

*         THIS VALUE IS THE BUFFER LENGTH FOR ALL RECORDS WHICH DMLO  *

*         ALLOCATES USING THE DEFAULT SCRATCH AND QUEUE RECORD NAME   *

*         PREFIXES.                                                   *

*                                                                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (29) : ==>   ATTNKEY    ATTENTION/INTERRUPT                         *

*                                                                     *

*         INITIAL VALUE OF "INTERRUPT" KEY WHICH APPEARS ON THE DMLO  *

*         SIGNON SCREEN. NOTE IT IS CHANGEABLE AT THAT TIME.  ACCEPTABLE

*         VALUES ARE PA1-PA3, OR PF1-PF24.                            *

*                                                                     *

*         PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS 'PA1'.              *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (30-37)   THESE REPRESENT INITIAL VALUES OF PF KEY SETTINGS.        *

*           ALLOWED FORMATS ARE :                                     *

*                  ....KEY=(PFX,PFY)                                  *

*                  ....KEY=(PFX)                                      *

*                  ....KEY=PFX                                        *

*                                                                     *

*           ALL KEYS ARE CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION EXCEPT         *

*                  SNONKEY == SIGNON SCREEN HELP                      *

*                  PROFKEY == SIGNON PROFILE LIST                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (30) : ==>   SNONKEY    HELP (SIGNON)                               *

*                                                                     *

*         INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO INVOKE

*         ONLINE DOCUMENTATION FOR SIGNON SCREEN                      *

*                                                                     *
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*         KEYS CHANGEABLE ONLY AT INSTALLATION                        *

*                                                                     *

*         ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                             *

*                                                                     *

*         DEFAULT VALUES : 'PF2'    AND  'PF14'                       *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------**

*                                                                     *

* (31) : ==>   PROFKEY    SIGNON PROFILE LIST                         *

*                                                                     *

*         INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO REQUEST

*         A PROFILE LIST FROM SIGNON SCREEN                           *

*                                                                     *

*         KEYS CHANGEABLE ONLY AT INSTALLATION                        *

*                                                                     *

*         ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                             *

*                                                                     *

*         DEFAULT VALUES : 'PF4'    AND  'PF16'                       *

*-------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*                                                                     *

* (32) : ==>   HELPKEY    HELP (DMLO)                                 *

*                                                                     *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO     *

*          INVOKE DMLO ONLINE DOCUMENTATION (HELP) DISPLAYS.          *

*                                                                     *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION.                            *

*                                                                     *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                            *

*                                                                     *

*          DEFAULT VALUES : 'PF1'    AND  'PF13'                      *

*-------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*                                                                     *

* (33) : ==>   SHOWKEY    SHOW PFKEYS                                *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          REQUEST DISPLAY/UPDATE OF ALL PF KEYS.                    *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES : 'PF2'    AND  'PF14'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (34) : ==>   PENDKEY    END / GOBACK FUNCTION                      *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          REQUEST END/GOBACK FROM SECONDARY DMLO DISPLAYS           *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES : 'PF3'    AND  'PF15'                     *
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*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (35) : ==>   DISPKEY    DISPLAY &D.                                 *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          REQUEST REDISPLAY FUNCTION.                               *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES : 'PF4'    AND  'PF16'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (36) : ==>   PGUPKEY    SCROLL UP                                  *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          PAGE/SCROLL DISPLAY UP (TOWARD THE FIRST LINE)            *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES : 'PF7'    AND  'PF19'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (37) : ==>   PGDNKEY    SCROLL DOWN                                *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          PAGE/SCROLL DISPLAY DOWN  (TOWARD THE LAST LINE)          *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES : 'PF8'    AND  'PF20'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

 (38) : ==>   DEFENTK    DEFAULT ENTER KEY USAGE (Y/N)              *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT PROCESSING MODE WHEN ENTER KEY ALONE IS HIT,      *

*          WITH NO OTHER DATA TYPED/OVERTYPED ON COMMAND LINE.       *

*          DEFAULT VALUE IS 'Y'. DEFAULT ACTION CLEAR COMMAND LINE.  *

*                                                                    *

*          ALTERNATE SETTING IS 'N'. THIS WILL CAUSE THE LAST        *

*          COMMAND ON THE COMMAND LINE (IF ANY) TO BE RE-EXECUTED.   *

*          THIS CAN BE USED TO REPEAT OBTAIN NEXT/PREVIOUS           *

*          DML COMMAND WITHOUT HAVING TO OVERTYPE ANY CHARACTERS.    *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS ALSO DYNAMICALLY CHANGEABLE FOR SESSION          *

*          DURATION USING THE : SET DEFENTK (ON/OFF) COMMAND.        *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUE:    DEFENTK = 'Y' DO NOT RE-EXECUTE COMMAND *
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*          ALTERNATE VALUE: DEFENTK = 'N' DO RE-EXECUTE COMMAND      *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-********************-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

*         ENTER VALUES FOR YOUR INSTALLATION BELOW                   *

*                                                                    *

*  THE EXPLANATION OF EACH PARAMETER IS ABOVE.                       *

*  NOTE:  UNLESS MARKED WITH A (P) THE PARAMETERS REPRESENT THE      *

*  DEFAULT OR INITIAL VALUES, AND CAN BE CHANGED DURING THE DMLO     *

*  SESSION.                                                          *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

     USDCPARM HLPDICT=TOOLDICT,      1 DICTNAME FOR ONLINE DCMNTN (P) X

              HLPNODE=,              2 DICTNODE FOR ONLINE DCMNTN (P) X

              HLPVERS=1,             3 VERSION  FOR ONLINE DCMNTN (P) X

              LOWCASE=N,             4 LOWER CASE OPTION  (Y/N)       X

              DPRTCL=1,              5 DC PRINT CLASS                 X

              TPRTCL=A,              6 TSO PRINT CLASS                X

              CPRTCL=A,              7 CICS PRINT CLASS               X

              DISPLAY=COBOL,         8 DISPLAY FMT  (COBOL/VERTICAL)  X

              AUTOHEX=ON,            9 AUTOHEX   OPTION (ON/OFF)      X

              AUTOBND=ON,           10 AUTO-BIND OPTION (ON/OFF)      X

              MAPIN=FAST,           11 DATA/COMMAND INP (FAST/STEP)   X

              CLIST=FAST,           12 CLIST EXECUTION  (FAST/STEP)   X

              DSPCMND=INPUT,        13 COMMAND DISPLAY  (INPUT/USED)  X

              LRFSCRN=NORM,         14 LRF SCREEN FMT   (NORM/MAX)    X

              MODE=EXPERT,          15 SESSION MODE    (EXPERT/MENU)  X

              USERXIT=(DYNAM,OFF),  16 USER EXIT OPTION               X

              GLOBID=DMLOSYS,       17 SYS. PROF/CLIST OWER ID        X

              ADMIN=USERID01,       18 DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON      X

              ADMIN2=USERID02,      19 DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON      X

              USERID=INPUT,         20 CHG USERID ?  (INPUT/PROT)     X

              NONDSPL=C'_',         21 NONDISPLAY TRANSLATION         X

              DEFDICT=,             22 DEFAULT SIGNON DICTIONARY      X

              DEFNODE=,             23 DEFAULT SIGNON DICT. NODE      X

              PRFDBNM=DMLO,         24 PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NAME      X

              PRFDBND=,             25 PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NODE      X

              SBUFNM=SBUF,          26 DEFAULT SCR REC NAME PFX       X

              QBUFNM=QBUF,          27 DEFAULT QUE REC NAME PFX       X

              SQBUFL=4096,          28 DEFAULT S/Q REC MAX LEN        X

              ATTNKEY=PA1,          29 ATTENTION/INTERRUPT            X

              SNONKEY=(PF2,PF14),   30 SIGNON HELP           (P)      X

              PROFKEY=(PF4,PF16),   31 PROFILE LIST          (P)      X

              HELPKEY=(PF1,PF13),   32 SESSION HELP                   X

              SHOWKEY=(PF2,PF14),   33 SHOW PFKEYS                    X

              PENDKEY=(PF3,PF15),   34 END                            X

              DISPKEY=(PF4,PF16),   35 REDISPLAY                      X

              PGUPKEY=(PF7,PF19),   36 SCROLL UP                      X

              PGDNKEY=(PF8,PF20),   37 SCROLL DOWN                    X

              DEFENTK=Y             38 DEFAULT USE OF ENTER KEY

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *
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*     1) ALTER ANY/ALL OF THE PRECEEDING USDCPARM PARAMETERS, AS     *

*        NEEDED.  (A DETAILED EXPLANATION IS PRESENTED ABOVE.)       *

*                                                                    *

*     2) ALTER ANY/ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SOURCE MODULES (AS NEEDED)   *

*        FOR YOUR INSTALLATION BEFORE ASSEMBLY OF USDPARM1.  (A      *

*        DETAILED EXPLANATION IS PRESENTED WITHIN EACH MODULE        *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

        COPY  USD@MOPS            MENU-MODE DML OP CODES

        COPY  USD@MTXT            MENU-MODE DESCRIPTIVE TEXT

        COPY  USD@MSTL            MENU-MODE STATIC AREA DESCRIPTION

        COPY  USD@SSEX            SUBSCHEMA EXCLUSION LIST

        COPY  USD@DSPC            DISPLAYABLE CHARACTERS

        COPY  USD@KYWD            STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS

        END

IDMS Extractor Runtime Parameters

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

* CA IDMS EXTRACTOR RUNTIME PARAMETERS

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*            MODIFY PRODUCT TUNING PARAMETERS

*            ────────────────────────────────

*USVTPARM ── THIS MEMBER IS USED TO SPECIFY THE RUNTIME VALUES TO

*            BE USED AS INPUT TO THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MACRO,

*            USVCPARM.

*

*            RUNTIME VARIABLES

*            ──────────────────

*            TASK='1-8 CHAR'      TASK USED TO INVOKE DBX.

*

*            HLPDICT='1-8 CHAR'   DICTNAME OF DICTIONARY INTO WHICH

*                                 USVTUTOR MODULES WERE ADDED.  NULL FOR

*                                 DEFAULT DICTIONARY.

*

*            HLPNODE='1-8 CHAR'   DICTNODE FOR "HLPDICT" - NULL IF NO DDS.

*

*            HLPVERS=INTEGER      VERSION NUMBER AT WHICH USVTUTOR MODULES

*                                 WERE ADDED: MUST BE   1 - 9999

*

*            STKENTS=INTEGER      # OF 8 BYTE ENTRIES TO ALLOCATE FOR DBX

*                                 SET STACK: MUST BE 30 - 1000

*                                 THE NUMBER OF SETS THAT WILL BE TRAVERSED

*                                 IN YOUR EXTRACT PATH BEGINNING AT THE

*                                 DATABASE ENTRY POINT. A SAFE NUMBER WOULD

*                                 BE ONE FOR EACH SET IN YOUR SUBSCHEMA. FOR

*                                 EXAMPLE, 200 IS A SUITABLE VALUE FOR

*                                 IDMSNWKA.

*

*            COPY='1-8 CHAR'      WHO A USER CAN COPY OTHER JCL MEMBERS

*                                 AND SPECIFICATIONS FROM:
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*                                   'USER' ───── FROM ONLY HIM/HERSELF;

*                                   'DBXADMIN' - FROM HIM/HERSELF PLUS ANY

*                                                GLOBAL MEMBERS UNDER THE

*                                                'DBXADMIN' USER-ID;

*                                   'ANYONE' ─── FROM ANYONE ON THE DBX

*                                                DATABASE.

*

*            RETSEQ=Y│YES│N│NO    DEFAULT 'RETAIN PHYSICAL SEQUENCE OF

*                                 MEMBER RECORDS IN THE SET?' VALUE ON

*                                 THE RECORD LEVEL SELECTION CRITERIA SCREEN.

*

*            XRECURO=Y│YES│N│NO   DEFAULT 'EXTRACT ALL OWNERS FOR

*                                 EXTRACTED RECURSIVE RECORDS?' VALUE ON

*                                 THE RECORD LEVEL SELECTION CRITERIA SCREEN.

*

*            BGINMID=Y│YES│N│NO   DEFAULT 'BEGIN VIEWING/EDITING IN THE

*                                 MIDDLE OF A PATH DEFINITION' VALUE ON THE

*                                 SPECIFY DATABASE EXTRACT SPECIFICATION SCREEN.

*

*            NLYZ008=W│WARNING│   HAVE MESSAGE NLYZ008 AS A WARNING OR

*                    E│ERROR      ERROR MESSAGE.  NLYZ008 IS DISPLAYED

*                                 AT EXTRACT TIME WHEN A MANDATORY MEMBER

*                                 IS BEING EXTRACTED WITHOUT ITS OWNER.

*                                 AN ERROR MESSAGE PREVENTS THE

*                                 SPECIFICATION FROM BEING USED.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*  DEFAULT VALUES AS SUPPLIED WITH INSTALLATION:

*       USVCPARM TASK=DBX,

*                HLPDICT=,         NULL

*                HLPNODE=,         NULL

*                HLPVERS=1,

*                STKENTS=50,

*                COPY=ANYONE,

*                RETSEQ=YES,

*                XRECURO=YES,

*                BGINMID=YES,

*                NLYZ008=WARNING

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

IDMS DMLO Security and Access
This section describes security and access restrictions that can be applied to any dictionary that contains subschemas to
be accessed using IDMS DMLO.

IDMS DMLO Access Restrictions

IDTDMLO. has six possible usage modes:

SR
:  Shared Retrieval

SU:
Shared Update
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PR:
Protected Retrieval

PU:
Protected Update

ER:
Exclusive Retrieval

EU:
Exclusive Update

You can restrict the READY modes available both globally (all users in a given dictionary) and by user. Any such
restrictions are applied each time a user request is made to ready an area.

Restricting Usage Mode Access Globally

To restrict access to specific usage modes for all users for all subschemas in a given dictionary, use the PROGRAM
DESCRIPTION clause of the ADD PROGRAM statement. For example:

ADD/MOD PROGRAM DBMSDMLO VERSION IS 1

        PROGRAM DESCRIPTION IS 'SR,PR,ER'.

With this example, Level 1 security is established, but only retrieval modes are allowed for any subschema within the
dictionary with this registration.

NOTE

: When you specify more than one usage mode, the abbreviations must be separated by commas, cannot
contain any embedded blanks, and the string must be enclosed in single quotation marks.

Restricting Usage Mode Access by User

To restrict usage mode access by user within a given dictionary, you must have specified Level 2 or Level 3 security for
that dictionary.

For each user with particular restrictions, you must specify the allowable usage modes with the USER DESCRIPTION
clause. For example:

ADD/MOD USER userid PASSWORD pswd USER DESCRIPTION IS 'SR,SU' .

In this example, the specified user cannot access any subschemas in the given dictionary with other than "shared" access
modes.

Central IDMS Security

Remember that the centralized IDMS security facility always is superior to any validation by IDMS DMLO. If access to a
dictionary or database is prohibited by the central security facility, you cannot use IDMS DMLO to bypass or override that
level of security.

Install and Maintain z/VSE
This section describes the steps that are required to install the IDMS product line on a z/VSE system. The installation
process for IDMS and IDMS tools is integrated. The number of jobs that are used for installation owes to the fact that each
job addresses only a single task within the process and is self-contained.
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Product Distribution and Installation Materials
This section contains information for installing and maintaining IDMS and related products in a VSE environment.

Background and preparatory information is provided first, followed by step-by-step procedures to install, customize, and
maintain the IDMS product line. Additionally, Installing Add-On Products describes the process for installing products
(add-on) to an existing IDMS installation. This section provides an overview to the IDMS installation process. Topics are
as follows:

• Product distribution and installation materials
• Preinstallation considerations
• Installation methodology
• MSHP considerations

WARNING
Carefully review any cover letters or Product Information Bulletins (PIBs) provided in your installation package
before beginning any installation activity. Cover letters and PIBs contain important information about the latest
genlevel of the product line and may provide information you need to consider before beginning the installation
process.

Broadcom provides installation media containing all of the materials needed to install the product line. The JCL used to
install and execute IDMS is included on the installation media and appears, as appropriate, throughout this document.

The machine readable program materials required for the installation are distributed on the installation media.

The installation media contains these files:

• File 1 contains CAIIJMP prototype JCL for IDMS
• File 2 contains the input to the IDMS dictionary load program, IDMSDIRL. IDMSDIRL loads the SYSDIRL segment

during the installation process.
• File 3 contains the Culprit test data.
• File 4 contains SPG Text for IDMS SASO
• Files 9 - 21 are reserved for future expansion and are currently unused.
• File 22 and beyond contain LIBR backups for SAMPJCL, and MSHP backups for IDMSDB and IDMSDBU.

In addition to delivering IDMS on an ESD File for Electronic delivery , IDMS is also available on tape. The tape format is a
3480 cartridge. The format of the tape requires a combination of standard VSE utilities and Broadcom utilities to perform
the installation.

 

Preinstallation Considerations
IDMS products use several CIS Services. You must install CIS Services before you install IDMS.

NOTE
For more information on installing CIS Services, see CIS Getting Started -- for z/VSE.

The CIS Services installation tape, installation materials, and documentation are included in the IDMS installation
package.

IDMS in the VSE environment requires the following CIS Services:

System Adapter
provides operating system-dependent services such as, installing operating system interfaces, for a variety of
Broadcom products.
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Catalog Management
is a high-performance access method developed by Broadcom for all Broadcom products. It supports many
different record formats and can be accessed at high rates due to its sophisticated catalog index structure.

NOTE
If you already have System Adapter and Catalog Management installed, be sure they are at Release
level 6.0 or later before installing IDMS.

CAICCI (Common Communication Interface)
allows IDMS products to work together across platforms and is required by IDMS DDS.

Installation Configuration Updates for 18.5.00

Several changes have been made to streamline the installation process of IDMS R18.5 for z/VSE. These changes are
detailed below:

1. All software components are delivered to the customer. The customer chooses which products to configure and install
during configuration of the installation.

2. Product keys are no longer required for product installation; product usage is managed by the new RHDCPINT feature
introduced with R18.5.

3. The software libraries are restored using MSHP. The utilities CAPRDSEL and CAPTFSEL are no longer supported.
4. Sample JCL to mount the VSE installation media as a virtual tape has been included in the SAMPJCL library. The

installation has been updated to take advantage of virtual tapes.
5. The #DEFSVC macro has changed. It no longer requires being submitted twice, and the parameters were simplified. It

is backwards-compatible so the same R18.5 SVC can be used for older releases of IDMS for z/VSE.

The functions of the various install jobs have been changed and simplified. There are now more jobs but their functions
are more focused. They have also been modified so that they can be re-run if there are problems during execution. A brief
overview of the new job steps follows.

NOTE
that depending on the options chosen during configuration, not all of these steps will be generated for your
installation.

Job 1 Creates the labels procedures (The functions of the old Job1 have been pulled out into the RESTLBS members
included in the SAMPJCL library.)

Job 2 Assembles the SVC, and if required, an SVC exit

Job 3 Creates source and run assemblies for all modules which have site-specific requirements

Job 4 Creates or modifies the the DMCL and DBTABLE. If the DMCL or DBTABLE are modified during an add-on or
upgrade, backup PHASE members will be created for each load module.

Job 5 Creates the SYSTEM dictionary as well as the SYSTEM 99 and SYSTEM 90 CV definitions, optionally runs
backups

Job 6 Loads the messages into the SYSMSG.DCMSG area

Installation Methodology
IDMS and IDMS Tools are both delivered on the product installation media. The modules for all IDMS and IDMS Tools
products are installed at every customer site. Control of product usage is performed by the values implemented in the
Product Intent Table module, RHDCPINT, which is assembled during product installation. It can also be assembled after
the initial installation if your product mix changes or you desire to trial a new product.
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Two sub-libraries are installed:

1. IDMSDB, which contains all of the product code and the mixed case version of modules which also have an uppercase
version.

2. IDMSDBU, which contains the uppercase version of modules with a corresponding mixed case version.

This allows you to use mixed case modules on one CV while using the uppercase versions on a different CV simply by
placing the uppercase sub-library in the SEARCH sequence ahead of the mixed case library.

The installation process is managed by the IBM Maintain System History Program (MSHP) product. Additionally, the
installation methodology requires the use of the CAIIJMP program which generates customized JCL for the installation
process. These topics are discussed separately as follows. MSHP concepts are discussed in detail in MSHP Overview.

MSHP
In addition to the installation materials and utilities provided by Broadcom, the IDMS installation process requires the
use of the IBM Maintain System History Program (MSHP) product. MSHP controls the installation and maintenance and
provides a history of all installation and maintenance activities.

MSHP provides a standard installation methodology for all Broadcom's VSE products and ensures the stability and
integrity of the execution libraries.

General MSHP installation considerations are listed as follows. MSHP is presented in more detail in MSHP Overview.

• MSHP Release 2.1 or above is required for the installation and maintenance of IDMS.
• MSHP maintains a record of the entire system on the System History File (IJSYSHF). The System History File contains

information about the components and products installed, and the maintenance activities applied to the system.
• The System History File is required for all MSHP processing and Broadcom recommends that a new System History

File, dedicated to IDMS, be used for this installation. CAIIJMP generates JCL to create and initialize a dedicated
System History File.

Sample JCL for IDMS
The installation tape includes a file containing sample installation JCL. This file, SAMPJCL, contains all the JCL required
to initiate and complete the installation process. All sample JCL is contained in the base IDMS sub-library. Each sample
member has a type of SAMPJ, making it easier to locate these members.

Customizing JCL
A JCL generation program, CAIIJMP, is used to generate customized JCL for the installation process. All JCL required by
the installation process, including JCL to setup and configure the MSHP environment for IDMS, is generated by CAIIJMP.
The JCL is customized by user-defined parameter values which indicate the products you are installing and define your
site environment. Instructions for using the CAIIJMP utility are provided in IDMS Installation Steps.

For a complete listing of CAIIJMP parameters, see IDMS CAIIJMP Parameter List.

Loading the Product Code
The product code is delivered in 2 sub-libraries, IDMSDB and IDMSDBU.

All object modules are delivered in addition to the pre-linked phases. All maintenance is delivered as object module
replacements.
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Mounting the Install Media as a Virtual Tape

If you have received the installation media as an AWS file, you can mount it as a virtual tape on your VSE machine. This
process requires the IBM VSE Virtual Tape Server product. This software runs on your local computer and allows your
VSE machine to remotely mount the AWS file from the local machine to use as a virtual tape.

The install JCL can be customized with commands to mount the AWS file as a virtual tape, or you can use the sample
JCL in the SAMPJCL library. The member name is VTAPMNT.SAMPJ. The JCL is also displayed below:

 * MOUNTING IDMS .AWS FILE AS VIRTUAL TAPE                                     

 * MAKE SURE THE BELOW LOC AND FILE POINT TO YOUR .AWS FILE AND COMPUTER       

 * CHANGE 590 TO THE VIRTUAL TAPE DEVICE # ON YOUR VSE MACHINE                 

 /*                                                                            

 // VTAPE START,UNIT=590,LOC=XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX:2386,                      X      

                FILE='C:\VTAPE\R185.AWS',READ                                  

 DVCUP 590                                                                     

 /*                                                                            

 // PAUSE IDMS 18.5 INSTALL TAPE MOUNTED, RESPOND TO RELEASE                   

 DVCDN 590                                                                     

 // VTAPE STOP,UNIT=590                                                        

 /*                                                                            

 

To use this JCL, update the LOC to point to the IP address of your local machine. Update the FILE to point to the file
location of the R185 Install AWS file. Update the appearances of ‘590’ to the virtual tape device defined to your VSE
machine. This JCL will call the Tape Server on your local machine to mount the AWS file, and then PAUSE. The partition
running the tape will then wait with the tape mounted until you respond to it, at which point it will bring the tape server
down.

You can then access the device number that you specified as a tape device. Whenever the install has a // PAUSE for you
to mount a tape, it will already be mounted.

MSHP Overview
This chapter presents an overview of IBM's Maintain System History Program (MSHP) product used to manage the
installation and maintenance of IDMS in a z/VSE environment. It does not provide a complete presentation of MSHP
functions and capabilities but does provide enough information to use MSHP to install IDMS.

If you have experience using MSHP, you can skip this chapter and move on to IDMS Installation Steps to begin the
installation process.

Topics include the following:

• MSHP overview
• MSHP benefits
• MSHP operations
• System History File

For more information about MSHP, see the following IBM publications:

• Maintain System History Program Reference
• Maintain System History Program Diagnosis Reference

MSHP Basics
The installation process for this release of IDMS is consistent with the Broadcom policy to take advantage of standard
operating system installation and maintenance methodologies. The installation process for IDMS z/VSE uses IBM's
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Maintain System History Program (MSHP) product. MSHP is required for product installation and for the application of
future product maintenance and upgrades.

MSHP manages the installation and modification of z/VSE products.

MSHP objectives

MSHP has two major objectives:

• To automate and manage the installation of products and all modifications to those products
• To ensure that all modifications are applied correctly, completely, and to the proper product release levels

MSHP facilities

In order to meet these objectives, MSHP provides the facilities needed to:

• Create and maintain a set of history files. These history files record all of the installation and maintenance activity on
the z/VSE system.

• Store and install the basic software product.
• Ensure that all modifications installed are:

– Properly formatted
– Appropriate to the product
– At the correct service level for the product
– Free of known errors
– Not dependent on modifications which contain errors
– Installed completely

• Ensure that all modifications that are dependent upon each other are installed together.
• Remove modifications after installation, if errors are uncovered.
• Maintain a historical record of product modifications.
• Provide facilities that allow you to maintain and make queries against the history files MSHP uses to record information

concerning product structure and modification status.

MSHP and IDMS

During the installation and maintenance process, MSHP manages the basic program elements that make up the IDMS
product line and the creation of the executable load library. Program elements are:

• Macros
• Source modules
• Object modules
• Executable
• Linkage Editor Control Statements

MSHP does not control the installation processes involving:

• IDMS database file preparation
• Dictionary installation
• DC/UCF runtime system configuration
• DC/UCF system generation
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The implementation of MSHP support for IDMS is designed to be easy to use for installation and maintenance so that
a DBA with little or no MSHP background can use MSHP to install and maintain IDMS. An MSHP product expert is not
required to use MSHP in the IDMS environment.

The Broadcom installation utility program, CAIIJMP, is used to generate the JCL required to define and access the MSHP
System History File, as well as the JCL required to perform MSHP processing steps.

To initiate the installation process, you code input parameters for CAIIJMP which define the:

• MSHP environment
• Operating system environment
• Products you are installing

To assist you, an annotated file of CAIIJMP default parameters is provided on the installation tape.

MSHP Benefits
The major benefit to using MSHP for product installation is the ability of MSHP to accurately and explicitly control the
application of system maintenance. MSHP ensures that all maintenance delivered by Broadcom is applied completely
and accurately to your system in an easy and efficient manner. You do not have to track which PTFs are applied to your
system. MSHP will track all maintenance activity.

MSHP Operations
MSHP is used to install and maintain software on z/VSE operating systems. Software products designed to be installed
with MSHP must be installed with MSHP. Software products not designed to be installed with MSHP cannot be installed
using MSHP. Once a software product is installed by MSHP, all subsequent maintenance and modifications to that
software must be applied by MSHP.

IDMS is designed to be installed and maintained with MSHP. You must have MSHP Release 2.1 or later on your system to
install this release of IDMS.

The installation process uses a Broadcom installation utility called CAIIJMP to generate customized installation JCL. If
you specify all of the appropriate CAIIJMP parameters correctly, you can install IDMS with very little knowledge of MSHP.
However, you should understand the basic principles of MSHP in order to effectively maintain your IDMS system and to
take advantage of the maintenance tracking capabilities which MSHP offers.

The remainder of this section provides an introduction to MSHP for the IDMS user.

System History File
During the MSHP installation of IDMS, all phases, source, macro, and object modules, are placed in their proper libraries.
Throughout the installation process, MSHP retains information about every module, library, and process that is used.
MSHP keeps a record of the entire product installation and configuration. Virtually all of this information is stored in the
System History File.

The System History File is a sequential data set which is the repository for all processing activities. The System History
File is the primary data set for MSHP. Every MSHP job must refer to a System History File on a DLBL card using IJSYSHF
or ISJYS02 as the file name. The System History File, in turn, points to the libraries which are referenced and/or updated.

Based on the information stored in the System History file, MSHP is able to track and apply maintenance. For example, if
a PTF is issued against a phase, MSHP will automatically verify that the PTF is not already applied.

Using a Dedicated System History File

Broadcom recommends that you install the IDMS product line into a dedicated System History File. Therefore, Job 1 of
the IDMS installation defines and initializes a new System History File customized for the IDMS product line.
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Using a dedicated System History File allows for greater flexibility in determining which person or group will install and
maintain IDMS. The person or group responsible for z/VSE or CICS system installation and maintenance does not have
to perform IDMS installation and maintenance activities. Other z/VSE products are not affected by jobs that run using the
IDMS System History File, and IDMS is not affected by jobs that run using another System History File.

IDMS Installation Steps
As you can restart each step from the beginning, jobs that address a single task simplify the recovery process when you
encounter issues during installation. You no longer have to edit the job control for a step before rerunning the step.

Step 1. Review cover letters or PIBs
Review any cover letters or Product Information Bulletins (PIBs) in your installation package. Review this information for
any additional steps or site-relevant information required to complete your installation.

Additionally, review the following topics before beginning. These topics may have an impact on the parameters you select
when installing IDMS.

Dynamic or static PDE support
IDMS can be installed to dynamically allocate program definition elements (PDEs) at runtime or at system startup
(static). The PROGRAM statements for a product using maps, dialogs, or tables are included in two separate
dictionary modules: one module containing the required PROGRAM statements and the other module containing
the PROGRAM statements for the maps, dialogs, and tables.
For example, the PROGRAM statements for the programs defining OLQ menu mode are stored in the dictionary
module ONLINE-QUERY. The PROGRAM statements for the dialogs, maps, and tables defining OLQ menu mode
are stored in the dictionary module ONLINE-QUERY-DYN.
During the installation process, PROGRAM statements defining the maps, dialogs, and tables for an IDMS
product are not included in the system 99 definition. As a result, PDEs are allocated at startup for those programs
requiring them and dynamically for those programs eligible for dynamic PDE allocation.
Dynamic allocation of PDEs makes it possible to load PDEs for maps, dialogs, and tables in XA storage. This
option is controlled by the PDETYPE parameter of CAIIJMP. A value of DYNAMIC directs IDMS to allocate PDEs
for Broadcom-supplied maps, dialogs, and tables dynamically at runtime (that is, their PROGRAM statements are
not included in the system definition). DYNAMIC is the default.

NOTE
If you want to add these PROGRAM definitions to your system definition, add the appropriate INCLUDE
statements for the dictionary modules containing the PROGRAM statements for the product-specific
maps, dialogs, and tables and then regenerate the system definition. These module names are suffixed
with '-DYN'.

A value of STATIC directs the system to build static PDEs for Broadcom-supplied maps, dialogs, and tables during
system startup.

IDMS program list
If you secure programs that issue database requests, the security features of this release may require you to
explicitly secure Broadcom-supplied user mode programs. During the installation of IDMS, a number of members
will be loaded into your source library. These members contain a list of all Broadcom-supplied user mode
programs that bind run units. You can use this information to create syntax for program security definitions. The
source modules are as follows:
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• SECASF 
• SECCULP 
• SECICMS 
• SECIDD 
• SECITOOL 
• SECOCF 
• SECOLQ 
• SECTOOLS

Step 2. Install required CIS Services
This article includes the following information:

CIS Services and IDMS

IDMS requires several CIS Services. The CIS Services installation media, materials, and documentation are shipped with
the installation package.

You must install the CIS Services tape before installing IDMS.

Before starting the installation process, verify that System Adapter is initialized on the system on which you are installing
IDMS. System Adapter must be initialized before IDMS can use common services.

IDMS requires the following CIS Services:

System Adapter
provides operating system-dependent services such as, installing the SVC.

Catalog Management
is a high-performance access method that is developed by Broadcom for all Broadcom products. It supports many
different record formats and can be accessed at high rates due to its sophisticated catalog index structure.

CAICCI (Common Communication Interface)
allows IDMS products to work together across platforms, and is required by IDMS DDS and IDMS/SERVER.

CIS Installation Considerations

Following are items to consider before installing CIS services:

IDMS supports CIS Services, Release 1.4 and later. We recommend that you keep the CIS Services at the current GA
release and keep up-to-date with maintenance.

1. Verify that you are installing CIS Services Release 1.4 or later.
2. You only install the CIS Services that are used by IDMS.
3. Several other Broadcom products use System Adapter. Check with your Systems Administrator to determine if System

Adapter is installed on the system on which you are installing IDMS.
4. Install System Adapter.

NOTE

More Information

• For information about installing CIS Services, see CIS for VSE Getting Started.
• For information about initializing System Adapter, see CIS for VSE Administration Guide.
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Step 3. Add the LMP Execution Keys
IDMS requires LMP (License Management Program) to initialize correctly. LMP also provides a standardized and
automated approach for tracking licensed software. LMP is one of the base CIS Services. Once CIS Services is installed
or maintained with IDMS, LMP support is available for all LMP-supported Broadcom software solutions.

The following table describes the LMP Key Certificates that you receive with your IDMS installation package:

Fields Descriptions
Product Name The trademarked or registered name of the Broadcom product

licensed for the designated site and CPUs.
Supplement The reference number of your license for the particular product,

in the format nnnnnn - nnn. This format differs slightly inside and
outside North America; and in some cases, may not be provided
at all.

Expiration Date The date (MONTH dd, yyyy as in JANUARY 15, 2007) your
license for this product expires.

Technical Contact The name of the technical contact at your site who is responsible
for the installation and maintenance of the designated product.
This is the person to whom Broadcom addresses all LMP
correspondence.

MIS Director The name of the direct of MIS, or the person who performs that
function at the site. If the title, but not the individual's name, is
indicated on the Certificate, please supply the actual name when
correcting and verifying the Certificate.

CPU Location The address of the building where the CPU is installed.
Execution Key An encrypted code required by LMP for product initialization.

During installation, it is referred to as the LMP code.
Product Code A two-character code that corresponds to the particular product.
CPU ID The code that identifies the specific CPU for which installation of

the product is valid.

Modify Keys

The LMP execution key, provided on the Key Certificate, must be added to source member CALMPKEY.A to ensure
proper initialization of your Broadcom product. To define a LMP execution key, modify member CALMPKEY.A in the CIS
library.

The parameter structure for member KEYS is presented as follows:

PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(ttt-mmm/ssssss) LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

pp
-- Required. The two-character product code. For any given LMP software solution, this code agrees with the
product code already in use by the parameters for earlier genlevels of the product.

ddmmmyy
-- The LMP licensing agreement expiration date.

ttt-mmmm
-- Required. The CPU type and model (for example: 3090-600) on which the LMP software solution is to run.
If the CPU type and/or the model require less than four characters, blank spaces are inserted for the unused
characters.
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ssssss
-- Required. The serial number of the CPU on which the LMP software solution is to run.

kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
-- Required. The execution key needed to run the LMP software solution. This LMP execution key is provided on
the Key Certificate shipped with each LMP software solution.

The following example is a control card for the LMP execution software parameter. In this example, the LMP execution
key value is invalid and is provided for illustration only.

PROD(BD) DATE(15JAN07) CPU(3090-600/370623) LMPCODE(52H2K06130Z7RZ06)

For a full description of the procedure for defining the LMP execution key, see CIS for VSE Getting Started.

Step 4. Review system requirements
Review the IDMS system requirements. All system requirements must be met before beginning the installation process.

Step 5. Load libraries
To begin the installation process, copy the sample JCL file, SAMPJCL, from File 20 of the installation media.

SAMPJCL file

The JCL in SAMPJCL contains all of the JCL required to initiate the installation process. This includes, but is not limited
to:

• CAIIJMP.SAMPJ, which is job control to execute CAIIJMP and a set of sample input parameters (see Step 8).
• RESTLBS.SAMPJ, which is job control to create the installation libraries if not using VSAM (see Step 6).
• RESTLBSV.SAMPJ, which is job control to create the installation libraries if using VSAM (see Step 6).
• VTAPMNT, which is a sample job for running a virtual tape job to access the installation AWS file.

Sample JCL to load SAMPJCL

Use the following sample JCL to load the SAMPJCL library to disk.

NOTE
Use of this JCL assumes that you have IBM’s VSE Virtual Tape Server running on the computer at IP address
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX:2386.

NOTE
Broadcom recommends that you restore this sub-library into a library which already exists at your site. Once you
have created the new IDMS release library by running JOB 1 in Step 10, you could copy the sub-library created
here into the IDMS release library.

/*

/*  LIBR RESTORE THE SAMPJCL SUBLIBRARY TO DISK FROM THE INSTALLATION MEDIA

/*

/*  CHANGE LIB.SUBLIB TO THE INSTALLATION SPECIFIC LIBRARY/SUBLIBRARY

/*

// OPTION LOG

// VTAPE START,UNIT=CUU,LOC=XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX:2386,                      X      

               FILE='C:\VTAPE\R185.AWS',READ                                  
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DVCUP CUU

/*

// ASSGN SYS006,CUU    **** REPLACE CUU WITH VALID TAPE DRIVE

// MTC REW,SYS006

// MTC FSF,SYS006,21

// EXEC LIBR

   RESTORE SUBLIB=INS185.SAMPJCL : LIB.SUBLIB TAPE=SYS006    id=SAMPJCL

/*

DVCDN CUU

// VTAPE STOP,UNIT=CUU                                                        

/*                                                                            

Step 6. Modify Member RESTLBS or RESTLBSV of SAMPJCL
The RESTLBS and RESTLBSV (for VSAM users) members of the SAMPJCL library contain the job control which uses:

• MSHP to allocate the IDMS history file.
• LIBR to define the IDMS installation library, the IDMSDB sub-library, the IDMSDBU sub-library and the custom sub-

library.
• MSHP to restore the IDMSDB and IDMSDBU products.

Replace all of the variables in the job control, which are delimited by <value>, with your specific values.

Step 7. Execute Restore Libraries Job from the SAMPJCL Library
Run the RESTLBS or RESTLBSV job. When you are satisfied that the datasets have been properly allocated and loaded,
proceed to the next step of the installation process.

Step 8. Modify member CAIIJMP of SAMPJCL
The member CAIIJMP of the SAMPJCL library consists of the JCL to execute CAIIJMP to generate the installation JCL.

Customizing CAIIJMP Parameters

To customize the JCL for your environment, you provide input to CAIIJMP consisting of parameters and values that define
the following:

• The type of installation you are performing
• The IDMS products you are installing
• Your system environment where these products are being installed

CAIIJMP contains a default set of input parameters and values that you must modify. The parameters are annotated to
assist you in selecting them. In all installation types, you must review the parameters between the beginning of the sample
parameter list and the beginning of the ‘SYSTEM DICTIONARY PARAMETERS’. Many of these parameters are site
specific and need to be checked prior to execution.

Perform the following steps to update the sample for an upgrade installation:

1. In the IDMS PRODUCTS list, update each product you currently have installed on your system from ‘NO’ to ‘INSTALL’.
Remember, during an upgrade install you cannot add additional products.

2. Tell IJMP that you are performing an upgrade install. To do this, find the parameter ‘DBUPGRADE’ and set it to ‘YES’.
3. Update the ‘FROMREL’ parameter to reflect the IDMS release you are upgrading from.

You do not need to re-specify the file definitions for the products you are upgrading. This information is pulled from the
DMCL. These parameters are used by CAIIJMP to define the files of your IDMS products at the time of the installation
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of the product during a base or add-on install. During an upgrade, the definitions from your DMCL are used instead.
This includes parameters such as the following:
a. DCCATVOL   
b. DCCATPAGS  
c. DCCATPGSZ  
d. DCCATXTNT  
e. DCCATLOPAGE

4. Some products have options that are defined at the time of an install or upgrade. For each product you mark as
‘INSTALL’, check the definitions of that product to ensure is has the correct settings.

Perform the following steps to update the sample for Base installation:

1. In the IDMS PRODUCTS list, update each product you want to install on your system from ‘NO’ to ‘INSTALL.
If you are not licensed for SQL and would like to try out SQL web connect, you can add the SQL catalog and Demo
Database during an add-on install. To do this, set SQLCAT to YES and DEMOSQL to YES.

2. For each product you indicate as ‘INSTALL,’ find the appropriate definitions section of the sample input to customize
the installation to your match your environment.  

Perform the following the steps to update the sample for an Add-on installation:

1. In the IDMS PRODUCTS list, update each product you currently installed on your system from ‘NO’ to ‘EXISTS’. For
the products you want to add, change the ‘NO’ to ‘INSTALL’.
If you are not licensed for SQL and would like to try out SQL web connect, you can add the SQL catalog and Demo
Database during an add-on install. To do this, set ADDSQLCAT to YES and ADDDEMOSQL to YES.

2. You need to tell IJMP that you are performing an add-on install. To do this, find the parameter ‘ADDPROD’ and set
‘YES’.

3. For each product you indicate as ‘INSTALL’, you need to update the configuration settings. Products that are already
installed do not need to be updated.
For more information, see Installing Add-On Products.

Once you review and modify the CAIIJMP input parameters, submit the CAIIJMP program for execution.

Perform the following steps to generate the customized installation JCL:

1. Customize the CAIIJMP input parameter values to conform to your product installation profile and your system
environment.

2. Customize the execution JCL in the CAIIJMP member to conform to your site standards.

CAIIJMP input parameters

The CAIIJMP member contains a default set of CAIIJMP input parameters and values. Follow the guidelines in the
CAIIJMP member and update the parameter values to define the products you are installing and to define your site
specific system environment and naming conventions.

Types of CAIIJMP parameters are:

Parameter Description
Product Defines the IDMS products you are installing.
Global Defines naming conventions and device conventions common to

many parameters.
MSHP Defines the MSHP environment for the installation.
Library Defines the libraries required by the IDMS installation.
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Database Defines the database files required by IDMS.
Operating system Defines your operating system environment.
Miscellaneous Defines special product or site requirements.

CAIIJMP coding requirements

Follow these rules when coding CAIIJMP input parameters:

Item Rule
Parameter name Must begin in column 1.
Parameter value Up to 80 characters long on one line.

For parameter values greater than 80 characters, code the
parameter name on one line and the parameter value on the next
line.
Must follow parameter name separated by at least one blank.
If embedded blanks, enclose the entire parameter value in double
quotation marks.
If the parameter value itself contains quotation marks, use a single
quotation mark for the embedded quotation mark and enclose the
parameter value string in double quotation marks.

Comments Specify on the same line as the parameter value, leaving one or
more blanks after the parameter value.
To code on a separate line, place an asterisk in column 1 followed
by the comment text.
An asterisk must be followed by text on the same line. You cannot
insert a blank line by entering an asterisk followed by spaces.
CAIIJMP interprets the next text read after an asterisk as a
comment regardless of the line or column.

Sample CAIIJMP input from SAMPJCL library

Contents

A sample CAIIJMP job from the SAMPJCL library is provided as follows. This member is included for reference purposes
only. The CAIIJMP member can change from one installation to the next.

Products valid to install from one installation media are possibly not valid to install from another installation media.

Additionally, changes can be made to the CAIIJMP input parameters. Always use the CAIIJMP member from the
SAMPJCL library from the installation media you are installing.

NOTE
VSAM users use member CAIIJMPV from the SAMPJCL library.

For a complete list of CAIIJMP parameters, see .

Sample CAIIJMP input

// JOB CAIIJMP

// ASSGN SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/* ******************************************************************

/*                                                                  *

/*  THIS MEMBER CONTAINS SAMPLE JCL WHICH MAY BE RUN AGAINST THE    *
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/*  INSTALL TAPE TO PRODUCE THE IJMP INSTALL JCL. THIS MEMBER       *

/*  ALSO CONTAINS SAMPLE IJMP PARAMETERS. FILL IN THE LIBDEF &      *

/*  ASSGN STATEMENTS WITH YOUR OWN LIBS. AND TAPE CUU.              *

/

*                                                                                                                                        *

/*  THIS MEMBER ALSO CONTAINS SAMPLE CAIIJMP PARAMETERS. THE LIST   *  

/*  DOES NOT CONTAIN EVERY AVAILABLE CAIIJMP PARAMETER. TO GET A    *  

/*  A LIST OF ALL POSSIBLE CAIIJMP PARAMETERS RUN THIS JOB WITH     *  

/*  NO INPUT PARAMETERS. THE JOB WILL GET AN ERROR INDICATING       *  

/*  A REQUIRED PRODUCT WAS NOT INSTALLED, WHICH IS ACCEPTABLE. THE  *  

/*  OUTPUT WILL CONTAIN THE LISTING OF ALL THE VALID PARAMETERS.    *  

/* ******************************************************************

/* 

/* MAKE SURE THE BELOW LOC AND FILE POINT TO YOUR .AWS FILE AND COMPUTER   

/* CHANGE CUU TO THE VIRTUAL TAPE DEVICE # ON YOUR VSE MACHINE             

/* YOU WILL ALSO NEED TO UPDATE THE CUU AT THE END OF THIS JOB             

/*                                                                         

// VTAPE START,UNIT=CUU,LOC=XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX:2386,                      X   

               FILE='C:\VTAPE\R185.AWS',READ                               

DVCUP CUU                                                                  

/*                                                                         

/*                                                                         

// LIBDROP *,TEMP                                                          

/* *                                                                       

/* IF USING AN EXISTING LIBRARY FOR SAMPJCL, POINT TO IT WITH THE          

/* DLBL STATEMENT BELOW                                                    

/* *                                                                       

// DLBL XXXXXX,'XXXXXX.XXXXXX.XXXXXX.XXXXXX',,SD                           

// EXTENT ,XXXXXX                                                          

// LIBDROP *,TEMP

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(INS185.SAMPJCL),TEMP

// PAUSE  MAKE SURE VOL(<current volser>) IS MOUNTED ON XXX

// ASSGN SYS001,XXX

// MTC REW,SYS001

// TLBL SYS001,'<current volume>.FILE1',,3DI50B,,1

// EXEC CAIIJMP

RUNDATE       YYYY/MM/DD  RUNDATE WHICH SHOWS IN RECAP OUTPUT

* ***********************************                                           

* * SAMPLE CAIIJMP INPUT PARAMETERS *                                           

* ***********************************                                           

* PRODUCTS FOR INSTALLATION                                                     

* NOTE: CA-IDMS/DB IS A REQUIRED CORE PRODUCT.                                  

*       CA-IDMS/DC OR CA-IDMS/UCF IS A REQUIRED PRODUCT.                        

*       IF IDMS/DC IS INSTALLED, ALSO INSTALL CA-IDMS/UCF.                      

*       CA-IDMS/UCF MAY BE INSTALLED WITHOUT CA-IDMS/DC.                        

* ***********************************                                           

* CA IDMS PRODUCTS                                                              

* ***********************************                                           

INSTALL-TYPE      INITIAL                                                       

CA-IDMS/DB        INSTALL (REQUIRED CORE PRODUCT)                               

ASF-OPTION        INSTALL                                                       

CA-ADS/ONLINE     INSTALL                                                       

CA-ADS/APPC       INSTALL                                                       
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CA-ADS/BATCH      INSTALL                                                       

CA-EDP/AUDITOR    INSTALL                                                       

CA-ICMS           INSTALL                                                       

CA-IDMS/CICS      INSTALL (ALSO INSTALL CA-IDMS/UCF)                            

CA-IDMS/CULPRIT   INSTALL                                                       

CA-IDMS/DB-SQL    INSTALL  (SQL OPTION)                                         

CA-IDMS/DBCS      INSTALL                                                       

CA-IDMS/DBOMP/T   INSTALL                                                       

CA-IDMS/DC        INSTALL (ALSO INSTALL CA-IDMS/UCF)                            

CA-IDMS/DDS       INSTALL                                                       

CA-IDMS/DICTLOAD  INSTALL                                                       

CA-IDMS/DL1/T     INSTALL                                                       

CA-IDMS/PERFMON   INSTALL                                                       

CA-IDMS/SERVER    NO                                                            

CA-IDMS/TOTAL/T   INSTALL                                                       

CA-IDMS/UCF       INSTALL (MAY BE INSTALLED WITHOUT CA-IDMS/DC)                 

TP/CICS           INSTALL (WILL GENERATE UCF CICS INTERFACE)                    

CA-IDMS/VSAM/T    INSTALL                                                       

CA-OLQ            INSTALL                                                       

CA-PRESSPACK      INSTALL                                                       

CULPPROF          NO                                                            

CULL-PROF1        ""                                                            

CULL-PROF2        ""                                                            

CULL-PROF3        ""                                                            

CULL-PROF4        ""                                                            

CULL-PROF5        ""                                                            

CULL-PROF6        ""                                                            

CULL-PROF7        ""                                                            

CULL-PROF8        ""                                                            

LINKCULL          NO                                                            

WORKSTOR          524288                                                        

INT-FCS           NO                                                            

INT-IMS           INSTALL                                                       

INT-LIFE70        NO                                                            

INT-RDMS          NO                                                            

INT-TOTAL         NO                                                            

CULL-TOT-VER      8                                                             

FCS-LIBDEF        ""                                                            

IMS-LIBDEF        ,IBMB.DLI11P                                                  

RDMS-LIBDEF       ""                                                            

TOTAL-LIBDEF      ""                                                            

CMS-OPTION        NO                                                            

EMPDEMO           YES                                                           

ASSMCODE          NO                                                            

* ***********************************                                           

* CA IDMS TOOLS PRODUCTS                                                        

* ***********************************                                           

ADS-ALIVE          INSTALL                                                      

ADS-TRACE          INSTALL                                                      

DB-ANALYZER        INSTALL                                                      

DB-AUDIT           INSTALL                                                      

DB-EXTRACTOR       INSTALL                                                      

DB-REORG           INSTALL                                                      
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DC-SORT            INSTALL                                                      

DICT-MIGRATOR      INSTALL                                                      

DICT-MOD-EDITOR    INSTALL                                                      

DICT-QUERY-FACIL   INSTALL                                                      

DML-ONLINE         INSTALL                                                      

ENFORCER           INSTALL                                                      

JOURNAL-ANALYZER   INSTALL                                                      

LOG-ANALYZER       INSTALL                                                      

MASTERKEY          INSTALL                                                      

ONLINE-LOG-DSPLY   INSTALL                                                      

SASO               INSTALL                                                      

SCHEMA-MAPPER      INSTALL                                                      

TASK-ANALYZER      INSTALL                                                      

* ***********************************                                           

* SQL WEB CONNECT PARAMETERS                                                    

* ***********************************                                           

SQLCAT         YES                                                              

DEMOSQL        YES                                                              

UPGSQLCAT      NO                                                               

UPGDEMOSQL     NO                                                               

ADDSQLCAT      NO                                                               

ADDDEMOSQL     NO                                                               

* ***********************************                                           

AUTHUSER       ""                                                               

AUTHUSERPW     ""                                                               

PMCOMPANY      "CA IDMS QA"                                                     

DISKVOL        IDMS07                                                           

DISKUNIT       SYS120                                                           

VSEEXPDATE     ,99/366                                                          

VSESIZE        ,SIZE=1024K                                                      

COBOL2         NO                                                               

COBOLLE        YES                                                              

CA-ONLY        WYMDA01                                                          

ADDPROD        NO                                                               

DBUPGRADE      NO         YES FOR UPGRADE                                       

FROMREL        160        RELEASE UPGRADING FROM                                

STORPROT       YES                                                              

FBADASD        NO                                                               

DISKMGR        YES                                                              

DYNAM/D        NO                                                               

DYNAM/FI       YES                                                              

OPSYSREL       ESA24     CHANGE TO ESA13 FOR AMODE/RMODE STATEMENTS             

STDLABEL       NO                                                               

SYSPCH         00D                                                              

TAPEUNIT       570                                                              

PREFIX         WYMDA01.R185                                                     

IDMSLABELS     DAWLBLS                                                          

GLBLDMCL       DAWDMCL                                                          

DBTBNAME       DAWDBTB                                                          

BKUPDMCL       BKUPDMCL                                                         

BKUPDBTB       BKUPDBTB                                                         

SYSCTLBLS      SYSCTL                                                           

VTAMAPPL       SYSTEM90                                                         
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CICS-LIBDEF    ,PRD1.MACLIB,IBMA.CICSTS1                                        

CICS-LEVEL     41                                                               

CICS-MACLVL    NO                                                               

CICS-XA        YES                                                              

CICS-CWADISP   128                                                              

* ************************                                                      

* TAPE ACTIVITY PARAMETERS                                                      

* ************************                                                      

BAK1ACTION   NO                                                                 

BAK1VOL      NO                                                                 

BAK2ACTION   NO                                                                 

BAK2VOL      NO                                                                 

BAK3ACTION   NO                                                                 

BAK3VOL      NO                                                                 

TJRNVOL      NO                                                                 

BAK1UNIT     580                                                                

BAK2UNIT     580                                                                

BAK3UNIT     580                                                                

TJRNUNIT     580                                                                

* **********************                                                        

* JOB/JOBNAME PARAMETERS                                                        

* **********************                                                        

JOB1           CAIJOB1                                                          

JOB2           CAIJOB2                                                          

JOB3           CAIJOB3                                                          

JOB4           CAIJOB4                                                          

JOB5           CAIJOB5                                                          

JOB6           CAIJOB6                                                          

JOB7           CAIJOB7                                                          

JOB8           CAIJOB8                                                          

JOB9           CAIJOB9                                                          

JOB10          CAIJOB10                                                         

JOB11          CAIJOB11                                                         

JOB12          CAIJOB12                                                         

JOB13          CAIJOB13                                                         

JOB14          CAIJOB14                                                         

* *****************************************                                     

* THE FOLLOWING NEW MSHP PARMS ARE REQUIRED                                     

* *****************************************                                     

CUSTNME        "CA TECHNOLOGIES"                                                

CUSTADD        "100 STAPLES DRIVE  "                                            

CUSTPHN        "508-628-8076"                                                   

PROGNME        "DAVID WYMAN"                                                    

ENVRMNT        "CA IDMS QA RELEASE 18.5"                                        

* *****************************                                                 

* MSHP PRODUCTION HISTORY PARMS                                                 

* *****************************                                                 

HISTDSN        HISTORY.FILE                                                     

HISTVOL        TECHD0                                                           

HISTXTNT       1,60                                                             

HISTUNIT       SYS000                                                           

* ****************************                                                  

* MSHP TEMPORARY HISTORY PARMS                                                  
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* ****************************                                                  

AUXDSN         IDMS.TEMP.AUX.HIST                                               

AUXVOL         CULLD2                                                           

AUXXTNT        1,15                                                             

* ******************************                                                

* MSHP PRODUCTION LIBRARY PARMS                                                 

* ******************************                                                

DLIBDSN        QAR185.IDMS.LIBRARY                                              

DLIBNME        QAR185                                                           

DSUBNME        IDMSBASE                                                         

DLIBVOL        IDMS08                                                           

DLIBXTNT       1,5700                                                           

USUBNME        IDMSBASU                                                         

CSUBNME        WYMDA01                                                          

* ****************************************                                      

* THE FOLLOWING NEW SVC PARMS ARE REQUIRED                                      

* ****************************************                                      

SVC1           235                                                              

SVCXLEN1       112                                                              

SVCXNAM1       WYMEXIT                                                          

SVCSTDLABEL    NO                                                               

SVCLST         "* $$ LST CLASS=R,DEST=(USILDAVC,WYMDA01)"                       

* ****************************************                                      

* SVC EXIT PARAMETERS                                                           

* ****************************************                                      

SVCXCICS       NO                                                               

TPNAME1        CICS                                                             

TPNAME2        CICS1                                                            

TPNAME3        CICS2                                                            

* ********************                                                          

* WORK FILE PARAMETERS                                                          

* ********************                                                          

WRK1DSN        WRK1WORK                                                         

WRK2DSN        WRK2WORK                                                         

WRK3DSN        WRK3WORK                                                         

WRK4DSN        WRK4WORK                                                         

WORKVOL        IDMS07                                                           

WORKUNIT       SYS120                                                           

WRK1XTNT       1,300                                                            

WRK2XTNT       1,300                                                            

WRK3XTNT       1,300                                                            

WRK4XTNT       1,300                                                            

*                                                                               

* USERS OF CA-DYNAM/D PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING:                                

*                                                                               

* IF YOU HAVE SELECTED THE OPTION TO DEFINE YOUR DATABASE                       

* DATASETS TO THE DYNAM/D CATALOG PLEASE REMEMBER TO ONLY                       

* SPECIFY THE NUMBER OF TRACKS IN THE IJMP XTNT PARAMETER.                      

* DYNAM/D WILL CHOOSE THE STARTING LOCATION OF THE TRACK.                       

*    EXAMPLE: DCCATXTNT 31   NOT 1,31                                           

*                                                                               

* ****************************                                                  

* SYSTEM DICTIONARY PARAMETERS                                                  
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* ****************************                                                  

DCCATVOL       IDMS07                                                           

DCCATPAGS      500                                                              

DCCATPGSZ      4276                                                             

DCCATXTNT      1,51                                                             

DCCATLOPAGE    1                                                                

* ****                                                                          

DCCATLVOL      IDMS07                                                           

DCCATLPAGS     200                                                              

DCCATLPGSZ     4276                                                             

DCCATLXTNT     1,21                                                             

DCCATLLOPAGE   751                                                              

* ****                                                                          

DCCATXVOL      IDMS07                                                           

DCCATXPAGS     100                                                              

DCCATXPGSZ     4276                                                             

DCCATXXTNT     1,11                                                             

DCCATXLOPAGE   601                                                              

* ****                                                                          

DCDMLVOL       IDMS07                                                           

DCDMLPAGS      1000                                                             

DCDMLPGSZ      4276                                                             

DCDMLXTNT      1,101                                                            

DCDMLLOPAGE    1001                                                             

* ****                                                                          

DCLODVOL       IDMS07                                                           

DCLODPAGS      100                                                              

DCLODPGSZ      4276                                                             

DCLODXTNT      1,11                                                             

DCLODLOPAGE    3001                                                             

* ****                                                                          

DCRUNVOL       IDMS07                                                           

DCRUNPAGS      1000                                                             

DCRUNPGSZ      2676                                                             

DCRUNXTNT      1,67                                                             

DCRUNLOPAGE    40001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

DCSCRVOL       IDMS07                                                           

DCSCRPAGS      2000                                                             

DCSCRPGSZ      2676                                                             

DCSCRXTNT      1,134                                                            

DCSCRLOPAGE    50001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

DCLOGVOL       IDMS07                                                           

DCLOGPAGS      4000                                                             

DCLOGPGSZ      4276                                                             

DCLOGXTNT      1,401                                                            

DCLOGLOPAGE    30001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

* **************************                                                    

* SYSTEM DDLDCMSG PARAMETERS                                                    

* **************************                                                    

DCMSGVOL       IDMS07                                                           
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DCMSGPAGS      4000                                                             

DCMSGPGSZ      4276                                                             

DCMSGXTNT      1,401                                                            

DCMSGLOPAGE    10001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

* ***************************                                                   

* SYSLSCR DDLDCSCR PARAMETERS                                                   

* ***************************                                                   

DCLSCRPAGS     2000                                                             

DCLSCRPGSZ     4276                                                             

DCLSCRLOPAGE   55001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

* **************************                                                    

* APPLDICT DDLDML PARAMETERS                                                    

* **************************                                                    

DICTVOL        IDMS07                                                           

DICTPAGS       2000                                                             

DICTPGSZ       4276                                                             

DICTXTNT       1,201                                                            

DICTLOPAGE     60001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

DLODVOL        IDMS07                                                           

DLODPAGS       500                                                              

DLODPGSZ       4276                                                             

DLODXTNT       1,51                                                             

DLODLOPAGE     70001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

* *************************                                                     

* SYSDIRL DDLDML PARAMETERS                                                     

* *************************                                                     

DIRLVOL        IDMS07                                                           

DIRLPAGS       2000                                                             

DIRLPGSZ       4276                                                             

DIRLXTNT       1,201                                                            

DIRLLOPAGE     5001                                                             

* ****                                                                          

* ***************************                                                   

* SYSDIRL DDLDCLOD PARAMETERS                                                   

* ***************************                                                   

DIRLLODVOL     IDMS07                                                           

DIRLLODPAGS    10                                                               

DIRLLODPGSZ    4276                                                             

DIRLLODXTNT    1,2                                                              

DIRLLODLOPAGE  4001                                                             

* ****                                                                          

* *************************                                                     

* SYSSQL SEGMENT PARAMETERS                                                     

* OPTIONAL: REQUIRED WHEN INSTALLING THE SQL OPTION                             

* *************************                                                     

SQLVOL         IDMS07                                                           

SQLPAGS        2000                                                             

SQLPGSZ        4276                                                             

SQLXTNT        1,201                                                            
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SQLDDLOPAGE    20001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

SQLLVOL        IDMS07                                                           

SQLLPAGS       500                                                              

SQLLPGSZ       4276                                                             

SQLLXTNT       1,51                                                             

SQLLODLOPAGE   25001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

SQLXVOL        IDMS07                                                           

SQLXPAGS       500                                                              

SQLXPGSZ       4276                                                             

SQLXXTNT       1,51                                                             

SQLXLOPAGE     28001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

* **************************                                                    

* SQLDEMO SEGMENT PARAMETERS                                                    

* OPTIONAL: REQUIRED WHEN INSTALLING THE SQL DEMO DATABASE                      

* **************************                                                    

EMPLVOL        IDMS07                                                           

EMPLPAGS       100                                                              

EMPLPGSZ       4276                                                             

EMPLXTNT       1,11                                                             

EMPLLOPAGE     77001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

INDXVOL        IDMS07                                                           

INDXPAGS       50                                                               

INDXPGSZ       4276                                                             

INDXXTNT       1,6                                                              

INDXLOPAGE     77301                                                            

* ****                                                                          

* PROJSEG SEGMENT PARAMETERS                                                    

* OPTIONAL: REQUIRED WHEN INSTALLING THE SQL DEMO DATABASE                      

* ********************************************************                      

PROJVOL        IDMS07                                                           

PROJPAGS       50                                                               

PROJPGSZ       4276                                                             

PROJXTNT       1,6                                                              

PROJLOPAGE     77401                                                            

* ****                                                                          

INFOVOL        IDMS07                                                           

INFOPAGS       50                                                               

INFOPGSZ       4276                                                             

INFOXTNT       1,6                                                              

INFOLOPAGE     77201                                                            

* ****                                                                          

* **************************                                                    

* SYSUSER SEGMENT PARAMETERS                                                    

* **************************                                                    

SECVOL         IDMS07                                                           

SECPAGS        500                                                              

SECPGSZ        4276                                                             

SECXTNT        1,51                                                             

SECLOPAGE      48001                                                            
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* ****                                                                          

* ************************                                                      

* DISK JOURANL PARAMETERS                                                       

* ************************                                                      

J1VOL          IDMS07                                                           

J1PAGS         5000                                                             

J1PGSZ         2004                                                             

J1XTNT         1,264                                                            

J1UNIT         SYS121                                                           

J2VOL          IDMS07                                                           

J2PAGS         @J1PAGS@                                                         

J2XTNT         1,264                                                            

J2UNIT         SYS121                                                           

J3VOL          IDMS07                                                           

J3PAGS         @J1PAGS@                                                         

J3XTNT         1,264                                                            

J3UNIT         SYS121                                                           

J4VOL          IDMS07                                                           

J4PAGS         @J1PAGS@                                                         

J4XTNT         1,264                                                            

J4UNIT         SYS121                                                           

* **********************                                                        

* SYSCTL FILE PARAMETERS                                                        

* **********************                                                        

SYSCTLXTNT     1,1                                                              

SYSCTLVOL      IDMS07                                                           

* **************************                                                    

* ASFDICT SEGMENT PARAMETERS                                                    

* OPTIONAL: REQUIRED WHEN INSTALLING ASF                                        

* **************************                                                    

ADMLVOL        IDMS07                                                           

ADMLPAGS       2000                                                             

ADMLPGSZ       4276                                                             

ADMLXTNT       1,201                                                            

ADMLLOPAGE     80001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

ADLODVOL       IDMS07                                                           

ADLODPAGS      2000                                                             

ADLODPGSZ      4276                                                             

ADLODXTNT      1,201                                                            

ADLODLOPAGE    88001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

ADEFNVOL       IDMS07                                                           

ADEFNPAGS      1000                                                             

ADEFNPGSZ      4276                                                             

ADEFNXTNT      1,101                                                            

ADEFNLOPAGE    83001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

ADATAVOL       IDMS07                                                           

ADATAPAGS      2000                                                             

ADATAPGSZ      4276                                                             

ADATAXTNT      1,201                                                            

ADATALOPAGE    85001                                                            
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* ****                                                                          

* ****************************                                                  

* EMPLOYEE SKILL DEMO DATABASE                                                  

* ****************************                                                  

EMPVOL         IDMS07                                                           

EMPPAGS        50                                                               

EMPPGSZ        4276                                                             

EMPXTNT        1,6                                                              

EMPLOPAGE      75001                                                            

* ****                                                                          

INSVOL         IDMS07                                                           

INSPAGS        25                                                               

INSPGSZ        4276                                                             

INSXTNT        1,3                                                              

INSLOPAGE      75101                                                            

* ****                                                                          

ORGVOL         IDMS07                                                           

ORGPAGS        25                                                               

ORGPGSZ        4276                                                             

ORGXTNT        1,3                                                              

ORGLOPAGE      75151                                                            

* ***************************                                                   

* CA-IDMS/TOOLS ENVIRONMENT *                                                   

* ********************************************************                      

* USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE DICTIONARY, *                      

* DATABASE FILES, AND SYSTEM OPTIONS REQUIRED TO INSTALL *                      

* THE RELEASE 18.5 CA IDMS TOOLS.                        *                      

* ********************************************************                      

* *                                                                             

* ********************************                                              

* TOOLDICT DICTIONARY PARAMETERS *                                              

* **************************************************************                

* USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO SPECIFY THE CA-IDMS/TOOLS    *                

* DICTIONARY.  THIS IS THE DICTIONARY INTO WHICH THE DIALOGS,  *                

* WORK RECORDS, SCHEMAS, SUBSCHEMAS, MAPS, APPLICATIONS AND    *                

* ONLINE TUTORIAL MODULES REQUIRED FOR THE CA-IDMS/TOOLS ARE   *                

* TO BE INSTALLED.                                             *                

* **************************************************************                

* 1. IF THE NEW-TDICT PARAMETER IS SPECIFIED AS "YES", A NEW   *                

*    DICTIONARY WILL BE ALLOCATED USING THESE PARAMETERS.      *                

* 2. IF THE NEW-TDICT PARAMETER IS SPECIFIED AS "NO", THESE    *                

*    PARAMETERS ARE USED TO IDENTIFY AN EXISTING DICTIONARY.   *                

* 3. IF THE NEW-TDICT PARAMETER IS SPECIFIED AS "NO", AND NONE *                

*    OF THE PARAMETERS ARE SPECIFIED, THEN THE PARAMETERS WILL *                

*    DEFAULT TO THE SYSTEM DICTIONARY.                         *                

* 4. IF YOU ARE PERFORMING AN ADDON INSTALL FOR A TOOLS  *

*     PRODUCT AND THE DICTIONARY YOU WILL BE USING ALREADY *

*     EXISTS, SPECIFY A VALUE OF “EXISTS”.

* **************************************************************                

NEW-TDICT      YES             ALLOCATE CA-IDMS/TOOL DICTIONARY (YES/NO/EXISTS)        

* *                                                                             

* **********************                                                        
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* TOOLDICT DDLDML AREA *                                                        

* **********************                                                        

TDICTSEG       TOOLDICT        SEGMENT NAME FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"               

TDICTDBN       TOOLDICT        DBNAME FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"                     

TDICTASGN      TDICTDB         DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "TDICTDB"                     

TDICTHLQ       @PREFIX@        HIGH LVL QUALIFIER FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"         

TDICTLLQ       TOOLDICT.DDLDML LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"        

TDICTUNIT      @DISKUNIT@      OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"          

TDICTVOL       @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"           

TDICTXTNT      1,101           DISK SPACE FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"                 

TDICTPGSZ      4276            PAGESIZE (BLOCKSIZE) OF AREA IN "TDICTDB"        

TDICTPAGS      2000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "TDICTDB"            

TDICTLOPG      95001           START PAGE OF "TOOLDICT.DDLDML" AREA             

* ************************                                                      

* TOOLDICT DDLDCLOD AREA *                                                      

* ************************                                                      

TDLODASGN      TDLODDB         DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "TDLODDB"                     

TDLODHLQ       @PREFIX@        HIGH LVL QUALIFIER OF "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD"        

TDLODLLQ       TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD LOW LV QUALIFIER OF "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD"        

TDLODUNIT      @DISKUNIT@      OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD"        

TDLODVOL       @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD"         

TDLODXTNT      1,51            DISK SPACE FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD"               

TDLODPGSZ      4276            PAGESIZE (BLOCKSIZE) OF AREA IN "TDLODDB"        

TDLODPAGS      100             NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "TDLODDB"            

TDLODLOPG      98001           START PAGE OF "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD" AREA           

* *                                                                             

* ************************************                                          

* COMMON PRODUCT RUN-TIME PARAMETERS *                                          

* ************************************                                          

HLPDICT        @TDICTSEG@ DBNAME OF DICTIONARY FOR TOOLS HELP MODULES           

HLPNODE        ""          ALTERNATE NODE USED FOR TOOLS HELP MODULES           

HLPVERS        1           VERSION NUMBER OF TOLLS HELP MODULES                 

* *                                                                             

* ********************************                                              

* DML-ONLINE DATABASE PARAMETERS *                                              

* ***************************************************************               

* 1. IF THE DMLOXTNT PARAMETER IS SPECIFIED, THE DATABASE FILE  *               

*    WILL BE ALLOCATED USING THESE PARAMETERS.                  *               

* 2. IF THE DMLOXTNT PARAMETER IS NOT SPECIFIED, THE PARAMETERS *               

*    ARE USED TO IDENTIFY AN EXISTING DATABASE FILE.            *               

* ***************************************************************               

UDDATASTPG     0360000     START PAGE FOR USD-DATA-AREA                         

UDDATANMPG     600         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR USD-DATA-AREA             

DMLOXTNT       1,51        DISK SPACE FOR FILE "USDFIL1"                        

DMLOPGSZ       3476        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR DMLO DATABASE                    

DMLOHLQ        @PREFIX@    HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR THE DMLO DATASET            

DMLOLLQ        DMLO.PROFILE  LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR THE DMLO DATASET           

DMLOUNIT       @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR DMLO DATABASE FILE                     

DMLOVOL        @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR DMLO DATABASE FILE                   

* *                                                                             

* ********************************                                              

* DML-ONLINE RUN-TIME PARAMETERS *                                              

* ********************************                                              
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LOWCASE        N           LOWER CASE OPTION  (Y/N)                             

DPRTCL         1           DC PRINT CLASS                                       

TPRTCL         A           TSO PRINT CLASS                                      

CPRTCL         A           CICS PRINT CLASS                                     

DISPLAY        COBOL       DISPLAY FMT  (COBOL/VERTICAL)                        

AUTOHEX        ON          AUTOHEX   OPTION (ON/OFF)                            

AUTOBND        ON          AUTO-BIND OPTION (ON/OFF)                            

MAPIN          FAST        DATA/COMMAND INP (FAST/STEP)                         

CLIST          FAST        CLIST EXECUTION  (FAST/STEP)                         

DSPCMND        INPUT       COMMAND DISPLAY  (INPUT/USED)                        

LRFSCRN        NORM        LRF SCREEN FMT   (NORM/MAX)                          

MODE           EXPERT      SESSION MODE    (EXPERT/MENU)                        

USERXIT        (DYNAM,OFF) USER EXIT OPTION                                     

GLOBID         DMLOSYS     SYS. PROF/CLIST OWNER ID                             

ADMIN          USERID01    DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON                            

ADMIN2         USERID02    DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON                            

USERID         INPUT       CHG USERID ?  (INPUT/PROT)                           

NONDSPLY       C'_'        NONDISPLAY TRANSLATION                               

DEFDICT        ""          DEFAULT SIGNON DICTIONARY                            

DEFNODE        ""          DEFAULT SIGNON DICT. NODE                            

PRFDBNM        DMLO        PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NAME                            

PRFDBND        ""          PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NODE                            

SBUFNM         SBUF        DEFAULT SCR REC NAME PFX                             

QBUFNM         QBUF        DEFAULT QUE REC NAME PFX                             

SQBUFL         4096        DEFAULT S/Q REC MAX LEN                              

ATTNKEY        PA1         ATTENTION/INTERRUPT                                  

SNONKEY        (PF2,PF14)  SIGNON HELP  (P)                                     

PROFKEY        (PF4,PF16)  PROFILE LIST (P)                                     

HELPKEY        (PF1,PF13)  SESSION HELP                                         

SHOWKEY        (PF2,PF14)  SHOW PFKEYS                                          

PENDKEY        (PF3,PF15)  END                                                  

DISPKEY        (PF4,PF16)  REDISPLAY                                            

PGUPKEY        (PF7,PF19)  SCROLL UP                                            

PGDNKEY        (PF8,PF20)  SCROLL DOWN                                          

* *                                                                             

* *******************************                                               

* MASTERKEY DATABASE PARAMETERS *                                               

* ***************************************************************               

* 1. IF THE MKEYXTNT PARAMETER IS SPECIFIED, THE DATABASE FILE  *               

*    WILL BE ALLOCATED USING THESE PARAMETERS.                  *               

* 2. IF THE MKEYXTNT PARAMETER IS NOT SPECIFIED, THE PARAMETERS *               

*    ARE USED TO IDENTIFY AN EXISTING DATABASE FILE.            *               

* ***************************************************************               

SKDATASTPG     0330000     START PAGE FOR SSK-DATA-AREA                         

SKDATANMPG     600         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR SSK-DATA-AREA             

MKEYXTNT       1,51        DISK SPACE FOR FILE "SSKFIL1"                        

MKEYPGSZ       3476        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR MASTERKEY DATABASE               

MKEYHLQ        @PREFIX@    HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR MASTERKEY DATASET           

MKEYLLQ        MASTRKEY.DATASEG  LOW LVL QUALIFIER FOR MASTERKEY DATASET        

MKEYUNIT       @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR MASTERKEY DATABASE FILE                

MKEYVOL        @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR MASTERKEY DATABASE FILE              

* *                                                                             

* *******************************                                               
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* ADS-ALIVE RUN-TIME PARAMETERS *                                               

* *******************************                                               

USGTSK         ADSALIVE    TASK CODE TO INVOKE ADS-ALIVE                        

PCHOFF         3800        OFFSET FOR IMPLANT                                   

SWEEP          Y           AREA SWEEP FOR DIALOG WILD CARDS (Y/N)               

AUTO           Y           NON-INTERRUPT MODE ALLOWED (Y/N)                     

QKEEP          3           NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN DEBUGQUEUE RECORDS          

O5PROKEEP      255         NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN ADSALIVE                    

*                          PROFILE QUEUE RECORDS                                

DICTDEF        P           DICTNAME TO USE                                      

ABRTSCR        Y           WHETHER TO DISPLAY POST-ABORT SCREEN                 

SKPUG18        N           ALLOW OVERRIDE OF USG00012/USG00018 MESSAGES         

DSPLTAB        N           ALTER DEFAULT DISPLAY CHARACTER TABLE                

* *                                                                             

* ****************************************                                      

* DATABASE EXTRACTOR DATABASE PARAMETERS *                                      

* ***************************************************************               

* 1. IF THE DBXXTNT PARAMETER IS SPECIFIED, THE DATABASE FILE   *               

*    WILL BE ALLOCATED USING THESE PARAMETERS.                  *               

* 2. IF THE DBXXTNT PARAMETER IS NOT SPECIFIED, THE PARAMETERS  *               

*    ARE USED TO IDENTIFY AN EXISTING DATABASE FILE.            *               

* ***************************************************************               

UVDATASTPG     0370000     START PAGE FOR USV-DATA-AREA                         

UVDATANMPG     3000        NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR USV-DATA-AREA             

DBXXTNT        1,251       DISK SPACE FOR "USVFIL1"                             

DBXPGSZ        3476        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR THE DBX DATABASE                 

DBXHLQ         @PREFIX@    HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR THE DBX DATASET             

DBXLLQ         DBX.USVFIL1 LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR THE DBX DATASET              

DBXUNIT        @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR DBX DATABASE FILE                      

DBXVOL         @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR DBX DATABASE FILE                    

* *                                                                             

* ****************************************                                      

* DATABASE EXTRACTOR RUN-TIME PARAMETERS *                                      

* ****************************************                                      

DBXTSK         DBX         TASK CODE TO INVOKE DBX                              

STKENTS        50          NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN DBX STACK (30 TO 1000)          

COPY           ANYONE      USER CAN COPY FROM (ANYONE/DBXADMIN/USER)            

RETSEQ         YES         RETAIN PHYSICAL SEQ OF MEMBER RECS (YES/NO)          

XRECURO        YES         EXTRACT OWNER OF RECURSIVE RECORDS (YES/NO)          

BGINMID        NO          BEGIN VIEW/EDIT IN MIDDLE OF PATH (YES/NO)           

NLYZ008        WARNING     NLYZ008 AS WARNING/ERROR MSG (WARNING/ERROR)         

* *                                                                             

* *****************************                                                 

* DC-SORT RUN-TIME PARAMETERS *                                                 

* *****************************                                                 

MAIN           10000       AMOUNT OF IN-CORE SORT STORAGE (0 THRU N)            

AUX            10000       AMOUNT OF SECONDARY SORT STORAGE (0 THRU N)          

MINRBUF        100         NUMBER OF RECORDS PER PAGE (0 THRU N)                

LIMLOCK        N           PREVENT USERS FROM SETLIMIT FACILITY (Y/N)           

EXITKEY        PF24        ADS PREPROCESSOR EXIT KEY (PA1...PF24)               

* *                                                                             

* *****************************************                                     

* DICTIONARY MIGRATOR RUN-TIME PARAMETERS *                                     
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* *****************************************                                     

XPICOVR        N           EXCLUDE PICTURE OVERRIDES                            

XSUBEL         N           EXCLUDE SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS                         

MAPDCMP        N           MAP DECOMPILE OPTION                                 

SHARRDY        N           READY IN SHARED UPDATE (OBJECT DICT)                 

EXCLRDY        N           READY IN EXCLUSIVE UPDATE "     "                    

DFLTOFF        N           DEFAULT IS OFF                                       

PROGALL        N           DISPLAY PROGRAMS WITH ALL                            

XCLIST         N           EXCLUDE CLIST (DCMT V NEW COPIES)                    

XCLIMM         N           EXCLUDE IMMEDIATE IN CLIST                           

XCLDBN         N           EXCLUDE DICTIONARY NAME IN CLIST                     

XCLVER         N           EXCLUDE VERSION IN CLIST                             

NOUDC          N           NO UDC COMMENT SYNTAX                                

XUDNREF        N           EXCLUDE ALL UDN REFERENCES                           

XUDNREL        N           EXCLUDE ELEMENT UDN REFERENCES                       

XUDNRAT        N           EXCLUDE ATTRIBUTE UDN REFERENCES                     

XUDNRSY        N           EXCLUDE SYSTEM UDN REFERENCES                        

XUDNRRC        N           EXCLUDE RECORD UDN REFERENCES                        

XUDNRMD        N           EXCLUDE MODULE UDN REFERENCES                        

XUDNRPG        N           EXCLUDE PROGRAM UDN REFERENCES                       

XUDNRUS        N           EXCLUDE USER UDN REFERENCES                          

DBQUOTE        N           DOUBLE QUOTE                                         

EXNTWK         N           EXTRACT IDMSNTWK COMPONENTS                          

XELEMNT        N           OMIT ELEMENTS FROM EXTRACTION                        

XELECOB        N           OMIT ELE FROM EXTRACT WHEN COBOLFMT                  

EXSYREC        N           EXTRACT SYSTEM RECORDS                               

XUDNXRT        N           SKIP ALL UDN EXTRACTION                              

XUDNXEL        N           SKIP ELEMENT UDN EXTRACTION                          

XUDNXRC        N           SKIP RECORD UDN EXTRACTION                           

XUDNXMD        N           SKIP MODULE UDN EXTRACTION                           

XUDNXUS        N           SKIP USER UDN EXTRACTION                             

XUDNXAT        N           SKIP ATTRIBUTE UDN EXTRACTION                        

XUDNXSY        N           SKIP SYSTEM UDN EXTRACTION                           

XIMSYNR        N           OMIT SYNTAX FILE DISPLAY RPT ON IMP                  

DELADDS        N           USE DELETE/ADD SYNTAX (NOT MODIFY)                   

EXTSAME        N           EXTRACT SAME AS ENTITIES                             

DBABEND        N           ABEND ON DATABASE ERROR                              

NOEXATT        N           OMIT EXTRACTION OF CLASS-ATTRIBUTES                  

NOEXCLS        N           OMIT EXTRACTION OF CLASS                             

NOEXSYS        N           OMIT EXTRACTION OF SYSTEMS                           

STOPVER        N           STOP AFTER VALD IF ERRORS (CC=8)                     

NOATRXP        N           LEVEL=ONLY NO ATTR EXPLOSION                         

NOSAUTH        N           BYPASS SOURCE DICT SECURITY CHECKING                 

NOTAUTH        N           BYPASS TARGET DICT SECURITY CHECKING                 

ENTLAB         N           PUT ENTITY TYPE LABELS IN DDDLUPD                    

ABGNSRC        N           CREATE ADSOBCOM SOURCE GEN KEYFILE                   

* *                                                                             

* ***************************************************                           

* DICTIONARY MIGRATOR ASSISTANT DATABASE PARAMETERS *                           

* ***************************************************************               

* 1. IF THE DMAXTNT PARAMETER IS SPECIFIED, THE DATABASE FILE   *               

*    WILL BE ALLOCATED USING THESE PARAMETERS.                  *               

* 2. IF THE DMAXTNT PARAMETER IS NOT SPECIFIED, THE PARAMETERS  *               
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*    ARE USED TO IDENTIFY AN EXISTING DATABASE FILE.            *               

* ***************************************************************               

XMDATASTPG     0300000     START PAGE FOR XDM-DATA-AREA                         

XMDATANMPG     600         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR XDM-DATA-AREA             

DMAXTNT        1,50        DISK SPACE FOR "XDMFIL1"                             

DMAPGSZ        3476        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR THE DMA DATABASE                 

DMAHLQ         @PREFIX@    HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR THE DMA DATASET             

DMALLQ         DMA.XDMFIL1 LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR THE DMA DATASET              

DMAUNIT        @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR DMA DATABASE FILE                      

DMAVOL         @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR DMA DATABASE FILE                    

* *                                                                             

* ***************************************************                           

* DICTIONARY MIGRATOR ASSISTANT RUN-TIME PARAMETERS *                           

* ***************************************************                           

DMATSK         DMA         TASK CODE TO INVOKE DMA                              

* *                                                                             

* **********************************************                                

* DICTIONARY MODULE EDITOR RUN-TIME PARAMETERS *                                

* **********************************************                                

LOCK           Y           SET LONGTERM DBKEY LOCKS (Y/N)                       

SCROLL         PAGE        SCROLL AMOUNT (PAGE/HALF/CSR)                        

DELIMITER      ;           COMMAND DELIMITER                                    

PAD            N           PAD CHARACTER (DEFAULT SPACE)                        

VERSION        HIGHEST     DEFAULT IDD VERSION (HIGHEST/LOWEST)                 

SECURITY       I           SECURITY SYSTEM (I=IDD, D=DBMS, B=DBMS+IDD)          

USERID         INPUT       USERID CHANGES (INPUT=ALLOW, PROT=NOT ALLOW)         

MODSORT        Y           MODULE SORT PERFORMED (Y/N)                          

SETDB          Y           RESET DATABASE/NODE TO DME ENTRY VALUE (Y/N)         

CLRKEND        Y           CLEAR KEY FUNCTION (Y=END, N=RESHOW)                 

* *                                                                             

* *******************************************                                   

* SASO DEFAULT DOCUMENT DATABASE PARAMETERS *                                   

* ***************************************************************               

* 1. IF THE ESF*XTNT PARAMETER IS SPECIFIED, THE DATABASE FILE  *               

*    WILL BE ALLOCATED USING THESE PARAMETERS.                  *               

* 2. IF THE ESF*XTNT PARAMETER IS NOT SPECIFIED, THE PARAMETERS *               

*    ARE USED TO IDENTIFY AN EXISTING DATABASE FILE.            *               

* ***************************************************************               

ESCTRLSTPG     8100001     START PAGE FOR ESS-CTRL-AREA                         

ESCTRLSTBK     1           START BLOCK FOR ESS-CTRL-AREA                        

ESCTRLNMPG     95          NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESS-CTRL-AREA             

ESTEXTSTPG     8100101     START PAGE FOR ESS-TEXT-AREA                         

ESTEXTSTBK     96          START BLOCK FOR ESS-TEXT-AREA                        

ESTEXTNMPG     760         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESS-TEXT-AREA             

ESINDEXSTPG    8100901     START PAGE FOR ESS-INDEX-AREA                        

ESINDEXSTBK    856         START BLOCK FOR ESS-INDEX-AREA                       

ESINDEXNMPG    95          NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESS-INDEX-AREA            

ESRELSESTPG    8101001     START PAGE FOR ESS-RELSE-AREA                        

ESRELSESTBK    1           START BLOCK FOR ESS-RELSE-AREA                       

ESRELSENMPG    240         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESS-RELSE-AREA            

ESRTEXTSTPG    8101301     START PAGE FOR ESS-RTEXT-AREA                        

ESRTEXTSTBK    241         START BLOCK FOR ESS-RTEXT-AREA                       

ESRTEXTNMPG    235         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESS-RTEXT-AREA            
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ESCTRLDSTPG    8101601     START PAGE FOR ESS-CTRLD-AREA                        

ESCTRLDSTBK    1           START BLOCK FOR ESS-CTRLD-AREA                       

ESCTRLDNMPG    3           NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESS-CTRLD-AREA            

ESF1XTNT       1,191       DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESSFIL1"                        

ESF2XTNT       1,96        DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESSFIL2"                        

ESF3XTNT       1,2         DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESSFIL3"                        

SASOPGSZ       9076        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR SASO DATABASE                    

SASOHLQ        @PREFIX@    HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR ALL SASO DATASETS           

SASOLLQ1       SASO.PRIMARY   LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR FILE "ESSFIL1"            

SASOLLQ2       SASO.RELEASE   LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR FILE "ESSFIL2"            

SASOLLQ3       SASO.DOCUMENT  LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR FILE "ESSFIL3"            

SASOUNIT1      @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR SASO DATABASE FILES                    

SASOUNIT2      @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR SASO DATABASE FILES                    

SASOUNIT3      @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR SASO DATABASE FILES                    

SASOVOL1       @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR SASO DATABASE FILES                  

SASOVOL2       @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR SASO DATABASE FILES                  

SASOVOL3       @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR SASO DATABASE FILES                  

SASOINTID      254         UNIQUE INTERNAL ID FOR SASO DOC (36 TO 255)          

SASODOCHLQ     @PREFIX@    HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR SASO DOCUMENT FILE          

SASODOCLLQ     SASO.SPGTEXT  LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR SASO DOCUMENT FILE         

SASODOCXTNT    1,90        DISK SPACE FOR FILE "SYS007" SASO DOCUMENT           

* *                                                                             

* **************************                                                    

* SASO RUN-TIME PARAMETERS *                                                    

* **************************                                                    

SASOTSK        SASO        TASK CODE TO INVOKE SASO                             

DEFDOC         SPG         DEFAULT DOCUMENT DBNAME TABLE ENTRY                  

JCL1           ""          DEFAULT JOB CARD-1 FOR INITIAL USER PROFILES         

JCL2           ""          DEFAULT JOB CARD-2 FOR INITIAL USER PROFILES         

JCL3           ""          DEFAULT JOB CARD-3 FOR INITIAL USER PROFILES         

* *                                                                             

* ******************************                                                

* ENFORCER DATABASE PARAMETERS *                                                

* ***************************************************************               

* 1. IF THE EXF*XTNT PARAMETER IS SPECIFIED, THE DATABASE FILE  *               

*    WILL BE ALLOCATED USING THESE PARAMETERS.                  *               

* 2. IF THE EXF*XTNT PARAMETER IS NOT SPECIFIED, THE PARAMETERS *               

*    ARE USED TO IDENTIFY AN EXISTING DATABASE FILE.            *               

* ***************************************************************               

EXCTRLSTPG     0310001     START PAGE FOR ESX-CTRL-AREA                         

EXCTRLNMPG     500         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESX-CTRL-AREA             

EXLOADSTPG     0310751     START PAGE FOR ESX-LOAD-AREA                         

EXLOADNMPG     200         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESX-LOAD-AREA             

EXINDEXSTPG    0311001     START PAGE FOR ESX-INDEX-AREA                        

EXINDEXNMPG    100         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESX-INDEX-AREA            

EXF1XTNT       1,101       DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESXFIL1"                        

EXF2XTNT       1,41        DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESXFIL2"                        

EXF3XTNT       1,21        DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESXFIL3"                        

ENFRPGSZ       9076        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR ENFORCER DATABASE                

ENFRHLQ        @PREFIX@    HIGH LVL QUALIFIER FOR ALL ENFORCER DATASETS         

ENFRLLQ1       ENFORCER.CTRL   LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR FILE "ESXFIL1"           

ENFRLLQ2       ENFORCER.LOAD   LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR FILE "ESXFIL2"           

ENFRLLQ3       ENFORCER.INDEX  LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR FILE "ESXFIL3"           
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ENFRUNIT1      @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR ENFORCER DATABASE FILES                

ENFRUNIT2      @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR ENFORCER DATABASE FILES                

ENFRUNIT3      @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR ENFORCER DATABASE FILES                

ENFRVOL1       @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR ENFORCER DATABASE FILES              

ENFRVOL2       @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR ENFORCER DATABASE FILES              

ENFRVOL3       @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR ENFORCER DATABASE FILES              

* *                                                                             

* ******************************                                                

* ENFORCER RUN-TIME PARAMETERS *                                                

* ******************************                                                

ENFTSK         ENFORCER    TASK CODE TO INVOKE ENFORCER                         

LOKMODE        D           DEADLOCK PROCES (D-DEADLOCK, B-BATCH, M=IDDM)        

DSPACE         Y           SPACE DELIMITED WORDS ALLOWED (Y=YES, N=NO)          

DDASH          Y           DASH(-) DELIMITED WORDS ALLOWED (Y=YES, N=NO)        

DULINE         Y           ULINE(_) DELIMITED WORD ALLOWED (Y=YES, N=NO)        

/*                        

DVCDN CUU                 

// VTAPE STOP,UNIT=CUU    

/*

Step 9. Execute CAIIJMP to generate the installation JCL
The next step is to execute the CAIIJMP program which will generate the tailored installation JCL. The SYSPCH output
of the CAIIJMP program contains all of the JCL required to install IDMS tailored to your installation requirements. Review
this JCL carefully before proceeding with the next step.

If the tailored JCL needs to be changed in any way, correct the appropriate CAIIJMP parameter and execute CAIIJMP
again to generate new JCL. Once the generated JCL is correct, you are ready to proceed with the installation.

The CAIIJMP program produces a listing which should be kept as your documentation of the installation process. The
CAIIJMP listing consists of three parts:

1. SYS001 parameter input -- Contains all of the possible CAIIJMP input parameters and associated default values. Use
this listing as a reference for parameters which may be required for special situations.

2. SYSIPT parameter input -- Contains the parameters specified to CAIIJMP for the current execution of CAIIJMP.
Errors can be found by searching for the literal 'Invalid Parameter Substitution'.

3. SYSPCH output listing -- Contains the tailored JCL produced by CAIIJMP. All of the JCL required to install IDMS is
included and should be retained for reference.

Steps 10-24: CAIIJMP Jobs
The IDMS installation JCL, produced by CAIIJMP, consists of thirteen major jobs.

NOTE
The jobs are performed in separate steps of the installation process because the SVC must be loaded before
building the system and the demonstration databases. You must IPL the system to load the SVC before
executing Job 4 -- Build IDMS system environment. The system IPL is performed in Step 12.

Each job consists of one or more job steps. Broadcom recommends that the thirteen major jobs be run individually. Check
return codes from each job step within these major jobs prior to submitting the next major job.
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The installation jobs are separated by comments indicating the job number. Job card information is repeated prior to each
job. Begin the installation by submitting each job in sequence. The expected return codes for each step in the job are
indicated as a comment after the EXEC statement for the job step.

Step 10. Execute Job 1 from the installation JCL

Job1 will create and catalog up to 3 PROC job control members, depending on whether you are running a base, add-on or
upgrade install.

• IDMSHIST.PROC will be created during a base install or upgrade install. It will contain the dataset information for the
MSHP history file.

• SYSCTL.PROC will be created only during a base install. It will contain the dataset information for the IDMS SYSCTL
file.

• The IDMS labels procedure, which has a default name of IDMSLBLS.PROC but may be changed to a user-specified
value, will be created during a base install. If you are performing an UPGRADE install you should specify the name of
your existing IDMS label procedure using the IDMSLABELS CAIIJMP parameter. It will contain the dataset information
for the IDMS database files. The PROC may be altered during an add-on or upgrade install. If you are using Dynam/
D, then only the IDMS journal files will be defined in the IDMSLBLS.PROC member and a Dynam/D job step will be
created to define the IDMS database files to the Dynam/D catalog.

Step 11. Execute Job 2 from the installation JCL

Contents

Job 2 assembles and link edits the IDMS SVC as part of the installation process. The macro #DEFSVC is assembled with
the SVC options you selected through CAIIJMP.

NOTE
If you are installing the IDMS Log Analyzer or the IDMS Task Analyzer products, a job step will be created to
assemble and link the IDMS Tools SVC exit module, which is based on the #GSISVCX macro. You will choose
the name of the exit using the SVCXNAM1 parameter. Additional parameters are provided to determine if
CICS support is required, SVCXCICS, as well as provide the proper TP names, TPNAME1, TPNAME2 and
TPNAME3. For more information on the SVC exit see the information later in this section.

NOTE
Not all SVC options are included in the CAIIJMP utility. You can optionally define additional SVC options that
are assembled during Job 2. For a complete discussion of all SVC options and the #DEFSVC macro, see the
"Administrating IDMS System Operations" topics.

IDMSDB--IDMS Tools SVC Exit Information

What GSISVCX Does

GSISVCX is a version of IDMSSVCX supplied with the IDMS Tools. GSISVCX accesses the job accounting field in a z/
VSE environment. In addition, GSISVCX accesses the job name and the run-unit initiation date/time and copies them into
the ERE (External Request Element) extension.

When GSISVCX encounters an external run-unit that is a CICS/VS task, GSISVCX accesses the CICS/VS operator-id,
terminal-id, and transaction-id, instead of job name and job accounting information, and copies all this information into the
ERE extension. IDMS Log Analyzer and IDMS Task Analyzer Billing Reports and the IDMS Log Analyzer Billing Record
File are dependent upon this ERE data.

Without having GSISVCX invoked by the SVC, the Billing Reports and the Billing Record File do not contain valid billing
data for external run-units. This information, however, is still present for IDMS run-units.
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Step 12: Execute Job 3 - Source updates, assemblies and links

Several source modules are assembled and linked during the installation process. Some of these source members can
require site-specific parameter values to be provided to CAIIJMP. Job 3 assembles and link edits these members that are
based on your CAIIJMP input parameters and product profile.

Certain steps within JOB 3 are generated with JCL and can be customized according to the needs of your site. Some of
these steps are generated conditionally depending on install options, and some are always generated. To customize these
modules for your install, modify the generated JCL from JOB 3 before executing it. These sections are:

• ASMCODE
• ASMFTAB
• ASMVCON
• ASMUXIT
• ASMOPTF
• Additional Considerations for RHDCCODE (ASMCODE)

RHDCCODE defines the code page that is used to translate characters in your IDMS environment. Code page 1140R
is the default module that is installed into your system. Source for additional code pages is installed into your IDMS
library. These modules are installed as 'CPxxxxF.A' or 'CPxxxxR.A'.

NOTE
To assemble a site-specific RHDCCODE table, set the CAIIJMP parameter ASSMCODE to YES.

To install a code page other than the default, modify the source in the ASMCODE step by replacing the source with the
appropriate code table before running Job 3.
To update the RHDCCODE module after the initial installation:
– Rename your existing RHDCCODE.A source.
– Replace RHDCCODE.A with the source for your new code table.
– Assemble and link your new module by using the assembly and link-edit job control in Job 3 that CAIIJMP

generates for RHDCCODE.

NOTE
For more information about code pages, see the IDMS system operations topics.

• Additional Considerations for RHDCFTAB (ASMFTAB)
RHDCFTAB defines the sequential file attributes for specific files in your environment. Review the job control that is
generated for the ASMFTAB step and add further #DVFILE statements for any devices that are required at your site.

NOTE
For more information about the #DVFILE macro and RHDCFTAB, see the "System Startup Under z/
VSE" topic.

• Additional Considerations for ADSOVCON (ASMVCON)
Only modify ASMVCON to add custom Built In Functions for use in ADS. When ADS Online is set to be installed, a
sample JCL is generated for ASMVCON in your output. Simply add your customized Built In Functions between the
INITIAL and FINAL macro statements before executing the JCL.

• Additional Considerations for RHDCUXIT (ASMUXIT)
ASMUXIT is used to add custom user exits and is generated after executing JOB3. To have customized user exits,
modify the generated code for RHDCUXIT within ASMUXIT after executing Job 3, but before executing the generated
JCL. User exits can be enabled:
– In the exits table after configuring IDMS, or
– By editing the JCL that Job 3 generates, if any exit is needed during the install step.

NOTE
For more information about numbered user exits, see the "Numbered Exits" section in the "User Exits" topic.

• Additional Considerations for RHDCOPTF (ASMOPTF)
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RHDCOPTF defines the Optional APAR Bitmap Table that allows you to customize your system behavior. To assemble
and link your new module, use the assembly and link-edit job control in Job 3 that CAIIJMP generates for RHDCOPTF.
Optional bits can be turned on at any time by re-assembling the options table after configuring IDMS. If you already
have optional bits set and you are upgrading your release of IDMS, edit the ASMOPTF job control in Job 3 to turn on
the bits.

NOTE
For more information about optional functionality, see "Applying Optional Functionality."

Certain IDMS Tools incorporate customization modules that are distributed with default options.

Job 3 is used to assemble and link edit the runtime option changes.

NOTE

• For more information about further customization for IDMS DMLO and IDMS/DC Sort, see the following pages.
• For more information about the runtime options and instructions for changing runtime options after initial tool

installation, see IDMS Tools Runtime Options.

Additional Customization for IDMS DMLO

There are six COPY statements in the customization module USDTPARM that follow the specification of parameters for
USDCPARM. Each of these COPY statements refers to a source module that allows you to further tailor IDMS DMLO to
your own requirements after initial product installation.

These modules and the session characteristics that they control are as follows:

USD@DSPC
-- Specifies which characters are to be considered displayable on your terminal devices; that is, any characters
not specified here cause an 'INVALID DATA' condition.

USD@SSEX
-- Excludes subschemas from access by IDMS DMLO. This exclusion is unconditional and independent of any
other security constraints.

USD@KYWD
-- Defines the standard abbreviations recognized by IDMS DMLO.

USD@MOPS
-- Redefines the DML command codes recognized by the Menu/Assist mode of IDMS DMLO.

USD@MSTL
-- Reformats the static area of the Menu/Assist Mode screen.

USD@MTXT
-- Specifies the instructional text that appears in the data area of the Menu/Assist Mode screen when this mode is
first specified for the session.

After completion of the initial tool installation process, these modules reside in the IDMS library.

Each module begins with complete instructions for customization.

Additional Considerations for IDMS/DC Sort

At installation time, the MAIN and AUX parameters are each assigned a value of 10000 bytes, unless you changed the
default values during the installation process by modifying the TPSPARM member associated with GENERAL SORT.
During each sort session in an application, IDMS/DC Sort acquires the main and auxiliary storage as necessary, up to
the value assigned. (A session is defined by the session number in a SETSORT statement.) If you want to run the most
efficient sorts possible, you may want to consider the following points:

The most efficient sort is one in which:
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• There are many small records in a buffer, and
• All of the buffers reside in main storage.

To increase efficiency in a given sort session, use a work record that contains only the fields necessary for sorting. With
only those fields, the work record is as small as possible to meet the requirements.

In an ideal situation:

• Main storage is slightly larger than the space needed for an average sort, and
• Auxiliary storage adds the extra space needed for large sorts.

Increasing the proportion of auxiliary storage to main storage can affect response time.

Sample General Sort Customization for IDMS/DC Sort

At execution time, IDMS/DC Sort allocates sort buffers in multiples of 2000 bytes. To determine the size of a sort buffer:

1. Multiply the MINRBUF value with the record size.
2. Round the result up to the next multiple of 2000 bytes.
3. Add 12 bytes for IDMS/DC Sort overhead.

Maximum: Sort buffer size can be no greater than 32K.

NOTE
IDMS/DC Sort does not split a buffer between main and auxiliary storage. Therefore, it is necessary to make
efficient use of main and auxiliary storage.

The product of the MINRBUF value and the record length cannot exceed either the MAIN value or the AUX value
(whichever is larger), because there would not be enough space to store one sort buffer.

In the following four examples, the MAIN and AUX parameters are not changed. The default for each is 10000 bytes.

Example 1

 MINRBUF=20

 record-length=100

 

The sort buffer used by IDMS/DC Sort will be 2012 bytes:

 20 * 100 = 2000

 2000 is a multiple of 2000

 2000 + 12 = 2012

 

IDMS/DC SORT can store four sort buffers (80 records) in main storage and four sort buffers (80 records) in auxiliary
storage.

Example 2

 MINRBUF=20

 record-length=150

 

The sort buffer used by IDMS/DC Sort will be 4012 bytes:

 20 * 150 = 3000

 The next multiple of 2000 is 4000

 4000 + 12 = 4012
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IDMS/DC Sort can store two sort buffers (40 records) in main storage and two sort buffers (40 records) in auxiliary
storage.

Example 3

 MINRBUF=100  (default)

 record-length=31

 

The sort buffer used by IDMS/DC Sort will be 4012 bytes:

 31 * 100 = 3100

 next multiple of 2000 is 4000

 sort buffer is 4012

 

IDMS/DC Sort can store two sort buffers (200 records) in main storage and two sort buffers (200 records) in auxiliary
storage.

Example 4

 MINRBUF=100  (default)

 record-length=51

 

The sort buffer used by IDMS/DC Sort will be 6012 bytes:

 51 * 100 = 5100

 next multiple of 2000 is 6000

 sort buffer is 6012

 

IDMS/DC Sort can store one sort buffer (100 records) in main storage and one sort buffer (100 records) in auxiliary
storage.

Job 3 also catalogs three PROCS:

• IDMSLBLS -- contains the DLBL/EXT/ASSGN information for all database files
• IDMSHIST -- contains the DLBL/EXT/ASSGN information for the MSHP History file
• SYSCTL -- contains the DLBL/EXT/ASSGN for the SYSCTL file

Step 13. Perform a system IPL

The next step in the BASE and UPGRADE installation process is to perform a system IPL. You are not required to perform
an IPL during an ADDON install. You perform a system IPL to load the SVC. The SVC is dynamically loaded by System
Adapter. You must IPL the system before moving on to the next step.

NOTE
The IDMS library must be added to the LIBDEF search chain before you execute CASAUTIL. You can verify the
product's genlevel and release by entering CA? from the operator's console after the IPL is complete.

Step 14. Execute Job 4 from the installation JCL

Job 4 creates the DMCL and Database Name Table. During a BASE install, the DMCL source is created based on your
product selection. This source is loaded into a temporary catalog, and then both are generated and linked into your
custom sub-library. The permanent catalog is formatted before both are loaded.
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Build IDMS DMCL, DBTABLE, format database files

During an ADDON install, modifications are made to the DMCL and/or DBTABLE depending on which products are being
added.

During an UPGRADE install, you cannot install new products. 

When performing an UPGRADE install, you must copy certain members from your prior release sub-library into the new
release custom sub-library before executing the steps for Job 4. These members are: DMCL PHASE, DBTABLE PHASE,
IDMS labels procedure, and SYSCTL.PROC label procedure. If you have other non-Broadcom custom modules which are
required at your site, they should also be copied to this sub-library.

This step is required because we do not provide parameters which allow you to specify your prior release sub-library
information, which is intentional as we do not want to create problems by having prior release modules available during
the installation process.

During an ADDON or UPGRADE install, you can cause changes to be made to the DMCL and DBTABLE. If this occurs
the install will execute steps to link a backup copy of the DMCL and DBTABLE PHASES before any modifications are
performed. There are CAIIJMP parameters, BKUPDMCL, and BKUPDBTB that allow you to provide your own name for
these PHASES.

NOTE
These parameters are required during an ADDON install if a product which has its own database files is being
added.

Steps 15-20: Execute Jobs 5-10

Jobs 5-10 are simple to execute and all treated on this page.

Step 15. Execute Job 5 from the installation JCL

Job 5 formats the system dictionary and loads the dictionary with the SYSGEN source in a series of IDMSDDDL jobs. Job
5 then runs the SYSGEN compiler, RHDCSGEN, to create SYSTEM 99 and SYSTEM 90.

Step 16. Execute Job 6 from the installation JCL

Job 6 formats the SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG area using IDMSBCF and then runs a series of IDMSDDDL jobs to load the
IDMS messages into the message area.

Step 17. Execute Job 7 from the installation JCL

Job 7 formats the SYSDIRL dictionary, loads the pre-defined dictionary report source and executes the IDMSDIRL utility,
which loads the IDMSNTWK schema definition.

Step 18. Execute Job 8 from the installation JCL

Job 8 formats the application dictionary and loads the various protocols that are required for all dictionaries.

Step 19. Execute Job 9 from the installation JCL

Job 9 formats and loads the ADS ASF dictionary if the ADS ASF Option was selected for installation.

Step 20. Execute Job 10 from the installation JCL

Job 10 creates and separates the IDMS Tools dictionary, if any of the IDMS Tools products were selected for installation
AND a separate Tools dictionary was specified. Any database files for specific IDMS Tools products are formatted and
loaded.
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NOTE
If you are installing the SASO product, it is necessary to mount the install tape to load the SASO installation
files.

NOTE
If you are installing any IDMS Tools products, you should review Chapter 5 to determine if there are post-
installation steps to consider.

Step 21. Execute Job 11 from the installation JCL

Job 11 loads the structures that are necessary to build the Commonweather employee demo database. Job 11 also
formats the demo database files, and compiles and runs COBOL programs to load and report on the database.

Step 22. Execute Job 12 from the installation JCL

Job 12 builds the SQL demonstration database. The steps that are generated for this job may vary based on your product
selection.If you install IDMS SQL, the SYSSQL catalog will always be created. Installation of the SQL demonstration
database is optional.

Step 23. Execute Job 13 from the installation JCL

Job 13 creates some sample IDMS/DC programs which can be used when your CV is started to access the demonstration
database online.

Step 24. Execute Job 14 from the installation JCL

Job 14 performs a backup of all the installed database files. This job also formats the log and journal files and runs a
PRINT SPACE report which shows file utilization by segment.

Step 25. Copy System 90
The next step in the process is to build a DC/UCF system. To assist you in building a DC/UCF system, a sample system
definition, system 90, is provided in member SGENMOD for you to copy and then customize.

WARNING
Be sure to change the system number to something other than 90. Do not use 90 as your system number.

Use member SGENCOPY to copy system 90 to your own system.

Contents of SGENCOPY

/*  MODIFY SYSTEM 90

/*  ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────

/*  ** SYSTEM 90 SYSGEN COMPILE **

/*  REPLACE LIB.SUBLIB WITH CORRECT IDMS INSTALL LIBRARY

// LIBDEF  *,SEARCH=LIB.SUBLIB

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// EXEC    RHDCSGEN,SIZE=1024K

LOCAL=OFF

JOURNAL=OFF
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DMCL=R170DMCL

/*

       SIG DIC SYSTEM.

       ICTL=(1,72)

       COPY SYSTEM FROM SYSTEM 90 TO XX.

       GENERATE.

/*

Step 26. Modify Copied System Definition
To customize the system 90 definition for your environment, modify the following:

1. JCL
Update the JCL to reflect your environment.

2. CVNUMBER parameter
Specify the central version number for this DC system.

3. SVC NUMBER parameter
Specify the number of the IDMS SVC.

4. SYSCTL parameter
Specify SYSCTL is SYSCTL.

5. VTAMLIN statement
Specify statements to define a VTAM line for the DC/UCF system.

To generate your new system definition, execute SGENMOD SYSGEN.

A copy of the SGENMOD module appears as follows.

NOTE
For more information about the coding of system generation parameters, see the IDMS System Generation
documentation.

Contents of SGENMOD

/*  MODIFY SYSTEM XX

/*  ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────

/*  ** SYSTEM XX SYSGEN COMPILE **

/*  REPLACE LIB.SUBLIB WITH CORRECT IDMS INSTALL LIBRARY

// LIBDEF  *,SEARCH=LIB.SUBLIB

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// EXEC    RHDCSGEN,SIZE=1024K

LOCAL=ON

JOURNAL=OFF

DMCL=R170DMCL

/*

       SIG DIC SYSTEM.

       ICTL=(1,72)

       MODIFY SYSTEM XX

       CVNUMBER IS XX

       SVC IS XXX

       SYSCTL IS SYSCTL

       .

       ADD LINE VTAM01
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       TYPE IS VTAMLIN

       APPLICATION ID IS IDMSDC1

       .

       ADD PTERM PTVTM001

       IN LINE VTAM01

       TYPE IS V3277.

       ADD LTERM LTVTM001

       PTERM IS PTVTM001

       .

       ADD PTERM PTVTM002

       IN LINE VTAM01

       TYPE IS V3277.

       ADD LTERM LTVTM002

       PTERM IS PTVTM002

       .

       GENERATE.

/*

Step 27. Prepare TP access environment
This step involves preparing the TP access method for your IDMS system. The access methods covered are:

• VTAM
• CICS

VTAM access

The following steps are required to prepare your VTAM environment for access to IDMS/DC:

1. Define a VTAMLIN to your IDMS/DC system. This was done in Step 12 -- Modify copied system definition
2. Define an application ID (APPLID) for the IDMS/DC system to VTAM. Note the APPLICATION ID parameter of the

VTAMLIN statement in the IDMS/DC system must match the APPLID designated in VTAM.

For more information concerning VTAM access preparation, see the IDMS System Generation documentation.

CICS access

In order to access a DC/UCF system from CICS, you must install IDMS CICS, TP/CICS and DC/UCF. Several CICS-
related CAIIJMP parameters must be coded to properly install the CICS interface. See the CAIIJMP member in SAMPJCL
for details on these parameters.

Once the install steps have executed successfully, you must add the IDMS PPT entries to your CICS system. Follow the
steps below to add the IDMS PPT entries to your CICS system.

To update the CSD file when using CICS Transaction Server release 1.1.1 and above.

1. Use the CICS resource definition online (RDO) or the DFHCSDUP utility to define the resources required by IDMS.
2. Example CSD resources required by IDMS are in the IDMS library member CICSCSD.

For complete instruction on updating the CICS CSD file, see the appropriate IBM documentation.

Step 28. Start up the system and verify it is installed
Before you begin the verification process, all installation jobs must have executed completely and successfully.
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The system startup and verification process consists of three parts:

1. System startup
2. Online verification
3. Batch verification

Each of these processes is discussed as follows.

System Startup

Execute the DC/UCF startup phase (IDMSDC) to bring up your IDMS system. The system is active when the 'Enter Next
Task Code' message appears.

During the installation process, the IDMSDC startup module is loaded into the library.

Additionally, a sample WTOEXIT source phase is delivered and installed in the library. It is used to submit journal offload
and print log jobs. You can customize this member and assemble and link edit it to create a WTOEXIT user exit phase.
The WTOEXIT is then dynamically loaded by the DC/UCF system at startup.

The STARTUP member is also delivered as a Z book in the SAMPJCL library.

For a complete discussion of WTOEXIT, see DC/UCF Exits.

Online verification

The online verification process consists of the following steps:

1. DCUF verification - A CLIST is included in your installed system which executes a large percentage of the DCUF
commands. To use CLIST once your online environment is established, enter the commands listed below at the
DC.UCF ‘ENTER NEXT TASK CODE’ prompt.
a. DCUF SET DBNAME SYSTEM
b. DCUF SET DICTNAME SYSTEM
c. CLIST DCUF-DEMO-CLIST

2. LOOK verification - A CLIST is included in your installed system which executes a large percentage of the LOOK
commands. To use this CLIST once your online environment is established, enter the commands listed below at the
DC.UCF ‘ENTER NEXT TASK CODE’ prompt.
a. DCUF SET DBNAME SYSTEM
b. DCUF SET DICTNAME SYSTEM
c. CLIST LOOK-DEMO-CLIST

3. DCMT verification -- A CLIST is included in your installed system that executes a large percentage of the DCMT
DISPLAY xxxx functions. To use this CLIST once your online environment is established, enter the commands listed
below at the DC/UCF 'ENTER NEXT TASK CODE' prompt. Executing these commands will invoke the CLIST and
allow you to view the new DCMT DISPLAY output.
a. DCUF SET DBNAME SYSTEM
b. DCUF SET DICTNAME SYSTEM
c. CLIST DCMT-DEMO-CLIST

4. IDD verification -- To validate IDD, sign on to IDD and to the APPLDICT dictionary and try a number of IDD
commands such as:
– DISPLAY ALL MODULES.
– DISPLAY ALL USERS.
– DISPLAY ALL SCHEMAS.

5. Online Command Facility (OCF) verification -- This tool, among other things, replaces the DMCL compiler. To verify
OCF, enter the following commands:
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– DCUF SET DICTNAME SYSTEM
– OCF
– DISPLAY SEGMENT SYSTEM.

This will display the definitions of the segment, files and physical areas that comprise the SYSTEM segment.
– DISPLAY DMCL R170DMCL.

This will display the installation DMCL that was created during the installation process.
– DISPLAY DBTABLE R170DBTB.

This will display the database name table that was created during the installation process.

Most other online products are optional. To test these products (such as ADS, OLQ, and Performance Monitor), use these
products once your online system is established.

Batch verification

The batch verification process consists of a number of steps. An important part of this process occurred during the actual
installation. Several IDMS tools and utilities are executed during the installation, including the following:

• ADSOBSYS -- An ADSOOPTI module is created by the ADSOBSYS utility to define the $TOOLTCF (Transfer Control
Facility) as a valid ADS runtime application.

• ADSOBTAT -- The batch ADS application table load utility (ADSOBTAT) is run to define the $TOOLTCF (Transfer
Control Facility) as a valid ADS runtime application.

• IDMSBCF -- The IDMS Batch Command Facility (IDMSBCF) controls the execution of most of the IDMS utility
programs, DBTABLE processing, and SQL processing. The utilities invoked by IDMSBCF during the installation are:
– BACKUP
– FORMAT
– PRINT PAGE
– PRINT SPACE
– RESTORE
– ROLLBACK
– ROLLFORWARD

• IDMSCHEM -- The non-SQL schema for the Commonweather Demonstration Database, EMPSCHM version 100, is
added to the APPLDICT DDLDML area using the schema compiler.

• IDMSDDDL -- A large number of data dictionary batch jobs are run that load various types of entities (i.e., messages,
elements, records and modules) into a number of DDLDML and DDLDCLOD areas.

• IDMSDMLC -- Various programs, including EMPLOAD, are processed using the IDMS COBOL pre-processor
(IDMSDMLC) during the creation of the non-SQL demonstration database.

• IDMSRPTS -- The IDMS Schema Reporter program is executed to list various reports for EMPSCHM Version 100
during the installation of the non-SQL demonstration database.

• IDMSUBSC -- The subschema used to define the non-SQL demonstration database, EMPSS01, is loaded and
generated using the subschema compiler.

• RHDCMAP1 -- The batch mapping compiler is used to load the map, EMPMAP, into the APPLDICT DDLDML area.
• RHDCMPUT -- The batch mapping utility module is run to do a PROCESS=ALL for map, EMPMAP, in the APPLDICT

dictionary.
• RHDCSGEN -- The batch system generation compiler is executed to create SYSTEM 99, the base IDMS system, and

SYSTEM 90, a tailored system.

All jobs executed during the installation process are run in local mode. You may wish to test some of these tasks running
against your central version once it is established. You can test any other programs not executed during the installation at
your convenience.
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IDMS Tools Post-installation Steps
You must update the following as required:

• Each secondary dictionary under which you intend to execute ADS Trace.
• The default dictionary for each system under which you intend to run IDMS/DC Sort and IDMS Dictionary Migrator.
• Each dictionary for which you intend to execute IDMS DMLO (IDMS DMLO) with extended security and/or access

restrictions.
• Each dictionary under which you intend to execute IDMS DQF.

Step 1. Update the Secondary Dictionaries
To update the dictionary(ies) for ADS Trace, IDMS/DC Sort, and IDMS Dictionary Migrator:

1. To update the dictionary(ies) with the ADS Trace attribute records and elements, select input to IDMSDDDL for ADS
Trace. The input is found in library member ATDDDL. You may also refer to the job control that was generated in JOB
10.

2. To update the dictionary(ies) with the IDMS/DC Sort records and modules, select input to IDMSDDDL for IDMS/DC
Sort. The input is found in library member TPSDDDL. You may also refer to the job control that was generated in JOB
10.

3. Run IDMSDDDL.

To update the dictionary(ies) for IDMS DMLO:

See IDMS DMLO Security and Access Considerations for a full discussion of updating the dictionary(ies) for IDMS DMLO.

To update the dictionary(ies) for IDMS DQF:

IDMS DQF is an ADS application, and the installation process adds the IDMS DQF application to the IDMS Task
Application Table (TAT) in the TOOLDICT dictionary. You must update each additional dictionary under which you intend to
execute IDMS DQF.

To update the dictionary(ies) for IDMS DQF with the IDMS DQF ADS application, modify and execute the JCL found in
library member DADS120P.

Step 2. Update the CICS Tables
If you want to install IDMS/DC Sort under CICS, update the CSD with the entries from library member TPSCICS.

If you want to install IDMS DMLO under CICS, update the CSD with the entries from library member USDCICS.

If you want to install IDMS DMLO on multiple CV's under CICS, see Installing IDMS DMLO on Multiple CVs under CICS.

Step 3. Modify the Sysgen SYSTEM Statement
You must modify your sysgen SYSTEM statement to accommodate:

• Storage requirements for IDMS Task Analyzer.
• IDMS Log Analyzer and IDMS Task Analyzer statistics gathering.
• Modify your CV SYSTEM Statement for Storage Requirements

Before starting IDMS/DC, consider the storage requirements of IDMS Task Analyzer which can affect the sysgen.
These requirements include storage pool, program pool, and stacksize. See the "Operations" chapter of the IDMS Task
Analyzer documentation.

NOTE
These requirements may be critical to the proper functioning of your environment.
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Modify your SYSTEM statement to incorporate any changes which are required.
• Modify the Sysgen SYSTEM Statement for Statistics Gathering

IDMS Log Analyzer and IDMS Task Analyzer get their data for everything except dialogs from the by-task statistics
records. Therefore, you must generate the IDMS CV so that these statistics are gathered by IDMS.
You define the by-task statistics to be gathered by IDMS/DB in the STATISTICS subparameter of the SYSTEM
statement when generating the IDMS CV. The minimum specification required is:
                   WRITE

STATISTICS TASK { COLLECT }

NOTE
If you are installing IDMS Log Analyzer, you must specify WRITE. For IDMS Task Analyzer, STATISTICS
TASK COLLECT is sufficient.

This STATISTICS statement normally causes CV to write the by-task statistics records to the log. With IDMS Task
Analyzer, this action is controlled by the DC STATISTICS option field of the IDMS Task Analyzer Statistics Plan screen.
See the "Operations" chapter of the IDMS Task Analyzer documentation for more information.

• Modify the ADSO Statement
IDMS Log Analyzer and IDMS Task Analyzer get their data for dialogs from the transaction statistics records.
Therefore, you must generate the CV so that these statistics are gathered by IDMS.
You define the transaction statistics for ADS/O dialogs in the DIALOG subparameter of the ADSO statement when
generating IDMS CV. The specification required is:
                        ALL

DIALOG STATISTICS ON { SELECTED }

NOTE
If you specify SELECTED, IDMS Log Analyzer, and IDMS Task Analyzer will only be able to report on dialogs
that are defined with a PROGRAM statement that specifies ADSO DIALOG STATISTICS ON.

See the appropriate IDMS/DB documentation for complete information about gathering IDMS/DB statistics.

Step 4. Modify Your Start-up JCL
To modify the start-up JCL for your systems:

If you are installing the following Tools
, add the JCL for the databases used by:

• IDMS TOOL DICTIONARY
• IDMS Extractor
• IDMS Dictionary Migrator
• IDMS DMLO
• IDMS Enforcer.
• IDMS Masterkey
• IDMS SASO

NOTE
IDMS supports dynamic file allocation. For more information, see the IDMS installation topics for your
operating system.

If you are installing IDMS/DC Sort under CICS
, add the IDMS/DC Sort CICS load library to the start-up JCL for CICS.
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Step 5. Install Default JCL
At the initial installation, the default JCL used by IDMS Extractor and IDMS Dictionary Migrator Assistant will already be
present.

IDMS Extractor JCL is used to execute the batch components of IDMS Extractor. The default IDMS Extractor JCL is
contained in library members: USVEXEC to extract and load a database, USVPSPC to print extract specifications, and
USVPJCL to print extract and load JCL.

The DMA JCL is used for the online job submission of IDMS Dictionary Migrator by DMA. The DMA JCL is any JCL for
IDMS Dictionary Migrator that you are already using or the library member USMXTRCT.

The JCL to upload IDMS Extractor and DMA JCL is included in member USVUJCL and XDMBJCL respectively.

• Before running USVUJCL (IDMS Extractor), you must create three sequential datasets from the members USVEXEC,
USVPSPC, and USVPJCL.

• Before running XDMBJCL (DMA), you must create a sequential dataset from your IDMS Dictionary Migrator JCL found
in your.migrator.jcl.

Installing Add-On Products

Installing the IDMS SQL Component
To install the IDMS SQL as an add-on product, follow these guidelines:

1. Use the same CAIIJMP parameter input that produced the installation JCL for the initial installation of IDMS
2. Select CAIIJMP ADDPROD parameter and set it to 'YES.'
3. Select CAIIJMP parameter IDMS/DB-SQL=INSTALL
4. Set all other INSTALL product parameters for products which you have previously installed to 'EXISTS.' This is

necessary for the RHDCPINT table to be generated correctly, reflecting your current product usage status.
5. Select CAIIJMP parameter BKUPDMCL. It will be used to link a backup copy of your existing DMCL PHASE before

making any updates.
6. Select all CAIIJMP parameters describing SQL segments
7. (Optional) Select all CAIIJMP parameters describing the segments for the SQL demonstration database.
8. Run the JCL generated from CAIIJMP
9. Optionally run Job 14 (backup)

Installing IDMS Server using IJMP
To install the IDMS Server to an existing IDMS system, follow these guidelines:

1. Use the same CAIIJMP parameter input that produced the installation JCL for the initial installation of the system.
2. Select the CAIIJMP ADDPROD parameter and set it to 'YES.'
3. Select the CAIIJMP parameter, IDMS/SERVER=INSTALL.
4. Set all other INSTALL product parameters for products which you have previously installed to 'EXISTS.' This is

necessary for the RHDCDPINT table to be generated correctly, reflecting your current product usage status.
5. Run the JCL generated from CAIIJMP
6. Optionally, run Job 8 (backup).
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Installing Performance Monitor
To install the Performance Monitor to an existing system, follow these guidelines:

1. Use the same CAIIJMP parameter input that produced the installation JCL for the initial installation of the system.
2. Select the CAIIJMP ADDPROD parameter and set it to 'YES.'
3. Select the CAIIJMP parameter, IDMS/PERFMON.=INSTALL.
4. Set all other INSTALL product parameters for products which you have previously installed to 'EXISTS.' This is

necessary for the RHDCPINT table to be generated correctly, reflecting your current product usage status.
5. Run the JCL generated from CAIIJMP
6. Optionally, run Job 14 (backup).

Installing IDMS Tools Products
To install any of the IDMS Tools products, follow these guidelines:

1. Use the same CAIIJMP parameter input that produced the installation JCL for the initial installation of the system.
2. Select the CAIIJMP ADDPROD parameter and set it to 'YES.'
3. Select the CAIIJMP BKUPDMCL and BKUPDBTB parameters, specifying names which will be used to link a backup

copy of your existing DMCL and DBTABLE PHASEs.
4. If this is the first IDMS Tools product you are installing, you will need to specify whether you want to create a separate

dictionary for use with the IDMS Tools products. If you want to have a separate dictionary, select the CAIIJMP NEW-
TDICT parameter, and specify a value of 'YES.' If you have already installed any IDMS Tools products, you must
specify a value of 'EXISTS' for the NEW-TDICT parameter.

5. Select the CAIIJMP product parameter for each product that you want to install, and specify a value of 'INSTALL.'
6. Set all other INSTALL product parameters for products which you have previously installed to 'EXISTS.' This is

necessary for the RHDCPINT table to be generated correctly, reflecting your current product usage status.
7. Execute CAIIJMP.
8. Review and then run the JCL that is generated from CAIIJMP.

CAIIJMP Parameter List
This appendix presents a list of CAIIJMP parameters for you to reference before and during the installation process.

The following listing shows all of the available CAIIJMP input parameters and default values. Since CAIIJMP parameters
may change from one tape to the next, always review the installation material for a list of changes. The CAIIJMP
parameter list for any given tape is printed to SYSLST during CAIIJMP execution and should always be used as the final
reference for a particular tape. Use the CAIIJMP member in the SAMPJCL library as a starting point for coding your input
parameters. In most cases, the default values can be used.

   *******************************************************************          

   *                                                                 *          

   *                     CA IDMS & CA IDMS TOOLS                     *          

   *                          RELEASE 18.5                           *          

   *                              Z/VSE                              *          

   *                                                                 *          

   *******************************************************************          

                                                                                

INSTALL-TYPE "INITIAL"    TYPE OF MSHP INSTALL                                  

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *       UPGRADE INSTALL SPECIFIC PARAMETERS      *               
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               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETER IF YOU ALREADY  *               

               *    HAVE CA IDMS R12.0 (OR HIGHER) INSTALLED    *               

               *    AND WANT TO RETAIN YOUR EXISTING DATABASE   *               

               *    ENVIRONMENT. IF YOU SPECIFY 'YES' FOR THE   *               

               *    DBUPGRADE PARAMETER, THE JOB CONTROL WHICH  *               

               *    IS GENERATED WILL CONTAIN ONLY THE STEPS    *               

               *    REQUIRED TO UPGRADE YOUR 12.0 OR HIGHER     *               

               *    ENVIRONMENT TO THE CURRENT RELEASE.        *               

               *                                                *               

               *    THE DEFAULT VALUE IS 'NO'.                  *               

               *                                                *               

               *    YOU MUST ALSO SPECIFY A VALUE FOR THE       *               

               *    FROMREL PARAMETER TO SPECIFY THE RELEASE    *               

               *    OF CA IDMS FROM WHICH YOU ARE UPGRADING.    *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

DBUPGRADE "NO"     UPGRADING FROM PREVIOUS RELEASE OF CA IDMS?                  

                     VALID VALUES ARE: NO  (DEFAULT)                            

                                       YES                                      

                                                                                

FROMREL    ""      RELEASE OF CA IDMS FROM WHICH YOU ARE UPGRADING.             

                   THIS PARAMETER IS USED WHEN DBUPGRADE YES IS                 

                   SPECIFIED. THIS VALUE WILL DETERMINE IF CERTAIN              

                   STEPS ARE EXECUTED TO BRING YOUR SYSTEM UP TO                

                   THE CURRENT RELEASE.                                         

                     VALID VALUES: 140, 141, 150, 160, 170                      

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *        ADDON INSTALL SPECIFIC PARAMETERS       *               

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               *    AN ADDON INSTALL IS ONE IN WHICH YOU HAVE   *               

               *    ALREADY PERFORMED A NEW BASE INSTALL OR     *               

               *    HAVE UPGRADED FROM A PRIOR RELEASE OF CA    *               

               *    IDMS AND NOW WANT TO PERFORM THE INSTALL    *               

               *    STEPS FOR ONE OR MORE ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS.  *               

               *                                                *               

               *    THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS REQUIRE THEIR OWN    *               

               *    DATABASE AREAS. THIS WILL REQUIRE THE       *               

               *    DMCL AND DBTABLE BE MODIFIED.               *               

               *                                                *               

               *    CA IDMS DATABASE EXTRACTOR                  *               

               *    CA IDMS DICTIONARY MIGRATOR                 *               

               *    CA IDMS DML ONLINE                          *               

               *    CA IDMS ENFORCER                            *               

               *    CA IDMS MASTERKEY                           *               

               *    CA IDMS SASO                                *               

               *    CA IDMS SQL                                 *               

               *                                                *               

               *    YOU MUST SPECIFY VALUES FOR THE FOLLOWING   *               
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               *    PARAMETERS:                                 *               

               *                                                *               

               *      ADDPROD  YES                              *               

               *      GLBLDMCL <YOUR CURRENT DMCL NAME>         *               

               *      BKUPDMCL <NAME OF BACKUP DMCL PHASE>      *               

               *      BKUPDBTB <NAME OF BACKUP DBTABLE PHASE>   *               

               *                                                *               

               *    YOU SHOULD SPECIFY A VALUE OF 'INSTALL' FOR *               

               *    THE PRODUCT(S) YOU WANT TO ADD TO THOSE     *               

               *    ALREADY INSTALLED. YOU MUST ALSO SPECIFY A  *               

               *    VALUE OF 'EXISTS' FOR THOSE PRODUCTS WHICH  *               

               *    YOU HAVE PREVIOUSLY INSTALLED AT THIS       *               

               *    RELEASE LEVEL. THIS IS NECESSARY SO THE     *               

               *    RHDCPINT MODULE WILL BE ASSEMBLED WITH THE  *               

               *    CORRECT PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS.             *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

ADDPROD     NO     ADD ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS TO AN ALREADY EXISTING               

                   DATABASE SYSTEM.                                             

                     VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES                            

                                                                                

BKUPDMCL    ""     NAME WHICH WILL BE USED TO RE-LINK A BACKUP                  

                   COPY OF YOUR DMCL PHASE. THIS WILL BE DONE IF                

                   YOUR DMCL/DBTABLE REQUIRE A CHANGE. THIS WILL                

                   PRESERVE A COPY OF YOUR PRODUCTION DMCL PHASE                

                   SO YOU HAVE A FALLBACK IF NEEDED.                            

                                                                                

BKUPDBTB    ""     NAME WHICH WILL BE USED TO RE-LINK A BACKUP                  

                   COPY OF YOUR DBTABLE PHASE. THIS WILL BE DONE IF             

                   YOUR DMCL/DBTABLE REQUIRE A CHANGE. THIS WILL                

                   PRESERVE A COPY OF YOUR PRODUCTION DMCL PHASE                

                   SO YOU HAVE A FALLBACK IF NEEDED.                            

                                                                                

   *******************************************************************          

   *                     SQL WEB CONNECT                             *          

   *******************************************************************          

   *                                                                 *          

   * SQL WEB CONNECT IS A FEATURE WHICH ALLOWS USERS WHO HAVE NOT    *          

   * INSTALLED CA IDMS SQL TO HAVE LIMITED ACCESS TO SQL. FOR MORE   *          

   * INFORMATION ON SQL WEB CONNECT PLEASE REFER TO THE CA IDMS V185 *          

   * RELEASE NOTES DOCUMENT, IDMS_V185_RELEASENOTES_ENU, WHICH IS    *          

   * ONE OF THE CA IDMS DOCUMENTATION MEMBERS.                       *          

   *                                                                 *          

   * THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS OF PARAMETERS WILL DETERMINE WHICH CA    *          

   * IDMS SQL-RELATED DATABASE FILES ARE CREATED. ONE SECTION HAS    *          

   * PARAMETERS FOR A BASE INSTALL, A SECOND SECTION FOR AN UPGRADE  *          

   * INSTALL AND A THIRD SECTION FOR ADDON INSTALLS.                 *          

   *                                                                 *          

   *******************************************************************          

                                                                                

   *******************************************************************          

   *         SQL WEB CONNECT PARAMETERS - BASE INSTALLATION          *          

   *******************************************************************          
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   *  DURING A BASE INSTALLATION USERS WHO DO NOT INSTALL CA IDMS    *          

   *  SQL CAN CHOOSE TO CREATE A CATALOG FOR USE WITH WEB CONNECT.   *          

   *                                                                 *          

   *  ALL USERS CAN DECIDE IF THEY WANT TO INSTALL THE SQL VERSION   *          

   *  OF THE EMPLOYEE DEMONSTRATION DATABASE.                        *          

   *******************************************************************          

                                                                                

SQLCAT   = NO          DO YOU WANT TO CREATE AN ADDITIONAL CATALOG FOR          

                       USE BY SQL WEB CONNECT?                                  

                         VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES                        

                                                                                

                       THE SEGMENT NAME IN THE DMCL WILL ALWAYS BE SYSSQL. IT   

                       WILL BE ADDED TO THE DATABASE NAME IN THE DBNAME TABLE   

                       SPECIFIED BY THE DEMODICT CAIIJMP PARAMETER.             

                                                                                

                       NOTE: IF YOU INSTALL CA IDMS SQL, THE SETTING FOR        

                             THIS PARAMETER WILL BE IGNORED AND THE INSTALL     

                             WILL ALWAYS CREATE THE SYSSQL CATALOG AREAS.       

                             THIS PARAMETER IS FOR THOSE NOT INSTALLING         

                             CA IDMS SQL WHO WANT TO USE SQL WEB CONNECT.       

                                                                                

DEMOSQL  = NO          DO YOU WANT TO INSTALL THE SQL VERSION OF THE            

                       EMPLOYEE SKILLS DEMO DATABASE?                           

                         VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES                        

                                                                                

                       THESE DATABASE FILES WILL ONLY BE INSTALLED IF YOU       

                       SPECIFY YES HERE, EVEN IF YOU ARE INSTALLING CA IDMS     

                       SQL.                                                     

                                                                                

                       NOTE: IF YOU ARE NOT INSTALLING CA IDMS SQL AND          

                             WANT TO INSTALL THE SQL DEMO DATABASE BY           

                             SPECIFYING YES FOR THIS PARAMETER, YOU             

                             ==> MUST <== ALSO SPECIFY YES FOR THE              

                             SQLCAT PARAMETER.                                  

                                                                                

   *******************************************************************          

   *        SQL WEB CONNECT PARAMETERS - UPGRADE INSTALLATION        *          

   *******************************************************************          

   *  DURING AN UPGRADE INSTALLATION USERS WHO DO --> NOT <-- HAVE   *          

   *  CA IDMS SQL INSTALLED CAN CHOOSE TO CREATE A SECOND CATALOG.   *          

   *  YOU MAY ALSO INSTALL THE SQL VERSION OF THE EMPLOYEE           *          

   *  DEMONSTRATION DATABASE.                                        *          

   *                                                                 *          

   *  YOU MUST HAVE SPECIFIED THE FOLLOWING IN YOU CAIIJMP INPUT:    *          

   *                                                                 *          

   *    DBUPGRADE  YES                                               *          

   *    BKUPDMCL   <NAME OF BACKUP DMCL PHASE>                       *          

   *    BKUPDBTB   <NAME OF BACKUP DBTABLE PHASE>                    *          

   *                                                                 *          

   *  NOTE: THE ABILITY TO CAUSE THE DMCL AND DATABASE NAME TABLE    *          

   *        TO BE UPDATED DURING AN UPGRADE INSTALLATION IS LIMITED  *          

   *        TO SQL WEB CONNECT. YOU MAY NOT INSTALL ANY NEW PRODUCTS *          

   *        DURING AN UPGRADE INSTALLATION.                          *          
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   *******************************************************************          

                                                                                

UPGSQLCAT = NO         DO YOU WANT TO CREATE AN ADDITIONAL CATALOG FOR USE      

                       BY SQL WEB CONNECT?                                      

                         VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES, EXISTS                

                                                                                

                       THE SEGMENT NAME IN THE DMCL WILL ALWAYS BE SYSSQL. IT   

                       WILL BE ADDED TO THE DATABASE NAME IN THE DBNAME TABLE   

                       SPECIFIED BY THE DEMODICT CAIIJMP PARAMETER.             

                                                                                

                       NOTE: IF YOU DID NOT INSTALL CA IDMS SQL BUT YOU         

                             DID CREATE THE SYSSQL CATALOG BY SPECIFYING        

                             YES FOR THE SQLCAT PARAMETER, YOU SHOULD           

                             SPECIFY 'EXISTS' FOR THIS PARAMETER WHEN           

                             PERFORMING AN UPGRADE INSTALL.                     

                                                                                

UPGDEMOSQL = NO        DO YOU WANT TO INSTALL THE SQL VERSION OF THE            

                       EMPLOYEE SKILLS DEMO DATABASE?                           

                         VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES                        

                                                                                

                       NOTE: IF YOU WANT TO INSTALL THE SQL DEMO DATABASE       

                             DURING AN UPGRADE INSTALL YOU MUST MEET            

                             ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:                   

                             - ALREADY INSTALLED CA IDMS SQL AND DID NOT        

                               INSTALL THE SQL DEMO DATABASE DURING YOUR        

                               BASE INSTALL                                     

                             - CREATED THE SYSSQL CATALOG DURING YOUR BASE      

                               INSTALL WHEN NOT INSTALLING CA IDMS SQL          

                               BY SPECIFYING SQLCAT = YES                       

                             - ARE CREATING THE SYSSQL CATALOG DURING THE       

                               UPGRADE INSTALL BY SPECIFYING UPGSQLCAT =        

                               YES.                                             

                                                                                

   *******************************************************************          

   *         SQL WEB CONNECT PARAMETERS - ADDON INSTALLATION         *          

   *******************************************************************          

   *  AFTER COMPLETING A BASE INSTALL, USERS WHO DO --> NOT <-- HAVE *          

   *  CA IDMS SQL INSTALLED CAN CHOOSE TO CREATE A SECOND CATALOG    *          

   *  AND ALSO INSTALL THE SQL VERSION OF THE EMPLOYEE DEMONSTRATION *          

   *  DATABASE AS AN ADDON.                                          *          

   *                                                                 *          

   *  YOU MUST HAVE SPECIFIED THE FOLLOWING IN YOUR CAIIJMP INPUT:   *          

   *                                                                 *          

   *    ADDPROD  YES                                                 *          

   *    BKUPDMCL <NAME OF BACKUP DMCL PHASE>                         *          

   *    BKUPDBTB <NAME OF BACKUP DBTABLE PHASE>                      *          

   *                                                                 *          

   *******************************************************************          

                                                                                

ADDSQLCAT = NO         DO YOU WANT TO CREATE AN ADDITIONAL CATALOG FOR USE      

                       BY SQL WEB CONNECT OR WHEN INSTALLING CA IDMS SQL        

                       DURING AN ADDON INSTALLATION?                            

                         VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES, EXISTS                
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                       THE SEGMENT NAME IN THE DMCL WILL ALWAYS BE SYSSQL. IT   

                       WILL BE ADDED TO THE DATABASE NAME IN THE DBNAME TABLE   

                       SPECIFIED BY THE DEMODICT CAIIJMP PARAMETER.             

                                                                                

                       NOTE: IF YOU HAVE ALREADY CREATED THE SYSSQL CATALOG     

                             DURING A BASE INSTALL OR DURING AN UPGRADE         

                             INSTALL, YOU SHOULD SPECIFY A VALUE OF 'EXISTS'    

                             FOR THIS PARAMETER.                                

                                                                                

                             IF YOU ADD ON CA IDMS SQL, THIS PARAMETER WILL     

                             INDICATE WHETHER THE SYSSQL CATALOG WAS ALREADY    

                             CREATED DURING A PRIOR INSTALL. IF IT DOES NOT     

                             EXIST YOU SHOULD SPECIFY YES FOR THIS PARAMETER.   

                                                                                

ADDDEMOSQL = NO        DO YOU WANT TO INSTALL THE SQL VERSION OF THE            

                       EMPLOYEE SKILLS DEMO DATABASE?                           

                         VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES                        

                                                                                

                       NOTE: IF YOU WANT TO INSTALL THE SQL DEMO DATABASE       

                             DURING AN ADDON INSTALL YOU MUST HAVE:             

                             - ALREADY INSTALLED CA IDMS SQL AND DID NOT        

                               INSTALL THE SQL DEMO DATABASE DURING YOUR        

                               BASE INSTALL.                                    

                             - CREATED THE SYSSQL CATALOG DURING YOUR BASE      

                               INSTALL WHEN NOT INSTALLING CA IDMS SQL          

                               BY SPECIFYING SQLCAT = YES OR CREATED THE        

                               SYSSQL CATALOG DURING A PRIOR UPGRADE            

                               OR ADDON INSTALL.                                

                             - ARE CREATING THE SYSSQL CATALOG DURING THE       

                               ADDON INSTALL BY SPECIFYING UPGSQLCAT =          

                               YES.                                             

                                                                                

             ****************************************************               

             *               PRODUCT PARAMETERS                 *               

             ****************************************************               

             *                                                  *               

             *    SPECIFY THE PRODUCT(S) TO BE INSTALLED.       *               

             *    CODING THE APPROPRIATE PARAMETER(S) AS        *               

             *    INPUT TO CAIIJMP WITH ONE OF THE FOLLOWING    *               

             *    VALUES:                                       *               

             *      NO:      SPECIFY THIS VALUE IF YOU DO NOT   *               

             *               WANT TO INSTALL THIS PRODUCT AND   *               

             *               YOU DID NOT PREVIOUSLY INSTALL     *               

             *               THE PRODUCT AT THIS RELEASE LEVEL. *               

             *      INSTALL: YOU WANT TO PERFORM THE STEPS TO   *               

             *               INSTALL THIS PRODUCT DURING THIS   *               

             *               BASE, ADDON OR UPGRADE INSTALL.    *               

             *      EXISTS:  SPECIFY THIS VALUE OF YOU ARE      *               

             *               PERFORMING AN ADDON INSTALL AND    *               

             *               THIS PRODUCT HAS ALREADY BEEN      *               

             *               INSTALLED AT THIS RELEASE LEVEL    *               

             *               DURING A BASE OR UPGRADE INSTALL.  *               
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             ****************************************************               

                                                                                

                **********************************************                  

                *   THE FOLLOWING ARE THE CA IDMS PRODUCTS   *                  

                *   PARAMETERS.                              *                  

                **********************************************                  

                                                                                

CA-ADS/APPC        NO   PRODUCT:  CA ADS COOPERATIVE PROCESSING OPTION          

                        (COMPONENT: FM)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-ADS/BATCH       NO   PRODUCT:  CA APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM: BATCH      

                        (COMPONENT: FF)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-ADS/ONLINE      NO   PRODUCT:  CA APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM: ONLINE     

                        (COMPONENT: FE)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

ASF-OPTION         NO   PRODUCT:  CA-ADS/ONLINE ASF OPTION                      

                        (COMPONENT: FE2)                                        

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-EDP/AUDITOR     NO   PRODUCT:  EDP AUDITOR & REPORTING TOOL                  

                        (COMPONENT: FL)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-ICMS            NO   PRODUCT:  INFORMATION ACCESS TOOL                       

                        (COMPONENT: FH)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/DB         NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM            

                        (COMPONENT: GJ)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/DB-SQL     NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS SQL                                   

                        (COMPONENT: GT)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/CICS       NO   PRODUCT:  CICS SUPPORT FOR CA-IDMS/DB                   

                        (COMPONENT: GJ2)                                        

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/CULPRIT    NO   PRODUCT:  REPORT WRITER FOR CA IDMS/DB                  

                        (COMPONENT: FK)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/DBCS       NO   PRODUCT:  DBCS OPTION FOR CA IDMS/DB                    

                        (COMPONENT: EJ)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/DC         NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS/DC TELEPROCESSING MONITOR             

                        (COMPONENT: GQ)                                         
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                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/DDS        NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS DISTRIBUTED DATABASE SYSTEM           

                        (COMPONENT: GS)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/DICTLOAD   NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS DICTIONARY LOADER                     

                        (COMPONENT: A4)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/PERFMON    NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS PERFORMANCE MONITOR                   

                        (COMPONENT: GY)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/SERVER     NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS SERVER                                

                        (COMPONENT: XS)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/UCF        NO   PRODUCT:  TP COMMUNICATION FACILITY                     

                        (COMPONENT: GP)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/DBOMP/T    NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS DBOMP TRANSPARENCY                    

                        (COMPONENT: ZE)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/DL1/T      NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS DL1 TRANSPARENCY                      

                        (COMPONENT: GU)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/TOTAL/T    NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS TOTAL TRANSPARENCY                    

                        (COMPONENT: GV)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-IDMS/VSAM/T     NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS VSAM TRANSPARENCY                     

                        (COMPONENT: GW)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-OLQ             NO   PRODUCT:  CA ONLINE QUERY FOR CA IDMS                   

                        (COMPONENT: FG)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CA-PRESSPACK       NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS/DB DISK COMPRESSION                   

                        (COMPONENT: GX)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

TP/CICS            NO   PRODUCT:  CICS INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/UCF                 

                        (COMPONENT: GP1)                                        

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

INT-FCS            NO   PRODUCT:  FCS INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/CULPRIT              

                        (COMPONENT: FK1)                                        

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        
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INT-IMS            NO   PRODUCT:  IMS/DLI INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/CULPRIT          

                        (COMPONENT: FK2)                                        

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

INT-LIBRARIAN      NO   PRODUCT:  LIBRARIAN INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/CULPRIT        

                        (COMPONENT: FK3)                                        

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

INT-LIFE70         NO   PRODUCT:  LIFE70 INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/CULPRIT           

                        (COMPONENT: FK4)                                        

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

INT-PANVALET       NO   PRODUCT:  PANVALET INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/CULPRIT         

                        (COMPONENT: FK5)                                        

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

INT-RDMS           NO   PRODUCT:  RDMS INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/CULPRIT             

                        (COMPONENT: FK6)                                        

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

INT-TOTAL          NO   PRODUCT:  TOTAL INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/CULPRIT            

                        (COMPONENT: FK7)                                        

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

TP/INTERCOM        NO   PRODUCT:  INTERCOMM INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/DB             

                        (COMPONENT: XU)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

TP/SHADOW          NO   PRODUCT:  SHADOW INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/DB                

                        (COMPONENT: QL)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

TP/TASKMAST        NO   PRODUCT:  TASKMASTER INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/DB            

                        (COMPONENT: XV)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

TP/WESTI           NO   PRODUCT:  WESTI INTERFACE TO CA IDMS/DB                 

                        (COMPONENT: GP6)                                        

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

CMS-OPTION         NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS CMS OPTION                            

                        (COMPONENT: IU)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

                **********************************************                  

                *   THE FOLLOWING ARE THE CA IDMS TOOLS      *                  

                *   PRODUCT PARAMETERS.                      *                  

                **********************************************                  

                                                                                

ADS-ALIVE          NO   PRODUCT:  CA ADS-ALIVE                                  

                        (COMPONENT: O5)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        
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ADS-TRACE          NO   PRODUCT:  CA ADS-TRACE                                  

                        (COMPONENT: ME)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

DB-ANALYZER        NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS/DB ANALYZER                           

                        (COMPONENT: H4)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

DB-AUDIT           NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS/DB AUDIT                              

                        (COMPONENT: H7)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

DB-EXTRACTOR       NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS/DB EXTRACTOR                          

                        (COMPONENT: OT)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

DB-REORG           NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS/DB REORG                              

                        (COMPONENT: IR)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

DC-SORT            NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS/DC SORT                               

                        (COMPONENT: O2)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

DICT-MIGRATOR      NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS DICTIONARY MIGRATOR                   

                        (COMPONENT: MV)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

DICT-MOD-EDITOR    NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS DICTIONARY MODULE EDITOR              

                        (COMPONENT: M3)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

DICT-QUERY-FACIL   NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS DICTIONARY QUERY FACILITY             

                        (COMPONENT: M4)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

DML-ONLINE         NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS DML-ONLINE                            

                        (COMPONENT: KJ)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

ENFORCER           NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS ENFORCER                              

                        (COMPONENT: O3)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

JOURNAL-ANALYZER   NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                      

                        (COMPONENT: FP)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

LOG-ANALYZER       NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS LOG ANALYZER                          

                        (COMPONENT: F7)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        
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MASTERKEY          NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS MASTERKEY                             

                        (COMPONENT: F8)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

ONLINE-LOG-DSPLY   NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS ONLINE LOG DISPLAY                    

                        (COMPONENT: F9)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

SASO               NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS SASO                                  

                        (COMPONENT: O4)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

SCHEMA-MAPPER      NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS SCHEMA MAPPER                         

                        (COMPONENT: GI)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

TASK-ANALYZER      NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS TASK ANALYZER                         

                        (COMPONENT: O6)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

DICT-MIG-ASSIST    NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS DICTIONARY MIGRATOR ASSISTANT         

                        (COMPONENT: MU)                                         

                        VALID VALUE: NO, INSTALL, EXISTS                        

                                                                                

                **********************************************                  

                *   THE FOLLOWING ARE INTERNAL PARAMETERS    *                  

                *   USED WHEN INSTALLING THE CA IDMS TOOLS.  *                  

                *   DO NOT CHANGE THESE PARAMETERS.          *                  

                **********************************************                  

                                                                                

GENERAL-COMPARE    NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS GENERAL COMPARE                       

                        (COMPONENT: N4)                                         

                                                                                

GENERAL-DBIO       NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS GENERAL DBIO                          

                        (COMPONENT: IV)                                         

                                                                                

GENERAL-EDITOR     NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS GENERAL EDITOR                        

                        (COMPONENT: N2)                                         

                                                                                

GENERAL-IDMS       NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS GENERAL IDMS                          

                        (COMPONENT: O7)                                         

                                                                                

GENERAL-MAPPER     NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS GENERAL MAPPER                        

                        (COMPONENT: N3)                                         

                                                                                

GENERAL-SERVICE    NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS GENERAL SERVICE                       

                        (COMPONENT: J8)                                         

                                                                                

GENERAL-SORT       NO   PRODUCT:  CA IDMS GENERAL SORT                          

                        (COMPONENT: KP)                                         

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *               PRODUCT COMPONENTS               *               
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               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               *    COMPONENTS ARE SET BY PRODUCT SELECTION     *               

               *    AND --> MUST NEVER <-- BE CODED AS INPUT TO *               

               *    TO CAIIJMP.                                 *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                **********************************************                  

                *   CA IDMS PRODUCT COMPONENT PARAMETERS     *                  

                **********************************************                  

                                                                                

A4          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/DICTLOAD                             

EJ          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/DBCS MODULES                         

FE          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-ADS/ONLINE MODULES                        

FE2         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  ASF-OPTION MODULES                           

FF          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-ADS/BATCH MODULES                         

FG          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-OLQ MODULES                               

FH          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-ICMS MODULES                              

FK          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/CULPRIT MODULES                      

FK1         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/CULPRIT FCS INTERFACE MODULES        

FK2         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/CULPRIT IMS/DLI INTERFACE MODULES    

FK3         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/CULPRIT LIBRARIAN INTERFACE MODULES  

FK4         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/CULPRIT LIFE70 INTERFACE MODULES     

FK5         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/CULPRIT PANVALET INTERFACE MODULES   

FK6         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/CULPRIT RDMS INTERFACE MODULES       

FK7         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/CULPRIT TOTAL INTERFACE MODULES      

FL          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-EDP/AUDITOR MODULES                       

FM          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-ADS/APPC MODULES                          

GJ          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/DB MODULES                           

GJ2         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CICS SUPPORT FOR CA-IDMS/DB                  

GJ3         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/DB SCHEMA COMPILER                   

GP          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/UCF MODULES                          

GP1         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CICS INTERFACE MODULES FOR CA-IDMS/DB        

GP6         DEFAULT     COMPONENT  WESTI INTERFACE MODULES FOR CA-IDMS/DB       

GQ          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/DC MODULES                           

GS          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/DDS MODULES                          

GT          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/SQL MODULES                          

GU          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/DL1/T MODULES                        

GV          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/TOTAL/T MODULES                      

GW          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/VSAM/T MODULES                       

GX          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/PRESSPACK MODULES                    

GY          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/PERFMON MODULES                      

IU          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/CMS-OPTION                           

QL          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  SHADOW INTERFACE MODULES FOR CA-IDMS/DB      

XS          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/SERVER MODULES                       

XU          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  INTERCOMM INTERFACE MODULES FOR CA-IDMS/DB   

XV          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  TASKMASTER INTERFACE MODULES FOR CA-IDMS/DB  

ZE          DEFAULT     COMPONENT  CA-IDMS/DBOMP MODULES                        

                                                                                

                **********************************************                  

                *   CA IDMS TOOLS COMPONENT PARAMETERS       *                  

                **********************************************                  
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FP           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/JOURNAL ANALYZER                     

F7           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/LOG ANALYZER                         

F8           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/MASTERKEY                            

F9           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/ONLINE LOG DISPLAY                   

GI           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/SCHEMA MAPPER                        

H4           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/DB-ANALYZER                          

H7           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/DB-AUDIT                             

IR           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/DB-REORG                             

IV           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/GENERAL DBIO                         

J8           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/GENERAL SERVICE                      

KJ           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/DML-ONLINE                           

KP           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/GENERAL SORT                         

ME           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/ADS-TRACE                            

MU           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/DICTIONARY MIGRATOR ASSISTANT        

MV           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/DICTIONARY MIGRATOR                  

M3           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/DICTIONARY MODULE EDITOR             

M4           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/DICTIONARY QUERY FACILITY            

N2           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/GENERAL EDITOR                       

N3           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/GENERAL MAPPER                       

N4           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/GENERAL COMPARE                      

OL           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/GENERAL OLTEST                       

OT           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/DATABASE EXTRACTOR                   

O2           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/DC-SORT                              

O3           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/ENFORCER                             

O4           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/SASO                                 

O5           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/ADS-ALIVE                            

O6           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/TASK ANALYZER                        

O7           DEFAULT     COMPONENT CA-IDMS/GENERAL IDMS                         

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *        OPERATING SYSTEM & SITE SPECIFIC        *               

               *                  PARAMETERS                    *               

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE      *               

               *    YOUR ENVIRONMENT TO CAIIJMP (SUCH AS        *               

               *    OPERATING SYSTEM DATASET NAMES, DEVICE      *               

               *    TYPES, UTILITY NAMES, ETC.).                *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

OPSYS       VSE         OPERATING SYSTEM                                        

 OPSYSREL   ESA24       ESA24 FOR ESA 2.4 AND UP                                

 VSEJCARD1  ""           VSE JOBCARD                                            

 VSEJCARD2  ""           OPTIONAL CONTINUATION                                  

 VSEJCARD3  ""           JCL CARD AFTER JOBCARD 2                               

 VSEJCARD4  ""           JCL CARD AFTER JOBCARD 3                               

 VSEJCARD5  ""           JCL CARD AFTER JOBCARD 4                               

 VSEJCARD6  ""           JCL CARD AFTER JOBCARD 5                               

 VSEEXPDATE ,99/365      VSE EXPIRATION DATE FOR PERMANENT DATASETS             

 VSESIZE    ,SIZE=1024K  VSE "EXEC...SIZE="                                     

 COBOL2     NO           USE THE COBOL2 COMPILER                                
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                           VALID VALUES: NO  (DEFAULT)                          

                                         YES                                    

 COBOLLE    YES          USE THE CURRENT LE COBOL COMPILER                      

                           VALID VALUES: YES (DEFAULT)                          

                                         NO                                     

 COBOPTIONS ,NODECK,LIST,NOSYM,NOLISTX,NOXREF  COBOL OPTIONS OTHER              

                         THAN CATAL (MUST START WITH COMMA)                     

 SYSPCH     00D          DEFAULT DEVICE FOR SYSPCH                              

 IDMSLABELS IDMSLBLS     NAME GIVEN TO PROC CONTAINING THE DLBL AND 

                                       EXTENT INFORMATION. FOR AN UPGRADE OR ADDON 

                                        INSTALL THIS PARAMETER SHOULD SPECIFY THE   

                                       NAME OF YOUR EXISTING LABELS PROCEDURE. IF  

                                       NEW LABELS WILL BE ADDED TO YOUR EXISTING   

                                       FILE, COMMENTS IN THE GENERATED JOB CONTROL 

                                       WILL INDICATE HOW TO MODIFY THE GENERATED   

                                       JOB CONTROL TO INCLUDE YOUR EXISTING LABELS.

 SYSCTLBLS  SYSCTL       NAME GIVEN TO PROC CONTAINING SYSCTL LABEL

                                       DURING AN UPGRADE OR ADDON INSTALL THIS      

                                       PARAMETER SHOULD SPECIFY THE NAME OF YOUR    

                                       EXISTING SYSCTL LABELS PROCEDURE.                       

 DISKMGR    NO           ALLOCATE WORK FILES WITH DYNAM INSTALLED               

                           VALID VALUES: YES, NO                                

 DYNAM/D    NO           DEFINE THE DATABASE FILES TO DYNAM CATALOG             

                           VALID VALUES: YES, NO                                

 DYNAM/FI   NO           ALLOCATE SYSTEM WORK FILES USING DYNAM/FI              

                           VALID VALUES: YES, NO                                

 FBADASD    NO           ALLOCATE DATABASE FILES AS SD ON FBA DASD              

                           VALID VALUES: YES, NO                                

 STDLABEL   NO           ONLY REQUIRED IF IJSYS01-IJSYS04 & IJSYSLN             

                         LABELS ARE NOT IN STD LABELS. THESE LABELS             

                         MUST BE IN STD LABELS FOR THE SVC TO STEP TO           

                         EXECUTE. SELECT YES TO GENERATE STEP....               

 TAPEUNIT   ""           TAPE DRIVE ADDRESS FOR INSTALL TAPE                    

 DISKUNIT   DEFAULT      DEFAULT UNIT TYPE FOR ALL DISK DATASETS                

 DISKVOL    ""           DEFAULT VOLSER FOR ALL DISK DATASETS                   

 DISKACCM   ""           DISK ACCESS METHOD.                                    

 VSAMVCAT   ""           VSAM CATALOG-DSNAME(/PASSWORD)                         

 VSAMVCID   IJSYSCT      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

 WORKUNIT   DEFAULT      OVERRIDE DISKUNIT TYPE FOR WORKFILES                   

 WORKVOL    @DISKVOL@    OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR WORKFILES                         

 WRKACCM    ""           WORK DISK DEVICE TYPE                                  

 WORKXTNT   DEFAULT      SPACE FOR ALL TEMPORARY WORK DATASETS                  

 EMPDEMO    YES          INSTALL THE EMPLOYEE DEMO DATABASE                     

                           VALID VALUES: YES, NO                                

 ECHO       ON           USED TO DISPLAY THE SYSIDMS PARAMETERS                 

                           VALID VALUES: ON, OFF                                

 PDETYPE    DYNAMIC      WILL YOU ALLOW THE CENTRAL VERSION TO USE NULL         

                         PDES FOR LOADING OF ELIGIBLE PHASES:                   

                           VALID VALUES: DYNAMIC - ALLOW NULL PDES              

                                         STATIC  - DO NOT ALLOW NULL PDES       

                                                                                

              ********************************************************          

              *                   STORPROT PARAMETER                 *          
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              ********************************************************          

              *                                                      *          

              *   THE FOLLOWING PARAMETER DETERMINES IF YOU WANT     *          

              *   PROTECT OR NOPROTECT ON YOUR PROGRAM STATEMENTS    *          

              *   IN YOUR SYSGEN DEFINITIONS.                        *          

              *                                                      *          

              *   STORPROT 'YES' MEANS THE PROGRAM STATEMENT         *          

              *   SPECIFIES PROTECT AND THE SYSTEM STATEMENT         *          

              *   SPECIFIES NOPROTECT.                               *          

              *                                                      *          

              *   STORPROT 'NO' MEANS THE PROGRAM STATEMENT          *          

              *   SPECIFIES NOPROTECT AND THE SYSTEM STATEMENT       *          

              *   SPECIFIES PROTECT.                                 *          

              *                                                      *          

              ********************************************************          

                                                                                

STORPROT      "YES"                                                             

                                                                                

              ********************************************************          

              *                  TCP/IP PARAMETERS                   *          

              ********************************************************          

              *                                                      *          

              *   THE FOLLOWING PARAMETER DETERMINES IF YOU WANT     *          

              *   RHDCT1IP TO BE LINKED FOR CSI, BSI OR NOT AT ALL.  *          

              *                                                      *          

              *   TCPOPT - SPECIFY CSI, BSI OR NO                    *          

              *                                                      *          

              *   BSILIB - IF YOU SPECIFY BSI, THEN YOU MUST ALSO    *          

              *   SPECIFY PARAMETER BSILIB.                          *          

              *                                                      *          

              ********************************************************          

                                                                                

TCPOPT        CSI                                                               

BSILIB        LIB.SUBLIB                                                        

                                                                                

              ********************************************************          

              *               Z/VSE MSHP PARAMETERS                  *          

              ********************************************************          

              *                                                      *          

              *   THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE REQUIRED FOR ALL      *          

              *   TYPES OF INSTALLS. THIS INFORMATION WILL RESIDE    *          

              *   IN THE CA IDMS MSHP HISTORY FILE. FOR MORE         *          

              *   INFORMATION OF THESE PARAMETERS PLEASE REFERENCE   *          

              *   THE Z/VSE MSHP REFERENCE GUIDE.                    *          

              *                                                      *          

              *   NOTE: THIS INSTALLATION WILL ALSO BE USED TO       *          

              *         DISPLAY A RECAP OF THE INSTALLATION VALUES   *          

              *         AND IS REQUIRED FOR ALL INSTALLATIONS.       *          

              *                                                      *          

              ********************************************************          

                                                                                

                                                                                

 CUSTNME    ""           CUSTOMER NAME                                          
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 CUSTADD    ""           CUSTOMER ADDRESS                                       

 CUSTPHN    ""           CUSTOMER PHONE NUMBER                                  

 PROGNME    ""           PROGRAMMER NAME                                        

 ENVRMNT    ""           DESCRIPTION OF ENVIRONMENT                             

 RUNDATE    2014/02/25   DATE THE JOB WAS RUN. USED FOR DISPLAY ONLY            

                         IN THE RECAP SECTION.                                  

                                                                                

 HISTVOL    @DISKVOL@    VOLUME ID FOR PRODUCTION HISTORY FILE                  

 HISTXTNT   15           NUMBER OF TRACKS/BLOCKS FOR PRODUCTION HISTORY         

 HISTDSN    ""           DSN FOR PRODUCTION HISTORY FILE                        

 HISTUNIT   ""           SYS NUMBER FOR PRODUCTION HISTORY FILE                 

   

                 ********************************************************     

                 *               INSTALLATION LIBRARY PARAMETERS        *     

                 ********************************************************     

                 *                                                      *     

                 *   THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE REQUIRED FOR ALL      *     

                 *   TYPES OF INSTALLS. THE LIBRARY WILL BE CREATED     *     

                 *   WHEN JOB01, WHICH IS LOCATED IN THE SAMPJCL        *     

                 *   SUB-LIBRARY YOU RESTORED. THESE PARAMETERS WILL    *     

                 *   BE USED TO CREATE THE CORRECT LIBDEF STATEMENTS    *     

                 *   IN THE GENERATED JOB CONTROL. THESE VALUES SHOULD  *     

                 *   ALWAYS BE THE NAME OF THE LIBRARY FOR THE RELEASE  *     

                 *   YOU ARE INSTALLING. IT SHOULD NEVER REFER TO THE   *     

                 *   LIBRARIES FROM A PRIOR RELEASE.                    *     

                 *                                                      *     

                 ********************************************************                                                                               

                                                                               

 DLIBVOL    @DISKVOL@    VOLUME ID FOR PRODUCTION LIBRARY                       

 DLIBXTNT   ""           NUMBER OF TRACKS/BLOCKS FOR PRODUCTION LIBRARY         

 DLIBDSN    ""           DSN FOR PRODUCTION LIBRARY                             

 DLIBNME    CAIDLIB    LIBRARY NAME FOR THE INSTALLATION

                                     LIBRARY. THIS IS USED AS THE FILE NAME IN ANY JOB CONTROL AND     

                                     IN THE LIBDEF.                                                                      

DSUBNME    ""           BASE SUBLIBRARY NAME WITHIN THE LIBRARY SPECIFIED      

                                      BY DLIBNME. THIS SUBLIBRARY WILL CONTAIN ALL OF THE    

                                       CA IDMS PRODUCT MODULES.

 DSUBNME    ""           INITIAL INSTALL PRODUCTION SUBLIBRARY NAME             

 DLIBVCAT   DEFAULT      VSAM CATALOG NAME FOR THE PRODUCTION LIBRARY           

 DLIBVCID   @VSAMVCID@   VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

                                                                                

 USUBNME    ""           UPPERCASE SUBLIBRARY WITHIN THE LIBRARY                

                         SPECIFIED BY DLIBNME. THIS SUBLIBRARY WILL             

                         CONTAIN UPPERCASE VERSION OF MODULES WHICH             

                         ARE IN THE BASE SUB-LIBRARY.                           

                                                                                

 CSUBNME    "CUSTLIB"    CUSTOM SUBLIBRARY NAME WITHIN THE LIBRARY              

                         SPECIFIED BY DLIBNME. THIS SUBLIBRARY WILL             

                         BE USED TO STORE ANY MEMBERS CREATED, STORED          

                         OR LINKED DURING THE CUSTOMIZATION PROCESS.            

                                                                                

              ****************************************************              

              *          MSHP HISTORY FILE PARAMETERS            *              
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              ****************************************************              

              *  THESE PARAMETERS PROVIDE THE INFORMATION        *              

              *  NECESSARY TO CREATE THE MSHP HISTORY FILE FOR   *              

              *  CA IDMS.                                        *              

              *                                                  *              

              *  NOTE:                                           *              

              *    THE AUXILIARY HISTORY FILE PARAMETERS         *              

              *    ARE OPTIONAL. ONLY SPECIFY THESE PARAMETERS   *              

              *    IF A LABEL FOR IJSYS02 IS IN THE STD LABEL    *              

              *    AREA.                                         *              

              *                                                  *              

              ****************************************************              

                                                                                

                                                                                

 INSTVOL    @DISKVOL@    VOLUME ID FOR INSTALL HISTORY FILE                     

 INSTXTNT   ""           NUMBER OF TRKS/BLKS FOR INSTALL HISTORY                

 INSTDSN    ""           DSN FOR INSTALL HISTORY FILE                           

 INSTUNIT   ""           SYS NUMBER FOR INSTALL HISTORY FILE                    

                                                                                

 ILIBVOL    @DISKVOL@    VOLUME ID FOR INSTALL LIBRARY                          

 ILIBXTNT   ""           NUMBER OF TRACKS/BLOCKS FOR INSTALL LIBRARY            

 ILIBDSN    ""           SUBSEQUENT LIBRARY DSN                                  

 ILIBNME    CAIILIB      SUBSEQUENT LIBRARY NAME                                

 ISUBNME    ""           SUBSEQUENT INSTALL PRODUCTION SUBLIBRARY NAME          

 ILIBVCAT   DEFAULT      VSAM CATALOG NAME FOR THE INSTALL LIBRARY              

 ILIBVCID   @VSAMVCID@   VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

                                                                                

 AUXVOL     @DISKVOL@    VOLUME ID FOR AUXILIARY HISTORY FILE                   

 AUXXTNT    ""           NUMBER OF TRACKS/BLOCKS FOR AUXILIARY HISTORY          

 AUXDSN     ""           DSN FOR AUXILIARY HISTORY FILE                         

                                                                                

              ********************************************************          

              *                 SVC PARAMETERS                       *          

              ********************************************************          

              *                                                      *          

              *  NOTE: THE SVC IS INSTALLED BY THE CA TECHNOLOGIES   *          

              *        "SYSTEM ADAPTER" COMPONENT. SYSTEM ADAPTER    *          

              *        NEEDS TO BE AT LEVEL 5.5 OR HIGHER. MULTIPLE  *          

              *        SVC'S CAN BE INSTALLED USING ADAPTER, HOWEVER *          

              *        ONLY ONE IS REQUIRED.                         *          

              *                                                      *          

              *  THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE REQUIRED FOR          *          

              *  INSTALLING AN SVC.                                  *          

              ********************************************************          

                                                                                

SVCLST       "* $$ LST CLASS=R,DEST=(,ROUTER)"                                  

SVCSTDLABEL  NO         ADD INSTALL LIBRARY TO STDLABELS                        

                          VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES                       

SRCLIB       ""         LIBRARY TO SEARCH FOR SOURCE                            

SRCSUB       ""         SUBLIBRARY TO SEARCH FOR SOURCE                         

LOADLIB      ""         LIBRARY INTO WHICH TO CATALOG THE SVC PHASE             

LOADSUB      ""         SUBLIBRARY INTO WHICH TO CATALOG THE SVC PHASE          

MAXPARTNO    4          MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CONCURRENTLY EXECUTING CV'S           
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SVC1        235          SVC NUMBER FOR INSTALLING SVC                          

 SVCCVNO1     4          SVC MAXIMUM CV NUMBER                                  

 SVCXLEN1     0          USER EXTENTION TO PARAMETER LIST                       

 SVCXNAM1    ""          SVCXIT MODULE NAME                                     

 OBJLIB1     ""          LIBRARY TO GET OBJECT FROM                             

 OBJSUB1     ""          SUBLIBRARY TO GET OBJECT FROM                          

                                                                                

       ***************************************************                      

       *                                                 *                      

       *  THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE OPTIONAL BUT MAY *                      

       *  BE USED FOR INSTALLING MULTIPLE SVC'S.         *                      

       *                                                 *                      

       ***************************************************                      

                                                                                

SVC2         ""          SVC NUMBER FOR INSTALLING SVC                          

 SVCCVNO2     4          SVC MAXIMUM CV NUMBER                                  

 SVCXLEN2     0          USER EXTENTION TO PARAMETER LIST                       

 SVCXNAM2    ""          SVCXIT MODULE NAME                                     

 OBJLIB2     ""          LIBRARY TO GET OBJECT FROM                             

 OBJSUB2     ""          SUBLIBRARY TO GET OBJECT FROM                          

                                                                                

SVC3         ""          SVC NUMBER FOR INSTALLING SVC                          

 SVCCVNO3     4          SVC MAXIMUM CV NUMBER                                  

 SVCXLEN3     0          USER EXTENTION TO PARAMETER LIST                       

 SVCXNAM3    ""          SVCXIT MODULE NAME                                     

 OBJLIB3     ""          LIBRARY TO GET OBJECT FROM                             

 OBJSUB3     ""          SUBLIBRARY TO GET OBJECT FROM                          

                                                                                

                                                                                

       ***************************************************                      

       *                                                 *                      

       *  THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE OPTIONAL BUT MAY  *                      

       *  BE USED FOR INSTALLING MULTIPLE SVC'S.         *                      

       *                                                 *                      

       ***************************************************                      

                                                                                

ASSM-LIBDEF  ""          CERTAIN ASSEMBLIES REQUIRE THE IBM MACLIB              

                         IN THE LIBDEF. IF YOUR IDMS MACLIB IS IN YOUR          

                         PERMANENT LIBDEF CHAIN LEAVE THIS SET TO "".           

                         IF YOUR PERMANENT LIBDEF CHAIN DOES NOT                

                         INCLUDE THE IBM MACLIB THEN SET THIS VARIABLE          

                         TO ",PRD1.MACLIB" OR THE CURRENT NAME                  

                         OF YOUR IBM MACLIB. BE SURE TO INCLUDE THE             

                         OPENING , (COMMA) AS THIS WILL BE APPENDED TO          

                         THE EXISTING LIBDEF.    

                               

              ******************************************************** 

              *           CA IDMS TOOLS SVC EXIT PARAMETERS          * 

              ******************************************************** 

              *                                                      * 

              *  TWO CA IDMS TOOLS PRODUCTS, TASK ANALYZER AND       * 

              *  LOG ANALYZER REQUIRE AN SVC EXIT MODULE IN ORDER    * 
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              *  TO MAKE FULL USE OF THEIR FUNCTIONALITY. THE        * 

              *  THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE USED WHEN ASSEMBLING   * 

              *  THE EXIT.                                           * 

              *                                                      * 

              *  TO ASSEMBLE THE EXIT, CAIIJMP WILL NEED TO KWOW     * 

              *  IF YOU WILL BE SUPPORTING TRANSCATIONS FROM CICS.   * 

              *  IF YOU ARE SUPPORTING CICS YOU CAN PROVIDE UP TO    * 

              *  3 TELEPROCESSING NAMES WHICH YOU MAY USE FOR YOUR   * 

              *  CICS TRANSACTIONS. THE DEFAULT IS CICS FOR ALL.     * 

              *                                                      * 

              *  THE EXIT WILL BE DYNAMICALLY LOADED AT CV STARTUP   * 

              *  USING THE NAME PROVIDED WHEN ASSEMBLING THE SVC.    * 

              *  THE SVC EXIT WILL BE LINKED USING THE NAME PROVIDED * 

              *  FOR THE FIRST SVC; SVXNAM1.                         * 

              *                                                      * 

              ******************************************************** 

                                                                       

SVCXCICS     "NO"        WILL THE CA IDMS TOOLS SVC EXIT BE SUPPORTING 

                                          CICS TRANSACTION?                           

                                          VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES           

                                                                     

TPNAME1      "CICS"      FIRST TPNAME TO BE USED WHEN ASSEMBLING THE 

                                           CA IDMS TOOLS SVC EXIT.                     

                                                                     

TPNAME2      "CICS"      SECOND TPNAME TO BE USED WHEN ASSEMBLING THE

                                           CA IDMS TOOLS SVC EXIT.                     

                                                                     

TPNAME3      "CICS"      THIRD TPNAME TO BE USED WHEN ASSEMBLING THE 

                                            CA IDMS TOOLS SVC EXIT.                      

                                                                            

       ***************************************************                      

       *                                                 *                      

       *  THE FOLLOWING PARAMETER IS TO PROVIDE A VTAM   *                      

       *  APPLID WHICH WILL BE USED TO CREATE A VTAM     *                      

       *  LINE DEFINITION IN SYSTEM 90 WHEN DOING A      *                      

       *  BASE INSTALL IF CA IDMS/DC IS BEING INSTALLED. *                      

       *                                                 *                      

       ***************************************************                      

                                                                                

VTAMAPPL     ""          VTAM APPLICATION ID TO BE USED IN THE VTAM90           

                         LINE IN SYSTEM 90.                                     

                                                                                

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****     SELECT GENERAL CA IDMS/DB PARAMETERS  ***               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

OPTISVC     0           IDMSOPTI PARM (DEFAULT = 0)                             

 OPTICVNM   0            IDMSOPTI CV NUMBER PARM                                

 OPTICENT   YES          IDMSOPTI PARM                                          

 EVSAMCAT   ESVS         CA IDMS VSAM TRANSPARENCY CATALOG NAME                 
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 GLBLDMCL   R185DMCL     NAME OF YOUR GLOBAL DMCL LOAD MODULE                   

 DBTBNAME   R185DBTB     NAME OF YOUR DBNAME TABLE LOAD MODULE                  

 FREESTG    200          FREESTG VALUE FOR ASSEMBLY OF #DCPARM                  

 DBCS-MODE  IBM          WHAT IS THE DBCS HARDWARE ENVIRONMENT?                 

                           VALID VALUES: IBM (DEFAULT), FACOM                   

 DBCS-JAPAN NO           DBCS IN JAPANESE LANGUAGE SELECT YES TO BUILD LINK     

 CASE-MODE  UPLOW        TERMINALS SUPPORT UPPER OR MIXED CASE?                 

                           VALID VALUES: UPLOW (DEFAULT), UPPER                 

 ASSMCODE   NO           ASSEMBLE A SITE-SPECIFIC RHDCCODE TABLE                

                           VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES                      

                         SPECIFY YES IF YOU DO NOT WANT TO USE THE              

                         DEFAULT CODE TABLE DELIVERED AS RHDCCODE,              

                         CP1140R, AND WANT TO ASSEMBLE RHDCCODE USING           

                         A DIFFERENT CODE TABLE. YOU MUST MODIFY THE            

                         ASMCODE JOB CONTROL GENERATED IN JOB3.                 

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****  SELECT PERFORMANCE MONITOR PARAMETERS   ****               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

PMAMACT    YES          ACTIVATE APPLICATION MONITOR                            

                          VALID VALUES: NO, YES (DEFAULT)                       

 PMAMDCLOG YES          WRITE APPLICATION MONITOR STATS TO DDLDCLOG             

                          VALID VALUES: NO, YES (DEFAULT)                       

 PMIMACT   YES          ACTIVATE INTERVAL MONITOR                               

                          VALID VALUES: NO, YES (DEFAULT)                       

 PMIMDCLOG YES          WRITE INTERVAL MONITOR STATS TO DDLDCLOG                

                          VALID VALUES: NO, YES (DEFAULT)                       

 PMDCSTAT  YES          WRITE DCSTATS TO DDLDCLOG                               

                          VALID VALUES: NO, YES (DEFAULT)                       

 PMCOMPANY DEFAULT      COMPANY NAME TO APPEAR ON BATCH REPORTS                 

                        THIS IS A 50 BYTE FIELD AND COMPANY NAME                

                        SHOULD BE CENTERED IN THE 50 BYTES                      

                        SO THAT THE NAME WILL BE CENTERED ON THE REPORTS        

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****  SELECT CMS-OPTION PARAMETERS            ****               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                                                                                

 CMSOPSWM  EC           EC FOR VSE PAGEING OR BC FOR VM MODE                    

 CMSOBUF   24           NUMBER OF 4K PFIXED BUFFER                              

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****      SELECT CICS SUPPORT PARAMETERS       ***               

               *                                                *               

               *    THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ALLOW TAILORING    *               

               *    OF CICS SUPPORT FOR CA IDMS/DB.             *               
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               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

 CICS-CWADISP  0            DISPLACEMENT FIELD WITHIN CICS CWA OF A             

                            FULLWORD TO HOLD ADDRESS OF IDMSINTC MODULE         

 CICS-CVNUM   @OPTICVNM@    CV NUMBER TO BE ACCESSED FROM CICS                  

 CICS-SVC     NO            SVC NUMBER USED                                     

 CICS-SYSCTL  @SYSCTLASGN@  SYSCTL DDNAME FOR CICS                              

 CICS-TPNAME  CICS          TP SYSTEM NAME                                      

 CICS-TRANSID INTC          TRANSID FOR IDMSINTC                                

 CICS-PLT     NO            PLT NO/YES                                          

 CICS-LEVEL   41            CICSOPTS CICSLVL PARM                               

 CICS-OPTIXIT NO            CICSOPTS OPTIXIT PARM                               

 CICS-OPTIQXIT NO           INCLUDE OPTIQXIT IN INTC LINKEDIT?                  

 CICS-EXTXIT  NO            CICSOPTS EXTXIT  PARM                               

 CICS-MACLVL  NO            CICSOPTS MACLVL PARM                                

 CICS-XA      YES           CICSOPTS XA PARM                                    

 CICS-LIBDEF  ""            SEARCH LIBRARIES OTHER THAN IDMS BASE LIB           

                            EITHER NONE("") OR LIST STARTING WITH A ','         

                            LIKE ,PRD1.MACLIB,IBM8.CICSTS1                      

 INTC-NTID    DBDC          NEXT TASK ID (REQUIRED FOR INT-CICS ONLY)           

 DL1T-MACRO   YES           WILL YOU BE USING MACRO-LEVEL CICS                  

                            APPLICATION PROGRAMS ? YES/NO                       

                                                                                

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****     SELECT CULPRIT CUSTOMIZING VALUES     ***               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                                                                                

CULPPROF     NO         ASSEMBLE CULPPROF MODULE (OPTIONAL). IF CREATED,        

                        CULPPROF WILL BE LOADED BY CULPRIT AT RUNTIME AND       

                        WILL REPLACE THE DEFAULT VALUES IN CULXPROF. YOU        

                        SHOULD ONLY SPECIFY 'YES' IF YOU WANT TO OVERRIDE       

                        THE DEFAULTS. THE FOLLOWING FIELDS WILL BE USED         

                        AS INPUTS TO THE ASSEMBLY OF CULMPROF. THESE ARE        

                        * NOT * VALIDATED SO YOU MUST FIND THE CORRECT          

                        SYNTAX IN THE CULPRIT REFERENCE GUIDE.                  

                          VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES                       

 CULL-PROF1   ""        CULPPROF OPTION 1                                       

 CULL-PROF2   ""        CULPPROF OPTION 2                                       

 CULL-PROF3   ""        CULPPROF OPTION 3                                       

 CULL-PROF4   ""        CULPPROF OPTION 4                                       

 CULL-PROF5   ""        CULPPROF OPTION 5                                       

 CULL-PROF6   ""        CULPPROF OPTION 6                                       

 CULL-PROF7   ""        CULPPROF OPTION 7                                       

 CULL-PROF8   ""        CULPPROF OPTION 8                                       

 CULL-PROF9   ""        CULPPROF OPTION 9                                       

 CULL-FCS-VER ""        FCS VERSION INSTALLED AND TYPE OF DATA LIST USED        

 CULL-TOT-VER ""        SPECIFY THE INSTALLED VERSION OF TOTAL                  

 CULL-SECURE  NO        INVOKE CULPRIT SECURITY FEATURES                        
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*                                                                               

* THE FOLLOWING 2 FIELDS CAN BE SET TO CHANGE THE LINK EDIT                     

* PARAMETERS FOR THE CULL PHASE. IF YOUR CULPRIT EXPERIENCE HAS                 

* SHOWN THAT THE CA-PROVIDED LINK FOR THE CULL MODULE DOES NOT                  

* MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS FOR RUNNING LARGE REPORTS THEN YOU MAY                 

* WANT TO SPECIFY A CHANGE TO ONE OF THESE PARAMETERS.                          

* *                                                                             

LINKCULL     NO         DO YOU WANT TO RE-LINK THE CULL PHASE TO                

*                       USE A LARGER WORKSTOR VALUE? THIS WILL                  

*                       CAUSE THE CULL PHASE TO BE LINKED INTO                  

*                       THE CUSTOM SUB-LIBRARY; IT WILL NOT OVERLAY             

*                       THE CULL PHASE IN THE BASE SUB-LIBRARY. THIS            

*                       WILL NOT IMPACT THE RE-LINKING OF THE CULL              

*                       PHASE IF INSTALLING THE TOTAL INTERFACE; BUT            

*                       THESE VALUES WILL BE USED FOR THAT LINK.                

*                        VALID VALUES: NO, YES                                  

                                                                                

WORKSTOR     524288     STORAGE TO SET LOAD POINT OF CULLWORK PHASE.            

*                       IF YOU SITE EXPERIENCE INDICATES THIS VALUE             

*                       SHOULD BE LARGER THEN CHANGE THIS AND SET               

*                       THE LINKCULL VALUE TO YES.                              

FCS-LIBDEF   ""         SEARCH LIBRARIES OTHER THAN IDMS BASE LIB               

                        NEEDED IF INSTALLING THE FCS INTERFACE.                 

                        EITHER NONE("") OR LIST STARTING WITH A ','             

                        LIKE ,FCS.SUBLIB1,FCS.SUBLIB2                           

IMS-LIBDEF   ""         SEARCH LIBRARIES OTHER THAN IDMS BASE LIB               

                        NEEDED IF INSTALLING THE IMS INTERFACE.                 

                        EITHER NONE("") OR LIST STARTING WITH A ','             

                        LIKE ,IMS.SUBLIB1,IMS.SUBLIB2                           

RDMS-LIBDEF  ""         SEARCH LIBRARIES OTHER THAN IDMS BASE LIB               

                        NEEDED IF INSTALLING THE RDMS INTERFACE.                

                        EITHER NONE("") OR LIST STARTING WITH A ','             

                        LIKE ,RDMS.SUBLIB1,RDMS.SUBLIB2                         

TOTAL-LIBDEF ""         SEARCH LIBRARIES OTHER THAN IDMS BASE LIB               

                        NEEDED IF INSTALLING THE TOTAL INTERFACE.               

                        EITHER NONE("") OR LIST STARTING WITH A ','             

                        LIKE ,TOTAL.SUBLIB1,TOTAL.SUBLIB2                       

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****         LIBRARY PARAMETERS FOLLOW        ****               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO CONTROL     *               

               *    THE ALLOCATION AND NAMING CONVENTION OF     *               

               *    LIBRARIES REQUIRED FOR CA IDMS/DB.          *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

 PREFIX    ""           PREFIX FOR ALL DATASETS                                 

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****     TEMPORARY WORK DATASET PARAMETERS    ****               
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               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE      *               

               *    TEMPORARY WORK DATASETS. PLEASE SELECT      *               

               *    ALLOCATIONS FOR WRK1-WRK4 ANYTIME YOU       *               

               *    SELECT JOB2 OR ABOVE. SELECT WRKA-WRKE      *               

               *    ONLY IF A DISK MANAGER PRODUCT IS NOT       *               

               *    INSTALLED. THIS WILL GENERATE LABELS FOR    *               

               *    SYSLNK-SYS004 WHICH ARE NEEDED FOR LINKS,   *               

               *    COMPILES AND ASSEMBLIES.                    *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

WRK1DSN     WRK1WORK   DATASET NAME FOR "WRK1WORK"                              

 WRK1UNIT   ""              OVERRIDE WORKUNIT FOR "WRK1WORK"                    

 WRK1VOL    @WORKVOL@       OVERRIDE WORKVOL FOR "WRK1WORK"                     

 WRK1XTNT   ""              WORK SPACE FOR "WRK1WORK"                           

                                                                                

WRK2DSN     WRK2WORK   DATASET NAME FOR "WRK2WORK"                              

 WRK2UNIT   ""              OVERRIDE WORKUNIT FOR "WRK2WORK"                    

 WRK2VOL    @WORKVOL@       OVERRIDE WORKVOL FOR "WRK2WORK"                     

 WRK2XTNT   ""              WORK SPACE FOR "WRK2WORK"                           

                                                                                

WRK3DSN     WRK3WORK   DATASET NAME FOR "WRK3WORK"                              

 WRK3UNIT   ""              OVERRIDE WORKUNIT FOR "WRK3WORK"                    

 WRK3VOL    @WORKVOL@       OVERRIDE WORKVOL FOR "WRK3WORK"                     

 WRK3XTNT   ""              WORK SPACE FOR "WRK3WORK"                           

                                                                                

WRK4DSN     WRK4WORK   DATASET NAME FOR "WRK4WORK"                              

 WRK4UNIT   ""              OVERRIDE WORKUNIT FOR "WRK4WORK"                    

 WRK4VOL    @WORKVOL@       OVERRIDE WORKVOL FOR "WRK4WORK"                     

 WRK4XTNT   ""              WORK SPACE FOR "WRK4WORK"                           

                                                                                

WRKADSN     WRKAWORK   DATASET NAME FOR "WRKAWORK"                              

 WRKAUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE WORKUNIT FOR "WRKAWORK"                    

 WRKAVOL    @WORKVOL@       OVERRIDE WORKVOL FOR "WRKAWORK"                     

 WRKAXTNT   ""              WORK SPACE FOR "WRKAWORK"                           

                                                                                

WRKBDSN     WRKBWORK   DATASET NAME FOR "WRKBWORK"                              

 WRKBUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE WORKUNIT FOR "WRKBWORK"                    

 WRKBVOL    @WORKVOL@       OVERRIDE WORKVOL FOR "WRKBWORK"                     

 WRKBXTNT   ""              WORK SPACE FOR "WRKBWORK"                           

                                                                                

WRKCDSN     WRKCWORK   DATASET NAME FOR "WRKCWORK"                              

 WRKCUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE WORKUNIT FOR "WRKCWORK"                    

 WRKCVOL    @WORKVOL@       OVERRIDE WORKVOL FOR "WRKCWORK"                     

 WRKCXTNT   ""              WORK SPACE FOR "WRKCWORK"                           

                                                                                

WRKDDSN     WRKDWORK   DATASET NAME FOR "WRKDWORK"                              

 WRKDUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE WORKUNIT FOR "WRKDWORK"                    

 WRKDVOL    @WORKVOL@       OVERRIDE WORKVOL FOR "WRKDWORK"                     

 WRKDXTNT   ""              WORK SPACE FOR "WRKDWORK"                           

                                                                                

WRKEDSN     WRKEWORK   DATASET NAME FOR "WRKEWORK"                              

 WRKEUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE WORKUNIT FOR "WRKEWORK"                    
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 WRKEVOL    @WORKVOL@       OVERRIDE WORKVOL FOR "WRKEWORK"                     

 WRKEXTNT   ""              WORK SPACE FOR "WRKEWORK"                           

                                                                                

           ************************************************************         

           *                PAGE SIZES BY DEVICE TYPE                 *         

           *                                                          *         

           *    THE FOLLOWING CHART CAN BE USED TO DETERMINE PAGE     *         

           *    SIZES BASED ON THE DISK DEVICE TYPE AT YOUR SITE.     *         

           *    NOTE:  VSAM USERS SHOULD INSURE THAT THEIR SPECIFIED  *         

           *    PAGE SIZE DOES NOT EXCEED THE CONTROL INTERVAL SIZE.  *         

           *                                                          *         

           ************************************************************         

           *                  CA IDMS DATABASE FILES                  *         

           ************************************************************         

           * FILE          | 3350 | 3375 | 3380 | 3390 |  FBA  | CISZ *         

           ************************************************************         

           * DCCAT         | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * DCCATL        | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * DCCATX        | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * DCDML         | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * DCLOD         | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * DCLOG         | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * DCRUN         | 2564 | 2592 | 2676 | 3172 |  2040 | 2048 *         

           * DCSCR         | 2564 | 2592 | 2676 | 3172 |  2040 | 2048 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * DIRL          | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * DIRLLOD       | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * DCMSG         | 2564 | 2592 | 2676 | 3172 |  2040 | 2048 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * DICT          | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * DLOD          | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * SEC           | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * SQL           | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * SQLL          | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * SQLX          | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * DCLSCR        | 2564 | 2592 | 2676 | 3172 |  2040 | 2048 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * DISK JOURNALS | 1920 | 2016 | 2004 | 3440 |  2040 | 2048 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * EMP           | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * INS           | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * ORG           | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * EMPL          | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * INFO          | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * INDX          | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * PROJ          | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         
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           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * ADML          | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * ADEFN         | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * ADATA         | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * ADLOD         | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           ************************************************************         

           *                  CA IDMS TOOLS DATABASE FILES            *         

           ************************************************************         

           * FILE          | 3350 | 3375 | 3380 | 3390 |  FBA  | CISZ *         

           ************************************************************         

           * TDICTDB       | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * TDLODDB       | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * DMLODB        | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * MKEYDB        | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * DBXDB         | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * DMADB         | 4628 | 4096 | 4276 | 5064 |  4088 | 4096 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * SASODB        | 9428 | 8896 | 9076 | 9864 |  9208 | 9216 *         

           * -------------------------------------------------------- *         

           * ENFRDB        | 9428 | 8896 | 9076 | 9864 |  9208 | 9216 *         

           ************************************************************         

                                                                                

                                                                                

                   ********************************************                 

                   *            PAGE RANGE CHART              *                 

                   *                                          *                 

                   *  USE THIS CHART AS AN AID IF YOU NEED TO *                 

                   *  INCREASE THE NUMBER OF PAGES FOR ANY    *                 

                   *  AREA.  IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO     *                 

                   *  MAKE ALL THE CHANGES NECESSARY TO       *                 

                   *  ENSURE THAT PAGE RANGES DO NOT OVERLAP. *                 

                   *                                          *                 

                   *------------------------------------------*                 

                   * FILE          | LOPAGE | HIPAGE | PAGES  *                 

                   ********************************************                 

                   * DCCAT         |      1 |   1200 |  1200  *                 

                   * DCCATX        |   1201 |   1300 |   100  *                 

                   * DCCATL        |   1301 |   1500 |   200  *                 

                   * DCDML         |  2,001 |  3,000 | 1,000  *                 

                   * DCLOD         |  3,501 |  3,600 |   100  *                 

                   * DIRLLOD       |  4,001 |  4,010 |    10  *                 

                   * DIRL          |  5,001 |  9,000 | 4,000  *                 

                   * DCMSG         | 10,001 | 14,000 | 4,000  *                 

                   * SQL           | 20,001 | 22,000 | 2,000  *                 

                   * SQLL          | 25,001 | 25,500 |   500  *                 

                   * SQLX          | 28,001 | 28,500 |   500  *                 

                   * DCLOG         | 30,001 | 34,000 | 4,000  *                 

                   * DCRUN         | 40,001 | 41,000 | 1,000  *                 
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                   * SEC           | 48,001 | 48,500 |   500  *                 

                   * DCSCR         | 50,001 | 52,000 | 2,000  *                 

                   * DCLSCR        | 55,001 | 57,000 | 2,000  *                 

                   * APPLDML       | 60,001 | 62,000 | 2,000  *                 

                   * APPLLOD       | 70,001 | 70,500 |   500  *                 

                   * EMP           | 75,001 | 75,050 |    50  *                 

                   * INS           | 75,101 | 75,125 |    25  *                 

                   * ORG           | 75,151 | 75,175 |    25  *                 

                   * EMPL          | 77,001 | 77,100 |   100  *                 

                   * INFO          | 77,201 | 77,250 |    50  *                 

                   * INDX          | 77,301 | 77,350 |    50  *                 

                   * PROJDEMO      | 77,401 | 77,450 |    50  *                 

                   * ASFDML        | 80,001 | 82,000 | 2,000  *                 

                   * ASFDEFN       | 83,001 | 84,000 | 1,000  *                 

                   * ASFDATA       | 85,001 | 87,000 | 2,000  *                 

                   * ASFLOD        | 88,001 | 90,500 | 2,000  *                 

                   * DISK JOURNALS |        |        | 5,000  *                 

                   ********************************************                 

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****    SYSTEM SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:     ****               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE  *               

               *    FILES AND AREAS THAT COMPRISE THE SYSTEM    *               

               *    SEGMENT. THE FILES IN THE SYSTEM SEGMENT    *               

               *    DEFINE THE RUNTIME SYSTEM AS WELL AS THE    *               

               *    PHYSICAL DATABASE.                          *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    SYSTEM.DDLDML     ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DCDMLDSN     SYSTEM.DDLDML   DATASET NAME FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDML"                   

 DCDMLUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDML"              

 DCDMLVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDML"               

 DCDMLXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDML"                     

 DCDMLASGN   DCDML           DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DCDML"                         

 DCDMLVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DCDML"                    

 DCDMLVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DCDML"            

 DCDMLVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 DCDMLACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DCDML"                         

 DCDMLPGSZ   4276            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DCDML "                   

 DCDMLPAGS   1000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DCDML "               

 DCDMLCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DCDML "            

 DCDMLLOPAGE 1001            STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSTEM.DDLDML AREA            

 AUTHUSER    ""              AUTHORIZED USER ID FOR DICTIONARY SIGNON           

 AUTHUSERPW  ""              AUTHORIZED USER PASSWORD FOR DICTIONARY SIGNON     
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                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****   SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DCLODDSN     SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD DATASET NAME FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD"                 

 DCLODUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD"            

 DCLODVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD"             

 DCLODXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD"                   

 DCLODASGN   DCLOD           DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DCLOD"                         

 DCLODVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DCLOD"                    

 DCLODVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DCLOD"            

 DCLODVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 DCLODACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DCLOD"                         

 DCLODPGSZ   4276            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DCLOD"                    

 DCLODPAGS   100             NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DCLOD"                

 DCLODCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DCLOD"             

 DCLODLOPAGE 3001            STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD AREA          

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****   SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DCLOGDSN     SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG DATASET NAME FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG"                 

 DCLOGUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG"            

 DCLOGVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG"             

 DCLOGXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG"                   

 DCLOGASGN   DCLOG           DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DCLOG"                         

 DCLOGVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DCLOG"                    

 DCLOGVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DCLOG"            

 DCLOGVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 DCLOGACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DCLOG"                         

 DCLOGPGSZ   4276            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DCLOG "                   

 DCLOGPAGS   4000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DCLOG "               

 DCLOGCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DCLOG "            

 DCLOGLOPAGE 30001           STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG AREA          

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****   SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DCRUNDSN     SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN DATASET NAME FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN"                 

 DCRUNUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN"            

 DCRUNVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN"             

 DCRUNXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN"                   

 DCRUNASGN   DCRUN           DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DCRUN"                         

 DCRUNVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DCRUN"                    

 DCRUNVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DCRUN"            
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 DCRUNVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 DCRUNACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DCRUN"                         

 DCRUNPGSZ   2676            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DCRUN "                   

 DCRUNPAGS   1000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DCRUN "               

 DCRUNCISZ   2048            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DCRUN "            

 DCRUNLOPAGE 40001           STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN AREA          

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****   SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DCSCRDSN     SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR DATASET NAME FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR"                 

 DCSCRUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR"            

 DCSCRVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR"             

 DCSCRXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR"                   

 DCSCRASGN   DCSCR           DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DCSCR"                         

 DCSCRVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DCSCR"                    

 DCSCRVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DCSCR"            

 DCSCRVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 DCSCRACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DCSCR"                         

 DCSCRPGSZ   2676            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DCSCR "                   

 DCSCRPAGS   2000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DCSCR "               

 DCSCRCISZ   2048            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DCSCR "            

 DCSCRLOPAGE 50001           STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR AREA          

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****    CATSYS SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:     ****               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE  *               

               *    FILES AND AREAS THAT COMPRISE THE CATSYS    *               

               *    SEGMENT. THIS SEGMENT IS REQUIRED FOR A     *               

               *    CA IDMS/DB INSTALL.                         *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****     CATSYS.DCCAT     ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DCCATDSN     CATSYS.DCCAT    DATASET NAME FOR "CATSYS.DCCAT"                    

 DCCATUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "CATSYS.DCCAT"               

 DCCATVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "CATSYS.DCCAT"                

 DCCATXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "CATSYS.DCCAT"                      

 DCCATASGN   DCCAT           DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DCCAT"                         

 DCCATVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DCCAT"                    

 DCCATVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DCCAT"            

 DCCATVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 DCCATACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DCCAT"                         
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 DCCATPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DCCAT "                   

 DCCATPAGS   1200            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DCCAT "               

 DCCATCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DCCAT "            

 DCCATLOPAGE 1               STARTING PAGE OF THE CATSYS.DCCAT AREA             

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****   CATSYS.DCCATLOD    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DCCATLDSN     CATSYS.DCCATLOD DATASET NAME FOR "CATSYS.DCCATLOD"                

 DCCATLUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "CATSYS.DCCATLOD"           

 DCCATLVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "CATSYS.DCCATLOD"            

 DCCATLXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "CATSYS.DCCATLOD"                  

 DCCATLASGN   DCCATL          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DCCATL"                       

 DCCATLVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DCCATL"                  

 DCCATLVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DCCATL"          

 DCCATLVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"               

 DCCATLACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DCCATL"                       

 DCCATLPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DCCATL "                 

 DCCATLPAGS   200             NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DCCATL "             

 DCCATLCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DCCATL "          

 DCCATLLOPAGE 1201            STARTING PAGE OF THE CATSYS.DCCAT AREA            

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    CATSYS.DCCATX     ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DCCATXDSN     CATSYS.DCCATX   DATASET NAME FOR "CATSYS.DCCATX"                  

 DCCATXUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "CATSYS.DCCATX"             

 DCCATXVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "CATSYS.DCCATX"              

 DCCATXXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "CATSYS.DCCATX"                    

 DCCATXASGN   DCCATX          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DCCATX"                       

 DCCATXVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DCCATX"                  

 DCCATXVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DCCATX"          

 DCCATXVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"               

 DCCATXACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DCCATX"                       

 DCCATXPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DCCATX "                 

 DCCATXPAGS   100             NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DCCATX "             

 DCCATXCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DCCATX "          

 DCCATXLOPAGE 1201            STARTING PAGE OF THE CATSYS.DCCATX AREA           

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****    SYSDIRL SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:    ****               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE  *               

               *    SYSDIRL.DDLDML AREA. THE SYSDIRL SEGMENT    *               

               *    CONTAINS THE 18.5 IDMSNTWK SCHEMA AS WELL   *               

               *    AS ALL CULPRIT REPORT SOURCE. THIS SEGMENT  *               
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               *    IS REQUIRED FOR A CA IDMS/DB INSTALL.       *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    SYSDIRL.DDLDML    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DIRLDSN     SYSDIRL.DDLDML  DATASET NAME FOR "SYSDIRL.DDLDML"                   

 DIRLUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSDIRL.DDLDML"              

 DIRLVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSDIRL.DDLDML"               

 DIRLXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "SYSDIRL.DDLDML"                     

 DIRLASGN   DIRLDB          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DIRLDB"                         

 DIRLVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DIRLDB"                    

 DIRLVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DIRLDB"            

 DIRLVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                 

 DIRLACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DIRLDB"                         

 DIRLPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DIRLDB"                    

 DIRLPAGS   4000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DIRLDB"                

 DIRLCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DIRLDB"             

 DIRLLOPAGE 5001            STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSDIRL.DDLDML AREA            

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    SYSDIRL.DDLDCLOD  ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DIRLLODDSN     SYSDIRL.DDLDCLOD  DATASET NAME FOR "SYSDIRL.DDLDCLOD"            

 DIRLLODUNIT   ""                OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSDIRL.DDLDCLOD"       

 DIRLLODVOL    @DISKVOL@         OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSDIRL.DDLDCLOD"        

 DIRLLODXTNT   ""                DISK SPACE FOR "SYSDIRL.DDLDCLOD"              

 DIRLLODASGN   DIRLLOD           DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DIRLLOD"                   

 DIRLLODVSPA   ""                VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DIRLLOD"              

 DIRLLODVCAT   DEFAULT           VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DIRLLOD"      

 DIRLLODVCID   @VSAMVCID@        VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"            

 DIRLLODACCM   @DISKACCM@        DISK ACCESS METHOD "DIRLLOD"                   

 DIRLLODPGSZ   5064              PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DIRLLOD"              

 DIRLLODPAGS   10                NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DIRLLOD"          

 DIRLLODCISZ   4096              VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DIRLLOD"       

 DIRLLODLOPAGE 4001              STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSDIRL.DDLDCLOD AREA     

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****    SYSMSG SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:     ****               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE      *               

               *    THE SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG AREA. THE SYSMSG        *               

               *    SEGMENT WILL CONTAIN ALL THE RELEASE        *               

               *    17 MESSAGES. THIS SEGMENT IS REQUIRED       *               

               *    FOR A CA-IDMS/DB INSTALL.                   *               
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               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG   ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DCMSGDSN     SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG DATASET NAME FOR "SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG"                 

 DCMSGUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG"            

 DCMSGVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG"             

 DCMSGXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG"                   

 DCMSGASGN   DCMSG           DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DCMSG"                         

 DCMSGVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DCMSG"                    

 DCMSGVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DCMSG"            

 DCMSGVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 DCMSGACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DCMSG"                         

 DCMSGPGSZ   3172            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DCMSG "                   

 DCMSGPAGS   4000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DCMSG "               

 DCMSGCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DCMSG "            

 DCMSGLOPAGE 10001           STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG AREA          

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****    SYSLOC SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:     ****               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE      *               

               *    THE SYSLOC.DDLOCSCR AREA. THE SYSLOC        *               

               *    SEGMENT IS A LOCAL SCRATCH AREA. THIS       *               

               *    SEGMENT IS REQUIRED FOR A CA-IDMS/DB        *               

               *    INSTALL. THIS FILE IS A TEMPORARY           *               

               *    DATASET FOR LOCAL BATCH PROCESSING.         *               

               *    IT IS DEFINED TO YOUR DMCL BUT NOT          *               

               *    ALLOCATED DURING THE INSTALL.               *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****   SYSLOC.DDLOCSCR    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

 DCLSCRASGN   DCLSCR          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DCLSCR"                       

 DCLSCRPGSZ   3172            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DCLSCR "                 

 DCLSCRPAGS   2000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DCLSCR "             

 DCLSCRLOPAGE 55001           STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSLOC.DDLOCSCR AREA         

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****   APPLDICT SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:    ****               

               *                                                *               
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               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE      *               

               *    THE FILES THAT COMPRISE THE APPLDICT        *               

               *    SEGMENT. THIS SEGMENT IS THE APPLICATION    *               

               *    DICTIONARY WHERE SCHEMA, SUBSCHEMA, AND     *               

               *    APPLICATION DEFINITIONS ARE STORED.          *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

DEMODICT    APPLDICT  DICTIONARY WHERE SQL DEMO DATABASE RESIDES                

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    APPLDICT.DDLDML   ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DICTDSN     @DEMODICT@.DDLDML DATASET NAME FOR "APPLDICT.DDLDML"                

 DICTUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "APPLDICT.DDLDML"             

 DICTVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "APPLDICT.DDLDML"              

 DICTXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "APPLDICT.DDLDML"                    

 DICTASGN   DICTDB          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DICTDB"                         

 DICTVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DICTDB"                    

 DICTVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DICTDB"            

 DICTVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                 

 DICTACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DICTDB"                         

 DICTPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DICTDB"                    

 DICTPAGS   2000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DICTDB"                

 DICTCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DICTDB"             

 DICTLOPAGE 60001           STARTING PAGE OF APPLDICT.DDLDML AREA               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****   APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD  ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

DLODDSN     @DEMODICT@.DDLDCLOD   DATASET NAME FOR "APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD"          

 DLODUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD"           

 DLODVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD"            

 DLODXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD"                  

 DLODASGN   DLODDB          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "DLODDB"                         

 DLODVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DLODDB"                    

 DLODVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DLODDB"            

 DLODVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                 

 DLODACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "DLODDB"                         

 DLODPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "DLODDB"                    

 DLODPAGS   500             NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "DLODDB"                

 DLODCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DLODDB"             

 DLODLOPAGE 70001           STARTING PAGE OF APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD AREA             

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****    SYSUSER SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:    ****               
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               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE      *               

               *    THE SYSUSER.DDLSEC AREA. THE SYSUSER        *               

               *    SEGMENT CAN CONTAIN ANY SITE SPECIFIC       *               

               *    USER DEFINITIONS. THIS IS AN OPTIONAL       *               

               *    SEGMENT FOR CA-IDMS/DB INSTALLS.            *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    SYSUSER.DDLSEC    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

SECDSN     SYSUSER.DDLSEC  DATASET NAME FOR "SYSUSER.DDLSEC"                    

 SECUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSUSER.DDLSEC"               

 SECVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSUSER.DDLSEC"                

 SECXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "SYSUSER.DDLSEC"                      

 SECASGN   SECDD           DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "SECDD"                           

 SECVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "SECDD"                      

 SECVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "SECDD"              

 SECVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                  

 SECACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "SECDD"                           

 SECPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "SECDD"                      

 SECPAGS   500             NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "SECDD"                  

 SECCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "SECDD"               

 SECLOPAGE 48001           STARTING PAGE OF SYSUSER.DDLSEC AREA                 

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****    SYSSQL SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:     ****               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE  *               

               *    FILES AND AREAS THAT COMPRISE THE SYSSQL    *               

               *    SEGMENT. THE FILES IN THE SYSSQL SEGMENT    *               

               *    ARE REQUIRED FOR SITES INSTALLING THE       *               

               *    SQL DATABASE, CA-IDMS/DB-SQL.               *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    SYSSQL.DDLCAT     ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

SQLDSN     SYSSQL.DDLCAT   DATASET NAME FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCAT"                     

 SQLUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCAT"                

 SQLVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCAT"                 

 SQLXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCAT"                       

 SQLASGN   SQLDD           DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "SQLDD"                           

 SQLVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "SQLDD"                      
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 SQLVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "SQLDD"              

 SQLVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                  

 SQLACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "SQLDD"                           

 SQLPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "SQLDD"                      

 SQLPAGS   2000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "SQLDD"                  

 SQLCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "SQLDD"               

 SQLDDLOPAGE 20001         STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSSQL.DDLCAT AREA              

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****   SYSSQL.DDLCATLOD   ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

SQLLDSN     SYSSQL.DDLCATL  DATASET NAME FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCATL"                   

 SQLLUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCATL"              

 SQLLVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCATL"               

 SQLLXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCATL"                     

 SQLLASGN   SQLLOD          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "SQLLOD"                         

 SQLLVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "SQLLOD"                    

 SQLLVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "SQLLOD"            

 SQLLVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                 

 SQLLACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "SQLLOD"                         

 SQLLPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "SQLLOD"                    

 SQLLPAGS   500             NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "SQLLOD"                

 SQLLCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "SQLLOD"             

 SQLLODLOPAGE 25001         STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSSQL.DDLCATLOD AREA          

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    SYSSQL.DDLCATX    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

SQLXDSN     SYSSQL.DDLCATX  DATASET NAME FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCATX"                   

 SQLXUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCATX"              

 SQLXVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCATX"               

 SQLXXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "SYSSQL.DDLCATX"                     

 SQLXASGN   SQLXDD          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "SQLXDD"                         

 SQLXVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "SQLXDD"                    

 SQLXVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "SQLXDD"            

 SQLXVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                 

 SQLXACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "SQLXDD"                         

 SQLXPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "SQLXDD"                    

 SQLXPAGS   500             NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "SQLXDD"                

 SQLXCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "SQLXDD"             

 SQLXLOPAGE 28001           STARTING PAGE OF THE SYSSQL.DDLCATX AREA            

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****    ASFDICT SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:    ****               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE  *               
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               *    FILES AND AREAS THAT COMPRISE THE ASFDICT   *               

               *    SEGMENT. THIS SEGMENT IS ONLY REQUIRED      *               

               *    FOR SITES INSTALLING THE ASF-OPTION.        *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    ASFDICT.DDLDML    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

ADMLDSN     ASFDICT.DDLDML  DATASET NAME FOR "ASFDICT.DDLDML"                   

 ADMLUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "ASFDICT.DDLDML"              

 ADMLVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "ASFDICT.DDLDML"               

 ADMLXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "ASFDICT.DDLDML"                     

 ADMLASGN   ASFDML          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "ASFDML"                         

 ADMLVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "ASFDML"                    

 ADMLVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "ASFDML"            

 ADMLVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                 

 ADMLACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "ASFDML"                         

 ADMLPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "ADML "                     

 ADMLPAGS   2000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "ADML "                 

 ADMLCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "ADML "              

 ADBNAME    ASFDICT         DBNAME FOR THE ASF DICTIONARY                       

 ADMLLOPAGE 80001           STARTING PAGE OF ASFDICT.DDLDML AREA                

 ADMLUSER   ""              AUTHORIZED USER ID FOR ASF DICTIONARY SIGNON        

 ADMLUSERPW ""              AUTHORIZED USER PASSWORD FOR ASF DICTIONARY         

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****   ASFDICT.ASFDEFN    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        *    (ASF DEFINITION AREA)   *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

ADEFNDSN     ASFDICT.ASFDEFN DATASET NAME FOR "ASFDICT.ASFDEFN"                 

 ADEFNUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "ASFDICT.ASFDEFN"            

 ADEFNVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "ASFDICT.ASFDEFN"             

 ADEFNXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "ASFDICT.ASFDEFN"                   

 ADEFNASGN   ASFDEFN         DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "ASFDEFN"                       

 ADEFNVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "ASFDEFN"                  

 ADEFNVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "ASFDEFN"          

 ADEFNVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 ADEFNACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "ASFDEFN"                       

 ADEFNPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "ADEFN "                   

 ADEFNPAGS   1000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "ADEFN "               

 ADEFNCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "ADEFN "            

 ADEFNLOPAGE 83001           STARTING PAGE OF ASFDICT.ASFDEFN AREA              

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****   ASFDICT.ASFDATA    ****                          
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                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        *      (ASF DATA AREA)       *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

ADATADSN     ASFDICT.ASFDATA DATASET NAME FOR "ASFDICT.ASFDATA"                 

 ADATAUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "ASFDICT.ASFDATA"            

 ADATAVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "ASFDICT.ASFDATA"             

 ADATAXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "ASFDICT.ASFDATA"                   

 ADATAASGN   ASFDATA         DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "ASFDATA"                       

 ADATAVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "ASFDATA"                  

 ADATAVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "ASFDATA"          

 ADATAVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 ADATAACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "ASFDATA"                       

 ADATAPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "ADATA "                   

 ADATAPAGS   2000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "ADATA "               

 ADATACISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "ADATA "            

 ADATALOPAGE 85001           STARTING PAGE OF ASF DATA AREA                     

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    ASFDICT.ASFLOD    ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        *       (ASF LOAD AREA)      *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

ADLODDSN     ASFDICT.ASFLOD  DATASET NAME FOR "ASFDICT.ASFLOD"                  

 ADLODUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "ASFDICT.ASFLOD"             

 ADLODVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "ASFDICT.ASFLOD"              

 ADLODXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "ASFDICT.ASFLOD"                    

 ADLODASGN   ASFLOD          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "ASFLOD"                        

 ADLODVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "ASFLOD"                   

 ADLODVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "ASFLOD"           

 ADLODVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 ADLODACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "ASFLOD"                        

 ADLODPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "ADLOD "                   

 ADLODPAGS   2000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "ADLOD "               

 ADLODCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "ADLOD "            

 ADLODLOPAGE 88001           STARTING PAGE OF THE ASFDICT.ASFLOD AREA           

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****    EMPDEMO SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:    ****               

               *                                                *               

               *   USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE   *               

               *   FILES AND AREAS THAT COMPRISE THE EMPDEMO    *               

               *   SEGMENT. THIS SEGMENT IS REQUIRED TO BUILD   *               

               *   THE EMPLOYEE SKILLS NETWORK DEMO DATABASE.   *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO   ****                          
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                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

EMPDSN     EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO "EMPDEMO" DATASET NAME                               

 EMPUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "EMPDEMO"                      

 EMPVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "EMPDEMO"                       

 EMPXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "EMPDEMO" ALLOCATION                  

 EMPASGN   EMPDEMO         DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "EMPDEMO"                         

 EMPVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "EMPDEMO"                    

 EMPVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "EMPDEMO"            

 EMPVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                  

 EMPACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "EMPDEMO"                         

 EMPPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "EMPDEMO"                    

 EMPPAGS   50              NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "EMPDEMO"                

 EMPCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "EMPDEMO"             

 EMPLOPAGE 75001           STARTING PAGE OF EMPDEMO AREA                        

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    EMPDEMO.INSDEMO   ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

INSDSN     EMPDEMO.INSDEMO "INSDEMO" DATASET NAME                               

 INSUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "INSDEMO"                      

 INSVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "INSDEMO"                       

 INSXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "INSDEMO" ALLOCATION                  

 INSASGN   INSDEMO         DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "INSDEMO"                         

 INSVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "INSDEMO"                    

 INSVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "INSDEMO"            

 INSVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                  

 INSACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "INSDEMO"                         

 INSPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "INSDEMO"                    

 INSPAGS   25              NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "INSDEMO"                

 INSCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "INSDEMO"             

 INSLOPAGE 75101           STARTING PAGE OF INSDEMO AREA                        

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    EMPDEMO.ORGDEMO   ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

ORGDSN     EMPDEMO.ORGDEMO "ORGDEMO" DATASET NAME                               

 ORGUNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "ORGDEMO"                      

 ORGVOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "ORGDEMO"                       

 ORGXTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "ORGDEMO" ALLOCATION                  

 ORGASGN   ORGDEMO         DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "ORGDEMO"                         

 ORGVSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "ORGDEMO"                    

 ORGVCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "ORGDEMO"            

 ORGVCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                  

 ORGACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "ORGDEMO"                         

 ORGPGSZ   5064            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "ORGDEMO"                    
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 ORGPAGS   25              NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "ORGDEMO"                

 ORGCISZ   4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "ORGDEMO"             

 ORGLOPAGE 75151           STARTING PAGE OF ORGDEMO AREA                        

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****    SQLDEMO SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:    ****               

               *                                                *               

               *   USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE   *               

               *   FILES AND AREAS THAT COMPRISE THE SQLDEMO    *               

               *   SEGMENT. THIS SEGMENT IS REQUIRED TO BUILD   *               

               *   THE SQL VERSION OF THE EMPLOYEE SKILLS       *               

               *   DEMO DATABASE.                               *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    SQLDEMO.EMPLDEMO  ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

EMPLDSN     SQLDEMO.EMPLDEMO "EMPLDEMO" DATASET NAME                            

 EMPLUNIT   ""               OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "EMPLDEMO"                   

 EMPLVOL    @DISKVOL@        OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "EMPLDEMO"                    

 EMPLXTNT   ""               DISK SPACE FOR "EMPLDEMO" ALLOCATION               

 EMPLASGN   EMPLDEM          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "EMPLDEMO"                      

 EMPLVSPA   ""               VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "EMPLDEMO"                 

 EMPLVCAT   DEFAULT          VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "EMPLDEMO"         

 EMPLVCID   @VSAMVCID@       VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 EMPLACCM   @DISKACCM@       DISK ACCESS METHOD "EMPLDEMO"                      

 EMPLPGSZ   5064             PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "EMPLDEMO"                 

 EMPLPAGS   100              NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "EMPLDEMO"             

 EMPLCISZ   4096             VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "EMPLDEMO"          

 EMPLLOPAGE 77001            STARTING PAGE OF THE SQLDEMO.EMPLDEMO AREA         

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    SQLDEMO.INFODEMO  ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

INFODSN     SQLDEMO.INFODEMO "INFODEMO" DATASET NAME                            

 INFOUNIT   ""               OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "INSDEMO"                    

 INFOVOL    @DISKVOL@        OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "INSDEMO"                     

 INFOXTNT   ""               DISK SPACE FOR "INSDEMO" ALLOCATION                

 INFOASGN   INFODEM          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "INFODEMO"                      

 INFOVSPA   ""               VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "INFODEMO"                 

 INFOVCAT   DEFAULT          VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "INFODEMO"         

 INFOVCID   @VSAMVCID@       VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 INFOACCM   @DISKACCM@       DISK ACCESS METHOD "INFODEMO"                      

 INFOPGSZ   5064             PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "INFODEMO"                 

 INFOPAGS   50               NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "INFODEMO"             
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 INFOCISZ   4096             VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "INFODEMO"          

 INFOLOPAGE 77201           STARTING PAGE OF THE SQLDEMO.INFODEMO AR EA         

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****    SQLDEMO.INDXDEMO  ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

INDXDSN     SQLDEMO.INDXDEMO "INDXDEMO" DATASET NAME                            

 INDXUNIT   ""               OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "INDXDEMO"                   

 INDXVOL    @DISKVOL@        OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "INDXDEMO"                    

 INDXXTNT   ""               DISK SPACE FOR "INDXDEMO" ALLOCATION               

 INDXASGN   INDXDEM          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "INDXDEMO"                      

 INDXVSPA   ""               VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "INDXDEMO"                 

 INDXVCAT   DEFAULT          VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "INDXDEMO"         

 INDXVCID   @VSAMVCID@       VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 INDXACCM   @DISKACCM@       DISK ACCESS METHOD "INDXDEMO"                      

 INDXPGSZ   5064             PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "INDXDEMO"                 

 INDXPAGS   50               NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "INDXDEMO"             

 INDXCISZ   4096             VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "INDXDEMO"          

 INDXLOPAGE 77301            STARTING PAGE FOR SQLDEMO.INDXDEMO                 

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****   PROJSEG  SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:    ****               

               *                                                *               

               *   USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE   *               

               *   PROJSEG SEGMENT. THIS SEGMENT IS PART OF     *               

               *   THE SQL DEMO DATABASE.                       *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

PROJDSN     PROJSEG.PROJDEMO "PROJDEMO" DATASET NAME                            

 PROJUNIT   ""               OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "PROJDEMO"                   

 PROJVOL    @DISKVOL@        OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "PROJDEMO"                    

 PROJXTNT   ""               DISK SPACE FOR "PROJDEMO" ALLOCATION               

 PROJASGN   PROJDEM          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "PROJDEMO"                      

 PROJVSPA   ""               VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "PROJDEMO"                 

 PROJVCAT   DEFAULT          VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "PROJDEMO"         

 PROJVCID   @VSAMVCID@       VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

 PROJACCM   @DISKACCM@       DISK ACCESS METHOD "PROJDEMO"                      

 PROJPGSZ   5064             PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "PROJDEMO"                 

 PROJPAGS   50               NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "PROJDEMO"             

 PROJCISZ   4096             VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "PROJDEMO"          

 PROJLOPAGE 77401            STARTING PAGE FOR PROJSEG.PROJDEMO                 

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****     DISK AND TAPE JOURNAL PARAMETERS     ****               

               *                                                *               

               *   USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE   *               

               *   SYSTEM TAPE AND DISK JOURNALS.               *               
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               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****   TAPE JOURNAL FILE  ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

TJRNDSN     IDMSTAPE.DEMOJRNL  "TAPEJRNL" DATASET NAME                          

 TDMPDSN    IDMSTAPE.DUMP      "TAPEDUMP" DATASET NAME (FILE 2)                 

 TJRNVOL    NO             VOLSER FOR "TAPEJRNL"; NO WILL 'DUMMY' IT OUT        

 TJRNUNIT   @TAPEUNIT@     OVERRIDE TAPEUNIT FOR "TAPEJRNL"                     

 TJRNASGN   SYS009         DD NAME FOR "TAPEJRNL"                               

 TJRNSYS    SYS009         DEFAULT SYS NUMBER FOR TAPE JOURNAL                  

 TJRNBKSZ   8000           BLOCK SIZE FOR JOURNAL TAPE                          

                                                                                

                        ******************************                          

                        *           SELECT           *                          

                        ****   DISK JOURNAL FILE  ****                          

                        *         PARAMETERS         *                          

                        ******************************                          

                                                                                

J1DSN     J1JRNL          DATASET NAME FOR "J1JRNL"                             

 J1UNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "J1JRNL"                        

 J1VOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "J1JRNL"                         

 J1XTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "J1JRNL"                               

 J1ASGN   J1JRNL          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "J1JRNL"                           

 J1VSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "J1JRNL"                      

 J1VCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "J1JRNL"              

 J1VCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                   

 J1ACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "J1JRNL"                           

 J1PGSZ   2004            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "J1JRNL"                      

 J1PAGS   5000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "J1JRNL"                  

 J1CISZ   2048            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "J1JRNL"               

                                                                                

J2DSN     J2JRNL          DATASET NAME FOR "J2JRNL"                             

 J2UNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "J2JRNL"                        

 J2VOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "J2JRNL"                         

 J2XTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "J2JRNL"                               

 J2ASGN   J2JRNL          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "J2JRNL"                           

 J2VSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "J2JRNL"                      

 J2VCAT   DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "J2JRNL"              

 J2VCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                   

 J2ACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "J2JRNL"                           

 J2PAGS   @J1PAGS@        NUMBER OF PAGES(BLOCKS) IN "J2JRNL"                   

 J2CISZ   @J1CISZ@        VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL FOR "J2JRNL"                    

                                                                                

J3DSN     J3JRNL          DATASET NAME FOR "J3JRNL"                             

 J3UNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "J3JRNL"                        

 J3VOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "J3JRNL"                         

 J3XTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "J3JRNL"                               

 J3ASGN   J3JRNL          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "J3JRNL"                           
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 J3VSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "J3JRNL"                      

 J3VCAT   ""              VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "J3JRNL"              

 J3VCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                   

 J3ACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "J3JRNL"                           

 J3PAGS   @J1PAGS@        NUMBER OF PAGES(BLOCKS) IN "J3JRNL"                   

 J3CISZ   @J1CISZ@        VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL FOR "J3JRNL"                    

                                                                                

J4DSN     J4JRNL          DATASET NAME FOR "J4JRNL"                             

 J4UNIT   ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "J4JRNL"                        

 J4VOL    @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "J4JRNL"                         

 J4XTNT   ""              DISK SPACE FOR "J4JRNL"                               

 J4ASGN   J4JRNL          DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "J4JRNL"                           

 J4VSPA   ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "J4JRNL"                      

 J4VCAT   ""              VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "J4JRNL"              

 J4VCID   @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                   

 J4ACCM   @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "J4JRNL"                           

 J4PAGS   @J1PAGS@        NUMBER OF PAGES(BLOCKS) IN "J4JRNL"                   

 J4CISZ   @J1CISZ@        VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL FOR "J4JRNL"                    

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****    SYSCTL FILE ALLOCATION PARAMETERS     ****               

               *                                                *               

               *     USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE     *               

               *     AND ALLOCATE A SYSCTL FILE.                *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

SYSCTLDSN     SYSCTL       DATASET NAME FOR "SYSCTL"                            

 SYSCTLUNIT   ""           OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "SYSCTL"                       

 SYSCTLVOL    @DISKVOL@    OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "SYSCTL"                        

 SYSCTLXTNT   ""           DISK SPACE FOR "SYSCTL"                              

 SYSCTLASGN   SYSCTL       DEFAULT FILE NAME FOR "SYSCTL"                       

 SYSCTLSYS    SYS000       SYSCTL "// ASSGN SYMBOLIC-UNIT"                      

                                                                                

             **************************************************                 

             *                                                *                 

             ****   TOOLDICT SEGMENT PARAMETERS FOLLOW:    ****                 

             *                                                *                 

             *   USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE   *                 

             *   FILES THAT COMPRISE THE TOOLDICT SEGMENT.    *                 

             *   THIS SEGMENT IS THE CA IDMS TOOLS           *                 

             *   DICTIONARY WHERE THE SCHEMAS, SUBSCHEMAS,    *                 

             *   MAPS, DIALOGS, WORK RECORDS, APPLICATIONS,   *                 

             *   AND TUTORIAL MODULES REQUIRED FOR THOSE      *                 

             *   PRODUCTS ARE INSTALLED.                      *                 

             *                                                *                 

             **************************************************                 

                                                                                

NEW-TDICT    YES             ALLOCATE TOOLDICT SEGMENT

                                         VALID VALUES: NO (DEFAULT), YES, EXISTS

TDICTNAME    @DEMODICT@      DICTIONARY TO PUT TOOLDICT INTO IF NOT NEW         
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                       ******************************                           

                       *           SELECT           *                           

                       ***     TOOLDICT.DDLDML    ***                           

                       *         PARAMETERS         *                           

                       ******************************                           

                                                                                

TDICTSEG     TOOLDICT        SEGMENT NAME FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"                 

TDICTDBN     @TDICTSEG@      DBNAME FOR TOOLDICT SEGMENT                        

TDICTASGN    TDICTDB         DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "TDICTDB"                       

TDICTHLQ     @PREFIX@        HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR "TOLDICT.DDLDML"          

TDICTLLQ     @TDICTSEG@.DDLDML LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"        

TDICTUNIT    ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"            

TDICTVOL     @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"             

TDICTXTNT    ""              DISK SPACE FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDML"                   

TDICTVSPA    ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "TDICTDB"                  

TDICTVCAT    DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "TDICTDB"          

TDICTPGSZ    4276            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "TDICTDB"                  

TDICTPAGS    2000            NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "TDICTDB"              

TDICTCISZ    4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "TDICTDB"           

TDICTLOPG    95001           STARTING PAGE OF "TOOLDICT.DDLDML" AREA            

TDICTVCID    @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

TDICTACCM    @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "TDICT"                         

                                                                                

                       ******************************                           

                       *           SELECT           *                           

                       ***    TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD   ***                           

                       *         PARAMETERS         *                           

                       ******************************                           

                                                                                

TDLODASGN    TDLODDB         DEFAULT DDNAME FOR "TDLODDB"                       

TDLODHLQ     @PREFIX@        HIGH LVL QUALIFIER FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD"         

TDLODLLQ     @TDICTSEG@.DDLDCLOD LOW LVL QUALIFIER FOR                          

*                            "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD"                                

TDLODUNIT    ""              OVERRIDE DISKUNIT FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD"          

TDLODVOL     @DISKVOL@       OVERRIDE DISKVOL FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD"           

TDLODXTNT    ""              DISK SPACE FOR "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD"                 

TDLODVSPA    ""              VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "TDLODDB"                  

TDLODVCAT    DEFAULT         VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "TDLODDB"          

TDLODPGSZ    4276            PAGESIZE FOR AREA(S) IN "TDLODDB"                  

TDLODPAGS    100             NUMBER OF PAGES (BLOCKS) IN "TDLODDB"              

TDLODCISZ    4096            VSAM CONTROL-INTERVAL SIZE FOR "TDLODDB"           

TDLODLOPG    98001           STARTING PAGE OF "TOOLDICT.DDLDCLOD"               

TDLODVCID    @VSAMVCID@      VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                

TDLODACCM    @DISKACCM@      DISK ACCESS METHOD "TDLOD"                         

                                                                                

             ***************************************************                

             *                                                 *                

             *              PRODUCT INSTALLATION               *                

             ****          AND RUN-TIME PARAMETERS          ****                

             *                                                 *                

             *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO SPECIFY THE  *                

             *    RUN-TIME OPTIONS AND INSTALLATION VALUES     *                

             *    FOR THE CA IDMS TOOLS PRODUCTS SELECTED.     *                
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             ***************************************************                

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *       COMMON PRODUCT       *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

HLPDICT      @TDICTSEG@ ALTERNATE DICTIONARY USED FOR HELP MODULES              

HLPNODE      ""          ALTERNATE NODE USED FOR HELP MODULES                   

HLPVERS      1           VERSION NUMBER OF HELP MODULES                         

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *            DBIO            *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

DBIOSIZE     CYL         HOW DATA IS READ CYL/TRK/BLK                           

DBIOMBUF     2           MAX BUFFERS PER READ                                   

DBIODBUF     1           AVERAGE BUFFERS PER READ                               

DBIOENT      NO          SNAP INFORMATION UPON ENTERING GSDIDIO                 

DBIOXIT      NO          SNAP INFORMATION PRIOR TO EXITING                      

DBIOOPN      NO          SNAP INFORMATION PRIOR TO OPENING A FILE               

DBIOCLS      NO          SNAP INFORMATION PRIOR TO CLOSING A FILE               

DBIOFS       NO          SNAP INFORMATION FOR FASTSCAN PROCESSING               

DBIOXCP      NO          SNAP INFORMATION FOR EXCP PROCESSING                   

DBIOPRQ      NO          SNAP INFORMATION FOR A PAGE REQUEST                    

DBIOERR      NO          SNAP INFO. UPON ANY NON-ZERO MINOR ERROR-STATUS        

DBIOTRACE    NO          SAVE ROUTINE NAMES IN TRACE TABLE                      

DBIODEBUG    NO          DISPLAY DEBUG INFORMATION                              

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *         DML-ONLINE         *                         

                         ***      INSTALLATION      ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

DMLOSEG      DMLO        DMLO SEGMENT NAME                                      

DMLODBN      @DMLOSEG@   DMLO DBNAME NAME                                       

UDDATASTPG   0360000     START PAGE FOR USD-DATA-AREA                           

UDDATANMPG   600         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR USD-DATA-AREA               

DMLOXTNT     ""          DISK SPACE FOR FILE "USDFIL1"                          

DMLOPGSZ     3476        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR DMLO DATABASE                      

DMLOHLQ      @PREFIX@    DSN HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR DMLO DB FILE              

DMLOLLQ      @DMLOSEG@.PROFILE  DSN LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR DMLO DB FILE        

DMLOUNIT     ""          DISK UNIT FOR DMLO DATABASE FILE                       

DMLOVOL      @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR DMLO DATABASE FILE                     

DMLOVCAT     DEFAULT     VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DMLO"                 

DMLOVCID     @VSAMVCID@  VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

DMLOVSPA     ""          VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DMLO"                         

DMLOACCM     @DISKACCM@  DISK ACCESS METHOD "DMLO"                              

DMLOCISZ     4096        VSAM CONTROL INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DMLO"                  
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                         ******************************                         

                         *         DML-ONLINE         *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

LOWCASE      N           LOWER CASE OPTION  (Y/N)                               

DPRTCL       1           DC PRINT CLASS                                         

TPRTCL       A           TSO PRINT CLASS                                        

CPRTCL       A           CICS PRINT CLASS                                       

DISPLAY      COBOL       DISPLAY FMT  (COBOL/VERTICAL)                          

AUTOHEX      ON          AUTOHEX   OPTION (ON/OFF)                              

AUTOBND      ON          AUTO-BIND OPTION (ON/OFF)                              

MAPIN        FAST        DATA/COMMAND INP (FAST/STEP)                           

CLIST        FAST        CLIST EXECUTION  (FAST/STEP)                           

DSPCMND      INPUT       COMMAND DISPLAY  (INPUT/USED)                          

LRFSCRN      NORM        LRF SCREEN FMT   (NORM/MAX)                            

MODE         EXPERT      SESSION MODE    (EXPERT/MENU)                          

USERXIT      (DYNAM,OFF) USER EXIT OPTION                                       

GLOBID       DMLOSYS     SYS. PROF/CLIST OWNER ID                               

ADMIN        USERID01    DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON                              

ADMIN2       USERID02    DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON                              

USERID       INPUT       CHG USERID ?  (INPUT/PROT)                             

NONDSPLY     C'_'        NONDISPLAY TRANSLATION                                 

DEFDICT      ""          DEFAULT SIGNON DICTIONARY                              

DEFNODE      ""          DEFAULT SIGNON DICT. NODE                              

PRFDBNM      DMLO        PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NAME                              

PRFDBND      ""          PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NODE                              

SBUFNM       SBUF        DEFAULT SCR REC NAME PFX                               

QBUFNM       QBUF        DEFAULT QUE REC NAME PFX                               

SQBUFL       4096        DEFAULT S/Q REC MAX LEN                                

ATTNKEY      PA1         ATTENTION/INTERRUPT                                    

SNONKEY      (PF2,PF14)  SIGNON HELP  (P)                                       

PROFKEY      (PF4,PF16)  PROFILE LIST (P)                                       

HELPKEY      (PF1,PF13)  SESSION HELP                                           

SHOWKEY      (PF2,PF14)  SHOW PFKEYS                                            

PENDKEY      (PF3,PF15)  END                                                    

DISPKEY      (PF4,PF16)  REDISPLAY                                              

PGUPKEY      (PF7,PF19)  SCROLL UP                                              

PGDNKEY      (PF8,PF20)  SCROLL DOWN                                            

DEFENTK      Y           DEFAULT USE OF ENTER KEY                               

DEFDBNM      ""          DEFAULT SIGNON DBNAME                                  

STKSIZE      4096        DEFAULT PUSH STACK SIZE                                

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *         MASTERKEY          *                         

                         ***      INSTALLATION      ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

MKEYSEG      MASTRKEY    MASTERKEY SEGMENT NAME                                 

MKEYDBN      @MKEYSEG@   MASTERKEY DBNAME  NAME                                 
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SKDATASTPG   0330000     START PAGE FOR SSK-DATA-AREA                           

SKDATANMPG   600         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR SSK-DATA-AREA               

MKEYXTNT     ""          DISK SPACE FOR FILE "SSKFIL1"                          

MKEYPGSZ     3476        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR MASTERKEY DATABASE                 

MKEYHLQ      @PREFIX@    DSN HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR MASTERKEY DB FILE         

MKEYLLQ      @MKEYSEG@.DATASEG  DSN LOW LVL QUALFR FOR MASTERKEY                

*                        DB FILE                                                

MKEYUNIT     ""          DISK UNIT FOR MASTERKEY DATABASE FILE                  

MKEYVOL      @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUMN FOR MASTERKEY DATABASE FILE                

MKEYVCAT     DEFAULT     VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "MKEY"                 

MKEYVCID     @VSAMVCID@  VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

MKEYVSPA     ""          VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "MKEY"                         

MKEYACCM     @DISKACCM@  DISK ACCESS METHOD "MKEY"                              

MKEYCISZ     4096        VSAM CONTROL INTERVAL SIZE FOR "MKEY"                  

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *          MASTERKEY         *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

CLTDICT      @TDICTSEG@ DICTNAME FOR TRANSIENT CLISTS                           

CLTNODE      ""          DICTNODE FOR TRANSIENT CLISTS                          

F8PROKEEP    255         NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN PROFILE QUEUE RECORDS         

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *         ADS-ALIVE          *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

USGTSK       ADSALIVE    TASK CODE TO INVOKE ADS-ALIVE                          

PCHOFF       3800        OFFSET FOR IMPLANT                                     

SWEEP        Y           AREA SWEEP FOR DIALOG WILD CARDS (Y/N)                 

AUTO         Y           NON-INTERRUPT MODE ALLOWED (Y/N)                       

QKEEP        3           NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN DEBUG QUEUE RECORDS           

O5PROKEEP    255         NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN PROFILE QUEUE RECORDS         

DICTDEF      D           USE DEFAULT DICTNAME OR PROFILE DICTNAME (D/P)         

ABRTSCR      Y           POST-ABORT BROWSE SCREEN (Y OR N)                      

SKPUG18      N           ALLOW USG0018E OVERRIDE                                

DSPLTAB      N           ALTER CHAR DISPLAY TABLE                               

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *     DATABASE EXTRACTOR     *                         

                         ***      INSTALLATION      ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

DBXSEG       DBX         DBX SEGMENT NAME                                       

DBXDBN       @DBXSEG@    DBX DBNAME NAME                                        

UVDATASTPG   0370000     START PAGE FOR USV-DATA-AREA                           

UVDATANMPG   3000        NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR USV-DATA-AREA               

DBXXTNT      ""          DISK SPACE FOR FILE "USVFIL1"                          
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DBXPGSZ      3476        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR DBX DATABASE                       

DBXHLQ       @PREFIX@    DSN HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR DBX DB FILE               

DBXLLQ       @DBXSEG@.USVFIL1 DSN LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR DBX DB FILE           

DBXUNIT      @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR DBX DATABASE FILE                        

DBXVOL       ""          DISK VOLUMN FOR DBX DATABASE FILE                      

DBXVCAT      DEFAULT     VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DBX"                  

DBXVCID      @VSAMVCID@  VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

DBXVSPA      ""          VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DBX"                          

DBXACCM      @DISKACCM@  DISK ACCESS METHOD "DBX"                               

DBXCISZ      4096        VSAM CONTROL INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DBX"                   

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *     DATABASE EXTRACTOR     *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

DBXTSK       DBX         TASK CODE TO INVOKE DBX                                

STKENTS      50          NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN DBX STACK (30 TO 1000)            

COPY         ANYONE      WHO USER CAN COPY FROM (ANYONE/DBXADMIN/USER)          

RETSEQ       YES         RETAIN PHYSICAL SEQ OF MEMBER RECORDS (YES/NO)         

XRECURO      YES         EXTRACT OWNER OF RECURSIVE RECORDS (YES/NO)            

BGINMID      NO          BEGIN VIEW/EDIT IN MIDDLE OF PATH (YES/NO)             

NLYZ008      WARNING     HAVE NLYZ008 WARNING/ERROR MSG (WARNING/ERROR)         

SYSIDMS_DMCL NO          SPECIFY TARGET DMCL IN SYSIDMS                         

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *          DC-SORT           *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

MAIN         10000       AMOUNT OF IN-CORE SORT STORAGE (0 THRU N)              

AUX          10000       AMOUNT OF SECONDARY SORT STORAGE (0 THRU N)            

MINRBUF      100         NUMBER OF RECORDS PER PAGE (0 THRU N)                  

LIMLOCK      N           PREVENT USERS FROM SETLIMIT FACILITY (Y/N)             

EXITKEY      PF24        ADS PREPROCESSOR EXIT KEY (PA1...PF24)                 

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *          DC-SORT           *                         

                         ***      INSTALLATION      ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

DCSORTDEMO   N           INSTALL DC-SORT DEMO DIALOG AND PROGRAM (Y/N)          

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *      DC-SORT FOR CICS      *                         

                         ***      INSTALLATION      ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

DCSORT-CICS  NO          INSTALL DC-SORT FOR CICS (YES/NO)                      
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* DC-SORT FOR CICS INSTALLATION LIBRARY DEFINITION *                            

DCSRVOL      @DISKVOL@   VOLUME ID FOR PRODUCTION DC/SORT CICS LIBRARY          

DCSRXTNT     ""          NUMBER OF TRACKS/BLOCKS FOR DC/SORT CICS PROD LIBRARY  

DCSRDSN      ""          DSN FOR PRODUCTION DC/SORT CICS 17 LIBRARY             

DCSRLIBNME   ""          PRODUCTION DC/SORT CICS 17 LIBRARY NAME                

DCSRSUBNME   ""          PRODUCTION DC/SORT CICS 17 SUBLIBRARY NAME             

DCSRVCAT     DEFAULT     VSAM CATALOG NAME FOR THE PRODUCTION LIBRARY           

DCSRVCID     @VSAMVCID@  VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

DCSRVSPA     ""          VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DCSORT"                       

                                                                                

SKIPDCSRLIB  NO          SKIP THE CREATION OF THE DC/SORT CICS LIBRARY          

SKIPDCSRSUB  NO          SKIP THE CREATION OF THE DC/SORT CICS SUBLIBRARY       

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *     ONLINE LOG DISPLAY     *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

LOGDTSK      LOGD        TASK CODE TO INVOKE ONLINE LOG DISPLAY                 

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *      JOURNAL ANALYZER      *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

DEVICE1      DISK        DEVICE FOR EXTRACT & DISPLAY (TAPE/DISK)               

DEVICE2      DISK        DEVICE FOR MANAGEMENT RANKING (TAPE/DISK)              

FILABL       STD         LABEL TYPE FOR TAPE (STD/NSTD/NO)                      

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *     DICTIONARY MIGRATOR    *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

XPICOVR      N           EXCLUDE PICTURE OVERRIDES                              

XSUBEL       N           EXCLUDE SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS                           

MAPDCMP      N           MAP DECOMPILE OPTION                                   

SHARRDY      N           READY IN SHARED UPDATE (OBJECT DICT)                   

EXCLRDY      N           READY IN EXCLUSIVE UPDATE "     "                      

DFLTOFF      N           DEFAULT IS OFF                                         

PROGALL      N           DISPLAY PROGRAMS WITH ALL                              

XCLIST       N           EXCLUDE CLIST (DCMT V NEW COPIES)                      

XCLIMM       N           EXCLUDE IMMEDIATE IN CLIST                             

XCLDBN       N           EXCLUDE DICTIONARY NAME IN CLIST                       

XCLVER       N           EXCLUDE VERSION IN CLIST                               

NOUDC        N           NO UDC COMMENT SYNTAX                                  

XUDNREF      N           EXCLUDE ALL UDN REFERENCES                             

XUDNREL      N           EXCLUDE ELEMENT UDN REFERENCES                         

XUDNRAT      N           EXCLUDE ATTRIBUTE UDN REFERENCES                       
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XUDNRSY      N           EXCLUDE SYSTEM UDN REFERENCES                          

XUDNRRC      N           EXCLUDE RECORD UDN REFERENCES                          

XUDNRMD      N           EXCLUDE MODULE UDN REFERENCES                          

XUDNRPG      N           EXCLUDE PROGRAM UDN REFERENCES                         

XUDNRUS      N           EXCLUDE USER UDN REFERENCES                            

DBQUOTE      N           DOUBLE QUOTE                                           

EXNTWK       N           EXTRACT IDMSNTWK COMPONENTS                            

XELEMNT      N           OMIT ELEMENTS FROM EXTRACTION                          

XELECOB      N           OMIT ELE FROM EXTRACT WHEN COBOLFMT                    

EXSYREC      N           EXTRACT SYSTEM RECORDS                                 

XUDNXRT      N           SKIP ALL UDN EXTRACTION                                

XUDNXEL      N           SKIP ELEMENT UDN EXTRACTION                            

XUDNXRC      N           SKIP RECORD UDN EXTRACTION                             

XUDNXMD      N           SKIP MODULE UDN EXTRACTION                             

XUDNXUS      N           SKIP USER UDN EXTRACTION                               

XUDNXAT      N           SKIP ATTRIBUTE UDN EXTRACTION                          

XUDNXSY      N           SKIP SYSTEM UDN EXTRACTION                             

XIMSYNR      N           OMIT SYNTAX FILE DISPLAY RPT ON IMP                    

DELADDS      N           USE DELETE/ADD SYNTAX (NOT MODIFY)                     

EXTSAME      N           EXTRACT SAME AS ENTITIES                               

DBABEND      N           ABEND ON DATABASE ERROR                                

NOEXATT      N           OMIT EXTRACTION OF CLASS-ATTRIBUTES                    

NOEXCLS      N           OMIT EXTRACTION OF CLASS                               

NOEXSYS      N           OMIT EXTRACTION OF SYSTEMS                             

STOPVER      N           STOP AFTER VALD IF ERRORS (CC=8)                       

NOATRXP      N           LEVEL=ONLY NO ATTR EXPLOSION                           

NOSAUTH      N           BYPASS SOURCE DICT SECURITY CHECKING                   

NOTAUTH      N           BYPASS TARGET DICT SECURITY CHECKING                   

ENTLAB       N           PUT ENTITY TYPE LABELS IN DDDLUPD                      

ABGNSRC      N           CREATE ADSOBCOM SOURCE GEN KEYFILE                     

XSIGNON      N           OMIT SIGNON FROM SYNTAX FILES                          

XSIGMAP      N           OMIT SIGNON FROM MAP SYNTAX FILES RHDCDEL/UPD          

XEQUDAT      N           SKIP EXTRACTION OF ENTITIES WITH EQUAL DATES           

DDLMOD       N           CREATE DDL SYNTAX FILES USING MODIFY                   

DDDLREP      N           CREATE DDDL SYNTAX USING REPLACE                       

TABNULL      N           ADD 'EXCLUDE VALUES NULL' TO TABLE SYNTAX              

EXPMOD       N           USE 'MODIFY'VERB FOR EXPORT CHANGEONLY SYNTAX          

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *    DICT MIGRATOR ASSIST    *                         

                         ***      INSTALLATION      ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

DMASEG       DMA         DICT MIGRATOR ASSIST SEGMENT NAME                      

DMADBN       @DMASEG@    DICT MIGRATOR ASSIST DBNAME  NAME                      

XMDATASTPG   0300000     START PAGE FOR XDM-DATA-AREA                           

XMDATANMPG   600         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR XDM-DATA-AREA               

DMAXTNT      ""          DISK SPACE FOR FILE "XDMFIL1"                          

DMAPGSZ      3476        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR DMA DATABASE                       

DMAHLQ       @PREFIX@    DSN HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR DMA DB FILE               

DMALLQ       @DMASEG@.XDMFIL1 DSN LOW LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR DMA DB FILE           

DMAUNIT      ""          DISK UNIT FOR DMA DATABASE FILE                        
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DMAVOL       @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUMN FOR DMA DATABASE FILE                      

DMAVCAT      DEFAULT     VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "DMA"                  

DMAVCID      @VSAMVCID@  VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

DMAVSPA      ""          VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING "DMA"                          

DMAACCM      @DISKACCM@  DISK ACCESS METHOD "DMA"                               

DMACISZ      4096        VSAM CONTROL INTERVAL SIZE FOR "DMA"                   

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *    DICT MIGRATOR ASSIST    *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

DMATSK       DMA         TASK CODE TO INVOKE DMA                                

MUPROKEEP    255         NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN PROFILE QUEUE RECORDS         

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *     DICT MODULE EDITOR     *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

LOCK         Y           SET LONGTERM DBKEY LOCKS (Y/N)                         

SCROLL       PAGE        SCROLL AMOUNT (PAGE/HALF/CSR)                          

DELIMITER    ;           COMMAND DELIMITER                                      

PAD          N           PAD CHARACTER (DEFAULT SPACE)                          

VERSION      HIGHEST     DEFAULT IDD VERSION (HIGHEST/LOWEST)                   

SECURITY     I           SECURITY SYSTEM (I=IDD, D=DBMS, B=DBMS+IDD)            

USERID       INPUT       USERID CHANGES (INPUT=ALLOW, PROT=NOT ALLOW)           

MODSORT      Y           MODULE SORT PERFORMED (Y/N)                            

SETDB        Y           RESET DATABASE/NODE TO DME ENTRY VALUE (Y/N)           

CLRKEND      Y           CLEAR KEY FUNCTION (Y=END, N=RESHOW)                   

PRTCLASS     "'  '"      SET DEFAULT PRINT CLASS (DC OR PRINT CLASS)            

EDITMOD      Y           SET DEFAULT ENTRY MODE TO EDIT MODULE                  

M3PROKEEP    255         NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN PROFILE QUEUE RECORDS         

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *            SASO            *                         

                         ***      INSTALLATION      ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

SASODOCSEG   SASODOC     SASODOC SEGMENT NAME                                   

SASOSTRSEG   SASOSTR     SASOSTR SEGMENT NAME                                   

SASODBN      @SASODOCSEG@ SASO DBNAME NAME                                      

ESCTRLSTPG   8100001     START PAGE FOR ESS-CTRL-AREA                           

ESCTRLSTBK   1           START BLOCK FOR ESS-CTRL-AREA                          

ESCTRLNMPG   95          NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESS-CTRL-AREA               

ESTEXTSTPG   8100101     START PAGE FOR ESS-TEXT-AREA                           

ESTEXTSTBK   96          START BLOCK FOR ESS-TEXT-AREA                          

ESTEXTNMPG   760         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESS-TEXT-AREA               

ESINDEXSTPG  8100901     START PAGE FOR ESS-INDEX-AREA                          

ESINDEXSTBK  856         START BLOCK FOR ESS-INDEX-AREA                         
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ESINDEXNMPG  95          NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESS-INDEX-AREA              

ESRELSESTPG  8101001     START PAGE FOR ESS-RELSE-AREA                          

ESSFIL1NMPG  950         TOTAL PAGES FOR ESS CTRL/TEXT/INDEX (3) AREAS          

ESRELSESTBK  1           START BLOCK FOR ESS-RELSE-AREA                         

ESRELSENMPG  240         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESS-RELSE-AREA              

ESRTEXTSTPG  8101301     START PAGE FOR ESS-RTEXT-AREA                          

ESRTEXTSTBK  241         START BLOCK FOR ESS-RTEXT-AREA                         

ESRTEXTNMPG  235         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESS-RTEXT-AREA              

ESSFIL2NMPG  475         TOTAL PAGES FOR ESS RELSE/RTEXT (2) AREAS              

ESCTRLDSTPG  8101601     START PAGE FOR ESS-CTRLD-AREA                          

ESCTRLDSTBK  1           START BLOCK FOR ESS-CTRLD-AREA                         

ESCTRLDNMPG  3           NUMBER OF PAGES FOR ESS-CTRLD-AREA                     

ESF1XTNT     ""          DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESSFIL1"                          

ESF2XTNT     ""          DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESSFIL2"                          

ESF3XTNT     ""          DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESSFIL3"                          

SASOPGSZ     9076        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR SASO DATABASE                      

SASOHLQ      @PREFIX@    DSN HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR SASO DB FILES             

SASOLLQ1     @SASODOCSEG@.PRIMARY  DSN LLQ FOR SASO DB FILES                    

SASOLLQ2     @SASODOCSEG@.RELEASE  DSN LLQ FOR SASO DB FILES                    

SASOLLQ3     @SASODOCSEG@.DOCUMENT DSN LLQ FOR SASO DB FILES                    

SASOUNIT1    @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR FILE "ESSFIL1"                           

SASOUNIT2    @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR FILE "ESSFIL2"                           

SASOUNIT3    @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR FILE "ESSFIL3"                           

SASOVOL1     @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUMNE FOR FILE "ESSFIL1"                        

SASOVOL2     @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUMNE FOR FILE "ESSFIL2"                        

SASOVOL3     @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUMNE FOR FILE "ESSFIL3"                        

SASOINTID    254         UNIQUE INTERNAL SASO DOCUMENT ID (36 TO 255)           

SASODOCID    SPG         DBNAME FOR SASO IN DATABASE NAME TABLE                 

SASODOCHLQ   @PREFIX@    DSN HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR SASO DOCUMENT FILE        

SASODOCLLQ   @SASODOCSEG@.SPGTEXT  DSN LLQ FOR SASO DOCUMENT FILE               

SASODOCVOL   @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR SASO DOCUMENT FILE                     

SASODOCXTNT  ""          EXTENT INFORMATION FOR SASO DOCUMENT FILE              

SASOVCAT1    DEFAULT     VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "ESSFIL1"              

SASOVCAT2    DEFAULT     VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "ESSFIL2"              

SASOVCAT3    DEFAULT     VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "ESSFIL3"              

SASOVCID1    @VSAMVCID@  VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

SASOVCID2    @VSAMVCID@  VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

SASOVCID3    @VSAMVCID@  VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

SASOVSPA1    ""          VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING FILE "ESSFIL1"                 

SASOVSPA2    ""          VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING FILE "ESSFIL2"                 

SASOVSPA3    ""          VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING FILE "ESSFIL3"                 

SASOACCM     @DISKACCM@  DISK ACCESS METHOD "SASO" FILES                        

SASOCISZ     9080        VSAM CONTROL INTERVAL SIZE FOR "SASO" FILES            

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *            SASO            *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

SASOTSK      SASO        TASK CODE TO INVOKE SASO                               

DEFDOC       SPG         DEFAULT DOCUMENT DBNAME TABLE ENTRY                    

JCL1         ""          DEFAULT JOB CARD LINE FOR INITIAL USER PROFILES        
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JCL2         ""          DEFAULT JOB CARD LINE FOR INITIAL USER PROFILES        

JCL3         ""          DEFAULT JOB CARD LINE FOR INITIAL USER PROFILES        

O4PROKEEP    255         NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN PROFILE QUEUE RECORDS         

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *          ENFORCER          *                         

                         ***      INSTALLATION      ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         

                                                                                

* ENFORCER DATABASE FILES DEFINITION *                                          

ENFRSEG      ENFORCER    ENFORCER SEGMENT NAME                                  

ENFRDBN      @ENFRSEG@   ENFORCER DBNAME  NAME                                  

EXCTRLSTPG   0310001     START PAGE FOR ESX-CTRL-AREA                           

EXCTRLNMPG   500         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESX-CTRL-AREA               

EXLOADSTPG   0310751     START PAGE FOR ESX-LOAD-AREA                           

EXLOADNMPG   200         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESX-LOAD-AREA               

EXINDEXSTPG  0311001     START PAGE FOR ESX-INDEX-AREA                          

EXINDEXNMPG  100         NUMBER OF PAGES/BLOCKS FOR ESX-INDEX-AREA              

EXF1XTNT     ""          DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESXFIL1"                          

EXF2XTNT     ""          DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESXFIL2"                          

EXF3XTNT     ""          DISK SPACE FOR FILE "ESXFIL3"                          

ENFRPGSZ     9076        BLOCK/PAGE SIZE FOR ENFORCER DATABASE                  

ENFRHLQ      @PREFIX@    DSN HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER FOR ENFORCER DB FILES         

ENFRLLQ1     @ENFRSEG@.CTRL   DSN LOW LVL QUALIFIER FOR ENFORCER                

*                        DB FILE                                                

ENFRLLQ2     @ENFRSEG@.LOAD   DSN LOW LVL QUALIFIER FOR ENFORCER                

*                        DB FILE                                                

ENFRLLQ3     @ENFRSEG@.INDEX  DSN LOW LVL QUALIFIER FOR ENFORCER                

*                        DB FILE                                                

ENFRUNIT1    @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR ENFORCER FILE "ESXFIL1"                  

ENFRUNIT2    @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR ENFORCER FILE "ESXFIL2"                  

ENFRUNIT3    @DISKUNIT@  DISK UNIT FOR ENFORCER FILE "ESXFIL3"                  

ENFRVOL1     @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR ENFORCER FILE "ESXFIL1"                

ENFRVOL2     @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR ENFORCER FILE "ESXFIL2"                

ENFRVOL3     @DISKVOL@   DISK VOLUME FOR ENFORCER FILE "ESXFIL3"                

ENFRVCAT1    DEFAULT     VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "ESXFIL1"              

ENFRVCAT2    DEFAULT     VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "ESXFIL2"              

ENFRVCAT3    DEFAULT     VSAM CATALOG-DSN(/PASSWORD) FOR "ESXFIL3"              

ENFRVCID1    @VSAMVCID@  VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

ENFRVCID2    @VSAMVCID@  VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

ENFRVCID3    @VSAMVCID@  VSE "// DLBL ...,VSAM,CAT=FILENAME"                    

ENFRVSPA1    ""          VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING FILE "ESXFIL1"                 

ENFRVSPA2    ""          VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING FILE "ESXFIL2"                 

ENFRVSPA3    ""          VSAM SPACE FOR DEFINING FILE "ESXFIL3"                 

ENFRACCM     @DISKACCM@  DISK ACCESS METHOD "ENFR"                              

ENFRCISZ     4096        VSAM CONTROL INTERVAL SIZE FOR "ENFR"                  

                                                                                

                         ******************************                         

                         *          ENFORCER          *                         

                         ***        RUN-TIME        ***                         

                         *         PARAMETERS         *                         

                         ******************************                         
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ENFTSK       ENFORCER    TASK CODE TO INVOKE ENFORCER                           

LOKMODE      D           DEADLOCK PROCESS (D-DEADLOCK, B-BATCH, M=IDDM)         

DSPACE       Y           SPACE DELIMITED WORDS ALLOWED (Y=YES, N=NO)            

DDASH        Y           DASH(-) DELIMITED WORDS ALLOWED (Y=YES, N=NO)          

DULINE       Y           ULINE(_) DELIMITED WORDS ALLOWED (Y=YES, N=NO)         

O3PROKEEP    255         NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN PROFILE QUEUE RECORDS         

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****         SELECT BACK-UP PARAMETERS        ****               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

BAK1ACTION  NO           RUN A "BACKUP" AFTER RHDCSGEN JOB (JOB5)               

                           VALID VALUES: NO (NO BACKUP OR RESTORE)              

                                       : BACKUP (RUN BACKUP ONLY)               

                                       : BOTH (RUN BACKUP AND RESTORE)          

 BAK1DSN    IDMSTAPE.BAK1DICT   TAPE DATASET NAME FOR BACKUP                    

 BAK1VOL    NO             VOLSER FOR "BAK1DICT"                                

 BAK1UNIT   @TAPEUNIT@     OVERRIDE TAPEUNIT FOR "BAK1DICT"                     

                                                                                

BAK2ACTION  NO           RUN A "BACKUP" AFTER SYSDIRL LOAD (JOB7)               

                           VALID VALUES: NO (NO BACKUP OR RESTORE)              

                                       : BACKUP (RUN BACKUP ONLY)               

                                       : BOTH (RUN BACKUP AND RESTORE)          

 BAK2DSN    IDMSTAPE.BAK2DIRL   TAPE DATASET NAME FOR 2ND BACKUP                

 BAK2VOL    NO             VOLSER FOR "BAK2DIRL"                                

 BAK2UNIT   @TAPEUNIT@     OVERRIDE TAPEUNIT FOR "BAK2DIRL"                     

                                                                                

BAK3ACTION  NO           RUN THE FINAL "BACKUP" AND "RESTORE" IN JOB14          

                           VALID VALUES: NO (NO BACKUP OR RESTORE)              

                                       : BACKUP (RUN BACKUP ONLY)               

                                       : BOTH (RUN BACKUP AND RESTORE)          

 BAK3DSN    IDMSTAPE.BAK3DICT   TAPE DATASET NAME FOR 3RD BACKUP                

 BAK3VOL    NO             VOLSER FOR "BAK3DICT"                                

 BAK3UNIT   @TAPEUNIT@     OVERRIDE TAPEUNIT FOR "BAK3DICT"                     

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****        JOB AND RESTART PARAMETERS        ****               

               *                                                *               

               *    USE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS TO SPECIFY     *               

               *    WHICH INSTALL JOBS YOU WILL BE RUNNING.     *               

               *    CODING "YES" OR A JOBNAME FOR ANY OF THE    *               

               *    "JOB" PARAMETERS WILL GENERATE JCL.         *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

                                                                                

RESTART    ""           RESTART GENERATED JOB WITH "JOBSTAGE"                   

                                                                                

JOB1        NO          JOB 1 Create the IDMS labels procedures                           

 J1JOB1     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           
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 J2JOB1     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2

 

IDMSLBLS     DEFAULT   IDMS LABEL PROC TO GET GENERATED                         

 J1IDMSLBLS  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2IDMSLBLS  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

VSAMLBLS    DEFAULT     VSAM DEFINES FOR IDMS DATASETS                          

 J1VSAMLBLS DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2VSAMLBLS DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                                    

JOB2        NO          JOB 2 WILL PROCESS THE SVC ASSEMBLY                     

 J1JOB2     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB2     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMSVC      DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF THE IDMS SVC                     

 J1ASMSVC   DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMSVC   DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMSVCX     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF THE TOOLS SVC EXIT 

 J1ASMSVCX  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                             

 J2ASMSVCX  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                              

 

JOB3        NO          JOB 3 CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLIES AND LINK EDITS                   

 J1JOB3     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB3     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMOPTI     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF IDMSOPTI                         

 J1ASMOPTI  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMOPTI  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMFTAB     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF RHDCFTAB                         

 J1ASMFTAB  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMFTAB  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMEVSAM    DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF IDMS/VSAM/T                      

 J1ASMEVSAM DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMEVSAM DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMCULP     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF CULMPROF MACRO                   

 J1ASMCULP  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMCULP  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMOPTF     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF RHDCOPTF                         

 J1ASMOPTF  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMOPTF  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMUXIT     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF RHDCUXIT                         

 J1ASMUXIT  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMUXIT  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMCICS     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLIES FOR CICS SUPPORT                  

 J1ASMCICS  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMCICS  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           
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ASMPERF     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF THE #PMOPT MACRO                 

 J1ASMPERF  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMPERF  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMCMSO     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF #SVCOPT MACRO AND LNKEDT         

 J1ASMCMSO  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMCMSO  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMCODE     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF RHDCCODE                         

 J1ASMCODE  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMCODE  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMPINT     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF RHDCPINT AND LNKEDT              

 J1ASMPINT  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMPINT  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMVCON     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF ADSOVCON                         

 J1ASMVCON  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMVCON  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMDL1T     DEFAULT     CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY OF DL1/T MODULES                    

 J1ASMDL1T  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMDL1T  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMFPPRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES JOURNAL ANALYZER MODULE M$UJDTF      

 J1ASMFPPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMFPPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMF8PRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES MASTERKEY MODULE SSKTPARM            

 J1ASMF8PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMF8PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMF9PRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES LOG-DSPLY MODULE USKTPARM            

 J1ASMF9PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMF9PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMIVPRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES DBIO MODULE GSDTPARM                 

 J1ASMIVPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMIVPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMKJPRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES DML-ONLINE MODULE USDTPARM           

 J1ASMKJPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMKJPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMKPPRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES DC-SORT MODULE TPSPARM               

 J1ASMKPPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMKPPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMMUPRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES DMA MODULE XDMTPARM                  

 J1ASMMUPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMMUPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           
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ASMMVPRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES DICT MIGRATOR MODULE USMTPARM        

 J1ASMMVPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMMVPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMM3PRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES DME MODULE USETPARM                  

 J1ASMM3PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMM3PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMM4PRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES QUERY FACILITY DADTPARM              

 J1ASMM4PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMM4PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMOTPRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES DBX MODULE USVTPARM                  

 J1ASMOTPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMOTPRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMO3PRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES ENFORCER MODULE ESXTPARM             

 J1ASMO3PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMO3PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMO4PRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES SASO MODULE ESSTPARM                 

 J1ASMO4PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMO4PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASMO5PRM     DEFAULT   THIS STEP ASSEMBLES ADS-ALIVE MODULE USGTPARM            

 J1ASMO5PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASMO5PRM  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                                                  

                                                                                

JOB4        NO          JOB 4 BUILDS THE DMCL, DBTABLE, SYSTEM DICT             

 J1JOB4     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB4     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

BUILDCAT    DEFAULT     THIS JOBSTAGE BUILDS THE IDMS SYSTEM CATALOG            

 J1BUILDCAT DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2BUILDCAT DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

LOADCAT     DEFAULT     THIS JOBSTAGE LOADS THE IDMS SYSTEM CATALOG             

 J1LOADCAT  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2LOADCAT  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

JOB5        NO          JOB 5 BUILDS THE SYSGEN DEFINITIONS                     

 J1JOB5     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB5     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

LOADSGEN    DEFAULT     CREATE SYSTEM99 AND SYSTEM90                            

 J1LOADSGEN DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2LOADSGEN DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

JOB6        NO          JOB 6 BUILDS THE MESSAGE DATABASE                       

 J1JOB6     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB6     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

LOADMSGS    DEFAULT     LOAD MESSAGES FORMATS AND LOADS DCMSG                   
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 J1LOADMSGS DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2LOADMSGS DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

JOB7        NO          JOB 7 BUILDS THE SYSDIRL DICTIONARY                     

 J1JOB7     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB7     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

SYSDIRL     DEFAULT     LOAD REPORTS TO SYSDIRL                                 

 J1SYSDIRL  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2SYSDIRL  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

JOB8        NO          JOB 8 BUILDS THE APPLICATION DICTIONARY                 

 J1JOB8     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB8     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

APPLDICT    DEFAULT     THIS JOBSTAGE BUILDS THE APPLDICT SEGMENT               

 J1APPLDICT DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2APPLDICT DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

JOB9        NO          JOB 9 BUILDS THE ASF DICTIONARY (OPTIONAL)              

 J1JOB9     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB9     DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ASFDICT     DEFAULT     THIS JOBSTAGE BUILDS THE ASFDICT SEGMENT                

 J1ASFDICT  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ASFDICT  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

JOB10       NO          JOB 10 BUILDS TOOLDICT AND TOOLS DATABASES              

 J1JOB10    DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB10    DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

TOOLDICT    DEFAULT     THIS JOBSTAGE CREATES THE CA IDMS TOOLS DICT            

 J1TOOLDICT DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2TOOLDICT DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

DBXDB        DEFAULT    THIS JOBSTAGE BUILDS THE DBX DATABASE                   

 J1DBXDB     DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2DBXDB     DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

DMADB        DEFAULT    THIS JOBSTAGE BUILDS THE DMA DATABASE                   

 J1DMADB     DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2DMADB     DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

DMLODB       DEFAULT    THIS JOBSTAGE BUILDS THE DMLO DATABASE                  

 J1DMLODB    DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2DMLODB    DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

ENFRDB       DEFAULT    THIS JOBSTAGE BUILDS AND LOADS ENFORCER DATABASE        

 J1ENFRDB    DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2ENFRDB    DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

MKEYDB       DEFAULT    THIS JOBSTAGE BUILDS THE MASTERKEY DATABASE             

 J1MKEYDB    DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           
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 J2MKEYDB    DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

JDNLDSPG     DEFAULT    THIS JOBSTAGE COPIES THE SASO FILES OFF TAPE            

 J1JDNLDSPG  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JDNLDSPG  DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

SASODB       DEFAULT    THIS JOBSTAGE BUILDS AND LOADS THE SASO DATABASE        

 J1SASODB    DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2SASODB    DEFAULT     VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

JOB11       NO          JOB 11 IS THE IDMS/DB DEMO                              

 J1JOB11    DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB11    DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

DBDEMO      DEFAULT     THIS JOBSTAGE BUILDS THE NETWORK DEMO DATABASE          

 J1DBDEMO   DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2DBDEMO   DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

JOB12       NO          JOB 12 IS THE IDMS/SQL DEMO                             

 J1JOB12    DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB12    DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

SQLDEMO     DEFAULT     THIS JOBSTAGE BUILDS THE SQL DEMO DATABASE              

 J1SQLDEMO  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2SQLDEMO  DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

JOB13       NO          JOB 13 IS THE IDMS/DC DEMO                              

 J1JOB13    DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB13    DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

DCDEMO      DEFAULT     THIS JOBSTAGE WILL RUN THE CA-IDMS/DC DEMO              

 J1DCDEMO   DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2DCDEMO   DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

JOB14       NO          JOB 14 RUNS THE FINAL DATABASE BACKUP                   

 J1JOB14    DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2JOB14    DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

                                                                                

BACKUP      DEFAULT     THIS STEP WILL BACKUP ALL INSTALLED DATABASE FILES      

 J1BACKUP   DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD1                                           

 J2BACKUP   DEFAULT      VSE JOBCARD2                                           

                                                                                

               **************************************************               

               *                                                *               

               ****                                          ****               

               *      FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY -    DO NOT USE     *               

               *      WORK FIELD PARAMETERS -    DO NOT USE     *               

               *                                                *               

               **************************************************               

 LOPAGE       @DICTLOPAGE@    WORKFIELD                                         

 MGLOPAGE     @DCMSGLOPAGE@   WORKFIELD                                         

 LDLOPAGE     @DCLODLOPAGE@   WORKFIELD                                         
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 RNLOPAGE     @DCRUNLOPAGE@   WORKFIELD                                         

 SCLOPAGE     @DCSCRLOPAGE@   WORKFIELD                                         

 LGLOPAGE     @DCLOGLOPAGE@   WORKFIELD                                         

 VSE          NO              OPERATING SYSTEM VSE                              

 DA           DA              DATABASE FILES DEFINED AS DA                      

 PREFIX2      ""              SET TO "." WHEN PREFIX PARM IN USE                

 FIWORK       ""              SET TO "BLKSZ=OPT,LRECL=80" WHEN USING DYNAM/FI   

 TYPE         FILETYPE=DA     SET TO "FILETYPE=SD" FOR DYNAMD FILES ON FBA DASD 

 FILEIND      ""              SET TO "===." WHEN DISKMGR. IS INSTALLED          

 TRK          TRK             SET TO "BLK" WHEN FBADASD IS EQUAL TO YES         

 DITTO        $$DITTO         WORK FIELD: RESETS DIITO FIELD FOR IJMP           

 TDMPBKSZ     ""              WORK FIELD: BLOCKSIZE OF DUMPTAPE                 

 MAXPAGSZ     ""              WORK FIELD: MAX. PAGE SIZE FOR GLBLDMCL           

 DEMPAGSZ     ""              WORK FIELD: MAX. PAGE SIZE FOR DEMODMCL           

 VSAMCISZWORK ""              WORK FIELD: MAX. CISZ FOR VSAM GLBLDMCL           

 SVCLAP       ""              WORK FIELD: LOW ADDRESS PROTECT. FOR SVC          

 *            ""              COMMENT WORK FIELD                                

 USEDMCLNEW   NO              FLAG TO INDICATE IF WE SHOULD BE USING            

                              THE NEW DMCL MODULE DURING AN ADDON               

                              INSTALL.                                          

 UPGLBLS      NO              FLAG TO BE SET IF THE IDMSLBLS NEEDS TO           

                              BE MODIFIED DURING AN UPGRADE INSTALLATION.       

 ADDLBLS      NO              FLAG TO BE SET IF THE IDMSLBLS NEEDS TO           

                              BE MODIFIED DURING AN ADDON INSTALLATION.         

 UPGDMCL      NO              FLAG TO BE SET IF THE DMCL HAS TO BE MODIFIED     

                              DURING AN UPGRADE INSTALLATION.                   

 ADDDMCL      NO              FLAG TO BE SET IF THE DMCL HAS TO BE MODIFIED     

                              DURING AN ADDON INSTALLATION.                     

 DOSQLCAT     NO              FLAG SET IF THE SYSSQL CAT IS TO BE PROCESSED     

                              IN JOB12. USED FOR ALL INSTALL TYPES.             

 DODEMSQL     NO              FLAG SET IF THE SQLDEMO AREAS ARE PROCESSED       

                              IN JOB12. USED FOR ALL INSTALL TYPES.             

 DOSGENADD    NO              FLAG SET IF WE ARE DOING AN ADDON INSTALL         

                              AND NEED TO GENERATE SYSTEM 90/99.                

 

IDMS Tools Runtime Option
This section describes runtime parameters.

ADS Alive Runtime Parameters
This section describes the IDMS Tools runtime parameters. These parameters are supplied with default values and can
be modified at installation time by changing the VARBLIST member. These runtime parameters can also be modified
after initial installation by changing selected macro parameters in a particular customization module (xxxTPARM), and re-
assembling and re-linking that module.

NOTE

The installation procedure defines, initializes, and loads a dictionary with various product modules. This is the
dictionary that is referred to by the HLPDICT and HLPNODE parameters that appear in most of the xxxTPARM
modules.
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*------------------------------------------------------------------*

*D                                                                 *

*USGTPARM THIS IS THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MACRO USED BY THE     *

*USG SYSTEM TO PROVIDE RUN-TIME VALUES.                            *

*OPERANDS:                                                         *

*                 USGTSK='1-8 CHAR'    TASK USED TO INVOKE USG.    *

*                 HLPDICT='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE DICTIONARY USED   *

*                                      FOR GSIHELP.                *

*                 HLPNODE='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE NODE USED         *

*                                      FOR GSIHELP.                *

*                                                                  *

*                 HLPVERS=INTEGER      VERSION NUMBER OF HELP      *

*                                      MODULES.                    *

*                 PCHOFF= INTEGER      OFFSET FOR IMPLANT          *

*                                                                  *

*                 SWEEP= (Y OR N)      YES OR NO - AREA SWEEP FOR  *

*                                      DIALOG WILD CARDS           *

*                 AUTO=  (Y OR N)      YES OR NO - NON-INTERRUPT   *

*                                      MODE ALLOWED                *

*                                                                  *

*                 QKEEP=INTEGER        NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN    *

*                                      DEBUGQUEUE RECORDS          *

*                                                                  *

*                                                                  *

*                 PROKEEP=INTEGER      NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN    *

*                                      ADSALIVE                    *

*                                      PROFILE QUEUE RECORDS       *

*                                      MUST BE NUMERIC INTEGER     *

*                                      BETWEEN 0 AND 255           *

*                                                                  *

*                 DICTDEF= (D OR P)    D = DICTNAME WILL BE FROM   *

*                                          DEFAULT DICTNAME        *

*                                      P = DICTNAME WILL BE FROM   *

*                                          PROFILE.                *

*                                          (DEFAULT = P)           *

*                                      NOTE: FIRST TIME WILL       *

*                                      ALWAYS COME FROM DEFAULT    *

*                                      DICTNAME                    *

*                                                                  *

*                 ABRTSCR= (Y OR N)    Y = POST-ABORT BROWSE       *

*                                          SCREEN WILL BE DISPLAYED*

*                                          QREVIEW ENTRY SAVED IF  *

*                                          ACTIVITY LOG IS YES.    *

*                                          (DEFAULT = Y)           *

*                                      N = POST-ABORT BROWSE

*                                          SCREEN WILL NOT BE      *

*                                          DISPLAYED.              *

*                                          QREVIEW ENTRY SAVED IF  *

*                                          ACTIVITY LOG IS YES.    *

*                 SKPUG18= (Y OR N)    Y = ALLOW OVERRIDE OF MSGS  * 

*                                          USG0012E AND USG0018E   * 

*                                          AND ALLOW ANIMATION TO  * 

*                                          PROCEED. USG0072W MSG   * 
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*                                          WILL BE DISPLAYED A     * 

*                                          WARNING MESSAGE.        * 

*                                      N = DO NOT ALLOW USG0018E   * 

*                                          MESSAGES TO BE IGNORED. * 

*                                          ANIMATION WILL STOP     * 

*                                          AT DISPLAY USG0018E MSG.* 

*                                          (DEFAULT=N)             * 

*                                                                  * 

*                 DSPLTAB= (Y OR N)    Y = ALTER DEFAULT CHARACTER * 

*                                          DISPLAY TABLE.          * 

*                                          ALLOWS ANY GIVEN HEX    * 

*                                          CHARACTER TO BE DEFINED * 

*                                          AS EITHER VALID OR NOT  * 

*                                          FOR DISPLAY PURPOSES IN * 

*                                          THE 256 BYTE TABLE THAT * 

*                                          IS DEFINED AT LABEL     * 

*                                          'CHARTAB' BELOW.        * 

*                                          SEE INSTRUCTIONS BELOW. * 

*                                          ON HOW TO ALTER THIS    *

*                                          IF REQUIRED. NOTE: IT   *

*                                          IS NOT NECESSARY TO     *

*                                          ALTER THE TABLE IF THE  *

*                                          DEFAULT VALUES ARE      *

*                                          ACCEPTABLE.             *

*                                      N = DO NOT ALTER THE DEFAULT*

*                                          CHARACTER DISPLAY TABLE.*

*                                          USE DEFAULT TABLE BELOW.*

*                                                                  *

*                                                                  *

*ASSEMBLED VALUES AT INSTALLATION:                                 *

*       USGTPARM USGTSK='ADSALIVE',                                *

*                HLPDICT='        ',                               *

*                HLPNODE='        ',                               *

*                HLPVERS=1,                                        *

*                SWEEP=Y,                                          *

*                AUTO=Y,                                           *

*                QKEEP=3,                                          *

*                PROKEEP=255,                                      *

*                DICTDEF=P,                                        *

*                ABRTSCR=Y,                                        *

*                SKPUG17=N,                                        *

*                DSPLTAB=N                                         *

*------------------------------------------------------------------*

         USGCPARM USGTSK=ADSALIVE,                                     X

               HLPDICT=TOOLDICT,                                       X

               HLPNODE=,                                               X

               HLPVERS=1,                                              X

               PCHOFF=3800,                                            X

               SWEEP=Y,                                                X

               AUTO=Y,                                                 X

               QKEEP=3,                                                X

               PROKEEP=10,                                             X

               DICTDEF=D,                                              X
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               ABRTSCR=Y,                                              X

               SKPUG18=N,                                              X 

               DSPLTAB=N                                                 

/*

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

* OPTIONALLY ALTER ANY GIVEN HEXADECIMAL CHARACTER TO BE EITHER VALID  

* OR NOT VALID FOR ADS/ALIVE RECORD DISPLAY PURPOSES BY SETTING THE    

* APPROPRIATE BYTE TO EITHER X'00' (VALID) OR X'01' (NOT VALID) IN     

* THE 256 BYTE DISPLAY TABLE THAT FOLLOWS.                             

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

CHARTAB  DS    0CL256                                             R18.0

         DC    64X'1',X'0',9X'1',7X'0'                                 

         DC    9X'1',8X'0',9X'1'                                       

         DC    5X'0',10X'1',6X'0',X'1'                                 

         DC    9X'0',7X'1',9X'0'                                       

         DC    8X'1',8X'0',23X'1'                                      

         DC    9X'0',7X'1',9X'0'                                       

         DC    8X'1',8X'0',6X'1'                                       

         DC    10X'0',6X'1'                                            

         EJECT                                                         

 #MOPT ENV=USER,PROD=TOOL,REGS=NO,AMODE=NO,RMODE=NO,CSECT=USGTPARM     

 

Broadcom Database Extractor Runtime Parameters

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 *CA IDMS/DATABASE EXTRACTOR RUNTIME PARAMETERS

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 *            MODIFY PRODUCT TUNING PARAMETERS

 *            ────────────────────────────────

 *USVTPARM ── THIS MEMBER IS USED TO SPECIFY THE RUNTIME VALUES TO

 *            BE USED AS INPUT TO THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MACRO,

 *            USVCPARM.

 *

 *            RUNTIME VARIABLES

 *            ──────────────────

 *            TASK='1-8 CHAR'      TASK USED TO INVOKE DBX.

 *

 *            HLPDICT='1-8 CHAR'   DICTNAME OF DICTIONARY INTO WHICH

 *                                 USVTUTOR MODULES WERE ADDED.  NULL FOR

 *                                 DEFAULT DICTIONARY.

 *

 *            HLPNODE='1-8 CHAR'   DICTNODE FOR "HLPDICT" - NULL IF NO DDS.

 *

 *            HLPVERS=INTEGER      VERSION NUMBER AT WHICH USVTUTOR MODULES

 *                                 WERE ADDED: MUST BE   1 - 9999

 *

 *            STKENTS=INTEGER      # OF 8 BYTE ENTRIES TO ALLOCATE FOR DBX

 *                                 SET STACK: MUST BE 30 - 1000

 *                                 THE NUMBER OF SETS THAT WILL BE TRAVERSED

 *                                 IN YOUR EXTRACT PATH BEGINNING AT THE
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 *                                 DATABASE ENTRY POINT. A SAFE NUMBER WOULD

 *                                 BE ONE FOR EACH SET IN YOUR SUBSCHEMA. FOR

 *                                 EXAMPLE, 200 IS A SUITABLE VALUE FOR IDMSNWKA.

 *

 *            COPY='1-8 CHAR'      WHO A USER CAN COPY OTHER JCL MEMBERS

 *                                 AND SPECIFICATIONS FROM:

 *                                   'USER' ───── FROM ONLY HIM/HERSELF;

 *                                   'DBXADMIN' - FROM HIM/HERSELF PLUS ANY

 *                                                GLOBAL MEMBERS UNDER THE

 *                                                'DBXADMIN' USER-ID;

 *                                   'ANYONE' ─── FROM ANYONE ON THE DBX

 *                                                DATABASE.

 *

 *            RETSEQ=Y│YES│N│NO    DEFAULT 'RETAIN PHYSICAL SEQUENCE OF

 *                                 MEMBER RECORDS IN THE SET?' VALUE ON

 *                                 THE RECORD LEVEL SELECTION CRITERIA SCREEN.

 *

 *            XRECURO=Y│YES│N│NO   DEFAULT 'EXTRACT ALL OWNERS FOR

 *                                 EXTRACTED RECURSIVE RECORDS?' VALUE ON

 *                                 THE RECORD LEVEL SELECTION CRITERIA SCREEN.

 *

 *            BGINMID=Y│YES│N│NO   DEFAULT 'BEGIN VIEWING/EDITING IN THE

 *                                 MIDDLE OF A PATH DEFINITION' VALUE ON THE

 *                                 SPECIFY DATABASE EXTRACT SPECIFICATION SCREEN.

 *

 *            NLYZ008=W│WARNING│   HAVE MESSAGE NLYZ008 AS A WARNING OR

 *                    E│ERROR      ERROR MESSAGE.  NLYZ008 IS DISPLAYED

 *                                 AT EXTRACT TIME WHEN A MANDATORY MEMBER

 *                                 IS BEING EXTRACTED WITHOUT ITS OWNER.

 *                                 AN ERROR MESSAGE PREVENTS THE

 *                                 SPECIFICATION FROM BEING USED.

 *            SYSIDMS_DMCL=Y|YES|N|NO BY DEFAULT THE DMCL SPECIFIED IN THE   

 *                                 SOURCE SUBSCHEMA WILL BE USED IN THE      

 *                                 LOAD STEP. IF YOU WISH TO RUN THE LOAD    

 *                                 IN A SEPARATE CV THIS WILL ALLOW YOU      

 *                                 TO SPECIFY THE TARGET DMCL NAME USING     

 *                                 THE SYSIDMS PARAMETERS.                   

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 *  DEFAULT VALUES AS SUPPLIED WITH INSTALLATION:

 *       USVCPARM TASK=DBX,

 *                HLPDICT=,         NULL

 *                HLPNODE=,         NULL

 *                HLPVERS=1,

 *                STKENTS=50,

 *                COPY=ANYONE,

 *                RETSEQ=YES,

 *                XRECURO=YES,

 *                BGINMID=YES,

 *                NLYZ008=WARNING,

 *                SYSIDMS_DMCL=NO

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 *********************************************************************   

 ****    MODIFY THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS TO CHANGE THE DEFAULTS   ****   
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 *********************************************************************   

 *                                                                       

      USVCPARM  TASK=DBX,              INVOKING TASK FOR DBX            X

                HLPDICT=TOOLDICT,      HELP SOURCE DICTIONARY           X

                HLPNODE=,              HELP SOURCE NODE                 X

                HLPVERS=1,             HELP VERSION NUMBER              X

                STKENTS=50,            # OF ENTRIES IN DBX STACK        X

                COPY=ANYONE,           WHO A USER CAN COPY FROM         X

                RETSEQ=YES,            RETAIN PHYS SEQ OF MBR RECS      X

                XRECURO=YES,           EXTRACT OWNERS OF RECURSIVE RECS X

                BGINMID=NO,            BEGIN VIEW/EDIT IN MIDDLE OF PATHX

                NLYZ008=WARNING,       HAVE NLYZ008 A WARNING|ERROR MSG X

                SYSIDMS_DMCL=NO        SPECIFY TARGET DMCL IN SYSIDMS    

  #MOPT ENV=USER,PROD=TOOL,REGS=NO,AMODE=NO,RMODE=NO,CSECT=USVTPARM      

 USVTPARM AMODE ANY                                               *P2C   

IDMS Dictionary Migrator Assistant Runtime Parameters

*------------------------------------------------------------------*

* DICTIONARY MIGRATOR ASSISTANT RUNTIME PARAMETERS

*------------------------------------------------------------------*

*XDMCPARM THIS IS THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MACRO USED BY THE     *

*DMA SYSTEM TO PROVIDE RUN-TIME VALUES.                            *

*OPERANDS:                                                         *

*                 DMATSK='1-8 CHAR'    TASK USED TO INVOKE DMA.    *

*                 HLPDICT='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE DICTIONARY USED   *

*                                      FOR GSIHELP.                *

*                 HLPNODE='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE NODE USED         *

*                                      FOR GSIHELP.                *

*                                                                  *

*                 HLPVERS=INTEGER      VERSION NUMBER OF HELP      *

*                                      MODULES.                    *

*                                                                  *

*                 PROKEEP=INTEGER      NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN    *

*                                      DMA PROFILE QUEUE RECORDS   *

*                                      MUST BE NUMERIC INTEGER     *

*                                      BETWEEN 0 AND 255.          *

*                                      DEFAULTS TO 255 (FOREVER)   *

*                                                                  *

*                                                                  *

*ASSEMBLED VALUES AT INSTALLATION:                                 *

*       XDMCPARM DMATSK='DMA    ',                                 *

*                HLPDICT='        ',                               *

*                HLPNODE='        ',                               *

*                HLPVERS=0,                                        *

*                PROKEEP=255                                       *

*                                                                  *

*------------------------------------------------------------------*

***********************************************************************

*                                                                     *

*******         MODIFY THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IF NEEDED       *******
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*                                                                     *

***********************************************************************

         XDMCPARM DMATSK=DMA,                                          X

               HLPDICT=TOOLDICT,                                       X

               HLPNODE=,                                               X

               HLPVERS=1,                                              X

               PROKEEP=255

         END

IDMS Dictionary Migrator Runtime Parameters

**********************************************************************

* CA IDMS/DICTIONARY MIGRATOR RUNTIME PARAMETERS

**********************************************************************

*

*  DICTIONARY MIGRATOR

*  RELEASE nn.n

*  Product Customization Instructions

*

*  The following instructions explain what customization options are

*  available for Dictionary Migrator and how to implement any option

*  chosen.

*

*  NOTE: If all default values are used, Dictionary Migrator will 

*  execute a correct migration for the entity(s) named in the 

*  parameter statements.

*

*  GENERAL:

*

*  The customization options for Dictionary Migrator are found in

*  this module. Each option is listed with its default value. To

*  change an option, change the value of the relevant parameter. 

*  The only valid values for any parameter in USMTPARM are listed in 

*  this supplement; any other value will result in a level 8 error 

*  during assembly.

*

*  Assembly and Linkage:

*

*  Any level of IBM assembler and linkage editor can be used to

*  create the USMTPRM module.  Only the following modifications

*  need to be made:

*

*  1.  MACLIB of the Assembler step:  Add the DBMS.SRCLIB from

*  installation to the files named in MACLIB.

*  2.  SYSLMOD of the Link edit step: Use same DBMS.LOADLIB that

*  defined in the installation as the library from which DBMS products

*  will be executed.

*  3. Name of the module is USMTPARM.

*

*  A note on numbering in these instructions:

*
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*  The numbers which precede the options listed in these instructions

*  can also be used as the offset to the relevant byte within the

*  load module.  This is useful when verifying which options are

*  in effect.

*

*  When an option has no number preceding it, the option does not

*  affect a single byte,  but rather affects the values of several

*  bytes. XUDNREF and XUDNXRT are the primary occurrences of such

*  "group" options.

*
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*  Individual Options

*

*  1. XPICOVR (Exclude Picture Overrides)

*  -  Purpose: Produce ADD RECORD syntax without PICTURE OVERRIDE

*     clauses for RECORD ELEMENTS.

*  -  Default:  RECORD syntax is created including PICTURE OVERRIDE

*     clauses for all RECORD ELEMENTS.

*  -  To invoke this option, code: XPICOVR=Y

*  -  To use the default, code: XPICOVR=N

*  -  Comments:  Picture overrides are needed for correct migration

*     any time that the element picture and the picture as used in the

*     record are not identical.  Using the default value insures that

*     the record added to the object dictionary will be identical to

*     the source dictionary without an added step of manual

*     verification.

*

*

*

*  2.  XSUBEL   (Exclude Subordinate elements)

*  -   Purpose: Produce ADD RECORD syntax without SUBORDINATE ELEMENT

*      IS clause.

*  -   Default:  RECORD syntax is created including SUBORDINATE

*      ELEMENTS clauses for all RECORD ELEMENTS.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: EXSUBEL=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: EXSUBEL=N

*  -   Comments:  The subordinate element clause provides more complete

*      documentation of the structure of the record and also verifies

*      that group elements definitions are identical to the use of

*      the group element within the record.

*

*

*

*

*

*  3.  MAPDCMP   (Map Decompile)

*  -   Purpose: Use the Batch Mapping Facility option

*      PROCESS=DECOMPILE when producing Map (RHDCUPD) syntax.

*  -   Default:  Map syntax is created using the PROCESS=TERSE unless

*      either 1) NEWVERSION or 2) CHANGEONLY and RUN=AUDIT are

*      elected, in which case PROCESS=DECOMPILE is automatically used.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: MAPDCMP=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: MAPDCMP=N
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*  -   Comments:  PROCESS=TERSE produces map syntax which is very much

*      more concise than PROCESS=DECOMPILE.  Normally, that option

*      should be used.  However, PROCESS=TERSE omits all parameters

*      where the value is the default, thus errors may be introduced

*      when migrating between unlike environments.  Likewise,

*      migration between different release levels of IDMS may be

*      unpredictable using PROCESS=TERSE.

*

*

*  4.  SHARRDY   (Ready in Shared update)

*  5.  EXCLRDY   (Ready in Exclusive update)

*  -   Purpose: Define the usage mode to be used in the upload steps

*      of Dictionary Migrator.

*  -   Default:  Dictionary areas are readied in protected update.

*  -   SHARRDY and EXCLRDY are mutually exclusive, at most, only one

*      can be coded as 'Y'.

*  -   To ready in Protected Update (default): SHARRDY=N,EXCLRDY=N

*  -   To ready in Shared Update: SHARRDY=Y,EXCLRDY=N

*  -   To ready in Exclusive Update: SHARRDY=Y,EXCLRDY=N

*  -   Comments:  Refer to CA/IDMS Programmers Guide for an overview

*      of usage modes.

*      Because migration usually involves updates to a large number

*      of dictionary records,  protected update is recommended.
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*

*  6.  DFLTOFF   (Default is OFF)

*  -   Purpose: Set Options for Sessions for the upload steps

*      of Dictionary Migrator to 'DEFALUT IS OFF'

*  -   Default:  'DEFAULT IS ON' is used.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: DFLTOFF=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: DFLTOFF=N

*  -   Comments:  This option affects the dispositon of ADD statements

*      during the upload steps.  When the default is used, if an ADD

*      statement is encountered for an entity occurrence already in

*      the dictionary, the ADD will be changed to a MODIFY.  With the

*      option DFLTOFF=Y, the ADD will be treated as an error, and no

*      update will occur.

*  -   Note: DEFAULT IS OFF is always used for records as the ADD

*      RECORD syntax is not compatible with the MODIFY command.

*

*

*

*

*

*  7.  PROGALL   (Display program with all)

*  -   Purpose: Create DDDLPGM statements in which program entities

*      are displayed with all relationships.

*  -   Default:  Programs are displayed with a limited range of

*      relationships.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: PROGALL=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: PROGALL=N

*  -   Comments:  In an ADSO environment, the DDDLPGM program

*      statements are primarily for documentational entries.  The
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*      ADSOBGN step established a majority of the program's

*      relationships and they need not be repeated in this step.

*

*      In other environments, this option can be useful in

*      eliminating the need to rerun the IDMSDMLX preprocessor to

*      reestablish program statistics.

*

*

*

*

*

*  8.  XCLIST    (Omit Clist creation)

*  -   Purpose: Eliminate the creation of the DCMT VARY NEW COPY Clist

*  -   Default: The Clist is created

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XCLIST=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XCLIST=N

*  -   Comments:  The Clist feature of Dictionary Migrator is a very

*      convenient method of immediately implementing a migrated

*      change.  In some environments,  however, changes are not

*      scheduled to take effect until the system is recycled.  In such

*      cases, the Clist is not needed and can be omitted.
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*

*  The next 3 parameters all make modifications to the standard

*  clist format of "DCMT VARY PROGRAM program-name N C I".

*

*

*

*  9.  XCLIMM    (Omit Immediate option from Clist syntax)

*  -   Purpose: Create the Clist syntax without Immediate option

*  -   Default: The Clist is created with complete syntax

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XCLIMM=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XCLIMM=N

*  -   To use QUIESCE rather than IMMEDIATE, code: XCLIMM=Q

*  -   Comments:  The Immediate option in VARY NEW COPY causes the

*      updated load module to be loaded immediately after execution of

*      the command.  If an application is in use at this time, some

*      unexpected results may occur, including abnormal termination

*      of users' sessions.  Omitting the immediate parameter will

*      cause the update load module to be loaded at the first

*      opportunity when no one is using the module.

*

*      The Quiesce option formats the VARY PRO ... N C QUIESCE.  In

*      this case activity using the program named will be quiesced.

*      When no one is left using the program, a new copy

*      will be loaded.

*

*

*

*

*  10. XCLDBN    (Omit Dictname from Clist syntax)

*  -   Purpose: Create the Clist syntax without Dictname entry

*  -   Default: The Clist is created with complete syntax
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*  -   To invoke this option, code: XCLDBN=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XCLDBN=N

*  -   Comments:  The Dictname entry in the Clist is the one named as

*      object dictionary in the Dictionary Migrator run.  Hence, it

*      is also the dictionary into which the changed load modules were

*      moved or generated.  Omitting this parameter allows another

*      set of load modules to be new copied, or the use of the DCUF

*      command to control the Dictname used.

*

*

*

*

*

*  11. XCLVER    (Omit Version from  Clist syntax)

*  -   Purpose: Create the Clist syntax without Version entry

*  -   Default: The Clist is created with complete syntax

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XCLVER=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XCLVER=N

*  -   Comments:  The version entry in the Clist is the specific

*      version of the load module moved or generated in the object

*      dictionary.  It is not recommended to change the value of the

*      option.
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*

*  12. NOUDC     (Exclude User Defined Comments)

*  -   Purpose: Create DDDLUPD and DDDLPGM file syntax without any

*      user defined comments.

*  -   Default: The syntax is created including any user defined

*      comment text that is present in the source dictionary.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: NOUDC=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: NOUDC=N

*  -   Comments:  User Defined Comments are comments with headers

*      other than those defined in the IDD as delivered.  This option

*      creates upload syntax which does not include this

*      category of comments. Refer to the CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator

*      User's Guide for additional information regarding the successful

*      migration of user defined comments.
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*

*      XUDNREF   (Exclude All User Defined Nest References)

*

*  -   Purpose: Create upload syntax without any references to

*      user defined nests.

*  -   Default: The syntax is created including all references to user

*      defined nests which are present.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNREF=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNREF=N

*  -   Comments:

*      This option serves as a group election for all of the options

*      related to including references to User Defined Nests in the

*      syntax created.

*      If this option is 'Y' all of the flags begining XUDNR

*      are set to 'Y'.  It is not possible to override this option on
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*      an individual entity basis.  If user defined nests references

*      are desired for some entity types, but not others, code

*      XUDNREF=N and code 'Y' for the particular entity types desired.

*

*      User defined nests are normally documentational entries which

*      are not needed for an executable dialog or application.

*      Some users wish to eliminate such entries when migrating.

*      Review the options taken for the extraction of user defined

*      nests (XUDNXRT and associated parameters).  If user defined

*      nest for an entity type are excluded from extraction, then

*      refer to the CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator User's Guide for more

*      information regarding the successful migration of user defined

*      comments.

*

*

*

*

*

*  13. XUDNREL   (Exclude User Defined Nest References for elements)

*  -   Purpose: Create upload syntax without references to

*      user defined nests for elements.

*  -   Default: The syntax is created including references to user

*      defined nests for elements

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNREL=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNREL=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNREF.

*

*

*

*

*  14. XUDNRAT   (Exclude User Defined Nest References for Attributes)

*  -   Purpose: Create upload syntax without references to

*      user defined nests for Attributes.

*  -   Default: The syntax is created including references to user

*      defined nests for Attributes

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNRAT=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNRAT=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNREF.
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*

*  15. XUDNRSY   (Exclude User Defined Nest References for Systems)

*  -   Purpose: Create upload syntax without references to

*      user defined nests for Systems.

*  -   Default: The syntax is created including references to user

*      defined nests for Systems

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNRSY=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNRSY=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNREF.

*

*

*

*  16. XUDNRRC   (Exclude User Defined Nest References for Records)

*  -   Purpose: Create upload syntax without references to
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*      user defined nests for records.

*  -   Default: The syntax is created including references to user

*      defined nests for records

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNRRC=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNRRC=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNREF.

*

*

*

*  17. XUDNRMD   (Exclude User Defined Nest References for modules)

*  -   Purpose: Create upload syntax without references to

*      user defined nests for modules.

*  -   Default: The syntax is created including references to user

*      defined nests for modules

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNRMD=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNRMD=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNREF.

*

*

*

*  18. XUDNRPG   (Exclude User Defined Nest References for programs)

*  -   Purpose: Create upload syntax without references to

*      user defined nests for programs.

*  -   Default: The syntax is created including references to user

*      defined nests for programs

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNRPG=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNRPG=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNREF.

*

*

*

*  19. XUDNRUS   (Exclude User Defined Nest References for users)

*  -   Purpose: Create upload syntax without references to

*      user defined nests for users.

*  -   Default: The syntax is created including references to user

*      defined nests for users

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNRUS=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNRUS=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNREF.
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*  20. DBQUOTE   (Double Quote)

*  -   Purpose: Use a double quote (") throughout IDD syntax.

*  -   Default: A single quote (') is used for all IDD syntax.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: DBQUOTE=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: DBQUOTE=N

*  -   Comments:  This option should be used at sites where the

*      dictionary standard is a double quote.

*

*

*

*  21. EXNTWK    (Extract IDMSNTWK)

*  -   Purpose: Extract the IDMSNTWK schema and related component.

*  -   Default: No portion of the IDMSNTWK schema is migrated.
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*  -   To invoke this option, code: EXNTWK=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: EXNTWK=N

*  -   Comments:  This option should only be used in very special

*      circumstances.  Normally, extraction of the IDMSNTWK schema

*      and its components would cause increased processing time with

*      no tangible results.  The IDMSNTWK schema is available to

*      every dictionary.  Many of the components cannot be uploaded

*      using IDMS utilities.

*

*

*

*  22. XELEMNT   (Exclude elements)

*  -   Purpose: Omit all elements from migration.

*  -   Default: Relevant elements are migrated.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XELEMNT=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XELEMNT=N

*

*

*

*

*  23. XELECOB   (Exclude elements when COBOLFORMAT is used)

*  -   Purpose: Omit all elements from migration when COBOLFORMAT is

*      used for records.

*  -   Default: Relevant elements are migrated.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XELECOB=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XELECOB=N

*  -   Comments: When COBOLFORMAT is used, elements referenced in the

*      records are automatically defined when the records are added.

*      The migration of elements is not necessary. However, if

*      additional documentation has been added to elements, such

*      documentation would be lost unless elements are explicitly

*      migrated.  In such cases, this option should not be used.
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*

*  24. EXSYREC   (Extract System Records)

*  -   Purpose: Extract certain system records.

*  -   Default: The records in question are omitted from migration.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: EXSYREC=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: EXSYREC=N

*  -   System records are:

*           ADSO-APPLICATION-GLOBAL-RECORD

*           ADSO-APPLICATION-MENU-RECORD

*           ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC

*           SUBSCHEMA-CTRL

*  -   Comments: The system records are normally omitted from

*      migration. These records are in every dictionary and usually

*      have no changes.  Because migration without CHANGEONLY would

*      create DELETE RECORD syntax for these records and thus

*      disconnect the records from all dialogs currently using them in

*      the target dictionary, they should be omitted from migration.

*      This option should only be used for special migrations when

*      one of these records has changed and processing is planned to

*      regenerate all affected dialogs in the target dictionary.
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*      XUDNXRT   (Exclude All User Defined Nest from Extraction)

*

*  -   Purpose: Omit entities related by user defined nests.

*  -   Default: Entities related by user defined nests are extracted.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNXRT=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNXRT=N

*  -   Comments:  If this option is 'Y' all of the flags begining

*      XUDNX are set to 'Y'.  It is not possible to override this

*      opton on an individual entity basis.  If user defined nests

*      extraction is desired for some entity types, but not others,

*      code XUDNXRT=N and code 'Y' for the particular entity types

*      desired.

*

*      During the extraction phase of migration, Dictionary

*      Migrator follows User Defined Nests as well as system defined

*      nests to find all entities related to the entity named on the

*      Extract Statement.  In some cases, the relationships found are

*      tenuous or documentation not related to the purpose of the

*      migration.  In such cases, user defined nests may be excluded

*      from extraction in order to limit the number of entities

*      migrated.  Furthermore, occasionally a system nest and a user

*      defined nest may relate the same entities by different paths.

*      Dictionary Migrator may then produce a message 'ES00514E -

*      ENTIY NEST EXPLOSION TABLE SIZE EXCEEDED'.  These options

*      may be used to circumvent this condition.

*

*

*

*

*  25. XUDNXEL   (Exclude Extraction of User Defined Nest - Elements)

*  -   Purpose: Omit elements related by user defined nests.

*  -   Default: elements related by user defined nests are extracted.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNXEL=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNXEL=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNXRT.

*

*

*

*

*  26. XUDNXRC

*  -   Purpose: Reserved byte

*  -   Code:  XUDNXRC=N

*  -   Comments:  This option is reserved for future use.

*

*

*

*

*  27. XUDNXMD   (Exclude Extraction of User Defined Nest - Modules)

*  -   Purpose: Omit modules related by user defined nests.

*  -   Default: Modules related by user defined nests are extracted.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNXMD=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNXMD=N
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*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNXRT.
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*

*  28. XUDNXUS   (Exclude Extraction of User Defined Nest - Users)

*  -   Purpose: Omit users related by user defined nests.

*  -   Default: Users related by user defined nests are extracted.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNXUS=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNXUS=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNXRT.

*

*

*

*

*  29. XUDNXAT  (Exclude Extraction of User Defined Nest - Attributes)

*  -   Purpose: Omit Attributes related by user defined nests.

*  -   Default: Attributes related by user defined nests are extracted.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNXAT=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNXAT=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNXRT.

*

*

*

*

*  30. XUDNXSY   (Exclude Extraction of User Defined Nest - Systems)

*  -   Purpose: Omit systems related by user defined nests.

*  -   Default: Systems related by user defined nests are extracted.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XUDNXSY=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XUDNXSY=N

*  -   Comments:  See comments under XUDNXRT.

*

*

*

*

*  31. XIMSYNR   (Suppress the Syntax File Display Report)

*  -   Purpose: Suppress the Syntax File Display Report when

*      RUN=IMPORT

*  -   Default: The Syntax File Display Report is produced when

*      RUN=IMPORT or RUN=AUDIT.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XIMSYNR=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XIMSYNR=N

*  -   Comments: The Syntax File Display Report prints the contents of

*      all syntax files.  When RUN=IMPORT, and particularly with

*      CHANGEONLY this report is useful, but not essential.  If the

*      user believes that the report is not needed, this option

*      may be used. The option does not apply to RUN=AUDIT as the only

*      difference between RUN=MIGRATE and RUN=AUDIT is the creation

*      of this report.

*

*

*

*  32. DELADDS   (Use Delete and Add verbs for syntax)

*  -   Purpose: Instead of MODIFYING entities in the object dictionary,

*      delete the entity and add it later.
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*  -   Default: Enitities will be modified whenever possible.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: DELADDS=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: DELADDS=N

*  -   Comments:  The MODIFY verb insures that existing relationships

*      in the object dictionary will not be lost when a migration

*      updates an entity.  In some circumstances, a user may wish to

*      still use DELETE/ADD.  If this option is used, syntax is created

*      without accessing the target dictionary;  also, the DDDLDEL file

*      contains valid syntax and should be part of the upload process.

*      Note:  This option invokes processing that is the same as

*      non-changeonly processing prior to release 12.0.

*

*

*  33. EXTSAME   (Extract Same as relationships)

*  -   Purpose: Include in the extraction phase entities which are

*      related to extracted entities by a same as relationship.

*  -   Default: Same as relationships are ignored.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: EXTSAME=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: EXTSAME=N

*  -   Comments: Using the default value limits the scope of the

*      migration and also can avoid table overflow due to multiple

*      relationships between two entities.

*

*

*

*

*

*  34. DBABEND   (ABend on Database Error)

*  -   Purpose: Force an Abend (and a dump) if an unexpected error

*      status is returned from a database call.

*  -   Default: Unexpected Error status result in program termination

*      with user condition code 2222.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: DBABEND=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: DBABEND=N

*  -   Comments: If this option is taken, the system completion code

*      will be S0C1.

*      Regardless of the value of this option, the relevant contents

*      of subschema-ctrl will be displayed in the AUDIT file.

*      In most cases, this information is sufficient for problem

*      determination.

*      This option is only available for OS and VM.  In a DOS

*      environment, a unexpected database error status will always

*      produce an operation exception.

*

*

*

*

*

*  35. NOEXATT   (Omit Extraction of Class-Attributes)

*  -   Purpose: Migrate entities including any reference to attributes

*      but do not migrate any class-attribute structures.

*  -   Default: All entity types are migrated

*  -   To invoke this option, code: EXNOATT=Y
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*  -   To use the default, code: EXNOATT=N

*  -   Comments: This option should only be considered when the

*      CHANGEONLY parameter cannot be used.

*      The extraction of Class-Attribute structures may significantly

*      lengthen run times of migrations.   As attributes are a

*      documentational entities, they tend to have a low volatility.

*      Hence, it is not neccessary to migrate them on every migration.

*      This option eliminates the extraction of attributes, but all

*      references to the attributes are retained in all other entity

*      occurrences.  If the target dictionary contains the same

*      class-attribute structures, all documentation will be

*      preserved.

*      When using this option, the user must insure that all Classes

*      to be referenced exist in the target dictionary and that all

*      attributes to be referenced either exist or will be added

*      automatically to the target dictionary.

*

*

*

*

*

*  36. NOEXCLS   (Omit Extraction of Class)

*  -   Purpose: Migrate attributes but do not migrate classes.

*      (The class will still be referenced in the attribute statement.)

*  -   Default: All entity types are migrated

*  -   To invoke this option, code: EXNOCLS=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: EXNOCLS=N

*  -   Comments: This option should only be considered when the

*      CHANGEONLY parameter cannot be used.

*      As Class entities are changed infrequently, it may not be

*      necessary to include them in every migration.   Using this

*      option will cause extraction of attribute structures, but no

*      classes will be migrated.

*      When using this option, the user must insure that all Classes

*      to be referenced exist in the target dictionary.

*

*

*

*

*  37. NOEXSYS   (Omit Extraction of Systems)

*  -   Purpose: Migrate entities including references to systems

*      but do not migrate SYSTEM entity occurrences.

*  -   Default: All entity types are migrated

*  -   To invoke this option, code: EXNOSYS=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: EXNOSYS=N

*  -   Comments: This option should only be considered when the

*      CHANGEONLY parameter cannot be used.

*      As system entities are changed infrequently, it may not be

*      necessary to include them in every migration.   Using this

*      option will all references to systems to be preserved in any

*      entity occurrence, but no system entities occurrences will be

*      migrated.

*      When using this option, the user must insure that all systems
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*      to be referenced exist in the target dictionary.

*

*  38. STOPVER   (Stop after Validation error)

*  -   Purpose: When a critical level error is encountered during

*      validation, stop execution at the end of the validation process.

*  -   Default: Execution continues until all processing defined by the

*      run type is completed.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: STOPVER=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: STOPVER=N

*  -   Comments: This option is only relevant when the run type is

*      MIGRATE, AUDIT, or IMPORT.

*      If this option is used, a critical error will terminate

*      processing before the syntax is created, and a condition code of

*      8 will also be set in MVS.  If no errors are detected during

*      validation, the syntax will be created.  The same job can

*      contain the upload steps using conditional processing

*      which checks the cc of the migrator step. The upload steps would

*      only be run when there are no errors requiring review.

*      Note:  No messages have a default severity of critical.  The

*      user must decide which errors should be considered critical and

*      update the message severity table accordingly.

*

*  39. NOATRXP   (Do not explode attribute network if LEVEL=ONLY)

*  -   Purpose: If LEVEL=only migration is specified for CLASS,

*      CLSATTR or ATTRIBUTES the attribute explosion set is followed

*      which can result in the migration of a network of attributes.

*  -   Default: Explosion sets are followed

*  -   To invoke this option, code: NOATRXP=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: NOATRXP=N

*  -   Comments: This option only applies in the case of a

*      LEVEL=ONLY migration.

*      If this option is applied then only the referenced attribute

*      (attribute migration) or attributes within the class (class

*      migration) will be extracted from the source dictionary.

*

*  40. NOSAUTH   (Bypass source dictionary security checking)

*  -   Purpose: Userid/Password are verified as having display

*      authority in the source dictionary, for signon, override

*      authorization (if specified) and for each extracted entity

*      type. If this authorization check fails MIGRATOR will abort.

*  -   Default: Security checking will be performed

*  -   To invoke this option, code: NOSAUTH=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: NOSAUTH=N

*

*  41. NOTAUTH   (Bypass target dictionary security checking)

*  -   Purpose: Userid/Password are verified as having update

*      authority in the target dictionary, for signon, override

*      authorization (if specified) and for each extracted entity

*      type. If this authorization check fails MIGRATOR will abort.

*  -   Default: Security checking will be performed

*  -   To invoke this option, code: NOTAUTH=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: NOTAUTH=N

*
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*  42. ENTLAB    (Entity type labels)

*  -   Purpose: Place a marker at the beginning of each new entity

*      type in the DDDLUPD file showing an entity type code.

*  -   Default: No labels will be inserted

*  -   To invoke this option, code: ENTLAB=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: ENTLAB=N

*

*  43. ABGNSRC   (Adsobgen Source for Dialogs)

*  -   Purpose: Format the ADSOBGN file so it may be used as input

*      to a culprit report which creates syntax for 'Generate from

*      source' for the ADSOBGEN utility.

*  -   Default: 'Generate from load ' syntax is created.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: ABGNSRC=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: ABGNSRC=N

*

*

*  44. XSIGNON   (Omit Signon From Syntax Files)

*  -   Purpose: Format all Syntax files without a Signon statement.

*  -   Default: Signon statements using data from run time parameters

*               is generated for as appropriate for each syntax file.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XSIGNON=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XSIGNON=N

*  -   Comments:  This option allows a separate file with signon

*      information to be concatenated to the syntax file at upload

*      time.

*      Warning:  Certain files may be empty if this option is used

*      when  no separate signon statement file is concatenated and

*      no occurrences of a given entity type are migrated.

*      Empty files will cause the upload utilities to abend.

*

*

*  45. XSIGMAP   (Omit Signon From MAP Syntax Files RHDCDEL/RHDCUPD)

*  -   Purpose: Format Map Compiler Syntax Files without A Signon.

*  -   Default: Signon statements using data from run time parameters

*               are generated as appropriate for MAP syntax file.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: XSIGMAP=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XSIGMAP=N

*  -   Comments:  The Batch Mapping compiler RHDCMAP1 has been

*      enhanced to allow access to a signon-required dictionary when

*      no signon card is provided if the userid of the person who

*      submitted the job has access to the dictionary. This allows

*      Dictionary Migrator users to utilize this facility regardless

*      of the format of the other syntax files.

*      Warning:  MAP syntax files may be empty if this option is used

*      when  no separate signon statement file is concatenated and

*      no occurrences of a given entity type are migrated.

*      Empty files will cause the upload utilities to abend.

*

*  46. XEQUDAT   (Skip extraction of entities with equal dates)

*  -   Purpose: To avoid extraction of entites with equal dates where

*               timestamps are not supported in CHANGEONLY migration.

*  -   Default: Entities with equal dates and no time stamps will be

*               marked for extraction in a CHANGEONLY migration.
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*  -   To invoke this option, code: XEQUDAT=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: XEQUDAT=N

*  -   Comments:  Date and Timestamps are used are the basis for

*      comparison in a CHANGEONLY migration. Where dates are equal

*      are no timestamp is supported, the entity will be marked for

*      extraction. This can result in unnecessary migration of many

*      entities. Elements are an example. By setting XEQUDAT=Y you

*      will avoid the migration of such entities.

*

*  47. DDLMOD    (Create DDL syntax using MODIFY verb)

*  -   Purpose: To create SCHEMA and SUBSCHEMA DDL Syntax files

*               using the MODIFY verb rather than the ADD/DELETE.

*  -   Default: DDL Syntax files will be created using ADD/DELETE

*               syntax.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: DDLMOD=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: DDLMOD=N

*  -   Comments:  If DDLMOD is selected the SCHMDEL and SUBSDEL

*      files will be created but all lines contained therein will be

*      commented out.

*

*  48. DDDLREP   (Create DDDL syntax using REPLACE verb)

*  -   Purpose: To create DDDL Syntax files using the MODIFY

*               verb rather than the ADD/DELETE or MODIFY.

*  -   Default: DDDL Syntax files will be created using ADD/DELETE

*               or MODIFY syntax as specified.

*  -   To invoke this option, code: DDDLREP=Y

*  -   To use the default, code: DDDLREP=N

*  -   Comments:  None

*

*  49. TABNULL   (Add an 'EXCLUDE VALUES NULL' to TABLE syntax)        

*  -   Purpose: To Add an 'EXCLUDE VALUES NULL' clause to TABLE        

*               syntax.                                                

*               This option may be useful when a 'MODIFY TABLE'        

*               is used to add a TABLE containing values to the        

*               target dictionary and the values get duplicated        

*               therein - Addition of above clause prevents this.      

*  -   Default: TABLE syntax will be created without the addition of   

*               an 'EXCLUDE VALUES NULL' clause.                       

*  -   To invoke this option, code: TABNULL=Y                          

*  -   To use the default, code: TABNULL=N                             

*  -   Comments:  None                                                 

*                                                                      

*  50. EXPMOD    (Use 'MODIFY' verb for EXPORT CHANGEONLY syntax)      

*  -   Purpose: To force use of 'MODIFY' verb in syntax files for      

*               EXPORT CHANGEONLY runs only.                           

*               ADD RECORD does not include a 'REMOVE ALL' option.     

*               If the records already exist in the target dictionary  

*               use of MODIFY verb may be preferable.                  

*  -   Default: ADD verb is used in Syntax File creation for           

*               EXPORT CHANGEONLY runs.                                

*  -   To invoke this option, code: EXPMOD=Y                           

*  -   To use the default, code: EXPMOD=N                              

*  -   Comments:  None
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USMTPARM CSECT                                                           

     USMCPARM  XPICOVR=N,     1   EXCLUDE PICTURE OVERRIDES            X 

               XSUBEL=N,      2   EXCLUDE SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS         X 

               MAPDCMP=N,     3   MAP DECOMPILE OPTION                 X 

               SHARRDY=N,     4   READY IN SHARED UPDATE (OBJECT DICT) X 

               EXCLRDY=N,     5   READY IN EXCLUSIVE UPDATE "     "    X 

               DFLTOFF=N,     6   DEFAULT IS OFF                       X 

               PROGALL=N,     7   DISPLAY PROGRAMS WITH ALL            X 

               XCLIST=N,      8   EXCLUDE CLIST (DCMT V NEW COPIES)    X 

               XCLIMM=N,      9   EXCLUDE IMMEDIATE IN CLIST           X 

               XCLDBN=N,      11  EXCLUDE DICTIONARY NAME IN CLIST     X 

               XCLVER=N,      10  EXCLUDE VERSION IN CLIST             X 

               NOUDC=N,       12  NO UDC COMMENT SYNTAX                X 

               XUDNREF=N,    G13  EXCLUDE ALL UDN REFERENCES           X 

               XUDNREL=N,     13  EXCLUDE ELEMENT UDN REFERENCES       X 

               XUDNRAT=N,     14  EXCLUDE ATTRIBUTE UDN REFERENCES     X 

               XUDNRSY=N,     15  EXCLUDE SYSTEM UDN REFERENCES        X

               XUDNRRC=N,     16  EXCLUDE RECORD UDN REFERENCES        X 

               XUDNRMD=N,     17  EXCLUDE MODULE UDN REFERENCES        X 

               XUDNRPG=N,     18  EXCLUDE PROGRAM UDN REFERENCES       X 

               XUDNRUS=N,     19  EXCLUDE USER   UDN REFERENCES        X 

               DBQUOTE=N,     20 DOUBLE QUOTE                          X 

               EXNTWK=N,      21  EXTRACT IDMSNTWK COMPONENTS          X 

               XELEMNT=N,     22  OMIT ELEMENTS FROM EXTRACTION        X 

               XELECOB=N,     23  OMIT ELE FROM EXTRACT WHEN COBOLFMT  X 

               EXSYREC=N,     24  EXTRACT SYSTEM RECORDS               X 

               XUDNXRT=N,    G25  SKIP ALL     UDN EXTRACTION          X 

               XUDNXEL=N,     25  SKIP ELEMENT UDN EXTRACTION          X 

               XUDNXRC=N,     26  SKIP RECORD  UDN EXTRACTION          X 

               XUDNXMD=N,     27  SKIP MODULE UDN EXTRACTION           X 

               XUDNXUS=N,     28  SKIP USER   UDN EXTRACTION           X 

               XUDNXAT=N,     29  SKIP ATTRIBUTE UDN EXTRACTION        X 

               XUDNXSY=N,     30  SKIP SYSTEM UDN EXTRACTION           X 

               XIMSYNR=N,     31  OMIT SYNTAX FILE DISPLAY RPT ON IMP  X 

               DELADDS=N,     32  use delete/add syntax (not modify)   X 

               EXTSAME=N,     33  EXTRACT SAME AS ENTITIES             X 

               DBABEND=N,     34  ABEND ON DATABASE ERROR              X 

               NOEXATT=N,     35  OMIT EXTRACTION OF CLASS-ATTRIBUTES  X 

               NOEXCLS=N,     36  OMIT EXTRACTION OF CLASS             X 

               NOEXSYS=N,     37  OMIT EXTRACTION OF SYSTEMS           X

               STOPVER=N,     38  Stop after vald if errors (cc=8)     X

               NOATRXP=N,     39  LEVEL=ONLY NO ATTR EXPLOSION         X

               NOSAUTH=N,     40  BYPASS SOURCE DICT SECURITY CHECKING X

               NOTAUTH=N,     41  BYPASS target DICT SECURITY CHECKING X

               ENTLAB=N,      42  PUT ENTITY TYPE LABELS IN DDDLUPD    X

               ABGNSRC=N,     43  CREATE ADSOBGEN SOURCE GEN KEYFILE   X

               XSIGNON=N,     44  OMIT SIGNON FROM ALL SYNTAX FILES    X

               XSIGMAP=N,     45  OMIT SIGNON FROM MAP SYNTAX FILES    X

               XEQUDAT=N,     46  OMIT ENTITIES EQUAL DATE NO TIME     X

               DDLMOD=N,      47  CREATE DDL Syntax files using MODIFY X

               DDDLREP=N,     48  CREATE DDDL syntax using REPLACE     X

               TABNULL=N,     49  ADD EXCLUDE VALUES NULL to TABLE syn X

               EXPMOD=N       50  Use MODIFY verb in EXPORT CHANGEONLY  
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         EJECT                                                          

 #MOPT ENV=USER,PROD=TOOL,REGS=NO,AMODE=NO,RMODE=NO,CSECT=USMTPARM     

**********************************************************************

IDMS DME Runtime Parameters

*********************************************************************** 00000100

* CA IDMS/DICTIONARY MIGRATOR EDITOR RUNTIME PARAMETERS

          *** 00000200

*********************************************************************** 00001300

*            MODIFY PRODUCT TUNING PARAMETERS                        *

*            --------------------------------                        *

*USETPARM -- THIS MEMBER IS USED TO SPECIFY THE RUN-TIME VALUES TO   *

*            BE USED AS INPUT TO THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MACRO,   *

*            USECPARM, WHICH IS DYNAMICALLY LOADED BY ONLINE MENU    *

*            USEAMEN, AND THE ACTIVE AND PASSIVE D.M.E. MODULES.     *

*                                                                    *

*            RUN-TIME VARIABLES                                      *

*            ------------------                                      *

*                                                                    *

*            HLPDICT=(1-8 CHAR)   ALTERNATE DICT FOR ONLINE HELP     *

*            HLPNODE=(1-8 CHAR)   ALTERNATE NODE FOR ONLINE HELP     *

*            HLPVERS=(1-9999 NUM) VERSION NUMBER OF HELP MODULES.    *

*                                                                    *

*            LOCK=(Y/N)        IDD DB LOCKING  (YES OR NO)           *

*                                                                    *

*                                 Y = LONGTERM DBKEY LOCKS ARE       *

*                                     SET ON A MODULE WHEN AN        *

*                                     EDIT SESSION IS STARTED        *

*                                                                    *

*                                 N = LONGTERM DBKEY LOCKS ARE NOT   *

*                                     SET,  SHOULD ONLY BE DONE ON   *

*                                     ADVICE FROM CA TECHNICAL       *

*                                     STAFF.                         *

*                                                                    *

*            SCROLL=PAGE     SCROLL AMOUNT                           *

*                                 PAGE|HALF|CSR                      *

*                                                                    *

*            DELIMIT=;       COMMAND DELIMIT                         *

*                                                                    *

*                                                                    *

*            PAD=            PAD  CHARACTER                          *

*                                 N|B     NULLS|BLANKS               *

*                                                                    *

*            VERSION=HIGHEST  DEFAULT IDD VERSION NUMBER             *

*                                 HIGHEST - SELECT THE HIGHEST VER   *

*                                                                    *

*                                 LOWEST  - SELECT THE LOWEST  VER   *

*                                                                    *

*            SECURTY=I         SECURTY SYSTEM IN FORCE               *

*                                 (RESERVED)                         *
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*                                 I = IDD (DEFAULT)                  *

*                                 D = DBMS                           *

*                                 B = DBMS AND IDD                   *

*                                                                    *

*            USERID =INPUT    ALLOW CHANGES TO USERID FROM           *

*                             WITHIN DME SESSION                     *

*                                 INPUT = USERID CHANGE ALLOWED      *

*                                 PROT  = USERID CHANGE NOT ALLOWED  *

*                                                                    *

*            MODSORT=Y        DEFAULT TO SORTED MODULE LIST          *

*                                 Y = MODULE SORT ASSUMED            *

*                                 N = MODULE SORT NOT ASSUMED        *

*                                       (LARGE SHOP OPTION)          *

*                                                                    *

*            SETDB=N         RESET DATABASE                          *

*                                 Y = RESET DATABASE/NODE TO         *

*                                     ORIGINAL  VALUE ON DME ENTRY   *

*                                 N = DO NOT RESET DATABASE/NODE     *

*                                           DEFAULT                  *

*                                                                    *

*            CLRKEND=Y        CLEAR KEY = END                        *

*                                 Y = CLEAR KEY = END                *

*                                     ORIGIONAL VALUE ON DME ENTRY   *

*                                           DEFAULT                  *

*                                 N = CLEAR KEY = RESHOW             *

*                                                                    *

*            PRTCLASS=        SET DEFAULT PRINT CLASS                *

*                                  DC   OBTAIN THIS VALUE FROM       *

*                                       DME OR DC PROFILE            *

*                                           DEFAULT                  *

*                                       ALL OTHER SETTINGS - USE     *

*                                       THIS VALUE AS PRINT CLASS    *

*                                       BLANKS ARE ACCEPTABLE        *

*                                                                    *

*            EDITMOD=         SET DEFAULT ENTRY MODE TO EDIT MODULE  *

*                                 N     DME ENTRY SCREEN MAIN MENU   *

*                                           DEFAULT                  *

*                                 Y     DME ENTRY SCREEN DEFAULTS    *

*                                       TO MODULE SELECTION SCREEN   *

*                                                                    *

*            PROKEEP=INTEGER      NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN           *

*                                 DME PROFILE QUEUE RECORDS          *

*                                 MUST BE NUMERIC INTEGER            *

*                                 BETWEEN 0 AND 255.                 *

*                                 DEFAULTS TO 255 (FOREVER)          *

*                                                                    *

*  DEFAULT VALUES AS SUPPLIED WITH INSTALLATION:                     *

*       USECPARM HLPDICT='        ',   HELP DICTIONARY               *

*                HLPNODE='        ',   HELP NODE                     *

*                HLPVERS=1,            VERSION OF HELP TEXT          *

*                   LOCK=Y,            LOCK (YES|NO)                 *

*                 SCROLL=PAGE,         SCROLL AMOUNT                 *

*                DELIMIT=;,            COMMAND DELIMIT               *
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*                    PAD=N,            PAD  CHARACTER                *

*                VERSION=HIGHEST,      DEFAULT IDD VERSION NUMBER    *

*               SECURTY=I,             SECURTY SYSTEM IN FORCE       *

*                 USERID=INPUT,        CHANGE ALLOWED TO USER ID     *

*                MODSORT=Y,            MODULE SORT ON                *

*                  SETDB=Y,            SET DATABASE                  *

*                CLRKEND=Y,            CLEAR KEY IS END  COMMAND     *

*                PRTCLASS='  ',        DEFAULT VALUE USE GETPROF     *

*                EDITMOD=N,            ENTRY SCREEN MODULE SELECTION *

*                PROKEEP=255                                         *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

         USECPARM HLPDICT=TOOLDICT,                                    X

               HLPNODE=,                                               X

               HLPVERS=1,                                              X

               LOCK=,                                                  X

               SCROLL=,                                                X

               DELIMIT=;,                                              X

               PAD=N,                                                  X

               VERSION=HIGHEST,                                        X

               SECURTY=I,                                              X

               USERID=INPUT,                                           X

               MODSORT=Y,                                              X

               SETDB=Y,                                                X

               CLRKEND=Y,                                              X

               PRTCLASS=,                                              X

               EDITMOD=N,                                              X

               PROKEEP=255

         END

IDMS DQF Runtime Parameters

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 * CA IDMS/DICTIONARY QUERY FACILITY RUNTIME PARAMETERS

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 *

 *DADTPARM THIS IS THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MACRO USED BY THE DQF

 *SYSTEM TO PROVIDE RUNTIME VALUES.

 *OPERANDS:

 *                 HLPDICT='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE DICTIONARY USED FOR

 *                                      GSIHELP.

 *                 HLPNODE='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE NODE USED FOR GSIHELP.

 *

 *                 HLPVERS=INTEGER      VERSION NUMBER OF HELP MODULES.

 *

 *ASSEMBLED VALUES AT INSTALLATION:

 *       DADCPARM HLPDICT='        ',

 *                HLPNODE='        ',

 *                HLPVERS=1

 *       END

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 *********************************************************************** 
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 *                                                                     * 

 *******         MODIFY THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IF NEEDED       ******* 

 *                                                                     * 

 *********************************************************************** 

          DADCPARM HLPDICT=,                                            X

                HLPNODE=,                                               X

                HLPVERS=1                                                

          EJECT                                                          

  #MOPT ENV=USER,PROD=TOOL,REGS=NO,AMODE=NO,RMODE=NO,CSECT=DADTPARM      

IDMS/DML Online Runtime Parameters

*********************************************************************** 00000100

* CA IDMS/DML ONLINE RUNTIME PARAMETERS                                  0000100

*********************************************************************** 00001300

*                                                                    *

*       YOUR RESPONSIBILITY AS INSTALLER IS TO :                     *

*                                                                    *

*   1.  SELECT APPROPRIATE VALUES FOR THE MACRO PARAMETERS AT THE END*

*                                                                    *

*   2.  UPDATE THE FOLLOWING SOURCE MODULES AS APPROPRIATE :         *

*                                                                    *

*       .. USD@MOPS            MENU-MODE DML OP CODES                *

*       .. USD@MTXT            MENU-MODE DESCRIPTIVE TEXT            *

*       .. USD@MSTL            MENU-MODE STATIC AREA DESCRIPTION     *

*       .. USD@SSEX            SUBSCHEMA EXCLUSION LIST              *

*       .. USD@DSPC            DISPLAYABLE CHARACTERS                *

*       .. USD@KYWD            STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS                *

*                                                                    *

*   3.  ASSEMBLE AND LINKEDIT PROGRAM USDTPARM                       *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* FOLLOWING IS AN EXPLANATION FOR EACH PARAMETER OF MACRO USDCPARM   *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (1)  :  ==>  HLPDICT    ALTERNATE DICTIONARY USED FOR HELP MODULES *

*                                                                    *

*         DICTIONARY NAME (DICTNAME) OF DICTIONARY INTO WHICH THE    *

*         ONLINE DOCUMENTATION / HELP MODULES HAVE BEEN PLACED       *

*         PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS '        '.        *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (2)  :  ==>  HLPNODE    ALTERNATE DICTNODE   USED FOR HELP MODULES *

*                                                                    *

*         DICTIONARY NODE (DICTNODE) OF DICTIONARY INTO WHICH THE    *

*         ONLINE DOCUMENTATION / HELP MODULES HAVE BEEN PLACED       *

*         PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS '        '.        *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *
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* (3)  :  ==>  HLPVERS    VERSION NUMBER OF THE HELP MODULES         *

*                                                                    *

*         VERSION OF DICTIONARY ONLINE DOCUMENTATION MODULES.        *

*         PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS 1.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (4)  :  ==>  LOWCASE    LOWER CASE OPTION  (Y/N)                   *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE "LOWER CASE DATA ACCEPTED" OPTION ON THE    *

*          DMLO SIGNON SCREEN.                                       *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET LOWCASE  (ON/OFF) COMMAND.                   *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'Y' OR 'N'                          *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'N'.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (5)  :  ==>  DPRTCL     DC PRINT CLASS                             *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF "PRINT CLASS" OPTION ON DMLO SIGNON    *

*          SCREEN.                                                   *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION FROM OPTIONS SCREEN.   *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE '1'.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (6)  :  ==>  TPRTCL     TSO PRINT CLASS                            *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF "PRINT CLASS" OPTION ON DMLO SIGNON    *

*          SCREEN.                                                   *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION FROM OPTIONS SCREEN.   *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'A'.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (7)  :  ==>  CPRTCL     CICS PRINT CLASS                           *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF "PRINT CLASS" OPTION ON DMLO SIGNON    *

*          SCREEN.                                                   *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION FROM OPTIONS SCREEN.   *

*          *** PRINTING IS NOT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FROM CICS ***     *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'A'.                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (8)  :  ==>  DISPLAY    DISPLAY FMT  (COBOL/VERTICAL)              *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF DISPLAY OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.       *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET COBOL (ON/OFF) COMMAND.                      *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'COBOL' OR 'VERTICAL'               *

*            WHERE COBOL    = LEVELED, INDENTED, COBOL-LIKE FORMAT   *
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*                  VERTICAL = R4.6 AND EARLIER NON-LEVELED FORMAT    *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'COBOL'.             *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (9)  :  ==>  AUTOHEX    AUTOHEX   OPTION (ON/OFF)                  *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF AUTOHEX OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.       *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET AUTOHEX (ON/OFF) COMMAND.                    *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'ON' OR 'OFF'                       *

*            WHERE  ON   ==> FIELDS CONTAINING INVALID DATA WILL BE  *

*                            AUTOMATICALLY DISPLAYED IN HEX FORMAT.  *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'ON'.                *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (10) :  ==>  AUTOBND    AUTO-BIND OPTION (ON/OFF)                  *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF AUTOBIND OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.      *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET AUTOBIND (ON/OFF) COMMAND.                   *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'ON' OR 'OFF'                       *

*            WHERE  ON   ==> RECORDS WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY BOUND     *

*                            AT THE FIRST REFERENCE IN DML COMMANDS  *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'ON'.                *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (11) :  ==>  MAPIN      DATA/COMMAND INP (FAST/STEP)               *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF  MAPIN   OPTION FOR DMLO SESSION.      *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET MAPIN  (FAST/STEP) COMMAND                   *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'FAST' OR 'STEP'                    *

*            WHERE FAST  ==> DATA UPDATES AND COMMAND/PFKEY INPUT    *

*                            WILL BE ACCEPTED IN THE SAME            *

*                            PSUEDO-CONVERSE.                        *

*                                                                    *

*          NOTE THAT RELEASES PRIOR TO R5.5 DMLO ONLY                *

*               FUNCTIONED IN 'STEP' MODE.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'FAST'               *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (12) :  ==>  CLIST      CLIST EXECUTION  (FAST/STEP)               *

*                                                                    *
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*          INITIAL SETTING OF CLIST EXECUTION OPTION FOR SESSION.    *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET CLIST  (FAST/STEP) COMMAND                   *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'FAST' OR 'STEP'                    *

*            WHERE FAST  ==> CLIST EXECUTION WILL BE IN FAST MODE.   *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'FAST'               *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (13) :  ==>  DSPCMND    COMMAND DISPLAY  (INPUT/USED)              *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF COMMAND DISPLAY OPTION FOR SESSION.    *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET CMND (INPUT/USED)  COMMAND                   *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'USED' OR 'INPUT'                   *

*            WHERE USED  ==> COMMAND LINE ECHO WILL BE IN THE        *

*                            EXPANDED FORMAT AS USED BY THE          *

*                            COMMAND PROCESSOR                       *

*                  INPUT ==> COMMAND LINE ECHO WILL BE AS ENTERED    *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'INPUT'              *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (14) :  ==>  LRFSCRN    LRF SCREEN FMT   (NORM/MAX)                *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL SETTING OF LRF SCREEN FORMAT OPTION.              *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH      SHOW OPTIONS      COMMAND                    *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'NORM' OR 'MAX'                     *

*            WHERE NORM  ==> SCREEN FORMAT FOR LRF SUBSCHEMAS        *

*                            INITIALLY WILL BE STANDARD              *

*                            'EXPERT' FORMAT                         *

*                  MAX   ==> SCREEN FORMAT FOR LRF SUBSCHEMAS        *

*                            INITIALLY WILL ALLOW FOR MAXIMUM        *

*                            COMMAND LENGTH                          *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'NORM'               *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (15) :  ==>  MODE       SESSION MODE    (EXPERT/MENU)              *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL DEFAULT SETTING FOR MENU-MODE OPERATION.          *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET MENU (ON/OFF)      COMMAND                   *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE 'NEMU' OR 'EXPERT'                  *
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*            WHERE MENU   ==> DMLO WILL STARTUP IN MENU-MODE FORMAT  *

*                  EXPERT ==> DMLO WILL STARTUP IN EXPERT    FORMAT  *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'EXPERT'             *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (16) :  ==>  USERXIT    USER EXIT OPTION                           *

*                                                                    *

*          USER EXIT OPTION.                                         *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'NO'                 *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE :                                   *

*                                                                    *

*            YES           = USER EXIT MODULE IS AVAILABLE, WILL BE  *

*                            INVOKED FOR EACH DML VERB EXECUTED, AND *

*                            OPTION IS NOT CHANGEABLE BY THE USER    *

*                            DURING THE DMLO SESSION                 *

*                                                                    *

*            NO            = USER EXIT WILL NOT BE INVOKED, AND      *

*                            OPTION IS NOT CHANGEABLE BY THE USER    *

*                            DURING THE DMLO SESSION                 *

*                                                                    *

*            (DYNAMIC,OFF) = USER EXIT MODULE IS AVAILABLE, BUT IS   *

*            (DYNAM,OFF)     NOT ACTIVE FOR THE SESSION UNTIL THE    *

*                            SET EXIT ON COMMAND IS ISSUED. ALL      *

*                            DML VERBS ARE ELIGIBLE FOR THE EXIT     *

*                            UNLESS SPECIFICALLY TURNED OFF DURING   *

*                            THE SESSION.                            *

*                                                                    *

*            (DYNAMIC,ON)  = USER EXIT MODULE IS AVAILABLE, AND WILL *

*            (DYNAM,ON)      BE ACTIVE FOR THE SESSION UNTIL THE     *

*                            SET EXIT OFF COMMAND IS ISSUED. ALL     *

*                            UNLESS SPECIFICALLY TURNED OFF DURING   *

*                            THE SESSION.                            *

*                                                                    *

*            DYNAMIC       = EQUIVALENT TO (DYNAMIC,OFF)             *

*            DYNAM                                                   *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (17) :  ==>  GLOBID     GLOBAL (SYS OWNED) PROFILE/CLIST OWNER     *

*                                                                    *

*          INTERNAL OWNER ID FOR GLOBAL (SYSTEM-OWNED)               *

*          PROFILES AND CLISTS                                       *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE ONLY BY REASSEMBLY OF USDTPARM        *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE 'DMLOSYS'               *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (18) :  ==>  ADMIN      DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON (1)              *

* (19) :  ==>  ADMIN2     DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON (2)              *

*                                                                    *

*          SIGNON USERIDS FOR WHICH DMLO WILL ALLOW RESTRICTED       *
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*          PROFILE AND CLIST MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS                   *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE ONLY BY REASSEMBLY OF USDTPARM        *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUES 'USERID01' 'USERID02'  *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (20) :  ==>  USERID     CHG USERID ?  (INPUT/PROT)                 *

*                                                                    *

*          INDICATES WHETHER USERID FROM IDMS/DC SIGNON MAY BE       *

*          BE CHANGED AT DMLO SESSION SIGNON.                        *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUES ARE :  INPUT  ==>  USERID/PASSWORD MAY BE ENTERED  *

*                                    ON THE DMLO SIGNON SCREEN       *

*                        PROT   ==>  USERID/PASSWORD PROTECTED       *

*                                    ON THE DMLO SIGNON SCREEN       *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE  INPUT               *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (21) :  ==>  NONDSPL    NONDISPLAY TRANSLATION                     *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE FOR TRANSLATION OF CHARACTERS WHICH         *

*          ARE CONSIDERED TO BE NON-DISPLAYABLE BASED ON             *

*          CONTENTS OF TABLE DESCRIBED BY MEMBER USD@DSPC            *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION                        *

*             WITH  SET NONDISPLAY X  COMMAND                        *

*                                                                    *

*          PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE C'_'                 *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (22) :  ==>  DEFDICT    DEFAULT SIGNON DICTIONARY                  *

* (23) :  ==>  DEFNODE    DEFAULT SIGNON DICT. NODE                  *

*                                                                    *

*         DEFAULT SIGNON SCREEN DICTIONARY NAME.                     *

*         DEFAULT SIGNON SCREEN DICTIONARY NODE.                     *

*                                                                    *

*         ANY VALUES SPECIFIED HERE WILL APPEAR EACH TIME THE        *

*         DMLO SIGNON SCREEN IS PRESENTED                            *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (24) :  ==>  PRFDBNM    PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NAME                  *

* (25) :  ==>  PRFDBND    PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NODE                  *

*                                                                    *

*         SEGMENT NAME AND NODE (DBNAME/DBNODE)                      *

*         FOR PROFILE/CLIST SUBSCHEMA                                *

*                                                                    *

*         PARAMETERS SET BY INSTALLATION PROCESS TO MATCH DMCL       *

*         CHANGES.                                                   *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *
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* (26) :  ==>  SBUFNM     DEFAULT SCRATCH REC NAME PREFIX            *

*                                                                    *

*         PREFIX FOR DEFAULT SCRATCH RECORD NAMES                    *

*                                                                    *

*         IF NO OTHER RECORD NAME SPECIFIED FOR SCRATCH I/O          *

*         REQUESTS, DMLO WILL CREATE A RECORD/ELEMENT STRUCTURE      *

*         WHOSE NAME IS SSSSN WHERE SSSS IS SPECIFIED BY SBUFNM      *

*         AND N IS 0-9.                                              *

*                                                                    *

* (27) :  ==>  QBUFNM     DEFAULT QUEUE   REC NAME PREFIX            *

*                                                                    *

*         PREFIX FOR DEFAULT  QUEUE  RECORD NAMES                    *

*                                                                    *

*         IF NO OTHER RECORD NAME SPECIFIED FOR  QUEUE  I/O          *

*         REQUESTS, DMLO WILL CREATE A RECORD/ELEMENT STRUCTURE      *

*         WHOSE NAME IS QQQQN WHERE QQQQ IS SPECIFIED BY QBUFNM      *

*         AND N IS 0-9.                                              *

*                                                                    *

* (28) :  ==>  SQBUFL     DEFAULT SCR/QUE REC MAX LEN                *

*                                                                    *

*         DEFAULT SCRATCH/QUEUE BUFFER LENGTH                        *

*                                                                    *

*         THIS VALUE IS THE BUFFER LENGTH FOR ALL RECORDS            *

*         WHICH DMLO ALLOCATES USING THE DEFAULT SCRATCH AND         *

*         QUEUE RECORD NAME PREFIXES.                                *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (29) :  ==>  ATTNKEY    ATTENTION/INTERRUPT                        *

*                                                                    *

*         INITIAL VALUE OF "INTERRUPT" KEY WHICH APPEARS ON THE      *

*         DMLO SIGNON SCREEN. NOTE IT IS CHANGEABLE AT THAT TIME.    *

*         ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PA1-PA3, OR PF1-PF24.                *

*                                                                    *

*         PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL, DEFAULT VALUE IS 'PA1'.             *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (30-37)   THESE REPRESENT INITIAL VALUES OF PF KEY SETTINGS.       *

*           ALLOWED FORMATS ARE :                                    *

*                  ....KEY=(PFX,PFY)                                 *

*                  ....KEY=(PFX)                                     *

*                  ....KEY=PFX                                       *

*                                                                    *

*           ALL KEYS ARE CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION EXCEPT        *

*                  SNONKEY == SIGNON SCREEN HELP                     *

*                  PROFKEY == SIGNON PROFILE LIST                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (30) :  ==>  SNONKEY    HELP (SIGNON)                              *

*                                                                    *

*         INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO     *

*         INVOKE ONLINE DOCUMENTATION FOR SIGNON SCREEN              *

*                                                                    *
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*         KEYS CHANGEABLE ONLY AT INSTALLATION                       *

*                                                                    *

*         ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                            *

*                                                                    *

*         DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF2'   AND  'PF14'                      *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (31) :  ==>  PROFKEY    SIGNON PROFILE LIST                        *

*                                                                    *

*         INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO     *

*         REQUEST A PROFILE LIST FROM SIGNON SCREEN                  *

*                                                                    *

*         KEYS CHANGEABLE ONLY AT INSTALLATION                       *

*                                                                    *

*         ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                            *

*                                                                    *

*         DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF4'   AND  'PF16'                      *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (32) :  ==>  HELPKEY    HELP (DMLO)                                *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          INVOKE DMLO ONLINE DOCUMENTATION (HELP) DISPLAYS.         *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING SESSION.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF1'   AND  'PF13'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (33) :  ==>  SHOWKEY    SHOW PFKEYS                                *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          REQUEST DISPLAY/UPDATE OF ALL PF KEYS.                    *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF2'   AND  'PF14'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (34) :  ==>  PENDKEY    END / GOBACK FUNCTION                      *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          REQUEST END/GOBACK FROM SECONDARY DMLO DISPLAYS           *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF3'   AND  'PF15'                     *
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*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (35) :  ==>  DISPKEY    DISPLAY &D.                                 *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          REQUEST REDISPLAY FUNCTION.                               *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF4'   AND  'PF16'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (36) :  ==>  PGUPKEY    SCROLL UP                                  *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          PAGE/SCROLL DISPLAY UP (TOWARD THE FIRST LINE)            *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF7'   AND  'PF19'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (37) :  ==>  PGDNKEY    SCROLL DOWN                                *

*                                                                    *

*          INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMARY AND ALTERNATE PF KEYS USED TO    *

*          PAGE/SCROLL DISPLAY DOWN  (TOWARD THE LAST LINE)          *

*                                                                    *

*          KEYS CHANGEABLE DURING THE SESSION                        *

*                                                                    *

*          ACCEPTABLE VALUES ARE PF1-PF24.                           *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT VALUES :  'PF8'   AND  'PF20'                     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (38) :  ==>  DEFENTK    DEFAULT ENTER KEY USAGE (Y/N)              *

*                                                                    *

*          DEFAULT PROCESSING MODE WHEN ENTER KEY ALONE IS HIT,      *

*          WITH NO OTHER DATA TYPED/OVERTYPED ON COMMAND LINE.       *

*          DEFAULT VALUE IS 'Y'. DEFAULT ACTION CLEAR COMMAND LINE.  *

*                                                                    *

*          ALTERNATE SETTING IS 'N'. THIS WILL CAUSE THE LAST        *

*          COMMAND ON THE COMMAND LINE (IF ANY) TO BE RE-EXECUTED.   *

*          THIS CAN BE USED TO REPEAT OBTAIN NEXT/PREVIOUS           *

*          DML COMMAND WITHOUT HAVING TO OVERTYPE ANY CHARACTERS.    *

*                                                                    *

*          VALUE IS ALSO DYNAMICALLY CHANGEABLE FOR SESSION          *

*          DURATION USING THE : SET DEFENTK (ON/OFF) COMMAND.        *

*                                                                    *
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*          DEFAULT VALUE:    DEFENTK = 'Y' DO NOT RE-EXECUTE COMMAND *

*          ALTERNATE VALUE:  DEFENTK = 'N' DO RE-EXECUTE COMMAND     *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (39) :  ==>  DEFDBNM    DEFAULT SIGNON DBNAME                      *

*                                                                    *

*         DEFAULT SIGNON SCREEN DBNAME.                              *

*                                                                    *

*         ANY VALUES SPECIFIED HERE WILL APPEAR EACH TIME THE        *

*         DMLO SIGNON SCREEN IS PRESENTED                            *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

* (40) :  ==>  STKSIZE    DEFAULT PUSH STACK SIZE                    *

*                                                                    *

*         DEFAULT PUSH STACK SIZE IN BYTES - 4K - (4096)             *

*                                                                    *

*         ALTER THIS VALUE IF REQUIRED TO A MAXIMUM OF 16K (16384)   *

*         A 4K VALUE MAY OCCASIONALLY CAUSE D002 ABENDS DURING       *

*         LARGE SUBSCHEMA ANALYSIS.                                  *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-********************-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

*         ENTER VALUES FOR YOUR INSTALLATION BELOW                   *

*                                                                    *

*  THE EXPLANATION OF EACH PARAMETER IS ABOVE.                       *

*  NOTE:   UNLESS MARKED WITH A (P) THE PARAMETERS REPRESENT THE     *

*  DEFAULT OR INITIAL VALUES, AND CAN BE CHANGED DURING THE DMLO     *

*  SESSION.                                                          *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

      USDCPARM HLPDICT=TOOLDICT,      1 DICTNAME FOR ONLINE DCMNTN (P) X

               HLPNODE=,              2 DICTNODE FOR ONLINE DCMNTN (P) X

               HLPVERS=1,             3 VERSION  FOR ONLINE DCMNTN (P) X

               LOWCASE=N,             4 LOWER CASE OPTION  (Y/N)       X

               DPRTCL=1,              5 DC PRINT CLASS                 X

               TPRTCL=A,              6 TSO PRINT CLASS                X

               CPRTCL=A,              7 CICS PRINT CLASS               X

               DISPLAY=COBOL,         8 DISPLAY FMT  (COBOL/VERTICAL)  X

               AUTOHEX=ON,            9 AUTOHEX   OPTION (ON/OFF)      X

               AUTOBND=ON,           10 AUTO-BIND OPTION (ON/OFF)      X

               MAPIN=FAST,           11 DATA/COMMAND INP (FAST/STEP)   X

               CLIST=FAST,           12 CLIST EXECUTION  (FAST/STEP)   X

               DSPCMND=INPUT,        13 COMMAND DISPLAY  (INPUT/USED)  X

               LRFSCRN=NORM,         14 LRF SCREEN FMT   (NORM/MAX)    X

               MODE=EXPERT,          15 SESSION MODE    (EXPERT/MENU)  X

               USERXIT=(DYNAM,OFF),  16 USER EXIT OPTION               X

               GLOBID=DMLOSYS,       17 SYS. PROF/CLIST OWER ID        X

               ADMIN=USERID01,       18 DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON      X

               ADMIN2=USERID02,      19 DMLO ADMINISTRATOR SIGNON      X

               USERID=INPUT,         20 CHG USERID ?  (INPUT/PROT)     X

               NONDSPL=C'_',         21 NONDISPLAY TRANSLATION         X

               DEFDICT=,             22 DEFAULT SIGNON DICTIONARY      X
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               DEFNODE=,             23 DEFAULT SIGNON DICT. NODE      X

               PRFDBNM=DMLO,         24 PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NAME      X

               PRFDBND=,             25 PROFILE SEGMENT (DB) NODE      X

               SBUFNM=SBUF,          26 DEFAULT SCR REC NAME PFX       X

               QBUFNM=QBUF,          27 DEFAULT QUE REC NAME PFX       X

               SQBUFL=4096,          28 DEFAULT S/Q REC MAX LEN        X

               ATTNKEY=PA1,          29 ATTENTION/INTERRUPT            X

               SNONKEY=(PF2,PF14),   30 SIGNON HELP           (P)      X

               PROFKEY=(PF4,PF16),   31 PROFILE LIST          (P)      X

               HELPKEY=(PF1,PF13),   32 SESSION HELP                   X

               SHOWKEY=(PF2,PF14),   33 SHOW PFKEYS                    X

               PENDKEY=(PF3,PF15),   34 END                            X

               DISPKEY=(PF4,PF16),   35 REDISPLAY                      X

               PGUPKEY=(PF7,PF19),   36 SCROLL UP                      X

               PGDNKEY=(PF8,PF20),   37 SCROLL DOWN                    X

               DEFENTK=Y,            38 DEFAULT USE OF ENTER KEY       X

               DEFDBNM=,             39 DEFAULT SIGNON DBNAME          X

               STKSIZE=              40 DEFAULT PUSH STACK SIZE

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

*     1) ALTER ANY/ALL OF THE PRECEEDING USDCPARM PARAMETERS, AS     *

*        NEEDED.  (A DETAILED EXPLANATION IS PRESENTED ABOVE.)       *

*                                                                    *

*     2) ALTER ANY/ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SOURCE MODULES (AS NEEDED)   *

*        FOR YOUR INSTALLATION BEFORE ASSEMBLY OF USDPARM1.  (A      *

*        DETAILED EXPLANATION IS PRESENTED WITHIN EACH MODULE        *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

         COPY  USD@MOPS            MENU-MODE DML OP CODES             

         COPY  USD@MTXT            MENU-MODE DESCRIPTIVE TEXT         

         COPY  USD@MSTL            MENU-MODE STATIC AREA DESCRIPTION  

         COPY  USD@SSEX            SUBSCHEMA EXCLUSION LIST           

         COPY  USD@DSPC            DISPLAYABLE CHARACTERS             

         COPY  USD@KYWD            STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS             

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                    *

*     1) OPTIONALLY ALTER ANY/ALL OF THE FOLLOWING 32 BYTE MESSAGES. *

*        AS REQUIRED. WHEN A USERCODE VALUE OF 1-9 IS RETURNED       *

*        FROM THE USDMLXIT USEREXIT PROGRAM DMLO WILL DISPLAY AN     *

*        F880X MESSAGE ( WHERE X IS 1-9 ) FOLLOWED BY THE TEXT       *

*        BELOW. EACH MESSAGE CAN BE UP TO 32 BYTES IN LENGTH WITH    *

*        THE DEFAULT VALUES PROVIDED BELOW.                          *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

#MSG8801 DC    CL32'F8801 USDMLXIT(01)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8802 USDMLXIT(02)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8803 USDMLXIT(03)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8804 USDMLXIT(04)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8805 USDMLXIT(05)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8806 USDMLXIT(06)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8807 USDMLXIT(07)              '                 

         DC    CL32'F8808 USDMLXIT(08)              '               

         DC    CL32'F8809 USDMLXIT(09)              '               
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         EJECT                                                      

#MOPT ENV=USER,PROD=TOOL,REGS=NO,AMODE=NO,RMODE=NO,CSECT=USDTPARM

IDMS Enforcer Runtime Parameters

*********************************************************************** 00000100

* CA IDMS/ENFORCER RUNTIME PARAMETERS

***********************************************************************

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*            MODIFY PRODUCT TUNING PARAMETERS                        *

*            --------------------------------                        *

*ESXTPARM -- This member is used to specify the run-time values to   *

*            be used as input to the installation tailoring macro,   *

*            ESXCPARM, which is dynamically loaded by online menu    *

*            ESXAMEN, and the active and passive enforcement modules.*

*                                                                    *

*            RUN-TIME VARIABLES                                      *

*            ------------------                                      *

*            ENFTSK=(1-8 CHAR)    Task used to invoke The Enforcer.  *

*                                                                    *

*            HLPDICT=(1-8 CHAR)   Alternate dictionary used          *

*                                 for GSIHELP.                       *

*                                                                    *

*            HLPNODE=(1-8 CHAR)   Alternate node used for GSIHELP.   *

*                                                                    *

*            HLPVERS=(1-9999 NUM) Version number of HELP modules.    *

*                                                                    *

*            LOKMODE=(D/B/M)      IDD deadlock processing directive  *

*                                 where:                             *

*                                 D = DEADLOCK--Allow full Enforcer  *

*                                     diagnostics.  This mode will   *

*                                     cause deadlocks agsinst con-   *

*                                     current update of the same     *

*                                     entity type in the same        *

*                                     dictionary.                    *

*                                 B = BATCH MODE--Only allows IDD-   *

*                                     FORMAT error messages but      *

*                                     precludes deadlock errors.     *

*                                 M = IDDM ONLY--Allows full         *

*                                     Enforcer diagnostics for       *

*                                     IDDM transactions.  All        *

*                                     other processing is identical  *

*                                     to BATCH MODE.                 *

*                                                                    *

*            PROKEEP=INTEGER      Number of days to retain           *

*                                 ENFORCER Profile Queue Records     *

*                                 Must be numeric integer            *

*                                 between 0 and 255.                 *

*                                 Defaults TO 255 (forever)          *

*                                                                    *

*USPS: New PARMS to indicate which delimiters are valid for element  *
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*      designation for bracket mode templates.                       *

*            DSPACE=(Y/N)          SPACE delimited words allowed.    *

*                                  Y = Yes (Allowed)                 *

*                                  N = No  (Allowed)                 *

*            DDASH=(Y/N)           DASH (-) Delimited words allowed. *

*                                  Y = Yes (Allowed)                 *

*                                  N = No  (Allowed)                 *

*            DULINE=(Y/N)          ULINE(_) Delimited words allowed. *

*                                  Y = Yes (Allowed)                 *

*                                  N = No  (Allowed)                 *

*                                                                    *

*                                                                    *

*  Default values as supplied with Installation:                     *

*       ESXTPARM ENFTSK='ENFORCER',                                  *

*                HLPDICT='        ',                                 *

*                HLPNODE='        ',                                 *

*                HLPVERS=1,                                          *

*                LOKMODE=D,                                          *

*USPS: Delimiter values for bracket templating.                      *

*                DSPACE=Y,                                           *

*                DDASH=Y,                                            *

*                DULINE=Y,                                           *

*                PROKEEP=255                                         *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

         ESXCPARM ENFTSK=ENFORCER,                                     X

               HLPDICT=TOOLDICT,                                       X

               HLPNODE=,                                               X

               HLPVERS=1,                                              X

               LOKMODE=D,                                              X

               DSPACE=Y,                                               X

               DDASH=Y,                                                X

               DULINE=Y,                                               X

               PROKEEP=255

         END

IDMS Masterkey Runtime Parameters

*********************************************************************** 00000100

* CA IDMS/MASTERKEY RUNTIME PARAMETERS                                   0000100

*********************************************************************** 00000100

*------------------------------------------------------------------*

*SSKCPARM THIS IS THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MACRO USED BY THE     *

*MASTERKEY SYSTEM TO PROVIDE RUN-TIME VALUES.                      *

*OPERANDS:                                                         *

*                 HLPDICT='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE DICTIONARY USED   *

*                                      FOR GSIHELP.                *

*                                                                  *

*                 HLPNODE='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE NODE USED         *

*                                      FOR GSIHELP.                *

*                                                                  *
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*                 HLPVERS=INTEGER      VERSION NUMBER OF HELP      *

*                                      MODULES.                    *

*                                                                  *

*                 CLTDICT='1-8 CHAR'   DICTNAME FOR TRANSIENT      *

*                                      CLISTS.                     *

*                                                                  *

*                 CLTNODE='1-8 CHAR'   DICTNODE FOR TRANSIENT      *

*                                      CLISTS.                     *

*                                                                  *

*                 PROKEEP=INTEGER      NUMBER OF DAYS TO RETAIN    *

*                                      MASTERKEY PROF QUEUE RECS.  *

*                                      MUST BE NUMERIC INTEGER     *

*                                      BETWEEN 0 AND 255.          *

*                                      DEFAULTS TO 255 (FOREVER)   *

*                                                                  *

*ASSEMBLED VALUES AT INSTALLATION:                                 *

*       SSKCPARM HLPDICT='        ',                               *

*                HLPNODE='        ',                               *

*                HLPVERS=1,                                        *

*                CLTDICT='        ',                               *

*                CLTNODE='        ',                               *

*                PROKEEP=255                                       *

*                                                                  *

*------------------------------------------------------------------*

***********************************************************************

*                                                                     *

*******         MODIFY THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IF NEEDED       *******

*                                                                     *

***********************************************************************

         SSKCPARM HLPDICT=TOOLDICT,                                    X

               HLPNODE=,                                               X

               HLPVERS=1,                                              X

               CLTDICT=,                                               X

               CLTNODE=,                                               X

               PROKEEP=255

         END

IDMS Online Log Display Runtime Parameters

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 * CA IDMS/ONLINE LOG DISPLAY RUNTIME PARAMETERS

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 *

         PRINT OFF

         COPY  USKCPARM

         PRINT ON

USKTPARM CSECT                        CONTROL TABLE FOR LOGD

 *------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *USKCPARM THIS IS THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MACRO USED BY THE

 *LOGD SYSTEM TO PROVIDE RUN-TIME VALUES.
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 *OPERANDS:

 *                 LOGDTSK='1-8 CHAR'   TASK USED TO INVOKE LOGD.

 *                 HLPDICT='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE DICTIONARY USED FOR

 *                                      GSIHELP.

 *                 HLPNODE='1-8 CHAR'   ALTERNATE NODE USED FOR GSIHELP.

 *

 *                 HLPVERS=INTEGER      VERSION NUMBER OF HELP MODULES.

 *

 *ASSEMBLED VALUES AT INSTALLATION:

 *       USKCPARM LOGDTSK='LOGD    ',

 *                HLPDICT='        ',                               *

 *                HLPNODE='        ',                               *

 *                HLPVERS=1                                         *

 *                                                                  *

 *------------------------------------------------------------------*

 ***********************************************************************

 *                                                                     *

 *******         MODIFY THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IF NEEDED       *******

 *                                                                     *

 ***********************************************************************

         USKCPARM LOGDTSK=LOGD,                                        X

               HLPDICT=TOOLDICT,                                       X

               HLPNODE=,                                               X

               HLPVERS=,

         END

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

IDMS SASO Runtime Parameters

*********************************************************************** 00000100

* CA IDMS/SASO RUNTIME PARAMETERS                                   *** 00000200

*********************************************************************** 00001300

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

*            MODIFY PRODUCT TUNING PARAMETERS                        *

*            --------------------------------                        *

*ESSTPARM -- This member is used to specify the run-time values to   *

*            be used as input to the installation tailoring macro,   *

*            ESSCPARM, which is dynamically loaded by SASO product   *

*            installation utility function to initially establish    *

*            online system defaults and by online menu ESSAMENU.     *

*                                                                    *

*            RUN-TIME VARIABLES                                      *

*            ------------------                                      *

*            SASOTSK=(1-8 CHAR)   Task used to invoke SASO.          *

*                                                                    *

*            HLPDICT=(1-8 CHAR)   Alternate dictionary used for      *

*                                 GSIHELP.                           *

*                                                                    *

*            HLPNODE=(1-8 CHAR)   Alternate node used FOR GSIHELP.   *

*                                                                    *

*            HLPVERS=(1-9999 NUM) Version number of HELP modules.    *
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*                                                                    *

*            DEFDOC=(1-8 CHAR)    Default document database          *

*                                 name table entry (DBNAME).         *

*                                                                    *

*            JCL1=('1-79 CHAR')   Default JCL job card lines         *

*                                 for initial user profiles.         *

*                                                                    *

*            JCL2=('1-79 CHAR')   Default JCL job card lines         *

*                                 for initial user profiles.         *

*                                                                    *

*            JCL3=('1-79 CHAR')   Default JCL job card lines         *

*                                 for initial user profiles.         *

*                                                                    *

*            NOTE:  JCL values MUST be enclosed in single quotes.    *

*                   Default values DO NOT require quotes.            *

*                                                                    *

*            PROKEEP=INTEGER      Number of days to retain           *

*                                 SASO Profile Queue records         *

*                                 Must be numeric integer            *

*                                 between 0 and 255.                 *

*                                 Defaults TO 255 (forever)          *

*                                                                    *

*  Default values as supplied with Installation:                     *

*      ESSCPARM SASOTSK='SASO    ',                                  *

*               HLPDICT='        ',                                  *

*               HLPNODE='        ',                                  *

*               HLPVERS=1,                                           *

*               DEFDOC='SPG     ',                                   *

*               JCL1=' ',                                            *

*               JCL2=' ',                                            *

*               JCL3=' ',                                            *

*               PROKEEP=255                                          *

*                                                                    *

*  NOTE:  Null specification of JCL lines causes SASO to use the     *

*         predefined defaults related to the run-time operating      *

*         system in which the product is installed.                  *

*                                                                    *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

         ESSCPARM SASOTSK=SASO,                                        X

               HLPDICT=TOOLDICT,                                       X

               HLPNODE=,                                               X

               HLPVERS=1,                                              X

               DEFDOC=SPG,                                             X

               JCL1=,                                                  X

               JCL2=,                                                  X

               JCL3=,                                                  X

               PROKEEP=255

         END

General Sort Runtime Parameters
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 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 * CA IDMS/DC SORT RUNTIME PARAMETERS

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

 *

 *TPSCPARM THIS IS THE INSTALLATION TAILORING MACRO USED BY THE

 *TP/SORT FACILITY TO PROVIDE RUNTIME STORAGE LIMITS AND ALGORITHMS

 *NECESSARY TO DISTRIBUTE THE SORT WORK RECORDS INTO THE SORTED

 *OUTPUT.

 *OPERANDS:

 *                 MAIN=(0 THRU N)      AMOUNT OF MAIN STORAGE

 *                                      USED FOR INTERNAL SORT BUFFERS.

 *                                      ZERO IS AN ALL-SCRATCH SORT.

 *                 AUX=(0 THRU N)       MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF SCRATCH STORAGE

 *                                      USED BY CA IDMS/DC SORT.

 *                 MINRBUF=(0-N)        MINIMUM DESIRABLE NUMBER OF RECORDS

 *                                      IN A SORT BUFFER.

 *                 LIMLOCK=(Y OR N)     (Y)ES OR (N)O PREVENT INDIVIDUAL

 *                                      PROGRAMS FROM EXCEEDING INSTALLATION

 *                                      LIMITS

 *                 EXIT=(PA1..PF24)     ADS PREPROCESSOR EXIT

 *                                      KEY DEFAULT IS PA2.

 *

 *EACH OF THE SUPPLIED VALUES MUST BE AN INTEGER CONSTANT.

 *THE NUMBER REPRESENTS THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF BYTES.

 *    10000        = 10,000 BYTES

 *    100000       = 100,000 BYTES

 *

 *THIS PLACES A RESPONSIBILITY UPON THE INSTALLER TO KEEP IT WITHIN

 *REASON.

 *

 *ASSEMBLER VALUES AT INSTALLATION:

 *       TPSCPARM MAIN=10000,AUX=10000,MINRBUF=100,LIMLOCK=N,

 *             EXITKEY=PA2

 *

 *EXAMPLE

 *

 *MAIN=10000

 *AUX=10000

 *MINRBUF=20

 *record-length=100

 *

 *The sort buffer used by CA IDMS/DC SORT will be 2012 bytes:

 *

 *      20 * 100 = 2000

 *      2000 is a multiple of 2000

 *      20000 + 12 = 2012

 *

 *CA IDMS/DC SORT CAN STORE FOUR SORT BUFFERS (80 RECORDS) IN A MAIN STORAGE

 *OF 10,000 BYTES AND FOUR SORT BUFFERS (80 RECORDS) IN SCRATCH (AUXILIARY)

 *STORAGE OF 10,000 BYTES.

 *

 ***********************************************************************  
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 *                                                                     *  

 *******         MODIFY THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IF NEEDED       *******  

 *                                                                     *  

 ***********************************************************************  

          TPSCPARM MAIN=10000,                                          X 

                AUX=10000,                                              X 

                MINRBUF=100,                                            X 

                LIMLOCK=N,                                              X 

                EXITKEY=PF24                                      870701  

          EJECT                                                           

  #MOPT ENV=USER,PROD=TOOL,REGS=NO,AMODE=NO,RMODE=NO,CSECT=TPSPARM        

IDMS DMLO Security and Access Considerations
This appendix describes security and access restrictions that can be applied to any dictionary that contains subschemas
to be accessed using IDMS DMLO. IDMS DMLO provides security checking on three levels.

Level 1 security indicates that a security check is not needed. Any user who signs on to IDMS DMLO and specifies a valid
subschema for the requested dictionary is permitted to access the database. Level 1 is the default security level.

Level 2 security indicates that IDMS DMLO verifies that the user and password combination specified during IDMS DMLO
sign-on exist in the requested dictionary. If they do exist, the user can access any valid subschema in that dictionary.

Level 3 security indicates that IDMS DMLO not only validates the user and password, but also verifies that the user has
authorization to access the requested subschema. The user must be registered for access to the requested subschema in
the requested dictionary.

Use the following syntax to register for access to a given subschema:

(ADD/MOD) USER userid PASSWORD pswd

INCLUDE ACCESS TO SUBSCHEMA subname OF SCHEMA schname V vers-nbr.

For both Level 2 and Level 3 security, special consideration is given to a situations in which the user ID used to sign on to
the IDMS DMLO session is the same as the user ID used to sign on to the IDMS/DC system. In this case, the password
is not checked even though the user must still be defined to the requested dictionary. Non-validation of the password
conforms to the processing done by the dictionary task.

To implement security for IDMS DMLO, you must register program DBMSDMLO. with a version number of 1, 2 or 3. The
version number corresponds to the desired security level. Use the following IDMS/DDDL syntax to add this program:

ADD PROGRAM NAME IS DBMSDMLO. VERSION IS n.

You must register DBMSDMLO. in each dictionary for which security beyond the default is required.

IDMS DMLO Access Restrictions

IDMS DMLO has six possible usage modes:

• SR -- Shared Retrieval
• SU -- Shared Update
• PR -- Protected Retrieval
• PU -- Protected Update
• ER -- Exclusive Retrieval
• EU -- Exclusive Update
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You can restrict the READY modes available both globally (all users in a given dictionary) and by user. Any such
restrictions are applied each time a user request is made to ready an area.

Restricting Usage Mode Access Globally

To restrict access to specific usage modes for all users for all subschemas in a given dictionary, use the PROGRAM
DESCRIPTION clause of the ADD PROGRAM statement. For example: 

ADD/MOD PROGRAM DBMSDMLO. VERSION IS 1

        PROGRAM DESCRIPTION IS 'SR,PR,ER'.

With this example, Level 1 security is established, but only retrieval modes are allowed for any subschema within the
dictionary with this registration. 
Note: When you specify more than one usage mode, the abbreviations must be separated by commas, must be free of
any imbedded blanks, and the string must be enclosed in single quotation marks.

 

Restricting Usage Mode Access by User

To restrict usage mode access by user within a given dictionary, you must have specified Level 2 or Level 3 security for
that dictionary.

For each user with particular restrictions, you must specify the allowable usage modes with the USER DESCRIPTION
clause. For example:

ADD/MOD USER userid PASSWORD pswd USER DESCRIPTION IS 'SR,SU' .

In this example, the specified user cannot access any subschemas in the given dictionary with other than “shared” access
modes.

 

Central IDMS Security

Remember that the centralized IDMS security facility at all times is superior to any validation by IDMS DMLO. For
example, if access to a dictionary or database is prohibited by the central security facility, you cannot use IDMS DMLO to
bypass or override that level of security.

Installing IDMS DMLO on Multiple CVs under CICS
This section describes how to install IDMS DMLO on multiple CV's under CICS. Perform the following steps:

1. Create additional copies of the load module/relocatable USDTPIF5, naming the copied version with a unique suffix (for
example, USDTPIFA).

2. Add entries to the CSD for each of the programs created in Step 1. TOOLJCL library member USDCICS can be
modified for this purpose.

3. Add a unique transaction code to the CSD for each version of USDTPIFa*. The instructions in Step 6 or 7 require that
transaction codes are chosen that have the first three characters unique to IDMS DMLO. The fourth character of each
transaction code must be unique to that version of IDMS DMLO. TOOLJCL library member USDCICS can be modified
for this purpose.

4. Link the copied version of the USDTPIFa* to include the appropriate copy of IDMSCINT to interface with the desired
IDMS CV.
SRCLIB member USDLNKCS can be used as a template for the link step.
*Where a is a unique suffix described in Step 1.
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Installation Job Return Codes
This appendix lists the possible installation job step messages and return codes.

Topics include the following:

• Installation job return codes
• CAIIJMP messages
• CAIIJMP return codes

The expected installation job step return codes are listed below. Review the expected return codes as you proceed with
the installation process. Bring any deviations from the expected return codes to the attention of Broadcom Support.

Job Step Code Messages
Job 1 0
Job 2 Assemble SVC 0

Assemble SVC exit 0
Job 3 Assemble IDMSOPTI 0

Assemble RHDCFTAB 0
Link RHDCFTAB 0
Assemble ESVSSPVT 0 VSAM/T only
Link ESVSSPVT 0 VSAM/T only
ASMCULP 0
Assemble RHDCOPTF 0
Link RHDCOPTF 0
Assemble RHDCUXIT 0
Link RHDCUXIT 0
Assemble CICSOPTS 0 Previously defined messages

are acceptable
Assemble IDMSCINT 0
Assemble IDMSINC1 0
Assemble UCFCICS 0
Link IDMSCINT 4 WXTRN DFHEI1
Link IDMSINTC 4 WXTRN @MAIN, IDMSENTX,

USRIDXIT
Link IDMSINC1 0
Link UCFCICS 4 WXTRN UCFPRINT
Assemble #PMOPT 0 Performance Monitor only
Link #PMOPT 0 Performance Monitor only
Assemble RHDCPINT 0
Link RHDCPINT 0
Assemble ADSOVCON 0
Link ADSOVCON 0
ASMDL1T 0 DL1/T only
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Assemble RHDCCODE 0 Optional
Link RHDCCODE 0 Optional
ASMFPPRM 0
ASMF8PRM 0 Masterkey only
ASMF9PRM 0 Online Log Display only
ASMIVPRM 0 Tools Only
ASMKJPRM 0 DML Online only
ASMKPPRM 0 DC Sort only
ASMMUPRM 0 Dictionary Migrator only
ASMMVPRM 0 Dictionary Migrator only
ASMM3PRM 0 Dictionary Module Editor only
ASMM4PRM 0 Dictionary Query Facility only
ASMOTPRM 0 Database Extractor only
ASMO3PRM 0 Enforcer only
ASMO4PRM 0 SASO only
ASMO5PRM 0 ADS Alive only
Catalog IDMSHIST PROC 0
Catalog IDMS labels PROC 0 Name is user defined
Catalog SYSCTL PROC 0
Run Dynam/D DYNCAT 0 Only if Dynam/D is selected

Job 4 BUILDCAT 0
Load permanent catalog 0

Job 5 LOADSGEN 4 REPLACE changed to ADD is
allowable

Job 6 LOADMSGS 4 REPLACE changed to ADD is
allowable

Job 7 SYSDIRL 4 REPLACE changed to ADD is
allowable

Job 8 APPLDICT 4 ADD changed to MODIFY is
allowable

Job 9 ASFDICT 4 ADD changed to MODIFY is
allowable

Job 10 TOOLDICT 0 Tools only
DBXDB 0 Database Extractor only
DMADB 0 Dictionary Migrator only
DMLODB 0 DML Online only
ENFRDB 0 Enforcer only
MKEYDB 0 Masterkey only
SASODB 0 SASO only

Job 11 DBDEMO 4 Warning during COBOL
compiles

Job 12 SQLDEMO 0
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Job 13 DCDEMO 4 Warning during COBOL
complies

Job 14 0

CAIIJMP messages
The CAIIJMP program produces tailored installation JCL based on input parameters specified for the installation.
Additionally, CAIIJMP diagnoses errors and inconsistencies in the CAIIJMP input parameters, terminates processing, and
returns a code to indicate the severity of the errors found. These return codes correspond to step completion codes and
can be tested using normal JCL COND = parameters.

CAIIJMP return codes
0: indicates normal completion.

4: indicates that warning messages have been issued. The punching of the customized job control was completed.
Review the output listing before proceeding. To find the warning(s) locate the value ‘$$WRN’ in the output listing. You
should evaluate the message and determine if you need to make changes or if the condition is acceptable.

8: indicates that error messages have been issued. The punching of the customized job control has been suppressed.
Review the error message text in the output listing to determine the problem. To find the error message(s) locate the
value ‘$$ERR’ in the output listing. You should make corrections to your CAIIJMP parameters based on the information
in the error message text. CAIIJMP may display an error without the ‘$$ERR’ label if your enter an invalid parameter
name. If you do not find the ‘$$ERR’ label you could locate a value of ‘*****’ in columns 1-10 of the output to find the error
message.

16 or 20: indicates that a severe error has been encountered. CAIIJMP has terminated processing. Often, the problem is a
JCL error which leads to an I/O error or a failure to open a data set. Review the output listing to determine the problem.

Install IDMS Server
IDMS Server provides open access to data stored in IDMS databases, letting you maintain existing corporate databases
and make your data available to new client-server and web-based applications.

The product supports dynamic SQL by using both the ODBC and JDBC application program interfaces.

NOTE
In this documentation, unless specified otherwise, Windows refers to any supported Microsoft Windows
operating environment.

Who Should Use this Information

This installation documentation assumes that you are a new user of IDMS Server with experience using Windows or z/OS
and that you are familiar with IDMS and database access. The content is intended for users with the following roles:

• Database administrators or end users, to define data sources to access IDMS data from a client application
• System administrators, to set up an IDMS system for access by IDMS Server

Architecture

IDMS Server consists of both host and client components.
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• The host component is installed on your Central Version (CV) and performs license verification to permit access to the
CV from the client components.

• The client components include the ODBC driver, the JDBC driver, the JDBC server, the native SQL client interface,
and, on Windows, CAICCI/PC. These components have a client relationship with IDMS but from an application
perspective, they form part of the application server.

JDBC Conformance

IDMS Server conforms to the JDBC 4.0 specification, which is included in Java 1.6 or later. Unless otherwise noted, all
descriptions of JDBC in this document refer to JDBC 1.8.

To be JDBC compliant, a JDBC driver must support ANSI SQL-92 Entry Level. This is consistent with ODBC 3.0. With a
few minor exceptions, IDMS conforms to the ANSI SQL-92 entry level standard. Both the ODBC and JDBC drivers pass
most SQL statements to the CV essentially unchanged, other than converting escape sequences into IDMS equivalents.

NOTE
For more information about SQL conformance, see the section "ODBC Programmer Reference."

Source of Software Components Used with IDMS Server

This documentation references components used in conjunction with IDMS Server. To make it easier for you to locate and
obtain necessary components, the following table provides the source of those that may be used by IDMS Server.

Software Component Base Product Installation Medium
CAICCI/PC* Common Components and Services Common Components and Services

installation image
CAICCI and CAIENF* Common Components and Services Common Components and Services

installation image
IDMS IDMS IDMS installation image
IDMS Server (host component) IDMS Server IDMS Server installation image
IDMS Server ODBC and JDBC drivers IDMS Server IDMS Server installation image
Java Virtual Machine JRE or JDK Download from Oracle

*This component is not necessary when you use the IDMS communications protocol for your ODBC data sources. For
more information about connection options, see Set Up and Delete a Server.

Installation Options

You can install IDMS Server either interactively or silently (without any interaction from you). For more information about a
silent installation, see Install IDMS Server Silently.

IDMS Server Installation and Configuration Quick Start
Use these instructions to quickly install, configure, and validate IDMS Server on Windows.

For detailed information about installing and configuring IDMS Server on all platforms, refer to Install DMS Server.

NOTE
Part of this procedure requires defining (configuring) a data source. For detailed information about configuring a
data source, refer to Configure IDMS Server on Windows.

Prerequisites

The following prerequisites describe environmental requirements for both the mainframe and the JDBC driver.
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Mainframe CV
IDMS Server is automatically installed on all IDMS mainframe systems. Ensure that the target CV is configured
to receive ODBC or JDBC driver TCP/IP communications traffic. For details about configuring your IDMS CV to
support ODBC and JDBC, refer to Configure IDMS Server on the Mainframe.

JDBC Users
To use the IDMS JDBC driver, a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) must be installed on your machine. The IDMS JDBC
driver requires Java 1.8 or later. For more information about installing a JVM, see (Optional) Install the Java
Runtime Environment.

Installation

The following installation describes an interactive approach. You also have the option of installing IDMS Server silently,
a method that requires no involvement from you. For instructions about performing a silent installation, see Install IDMS
Server silently.

To install the IDMS Server option, follow these steps:

1. Download the installation image for IDMS Server from the Download Management page in the Broadcom Support
portal. Ensure that no other applications are running on your Windows system.

2. Expand the installation zip file, and select either the 32-bit or 64-bit installation file.
3. Use Run as Administrator to invoke the selected installation file.
4. Follow the prompts to install the product. The Typical installation type is recommended.

Configuration

To configure the IDMS Server option, you must define a data source by using the ODBC Administrator. To define a data
source, follow these steps:

1. Launch the ODBC Administrator.
a. Type ODBC in the Windows Start menu Type here to search field.
b. In the User DSN tab, select the ODBC Data Sources application (either 32-bit or 64-bit) that matches your

installation.
c. Select Add.
d. Select the driver IDMS, and select Finish. The IDMS Server ODBC Administrator window is displayed, with the

Data Source tab selected, as shown in the following example:
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2. In the Options section, take the following steps:
a. In the Data Source field, enter a name.
b. In the Dictionary field, enter the name of a dictionary that exists on the target IDMS CV. Ensure that the existing

dictionary contains the necessary SQL Catalog segments that are needed for SQL access to the desired database.
c. In the Server field, enter a name. (The server you define here is analogous to an IDMS CV and can be used by

multiple data sources.)
3. Select the Server tab, which presents the options that are shown in the following image.
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4. In the Connections Options section:
a. Select IDMS.
b. In the Host Name field, enter the name of the TCP/IP host for the LPAR on which your IDMS CV is running.
c. In the Port field, enter the port number. The port number is established within the TCPJSRV PTerm definition in

your IDMS TCP/IP line.
You can view it by entering the DCMT command, as shown in the following example:
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d. In the Wait Timeout field, set the value to 30 . (The value is specified in seconds.)
e. Select Apply.

5. (Optional) Before exiting the IDMS ODBC Administrator, you can test the connection. See "Validation."

Validation

To ensure that your installation and configuration is successful, follow these steps: 

1. From the Data Source tab in the IDMS ODBC Administrator, select Test.
2. Enter the user ID and password that you use to sign on to IDMS.
3. Select Connect.

A dialog box is presented, which shows the results of the connection attempt. An SQL State of 00000 indicates that the
connection was successfully established.

Post Installation Tasks

After installation, ensure that your path has been updated to reference your installation of Java. Not all installations update
the Path environment variable. See Install the Java Runtime Environment for details.

Prerequisites and System Requirements
Before installing IDMS Server, understand the software and system requirements for your platform.

The information in this topic describes requirements that apply to the mainframe and distributed (client) platforms.

Windows

Before installing IDMS Server, ensure that your environment meets the following requirements.

Required Disk Space

At a minimum, the installation requires the following amount of disk space:

• 10 MB for the complete Windows installation (ODBC and JDBC)
• 1 MB for the JDBC driver on all platforms
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Software

The following software requirements apply to the client installation:

• Windows -- You can install the IDMS Server client under any version of the Windows operating system that is
supported by Microsoft.

• (Optional) Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.8 or later -- To run the IDMS Server client in Java-compliant
environments, you must use JRE 1.8, or later, available from either Oracle or The OpenJDK Group.

(Optional) CAICCI/PC

Although the CAICCI/PC protocol is supported, IDMS is the recommended protocol. If you want to use the CAICCI/
PC protocol, you must install IDMS Server and CAICCI/PC with a user ID that has administrative privileges. For more
information about CAICCI/PC, see the Common Components and Services documentation.

Mainframe

Before installing IDMS Server, ensure that your environment meets the following requirements.

SSL Considerations

If you plan to use Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), consider the following requirements:

• SSL with the JDBC Type 4 driver or ODBC Wire Protocol driver -- You must use Application Transparent - Transport
Layer Security (AT-TLS). For more information, see PIB QI83006 in the Broadcom support site.

z/OS Requirements

• Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.8 or later is required if you use the JDBC driver.
• The IDMS SQL option must be installed.
• The IBM SDK for z/OS Java 2 Technology Edition 1.8 or later must be installed and available in the USS environment.

(Optional) Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.8 or later -- To run the IDMS Server client in Java-compliant environments,
you must use JRE 1.8, or later, available from either Oracle or The OpenJDK Group.

(Optional) CAIENF and CAICCI -- If you want to use ODBC or Type 2 JDBC drivers with the CCI Protocol, you must have
the following Common Components and Services components installed on the mainframe:

• CAIENF (Event Notification Facility)
• CAICCI (Common Communications Interface)

For information about installing these components, see the Common Components and Services documentation.

UNIX System Services (USS)

The following software requirements apply to USS:

• JDBC driver and JDBC server -- To run in the USS environment on z/OS, the JDBC driver and JDBC server must be
installed and set up on the mainframe.

• IBM SDK for z/OS Java 2 Technology Edition 1.8 or later -- Must be installed and available in the USS environment.
• TCP/IP must be installed and configured correctly to use the JDBC server. (For more information about installing USS,

TCP/IP, and the SDK, see the IBM documentation.)
• (Optional) Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.8 or later -- To run the IDMS Server client in Java-compliant

environments, you must use JRE 1.8, or later, available from either Oracle or The OpenJDK Group.

Distributed (Linux and UNIX)

(Optional) Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.8 or later -- To run the IDMS Server client in Java-compliant environments,
you must use JRE 1.8, or later, available from either Oracle or The OpenJDK Group.
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Acquire the IDMS Server Installation Image
The IDMS Server installation image is available as a download from the Broadcom support site.

The installation image is delivered as a zip file which contains the following files:

• IDMS Server JDBC 17.1.n.tar -- Contains only the IDMS JDBC Driver, IDMS JCF and related files
• IDMS Server 32 bit 17.1.n.exe -- Required for 32-bit ODBC and JDBC-enabled applications
• IDMS Server 64 bit 17.1.n.exe -- Required for 64-bit ODBC and JDBC-enabled applications

The 32-bit and 64-bit versions of the IDMS Server product can reside on the same machine.

Download the File

Obtain the installation file by downloading it directly from Broadcom Support.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Broadcom Download Management page, either type IDMS into the Search Your Product field, or scroll
down and select IDMS.

2. Locate the IDMS Server installation image in one of the following ways:

• In the Search field, type CA IDMS Server
• Scan the list to find the version of the IDMS Server file that you want. (The installation zip file starts with "DVD" and

is followed by a series of identification numbers.)
3. Select the file, and select DOWNLOAD to download it to your machine.

Update an Existing IDMS Server Installation
You can install IDMS Server on the same system that includes an earlier version of IDMS Server without uninstalling the
earlier version.

If an earlier version of IDMS Server is installed on your machine, the installer removes that version before installing the
new version. Pre-existing data sources are preserved and available, without modification, for use with the new version.

Configure IDMS Server on the Mainframe
This section describes the mainframe procedures necessary to establish communications between Windows applications
and IDMS using IDMS Server. It provides information to help you access existing IDMS databases, including how network
records appear to SQL and information about numeric data and pseudo-conversational processing.

Each CV to be accessed by IDMS Server must be generated with the following definitions:

• A TCP/IP line to use the ODBC or JDBC driver with the IDMS TCP/IP protocol
NOTE
You may also need to modify the startup JCL for the TCP/IP line.

• A listener PTERM for the TCP/IP line
• An IDMSJSRV task for the TCP/IP line
• A PTERM/LTERM pair for each concurrent connection on each line
• The SQL definitions in the catalog area of the dictionary associated with the IDMS database

(Optional) To use the CCI protocol, the following items are required:

• A CCI line to use the ODBC driver or JDBC driver with the CCI protocol
• A CASERVER task for the CCI line
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The following sections describe the procedure to define the IDMS system generation parameters to support
communications using IDMS Server. The examples in this section assume that IDMS Server is used to access two sample
IDMS systems, System 81 and System 82, from a PC.

An inventory dictionary, INVDICT, is associated with System 81. Associated with System 82 is BENEDICT, a benefits
dictionary. INVDICT and BENEDICT contain the definitions of the tables to be accessed from the PC. Data source
definitions on the PC refer to the mainframe dictionary names.

NOTE
For detailed information about these system generation statements and how to use the system generation
compiler, see the System Generation Compiler section. For detailed information about configuring and
maintaining IDMS systems, including startup JCL, see Administrating IDMS System Operations.

Configure Your IDMS System to Use TCP/IP
TCP/IP provides a direct connection between a client system using either the JDBC type 4 driver or the ODBC wire
protocol driver and IDMS.

The following diagram illustrates an IDMS system network using TCP/IP.

Update the System Startup JCL

For DNS functions to operate correctly, a SYSTCPD card must be added to the central version JCL.

Define a TCP/IP Line

Define a TCP/IP line in each IDMS system to be accessed by IDMS Server.

Add one TCP/IP line, a listener PTERM, plus a physical terminal (PTERM) and logical terminal (LTERM) pair for each
concurrent connection with the IDMS system.

Define the listener PTERM/LTERM pair for the built-in server program, IDMSJSRV. This PTERM must specify the
following:

• RHDCNP3J task defined during installation
• SYSTEM mode
• The port used by the driver -- The default port used by the drivers and registered with the Internet Assigned Number

Authority (IANA) for IDMS is 3709. This can be used if only a single DC/UCF system is used on the host machine.
Otherwise, a recommended convention is to append the system number to 37. The listener PTERM should also
specify a secured task. Each JDBC or ODBC connection uses one PTERM/LTERM pair.

Example:
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The following example defines a TCP/IP line for System 81. The LINE, PTERM, and LTERM statements define a TCP/IP
line with 100 physical terminals, allowing 100 concurrent JDBC or ODBC connections.

ADD LINE TCPIP

        TYPE IS SOCKET

        MODULE RHDCD1IP.

ADD PTERM TCPJSRV

        TYPE IS LISTENER

        PORT IS 3781

        TASK IS RHDCNP3J

        MODE IS SYSTEM

        PARM IS 'TASK=IDMSJSRV'.

ADD LTERM TCLJSRV

        PTERM IS TCPJSRV.

ADD PTERM TCP0001

        TYPE IS BULK

        REPEAT COUNT IS 99.

ADD LTERM TCL0001

        PTERM IS TCP0001.

For more information about AT-TLS configuration, see PIB QI83006 on the Broadcom support site.

Create the IDMSJSRV Task

You must grant execute authority on task RHDCNP3J to group PUBLIC or all groups, because the line driver invokes it
before the user ID and password are received. Alternatively, you can turn off security for task RHDCNP3J by including an
entry in the SRTT.

The task specified in the listener PTERM definition PARM string can be restricted to specific users or groups. IDMSJSRV
is a sample task similar to the RHDCNP3J task that can be secured. You can also define and secure a different task code
and override it at run time.

(Optional) Configure Your IDMS System to Use CAICCI
Although IDMS is the recommended communications protocol for IDMS Server, the CCI protocol is supported. CCI is part
of Common Components and Services. Prior to the IDMS Server 17.1 release, CAICCI was included with the base IDMS
Server installation image. As of the 17.1 release, it is no longer included and must be obtained separately.

To use the CCI protocol with IDMS Server, you must obtain CAICCI by installing Common Services. For more information,
see Installing in the Common Components and Services documentation.

CAICCI r2.1 and higher provides Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) support for the ODBC and JDBC drivers. The following
diagram illustrates a sample IDMS system network using CAICCI.
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Defining a CCI Line

A CAICCI line connects a CV with the CAICCI network. Define a CAICCI line in each IDMS system to be accessed by
IDMS Server.

Add one CAICCI line, plus a physical terminal (PTERM) and logical terminal (LTERM) pair for each concurrent connection
with the IDMS system.

Each ODBC or JDBC connection uses one PTERM/LTERM pair. For example, if you have a single PC running a web
server application, and you want to support concurrent access to IDMS by 25 web browser clients, define 25 PTERM/
LTERM pairs.

Example:

The following example defines a CAICCI line for System 81. The LINE, PTERM, and LTERM statements define a CAICCI
line with two physical terminals, allowing two PC users to be logged on to System 81 at the same time.

ADD SYSTEM 81

    SYSTEM ID IS SYST0081.

ADD LINE CCILINE

    TYPE IS CCI.

ADD PTERM PTECCI01

    TYPE IS BULK.

ADD LTERM LTECCI01

    PTERM IS PTECCI01.

ADD PTERM PTECCI02

    TYPE IS BULK.

ADD LTERM LTECCI02

    PTERM IS PTECCI02.

Create the CASERVER Task

The TASK statement defines a task and its characteristics, including the code used to invoke the task. The default task
code is CASERVER. You can override the default task code if you want to control resources per user or to apply additional
security.
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The CASERVER task code is similar to the RHDCNP3S task code, which controls the resource limits and time-out values
for IDMS external user sessions.

To define a CASERVER task code, follow these steps:

1. From the system generation compiler, enter the following command:

DISPLAY TASK RHDCNP3S AS SYNTAX.

The system generation compiler displays the definition of the RHDCNP3S task code.
2. Erase the DISPLAY TASK statement at the top of the screen.
3. Change the name of the task code, RHDCNP3S, to CASERVER (or the task code name you have chosen). Modify the

task definition to add the INTERNAL parameter, if it is not already there, and to set an appropriate value, in seconds,
for the EXTERNAL WAIT parameter for your users (for example, set 1800 for a 30-minute wait).

NOTE
If you do not define a CASERVER task code, IDMS uses the RHDCNP3S task code to define the characteristics
for an IDMS Server session.

Configure IDMS Server on Windows
An ODBC data source specifies the information required to connect an ODBC-enabled application to an IDMS CV. In
addition, the Type 2 JDBC driver can use ODBC data source definitions to access IDMS databases.

Information You Will Need

Before you start the configuration process, ensure that you have the following information from your IDMS system
administrator:

• Name of the dictionary that contains the definitions of the tables you access.
• Host name and port for the IDMS system.
• Task Code that is defined for IDMS Server. The Task code differs, based on the Communications Protocol selected.

The default Task Codes for each of the protocols are:
– IDMS protocol: IDMSJSRV
– CCI protocol: CASERVER

Prerequisites

The following prerequisites describe environmental requirements for both the mainframe and the JDBC driver.

Mainframe CV
IDMS Server is automatically installed on all IDMS mainframe systems. Ensure that the target CV is configured
to receive ODBC or JDBC driver TCP/IP communications traffic. For details about configuring your IDMS CV to
support ODBC and JDBC, go to Configure IDMS Server on the Mainframe.

JDBC Users
To use the IDMS JDBC driver, a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) must be installed on your machine. The IDMS JDBC
driver requires Java version 1.8 or later. For more information, go to Java Runtime Environment.

NOTE
Ensure that the user ID under which applications are run has write access to the directories where the log files
are written. This requirement applies to applications that run as Windows services, such as Microsoft Internet
Information Server (IIS). When an error occurs, IDMS Server attempts to write a message to a log file.

Procedure

The following instructions assume that you have obtained the IDMS Server installation package and downloaded it to your
machine. If you have not obtained it, go to Acquire the IDMS Server Installation Image.
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Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that no other applications are running on your Windows system, and expand the installation zip file.
2. Select either the 32-bit or 64-bit installation file and invoke it by using Run as Administrator.

NOTE
The bitness of the IDMS Server you select should match the bitness of the ODBC-enabled application you
want to run. For example, if you want to run a 32-bit application, such as Visual DBA, then you must install
the 32-bit version of IDMS Server. The 32- and 64-bit versions of IDMS Server can co-exist on the same
Windows machine.

3. In Windows, start the ODBC utility. In the start menu search box, type ODBC.
4. Select the ODBC Data Sources utility with the bitness that matches the version of IDMS Server that you installed.
5. Select either the User DSN or the System DSN tab. User data sources can be used only by a specific user, whereas

system data sources can be used by all users of the machine. To define a system data source, you must hold
administrative privileges.

6. Select Add.
7. Select IDMS, and select Finish.
8. In the IDMS Server ODBC Administrator window, on the Data Source tab, configure the following options:

a. Data Source -- Enter a meaningful name (for example, the name of your system).
b. Dictionary -- Enter the name of a dictionary that exists on the target IDMS CV. Ensure that the existing dictionary

contains the necessary SQL Catalog segments needed for SQL access to the desired database.
c. Server -- Enter a name. (The server you define here is analogous to an IDMS CV and can be used by multiple

data sources.)
d. (Optional) Default Schema -- Specify the name of the default SQL Schema.

9. Select the Server tab, and configure the following options in the Connection Options area:
Communications Protocol

-- Select either IDMS or CCI. (The recommended protocol is IDMS.)

NOTE
If you select the CCI communications protocol, you must also specify a node name in the Options
section.

Host Name
-- Enter the name of the TCP/IP host for the LPAR on which your IDMS CV is running.
You can determine your host name by entering a DCMT D TCPIP ALL command from your target CV, as show in

the following example:
Port Number

-- Enter the name of the port to use for the connection. The port number is established within the TCPJSRV
PTerm definition in your IDMS TCP/IP line.
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You can determine the port number by entering a DCMT DISPLAY LINE TCPIP command from your target CV, as
shown in the following example:

(Optional) Wait Timeout
-- Specify an amount of time in seconds for IDMS Server to wait if the back end is busy with a long-running query.

10. Select Apply to save your entries.
11. (Optional) Before leaving the IDMS ODBC Administrator, you can test the connection. Refer to "Validation" below.
12. (Optional) If you want to use the JCF Demo application, you must ensure that the JAVA_HOME environment variable

is properly defined on your machine. This variable is needed to launch the JCF Demo application from the Start menu.

1. In the Windows Start menu, type ENV , and select Edit the system environment variables.
2. Select the Environment Variables option at the bottom of the window.
3. Examine the User variables and System variables sections for the presence of both the JAVA_HOME and

CLASSPATH variables. These variables can be defined at both the user and system levels.
JAVA_HOME
– If the variable is present, verify that the value (path) is accurate, and correct it if necessary.
– If the variable is not present, add a new system variable with the name JAVA_HOME . Provide an appropriate

value based on the path of the JDK installed, for example, C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_221
CLASSPATH
– If the variable is present, verify that the value (path) is accurate, and correct it if necessary.
– If the variable is not present, add a new system variable with the name CLASSPATH . Provide an appropriate

value based on the location of the ‘classes’ directory where IDMS Server is installed. By default, the path is: C:
\Program Files\CA\CA IDMS Server\Java\classes

Validation

To validate your IDMS Server installation and configuration, follow these steps:

1. In the IDMS ODBC Administrator, on the Data Source tab, select Test.
2. Enter the user ID and password that you use to sign on to IDMS.
3. Select Connect.

A dialog box is presented, which shows the results of the connection attempt. An SQL State of 00000 indicates that the
connection was successfully established.

Data Source
You can define (add) new data sources at either the user or system level. User data sources are available only to the
user who defined them. System data sources are available to all users and services. Typically, data sources meant to
be used by Windows services must be defined as system data sources. To define a system data source, you must have
administrative authority.

Add a New Data Source

When you add a new data source, you must specify the name of the dictionary where the SQL tables are defined, as
well as information needed to access your IDMS CV within your network. To add a new data source, use the ODBC Data
Source Administrator.

Access the ODBC Data Source Administrator

Invoke the appropriate version of the ODBC Administrator (either 32- or 64-bit) that is consistent with the ODBC-enabled
application in use.
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The ODBC Data Source Administrator dialog lists the names of each defined data source, followed by the database
driver in parentheses. If no data source name (DSN) is listed, select either the User DSN or System DSN tab, and click
Add to invoke the Create New Data Source dialog.

The Create New Data Source dialog lists all installed drivers. Select IDMS, and click Finish.

The IDMS Server ODBC Administrator dialog appears:
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Use the Data Source tab of the IDMS Server ODBC Administrator dialog to either define a new data source or modify
an existing one.

For the ODBC and Type 2 JDBC drivers, you can provide the following information:

Data Source
(Required) Specifies the data source name. To add a new data source, type up to 32 characters in this field. Use
a combination of letters, numbers, spaces, and special characters. When you modify an existing data source, you
cannot change the name.

Dictionary
(Optional) Specifies the DBNAME or segment name of the dictionary that contains the definitions of the tables
you want to access. This name must be defined in the DBNAME table on the IDMS system that is identified by the
server name. The default value is the first eight characters of the data source name.

Server
(Required) Specifies a name that represents the IDMS system you want to access. Either type a new name (up
to 32 characters) or select an existing name from the pull-down list. "Server" is a logical construct, which contains
various options that are needed to access your IDMS CV.

Default Schema
(Optional) Specifies the name of the default SQL Schema. When specified, this field is used as the schema
qualifier for all SQL table references that do not contain an explicit schema qualifier. The default is blank
(unspecified).
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Program Name
(Required) Specifies a program name that is associated with the task on the IDMS system. This name is recorded
in the IDMS journal and allows you to correlate a database update to a specific application. The default program
name is IDMSODBC.

Advanced Options

You can specify advanced data source options at both the Data Source level (select Current) and at the System level
(select System). Options specified at the Data Source level override options specified at the System level.

Save the Data Source Definition

After you have created your data source definition, click OK to save the definition to the registry, close the IDMS Server
ODBC Administrator dialog, and return to the Data Sources window.

To save the definition without closing the IDMS Server ODBC Administrator, click Apply. To exit without saving the
definition, click Cancel.

Test the Data Source Definition

You can verify that your data source is defined correctly, and that IDMS Server is installed correctly, by using the Test
Connect application. Click Test to invoke the IDMS Test Connect dialog:
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The DSN identified in the ODBC Administrator appears in the Data Source field and cannot be changed. In the User ID
field, type a valid user ID for the IDMS system. If required for the system, type a password in the Password field, and click
Connect. The test program connects to the data source using the ODBC driver.

Edit the Data Source Definition

If you need to update the information contained in a data source definition, you can edit it. To edit a data source, access
the ODBC Administrator, and select the data source to be edited. Select Configure. Edit the information and click Apply
or OK.

Set Advanced Data Source Options

You can specify advanced data source options at both the data source level and at the system level. Options specified at
the data source level override options specified at the system level.

To set advanced data source options, select either Current or System in the Advanced Options area of the Data
Source tab.
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All drop-down menus that specify the value "<SYSTEM DEFAULT>" default to the setting specified at the System level.
Likewise, numeric fields with a value of 0 also default to the System level setting.

To change the options, select the Override System Defaults box in the Other Options section. The following section
describes the options available in this panel.

Default Connection Attributes
Access Mode

Specifies the default setting for the access mode connection attribute, which is defined by both ODBC and JDBC.
An application can use the ODBC or JDBC interfaces to set and query this attribute at run-time. Options are:
READ WRITE --

Allows applications to read and update the database.
READ ONLY --

Allows applications to read the database. This option is recommended, unless you intend to
update data in the IDMS database. This option can be set and queried by the application using the
SQLSetConnectOption and SQLGetConnectOption functions.

<SYSTEM DEFAULT> --
Indicates that the System-level setting for this option should be used.

If no specification is made at both the Data Source and the System level, then a runtime default of "READ
WRITE" is used
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Transaction Isolation
Specifies the degree to which your transactions impact, and are impacted by, other users accessing the same
data for the ODBC driver. Choose one of the following:
READ COMMITTED --

Prevents access to data updated by another user, before it has been committed. This corresponds to the
CURSOR STABILITY option of the SQL SET TRANSACTION statement, and is the default setting.

READ UNCOMMITTED --
Permits only retrieval operations to be executed by the user; update requests are rejected. This option
can only be selected in conjunction with a Read Only Access Mode, and corresponds to the TRANSIENT
READ option on the SET TRANSACTION statement.

<SYSTEM DEFAULT> --
Indicates that the System-level setting for this option should be used.

If no specification is made at both the Data Source and the System level, then a runtime default of "READ
COMMITTED" is used.
This option can be set and queried by the application using the SQLSetConnectOption and
SQLGetConnectOption functions.

NOTE
For more information about the SET TRANSACTION statement, see the IDMS Database SQL Option
Reference Section.

Commit Behavior
Specifies the way in which COMMIT operations affect cursors in the ODBC and JDBC drivers. Choose one of the
following options:
CLOSE AND DELETE CURSORS --

Forces the application to prepare and execute the next statement.
CLOSE CURSORS --

Allows applications to execute a statement without calling prepare again. This is the default setting.
PRESERVE CURSORS --

Maintains cursors in the same position as before the Commit operation, allowing applications to execute
or fetch without preparing the statement again.

<SYSTEM DEFAULT> --
Indicates that the System-level setting for this option should be used.

If no specification is made at either the Data Source or the System level, then a runtime default of "CLOSE
CURSORS" is used.
This is an IDMS Server extension allowing you to optimize ODBC usage by different applications. An
ODBC application can use the SQLGetInfo function to query this setting. A JDBC application can use the
GetResultSetHoldability method.

Invalid Decimal Action
Specifies how the IDMS ODBC and JDBC drivers handle invalid packed or zoned decimal data in a result set
column. This option is useful when accessing network databases, where records may be redefined so that
decimal fields can contain non-numeric data. Options are:
RETURN ERROR --

The drivers return an error to the application. The ODBC driver returns SQL_ERROR to the application,
which can use the SQLError function to retrieve the associated error message. The JDBC driver throws
a SQLException containing the error message. No value is returned in the output buffer provided by the
application.

RETURN NULL --
The drivers attempt to return NULL for the column value. The ODBC driver does this by setting the length/
indicator value to SQL_NULL_DATA. It returns an error if the pointer to the length/value indicator supplied
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by the application is 0. The JDBC driver returns either 0 or null as specified by the ResultSet getter
method, and returns true for the ResultSet wasNull method. Note that the drivers attempt to return NULL
even if the column in the result set is defined as NOT NULL.

RETURN 0 --
The driver always returns 0. This can be useful when the application does not provide the length/indicator
value for a column that is NOT NULL.

IGNORE --
The value returned to the application is undefined. This option is provided for compatibility with previous
versions of the ODBC driver. It is not supported by the JDBC driver.

<SYSTEM DEFAULT> --
Indicates that the System-level setting for this option should be used.

If not specified for a data source or as the system default, the default is RETURN ERROR. The ODBC driver
prints a warning message to the log when tracing is enabled, no matter which option is selected.

Suspend Strategy
Specifies how the IDMS ODBC and JDBC drivers use SQL SUSPEND and COMMIT requests to optimize task
resource usage on the IDMS system. These strategies replace detailed suspend and commit options that were
set in the Windows registry directly for prior releases. The strategies are:
INTERACTIVE --

Select this setting when the Data Source is to be used with an interactive ("fat client") application, such as
Visual Express or Visual DBA. The drivers SUSPEND after each COMMIT.

SERVICE --
Select this setting when the Data Source is to be used as a service, such as an applications that uses a
pooled connection in an application server (WebSphere, Weblogic, etc). The drivers SUSPEND when the
connection is returned to the idle pool.

BATCH --
Select this setting when the Data Source is to be used by a batch-type application, where pseudo-
conversational processing is not used. The drivers do not SUSPEND at all.

CUSTOM --
Select this setting when you need to specify detailed suspend and commit options in the registry. This
setting should only be used by advanced users, or under the direction of Broadcom Support, and requires
section editing of the Windows Registry.

<SYSTEM DEFAULT> --
Indicates that the System-level setting for this option should be used.

If no specification is made at either the Data Source or the System level, then a runtime default of "CUSTOM" is
used. Note that if no detailed options have been specified this is equivalent to "INTERACTIVE." Refer to Section3,
"Setting Up Your IDMS System", and the "Windows Registry Information" Appendix for information on using the
detailed options.

Fetch Row Count
Specifies the number of database rows to be fetched in a single database request. IDMS supports a BULK
FETCH feature than can improve performance by fetching multiple rows with a single database request. This
option specifies the default value for the number of rows that the driver attempts to fetch. An application can use
ODBC and JDBC interfaces to set and query this value at run-time. Valid values are 0 to 30000. The drivers use a
smaller value if the value specified would require a buffer larger than the Fetch Buffer Size.
When the value is 0 for a data source, the drivers use the system default, if any. If the system default is also 0, the
drivers compute the number of rows that fit in the fetch buffer.
The default is usually appropriate for most applications.
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Fetch Buffer Size
Specifies the maximum size of the fetch buffer. The drivers adjust the number of rows to fit in the buffer if
necessary. Valid values are 0 to 1048576, although the maximum when using CCI is 30000.
When the value is 0 for a data source, the drivers use the system default, if any. When the system default is also
0 the drivers use 30000 for the CCI communications protocol and 64000 for the IDMS communications protocol.
The default is usually appropriate for most applications.

Other Options
Override System Defaults

If enabled, you can override all of the flag-type settings within the "Other Options" section of the Data Source
Options panel. This allows you to establish Data-Source-specific settings for these options.

Cache SQL Tables
Specifies that the ODBC driver caches table lists returned by the SQLTables function. This option improves
performance by reducing the amount of time it takes to retrieve a list of tables, but does not always provide the
most current view of existing tables. When selected, the ODBC driver uses the cached result to process repeated
SQLTables requests. The ODBC driver flushes the cache whenever you turn off this option, change the request
parameters, change the name of the Accessible Tables view, or disconnect from a session.

Enable Ensure
Enables the ENSURE parameter of the ODBC SQLStatistics function.
The ENSURE parameter of the SQLStatistics function call usually causes the ODBC driver to issue an UPDATE
STATISTICS command to IDMS SQL against the named table. For large tables, this can cause deadlocks or
communication timeout errors. The default, disabling the Ensure option, is recommended unless a specific
application requires otherwise.

Fetch Real as Double
Forces the ODBC driver to return single precision floating point numbers as double precision to avoid the
rounding that can occur when numbers are passed from the mainframe to the PC.
Note: Some loss of precision is unavoidable when converting between the floating point formats, because
different numbers of bits are used to encode the exponent and mantissa.

Prompt for Account
Causes the SQLDriverConnect function to display a dialog if the optional Account parameter is not passed on the
connection string.

Use Accessible Tables View Name
When enabled, you can enter the name of a view to use for the ODBC SQLTables function and JDBC
getTables method, instead of using the catalog tables directly. Use this field to specify the default view,
SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_TABLES, or define a different view in the catalog and enter it in this field.
When a catalog contains a large number of table definitions, performance can be improved by specifying
a view name, to create a tailored view of the tables of interest to the end user. For example, the
SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_TABLES view returns only those tables to which the user has Select authority. You can
also limit tables based on schema or authorization. In addition, this feature is useful when security requirements
do not allow direct access to the catalog tables.
If you specify a different name, be sure that it contains at least the same columns as
SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_TABLES, although it can contain additional columns.
The view definition must include the following columns:

• SCHEMA (CHAR(18)
• TABLE (CHAR(18))
• TYPE (CHAR(1))

Click Apply or OK to save changes to the defaults in the registry. Click Cancel to close the dialog without saving
any new changes.
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NOTE
For more information on the SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_TABLES view, see the IDMS Database SQL Option
Reference Section.

Performance Considerations for ODBC Options

The following ODBC options can affect the performance of the ODBC driver:

Cache SQL Tables
Reduces the time it takes to retrieve a list of tables, but does not always provide the most current view of existing
tables.

Enable Ensure
Prevents the SQLStatistics function from issuing commands to update table statistics when disabled.

Use Accessible Tables View
Specifies the name of a view, so that only a list of the tables of interest to the end user is returned.

NOTE
For more information on the various ODBC functions mentioned in the previous descriptions, see Microsoft's
documentation for ODBC software.

Server

Use the server tab to specify the parameters needed to connect to an IDMS system. The server is analogous to an IDMS
system. A Server definition can be shared by multiple data sources. Like data sources, there are two types of servers,
system and user. A system server can be used by any data source. It is created when a new name is entered into the
Server field of the Data Source tab for a system data source.

A user server can only be used by the user data sources. It is created when adding or editing a user data source by typing
a new name in the Server field of the Data Source tab source or modifying an existing system server. When a user server
is copied from an existing system server, the system server remains unchanged.
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Options

The following fields are present under the Options section:

Name
Displays the selected Server name, from the Data Source tab. The name cannot be changed here.

Node Name
Specifies the Node Name of the system containing the tables you want to access. This is the System ID specified
in the system generation parameters. This field is optional, and defaults to the first eight characters of the server
name, which must be in upper case, if nothing is specified. This field is only needed when you use the CCI
Communications Protocol.

Delete Button
Deletes the server definition and close the dialog.

Connection Options

Note that depending on the communications protocol selected, you may override certain default CAICCI connection
options on this tab.

Communications Protocol
Specifies how the IDMS ODBC Driver (or Type 2 JDBC Driver) communicates with IDMS. Options are:
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• IDMS -- The drivers use the IDMS TCP/IP feature to communicate directly with the IDMS system. IDMS r17, or
later, is required.

• CCI -- The drivers use the Common Components and Services CCI feature to communicate with the IDMS
system. This is the default, and is supported for all releases of IDMS.

SSL
Enables secure communications between the ODBC and Type 2 JDBC drivers and IDMS when using the IDMS
communications protocol. Use the SSL tab to configure SSL options.
You can enable SSL for the Type 3 and Type 4 JDBC drivers using a special format of the URL or a
IdmsDataSource object, and configure it using utilities supplied with the Java Run-time Environment.
You must use your mainframe security system to configure AT-TLS (Application Transparent Transport Level
Security) to enable and configure SSL on z/OS when communicating directly with IDMS. SSL is not currently
supported when communicating with z/VSE backend systems.
You can enable and configure SSL for the CCI communications protocol with the CAICCI Configuration
application on Windows. You must also configure the CCITCP address space on z/OS to use SSL.

Host Name
Specifies the DNS name or TCP/IP address of the CCI server or the IDMS system. The Communication Protocol
setting determines how the Host Name is used.
When used with CCI, this value overrides the default CCI server name specified using the CCI Configurator for
this ODBC server only, and allows concurrent access to multiple CCI servers.

Port
Specifies the TCP/IP port of the CCI server or the IDMS Listener. The Communication Protocol setting determines
how the Host Name is used.
When used with CCI, this overrides the default CCI server port specified using the CCI Configurator for this ODBC
server only. Enter 0 to use the default value set by CCI, which is normally 1202.

Wait Timeout
Specifies the number of seconds to wait for a reply from the server. This setting overrides the Reply Wait
Timeout specified using the CAICCI/PC Properties dialog for this Server only. When this limit is exceeded, a
communications error is returned and the connection can no longer be used. If multithreading is enabled, the
application can continue processing other connections. Choose one of the following options:

• Enter 0 to use the default value set by CAICCI/PC
• Enter - 1 to specify an indefinite wait (this is interpreted as the largest positive integer)
• Enter a specific time, in seconds

Advanced Options

Advanced Server options can be specified at the Server level, by selecting Current, and at the System level by selecting
System. Options specified at the Server level override options specified at the System level.

Deleting a Server

To delete a server select Delete on the Server tab. When the "Are you sure…?" confirmation dialog box appears, select
Yes.

Set Advanced Server Options

You can specify advanced server options at both the server level and at the system level. Options specified at the server
level override options specified at the system level. Changes to these options apply to all servers on the Windows
system. All numeric fields with a value of zero default to the system level setting.
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To set advanced server options, select either Current or System in the Advanced Options area of Server tab. The
server name appears at the top of the dialog.

A detailed description of each option follows:

DDS Routing
Via Node

Used for DDS node hopping within IDMS. This option identifies the DDS node that is used when establishing a
connection with the IDMS CV.
This is an optional parameter. When specified, the Via Node must be defined in the RESOURCE name table on
the IDMS system. Use this option when the destination CV does not directly communicate with CCI.

IDMS Task Settings
Task Code

Specifies an alternate Task Code to be used for statistics and limit checking. The value you enter must be defined
to the IDMS system using the TASK system generation statement. If no value is entered, the default Task Code of
CASERVER is used.
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Buffer Length
Specifies the size of the buffer used by the IDMS Server listener for TCPIP send and receive requests. This
value overrides the BUFFLEN value specified for the IDMS Server listener using the PTERM system generation
statement.
This is optional. When set to 0, the System Default for all servers value is used, if any.

External Wait
Specifies the number of seconds that the IDMS Server listener waits for a request from the client when a task is
active. This value overrides the EXTERNAL WAIT INTERVAL specified for the TASK when enabled by specifying
TIMEOUT=-1 in the IDMS Server listener PTERM definition.
This is optional. When set to 0, the System Default for all servers value is used, if any. For more information on
TASK and PTERM System Generation statements see the IDMS Server System Generation section.

Resource Interval
Specifies the number of seconds that the IDMS Server listener waits for a request from the client when no task
is active. This value overrides the RESOURCE INTERVAL specified for the TASK when enabled by specifying
TIMEOUT=-1 in the IDMS Server listener PTERM definition.
This is optional. When set to 0, the System Default for all servers value is used, if any.

ASCII-EBCDIC Conversion

By default, IDMS Server translates between ASCII and EBCDIC using US English code pages. You can change this
behavior and use conversion tables for other languages. Country Extended Code Pages or CECP, can be used to convert
single byte character sets. CECP conversion table names can be specified for either your entire system or for a specific
Server.

Check the CECP button to specify a CECP table for your Server. This enables the Conversion Table File option, allowing
you to specify a CECP conversion file.

Edit
Brings up the IDMS Code Page Editor, where you can modify the conversion tables to meet your specific
requirements.

Browse
Brings up a standard “Browse” window where you can select a conversion table file.
For more information on CECP and other Internationalization options, see Setting Language Options.

Log Options
IDMS Server writes messages for some types of errors to a log file. Specify the name and directory of this log file using
the Log Options tab. You can also use this tab to override default log file specification and options, or to enable tracing of
JDBC, ODBC, SQL, and internal function calls.
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Log options affect all data sources. For example, if you specify a log file name, all trace entries are written to the specified
file. You cannot specify different log options for different data sources. A detailed description of each option follows:

Log File Options
Log File

Specifies the name of the log file for messages indicating the status of the database connection. The log file must
be in a directory available for write access by all users. The log file name cannot be set or queried at runtime. The
default log file name is caidms.log. If you omit path information in the file name, IDMS Server creates the file in
the directory recommended by Microsoft for common application data as follows:
Non-Vista:

\Documents and Settings\All Users\ApplicationData\CA\IDMS Server
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Vista:
\ProgramData\CA\IDMS Server

Max Size
Specifies the maximum size (in bytes) of the log file when the log file rollover feature is enabled. The default is
zero, which indicates no maximum size.

Max Count
Specifies the maximum number of log files. When this is greater than zero, the driver appends a numeric suffix
to the "Log File Name." When the log file exceeds Max Size this number is incremented and a new log file is
created. When the Max Count value is exceeded the driver re-uses the lowest log file name. The default is zero,
which disables the log file rollover feature.
Both Max Size and Max Count must be greater than zero to enable the log file rollover feature.

Append To Current Log File
This option causes new information to be appended to the existing log file. If this option is chosen, care should be
taken to clean out file information that is no longer needed.
Typically, tracing is enabled only to research a problem in conjunction with Technical Support. Select the check
boxes under Client Trace Options as requested by Technical Support to collect trace information. Note that if Max
Size and Max Count are greater than zero, this option is not available.

Client Trace Options

Client trace options control tracing on the Windows system, as follows:

ODBC
Enables tracing of calls to the ODBC driver.

JDBC
Enables tracing of calls to the JDBC driver.

SQL
Enables tracing of calls to the native SQL client interface.

DLL
Enables tracing of the DLL initialization function.

DTS
Enables tracing of calls to the Data Transport Services (DTS) interface.

DTS CCI
Enables tracing of calls from DTS to CAICCI.

DTS JCLI
Enables tracing of calls to the IDMS TCPIP interface.

FDE
Enables tracing of Format Descriptor Element (FDE) conversion calls.

FDE GEN
Usage is reserved.

UTIL
Enables tracing of internal utility calls.

SSL
IDMS Server uses Secure Socket Layer, or SSL, to provide secure communications between the Windows client and the
Mainframe server. The SSL Options tab applies only to the IDMS communications protocol. Use the CAICCI Configuration
application to configure SSL for the CCI protocol.
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The following options apply to all Servers that use the IDMS protocol. Note that you must use the Server tab to enable the
use of SSL for a connection. For more information on enabling SSL for a Server, see "Set Up and Delete a Server."

Certificate Stores
Client Certificate

Specifies the fully qualified name of the client certificate file. This file is typically generated on the mainframe
and transmitted to the Windows client. Use of this field is optional. A client certificate is only needed if client
authentication is required for all SSL connections. See your Network Security Administrator to determine the
security configuration at your site. All certificate files must be in PEM format.

Server Certificate
Specifies the fully qualified name of the server certificate file. This file contains one or more "trusted" certificates
that terminate the certificate chain. A certificate in this file can identify the server itself or be a signing certificate.
A certificate for a server is typically generated on the mainframe and transmitted to the Windows client. All SSL
connections require either a Server Certificate or one or more signing certificates. All certificate files must be in
PEM format.

Certificate Directory
Specifies the name of the certificate directory. This directory can contain individual certificates (in PEM format),
and is searched for the resolution of signing certificates.

Password
Identifies the password used for the client certificate.
This is an optional field and is only necessary when a client certificate is specified.
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International
When IDMS Server transfers character data between the host system and a PC it uses translation tables based on
English as spoken in the United States (U.S. English). You can override the default and create a customized translation
table if your host system or Windows system uses code pages based on another language.

If you are using UAC on Windows Vista, you  must have administrative authority to update Language Options. Alternately,
you can remain signed on as a standard user, but right-click the ODBC Administrator executable and select "Run as
Administrator."

The Type 2 JDBC driver first converts Unicode to the local character encoding for Windows. This data is then converted
to mainframe format by the native SQL interface. The Type 3 and Type 4 JDBC drivers convert Unicode directly to
mainframe format, and these options are not used.

This article describes the following information:

Using the International Tab

Use the International tab to select the Country Extended Code Page (CECP) or Double Byte Character Set (DBCS) used
to translate character data transferred between the Windows system and the host.

In the ASCII-EBCDIC Conversion section, select one of the following options:

Default
Specifies the use of the default conversion tables.

CECP
Enables the CECP options in the Country Extended Code Pages box.

DBCS
Enables the DBCS options in the Double Byte Character Set box.

Custom
Enables Custom Conversion options.

Selecting, Creating, and Editing CECP Translation Tables

In the ASCII - EBCDIC Conversion section, select CECP to enable CECP to convert data transferred between IDMS and
the application. In the Country Extended Code Pages section, select the file containing the conversion tables.
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To select a translation table, enter the name of the table file in the Conversion Table File field or select Browse to select
from the list of available files.

Creating or Editing a Translation Table

In the Country Extended Code Pages section, select Edit to activate the translation editor to create or edit a translation
table.

To edit an existing table, select File > Open to open the list of existing translation tables.

For a new or existing translation table, select Edit > Code Pages to access the IDMS Country Extended Code Page
Selection dialog. This dialog lets you select the code pages to use for your translation table.
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The Host Code Page list includes the following Code Pages for the EBCDIC character set on the mainframe:

037 English (U.S.)
English and most other European languages

273 German, Austrian
German and Austrian German

277 Norwegian
Norwegian

278 Finnish, Swedish
Finnish and Swedish

280 Italian
Italian

284 Spanish
Spanish

285 English (U.K.)
English and most European languages

297 French (AZERTY)
French, using the AZERTY keyboard

500 Belgian, Swiss
Belgian, Swiss French, and Swiss German

The PC Code Page list includes the following Code Pages for the ASCII character set:

437 English (U.S.)
English and most other European languages

850 Multilingual (Latin I)
Most languages using the Latin alphabet

852 Slavic (Latin II)
Slavic languages using the Latin alphabet

860 Portuguese
English and Portuguese

863 Canadian-French
English and French Canadian

865 Nordic
Scandinavian languages (Swedish, Norwegian)

Customizing a Translation Table

After creating a translation table, you may need to add EBCDIC/ASCII conversions that are not supported in the standard
code pages. The Translation Table Editor provides two edit windows: one for the ASCII to EBCDIC translation table and
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the other for the EBCDIC to ASCII translation table. To activate either window, select the appropriate option from the Edit
menu.

Each window displays a table of 256 hexadecimal values. Each entry in the table represents the output character set code
value indexed by the input character set code value.

For example, the following window represents the ASCII to EBCDIC translation table for Canadian French on the PC
and U.S. English on the host machine. The ASCII value for a space (' ') in the Canadian French code page is 20 (in
hexadecimal). The corresponding EBCDIC value for a space in the U.S. English code page is 40.

The generated tables convert control codes between their ASCII and EBCDIC equivalents, where possible. (Releases
prior to IDMS Server r4.0 converted all control codes to x'00' or null bytes.)

To customize the table select a hexadecimal value and replace it with another. The editor ignores all characters except
the numbers 0 through 9 and letters A - F (including lowercase). Use the mouse to move the cursor or use the following
keystrokes:

Key Moves Cursor
Arrow keys One digit in the direction of the arrow
Home To beginning of row
End To end of row
PageUp To top row
PageDown To bottom row
Enter Beginning of next row
Ctrl+Left Arrow, Right Arrow Left or right one entry
Ctrl+Home, End Beginning or end of table
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Saving a Translation Table

To save a translation table, select Save from the File menu. To save a translation table under a new name, select File >
Save As. The default file extension for translation table files is .tab.

Included Tables

Several code page conversion tables are provided with this release and are installed in the IDMS Server directory. These
files are identified by the extension .tab and contain tables used at runtime to convert between ASCII and EBCDIC. These
tables are:

Table Converts
cp037.tab Host code page 037 to ANSI 8859-1. The Type 3 and Type 4

JDBC drivers use this conversion table when the Cp037 converter
requested by the host is not available.

cp1047.tab Host code page 1047 to ANSI 8859-1. The Type 3 and Type
4 JDBC drivers use this conversion table when the Cp1047
converter requested by the host is not available.

danish.tab Host code page 037 to pc code page 850. Control codes are
converted to their corresponding values.

h237ansi.tab Host code page 237 (Austrian/German) to ANSI. Control codes
are converted from EBCDIC to x'01' and from ASCII to x'00'.

sgeransi.tab Siemens German to ANSI. Control codes are converted from
EBCDIC to x'01' and from ASCII to x'00'.

swedish.tab Host code page 037 to pc code page 850. Control codes are
converted to their corresponding values.

Enabling DBCS Processing

DBCS options enable the conversion of multi-byte character data exchanged by IDMS Server and the IDMS system. In
the ASCII-EBCDIC Conversion section, select DBCS.
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In the Double Byte Character Set section, set the following options:

Conversion Table Type
Allows you to select the types of DBCS used by your IDMS system from a drop down menu.

Conversion Table Path
Specifies the path of the subdirectory containing the DBCS conversion tables. Typically, the default is accepted.

Enable Half Width Katakana
Enables half width Katakana support when DBCS is enabled when this box is checked. All lowercase characters
in CHAR and VARCHAR data are treated as half width Katakana. This does not affect GRAPHIC, VARGRAPHIC,
and mixed data within SO and SI in CHAR and VARCHAR types. Only uppercase Roman text can be transferred
between the mainframe and the Windows system when this option is enabled.

Use a Custom Conversion DLL

A Custom Conversion DLL is used to convert character data exchanged by IDMS Server and the IDMS system. This
can be useful when the ASCII - EBCDIC conversions cannot be specified by modifying the CECP tables. The following
sections describe implementation information for a Custom Conversion DLL.

This article describes the following information:
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Enabling a Custom Conversion DLL

From the International tab, ASCII-EBCDIC Conversion section, select Custom.

In the Custom Conversion section, for Conversion DLL Name specify the name of the Custom Conversion DLL. Include
the path if the DLL is not in a directory that is searched automatically by Windows, such as the SYSTEM32 sub-directory
or a directory specified in the PATH.

Developing a Custom Conversion DLL

You can develop a custom conversion DLL in any language that supports the Microsoft Windows DLL calling conventions.
See the ODBC Programmer's Reference for information on implementing a custom conversion DLL.

JDBC Server
To configure the JDBC server, select any IDMS data source from the IDMS Server ODBC Administrator, and then select
the JDBC Server tab. The JDBC Server options on this tab apply to all IDMS data sources.
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Server Options
Port

Specify the TCP/IP port which the JDBC server uses to listen for connection requests. JDBC applications should
specify this value in the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) that identifies the database. The default is 3709.
Note: For information on the URL recognized by the JDBC driver, see the "JDBC Programmer Reference"
appendix.

Wait Timeout
The number of seconds the JDBC server waits for a request from the JDBC driver. When this value is exceeded,
the JDBC server considers the connection to have failed. The default setting, 0, causes the JDBC server to wait
indefinitely.

Reply Timeout
Specifies the number of seconds the JDBC server waits for a response from IDMS. When this value is exceeded,
the JDBC server considers the connection to have failed. The default setting, 0, causes the JDBC server to wait
indefinitely.

Log and Trace Options
Log Connection Events

Enables logging of connection requests and terminations by the JDBC server to the Windows Application Event
Log. By default, only startup, shutdown, and error events are logged. This option is deprecated, and kept for
compatibility with earlier versions of IDMS Server.

Trace Internal Calls
Enables tracing of debugging information to the IDMS Server log file. Only internal method calls made by the Java
code are traced. Use the Log Options tab to enable tracing of native method calls.

Snap Native Buffers
Enables display of the data buffers sent and received by the JDBC server in the IDMS Server log file.

Remote Server

It is possible to route JDBC connections to another JDBC server before communicating with IDMS. You can also route
connections directly to an IDMS r16 SP2 or later system. This can be useful when security requirements prevent the
machine on which the web server is running from directly connecting to the mainframe.

Host Name
Specifies the DNS name or IP address of the remote JDBC server machine. For IDMS r16 SP2 or later, this could
also be the DNS name or TCP/IP address associated with the IDMS system's TCPIP line.

Port
Specifies the listener port of the remote JDBC server. The default is 3709.

Property File Information

You can also specify options for the JDBC driver and JDBC server in the caidms.properties file, which has the same
format on all platforms. For more information, see "Properties File Information" in the IDMS Reference documentation.

Install IDMS Server Silently
Install IDMS Server non-interactively through a silent, or unattended, installation.

To install IDMS Server automatically, run a silent installation. A silent installation requires no involvement from you and
runs unattended using a response file that you create to provide the installation options.
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NOTE
The silent installation method does not display prompts and does not provide the option to display the README
file immediately after installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the RUN command, and place the setup.iss file in the same directory where the installation files are located. Use
the /r and /f1 options, as shown in the following command:
"<path to installation files>\installation image.exe” /r /
f1"<path to setup.iss file>\setup.iss"
Where
– path to installation files

The name of the directory where the installation files are located.
– installation image.exe

The name of the installation executable file you are using. Two versions of the installation executable file are
available: a 32-bit version and a 64-bit version.

– /r
Records the actions.

– /f1
Lets you place the file in a particular directory and give it a name. (Consider using the name setup.iss
for recognition.)

Example
The following example displays the command to create the response file and place it with the installation files in a
folder named IDMS Server.
"C:\CA IDMS Server\CA IDMS Server 64 bit 17.1.1.exe" /r /f1"C:\CA IDMS Server
\setup.iss"

2. Run the installation image executable file, as shown in the following command:
"C:\<path to installation files>\installation image.exe” /s
Example
The following example displays the command for a silent installation where the installation files are in a folder named
IDMS Server.
"C:\CA IDMS Server\CA IDMS Server 64 bit 17.1.1.exe" /s

Install the Java Runtime Environment
If you are using the IDMS JDBC driver or you want to call IDMS from Java-based programs, you must install the Java
Runtime Environment.

What is Java?

Java is a programming language and computing platform. The Java software download is known as the Java Runtime
Environment (JRE). The JRE consists of:

• Java Application Programming Interface (API) -- A library of Java command lines
• Java Virtual Machine (JVM) -- An interpreter that executes Java programs, which are stored on disk as class files.

IDMS Server requires the JVM provided with the JRE. 

NOTE
Java is required only if you are using the JDBC driver or if you want to call IDMS from Java-based programs.

Install on Windows

To use the IDMS JDBC driver, you must have the JRE version 1.8 or later installed on your machine. IDMS Server
conforms to the JDBC 4.0 specification and is compatible with the JRE provided by either Oracle or OpenJDK.
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You can download the software from Oracle at Java Download and OpenJDK at OpenJDK.

Install on Other Platforms

The installation on other platforms is typically provided by system administrators and is platform-specific. Because it is not
typically performed by a DBA or someone installing IDMS Server, instructions for installing it are outside the scope of this
documentation.

Post Installation Tasks

The following environment variables must be set for your machine to support Java: JAVA_HOME and Path. Ensure that
the path to your installation of the JRE is updated, as not all installations modify the path.

NOTE
For best results, set these environment variables before you install IDMS Server.

JAVA_HOME

This environment variable is used for the JCF Demo application.

1. In the Windows Start Menu, enter ENV and select Edit the system environment variables.
2. Select Environment Variables at the bottom of the window.
3. Examine the User variables and System variables sections for the presence of the JAVA_HOME variable. Because

the variable can be defined at both the user and system levels, it can be located in either section.
a. If the variable is present, verify that its value (path) is accurate. Correct it if necessary.
b. If the variable is not present, add a new System variable with variable name “JAVA_HOME” and an appropriate

value that is based on the path of the Java installation. For example: C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_221

Path

This environment variable is needed if you want to use the sample programs provided with the IDMS driver.

1. In the Windows Start Menu, enter ENV and select Edit the system environment variables.
2. Select Environment Variables at the bottom of the window.
3. Examine the User variables and System variables sections to see if the Path is there, and if so, that the entry for

the JVM points to the 1.8 release. (Because the variable can be defined at both the user and system levels, it can be
located in either section or both.) If the entry is either not present in the Path variable or it is incorrect, correct it as
necessary, as shown in the following example:  C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_221\bin

JVM Usage Within the IDMS JDBC Driver

Data Conversion

The Type 4 JDBC driver performs all data conversion on the client platform, using the character converter classes
provided by the JRE. The JRE includes converter classes for most of the character encodings in use around the world.

However, by default, the JRE installer installs only European language support on machines that support only European
languages. The mainframe encodings based on EBCDIC, such as Cp037, are not included. The JDBC driver includes
built-in support for Cp037 and Cp1047.

For other mainframe character sets, include the complete set of character encodings when installing Java by selecting the
Custom option and then Support for Additional Languages.

SSL

The IDMS JDBC driver uses the JVM to provide SSL support for JDBC Type 3 and 4 connections. For more information
about SSL and certificate management, see the Oracle documentation.
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(Optional) Install IDMS Server on UNIX System Services
To install a newer version of IDMS Server under UNIX System Services (USS) on z/OS, replace your existing driver or
Server JAR file with that from the new version.

If you run the IDMS JDBC driver or the IDMS JDBC Server under USS on z/OS, refresh your JAR files for those
components with the new JAR files that are delivered with IDMS Server:

• IDMS JDBC Driver JAR: idmsjdbc.jar
• IDMS JDBC Server JAR: idmsjsrv.jar

Because the idmsjdbc.jar file is not bit-sensitive, you can replace your copy of the file with the one from either the 32-bit or
64-bit version of IDMS Server. This documentation references the directory populated for the 64-bit install.

To refresh the JAR files for components running under USS on z/OS, follow these steps:  

1. Install the 64-bit version of IDMS Server on a Windows machine.
2. Copy the hfs.tar file from the Java directory in the directory under which IDMS Server is installed. By default, the IDMS

Server installation path is C:\Program Files\CA\IDMS Server. Copy the file to any directory on your hard drive.
3. Create a directory on a local USS file system that contains at least 2 MB of space to house your IDMS Server

components.
4. Copy the file idmsjdbc.tar in binary mode from the default Windows installation directory (C:\Program Files\CA\IDMS

Server\Java) to your target Linux or UNIX machine.
5. Extract the new IDMS Server JAR files from the idmsjdbc.tar file by using either the ‘tar’ or ‘pax’ utility, and copy them

into the appropriate application directory.
6. Copy and extract the hfs.tar file.

Perform the following steps to populate the IDMS Server on the local USS file system:
a. In Windows, use FTP to copy the file hfs.tar that you downloaded in Step 2 to the IDMS Server directory on the

local USS file system created in Step 3. Ensure that you specify BINARY mode on this transfer.
b. In OMVS, from the IDMS Server directory, extract the IDMS Server subdirectories and files by using the following

command:
pax -rvf hfs.tar
Because the hfs.tar file is not used after this step, you can delete it from the directory to save space.

7. (Optional) Copy the sample JCL files.
The following sample MVS jobstreams are included in the IDMS Server installation under the directory sampjcl. You
can copy the files into an MVS PDS with your preferred method for controlling the IDMS Java Server from an MVS
batch job.
– jsrvresu

Resumes the execution of the IDMS Java Server
– jsrvstop

Stops the IDMS Java Server
– jsrvstrt

Starts the IDMS Java Server
– jsrvsusp

Suspends the execution of the IDMS Java Server
A file called jobcard is included. You can tailor it for your site and copy it at the beginning of each jobstream. The
jobcard file has a symbolic variable called IDMSDIR. Set this variable to the fully qualified USS directory name where
you installed your IDMS Server software. Ensure that the directory name begins with a forward slash (/).

For more information about using IDMS Server on USS, see Using the Client on z/OS.
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(Optional) Configure the IDMS JDBC Server on UNIX System Services
This topic describes the environment variable settings and configuration file information needed to access an IDMS
database, for use by JDBC-enabled applications. It assumes that you are familiar with the z/OS USS shell and HFS, and
includes the following topics:

IDMS Server is installed into a subdirectory in the HFS. This subdirectory, specified when the product is installed, is
referred to in this document as /idmsdir. Its structure is as follows:

/idmsdir
Specifies the default location for the configuration file and example SQL script.

/idmsdir/bin
Specifies shell scripts to run the JDBC server and sample Java applications.

/idmsdir/bin/mvs
Specifies compiled executable files, including the JDBC server service wrapper.

/idmsdir/classes
Specifies the caidms.properties file and the IdmsExample sample application. It is also used for classes supplied
as part of an APAR and additional helper classes provided by Broadcom.

/idmsdir/lib
Specifies the Java archive files (including the JDBC driver and JDBC server).

/idmsdir/lib/mvs
Specifies the shared object libraries used to implement the native methods and client interfaces.

/idmsdir/sampjcl
Specifies the sample jobstreams for starting and stopping the IDMS Server from MVS. These jobs should be
copied to an MVS PDS and customized to meet your site requirements. The sample job card member should be
customized and included in each of the jobstreams.

/idmsdir/src
Specifies the sample Java source code.

Specifying Environment Variables

You must specify the locations of the executables, DLLs, and Java class files for a z/OS application to use IDMS Server in
the USS environment. Set the standard UNIX environment variables to specify these locations:

PATH
Specifies the locations of executable files.

LIBPATH
Specifies the locations of DLL files.

CLASSPATH
Specifies the locations of Java class files.

For example, to run a JDBC application that uses the JDBC driver, these variables could be set as follows:

set PATH=$JAVA_HOME/bin:$PATH
export PATH
set LIBPATH=/idmsdir/mvs:$LIBPATH
export LIBPATH
set CLASSPATH=/idmsdir/classes:/idmsdir/lib/idmsjdbc.jar:$CLASSPATH
export CLASSPATH
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In this case, $JAVA_HOME identifies the directory where Java is installed, and /idmsdir represents the directory chosen
when IDMS Server was installed. Note that it is not necessary to include the /idmsdir/bin directory in the PATH to run
a Java application. It is not necessary to set the PATH, LIBPATH, and CLASSPATH environment variables when using
the supplied shell scripts to run the JDBC server. These environment variables are automatically set in the shell scripts
installed in the /idmsdir/bin directory, equivalent to the following:

set PATH=$JAVA_HOME/bin/idmsdir/bin:$PATH
export PATH
set LIBPATH=/idmsdir/lib/mvs:$LIBPATH
export LIBPATH
set CLASSPATH=/idmsdir/classes:/idmsdir/lib/idmsjsrv.jar:$CLASSPATH
export CLASSPATH

NOTE
The shell scripts assume that JAVA_HOME has been set, typically in a user profile.

Optional environment variables specific to IDMS Server include:

IDMS_CFG_PATH
Specifies the configuration file name or path.

IDMS_CFG_RELOAD
Forces reloading of the configuration file.

WARNING
When invoking Unix scripts and programs using the BPXBATCH utility, it is possible to set environment variables
using the STDENV DD statement. This is particularly useful when scheduled batch jobs are used to automate
startup and shutdown of the JDBC server.

Specifying Environment Variables for IPv6

Special considerations apply to using IPv6 with the JDBC server:

• Customers who run multiple TCP/IP stacks must set stack affinity to the appropriate IPv6 stack using the
_BPXK_SETIBMOPT_TRANSPORT environment variable. In this instance you must also code the appropriate host
name or IP address in the Host parameter of the configuration file as detailed in "Configuring the JDBC Server" topic in
this section.

• It may be necessary to define a new TCPIP.DATA file which provides a special DNS Resolver configuration for IPv6
hosts and addresses. This file must be specified using the RESOLVER_CONFIG environment variable.

For example, prior to starting the JDBC server, the following statements can be run as part of a user signon profile.
Alternatively, they can be included at the beginning of the IDMS Server .idms_wrapper script located in the IDMS Server
bin subdirectory, in which case they must be run when the JDBC server is started with the supplied shell script.

export JAVA_HOME="your-jvm 1.8 location here"
export _BPXK_SETIBMOPT_TRANSPORT="your-ipv6-proc-name-here"

export RESOLVER_CONFIG="//'your.tcpipv6.data.file.here'"

Editing the Configuration File

The configuration file contains data source definitions, IDMS system access path information, global option settings, and
JDBC server options, corresponding to the information maintained in the registry on the Windows platform. The file is
formatted as a text file with sections containing lists of key-value pair parameters, similar to a Windows .ini file. You must
edit this file sectionly for z/OS.
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The default file name is caidms.cfg. IDMS Server first looks for this file in the current directory. If it is not there, IDMS
Server looks in the installation directory. You can use the IDMS_CFG_PATH environment variable to specify a different
name or directory.

For example, to locate the caidms.cfg file in the application directory /idmsdir:

set IDMS_CFG_PATH=/idmsdir/
export IDMS_CFG_PATH

For performance reasons, the configuration file is cached in memory the first time the libidmsutil.so DLL is loaded
into a process. Therefore, changes to the configuration file may not take effect for a running process until the
process is quiesced and restarted. For the JDBC Server, use the suspend and resume commands documented in
the section on "Using the Client on z/OS." For testing and other implementations where performance is not critical,
the cached configuration file can be refreshed more frequently or caching can be turned off completely using the
IDMS_CFG_RELOAD environment variable, or with the CacheConfig option. For more information, see the section
"Configuration File Information."

Data Source Definitions

A JDBC-enabled application can connect to an IDMS database using the DriverManager class with a URL or using JNDI
with an IdmsDataSource object. Either technique can reference a data source name similar to an ODBC data source. This
DSN is defined in the configuration file, where it is associated with the dictionary name of the catalog defining the SQL
schema, a node name identifying the IDMS system, and other optional information.

The following sample illustrates a data source definition defined in the configuration file:

[APPLDICT]
Dictionary=APPLDICT
Server=SYST0001
[Server SYST0001]
Resource=SYST0001
AlternateTask=CASERVER

This syntax lets you use meaningful names for the data source and server names. Using an explicit server section lets
you specify optional information for an IDMS system. When using all default values, this is equivalent to the following
minimal data source definition:

[APPLDICT]
Server=SYST0001

Bracket characters "[" and "]" may be difficult to use on 3270 terminals or emulators. The dollar character "$" can be used
as a substitute as seen in the following example:

$APPLDICT$
Server=SYST0001

You can also specify this information using DriverPropertyInfo objects or in the IdmsDataSource itself, instead of in the
configuration file.

NOTE
For a complete description of the connection information, see the section "JDBC Programmer Reference."

Configuring the JDBC Server

The JDBC server can be customized with settings in the [Proxy] section of the configuration file as described in the
"Configuration File Information" section. The following options are often specified on z/OS:
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Host
Forces the JDBC server to listen for connection requests on a specific TCP/IP stack. This is not needed when the
host has only one stack.

Port
Specifies the correct port in the URL by client applications if the port is changed from the default (3709).

Encoding
Specifies the default platform encoding (CP1047) on z/OS OMVS. CP037 is a standard IBM encoding supported
by the Oracle and IBM Java implementations and is the default set in the configuration file when the product is
installed. The JDBC driver includes built-in support for these encodings. Other mainframe character converter
classes may not be available on all platforms. Since character conversion can be offloaded to the client when the
character conversion classes are available, performance may be improved by specifying an encoding that can be
done on the client.

WaitTimeOut
(Recommended) Specifies how long the JDBC server waits for the next request from a connected client.

Other Configuration File Information

You can specify global options, including the location of the IDMS log (trace) file, trace flags for debugging, and character
set encoding in the [Options] section of the configuration file.

NOTE
For detailed information on all options and settings in the configuration file, see the section "Configuration File
Information."

Properties File Information

You can specify settings used by the JDBC driver and JDBC server in the caidms.properties file, which has the same
format on all platforms. This includes many settings in the Options section, and all settings in the Proxy section. Options
used by the native libraries must be specified in the configuration file.

(Optional) IDMS JDBC Driver Standalone Installation
Use these JDBC installation instructions to extract the IDMS Server tar file, copy the IDMS Server tar file, and extract the
IDMS JDBC driver and related Java files.

Installation Considerations

The IDMS JDBC Driver runs on multiple platforms, including UNIX System Services, Windows, UNIX and Linux. If you
only need to install or update the IDMS JDBC Driver, you can extract it from the installation zip file without installing all the
IDMS Server components.

For users that need to run the IDMS JDBC Server on UNIX System Services, please refer to the topic (Optional) Install
IDMS Server on UNIX System Services. The IDMS JDBC Server enables Type 3 JDBC connections to IDMS.

Installation

1. Extract the IDMS Server JDBC nn.n.n.tar file from the IDMS Server installation zip file, where nn.n.n is the version.
2. Copy IDMS Server JDBC nn.n.n.tar in binary mode to the destination server/directory.
3. Extract the IDMS JDBC Driver and related Java files with the command:

pax –rvf ‘IDMS Server JDBC nn.n.n.tar’
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Use the JDBC Driver
Applications, application servers, and servlets running on platforms other than Windows or z/OS can use the JDBC driver
to communicate with an IDMS system.

IDMS Server need not be installed or configured on these platforms. No native methods are used. The JDBC driver uses
TCP/IP to communicate directly with the JDBC server running on Windows or z/OS, or directly to IDMS r16 SP2 or later.
The JDBC server does not need to run on the application platform.

Configuration settings are specified in the caidms.properties file, because the native configuration file is not available.
Trace information can be written to a container managed DataSource log or to a file specified in the properties file.

To use the JDBC driver on other platforms

1. Extract or copy the JDBC driver, idmsjdbc.jar, to the client machine. For example, on UNIX, assuming you have copied
the archive ‘IDMS Server JDBC 17.1.n.tar’ to the  /classes directory:

cd /classes

tar  - xovf ‘IDMS Server JDBC 17.1.n.tar’ idmsjdbc.jar

2. Update the CLASSPATH environment variable to point to the JDBC driver directory and Java archive file.
For example, on Windows:

set CLASSPATH=c:\classes;c:\classes\idmsjdbc.jar;%CLASSPATH%

On UNIX:

set CLASSPATH=/classes:/classes/idmsjdbc.jar:$CLASSPATH

NOTE
J2EE application servers have various ways of defining JDBC drivers and specifying how to access the
driver jar file. Consult the documentation provided with the application server for details.

Use the JDBC Server
The JDBC server can be used as a command line application to support web servers running on platforms other than
Windows and z/OS.

The JDBC server application is provided as a Java archive file, and is actually the same file used by the JDBC server
service on z/OS. Because the native code has not been ported to all platforms, certain limitations apply:

• The service wrapper is not supported. Start and stop the JDBC server by running the JVM, specifying the main class
file. It can be run as a background process.

• The configuration file is not supported. Instead, specify options in the properties file or on the command line.
• The native log file is not supported, but trace information can be written to stdout or a file specified in the properties file.

Log messages are sent to stderr instead of the syslog daemon.
• The native SQL client is not supported. Connections are routed to IDMS using a remote JDBC server running on

Windows, z/OS, or directly to IDMS r16 SP2 or later which is treated as a remote server.

To use the JDBC server as a command line application

1. Extract the JDBC server Java archive file, idmsjsrv.jar, on the client machine. For example, on UNIX, assuming you
have copied the archive to the /classes directory:

cd /classes

tar  - xovf idmsjdbc.tar idmsjsrv.jar
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2. Update the CLASSPATH environment variable to point to the JDBC server directory and Java archive file. For
example:

set CLASSPATH=/classes:/classes/idmsjsrv.jar:$CLASSPATH

3. Start the JDBC server with a command similar to:

java ca.idms.proxy.ProxyMain start  - h host 1>out 2>err &

The parameters are as follows:
host

Specifies the DNS name or TCP/IP address of the Windows or z/OS machine where the native JDBC server is
running, or for IDMS r16 SP2 or later, the DNS name or TCP/IP address associated with the TCPIP line of the
IDMS system.

out
Specifies the name of the trace file, and err specifies the name of the log file.

4. Stop the JDBC server with:

java ca.idms.proxy.ProxyMain stop

Options equivalent to those specified in the configuration file on z/OS or using the ODBC Administrator on Windows are
specified in the properties file or on the command line:

Options Description
-? Prints this information
-h host Host listener name or IP address
-p port Host listener IP port
-q count Host listener queue length
-r host Remote host name or IP address
-s port Remote IP port
-c Enables control by remote client
-e encoding Overrides platform encoding
-u Specifies Unicode fallback encoding
-w seconds Client wait timeout interval
-t seconds Server reply timeout interval
-b seconds Socket blocking timeout interval
-v [level] Syslog message level (level = 10 if not specified)
-l level Trace log message level
-d option [option] Enables debugging with the following trace options, where option

can be:
trace -- debug tracing
native -- native trace
snap -- object display
buffer -- native buffer display
object -- native object display

-k Enables SSL client support
-a Requires SSL client certificate
-y Enables SSL to remote JDBC Server or IDMS r16 SP2 or later
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-i class [class] Includes class in trace
-x class [class] Excludes class from trace

NOTE
For detailed information on these options, see "Configuration File Information" and "Properties File Information."

Advanced Configuration
This section provides details about configuration of IDMS ODBC and JDBC drivers.

Set Up Database Access
The ODBC and JDBC drivers use dynamic SQL to access an IDMS database from an ODBC or JDBC application. Both
the SQL Option and the host component of IDMS Server must be installed on the CV. The database can be defined
using the Schema compiler or SQL Data Description Language (DDL). In either case, you must include the appropriate
SQL definitions in the dictionary associated with the IDMS system. The SQL definitions reside in the catalog area of the
dictionary.

Setting Up SQL Access

The following suggestions are useful when setting up SQL access to IDMS databases:

• To access a non-SQL-defined database using SQL, define an SQL schema that identifies the network schema and the
segment where the data is stored. The network schema must conform to the rules described throughout this section.

• If the application does not qualify table references with schema names, define one or more IDMS/DC profiles that set a
default schema name. You may need to ask your Database Administrator (DBA) for assistance.

• To limit the size of the list of tables returned by the driver metadata functions, create an Accessible Tables View that
returns a subset of the default view, and set it as an option for a specific data source. Using such a view of accessible
tables can generate a more meaningful list of tables for each user and improve performance.

• Define views in the catalog to provide easy access to non-SQL-defined databases or application-specific data. For
example, consider using a view when joining tables using the set-name condition. However, if you choose to do so,
remember that views created by joining two or more tables cannot be updated.

• Implement table procedures to provide easy access to non-SQL-defined databases or application-specific data. For
example, consider using a table procedure to navigate a complicated network database. Table procedures can also be
used to update databases.

Utilizing Page Groups

A page group is a physical database definition attribute set by the database administrator during database definition.
The catalog and the target database can be in different page groups. Unless the Mixed Page Group feature of IDMS is
activated, tables from mixed page groups cannot be accessed with a single request. Additionally, once a table from one
page group has been accessed, a COMMIT command must be issued before a table from a different page group can be
accessed.

To use data sources defining data from mixed page groups:

• Define a different data source and a different Accessible Tables View for each page group when the catalog contains
definitions of tables from mixed page groups. Each Accessible Tables View should include tables from a single page
group so that the end user cannot accidentally access mixed page groups after a table list function is performed.

• Use the Automatic Commit option when accessing tables in different page groups.

NOTE
Automatic Commit is enabled by default, and can be disabled using an ODBC or JDBC function.
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Mixed page groups are supported starting with IDMS r14.1, so these restrictions do not apply when the data source is on
a 14.1 or later system and the Mixed Page Group Binds feature has been activated.

NOTE
For more information on using page groups, see the IDMS Database Administration Section - Volume 1.

Setting Up SQL Access to Non-SQL Databases

This section reviews the transformations used by the SQL engine when reading definitions of non-SQL records. When
using SQL to access non-SQL records, the entity names coded in the SQL syntax must follow the conventions described
in the following sections.

Accessing Non-SQL Records Using SQL Statements

To reference an SQL table in SQL statements, code the table name preceded by a schema name qualifier. For example,
in this statement:

SELECT * FROM DEMOSCH.SAMPLE

SAMPLE is the table name and DEMOSCH is the SQL schema in which it is defined.

The combination of schema name and table name allows the SQL compiler to look up the definition of the table in the
SQL catalog.

To access a non-SQL record from an SQL statement, code the record name in the same way. Define an SQL schema that
maps to the corresponding non-SQL schema, and use the SQL schema name to qualify all subsequent references to non-
SQL records in SQL DML statements. For example:

CREATE SCHEMA SQLNET

   FOR NONSQL SCHEMA PRODDICT.CUSTSCHM;

SELECT * FROM SQLNET."ORDER-REC";

NOTE
For more information on defining SQL schemas, see the IDMS Database SQL Option Reference Section for
syntax and information on accessing non-SQL databases and IDMS Database Administration Section for
process-related information.

Transforming Non-SQL Record and Set Names

Non-SQL record and set names may contain embedded hyphens, which are allowed in the naming conventions for
non-SQL schemas, but not in the naming conventions for SQL schemas. To use record and set names with embedded
hyphens in an SQL statement, enclose the names in double quotes, for example, "CUST-REC-123."

Transforming Non-SQL Element Names

In non-SQL element names, IDMS automatically transforms embedded hyphens to underscores when they are referenced
through SQL. For example, to access the CUST-NUMBER element in a non-SQL record, you must code CUST_NUMBER
in an SQL statement.

Creating SQL Synonyms

When a FOR LANGUAGE SQL synonym is defined for a non-SQL record, IDMS uses the element synonyms for all SQL
access. SQL synonyms are used only for element names.

Defining SQL synonyms for non-SQL records is sometimes the only way to overcome column name limitations within
SQL. Some non-SQL element names do not make satisfactory SQL column names, even after hyphens are changed
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to underscores. For example, if a non-SQL element name begins with a numeric character, you must still use double
quotes around the element name. For example, to access 123-ORD-NUM, you would code "123_ORD_NUM" in an SQL
statement.

Elements that cannot be Transformed

Group elements, REDEFINES elements, FILLERS, and OCCURS DEPENDING ON elements are not available for access
by SQL. To the SQL user, it is as if these elements were not defined in the non-SQL record. The subordinate elements of
a group definition are available for access, as are the base elements to which a REDEFINES is directed.

Fixed OCCURS Element Definitions

Although OCCURS…DEPENDING ON declarations are not available for SQL access, fixed OCCURS definitions are
available. To the SQL user, a fixed OCCURS element appears as one column for each occurrence of the element. The
column name for each occurrence is the original element name followed by an underscore and an occurrence number. If
the element is declared with multiple OCCURS levels, the corresponding column names contain one underscore and one
occurrence number for each dimension of the OCCURS declaration.

For example, the element definition BUD-AMT OCCURS 12 TIMES generates the following column names:

BUD_AMT_01, BUD_AMT_02, BUD_AMT_03...BUD_AMT_12.

NOTE
The occurrence number attached to the column name must be large enough to accommodate the largest
subscript from the corresponding element definition.

The base element name, combined with the appended occurrence information, cannot have more than 32 characters. If it
does, you must define an SQL synonym for the non-SQL record.

Although the IDMS SQL implementation allows 32-character column names, other SQL implementations restrict column
names to 18 characters. Some ODBC client software, in particular, may require SQL synonyms for non-SQL records to
limit the size of the transformed column names to 18 characters.

NOTE
Another way to define shorter names is to create a view of the record and specify view column names.

Defining Keys

NOTE
To access a control-key definition (of a CALC, INDEX, or sorted set) using SQL, the control-key definition must
not include a FILLER element. If it does, change the non-SQL record definition, assigning a name other than
FILLER to the elements in question.

Additionally, the control-key definition cannot incorporate the subordinate elements of a group level REDEFINES when
these elements are smaller in size than the base element being redefined, as in the following example:

02 ELEM1 PIC X(8).

02 ELEM1REDEF REDEFINES ELEM1.

03 ELEM1A PIC S9(8) COMP.

03 ELEM1B PIC S9(8) COMP.

An error occurs if ELEM1A and ELEM1B are used in the control key definition, because they are smaller than the element
they redefine (although combined they are equal to ELEM1). When this condition occurs, change the redefining group,
which contains the smallest subordinate elements, into the base-element definition. Use the base-element definition in the
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control key specification. For example, ELEM1REDEF should be the base-element definition in the sample above, and
ELEM1 should be coded so that it redefines ELEM1REDEF.

NOTE
For more information on accessing non-SQL-defined databases using SQL, see the IDMS Database SQL
Option Reference Section.

Defining Sets as Referential Constraints

Because members of sets usually do not contain foreign keys that reference the owner record, the set specification
statement can be used to include the set name in the join criteria for two non-SQL records. For example:

SELECT M.NAME FROM OWNER O, MEMBER M

       WHERE O.NAME='BILL' AND "OWNER-MEMBER"

• The schema compiler SET definition PRIMARY KEY and FOREIGN KEY options can be used to define primary and
foreign keys for non-SQL records. Adding foreign keys to set definitions provides several advantages for applications
that use SQL and can enhance the compatibility of IDMS with tools that build SQL applications.

• Referential integrity is enforced when SQL is used to update non SQL records.
• Standard SQL predicates can be used in join statements.
• Standard JDBC and ODBC foreign key metadata APIs can be used to discover relationships between non-SQL

records accessed using SQL.
• The foreign key columns must be elements in the member record. If these elements are added to an existing record,

you must restructure the database, populate the foreign key fields, and recompile network applications that reference
the member record.

• Network applications that STORE or CONNECT members in the set must update the foreign keys to maintain
referential integrity. You can use subschema views that do not include the added fields to minimize changes to
programs that do not access the foreign keys.

NOTE
For more information on modifying set definitions, see the IDMS Database Administration Section.

Setting up Catalog Views

Both ODBC and JDBC provide metadata APIs that return information on schemas, tables, columns, and indexes from
the SQL catalog. IDMS Server uses table procedures and views in the SYSCA schema to access catalog information.
Typically, these are installed into the catalog when IDMS is installed. Additional views may require definition, depending
on the version of IDMS you use.

SYSCA.ODBC_INDEX

This table procedure is used to return index and CALC key information for network records as well as SQL tables. The
ODBC driver uses this table procedure to implement the SQLStatistics, SQLSpecialColumns, SQLPrimaryKeys, and
SQLForeignKeys functions. If this table procedure is not installed, the ODBC driver queries the catalog SYSTEM.INDEX
and SYSTEM.INDEXKEY tables, and returns information only for SQL defined tables.

The JDBC driver uses this table procedure to implement the corresponding DatabaseMetaData.getIndexInfo,
getBestRowIdentifer, getPrimaryKeys, getExportedKeys, getImportedKeys, and getCrossReference methods. This table
procedure is required for JDBC support.

This table procedure is defined for all releases since Genlevel 9506 of IDMS 12.01.
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SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_ SCHEMAS

This view returns a list of schemas containing tables accessible to the user. It is used by the JDBC driver to implement the
DatabaseMetaData.getSchemas method, and is required for JDBC support. The ODBC driver does not use this view. This
view is defined for releases after IDMS r15.0.

SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_PROCS

This view returns a list of procedures. It is used by the JDBC driver to implement the DatabaseMetaData.getProcedures
method and by the ODBC driver SQLProcedures function. This view is defined for IDMS r16.0 and later.

Defining Catalog Views

These views are added to the catalog when you upgrade IDMS and follow the instructions for upgrading the catalog. DDL
to create them is also provided in the file accviews.txt, which is installed in the Java subdirectory on Windows, and the
product installation root directory on other platforms. These views should be defined in all catalogs that are accessed
using IDMS Server.

Pass Auditing Information to IDMS
You can use IDMS Server to pass auditing information from the client to the IDMS system. This auditing information
includes be site-defined accounting information that is supplied when the application connects to the database and the
user identity (user ID) as is it known to the application, which may be different from the user ID that is used to sign on to
IDMS.

This article includes the following information:

Supplying Accounting Information

You can supply as many as 32 bytes of accounting information using one of the following methods:

• Enter the value in the Account field of the ODBC DriverConnect dialog.
• Pass the value as a connection attribute with the key ACCT to the ODBC SQLDriverConnect function.
• Pass the value as a DriverPropertyInfo object with the key acct to the JDBC DriverManager.getConnection method.
• Pass the value as an IdmsDataSource property.

The first character of accounting information must be a space or the information must be ignored.

Using Accounting Information

The supplied accounting information is passed to the back end, and is stored in an area accessible from the PTE for use
by accounting and security exits.

For example, the information could be used by either exit 4 or 5 to change header information in the statistics block that is
described by #STRDS.

The following table describes how the accounting data can be found:

Field Name Control Block Comments
TCELTEA TCE Points to the LTE. Determine whether it is a

CAICCI-related LTE (type is LTEBULK).
LTEPTEA LTE Points to the PTE.
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PTELACCT PTE Points to a 32-byte accounting information
area. This area must be binary zeros if no
accounting information was passed from
the PC or if the front end is not a PC.

When using the Type 4 JDBC driver, you can add this information to the user profile at sign on. Define a system or
user profile attribute and specify the ACCT=profile-key-name option in the listener PTERM definition. This allows SQL
statements to access the accounting information using the PROFILE function. Procedures that are written in COBOL or
ADS can use the IDMSIN01 GETPROF callable service to access the accounting information.

• For more information about programs that are invoked by user exits, see the IDMS System Operations Section.
• For more information about field names in various IDMS control blocks, see the IDMS DSECT Reference Section.
• For information about defining the listener for the Type 4 JDBC driver, see the "Setting Up Your System" section and

the IDMS System Generation Section.

Example

The following sample is the code for locating accounting information:

USING TCE,R9                                             

   L    R5,TCELTEA              Get the LTE             

USING LTE,R5                                             

   CLI  LTETYP,LTEBULK          Is this a BULK type      

BNE  RETURN                  No....Return             

L    R6,LTEPTEA              Get the PTE address     

USING PTE,R6                                             

   L    R7,PTELACCT             R7 points to 32-byte area

Setting the External Identity

The user of a web-based application is typically an external user or customer who logs on to the application using an
identity manager such as SiteMinder. The external user ID that is used to sign on to the web application is typically not
the user ID that is used to access the back end database. Instead, a generic user ID associated with the application is
used by all connections that are initiated by the application. IDMS Server and IDMS can record the external user ID in
the journal when a transaction is started. This provides an end-to-end audit trail that correlates database activity with the
external users who initiate each transaction.

When running in an application server that is managed by SiteMinder, the JDBC driver gets the external identity from
the SiteMinder Application Server Agent when a new transaction is started. If this identity has changed since the last
transaction, the driver sends it to IDMS.
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You can set an external user ID in a standalone JDBC application using the IdmsConnection setIdentity method.
You can set the external user ID in an ODBC application using the SQLSetConnectAttr function with the
IDMS_ATTR_EXTERNAL_IDENTITY attribute type.

Auditing the External Identity

When an external identity has been set for the user session, IDMS includes its value with actual user ID in the BGIN
transaction journal record. Journal reports can be used to audit this information.

Journal Analyzer Chronological Event Report

The report for the BGIN record includes the external user ID, if present.

--------EVENT--------- ----------IDENT--------- ---QUIESCE LVL/USER/EXT ID  - - 

TIME    TYPE   DURATION  RUN UNIT      PROGRAM

hh:mm:ss  BGIN                 1633 JAVAPROG ONL X    

JREPORT 000
Supports a REC card that allows the use of the external identity as selection criteria when running existing
JREPORTs.

JREPORT 008
Displays the external identity information when reporting the BGIN record.

BGIN   TECHDC30  12/27/05  20.07.13.56     529276      170604 ….  

       USER ID                        EXTERNAL ID       

       ABBWI01                        BILL2007

JREPORT 010
Lists the user ID, external identity, date, time, program name, and run unit id. This provides enough information to
run JREPORT 008 with SELECT criteria to provide details on any activity involving a particular user.

REPORT NO. 10                       IDMS JOURNAL REPORTS                     R16.0

       JREPORT 010                   EXTERNAL USER IDENTITY JOURNAL REPORT      

         USER                 EXT                TRANSACT  PROGRAM    LOCAL       LOCAL

          ID                   ID                  IDX      NAME      DATE        TIME

        ABBWI01              JACK2006                  5  IDMSJDBC  12/22/05  14.19.29.66

        USER ID NOT CAPTURED EXT ID NOT CAPTURED       6  IDMSDDDL  12/22/05  14.19.29.67

        ABBWI01              EXT ID NOT CAPTURED       7  RHDCRUAL  12/22/05  14.19.29.68

        NO USER SIGNON                                 8  RHDCRUAL  12/22/05  14.19.29.69

        ABBWI01              SUSIE666                  9  JAVAPROG  12/22/05  14.19.29.70

       C750009 RECORDS WRITTEN FOR REPORT 10 --      8                 

Handling Invalid Numeric Data
One of the most useful features of IDMS is its ability to access network records using SQL. These network records are
often redefined and have multiple formats, causing problems when data in a record occurrence is not in the correct
format for the type of the SQL column derived from the network schema record definition. In particular, decimal fields are
sometimes redefined as character fields. They can contain spaces, low values, or other data that is not a valid packed or
zoned decimal value. This violates the data integrity provided by the IDMS SQL Option, which ensures that data stored in
an SQL table is valid for the column type.
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In this situation, an application like the Online Command Facility (OCF), with direct access to the fetch buffer returned by
IDMS, can display a special indicator for the value (for example, a string of asterisks). Interfaces like ODBC and JDBC,
however, are expected to convert the data to the format requested by the application, and data integrity is assumed.

IDMS Server provides an Invalid Decimal option to handle this situation, allowing the client to specify what the ODBC and
JDBC drivers should return to the application when invalid data is received from IDMS. Options are:

Return Error
(Default) Drivers return an error to the application. The ODBC driver returns SQL_ERROR to the application,
which can use the SQLError function to retrieve the associated error message. The JDBC driver returns a
SQLException containing the error message. No value is returned in the output buffer provided by the application.

Return Null
The drivers attempt to return NULL for the column value. The ODBC driver sets the length/indicator value to
SQL_NULL_DATA. It returns an error if the pointer to the length/ indicator buffer supplied by the application
is 0. The JDBC driver returns either 0 or null, as specified by the ResultSet.getXXX method, or true for
ResultSet.wasNull. The drivers attempt to return NULL even if the column in the result set is NOT NULL.

Return 0
The driver always returns zero. This can be useful when the application does not provide a length/indicator buffer
for a column that is NOT NULL.

Ignore
The value returned to the application is undefined. This option is provided for compatibility with previous versions
of the ODBC driver, and is not supported by the JDBC driver.

The ODBC driver prints a message to the log when tracing is enabled, no matter which option is selected.

The Return Null option does not work if the application does not check for a NULL value when the result set column is
defined as NOT NULL. By default, an SQL column returned for a network record is treated as NOT NULL because there
is no NULL indicator field in the database. Since a result set column that is an expression does allow NULL values, one
solution is to enclose the column name in a VALUE scalar function, as in the following example:

SELECT VALUE(WARD_TOTAL_0430) FROM EMPDEMO."HOSPITAL-CLAIM"

This forces IDMS to build a result set that includes a NULL indicator for the WARD-TOTAL-430 field in the HOSPITAL-
CLAIM network record, and the drivers report that the column allows NULL values.

It may be convenient to define views on network records that wrap DECIMAL and NUMERIC columns in VALUE functions,
at least when the database is known to contain invalid data.

Pseudo-Conversational Processing
IDMS Server uses pseudo-conversational processing to minimize resource use on the IDMS system. The ODBC and
JDBC drivers support pseudo-conversational processing by automatically issuing an internal SUSPEND command, which
causes the current task to end, freeing resources on the IDMS CV.

By default, pseudo-conversational processing is optimized for interactive applications, in which a user enters a command
and then works with the results for a while before entering another command, similar to the way an on-line application
would be used. The drivers suspend the connection and end the task after most SQL commands.

You can customize this behavior can be by selecting a "suspend strategy" that specifies a set of suspend options
appropriate for a particular type of application. These suspend strategies are:
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• Interactive -- Intended for use by applications with a user interface, in which database activity and user input are
intermixed. The driver suspends the connection when the transaction is committed. This is the default strategy for
ODBC and non-pooled JDBC connections.

• Service -- Intended for use by JDBC applications that run in an application server that pools connections and allocates
them temporarily to units of work that that access the database one or more times without waiting for user input. The
driver suspends only when it determines that the connection is idle. This is the default for pooled JDBC connections. It
is of limited use for ODBC applications, since the ODBC driver manager does not notify the driver when a connection
is returned to the idle pool.

• Batch -- Intended for use by applications access the database many times and terminate without waiting for user input.
The driver does not use pseudo-conversational processing at all.

• Custom -- Intended for compatibility with previous releases. The driver's behavior is determined by the options
specified in the Windows registry, or equivalently, in the USS configuration file or Java properties file. These options
are documented in the appendices.

The following table shows the detailed suspend options that correspond to each strategy, 0 = disabled, 1 = enabled, X =
either:

Option Strategy
INT SER BAT CUS

ConnectSuspend 0 1 0 X
CloseCommit 1 1 0 X
CommitSuspend 1 0 0 X
FetchSuspend 0 0 0 X

Configure Secure Sockets
To use SSL with both the ODBC and JDBC drivers, you may need to install certificates. Certificates are used to prove the
identity of one or both parties in a secure socket connection.

Certificates are stored in a database that is called a keystore by the Java implementation of SSL. Other implementations
may use different terms for the certificate database, for example, mainframe security systems call it a keyring.

The SSL software that is used within the IDMS ODBC driver does not necessarily use a keyring or a keystore, but
simply requires you to name both the Client and Server certificate, and a common certificate directory where all signing
certificates must reside.

A certificate that has been signed by a recognized Certificate Authority (CA) is automatically trusted by the SSL
implementation.

Configure Secure TCP/IP Communications

IDMS Server secures transactions through IBM Application Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS). To learn more
about configuring AT-TLS, as well as creating and using certificates, see Administrating AT-TLS.

Certificates on the Client System

If your server does not have a certificate that is signed by a Certificate Authority, you must install the server certificate as a
trusted certificate in the client keystore. If your server requires client authentication, you must install the client certificate in
the client keystore.

Sample certificates have been provided in the IDMS Server 'certificates' sub-directory that you can use for both Server
and Client authentication. The certificates are:

• JSRVCERT -- Server Certificate
• JCLICERT -- Client Certificate
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Several different versions (or formats) of these certificates have been included for use with the ODBC driver, JDBC Driver,
and for importing on the mainframe. The file extensions for these versions are:

• .PEM -- (Privacy Enhanced Mail) Base64 encoded certificates. These certificates are suitable for use with the ODBC
Driver when used with the 'IDMS' communications protocol.

• .CERTDER.CER -- Public-Key Infrastructure (X.509), or PKIX, certificates. These certificates are suitable for use with
the JDBC Driver.

• .CER - DER encoded PKCS#12 package certificates. These certificates were used to create the '.PEM'-format
certificates, and are suitable for importing onto the keyring on the mainframe.

All certificates contain encoded data and should always be transmitted in BINARY mode.

Certificates on the Server

You must install the server certificate in the certificate database (keystore, keyring, or equivalent) of the server. If your
server requires client authentication and your client does not have a certificate that is signed by a recognized CA, you
must install the client certificate as a trusted certificate in the keystore or keyring of the server.

Certificate Administration

You can administer certificates on the client and server by using the tools that are described in this section.

JDBC Driver

Use the keytool utility supplied with the JDK tools to maintain the Java keystore file for standalone Java applications
using the JDBC driver and for the JDBC server. Define system properties on the Java command line to specify
the keystore at run time. For more information, see the JDK Tools documentation on the Oracle web site. Refer to the
vendor documentation for information about how to specify the keystore file when running a Java application in an
application server such as Websphere or Weblogic.

When accessing IDMS using SSL, the JDBC driver confirms that the server name in the certificate Common Name
(CN) field matches the name of the server to which you are connecting. If these names do not match, you receive
a HandshakeException. To resolve, update the CN value in the certificate to match the server name. If you cannot update
the CN, disable the check by either setting the Proxy.VerifyHost=0 in the caidms.properties file or with the Java JVM
parameter -Dca.idms.Proxy.VerifyHost=0.

ODBC Driver

All certificates that are used by the IDMS ODBC driver must be in PEM format. If you wish to use your own certificates
(generated on the mainframe for example), then you can use the OpenSSL utility to convert your certificate from
PKCS12DER format to PEM format.

In the following example, the OpenSSL command is used to convert a certificate:

openssl pkcs12 -in C:\temp\PKC12DER.CER -out C:\temp\PKC12DER.PEM

You can also use the OpenSSL utility to display details about your certificates, including the public key. The following
example OpenSSL command displays an IDMS Server sample certificate:

openssl x509 -in jsrvcert.pem -text -noout

NOTE

The OpenSSL utility comes with IDMS Server and is located in the installation directory. For more information
about using the OpenSSL utility, visit the OpenSSL organization site.

The jsrvcert certificate that is referenced in the previous example was created by Top Secret, which generates an x509-
type certificate with a public key that uses the RSA encoding algorithm. For more information on certificates, see Create
SSL Certificates.
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Configure Timeouts
Timeouts can be configured for each component that is used with IDMS Server, including the application server, CAICCI/
PC, the ODBC and JDBC drivers, the JDBC server, and IDMS. The ODBC and JDBC drivers also support setting timeouts
at runtime. Timeout settings can be grouped into three types:

• Reply Timeouts limit how long the client waits for a reply from the server after making a request.
• Idle Timeouts limit how long the server waits for the client to make a request.
• Other Timeouts are used to tune socket connections.

This section describes these timeouts and how they are related. On Windows, timeouts are generally defined in the
registry, using the CAICCI/PC and ODBC administrator applications. See the appropriate Common Components and
Services section or section "Configuring the Client on Windows" for information on using these applications. Detailed
descriptions of each setting are included in the section "Windows Registry Information." On z/OS, timeouts are defined
in the caidms.cfg configuration file. For detailed information on these settings, see the section "Configuration File
Information." Certain timeouts can also be set in the caidms.properties Java properties file. For information on these
settings, see the section "Properties File Information."

Reply Timeouts

Reply timeouts are necessary to prevent a client from waiting indefinitely for a reply from the server. When an error occurs
that prevents the server from responding, the client receives an error after the timeout expires, and can retry the request
or report the error. If a timeout is not set or is set too high, the application thread never regains control, and it may be
necessary to terminate the entire application. When connection pooling is in use this can cause unusable connections to
remain in the pool.

The optimal length of the reply timeouts depends on the type of application. Short queries and updates can use a
relatively short timeout. Queries that require scanning large databases require longer timeouts, especially if they include
SORT BY or ORDER BY clauses, which cause IDMS to retrieve the entire result set before returning the first row.

NOTE
Reply timeouts should be longer the further away from the server they are set, to allow the client to handle
timeout errors more accurately and efficiently.

For ODBC or the JDBC type 2 driver, a reply timeout can be set globally within CAICCI/PC, for a specific IDMS CV in the
Server servername definition, or at run time. This timeout is used by CAICCI/PC on Windows or the CCI service of ENF
on z/OS (referred to as CAICCI/ENF). For JDBC type 3 and type 4 drivers, a reply timeout can be set globally using the
IdmsConnectionOptions WaitTimeOut property, or at run time. This timeout is used as the default socket timeout. Reply
timeouts can also be set for the JDBC Server and for the CASERVER and IDMSJSRV tasks.

CAICCI/PC

On Windows, you can use the TCP/IP tab of the CAICCI/PC Configuration dialog to set the default Reply Wait timeout for
all connections. This value is the timeout for the sockets that are used to communicate with the CCITCP address space
on the mainframe.

The default is -1, which causes CAICCI/PC to wait indefinitely. Typical values range from 30 to 300 seconds.

Server servername Definition

You can use the Server servername definition to specify the reply timeout that is used by CAICCI for a specific data
source or group of data sources that connect to the same CV. It is supported on Windows and on z/OS.

On Windows, use the IDMS Server ODBC Administrator Server tab to set the Wait Timeout. The setting is passed to
CAICCI/PC when the connection is established, and overrides the CAICCI/PC setting. Setting the value to 0 causes the
CAICCI/PC value to be used.
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On z/OS, you can define WaitTimeOut in a Server servername section in the caidms.cfg configuration file. This value is
used with CAICCI/ENF, and is not a socket timeout. The default is 0, which causes CAICCI/ENF to wait indefinitely. Unlike
the Windows setting, there is no global default setting.

ODBC Driver

An ODBC application can set the Server servername definition timeout for specific connection using the DRIVER, DICT,
NODE, and WAIT keywords with the SQLDriverConnect API. This overrides the CAICCI/PC Reply Timeout setting. A
connection established this way does not use a Data Source or Server servername definition in the registry.

Note: For more information, see the section "ODBC Programmer Reference."

JDBC Driver

A JDBC application can set the reply timeout for specific Connection or Statement object using the methods that are
specified by the JDBC API.

The application can use the DriverManager.setLoginTimeout method to set the reply timeout for JDBC Connections
established using the DriverManager.

The application can use the DataSource.setLoginTimeout method to set the reply timeout for all connections established
using a specific DataSource. Application servers may provide administrative tools to maintain these properties.

The IdmsConnectOptions LoginTimeout or WaitTimeOut properties can be set to define the default system login timeout.

A JDBC application can also use the Statement.setQueryTimeout method to set the reply timeout for all SQL requests
made using a specific Statement object. The IdmsConnectOptions QueryTimeout or WaitTimeOut properties can be set to
define the default system query timeout.

For the JDBC type 2 driver, setting a reply timeout to a non-zero value using any of these methods overrides the reply
wait timeout set for CAICCI/PC on Windows and sets the timeout for CAICCI/ENF on z/OS. For the JDBC type 3 and type
4 drivers, the reply timeout is used as the socket timeout. In this case, a value of zero means that the reply timeout is
disabled and the driver waits forever.

NOTE
For more information, see the section "JDBC Programmer Reference."

JDBC Server

When the JDBC driver is used with the JDBC Server, the reply timeout that is specified using one of the JDBC methods is
incremented slightly and used as the timeout value for socket requests from the JDBC driver to the JDBC server.

If the connection was made without a data source that is defined in the registry or configuration file, the original
loginTimeout value is passed to the JDBC server and used as the default for CAICCI/ENF.

If the connection is made using a data source that is defined in the registry or configuration file for the JDBC Server, the
value of the Server servername section WaitTimeOut is used as the default for CAICCI/ENF. In this case the loginTimeout
is used only for the socket connection from the JDBC driver to the JDBC Server, and should be set at least as high as the
WaitTimeOut setting.

The original queryTimeout value is passed to the JDBC server and overrides the default for CAICCI/ENF no matter how it
was set.

When an intermediate JDBC Server is used, as might be done to support applets from a web server running on Linux, the
reply timeout for socket requests from the intermediate server to the server where the native SQL client runs should be
specified on the intermediate server.

On Windows, use the IDMS Server ODBC Administrator Proxy tab to set the Reply Timeout for the JDBC Server. On
z/OS and Linux, you can define ReplyTimeOut in the Proxy section in the caidms.cfg configuration file. You can define
this option in the caidms.properties file on all platforms. The intermediate server reply timeout is used only for the socket
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connection between the two JDBC servers, and should be longer than the reply timeout set in the Server servername
section on the destination JDBC Server.

CASERVER and IDMSJSRV Task

In IDMS, you can define the INACTIVE INTERVAL on the CASERVER and IDMSJSRV task definitions to specify how
long the task waits for a resource (this can be modified dynamically using the DCMT VARY TASK STALL INTERVAL
command). This setting defines how long the task waits for a specific resource, such as a database record. This value
often defaults to a SYSTEM setting and should be shorter than any client reply timeout setting. There is no timeout
that can be set to specify how long the task should wait for the overall request to be satisfied (because the task is busy
satisfying the request and is not waiting).

Idle Timeouts

Idle timeouts are necessary to prevent a server from waiting indefinitely for a request from a client, which unnecessarily
ties up resources. When the timeout is exceeded, the server assumes that the client no longer needs the connection,
possibly because of an error, and frees connection resources in an orderly fashion. This includes closing any connections
to a server closer to the CV. Properly configured idle timeouts are important for efficient connection pooling. The optimal
length of the idle timeouts depends on the type of application or application server.

NOTE
Idle timeouts should generally be shorter the further away from the server they are set, to allow the servers to
handle timeout errors more accurately and efficiently. Depending on how heavily loaded the servers are, the
differences may be relatively large.

Idle timeouts can be specified for the application server's connection pool, the JDBC driver, the JDBC Server, and the
CASERVER and IDMSJSRV tasks.

Application Servers

Application servers typically provide administrative tools to maintain idle timeouts for connections in their pool. When the
timeout is exceeded, the application server closes the connection and removes it from the pool.

Application servers might support global timeouts in an implementation-specific way or might honor the timeout properties
that are specified in a ConnectionPoolDataSource object. The IdmsConnectionPoolDataSource class supports the
maxIdleTime and propertyCycle properties as recommended in the JDBC 4.0 specification. The effective idle time for
an application server that uses these or equivalent properties could be as large as the sum of the two intervals. The
Type 4 JDBC driver uses these properties to adjust the RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL of the task automatically.
You may need to specify the equivalent idle time property in both the application server's ConnectionPoolDataSource
implementation and as a custom property for the IdmsConnectionPoolDataSource that it references.

NOTE
Not all application servers use these properties.

The idle timeout set for a pooled connection should be shorter than the idle timeouts set closer to the CV, possibly by as
much as 300 to 600 seconds.

JDBC Server

You can specify the interval that the JDBC server waits for a request from the JDBC driver. When this interval is
exceeded, the JDBC server assumes that an error has occurred, releases the SQL session with IDMS, and closes the
socket connection with the JDBC driver. If the application attempts to use the connection after this, the JDBC driver
returns a SQLException indicating that a communications error has occurred.

On Windows, you can use the IDMS Server ODBC Administrator Proxy tab to set the Wait Timeout for the JDBC Server.
On z/OS and Linux, you can define WaitTimeOut in the Proxy section in the caidms.cfg configuration file. You can define
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this option in the caidms.properties file on all platforms. The idle timeout for the JDBC server should be longer than the
timeout set for the application server and shorter than the timeouts set for the CASERVER or IDMSJSRV task.

CASERVER and IDMSJSRV Task

You can specify two idle timeouts for the CASERVER and IDMSJSRV tasks:

RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL
Specifies how long an idle connection persists before terminating the connection if no task is active.

EXTERNAL WAIT
Specifies how long an idle connection persists before terminating the task and connection when a task is active.

When the application server's connection pool implementation recognizes the IdmsConnectionPoolDataSource or
the IdmsXADataSource, the RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL should be longer than the maxIdleTime or equivalent
application server property. When the application server uses the DriverManager of IdmsDataSource to get a connection,
both of these should be longer than timeouts set in the application server and JDBC server.

Other Timeouts

You can use other timeouts to tune the way IDMS Server uses TCP/IP sockets.

CAICCI/PC

On Windows, you can use the CAICCI/PC Properties TCP/IP tab to set two additional timeout values.

Ready to Receive
Specifies how long CAICCI/PC waits for subsequent TCP/IP packets after receiving the initial reply packet. Unless
the network is extremely congested these usually arrive quickly, and this timeout is seldom exceeded. The default
value is '-1', which causes CAICCI/PC to wait indefinitely. This rarely causes problems, but a value of 60 seconds
is reasonable to ensure that no reply can cause the application thread to hang.

Ready to Send
Specifies how long CAICCI/PC waits to send data on a socket. Since sockets are full-duplex, there is almost
never any wait at all. The default setting of 60 seconds is generally acceptable.

These timeouts are not needed when using the Type 4 JDBC driver.

JDBC Server

When the JDBC server does socket I/O, the thread is blocked and cannot check for events such as server shutdown. You
can specify the internal timeout interval that the JDBC server uses when reading from a socket or waiting for a connection
request. When this interval is exceeded, the JDBC server checks for shutdown and other events, then resumes reading
from the socket unless an idle or reply timeout has expired.

This timeout is set by as the SocketTimeOut value in the Proxy section of the registry on Windows and the caidms.cfg
configuration file on z/OS. It can also be specified in the caidms.properties file on all platforms. The default setting of 60
seconds is generally acceptable.

Install the REST API
The IDMS REST API is built on the representational state transfer (REST) architecture, except for some services that are
based on Remote Procedure Call (RPC) protocol.

The following information provides prerequisites for using the IDMS REST API feature component. After downloading the
API software package from Broadcom Support, install it in a UNIX Systems Services (USS) environment.

After you have installed it, see the "Use the IDMS REST API" section for details about how to access the IDMS services.
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Prerequisites

Before you install the IDMS REST API, ensure that the following prerequisites are met:

• IDMS Server
Your IDMS system is configured to receive TCP/IP traffic from the IDMS JDBC driver, which is embedded within the
IDMS Rest API. For more information, see Configure Your IDMS System to Use TCP/IP.

• IDMS SQL feature
The SQL feature is installed on your IDMS system and at least one DB name contains the catalog segments that are
needed for SQL access. For more information, see Adding-on IDMS SQL.

• IDMS Visual DBA Release 18.0 or above
Your IDMS system is configured for use with IDMS Visual DBA. The SQL definitions that are needed for VDBA usage
must be installed on each catalog. For more information, see SQL Definitions for IDMS Visual DBA.

• IDMS Release 19.0 with PTFs applied
– IDMS PTF SO12292

The Dynamic Storage Pool Expansion Feature PTF addresses an issue with storage protection. (The Dynamic
Storage Pool Expansion functionality does not need to be enabled to use the IDMS REST API.)

– IDMS PTF SO13345
The PTF corrects addressing exceptions that can occur when external run unit tasks are among those being
monitored.

• 90 MB of available disk space on USS
The expanded TAR (Tape Archive) file requires approximately 90 MB of disk space. To reclaim space, you can delete
the TAR file after it has been expanded.

• z/OS version 2.2 or above
• Java 8 or above

Additional Prerequisites for Performance Metrics Services

To use the Performance Metrics services, you must have an external security manager (ESM) configured
and the IDMSINFO address space must be running. 

Using the REST API

For information about using the REST API, see Using the REST API.

Acquire, Install, and Configure the REST API
To install the REST API or update to a newer version, you download the software as a TAR file from Broadcom.

After you acquire the TAR file, you can install the REST API software and can configure it to meet the needs of your
organization and environment. You can use it to update an existing installation and maintain customizations that you have
made to the existing version.

Acquire the REST API

Download the IDMS REST API installation TAR file from Mainframe downloads.

Install the REST API

After you download the TAR file, expand and install it in a USS environment. If you already have the REST API installed,
you can update it by using the downloaded TAR file. See the following note about how to update an existing version of the
REST API.

NOTE
Update an Existing Version
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When you install a newer version of the REST API, you can keep the customizations that you have made to
the existing installation. The installation TAR file expands into a directory structure that matches the file name,
creating a duplicate installation.

Follow the instructions for installing the REST API, then copy customized files to the new installation:

• Copy the files from the etc and jdbc subdirectories to the new installation etc and jdbc subdirectories.
• If you have changed the template JCL for starting the REST API, update it to point to the JAR file in the new

installation (for example, idmsapi-1.0.0.jar).

Proceed with step 6 to start the REST API.

To install the REST API, follow these steps:

1. Prepare the directory within the USS environment where you want to install the API.
2. Copy the TAR file onto your mainframe LPAR into the directory that you prepared in the previous step. See the

following table for the directory structure and a description of the files that it contains.

File Description

bin/idmsapi-n.n.n.jar Includes the IDMS REST API, JDBC driver, and Tomcat Server

etc/application.yml Configuration properties pertaining to Tomcat and optionally, the
API Mediation Layer

etc/keystore.p12 Key store certificate file

etc/truststore.p12 Trusted (signed) certificate file

jcl/template.jcl Sample startup JCL deck for the IDMS Services API using Java 8

jcl/template_j11.jcl Sample startup JCL deck for the IDMS Services API using Java 11

jdbc/caidms.properties Configuration properties pertaining to the IDMS Server JDBC
driver

jdbc/datasources.yml IDMS Server JDBC driver datasource definitions

lib/libidmsinfo.so IDMSINFO shared object library (C interface to IDMSINFO)

lib/libzowe-commons-secur.so Security shared object library
3. Extract the contents of the TAR file by using the following command:

tar -xvf filename.tar
This command extracts the contents into a new folder with a name that matches the TAR file name (for example,
DVD0000000003261).

4. Set the extended attributes for the shared object files within the lib subdirectory. From within the lib subdirectory, issue
the following command:
extattr +p *.so

5. Tailor the template.jcl file to meet your site requirements. Use template.jcl if your site is utilizing Java 8, or
template_j11.jcl if using Java 11. Configure the following variables:
a. {jobcard} A valid job card for your site.
b. {user.javaLoadlib} The PDSE that contains the Java JVMLDM module. (You configure this variable only if the

JVMLDM module is not specified in the LNKLST.) The version of the JVMLDM must be 8.0 or greater.
c. {user.idmsTargetDir} The USS directory where the IDMS REST API TAR file was extracted.
d. {user.javaHome} The USS directory of your 64-bit Java Runtime Environment installation, for example:

JAVA_HOME=/sys/java64bt/v8r0m0/usr/lpp/java/J8.0_64
6. Submit the modified JCL deck to start the IDMS REST API.

Configure the IDMS REST API
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After you install the REST API, you can configure it for your environment.

1. (Optional) Generate a keystore and configure HTTPS.
The IDMS REST API installation includes certificates that allow it to operate in a secure SSL mode. So it is not
necessary to generate certificates. However, if you prefer to generate your own site-specific certificates for the IDMS
REST API rather than use the certificates provided, follow this procedure.
(If you have your own process for generating certificates at your site, you may use that process instead.)
a. Delete the file keystore.p12 from the following directory:

<idmsapi>/etc
b. Issue the following command from a USS command line to navigate to the configuration directory:

cd <idmsapi>/etc
c. Issue the following command, and follow the prompts to generate the keystore in pkcs12 format:

$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -genkey -alias idmsapi -keyalg RSA -keystore keystore.p12 -storetype pkcs12

Retain the password that you provide, as it is needed for the next step.
2. Tailor the application.yml file to meet your site requirements by configuring the following variables as necessary.

NOTE

• The datasources.yml and application.yml files are ASCII-encoded.
• The address parameter is not required to run the API.

– Port (for the Tomcat Server)
server:

    port: {server-http-port}

{server-http-port} Use any available Listener Port number of your choice, for example, 3100.
– Private Key and Keystore Passwords

If you chose to generate your own certificates, you must also configure the following variables:
server:

    ssl:

        keyPassword: password

        keyStorePassword: password

keyPassword Use the private key password provided when you invoked the keytool utility.
keyStorePassword Use the key store password provided when you invoked the keytool utility.

– File Logging
The IDMS REST API can log to a file in addition to the JES2 Job Log. To enable logging to a file, set the "enabled"
parameter to "true", under the "file" heading.
enabled: true

    name: log/api.log

        pattern: "log/api.%d{yyyy-MM-dd}.log"

        maxHistory: 30

        totalSizeCap: 3GB

pattern Sets the filename pattern for each log file.
maxHistory Determines the maximum number of log files to keep.
totalSizeCap Determines the maximum space to be used by all archive files.

3. Tailor the datasource.properties file to meet your site requirements.
Endpoints that have the {datasource} path parameter use JDBC to communicate with IDMS. Data source connection
parameters are defined in the data sources definition file, datasources.yml.
The location of the datasources.yml file is specified in the idms section of the Spring server application.yml file, as
shown in the following example:
idms:

    datasources:

                  fileName: jdbc/datasources.yml
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Properties that are supported by the IDMS JDBC driver IdmsDataSource class are specified in YAML format. A
datasource.properties file can contain more than one data source.
– Data source name

dataSourceName: {Name of the data source}

{Name of the data source} A name used to identify and access the IDMS CV when using the API, for example,
SYSDEMO. The data source name does not need to match the IDMS CV name. See IDMS Server documentation
for more information about defining IDMS data sources. 

– Description
description: {description of the IDMS CV}

{description of the IDMS CV} A description of the datasource, for example, "demo system."
– Server name

serverName: {host DNS name or IP address}

{host DNS name or IP address} The domain or IP address that is hosting the IDMS CV.
– Port Number

portNumber:{IDMS server listener port}

{IDMS server listener port} The port number used by a listener on the TCPIP line of the IDMS CV.
– Database name

databaseName: {IDMS SQL catalog dictionary name}

{IDMS SQL catalog dictionary name} The dictionary to be accessed on the IDMS CV.
Example Data Source Entry
Example:

  - dataSourceName: APIDEMO

    description: CV for testing the IDMS REST API

    serverName: someserver.com

    portNumber: 10080

    databaseName: APPLDICT

    networkProtocol: IDMS

    externalWait: 0

    resourceInterval: 0

    suspendStrategy: SERVICE

(Optional) Enable Specialized Endpoints

Depending on the tools that are used in your environment and your specific requirements, there are endpoints in the
application.yml file that you might want to use. Although these endpoints are disabled by default, you can enable them if
you choose.

The following sections describe the endpoints and explain how to enable them.

• Metrics
The IDMS API server includes a set of endpoints to monitor itself, which are provided by the Spring Boot Actuator
framework. The endpoints have the form:
/actuator/{category}
Because some of these endpoints can be exploited, they are disabled by default and should not be used in a
production server. The IDMS API Spring Boot configuration includes a diagnostic profile that enables them if they must
solve a problem. This profile can be specified in application.yml with:
spring.profiles.active: https,diag
The actuator endpoints are available only when the IDMS API server is accessed directly; they are not exposed by
the API Mediation Layer. Individual actuator endpoints can be enabled separately to minimize the risk of exposing
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sensitive information by specifying them in the application.yml file. For more information about these services, see
"Production Ready Features" in the Spring Boot Documentation.

• Prometheus
Prometheus is a time series database that is commonly used to monitor application servers. Prometheus can scrape
a set of performance metric endpoints and can record the data for analysis and visualization. The actuator endpoints
include a specific service that returns data about server performance in a format compatible with Prometheus.
This endpoint has the format:
/actuator/prometheus
To enable the endpoint, specify prometheus in the application.yml file as follows:
management.endpoints.web.exposure.include: prometheus
For more information about using Prometheus to monitor your environment, see the Prometheus website.

• DCMT Shutdown
The IDMS API includes an endpoint that exposes the DCMT SHUTDOWN command as a service. This service can be
invoked from a script or REST client application:
/dcmt/shutdown
This endpoint is disabled by default. If it is properly secured, you can enable it in the application.yml file with the
following setting:
idms:

    endpoints:          

          shutdown.enabled: true

Secure the Performance Metrics Services
Secure the monitoring of the IDMS REST API Performance Metrics information with your external security manager.

To enable secure monitoring of performance metrics information for an IDMS system, use an external security manager
(ESM), such as Top Secret, IBM Resource Access Control Facility (RACF), or ACF2, to define a security class and
resource that identifies the target system and grants permission to that resource through a user profile.

An unauthorized user that attempts to monitor the system is denied access and receives an HTTP 403 return code.

The Performance Metrics services are protected by the following system authorization facility (SAF) resource:
CLASS: IDMSAPI
RESOURCE: SYST.<IdmsSystemJobName>

Follow these steps:

To secure externally-monitored services for a given IDMS system, perform the following steps. See the example that
follows for a detailed illustration.

1. Add external security product definitions by creating a resource class, such as IDMSAPI. Follow the pattern
SYST.<IdmsSystemJobName> for resource names.
The target IDMS system name can be either the JOB name or the started task name (STC) of the target IDMS system
startup job.

2. Assign ownership to the resource name.
3. Grant permission to the user that will monitor the IDMS system.

Example Using Top Secret

The following example is based on a scenario that uses Top Secret as the external security manager. Because the
parameters shown in the steps will vary by installation, modify the information you enter as necessary for your ESM and
environment.
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NOTE
You can use wildcard masking. For example, in steps 2 and 3 you can specify all systems on an LPAR to TSS
as IDMSAPI(SYST.)

1. Add external security product definitions to TSS:
TSS ADDTO(RDT) RESCLASS(IDMSAPI) RESCODE(120) ACLST(ALL,READ) DEFACC(READ)

2. For each IDMS system to be monitored, add the following to assign ownership to the resource name:
TSS ADD(user02) IDMSAPI(SYST.SYSTEM74)

3. For each user, add the following to grant permissions to monitor the external system:
TSS PERMIT(user10)IDMSAPI(SYST.SYSTEM74) ACCESS(READ)

Integrate the REST API with the API Mediation Layer
The API Mediation Layer consolidates mainframe RESTful API services, including the IDMS REST API, at a single,
secure point of access.

It offers a cloud-like experience through high-availability, scalability, dynamic discovery, and provides API documentation
of services registered with it. For more information about the Mediation Layer, see Zowe API ML.

Integration with the API Mediation Layer is optional. You can still use the IDMS REST API without the API Mediation
Layer. However, integration with the API Mediation Layer provides additional benefits to your API service.

NOTE
You can deploy the IDMS REST API either with or without the API Mediation Layer.

Install the API Mediation Layer

Download the API Mediation Layer package by using one of the following methods:

• Acquire the API Mediation Layer installation pax file as part of the Brightside Enterprise software package (release
2.0) from Broadcom Support under Download Management. For installation instructions, see the Zowe API ML
documentation.

• Acquire the API Mediation Layer as part of the Zowe open source project. For more information, see the Zowe
documentation.

Integrate with the API Mediation Layer

Integrate the IDMS REST API with the API Mediation Layer to make the REST API discoverable and available in the API
Catalog.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure certificates to enable an HTTPS connection between the REST API and the API Mediation Layer. For
documentation about this procedure, see Certificate Management in Zowe API Mediation Layer.

2. Update the following settings in the application.yml file:<idmsapi>/etc/application.yml where <idmsapi> is the directory
in the USS file system where the product is installed.
a. Set apiml.enabled to true .
b. Change the setting for apiml.service.serviceId to a unique service ID.
c. Set apiml.service.hostname and apiml.service.ipAddress to the host name and the IP address of your

server, respectively. You can keep the setting localhost for development purposes if the API Mediation Layer is
running on the same server.

d. Set api.service.discoveryServiceUrls to the URL of the API Mediation Layer Discovery Service. You
can keep https://localhost:10011/eureka if the API Mediation Layer is running on the same server and is
using the default port 10011 for the Discovery Service.
The following examples show how to set the values in either the yml file or from the command line.
Example of values set in the etc/application.yml file
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apiml:

   enabled: true 

   service: 

     serviceId: caidms 

     hostname: localhost 

     ipAddress: 127.0.0.1 

     discoveryServiceUrls: 

       - https://localhost:10011/eureka

`

3. Verify that the integration is successful. Go to the API Catalog home page and ensure that the IDMS API service is
displayed.

You can now access the IDMS REST API service through the API Mediation Layer. This integration makes your service
details such as availability status and API documentation available through the API Catalog, enables you to run multiple
service instances to ensure high-availability, and lets you change the service IP location without affecting the REST API
client communication.

Use TLS Certificates
Transport Layer Security (TLS) certificates provide secure communications between the client and server.

Companies frequently choose to conduct all web service requests over a secure HTTP connection (HTTPS). This is
accomplished through a connection often referred to as Secure Socket Layer (SSL). The newer terminology (and protocol)
for such a secure connection is Transport Layer Security (TLS).

About TLS Certificates

To configure TLS communications, you create TLS certificates and create data stores to hold those certificates. A server
certificate represents your REST API server. Depending on your security needs you can also create a client certificate.

A server in a TLS conversation (in this case your REST API server) has a keystore in which it stores the certificates, which
verify that the server is who it claims to be. The server sends its certificate to a client during TLS negotiation. A client
has a truststore, in which it stores certificates that it is willing to trust. The client confirms the certificate that is sent by the
server during TLS negotiations against the client’s truststore.

You can also optionally configure the additional TLS security of client-side certificates. This is not as frequently done,
but it is a capability of certificates. In this scenario, you configure a server to demand a client certificate. You create a
client certificate and store it into the client’s keystore and into the server’s truststore. This technique is essentially the
reverse of the procedure that is used to deploy a server certificate. You must do this procedure for every remote client in
your environment. During TLS negotiation, the server asks the client for its certificate. The client retrieves its certificate
from its keystore and sends it to the server. The server verifies the certificate against the server’s truststore. Through this
procedure, the server verifies that the client application can be trusted.

Using Certificate Authorities

Certificate Authorities, like VeriSign, Entrust, and DigiCert, can be used to sign a given server’s certificate. With a signed
certificate, a client does not need a certificate from every server in the world stored in its truststore. If the client trusts a
Certificate Authority, it knows that it can trust a certificate that it receives from an otherwise unknown server, as long as
the certificate is signed by a Certificate Authority. Public web server applications and web browsers often use this type of
approach, because of the sheer volume of clients and servers.

Obtaining a certificate that is signed by a Certificate Authority is beyond the scope of this document. The recommended
practice for deploying certificates for your corporate REST API server is to obtain a certificate from your company’s
security department. Individuals can create a self-signed certificate for a server. You may choose to do this to test an
application while you wait for a certificate from your security department. Regardless of where it comes from, if your
certificate is self-signed, you must place it into both the server’s keystore and into the client’s truststore.
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For more information on the generation of self-signed certificates, please refer to Create SSL Certificates.

Using the Keytool Program

One commonly available application for creating keystores and truststores is a program named keytool from your
Java Runtime Environment. Keytool can also create a self-signed certificate, place a certificate into a keystore,
import a certificate signed by a Certificate Authority, export a certificate from a keystore, and import a certificate into a
truststore. Using these capabilities of keytool, you can create the various scenarios described above. You must read the
documentation for keytool to learn the details required to accomplish those steps.

Installing IDMS Visual DBA
This section describes how to install IDMS Visual DBA on the PC. To enable Enhanced Object Security for Visual DBA
in an IDMS Central Version (CV), an additional mainframe configuration step is required. This information is covered in
Enhanced Object Security, which also contains extensive examples illustrating its benefits.

If an installation in an IDMS CV is done without Enhanced Object Security, it can be added in a later phase. Also
Enhanced Object Security can be turned off and on at any time. For more information, see Using Visual DBA.

About Installing IDMS Visual DBA

IDMS Visual DBA uses IDMS Server to communicate with IDMS. For information about installing and configuring IDMS
Server, see Install IDMS Server.

Software Requirements
The following software requirements apply for running IDMS Visual DBA Version 18.1:

Mainframe:
IDMS Release 16.0 or later on z/OS or z/VSE.

PC
: Validation testing was performed on Windows® 8.1 and 10.0.
IDMS VDBA 18.1 can run on earlier Windows versions, and is also expected to run properly on later Windows
versions.

IDMS Server:
The client component of IDMS Server can be downloaded from Broadcom Support.

Install IDMS Visual DBA Version 18.1
This article describes how to obtain the installation files and install IDMS Visual DBA 18.1 (VDBA).

Obtain the Installation File

You can obtain the IDMS Visual DBA installation files from the Broadcom Support page:

To obtain the installation file, follow these steps:

1. Select DOWNLOAD MANAGEMENT and search for and select IDMS - Database.
2. From the Product Downloads tab, select IDMS/DB FOR Z/OS Plus MVS.
3. Select the latest IDMS version from the RELEASE drop-down list.
4. Find IDMS Visual DBA from the list of products.
5. Select the ADD TO CART or DOWNLOAD option.
6. Unzip the File.
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Install IDMS Visual DBA 18.1

This section describes the suggested steps for installing IDMS Visual DBA v18.1.

Two files can be used to install IDMS Visual DBA v18.1: SETUP.EXE and SETUP.ISS:

SETUP.EXE
: Run this file standalone to interactively install VDBA,

SETUP.EXE
with SETUP.ISS: Run these files as a parameter to silently install VDBA, where you do not need to answer
prompts.

NOTE

If IDMS Visual DBA v18.0 is installed on your system, the installation of VDBA v18.1 removes and replaces
v18.0.

To install VDBA 18.1, follow these steps:

1. Copy SETUP.EXE and SETUP.ISS to a new folder, for example to C:\VDBA181
2. Use Run as Administrator to install VDBA v18.1 using either the interactive or silent method.

Interactive Installation

1. Using File Explorer, navigate to the folder that includes SETUP.EXE and SETUP.ISS.
2. Double click SETUP.EXE to invoke the installation process.
3. Answer the prompts to select one of the following installation options:

a. Typical: Copies the product components into the folder you specified during the installation.
b. Compact: Copies the required program files, help files, and README files into the folder you specified during the

installation.
This method does not copy the SQL installation scripts or the example file.

c. Custom: Allows you to select which IDMS product components that you want to install. By default, the components
are selected for installation. You can select or clear components, such as the SQL script files, documentation files,
and example files. By default, the required program files, help files, and README files are installed.

4. A dialog appears that provides an option to display a README file, which is enabled by default. The README file
automatically displays when the installation completes. If you disable this option, you can view the README file later
by retrieving it from the root folder that contains the installation files.

NOTE

Examine the README file before you run VDBA. The file contains valuable information about requirements
for using IDMS Visual DBA 18.1 and reference information.

5. Select FINISH.

Silent Installation

The silent installation method does not display prompts and does not provide the option to display the README file
immediately after installation.

To install VDBA 18.1 silently, use the RUN command and enter the following command:

"<path where setup.exe is located>\setup.exe” /s /f1"<path where setup.iss is located>\setup.iss"

Example

The following example displays the command for a silent installation, where the installation files are in the folder C:
\VDBA181:

"C:\VDBA181\setup.exe” /s /f1"C:\VDBA181\setup.iss"
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Prepare Your Mainframe Environment
This topic describes APARs and other maintenance that you must apply to your IDMS systems before installing the
mainframe SQL definition component of IDMS Visual DBA.

IDMS r16

If you did not install any Service Pack, apply APAR QO57823, 

If you do not have a license for the IDMS SQL option, SP2 or later is required, and you must also apply APAR RO12770.

IDMS r17

If you have a license for IDMS SQL Option, no maintenance is required.

If you do not have a license for the IDMS SQL option, you must apply the following PTFs:

z/OS:
PTF RO12719

z/VSE:
PTF RO12720

Post IDMS r17

There are no PTF requirements for IDMS versions 18.0 and later.

SQL Definitions for IDMS Visual DBA
IDMS Visual DBA (VDBA) requires that SQL definitions are installed in your mainframe environment to access all of the
IDMS mainframe objects that VDBA manages. The SQL definitions install the SQL DDL for schemas, views, functions,
and table procedures, and must be installed in the SQL catalog for each VDBA dictionary.

WARNING

Installation of the SQL definitions, for use by VDBA on the mainframe, depends heavily on the mainframe
environment. Before you install the SQL definitions, it is important to know which version of IDMS is installed in
your environment. Knowing the release level determines which version of the IDMSVnnX or IDMSRnnX script
you use in the instructions that follow.

About Installing the SQL Definitions

You should be familiar with the following information before installing the SQL definitions:

• Each dictionary to be controlled must have a catalog that is assocociated with that dictionary. The catalog component
of different dictionaries can be shared. If multiple dictionaries share the same catalog, only one dictionary requires that
the SQL definitions installed.

• You may need to increase the catalog size to accommodate the added views and table procedures. If you used the
original installation defaults, you may need to increase the catalog size for the CATSYS segment files. You must have
at least 1000 pages in your DDLCAT area for all catalogs that are used with VDBA.

• IDMS Visual DBA Version 18.1 SQL definitions can coexist with definitions of earlier IDMS Visual DBA releases. There
is no need to uninstall the earlier SQL definition versions. However, if you prefer to uninstall earlier versions, see
Uninstall and Reinstall IDMS Visual DBA.

The following two methods can be used for installing the IDMS Visual DBA SQL definitions:
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• Using the mainframe Batch Command Facility IDMSBCF
• Using IDMS Visual DBA

Install SQL Definitions Using IDMSBCF

This option submits the SQL DDL statements directly to IDMS for processing.

To install IDMS Visual DBA SQL definitions using IDMSBCF

1. Locate the SQL script with the definitions that are needed by VDBA for your environment. The script files are located
in the IdmsR16X, IdmsR17x or IdmsV18x release folders of the Visual DBA product folder. The full path of the release
folders are typically named as follows:
– C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\IDMS Visual DBA V18x\ IdmsR16x
– C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\IDMS Visual DBA V18x\IdmsR17x
– C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\IDMS Visual DBA V18x\IdmsV18x

2. Option. To enable Enhanced Object Security and to define the names of the dictionaries that you want VDBA to
manage, edit the vdb<x>r <x>.sql script file as explained in the comments. Optionally, if the name of the IDMSDIRL
dictionary is not SYSDIRL, you can change the name. The vdb<x>r <x>.sql scripts contain three predefined
dictionaries: SYSTEM, APPLDICT, and SYSDICT on three separate lines. You can change the predefined names and
can add or remove lines with dictionary names.

3. Upload the file to the mainframe using a Text File Transfer Protocol.
4. Execute the Batch Command Facility (IDMSBCF), using the uploaded file as input, against all dictionaries that you

want VDBA to manage.

NOTE
For more information about enabling Object Security, see Enable and Disable Enhanced Object Security.

Install SQL Definitions Using IDMS Visual DBA

You can use an SQL command console to execute the SQL DDL statements that are required for IDMS Visual DBA.

Even though Enhanced Object Security may be disabled, a profile for the installing user must exist on the IDMS Central
Version (CV). The profile must contain a rule that allows the SQL command processor to execute against the target
dictionary in update mode.

For example, if the target dictionary is SYSTEM, the following rule allows execution of the SQL command processor
against it:

    Cmd Console SQL/SYSTEM(U)   

To Install IDMS Visual DBA SQL Definitions follow these steps

1. Run IDMS Visual DBA.
2. Make the Node window visible and active. 
3. Expand the root node, Node, to display the available nodes that are the ODBC data sources that use an IDMS ODBC

driver.
4. Select the Data Source for the target dictionary. If an appropriate node (ODBC data source) to your mainframe CV/

Dictionary does not exist, perform the following steps:
a. Add a node using Add on the Node menu, or select Add on the Node window toolbar.
b. Define the ODBC data source as a system or user ODBC data source. The dictionary that is specified in the ODBC

Data Source definition is the target dictionary for the installation.
5. Open a command console to your Central Version (CV) by one of the following methods:

a. From the Node menu, select Cmd Console
b. Select Cmd Console on the List of Virtual Nodes  window toolbar
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c. Right-click the selected node and select Cmd Console. 
A dialog prompts you for a userid and password to connect with the IDMS CV.

6. After a successful connection, the Cmd Console & Result Cache window appears, which includes two active list
boxes. 
a. In the left list box, select the default dictionary of the node or ODBC data source.
b. In the right list box, verify that the default processor SQL is listed. Keep this default processor.

7. From the Script menu, select Open Script to select the installation SQL script that corresponds to your IDMS release.
The script files are located in the IdmsR16X, IdmsR17x or IdmsV18x release folders of the IDMS Visual DBA product
folder. The full path of the release folders are typically named as follows:
a. C:\Program Files(x86)\CA\IDMS Visual DBA V18x\ IdmsR16x
b. C:\Program Files(x86)\CA\IDMS Visual DBA V18x\IdmsR17x
c. C:\Program Files(x86)\CA\IDMS Visual DBA V18x\IdmsV18x

8. Option. To enable Enhanced Object Security and to define the names of the dictionaries that you want
VDBA to manage, edit the vdb<x>r <x>.sql script as explained in the comments. Optionally, if the name of
the IDMSDIRL dictionary is not SYSDIRL, you can change the name. The vdb<x>r <x>.sql scripts contain three
predefined dictionaries: SYSTEM, APPLDICT, and SYSDICT in three separate lines. You can change the predefined
names and can add or remove lines with dictionary names.

9. Select the Trace tab to display the execution of the script progress.
10. Select GO or press F5.

NOTE

A disabled GO button in the command console of IDMS Visual DBA indicates that either a profile does not
exist for the user, or the profile does not allow execution of the SQL command processor against the target
dictionary.

Verify Successful Installation

If the script terminates without errors, the installation is successful. Warnings are acceptable.

Uninstall and Reinstall IDMS Visual DBA
This article describes how to uninstall and reinstall IDMS Visual DBA (VDBA), and uninstall the SQL definitions.

Uninstall the PC Client Component

It is not required to uninstall earlier VDBA versions before installing the current version. Different versions of VDBA can
coexist. 

If you prefer to uninstall VDBA, use the Uninstall program procedures for the Windows version on your PC.

Uninstall the Mainframe SQL Definitions

The procedure for uninstalling SQL definitions is the same regardless of which IDMS Visual DBA version the definitions
are associated.

However, during the uninstallation process, you need to choose the appropriate script for the version of VDBA that you
uninstall.

To uninstall IDMS Visual DBA SQL definitions follow these steps

1. Open an SQL command console session for the version of IDMS Visual DBA that is on the node (ODBC data source)
that contains the dictionaries that you want to uninstall.

2. Select the dictionary that you want to uninstall from the dictionary drop-down menu.
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3. Execute the uninstallation for the the appropriate vdb<x>unr<x>.sql uninstallation script located in the IdmsR<x>
subfolders of the VDBA product folder. These are the folders that are created during the installation of IDMS Visual
DBA Version.

4. Repeat the previous two steps for each dictionary that you want to uninstall.

NOTE
Alternately, you can upload the vdb<x>unr<x>.SQL uninstallation file to the mainframe and run an IDMSBCF
batch job to execute the script. The IDMSBCF batch job must be run against each dictionary for the version of
IDMS Visual DBA SQL definitions to be uninstalled.

Reinstall IDMS Visual DBA

To reinstall an IDMS Visual DBA version on top of the existing installed Version, you must first uninstall both the PC Client
and the mainframe SQL definitions of the existing installed version.

NOTE

For more information on installing these components, see Installing IDMS Visual DBA.
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